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~/ 
December 15,1989 

~ 

Temple Johnson Jr. 
M~r~ger Air Traffic Division 

¯ ¯ FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
.... ¯ 17900 Pacific Highway South 

P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Wash. 98168 

DecaYer 18, 1989 

Mr. Templeaohnson, Manager                - 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
~o,-’thwest MountainDivie~on. .o,~,~,i.~ ... 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Mr. D. Patrick Dodge, City Manager of Medina, has recently 
written to you concerning current issues of aircraft noise 
over the Eastsi~le. I am writing to second-his concerns and 
underline the ~own of Clyde Hills" interes~ ~n the equitable 
distribution Of east turn departures..,....-~..:~,.[ 

our Town recognizes that airline service to our region 
necessitates at least a minimum of aircraft noise. However 
we believe that our community has been heavily impacted by 
the existing east turn while other similar communities near 
by have not shared in this common problem. ~ ~upport_~. 
revision of the departure plan which m~ spread the effects 
~ depart__Ing p,anes more evenly over the Easts£de. 

We appreciate your help and support in mitigating the. 
~ff~t= of ~Ir~r~ft noise o~ our community. 

Sincerely, 

MaWr ~G. Rourke 

Dear Sir, 

As a resident of Mercer Island I object to the FAA proposal that 
would allow more Sea-Tac jets to fly over our community at lower 
altitudes. We have paid a premium for our homes in a relatively 
quiet neighborhood. We find the detriment to our ~uality of llfe 
posed by low-flying jet aircraft to be unacceptable. 

Temple Johnson, the FAA’s local air ~raffic d~vision manager, has 
stated publicly that the ~ for the Four-Poster Plan are tO 
improve safety and efficiency. In the next breathe, he has added 
that the ~ion of t e~--~n which routes jet traffic over the 
middle of Mercer Island is for the purpose of reducing ~he noise 
burden on the Bellevue and Medina area. 

These statements, for two reasons, illustrate that it is 
inappropriate for the FAA to uni!aterally alter flight tracks for 
the purpose of noise abatement. First, it is the task of the 
mediation process to address noise issues and recommend e related 
flight track revision if necessary. Noise abatement generally 
does not fall within the FAA’a purview. Second, the Four-Poster 
Plan is for the purpose of improving safety and efficiency of 
Sea-Tac operations. 
The mediation process is studying the possibility of flight track 
changes. The FAA is a voluntary party to ~he process.    It 
should toss the Four-Poster Plan into the mediation’a "hopper" 
for consideration. In many ways, it appears to be a plan with 
merit. However, citizens need a chance to hear from the 
mediation’a professional noise consultant on ~his issue - within 
the mediation process. If the F~ would cease distracting us 
from our task we could probably work something out before the 
Goodwill Games, the latter a big worry for the 

Temple Johnson has also publicly seated tha~ the FAA is exempt 
.from filing an Environmental Impact Statement regarding airspace 
chanties below 3,000 feet, The proposed TCA chan~e ~nvolve5 



The Port of Seattle should demand that the FAA bring its plan 
into the mediation process. 

Sincerely 0 

Larry Ellestad 
5904 E. Mercer Way 
Mercer Island, Wash. 98040 

cc 

Andrea Rinker 
Director Aviation Division 
Port of Seattle 
P.O. Box 68727 
Seattle, Wash. 98168 

Senator Slate Gordon 
915 2nd Ave. 
Seattle, Wash. 98174 

Senator Brock Adams 
915 2nd Ave. 
Seattle, Wash. 98174 

Pat Davis 
President Seattle Port Commission 
P.O. Box 1209 
Seattle, Wash. 98111 

Congressman Rod Chandler 
Suite 105 
3326 160th Ave S~E. 
Seattle, Wash. 98008 

Mr. Tem~ H. Johnson, Manager 
Air Trafflo Division 

..Northwest Mountain Region, FAA 
~7900 Pacific Highway South, C-66966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I would like to share with you my concerns regarding the proposed 
air traffic flight pattern changes for Sea-Tee Airport. 

The FAA has been a valued participant in the mediation proceed 
with various Puget Sound oommunitlas, the Port of Seattle, and the 
airline industry. All participants have invested slg~Iflcant alaounts 
of time and resources. Unilateral action on the par~ of the PAA at 
this point in the mediation process would seriously cripple any effor~ 
to reach a oons~nmue. I have asked Transportation secretary Skinner 
for more tile before deciding on any air traffic uhan~ee. 

The First Congresslonal Dimtriot includes part~ oE King, 
Snohomieh, and Kitsap countlos, Communities in all three oE theso 
countlee will he Impacted by any trafflo pattern deolslon. Thle 
impact is not only in the fozTof aircraft nolso at Boa-Tat, but also 
in air traffic noise at Paine Field. I have been advlsa~that the FAA 
proposed flight pattern ohanges may underout Paine Field’s oarefully. 
developed noise abatement program. In light of these concer~e and 
others, I would like to meet with you at your earllHt oon~enlenoe. 

I understand the FAAJa statutor~ obligation is safety, in 
addition to enhancln~ effioisn~y and capaolty. However, particularly 
as the Puget Sound area continues to grow, addreseiog noise abatement 
effectively and equitably must also he part of any FAAdeclmion. 

Therefore, I request the FAA review all reasonable air traffic 
alternatives with respect to noise i~psct. In add/t|on, ~ ask that 



CITY COUNCIL 
9611 S,E. 36~h St. * P.O. Box 1440 . M©rccr Island. WA 98040-1440 

~06) 236-3520 

Dat~: 

Temple Johnson 
Pederal Aviation Administration 
Northwest Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

November 13, 1989 

RE: Implementation of "Four Post Plan" 

The Mercer Island City Council recently has learned of the FAA’s 
llntentlon to Implement some version of the "Four Post Plan" - the 
proposal you presented to the City Council at its meeting of 
August 14, 1989. Since that time, I have sent the Washington 
Offices of the FAA a letter esttlng out Mercer Island’s objection 
to proposed changes in Sea-Tac’s terminal control area (TCA) and 
the Four Post Plan. I also sent a Copy of that letter to you. 

Although I thought our position was made clear in that letter, I 
understand that you would llke more specific .input" from the 
City Council and/or the noise mediation committee. Therefore, in 
the interest of being specific, we offer the following: 

1. The City requests the FAAwithdraw ’any of its efforts in 
implementing the Four Post Plan. 

2. The City requests, in writing, an exact description and 
mapping of the Four Post Plan version that the FAA intends to 
Implement includlng fllght tracks, elevations and projected 
numbers of aircraft followlng specific routes. 

3. The City requests some reliable indication or evidence, 
(including a listing of Indivlduals or agencies involved) that 
implementation of the Four Post Plan must proceed on the short 
tlmetable your office has described. 

4. The city believes the FAA should undertake a thorough 
review of nolse-generated envlronmental impacts (EIS) 
associated with the Pour Post Plan flight tracks. The review 
should take into account noise from both commercial and 
general aviation resulting from FAA-proposed flight track 
changes. 

5. In the unfortunate event that the FAA decides to proceed 
with the plan, the Mercer Island City Council further 
requests: 

A. The existing "east-ti~rn" flight track on north flow days 
should be either eliminated completely or maintained in its 
current configuration. Any attempt to split the east turn 
between eastern and southern-bound aircraft should be 
abandoned on noise impact grounds. (The Port’s Overfllghte 
Committee, based on their noise consultant’s testimony, 
rejected a similar scattering of aircraft in 1987.) 

B. The "down-wlnd leg" for south flow arrivals (heading 
north up the 1-405 corridor and turning west over Kirkla~) 
should be eliminated or moved east over unpopulated areas. 

Apparently, the FAA wishes to implement fllghttrack changes 
unilaterally and outside the noise mediation forum. As I am sure 
you know this action may strike a fatal blow to the mediation 
process. The City of Mercer Island, a supporter of the mediation 
effort from its beginning, asks the FAA to llkewlse show support 
for the process and sensitivity to the participants. Allowlng the 
process to continue on a multi-lateral basis appears to be tale 
only way a workable solutlon can be crafted outside of a 
courtroom. 

Sincerely, 

/ 
.orn0 

Mayor 

city Councilmembers 
Mercer Island Mediation Representatives 
Pat Davis, President, Seattle Port Commission 
Zeger van Asch van Wijck, Exec. Director, Port of Seattle 
Andrea Riniker, Director of Aviation, Port of Seattle 
Washington State Legislative Delegation 
Senator Sleds Gorton, U.S. Senate 
Rep. Rod Chandler, U.S. House of Representatives 
Jerry Cormick, Mediation Institute 



CITY COUNCIL 

November 13, 1989 

Ms. Pat Davis, President 
Seattle Port Commission 
Port of Seattle 
P.o. Box 1209 
Seattle, WA 98111 

RE: FAA Implementation of "Four Post Plan" 

Dear Ms. Davis, 

Recently, the Mercer Island City Council was made aware of the 
FAA’e intention to implement what has been referred to as the 
"Four Pgst Plan". Also, it is our understanding that the FAA 
intends to Implement this planindependent of the Port of 
Seattle’s Aircraft Noise Mediation Process. 

As has been stated in the past, the Cltv of Mercer Island 
continues to object to the ImD1ementatlon of the Four Post Plan. 
TheCity also believes that as cony¯nor of the noise mediation 
process, the Port Cont~isslon should Insist that the FAA drop any 
plans to Implement the Drogosal. ImD1ementatlon should be 
postponed at least until its associated noise impacts can be 
evaluated. 

At the FAA’s own admission, the Four Post Plan emphasizes airport 
efficiency at the expense of aircraft noise impacts. From all 
indications, those impacts will be partloularly severe over 
communities such as Mercer Island that already experience 
substantlal commerclal and general aviation noise. While the City 
does not object to safety-related improvements, changes for 
efficiency sake must be considered in llght of their associated 
environmental costs. The FAA has already admitted that the Four 
Post Plan is not a safety-drlven proposal. 

As part of the mediation effort, the Port has retained the 
Services of "noise experts" to advise the mediation committee. At 
the very least, the Port should prevent implementation of the 
Four Post Plan untll its own noise consultants have had an 
opportunity to evaluate it. In addition, the Port should insist 
that the FAA comply with all requirements for envlronmental 
impact assessment as specified in the National Environmental 
Pollc¥ Act (NEPA}. 

~Jjlally, the Port Co~lssion should be reminded rhat itm own 
Joint Committee on Overflights recommended that a process for 
evaluatlng flight track changes be adopted. Full, her, ~n It~ 1987 
final report that same committee unanimously voted to re, eel; 
Implementatlon of a new "East Turn" on north flo~ take-offm. 
Based on substantial noise impact and survey research da~a, ~ 
Committee rejected the proposed new flight track, flndlng a lax’q~ 
public outcry froa Eastslde communities rather than noise i~ 
improvements. The FAA’sproposed Four Poster Plan ignores the~e 
finding and recommendations. 

As represen~atlves of all King County residents, we hope the Port 
Commission Is as sensitive to the Sea-Tac noise 
become. 

Sincerely, 

cc City Councllme~bers 
Mercer Island Mediation Representatives 
Seattle Port Co~issioners 
Zeger van~ch van WiJck, Exec. Director Port of Seattle 
Andrea Rinlkar, Director of Aviation 
Temple Johnson, Reg. Mgr. Federal Aviation Administration 
Washington State Legislative Delegation 
Senator Sled¯ Gorton0 U.S. Senate 
Rap. Rod Chandler, U.S. House of Representatives 
Jerry Cor~Ick, Mediation Institute 



November 24, 1989 

Mr. Temple Johnson 

Manager 

F~derel Aviation Administration 
Northwest Mountain Region 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

PO ~ox C-68966 

Seattle, WA 98168 

Dennis & l~thy Adler 

(206) 232-3609 

Dear ~r. Johnson, 

Our concern over recent developments regarding the .Four-Poster Plans 

hae prompted ue to write thie letter. Am you are probably awere, 
plan, submitted by the FJ~k without the benefit of an anviron~ental 
impact state.eat (tim), will bring ~ete in the SeaTac terminal control 
area (TCA) over the central region of l~cer Island at an altIEude 
approxi~telY 1,000 fee~ lower ~an ~he presen~ alt~es In use over 
the north end of ~he ~sland. ~is 1~erlnq of ~e T~’s mIn~a~ 
al~l~ude w111 also force s~ll Graft, which generally avoid 

~o fly a~ 2,000 tee~ over ~he Islam. This ~s ~n~oler@le. 
increas~ noise, decroas~ margins of safety, a~ ~tent/al loss of 
~ace a~ ~tet we souqh~ (and found) here on ~rcer Island are 

cha~em Ve canno~ accept. 

~e only recently moved ~o Hercor Island. We purchas~ our home here 

for movers1 reasons. The schools are excellent. ~e traffic Is no~ 
hea~. ~e can s~snd on our deck or sl~ w~h our windows o~n 
usually, hea~ no~h~nq ~re ~han ~he w~nd, wa~er s~ bird. 
all, we find ~e ~alt~y of life on Mercer Island to ~ such 

~an anthers we have liv~ ~fore. We used to live near an 
a~ fou~ ~@ noise to be a~mtnable. ~a~ e~rience �onvin¢~ 
~at we would never again live that close to an ai~ or 

flight ~- 

~ n~ ~ f~ ourselves th~st into the ve~ situation we sought 

avoidl ~e~ra work to find a ho~ on Mercer Islam, not to mention 
the substance1 amount of extra money, ~y have been ~ly in vain. 

~e F~ is proposing to fly aircraft over the middle or the island, 

M~;oTemple Johnson 

unfair and unreasonable to push through 

it, the public ~he chance to comnt pro~rly 
knowlnq wha~ ~he drawbackm are. 

~e ~hank you tot your kind a~en~ion, 
~i~ly res~nse and prosp~ action 

......... ’ *’~ ...... ~ ~"<-’i>~’ ~o below 3,000 feat is Just do.hie-talk that because the TCA does not 
avoids ~he reel issue: Mhet is the real impact of the Four-Poster 
plan on the environment and the residents of Mercer Island? It is 



December 13, 1989 

Temple Johnson Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
Northwest Moantain Region 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

We understand that very soon you plan to decide whether or 
not to implement significant changes in arrival and 
departure routes for SeaTac International Airport. We also 
understand that these changes will bring as many as 120 
additlonal arriving flights per day to air spaces above 
communities east of Lake Washington. It is clear that these 
changes will generate substantial aircraft noise levels to 
eastside neighborhoods where none previously existed. As 
we’re sure you know, with more aircraft noise we will all 
hear from angry citizens. 

As you know, the subject of noise mitigation, including the 
fllght track issue, is a matter scheduled for negotiation 
within the current mediation process. As the most difficult 
and divisive issue, fllaht track chanaes should not b- 
discussed, either throuah Imolementatlon or in concept. 
untll the mediation committee’s auenda on controlllna 

If you would like to discuss this further with any of us, 
please don’t hesitate to oat1. 

Sincerely, 

~tyH~n~eMr:eYr°rIsland 

a chi6ne, Mayo~ 
City of Redmond 

Nan Campbell, Ma~or 
City of Bellevue 

~r~s C~r, ~ City cf Kirkland 

City Councils: Mercer Island, Bellevue, Redmond, Kirkland 
Pat Davis, President, Seattle Port Commission 
Ellot Cultsr, Cutler & Stansflsld 
Jerry Cormick, Mediation Institute 

poLU±~. ’±’he ~’AA and Port should allow ample time for that 
analysis to be conducted. 

we strongly urge you to comply with the clear requirements 
of applicable federal law and to continue as a willing and 
fullpartner in the mediation process, using it as the 
proper forum to discuss and evaluate flight track changes. 
We Strongly object to implementation of any fllght track 
changes outside of the mediation forum and without 
envlronmental-analysis. We request that you defer your 
~mn]~menta’tlon d~ci~ion untii t~e p~oGe~ a~o ~ompieted. 



Deoember 11, 1989 

Hr. Temple Johnson, Manager 

NorShweat Mountain Region 
17900 Paottto Btghway 3outh 
P0 Box C-68966 
5eattle~ WA 98168 

Mr. ,Tr)hnson ¯ 

Rec’d. AN~-500 ~    "~ 
MAPLE LEAF COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

P.O. Box 75595 
StatUe. Washington 98125 

December 12, 1989 

Temple Johnson 
Air Traffic Manager 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, W~shlnKton 98168 - 

As you know, the cities o1Medina~ Clyde Hlll~ and Bellevue have 
borne the brunt o1 the East Turn departures over the past 3 
years. This has had.a deleterious effect on the quality of life 
in these residential communities. The City of Medina also 

requests that the numbers or planes using the East Turn be 
decrea~ed~ and that the departure oorrtdors be spread so that no 
one community has undue share of the noise. 

These matters are vltally important to the City of MedLna and 
your support of noise reduotlon for our oommunity is needed. 

Slnoerely~      ~ 

DPD/~b 

5OI EVERGREEN POINT ROAD -- POST OFFICE BOX 144 
-- MEDINA. WA 98039-O144 

TELEPHONE 206"484-9222 

The practice will have a deleterious effect upon the quality of 

life in our area due to the Induced stress fac~ur resulfJng from 
an Increase In noise. In short, If you alter the flight pattern, 

you will Introduce an u~u~/ negative urban factA~r at a tlme 
when we are becoming extremely conscious of a dete~inrating 
envlrom-nen~. In our neighboring comm-nlty, the Unlver~Ity 

District, we have _~ee_n rmise become such a oroblem a~ a reanlt o£ 
. the 1-5 Freeway, that thirty foot .high noise berrler~ b~..d ~ be 

built to protect r~e cltize~m who llve adjacent to the Freeway. 
Clcaxly, the no~e gc~’~ra{.ed by the Freeway ~;~,-~o~ L~e ~ than 

But the noise issue is a minor problem when ~ in the context 

of the potential for a catastrophe in Ute event an a~�~’aft 
crashe~ in a residential neighbherood. 

We have seen accounts of such d/sasters In other urban ~re~s: 

We th~nk tl~t the linnet ~bik~ ,at~}~ Is bsl~ ~ ~ ~ 



decision. By considering a two=track approach over the most 
densely populated portloos of Seattle, you are in effect doubling 
the probability that there will be an urban disaster. The 
liability In’thls would be enormous and the Impact of such a 
catastrophe in terms of human suffering would be irreparable. 
Predictions are for increased air travel, and probabilities are 
that it is only a matter of time before a Jumbo jet sets down in 
the middle of Seattle. 

We believe that the FAA and the Port of Seattle are acting 
Irrespor~slbly and negligently and we are concerned about the 
long-r~nge political ramifications of this action. 

We do not believe that the FAA has answered the hard qu~stlon~ 
which mt~t be answered, and we are deeply co~ ~out the 
emergency procedures which an urban air disaster would call Into 
play. These questloas are the following: 

What are .the respoose times for emergency vehicles, and ha~ the 
FAA presented any kind of evacuation program for the areas which 
would be affected? 

Are there enough emergency units in the North End of Seattle to 
respond to the downing of a 747 with 400 pasP~nger~? 

How do you deal with the probability of a loaded 767 downing say 
at I:00 AM while the entire population is asleep? What I~ rJm 
potential for large scale mortality? 

Has the FAA detailed an emergency response plan for a 747 

immediately. We must, at this time, while there I~ still time, 
address the ultimate and driving question of public ~afety. 

We await a respoose to these questions at your earliest convenience. 

Sincerely, 
For the Executive Board 

Barbara M~xwell 
Vice-President 
Maple Leaf Community Council 

cc: Hon. Brock Adar~ 
Hon. Slade Gorton 
Hon. John Miller 
Hon. Jim McDermott 
Hon. Jolene Unsoeld 
Hon. Sam Smith 
Hon. Cynthia S~lllvan 
Andrea Rlnlker, Por~ of Seattle 
Claude Harris, ~attle Fire Chief 

How are resources allocated for dealing with the immense human and 
property losses which will Inevitably occur? 

in your publicly disclosed conmaents on the proposed changes, you seem 
to be concerned only with the carrying capacity of the airport. You 
are choosing expediency and economics over public safety, and we feel 
that you are playing with the public good in~tead of protecting It. 
It Is evident that this is not simply a question of noise abatemen~ 
and Individual comfort. It i~ que~tio~ of ~ dellberat~ and possibly 
pernicious policy of endangerment which need~ to be addrP.~dmd 



400 K|n~ Co,rely O~rlhoo~ 

December 8, 1989 

Temple Johnson, Chief 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Regional Air Traffic Division 
17000 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA 98108 

RE: Air Traffic Routes 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I have recently received a number of complaints from citizens in King County 
regarding the Federal Aviation Administration’s (F~) plan to change the flight 
routes of aircraft landing and departing from Seattle-Tacoma Airport (Sea-Tac). 
I urge you to reconsider this decision. There is currently a formal review 
and mediation process occurring in King County which is addressing the problem 
of aircraft noise at Sea-Tac. Aircraft flight routes are a major topic of 
these discussions. 

It is important that the FAA cooperate with King County, the City of Seattle and 
the various other cities and communities engaged in this process. If there are 
considerations impacting King County important to the F~A outside the issue of 
noise, King County would also wish to know of these. An environmental review of 
F~k’s planned route changes would be the minimum I would accept. 

I would appreciate your conwnents on this matter. 

King County Executive 

TH:BN:mw 

co: Director, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 
Mayor-elect Norm Rice, City of Seattle 
Weslln Consulting Services 

ATTN: Sherl Ehrgott 
Bud Ni~, M.D., Director, Seattle-King County Department 

of Public Health 
ATTN: Chuck Kleeberg, Director of Envlron~ntal Health 

Curt Homer, Coordinator, Noise Abatement Program 

November 22, 1989 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
179QpPacific Highway South 
Seatde, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I have noticed a si~(,nificant increase of commercial jediner traffic o.ve.r 
Seatde, beginning tn the early fall. Sin.c.� fall, of 19,.84: l’v.~ .bsen wor.xmg~ar,m~_ ..... 
University of Washington campus, ano nave t~.~n mang.m, we no.rtn-~n~o 
D.rin~ th~ years, there.have of coorse...be.e.n m~.. umeran,e o~a~o,~._ 
might indicate use of the mstrum~..nt~,m.oe..o .t .~a,n~t,s-over.cas.t con~lttt. Q._.ns,__~_,_a~.,_ 
combination of these. Yet up until tins lair, t nave not nouceo an oojecuouam©, 
frequency or noise from overhead air traffic. Recendy, when I have called in to Sea- 

Tac to report my complaints, I have usually bee.n giv.cn.th~..e:xp.lanation, tha~t.du,¢ to 
weather conditions, the instrument-guided landin~ .o.evt.ce ts .Be .m~ useo. t.ms o~offer ~ 
~ra :t gali~factorv exolantion since, asiust stateo, i’ve t~.g:n m gl~ same plag~ over 
y’~u~s ~n-~,~© o~y re---~c~ntly noticed a ~ked ~l~nge in jet traffi,- 

explained in more detail the r~.quisites tot BS~B~ tl~ tnstrum~, t-gut~o~o~~u~ 
did concede that. when traffic ts heavy, the plan~ ar,~ spree..out..n0.t oom~m~ . ~_. 
Bay, but over the residentiai areas of north Seame. t state~t mat st u~. p _ must u~., 
oyez residential areas, they should fly m. uc~. hig~..er ~.of tl~ ~.noi~.,__i~t this 

is not possible beca..ns~.of the req.mred fFaoi,~nt oI rig. ~_p__m~.._._roc~s" 
informed me of the mediation regarmn8 nmse aoatement wmcn n~ 

Although we donX take any da~.y newspal~r, our n~ighbo.rs a~os~. ~t~.s~eet _. 
immediately brought us th~ article (Seatde T’une~, Nov.c.m.Ber.l,.u,. t.~I~W aoou.t me r 
increased flights planned by the FAA..If the.s~ 1,2.0 a ,d~i.’t~o‘nal tl~.gn, ts ar~.~to ~ s~u, pe - 
added tn the (unavowed~ increa.~ which is alre~oy ~al{Igl~ff ptacet me norm eu, z u, . 
~ttl--e’~vil’~ bo---m~ard~d with jet noise, Igrhal~. :most of tlg: ~. T~.e 
the power to emtct such a change, but to.do so vathout any c~_ nstoe.rauon.o.t t.mpact o 
residents demonstrates a deplorable lack of con.~iousne~, o[ moral or e.tnlcal 

obligations towards them. The sole aim of th.~ .Bew pl .an. ~s to a .c~o~t¢..m.ore 
traf~c; there is no aim. stated or implicit, to lmut og tmugate not~. I t.eel mrs ts an.. 
unconscionable act on the part of the FAA. It is simpl~ not right to subject a populaUon 
to the levels and frequencies of the projected flight.nm.~. I am in agr .eemen.t 
Andrea giniker, who was quoted in the TimeJ article as saying, as a private mm~qouak 
"...any changes in flight patterns in the r.eginn ~o.u~,ht to ~b~ a.cco.mpani_ed bff_ a~c~_e~t~bblte 

and thorough effort to mimnuze alrcr..at.t .overmgn~ .a~.o nms~..unpa ~ct~- 

implementing such a plan, appropriate stuoy o! me impact oz me projr.ct©u 
increase is undertaken and completed. 

]t has been documented that noise can cause physiolo.~ical stress to humans and other 
animals. In considering the stress im. pact .of ov.~.rh.~.d jet.tr.affic..on.re~dcntial.~ar_e__a-~ Z 
think the level of pre-existent noise m each neignoornooo snoma mso Be 



(noise from nearby freeways or arterials, industrial noise). In other words, the noise of 
th.e.airliners must not be evaluated apart from "ground" noise, and the cumulative effect 
oz me two in conjunction must be weighed. 

Frankly, I find the jet noise barely tolerable already at the present level. Many nights 
the jets are stilljomg over as late as midnight, and they are there again in the morning 
when I get up. Since some of these mornings have been at least partially, clear (one 
recently wit,. the moon still high in the sky about 6:00 aan.), it seems ev:dent that the 
planes are already bein~ directed over north Seattle even when the weather does not 
ne.cessitate use of the iKstrument-~ided landin,,_ It is stressful to have to endure the 

io mSe o.fiet after jeq li.ning up cq.n[inually for lafidins, which seems to happen at any 
me oz o.ay. ,ex~pt qu,rmg.the m~. dql.e o,f, the night. The jets are going over not only my 

.me .ne:gn.oornoo~, out over the.unis ersity campus as well. At both locations, the 
norse mtruoes unacceptably into the interior of the buildings, with doors and windows 
shut. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Abbott 
12019 22nd NE 
Seattle, WA 98125 

~ RK’d. ANM.500 

NOV ~ 

17900 Pacl~f~ l~y 80. 0-68966 

Seattle, MAo 98168 

D~ar H~. Joimao~z 

Don’t say ~ ~o~ld get ~d to it. I IIKVKR Ilt used to 

u~d to it~ It was ab~lutoly uneatable.    I ~ l/~d 

~b end o£ Seattle (V~vr~ge a~a) 8~ ~ ~ ~la~ £~ 

be the ulderl¥.,o £t wLll Im KVKRYBODY~ 

pLEASE - Just let ~11 enough alone and hasp abe ~l~kt~ lof.al ~ 
over the So~nd -- ~iggg TIIKY BELOIIG: 

8Lnccrely, 

Betty P. Deal 



: 

CITY OF BOTI-  LL 

18305 - 101ST. AVE. N.E. 

Sovember 29, 1989 

Mr. Wayne J. Barley, Director 

Federal ~viation ~aminlatratAoa 

17900 Pacific iit~hwaF South 
M/S C-68966 
Seattle, NA 98168 

Dear ~r. ~arlo~s 

___1 
The purpose of this latter Is to �oamuntcate to the FAA the City of Sothell’e~ 

.position regarding aircraft overflights in our area and the CitF’e input late the 

FAA°e commendable community involvement into the FAA’e noise mediation efforts. 

RESOLUTION NO. 799 

CITY OF BOTHELL, WASHINGTON 

A     RESOLUTION     TO     THE     FAA    CONCERNING    AIRC~JA~T    FLIGHTS 
OVER M CIT~ OF BOTHELL AND THE CITY’S REQUEST MT 
NOISE POLLUTION FROM THESE OVERFLIGHTS    BE MITIC~’I"~D AS 
MUCH     AS POSSIBLE     AS     PART     OF     M     NOISE 
PROGRAM. 

WHEi~S, the City of aothell is s City of quality 

neighborhoods; 

WHEREAS, preservation of neighborhoods" quality is a high 

priority of the Bothell City Council; 

WHEREAS, there is a potential increase proposed from 60 to 

possibly 120 daily aircraft flights over the City as a result 

with communities to forge an acceptable resolution of these problems. The City 

also realises that Easteide cities are providing their Input to Four mediation 

committee In the form of resolutions In which they urge all possible noise 

mitigation efforts in order to protect their neighborhoods’ quality of life. 

Therefore, the CttF of Sothell wishes to communicate to the FAA’e Mediation 

Committee our desire to see aircraft noise mitigated as much as possible. We 
strongly encourage that all efforts be made to address noise mitigation through an 
examination of aircraft noise reduction options first. That is, we exact that the 
Mediation Co~.Ittee’s agenda Of ex~mlning mechanicnl/technlcalloperatlonnl noise 
reduction optIo~ will be exhauntlvel~ examlned before considering flight track 
options. 

To this end, we are sendlag the FAA a copy of our recently passed Council 

Resolution regarding aircraft overflight noise. We appreciate your consideration 
.of our City’s Input to your noise mitigation mediation process. 

Best regards, 

$~e welsh 

SWllfq 
ACMGENI02 

--~ City Mamtge~. City Cl~k. Financ~ D~pL - (206) 486-3256 ¯ Utility Billing - (206) 486~250 

C) 
Community D~vclopmem, Padc$ - (206) 486-8152 ¯ Public Works, Building, Engineering - (206) 486-2768 

FAX (206) 487-12D1 

procedures which could reduce the i~act of aircraft 

overflight on the City of Bothe11; ROW THEREFORE 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY C~NCIL OF THE Cl~ OF ~.r. 

AS FOLLOWS: 

~. The City of Bothell uEges the Federal Aviation 

Ad~inistEatio~ to take i~n~dx.tu ~te~s uo abate the CUZrent 

levels of nois~ pollution experienced bF neighborhoods in t~ 

City of Bothell that result from aircraft ovez£1ights and to 

establish long-range programs to include elewation elements 

~O~ mitigation O~ si~�~t noise. / 



ATTEST/AUTHENTICATED : 

ACTING CITY CLERK, DO~i~A SOMMERFELD 

APPROVED : 

MAYOR SUE WALSH 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY: 

FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK: 
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL: 
 SOLUTIO. NO. 7 

De.:ember 14, 1989 

Temple Johnson 
F~a:~.Regional ~dmin,strator 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle WA 98188 

~ 
c’d. ANM-~ 

Date:_ 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I have always felt that governmental entities, b~zng of, by and for the 
people, should by their very nature be ~ore caring about their citizens 
say, commercial, profit-making enterprises. Yhus w~en I am told that the 
Federal Aviation Administration intends to reroute 120 jet flights a day 
the heavily populated areas of north and northeast ~attle 
envir~nmental’Imoact stat;~=n~ ngr #ny ;nout from lo~al citiz~s ~ 
m~nicioalities~ I ~ u~set wi~h "my" govern~t. 

~attle i$ c~ti~u~sly being lauded in the na~i~al ~s fo~ its qualit~ 
life. I am a native ~attleite who ~efuses to leave the city becau~ that 
quality of life is so much a pa~t of me. ~at is going to happ~ to that 
"quality" ~en l~-flying jets come over the ~fs of s~ of ~ ~uiet~t 
neighborho~s--everY 4-5 minute~? What, indeX, is going to ha~ ~.t~ 
accelerated nu~er of flights cause mid-air collisi~s that will dr~ d~ris 
on some of ~ densely populated neighbo~h~s, o~, say, t~e ~ive~sit~ of 
Washington, located within the ~egi~ of c~ce~n? ~y ~ld ~ citiz~s 
the g~ound suffer noise, pollution and potential destruction f~ �~a~ d~is 
so that the airlines, all przvate companies~ ha~e ev~ greater fre~ to u~ 
the p~lic skies? 

If the whole pr~lem a~is~s from the airlines pressuring the F~ for the r~te 
change (fr~ over Puget S~na) :n order to increase the n~e~ of flights 
daily into ~a-Tac, or to make thei~ schedules ~ ti~, th~ let the airlin~ 
change ~heir practices: decrease the nu~e~ of flights and fill ~ 
st~ the practice of several airl~n~ trying to l~ flights at exactly 
sa~ time; support the building of a s~dary a~rport eit~e~ fa~the~ north 
farther ~th al~g the Sound to spread the ~raffic. If a~rline costs go 
then it will be ~ut ~ere it belongs--on the backs of the airline 
whose pr~ensity to fly ~re and faster is causzng the traffzc jams n~ 
occurring, ~ich are pushing the FAA to thls act of a~r~c~... 

I urge that the F~ itself be a good citizen, and prepare a full envir~ntal 
impact analysis and solici~ and ~i%ten t~ public input, t~e sa~ way ~y 
business or l~al govern~ntal ent:ty w~Id ~e r~ulr~ to do. "The 
don’t need to make any ~re enemzes am~g the p~le. Th~k y~. 

7041 24th Ave. N.E. 
Seattle W~ 98115 



Mr. Temple Johnson 
FAA - Northwest Mountain Region 
Air Traffic Division, ANY-500 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

68~- 28th Ave. NE Seattle, WA 98115-714 
17 November 1989 

Rec’d. AN~-SC~/~O / 

Date: ~0V ~ ~ i~8~ _ 

Dear Mr. Johnson= 

I write to ask your help in dealing with a development that 
threatens to m~ke life in (formerly Idylllc parts of) Seattle 
intolerable. 

In recent yearS, airplane noise in northeast Seattle has 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Peder~1"Aviation Administration 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

6852 - 28th Ave. NE 
Seattle, WA 98115-7145 
November 16, 1989 

Dear Mr. Johnson= 

I am writing this letter to protest the new FAA plans to 
increase air traffic over the north end of Seattle and the 
eastside of Lake Washington. We are already very bothered 
by noise from above, because we are on the airportgs Instru- 
n.~nt l.an,~n~ System(IT’S) approach. 

number of approach routes over the north and east sides of 
Seattle in order to reduce delays in landings. This flight 
pattern.change will, of course, transform a situation that is 
already awful into one that is simply intolerable. 

I do not know what a better solution to this problem would 
look like; nor do I know what role, if any, you can play in 
bringing about such a better solution. I am sure, however, that 
parts of this once paradisal city are being rapidly turned into 
exceedingly high stress areas due to airplane-created noise 
pollution. So there mu~t be a bette~ solution. I ho~e you have 
the power to help create it. 

look forward to hearing from you about this matter. 

S/La~rely yours, 

Robert C. Coburn 

couldn’t get to sleep, we w~ uLt~ u.~u.~-i .... z "o-" ~, ..... " 
morning, and we had to endure days when our skies quite literally 
reverberated with noise. 

During last sun~ner, there were ~ny weekends when we 
had to stop using the backyard because we couldn’t stand the 
noise. If we stayed outside, we repeatedly had to stop talking 
while the planes went overhead, particularly if they were 
departing. 

~f the ~A~ go~ throug~ w&th ~t~ ~u~:e~.t ~la~a, we f=a~ that 

we will have aoise ~ollutio~ like this ~ii fear.      ~ 

I know that there is a solution that doesn’t mean that the 
citizens of Seattle and nearby areas have to live with terrible 
airplane-created noise Dollution. I hope you can help find that 
solution. 

I look forward to hearing from you about this matter. 

Martha L. Means 



i~i~ November- I~;~? 

Federal Aviatlou ,-Ige~icy 
NW Regional fleadquarters 
17900 Pacific Highway S~.>uth 
r;eattle., Washington 98188 

bear Sir or Madam: 

We are wr-iting to comp]aln about the declsi~n m~de Dy the FAA 
to instltu~e a "New North Departure Route" that will see some 70 
flights per day pass over th~ Mr. Baker neighDorhood. As 
~-esidenSs o’~ Mt. Bake~ ~e can attest that even ~ow~ prior to the 
implementation of this plan~ there are times ~hen the routing of 
SEA-TAC traffic over Mt. Baker becomes extremely annoying. 
Routing some 70 planes per day over our heads will greatly 
diminish the quality of life~Mt. Baker residents~ and will do 
so at a time when the integrity and excellence of Seattle 
neighborhoods is becoming an increasingly significant issue. We 
urge you to do whatever you can to prevent such routing from 
becomi~Ig established. 

Sinc~rely.~ 

Dunald K. G~-ayson 

~033 3#th South 
Seattle, Washington 981#~’ 

11711 ~ 8TH STA(ET ¯ SUITE 203 

PJ:LLEVUE. WA&~INGTON ~ 

(20~) 453-2171 

December 8, 1989 

Temple H. Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington. 98168 

Re: Proposed SeaTac Flight Path Plan 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing you as a concerned citizen who resides on the 
nor’theast flank of Cougar Mountain near Issaquah, Washington. I 
have closely followed recent events concerning the proposed "Four 
Post" Plan. I have attended several mediation meetings as well as 
the November, 1989 meeting at SeaTac during which you presented 
the proposed plan. 

Quite frankly, both myself and my neighbors are extremely 
dismayed at the FAA’s apparent desire to create intersecting 
arriving and departing aircraft corridors directly over our heads. 
At present during a north wind, we are constantly bombarded with 
noise from southbound departing jets. These jets start flying 
over us, apparently at full throttle, shortly after 6 A.M. and 
continue until late evening. I do not care to count the number of 
times that I have been blasted awake by a series of stave two and 
three aircraft, only a few minutes apart, leaving me so aggravated 
that I cannot go back to sleep. 

You indicated in November that Cougar Mountain was somehow an 
appropriate area to inundate with jet and commuter aircraft noise 
because Of what you perceive to be a sparse population. While 
southern Cougar Mountain may be somewhat sparsely populated, the 
north flank is not. The only remaining large tract of non- 
populated land on Cougar Mountain’s north flank is currently being 
developed into a dense residential area known as the North 
Village. 

Within a very short period of time the entire north face of 
Cougar Mountain will be fully developed and densely populated from 
Interstate 405 tO Issaquah. Additionally, plans for huge 
developments on the eastern side of Cougar Mountain are now being 



Mr. Temple Johnson 
Page Two 

finalized. King County taxpayers have spent millions of dollars 
and committed millions more to acquire land on top of Cougar 
Mountain to serve as the premier King County Regional Park. Who 
could enjoy it with jets and commuter aircraft constantly 
crisscrossing overhead? 

Certainly, there are many other areas in King County that are 
far less developed than ours, and will remain so, if that is what 
yOU are looking for. Furthermore, we live at altitudes of up to 
1,500 feet, making aircraft overflights closer and therefore 
louder. Besides, why is it appro[~r~ate to arranqe for a 

should not bear their fair share of the problems associated with 
the Puget Sound area’s growth, only that Cougar Mountain should 
not be made to bear more than its. fair share. If I were given a 
choice, I could probably live with the Four Post Plan arrival 
flights coming over at lO,000 feet, flying at relatively low 
throttle, provided that the i0 P.M. to 6 A.M. curfew were to 
remain in effect. But the thought of dealing with the daily 
arrivals plus scores of additional full-throttle tunnelling 
departing jets, is more than this heart can bear. Give us a 
b~eak, sp~ea~ It around a llttle, wlll youL At least send the 
,eastbank departing jet~ further north before turnlng them east 
and send-the southbound jets over truly sparsely populated areas 
east of the Pine Lake Plateau and Tiger Mountain. It seems to me 
that this would be most appropriate in the long run. 

Most of us on Cougar Mountain have spent large sums of money 
and go to a considerable amount of inconvenience to own a home 
that serves as a retreat from the hustle end b~tle below us. Let 
us keep some,.memblance-o£ %hat which we have worked so herd to 
build. 

¯hank you for your 

Sir~Eere ly,    ~ 

Alex~nder p. Cobb 

December 7, 1989 

Rec’d. ANMf.,~ ~ 

Date: DEC 1 1 ! 

Representatlve Jim McDermott 
House of Representatives 
Nesh~8ton, D.C.,20501 

Dear Representative McDermott, 

The enclosed copies of an article and en edltorlsl from Seattle 
newspapers deal with elrplsne noise, e subject I’m sure you have 
heard much shout since Mr. Temple ~ohnson. ~he regional FAA dlr- 

All parties lnvolved in the medlatlon process knew that e solution 

would not come quickly and ssreed to do nothln8 to change the cur- 
rent sltuatlon as pert of the committee ~round rules. Mr. John- 

Son’s declslon end confrontational attltlude do nothln8 but under- 
mine if not destroy what proEress that has been made to this polnt. 

~hat is partlculsrly 8s111n~ is hls (and the FAA’s) determination 

that they are answerable to no one. I malntsln that they have s 

responslb111ty not only to ~hose who fly ls ~he planes, but also 
~0 chose ci~Izeas w~o live under’ th~ ftl~ht p~h~. 

Since Mr. Johnson and his a~ency ~o no~ feei bound by local ~ov- 
ernmental or public requests nor by ~he ~ood faith pledge he made 

as pert of the mediation process, I ask that you lu Congress use 
your influence to delay ~he implementatloa of the proposed chmnEee 

in the flight pattern. I feel that without this step we will lose 

shy hope of �ontrolllns whe~ has become s very neSetlve Lmpsct on 
the qusllty of llfe in s major part of ~he Seattle ares. 

~W. BgTTov. M.D. 
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THE PEROXYGEN PEOPLEe 

November 27, 1989 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

D~ar Mr. John.son:, 

As new residents and home owners on Mercer Island, we have been 
appalled by the amount and frequency of alrplane noise coming 
from Sea-Tat airport. ,~Prior to building our new home on Mercer 
Island late last year, we lived in t~e Bellevue area (Somerset) 
for 18 years and were beginning to b~ annoyed by increasing 
airplane noise, however, it did not compare to what we are 

i06~0 17%h ~ve. N.".. 

Seattle, WAshington 98125 

November29, 1989 

Regional Administrator, Fe~er=l Aviation Administration 

U.S. Department of Co,~nerce 

17900 Pacific ~ighway So~h G-6~966 

8ea~le, WAshington 98168 

I read from shorthand no~es of my ~elephone ~alk ~o 

your staff, I:~. Isa~c--~n~ wrlte t~is to rep~ and confirm. 

~ig~ an~ residents should not be expected to accept the FAA plans 
to implement more departures and landings over the Eastside 
communities. 

It has become evident that the public is very upset with existing 
and proposed air traffic routes over Mercer Island (Eastslde), 
and will continue to do everything in their power to bring some 
sanity back intoFAA activity. 

We do expect a response to this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Don & Carols Breen 
8132 W. Mercer Way 
Mercer Island, WA 98040 

To direc$ any part of the more ~han 42,000 adol~ional 

fli&h%s a year over our homes zs d~utgerous to a~rmen, a 

passengers and all on ~he ground--homes, hospitals, school~ 

and others. To deny ~his zs for you to deny what aappens 

when i00,000 pound~ ~I" m~t,~l ~,~1 ,~,"u~un~ bi~ I,L~e grouts, 

ou~ of control, an~ %he ~-uooer-&iovu~ p~opi~ are 

mediation groups, ~. Isaacs. To do wh~% you’~e anno~ce~ 

m~es you ~rson~l> %n~ as ~ ~en~> a~ a~ wh~ fl~ such 

v ~er~bi~y. 



P~e 2 

To do that you ~eople advocate will also be costly to 

con~ressmen~ c~binet members and those they act £or, and other~ 

who £und orpermit such an operation, ~.~. Isaac. 

Please let me hear £rom you now, Z~r. Isaac, so I c~n 

co~.~unicate responsibly to l~w m~kers, cabinet secretaries, 

your own F~. James ~sey as~well as Port of Seattle and 

others concerned wi~h our citizen survival ant well b~in~. 

WHOLESALE 

HOV27 :’ 

November 20, 1989 

Mr. Fred Ieaac 
Administrator 
Northwest Mountain Region 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Hy. We. C68966 
Seattle, We. 98168 

Dear Hr. Isaac: 

As a resident of the Medina/Bellevue area, I am writing 
to urge you to immediately ~mplement noise mitigation 
plans in order to afford relief from aircraft noise 
in our area. 

The level of noise pollution ks unacceptable and has a 
detrimental effect on our lives. 

Hay I hear from you - I am very interested in knowing 
what long range plans the Federal Aviation A~ministration 
is developing toward noise abatement in the Hallevue and 

C~irman 

JHB / lw 

4080~ 120fh AVENUE N E. ~. WA 98033 / |20~| 828 8100 I P O 8OX 97077. KJI~KL~O. WA 9~0~3~? 









ROBEKT H. ROSENBEKG, M. D. 
8~70 N. E. 17(h 
BELLEVUE. "q~A 98~04-~241 
4~4~9~ 

I~e uvurn that there are air trnffAc control problem¯ - but. 

on the other hand v¯ on the uest..u~dn have 8 certain right to 
the post¯ end quiet ve ¯ought hero. Z vbuZd suggest to you 

thu~ m~uy local communities have ordinances vhlch prohlblt 
unusual ¯qulpnent or other anion before 8 AH, sod th~s ¯hould 
be ¯ reasonable expectation for u~rcru[t uo~ae 80 ~elI. ~ 

~bnro Lhe population denmity £g lover. 

Re n. Ronnuhera, 

~opio| tot ~Jl| HOB. |rock Ads|s| BOne S~¯de Gotten! 

John N~Zlnrl Andrea |laAkore Sos-Tat lntel A~rport 

: Fede, ad Avialkm ~ 
17soo Pac~ H~/. So~ C 68~6 

1810-91st Plato N.E. 

The ISSt Iwo r~lneJ (1~18-1~8~) Imvo Ixoul~t ¯ mtd~od JJ~n~so Jn air 

At first, we thought ~ was ~st ~ experiment ~nd wouk~ end shodly. 
but ~his has l~oved not ~o be the case. 

We realize that. Sea-Tac International AJrpo81 is one of the busiest 

airports in the United States. and as such. ab traffic �entralism a~o 

well ~o ~x ~O~es. and homos mut~ot~.m bolng ~ in tho seve~ 

for msJntsbdeg ~ho quiet in our Ju4OIdmdmods i~ not ~ u~omsonsMo 
expe~eUon. 



It is our earnest hope that our elected and appointed officials will give 

sedous consideration to this problem before it becomes too overwhelming 

to tackle. Please help us rever~e this in the eady stages, and return and 

maintain the quiet’peacefulness to our neighborhoods. 

."~ l~llcW, q~v¢ a~asion impaets ~ana~ ~ 



November 23, 1989 F. U. 

2460 W. Lk. 

Bellevue, WA 98006 

Zt ~s hoped that any potential oompioxlty end the need for some 

s|~ght administrative shoo,as, If needed to lmpleoont Day 

eolution not be allowed to stood ~n the uay of lmprovemente. 

~hlla It 1s aokno~lad£ed that the Air Trolled Control expertise 

should e~so lnolode the obtootiva Qf NO;D~ Ae~T~HENT AN~ 
HZTZGATZON for the Gree~a~ Go#tOll area el on equ*~ Pr~or|tY 

raquir¶ment. ~hioh La presently not the aloe. 

endorsement oF the Four Poster 

~omber Eaeteido Community 6ub Ceuoue 

ENCLOGUN( 

PRE6ENT N018E AOATENENT PROBLEN6 AND POTENTXAL FUTU~ PROeLE~ OF 

GREATER SEATTLE EAGTBXO[ AI~A. 

Presses Problems. 

The eio£1n path Goat turn end 8umme 2 departures dvrin& O~rtk 

flow have been o~laSned about for over 2 years by Bellevue 

The ~parture ~$ee pmlemo above (FlSEht paths Ot e~ ~) 

~.Zo addition t~o Eeoteide ~ould reaoive arrive1 noise fO~l the 

North fl~ (F|~gbt pith A?) end ~Outh flO~ dOt*~wiG~J lose (FILJht 

Al| th~ ebGve fro OEJECTZON~OLE to Eoetv~de reaLdenta. 

afro@ted end ¯ deorooeo tn os¯osors ~|me e~ ~eo 19v~18 ever 
those creels 

A. TO evo~d hevSo| any day.vend Aegq ever the deaeoly popoAetad 

~tdely. 



November 22. 1989 

Mr. Temple Jotu~on 
Mgm~ger, Air Tr~’[� Dlvtgton 

F~ 
17~ ~flc H~ ~ 

P.O. ~x C~ 

~ Mr. Johnso~ 

David Palxn’d 200 z~2-e322 
P.O. Box 904. Mercer Island. Wa 98040 



OFFICE OF THE CITY COL~CIL ’ CITY OF SE.*%TTLE 

~P ~ 11 

December 6. 1989 i AI~-I 

T/hi you for your letter ill Oecler,lit, perllntng 

to the F~eral Aviation ~inlstratlon’s p~sed c~nges 
to cer~ln air traffic app~ch ~ d~ routes Into 

in reg~rdl to the ResoluLion you mnl.l~; ~ believe 
I~ 4sks ts thai an Enviroln~l i~ct 5~LinL be 
c~leLed, prior Lo the c~nge. ~ ~lleve your leLLer 
s~Les t~t y~ ire pre~rln9 such I s~tmnt, ind when 

A prescription to ~e City Council’s T~ns~r~Lion 



11,tr~ p~.,’_,r4c /..f,’~V ~,’, 

lEO5 ’.) 
December h, 1989 

~Ls Le ebioLutely u~ccep~sble. Z ~ ~I &~ ~ OF ~ ~ZOH. 

Cen~idaretion~ : ’ , 

2. ~ether iC iS ~ce i~orcint CO rui~ able reSte~ so similes s~ S~ 

Solution: 

te ~ feet. 

1. 

Solution: 

the population. 
~er~ite continued uaSe e~ preeeJ~ S~T~11 ~ye~ ~ z~e~ ecare 

tactic proJ~io~ of cop~lty. 
X~reve oefeCy 8L~e ~ ~r oE aLrc*aEC ~ld ~ ~ly spce~ 
~hr~ouC ~ h~ro tute~ of �~rem~ pee~ of at~raft is urrev 



I do hope you ~ill seriously �onsldlr this litter and the amy others you 

undoubtedly have r~:elved on this ~tttsr and ~tfy the pl~ to siniiize the 
i~act ~ t~ �~ities ~at �~tly have little air traffic ~ 

Think y~t 4or y~ir cons~dlration. 

81nclrely. 

H~rtaord Belt~’’-’~ 







Donald S. Jefferson 
2025- 77th Ave. 
Bellevue. WA 98004 

November 16, 1989 

Mr. Frederick M. Isaac 
Administrator 
Northwest Mountain Region 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South, C68966 
Seattle, Washln~on 98168 

:t8t 2 0 
! 

I have endured last year’s revised flight plans, whereby some of the 
departing traffic flies over my Medina home. I do not understand why 
the flight paths had to change to the detrimunt of so many people, but 
I have accepted it with mild indignation. I have presumed that the 
FAA is just like any other Federal bureaucracy; it will do as it pleases 
and ’there is nothing anyone can say that is going to change that. 

But my attitude changed this past weekend when, on both Saturday 
and Sunday, I was awakened to the sound of departing aircraft. What 
made me even madder was the fact that it was totally mmecessary. It 
was almost as though flights were sent overhead to demonstrate that 
you have the right to do so. On Saturday morning at 7:15 1 was 
awakened by a jet aircraft departing to the east. For forty-five 
minutes I lay in bed trying to go back to sleep, to no avail; yet, during 
that forty-five minute period, I never heard another airplane! 

On Sunday, November 12th, the exact same thing happened. At. 7:25; 
I was awakened by a jet aircraft heading eastbound but the next 
airplane did not pass overhead until 8:05. Your disregard for the 
sensitivities and concerns of ordinary citizens is amazing and arrogant. 
You are obviously aware of the controversies surrounding the FAA’s 
decision to send aircraft over a heavily-populated area, so 1 can only 
assume that you are doing what you must. But to deliberately wake- 
up that population on a weekend morning, when there is obviously no 
necessity to do so, is incomprehensible to me. 



Mr. Frederick M. Isaac 
November 16, 1989 
Page 2 

By copy of this letter, I am requesting that my elected representatives do 
what they can 1o eliminate the eastbound departure route and, further, to 

rescind whatever powers you or the FAA have to direct tragic over a 
heavy population early on weekend mornings. 

Sincerely,~, ~ / 

The Honorable Slade Gorton 
The Honorable Brock Adams 
The Honor~le Rod Chandler 
Ms. Andrea Beatty Reinker 



November 27, 1989 

Hr. Temple johnson 
Air Trafftc D~vtston Manager 
FAA North West Hountatn Regton 
17900 Pacific Htghway South 
Seattle, WA 98168 

~’d. ANM-SUU 

Dear Hr. Johnson: 

! am not usually a letter wrtter, but the Issue of the new propsed Sea-Tar 
f11ght routes and the possibility of 120 more fltghts routed over the Eaststde 
f|nally~ottvated m. 

¯ 
Hy husband and ! use the atrllnes probably more than the averlge bustness 
persons, and we are not b11nd to the problems tnvolved tn the growth of our 

International atrport. 

However, we st111 hope tt ts ~osstble to make growth compatible with certatn 
amenities and wtthout erodtng the enjoyment of the homes or the property 

values of the homes we’ve purchased years ago.. 

I remember a home patto wedding rehearsal dinner several summers ago tn july 
where we were ftnally forced to move tnstde because we couldn’t hold a 
conversation above the level of airplane notse. I have counted ascending planes 
every one & half mtnutes many a sucmer eventng. One doesn’t need an alarm 
clock tn my neighborhood tn the morntng whether ttts clear or cloudy because 
they currently start up every morntng 11ke clockwork from about 6:30 AH on. 
Hy personal alarm comes overhead each morning at 6:50 AH and %’m curtous to 
know what fltght that one ts! It ts rarely a delayed fltghtl 

In fact, our son-In-law, who 11yes on the Sammamtsh plateau above Redmond, 
uses ea__~r pluqs to keep from betng wakened by those early f11ghts. 

I have to shut patto doors and wtndows to hear conversations on the telephone 
durtng some clear summer days. 

The increasing plane noise Is more offensive to us ’and more cause for us to 
consider se111ng our home of 22 years and move out of Bellevue than the ~ut~ 

traffic! 

I understand the new proposal relates to tncomtng flights and maybe won’t bring 

the same level of notse, but what assurance do we on the Eaststde have that 
this plan and others to follow won’t bring even a further increase to the nctse 

pollution ~e already must 11re with??? 

Sincerely, 

Jane Kletn 
144~5 N.E. I2th Place 
Bellevue, ~A 98007 

helen 



Hovember 20, 1989 

.... "Temple Johnson 
Regional Hanager, FAA 
Soattlo, WA 

Dear Hr. Temple, 

During the "trial period" of the traffic pattern 

the corridor o~er the no~heaetern pax~ of Seattle I was more 

than aware of the loud noise of tho ovorhead airplanes. I 

the traffic chugs lust have had no influ~ on 

regardt~ c~itF consideration.    ~ri~ ~t 

ties we were all concemed a~ut ~tti~ fli~t ~tte~ ov~ 
some of the ~st densely ~lated areas 

region. 

How it seems inevitable that the FA~ is goiq to iinore the 

people who live here and cater to the big business and big 

money of the airlines. On the aa~e day ~hat an ~rtio~ 
appeared in the local newspaper with Four quote, I found an 

adverttse~ent for one of the airlines usin~ our airport. The 

ad is enclosed.    You can see how~any fliEhts leave Seattle 

in a relatively short period of tlme each day-for just one 
airline. It was a coincidence that I had to fly to Portland 

on one of those flights on Monday, November 13. MFfli~t 

was perhaps 10% full. In other words, it was 90% empty. So 

are we going to allow the airlines to dilate to the FAA that 

they need more runway time in order to provide them with copy 

for their ads? It is ridiculous for us to have to listen to 
the airplanes carry their low loads. 

I object to the increase of traffic over t3ia moat densely 
populated part of the city. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie E. Miller 

copies to: John Hiller 
NomRice 



November 21, 1989 
Date: NOV, I 1989 

To: T. Hill 
T.H. Johnson 
B. " Lair, g 

Subject: Cougar Mountain - Noise Dump ForThe FAA. 

As a home owner on the ~ of Cougar Mountain, I am very concerned about the 
potential, significant, rise in noise level if air corridors were directed over my home. 

My beautifu home on two acres surrounded by Cougar Mountain Park is a peaceful, 
serene getaway from the noise of the city. I didnot buy land and build a home to be 
located on the ma n thoroughfare of air traffic. 

Recently, my husband and I noted that jets were flying repeatedly over our home 
and the noise level was significant, even inside the house. We specifically observed 
planes flying east to Lake Sammamish and then turning south directly over our    ¯ 
home. At that time, we Were not aware that the FAA was considering Cougar 
Mountain for a new air corridor, and wondered why all these planes, making so 
much noise, were over our neighborhood. " 

understand that the Puget Sound is a fast growin~l area, and that new alternatives 
must be considered in dea ing with the increased air traffic. However, I cannot 
accept that my home would bear the brunt of more than 100 planes flying overhead 
daily. 

Believe me Mr. Johnson, Mr. Hill, and Mr. Laing, if you lived on this mountain 
paradise you wouldn’t want a main air corridor over your home and you’d shudder 
tothink of the potential impact to real estate values m this expensive~ prime, view, 
acreage neighborhood. 

Concerned Citizens ~ 

18724 S.E. 65th PL 
Issaquah, Wa. 98027 

I have been living on Cougar Mountain ~or the past four 

away ÷tom the traffic noise of freeways and the conjestion 

o$ people. 

Last year the alp traffic pattern changes ~ave us what 
~eemed like a continous ~low o~ airllne ove~lightS. I was 
~oken up every morning at 6.30 a.m. because of the no~se of 
the aircrafts flytno ove~ ot=r home.    W~ certainly didn ~t 

need an alarm c|ock to be awakened. 

We have been made awame that you may dec~e to s~gnificantly 
increase air traffic over the eastside and d~np the current 

moratorium between IO.~A p.m. to b.0¢~ a.m.    In fairness, 
everyone in our fa~t 9rowing P~J~et Sound area must share the 
b~rden o~ growth, including jet noise. No one area, Cougar 
Mountain or any other areat should be made the virtim of 
s=~h an un~easonab|e and disapp~oprlate dJstm]butlnn of this 

type o~ burden. 

This summer~ take your ~amily to Cougar Monta~n Park a6d see 
i~ you can enjoy your-self with continuous noise o~ overhead 
aircrafts. 

The eastside is g~ow;ng fast with large devPlopm~nts being 
started next year.    The addln9 o~ I~0~3 ne~ homes w~11 
chang~ the ~a~e of the n~rthstde o~ Cow,gaP Mo~r~ta*r~ a~d you 
may change the I ~tt~e q#,~t w~ have ]e~t ~t n~Vht . 



23 Noven~er 1989 

Nr. Temple H. aohnaon 
Air Traffic Division Nanager 
Federal Aviation AdnLtnistration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

8cattle, ~A 98168 

Hr. Johnson; 

If you were to build a new airport at the end of Cougar 
Hountain0 I could (and wouldl) sue you for damages to the 
value of my property caused by the airplanes taking off and 
landing over my home. If you divert the airplanes taking off 
and landing from the existing SeaTac Airport over my home, I 
will sue you for these am damages. 

I bought my home on Cougar Nountsin to escape noise. Cougar 

Mountain has no freeway noise, no industrial noise no 

railroad noise, and currently no airplane ~" 
noxse I carefully chose Cougar Mountain for this reason. I could have bought 

homes more cheaply in other areas, but Cougar Mountain was 

free of noise, and l paid a pren~mum for that. 

I checked the flight patterns around SeaTac Airport before I 
bought my home to be sure they did not fly over my home, and 
now you plan to change those patterns to fly over my home. I 
think that this will reduce the value of my property, and I 
intend to be compensated for that reduction Af it happens. 

Leo Hikers 
17130 Cougar Mountain Drive 
Iasaquah0 WA 98027 

co: Tim Hill, Executive, King County 
Bruce Laing, Chairman, King County Council 
Alex MacLeod, Managing Editor, Seattle TAmes 



909 147th PI. N.E. 
Bellevue, Wa. 98007 
’S~v. 20, 1989 

Mr. Fred Isaac 
Administrator 
Northwest Mountain Region 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Hwy S., 68966 
Seattle,Wa. 98168 

D~ar Mr. Isaac; 

I heard the news on the radio and television, and I read the 

newspapers regarding the increased air traffic (120 planes 

daily} over the Eastside. I understand this could happen as 

early as this coming January. I can’t begin to in~gine what 

the airplane noise will be like over Bellevue. 

Two years ago, we took a video of our Granddaughter’s first 

steps. We were outdoors, and the background sound on the video 

is one airplane after anotherl Also, I talked with:lady who 
attended an outdoor Wedding last surr~ner, and she said the 

wedding ceren~)ny could not be heard because of airplanes! 

I realize the air traffic at SeaTac has increased, but also 

know the planes flew over Puget Sound prior to 1974. The 

planes were re-routed to save fuel when there was a fuel short- 

age. Today there is no fuel shortage. We do not feel sorr~ 

for the airlines, and if they have to buy ~re fuel to get to 

the pro~>er elevation over Puget Sound, so be it. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Hon. John Miller, Slade Gorton, Rod Chandler, Brock Adam 
Andrea Beatty Riniker 
Port Commissioners: Block, Miller,Davis, Aronson, Wright 

Port Conw,. elect: Grant, Schell 



19 December 1989 

Temple Johnson 
FAA Regional Administrator 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA 

Dear Mr. Johnson 

We are most concerned to learn that the FAA is planning to 
reroute jet flights over the north and central SEattle 
communities of Ravenna, Northgate, the University District, 
Laurelhurst, First and Capitol Hills, causing a significant 
increase in noise, and in the event of a mid-air collislon 
potential los¯ of llfe. Is it not possible to route aircraft 
over waterways to reduce both noise and safety? At least we 
feel-there should be an environmental impact statement before 
F~A action is taken. 

Yours sincerely 

Bill and Susan Causin 

l?f3~ 5K Cou~¯r Mtn. Dr¯re 
Issaquah, W¯shington 98027 

23 November 1989 

Mr. Temple H. Johnson 

Air Traffic Division Manager 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

Seattle, WA 98168 

M~ Johnson; 

Please reconsider your plans to change the airplane arrival 
and departure corridors in the Puget Sound area to traverse 
Cougar Mountain. I know that ~ou have to increase the 
efficiency of SeaTac Airport to keep up with the growth of 
the Pucst Sound area, but I think that 1,595 foot-hiEh Cougar 
Mountain is the wrong place to achieve this. 

First, for msximtua safety, Cougar Mountain should be avoided 
in arrival and departure corridors. If an airplane failed to 
stay at the arrival or departure corridor altitude, it would 
be 1,595 feet closer to the top of Cougar Mountain. This 
would increase the prob¯bllty of ¯n airplane crash on take 
off or landing. 

Second, for minimum noise, Cougar Mountain should be avoided 

in arrival end departure corridors. Even when airplanes stay 
at the arrival and departure corridor altitudes, they would 

be 1,595 feet closer to the residents of Cougar Mountain. 

This would increase the perceived noise of an airplane on 

take off or landing. 

Third, for envlron~ent¯l protection, Cougar Moutain should be 
avoided in arrival and departure corridors. The top of 
Coug¯r Mountain is now ¯ Re~ion¯l Park intended to preserve 
the original wildness ot the Puget Sound area for all its 
residents. Having preserved the land and the trees from the 

developers, we must also preserve the sky from airplane 

traffic. 

Further, I think that the arrival and departure corridors 
should not be concentrated ov~r any one ares. All areas 

(North, East, South, and Meat of SeaTec) should share the 
airplane traffic equally conslstant with safety, noise, and 

snviron~entel considerations. 

I hope that you will reconsider your plans with these 
concerns in mind. 

Thank You,         ~ 

Beverley Nlkor¯ 

cc: Tim Hill, Executive, King County 
Bruce Lalng, Chairman, King County Council 
Alex MacLeod, Managln~ Editor, Seattle Times 
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January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager Air Traffic Division 
Northwest MOuntain Region 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sir: 

I live in Medina, Washington at 1475 Evergreen Point 
~oad. Over the past several years aircraft traffic over my 
residence has increased considerably. In the past several months 
it has been constant and very loud when the north runway is in 
use at Sea-Tac. I understand that this is because of a 
concentration of jet flight departures from Sea-Tac over my area. 

I also understand that the FAA has a proposal for 
dispersal of these jet flight departures on the East Turn to 
relieve this concentration of nolse over my area. I urge that 
this proposal be adopted at all deliberate speed, as the level 
and frequency of the jet noise is presently intolerable. 

If a public hearing on the subject is to be held, I 
would appreciate receiving notice so that I may attend and voice 
my complaint personally. It is essentially unfair that one" 
segment of the population should arbitarily bear the brunt of 
3et noise from air traffic that benefits the community at large. 
Dispersal would lessen this unfalrness. 

Very truly yours, 

Mike Lile , Jr 

cc: Honorable John Miller 
Honorable Rod Chandler 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

I am writing today to express my thoughts about the 
consideration presently being given the the air traffic control 
routes over the East Side of Seattle/Bellevue. 

With the realization that we will have increasing air 
traffic in the years to come I would like to request 
consideration for those of us that live in the Medina area. I 
believe it to be UNFAIR to pick one district and ask them absorb 
the entire noise problem. I believe that the problem should be 
spread to two or more areas, what ever can be handled by the ATD 
in a manner considered safe. I do not understand where Mercer 
Island should be given consideration of no routings and Medina 
takes a!l the noise. I only object to favoritism, not the 
azrplanes. 

I do believe that in trying to understand the problem better 
for the past year, there is an additional problem. 

I have noted that the newer planes flying over Medina have 
an effective noise abatement program.     I can always tell the 
older ones because I hear them almost take off from the airport 
and I think I hear them until they are on the far side of 
Spokane. When they are right over you really cannot talk in the 
yard. WHY SHOULDN’T THE AIRLINES THAT HAVE YET TO DO SOMETHING 
ABOUT THE OLD ENGINES be forced to fly an extended route, costing 
them more money and so maybe they would accelerate the change in 
engines. 

Thank you for listening... 

CC. U.S. Senator Brock Adams 
U.S. Semator Slade Gorton 
U.S. Congressman John Miller 

Very Sincerely, 

Mr. & Mrs. Win. H. Ellis 
~460 Ridge Road 

Bellevue, WA 98004 



Rec’d. ANM:5~ 

Date: 



January 19, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

B. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr.    Johnson: 

I have been involved with the issue of Jet traffic and accompanying noise 
pollution for the past several years, most recently as a founding board 
member of ECAAN (Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft Noise). 

Our problems began three years ago when the east turn corridor was moved 
north from 1-90 to Medina, Clyde Hill, and central Bellevue. There was 
mever an explanation to the citizens, or an assessment of the environmental 
impacts. 

Our family’s situation was transformed from one of relative solitude and 
peace to incredible aggravation that begins each morning at 6 a.m. on a 
north flow day and hopefully ends by 10 p.m. One hundred and forty flights 
a day roaring overhead! We did not buy a home near an airport or under a 
flight departure corridor. 

The quality of life in these heavily populated eastside communities has 
been damaged severely. We are appealing to you to give us relief from this 
problem. 

It is important for you to know that we are willing to take our fair share 
of the problem but not all of the problem. 

Please give serious consideration to decreasing the number of departing 
flights over Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. We must have an equitable 

distribution of this problem. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

7861 N.E. 21st Street 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

JohnSon OF ...... 



314 Overlake Drive East 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
January 14, 1990 Date: JAN I ~ I~,,~ 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We are writing in favor~f the new east turn procedure that 
would reduce considerabl> the amount of jet noise over our 
home in Medina7 We ne~some relief as the present procedur~ 
gives us almost non-stop noise on many days. 

The problem is especially severe in the summer. With our 
windows open a great deal of the time, conversation is often 
an impossibility as is sleep after 6 a.m. The wind currents 
dictate that the jets fly over us on nice days, and this 
gives us little peace and quiet when we would most like to 
be outside enjoying the summer weather with our family and 
friends. 

It seems only fair that others should share in this noise 
.and that no one community should bear the brunt of it. We 
therefore strongly urge the approval of the new east turn 
prodedure requiring that one half the flights turn at six 
miles. The quality and quiet of the lives of many Medina 
and Bellevue residents would be greatly enhanced. 

Thank yo~ for your consid-eration. 

Yours truly, 

Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
Congressman John Miller 

MICHELLE 



Temple Johnson Jr. 
Air Traffic Division 
FAANorthwest Division 
17900 PaCific Hwy So. 
PO Box c-68966 
Seattle Wash. 98168 

O 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am well aware of the need to 
reduce the congestion at Sea-Tac. Iam also 
aware that proposing new east turn procedures 
would be a step towards this end. 

However.as a resident of Medina 
we are severely impacted by the current 
east turn usage. We strongly urge you to attempt 
a fair and equitable solution. It is apparent 
that our current noise e~posure could be 
reduced by your proposal of a new east turn 
procedure that would require one half of the 
flights to turn at six miles. ~ would ask that 
you explore dividing the flights up into mor___e 
turns so that the noise i~psetcould be spread         ~ 
in such a way as to reduce the total i~pact on any on~ 
community. 

Rec’d. ANM-500/’,~" ~ ’ 

Date: :JAN I 7 I~~W",. 

8004 



JOHN R. VALAAS 

Box 408. Medina, WA 98039 
January 15, 1990 

Mr. Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

.;,I. ANM-5OO/~ f ’.. 

Date:~ "~                . 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in resolving a major 
environmental problem, jet airplane noise pollution. 

As you know Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have born the brunt 
of the East Turn departures for the past 3 years. The number of 
departures on the East Turn must be decreased and there must be 
an equitable sharing of the noise so that no community bears an 
undue share of it. 

I have been a long term Eastside resident and have witnessed 
first hand the major increase noise pollution and the damage 
the quality of life on the Eastside residential communities. 

In addition to the distribution of the East Turn on north takeoff 
over a wider corridor, the older and noisier airplanes should be 
required to stay over water until they reach an altitude of at 
least i0,000 feet. 

I am asking you to find an equitable solution and not let the 
present situation stand. 

Sincerely, 



EDWARD W. LITTLE, C.S. 
9612 Evergreen Drive Eec’6. ANM-500 

Bellevue, Washington 98004 
[ate dAN 1719900’~"" 

Tel. 206-453-8434 

LINDA B. LITTLE 
9612 Evergreen Drive 

Bellevue, Washington 98004 

Tel. 206-453-8434 

January15,1990 
January 15, 1990 

Temple Johnson Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am a resident of Vuecrest in Bellevue. Each day the flow of traffic from Sea-Tat Airport 
flies direcdy over the roof of my house. The noise and pollution from this traffic was one 
of the determining faclors prompting my next door neighbor to sell his house and move out 
of the area. 

It is my understanding that different proposals are now being considered io disperse the 
flow of traffic over a wider area of the eastside. I would like to strongly suggest that such 
proposals would be much more fair than the present situation. It is not equitable that one 
area or neighborhood should bear all the noise and pollution of Seattle’s air traffic. The 
best solution from my point of view would be to disperse the east turning aircraft over a 
much wider area ~.ther ,.hart just "3..ne or 

Whatever you can do to help resolve the injustice of this situation will be appre~:iated. 

Sincerely, 

Edward W. Little, 

Temple Johnson Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am a resident of Vuecrest in Bellevue. Each day the flow of a’affic from Sea-Tat Airport 
flies directly over the roof of my house. The noise and pollution from this waffle was one 
of the deter~}ning factors prompting my next door neighbor to sell his house and move out 
of the area. 

It is my understanding that different proposals are now being considered to disperse the 
flow of traffic over a wider area of the eastside. I would like to strongly suggest that such 
proposals would be much more fair than the present situation. It is not equitable that one 
area or neighborhood should bear all the noise and pollution of Seattle’s air traffic. The 
best solution from my point of view would be to disperse the east turning aircraft over a 
much wider area rather than just one or two courses. 

Whatever you can do to help resolve the injustice of this situation will be appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Linda B. Little 



[:::~-’d t,r-l,:d-500 ~..%,.       F. Theodore Thomsen 

D~te: ~~:"~ : ? i~ 707 - 94th Avenue S.E. 
--4~el levue, Washington 98004 

January 11, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

As will be :apparent from my address above, where I have 
lived for some 30 years, my house is located on the hillside 
above the Bellevue shore of Lake Washington, about two blocks 
south of Meydenbauer Bay, looking out over the northern tip of 
Mercer Island. For the past several years, we have been 
experiencing an ever increasing level of noise p~llution from 
aircraft taking off from Sea-Taco or so it seems to me. 
(Parenthetically, I should say that I do not find the noise of 
landing aircraft to be objectionable.) 

I understand that you are considering various alternatives 
to disburse the noise of departing planes more widely over the 
eastside, than at present. I applaud these efforts ~ want to 
register my strong support for the concept of disbursing the 
noise of departing aircraft over as wide an area and as many 
different routes as is feasible from an operational point of 
view. 

I find it very disturbing to read in the papers that in the 
past, those neighborhoods that have complained the loudest have 
received the most favored treatment, in terms of noise 
reduction. If this has been the case, I find this extre~m~ly 
objectionable. 

Fairness demands that every effort be made to spread the 
noise around to the maximum extent consistent with safety and 
operational considerations. No one neighborhood or string of 
neighborhoods should have to bear a disproportionate burden. 



Mr. Temple Johnson 
January ii, 1990 
Page Two 

Janua~ 12,1990 RESTAURANTS UNLIMITED 

Whether a fair disbursal of the noise can best be achieved 
by adopting something resembling the proposed "Four Poster 
Plan" or some other plan, I leave to the good judgment of you 
and the other decision makers. Perhaps a pattern using more 
routes (such as the Four Poster Plan) could be combined with a 
scheme that would shift the routes from time-to-time, such as 
every month or every quarter. This might achieve a wide--and 
thus fair--disbursal of the burden of this admittedly 
unavoidable noise pollution. 

I realize that you have to listen to the neighborhoods that 
present you with the most letters and loudest objections, and 
that no one wants this noise over his backyard. However, I do 
urge you, in the interest of fairness, to do what you can to 
see that most, if not all, neighborhoods bear a share of this 
noise burden, and that it not be focused on just a few. 

Sincerely_yours, 

F. Theodore Thomsen 

FTT:pjc 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
1790 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr.Johnson: 

I am a resident of Medina and am writing to request your support of the 
proposed new east turn procedures for aircraft departing SeaTac to the north. 
As you know, current procedures call for all north departing aircraft with eastern 
or southerly destinations to turn using the identical turn pattern that takes them 
directly over my community. I strongly believe that you must consider these new 
procedures that would allow alternative east turn routes, in addition to the 
present one, out of a sense of fairness and a shadng of the burden of aircraft in 
our community. I am writing, not to request that the present route be eliminated, 
but only that there be a fair dispersal of aircraft thereby spreading the impact to 
a larger area. All of us must share in this area-wide problem. 

Thank you for your consideration to this issue. 

/~yn’. Jn~.24. {_in~::lstrom 

RWL:saa 



James L. Shiplet 
2401 Evergreen Point Road 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

Janua~ 16, 1990 

Temple Johnson, Jc 
Manage~ Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Please consider this letter as support for distributing the flights out of Sea-Tac over a 
greater area. It’s sad to dread clear weather due to the noise generated by jet aircraft 
turning to fly directly over my house and applying full power at only 4000 feet altitude. 

There has to be a better way to share this noise pollution than sending it over the 
heart of the East side. 

Please give proposals favorable consideration that will more equally distribute this 
burden which can only get worse over time. 

Sincerely, 



" ~,~/,,., Lavera Jo eoetman 
2303 Evergreen ~oint Road, Bellevue, ~X/ashington 98004 

January 15, 1989 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Manager 
Air Frafflc Division 
Federal Avaitlon A~nlnlstration 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway, South 
P.O. Box 68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

MR. & MRS. GRAHAME ROSS 
7851 N.~- 21ST STREET 

BELLEVUE, WASH. 98004 

Re= *Four Poster Plan’, e.g. East Turn 

Dear Mr, Johnson= 

It has been brought to our attention that there Is no 
current plan in place to provide relief for those 
communities under the East Turn on North Flow days. It is 
Inexcusable that no relief is planned for our 6 am to 10 pm 
wall of sound on north flow days. 

Sincerely, 

Sheryl A. Ross 

We are In full support of dispersing flights In an equitable 
manner - either on two flight paths, or preferred, three 
or more rather than the present concentration of flights. 
We are only asking for fair and equitable sharing of the 
burden created by Sea-Tac’s departing Jets and the F.A.A. 

John Miller 
Slade Gorton 
Brock Adams 
Rod Chandler 



Dete: ~ r.g/ 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
Northwest Mountain Region, FAA 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Herbert A. Lyon 
8645 NE 7th Street 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

January 13, 1990 

This letter concerns the upcoming decision about the routing of air traf- 

fic departing SeaTac airport to the north. As a resident of the city of 

Medina, I want to express my hope that you will base your decision on 

fairness and equity for all the citizens of the Seattle metropolitan 

area. For three years virtually all north departures have been routed 

along a narrow eastbound corridor lying between Meydenbauer Bay on the 

south and State Route 520 on the north. The result has been disruptive 

noise for those living under this corridor. With most of the flights 

concentrated during the morning and evening rush hours, the worst noise 

comes just in time to disrupt mealtime conversation and to make uninter- 

rupted listening to the morning and evening news an impossibility. It 

doesn’t seem fair that a small part of the population should bear this 

inconvenience alone when everyone benefits from the airport operation. 

If you spread out the paths of departing traffic to alleviate the situa- 

tion, you will certainly hear cries of outrage from some of those who 

will then have to share a part of the noise. I am aware that some com- 

munities outside the present flight corridor are mounting a massive 

letter writing campaign to object to any changes. Please do not base 

this decision on weight of mail or volume of vocal dissent. Fairness for 

everyone living in the region should be the criterion. 

look forward to an objective, professional and reasonable solution. 

Sincerely, 

Copies to: Senator Slade Gorton 

Senator Brock Adams 

Congressman John Miller 

Seth Siegal 
1814 - lOlst Place NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
H: (206) 646-9048 
W: (206) 621-3761 
January 15, 1990 

Temple Johnson, Manager 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Highway South 
PO Box 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Re: Flight pattern over Bellevue 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I would like to add my voice to those complaining about the 
noise from commercial aircraft in the Bellevue area. The 
flights over Bellevue cross a densely populated area that is 
largely residential. More appropriate alternatives are 
nearby: (i) 1-90 corridor which is primarily commercial and 
already noisy from freeway traffic; (2) north end of Lake 
Washington which has a low population density. Also, I 
would support spreading the nuisance across a broader area - 
such as the "four poster plan" - to avoid concentrating 
aircraft noise along any single corridor. 

I realize that commercial aircraft is a fact of modern life. 
But I feel the intrusion on the quality of life of the 
surrounding city should be minimized. The current practice 
of directing all eastbound flights departing to the north 
over Bellevue to be extremely intrusive. 

Sincerely yours, 



Mr. Steven C. Johnson 
1898 77th NE 
Bellevue, Washington 98004 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

It’s a lovely spring day! As the breezes blow down from the North, friends 
and neighbors are emerging from their homes to enjoy the coming day. The 
tranquility of this setting is rudely broken by the thunderous roar of an ill- 
conceived flight pattern that has directed increased air-traffic flow over the 
Medina area.. 

Having been born and raised in the Seattle area, the last 43 years have 
evolved with encroachment on all sides. Change must occur, but please show 
concern and fairness in the amount of noise and disruption we must endure. 

The present flight pattern must be redistributed to give relief to the Medina 
area. 

Thank you, 

C. Johr 

Brock Adams 

U.S. Senator Slade Gorton 

U.S. Congressman 
First District - John Miller 

!. 

January 15, 1990 Rec’d. ANM-500"~’~.:~. , -" "~ 

Date: 

Mr. Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in resolving a major 
environmental problem, jet airplane noise pollution. 

As you know Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have born the brunt 
of the East Turn departures for the past 3 years. The number of 
departures on the East T~rn must be decreased and there must be 
an equitable sharing of the noise so that no community bears an 
undue share of it. 

I have been a long term Eastside resident and have witnessed 
first hand the major increase noise pollution and the damage to 
the quality of life on the Eastside residential communities. 

In addition to the distribution of the East Turn on north takeoff 
over a wider corridor, the older and noisier airplanes should be 
required to stay over water until they reach an altitude of at 
least i0,000 feet. 

I am asking you to find an equitable solution and not let the 
present situation stand. 

Sincerely, 

A.,,thw Diet~% 
707 Ovedake Dr. E. 
Bellevue. WA 98004 



Elliot & Claudia Krane 
7675 N.E. 14th Street 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

January I0, 1990 

Temple Johnson 
Manager 
Northwest Mountain Region 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Seattle, Was~%ngton 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We find ourselves again writing to our elected representatives, 
the Sea-Tac Airport administration, and the FAA in order to 
abate the increase in commercial jet noise that has affected our 
community. While we continue to oppose the use of flight 
patterns that take low flying aircraft over populated residential 
zones, as is the case with the £ast Turn in its present 
practice, we support the mediation process in which the public 
and FAA have engaged, and would like to go on record as being ~ 
favor of the compromise solution recently proposed, in which half 
East Turn aircraft would fly over Mercer Island and follow the 
1-90 corridor, while the other half remain in the present 
pattern. Because it is unrea~stic, it would seem, to expect the 
FAA to reroute all eastbound aircraft over less populated 
routes, it seems reasonable that several communities share the 
nuisance of noise pollution, rather than burdening a single 
community. 

We urge you to continue to seek solutions to help the citizens 
of the Puget Sound to abate current noise pollution, and 
establish long range plans to minimize the impact of aircraft 
noise pollution as commercial air traffic increases in the 
future. Thank you for your continuing efforts. 

Sincerely, 

Elliot J. Krane, M.D. Claudia R. Krane 

U.S. Senator Brock Adams 

U.S. Senator Slade Gorton 

U.S~ Congressman John Miller 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, ~~t spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. ~Pl~~eading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 





BLOCH STEEL INDUSTRIES 

~~. 
I DIVISION OF M. BLOCH & CO. INC. 

~N 4580 COLORADO AVE. S. 
P.O. BOX 24063 SEATTLE. WA 98124 

(206) 763-0200 FAX 762-1011 

January 15, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Attn: Temple Johnson, Mgr. Air Traffic Division 

Dear Mm. Johnson: 

,As residents of the Town of Clyde Hill, my wife and I support 
the FAA proposal to disperse the east turn into three (3) 
corridors. 

Currently, the frequency of aircraft flying over our home and 
the resulting noise is much too excessive, particularly on 
fair weather days when the wind is out of the north. On these 
days, the aircraft fly over our house about every five minutes 
from 6:00AM to 10:00PM. The noise level is frequently so high 
that normal conversation is impossible while the aircraft pass 
overhead. This indicates that the aircraft noise exceeds the 
OSHA-WISHA safe noise level thresholds on these days. 

JIAircraft noise has awakened our infant daughter often enough 
~that we are unable to leave her bedroom window open on warm 

summer days and nights. 

It is patently unfair to subject one area to such a high frequency 
of aircraft noise when an alternative, such as the one you have 
proposed, is available. By dispersing the aircraft noise over a 
wider area, the problem will be greatly diminished and we will 
again possess the quiet enjoyment of our home. 

Very t r u~~ 

President 

JR:cb 

Bruce J. Sangeorzan, M.D. 
2618 82nd Ave. NE 
Medina, WA 98004 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
PO BoxC-68996 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

This letter is an expression of my concerns about the flight pattern 
from, Seattle Tacoma Internal:ional airport. We bought our home in 
Medina in the Spring of 1987. We selected the area because of the 
quality of the neighborhood; good neighbors and schools, low crime 
rate and the relative quiet. About three months after we moved in, 
we noticed that on nice days, the noise from continuous overhead 
flights made it impossible to have any family or social event in our 
yard or on our deck. The volume was so great the our relatives from 
out of town asked if we lived near the airport. Whenever we sent 
them a videotape of the children playing in the backyard, the noise 
from air traffic blocked out a substantial amount of all 
conversation. Initially we guessed that runway work or unique (and 
temporary) weather conditions precipitated the problem. It wasn’t 
until it persisted and a neighborhood group formed that we found the 
it was a ’permanent’ problem, the result of a successful lobbying 
effort by Mercer Island residents to prevent any flights turning on 
the 1-90 corridor. Though I can sympathize with the residents in 
other parts of our community, sending all 140 flights a day over one 
route does not solve the problem. This change has made a 
substantial change in the quality of our neighborhood. We can’t have 
friends over on days when the weather is pleasant--the time we 
most want to do so--it is even difficult to carry on a phone 
conversation on days that the windows stay open. 

I understand that the flight have to go somewhere. It is patently 
unfair for all of them to go over one neighborhood. It is particularly 
bad that our distance from the airport allows the pilots to 
accelerate more--and make more noise--than they would if the turn 
occurred earlier in the flight path. 



I refuse to accept the argument that it is more safe or fuel efficient 
for all flights to ascend over one area. I am most anxious for this 
problem to be resolved fairly, and in a way that will allow us to 
enjoy our neighborhood again. I am anxious for your response. 

Sincerely, 

cc:. Senators Brock Adams and Slade Gorton, 
Congressman John Miller 



Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle WA 98168 

6006 28th N.E. 
Seattle WA 98115 
January 19, 1990 

You are planning to significantly increase the air traffic over my house in 
North Seattle, in the Ravenna-Bryant neighborhood. I am opposed to 
increased noise pollution in this heavily populated area. 

I currently go to sleep listening to aircraft. I wake up to aircraft overhead. 
Now you want to increase the aircraft traffic capacity by 46% by routing 
nearly one plane per minute over my house, and my house is almost 20 miles 
from SeaTac airport. You have not filed an E.I.S. I demand that you do. 
You haven’t effectively distributed information about how the noise will affect 
our acoustic environment. You have not asked the community, the 
universities, the county, or the State for a thorough consideration of this 
matter. You should. You are mining our quality of life. 

I would like a copy of your "Environmental Assessment". 

I demand a full Environmental.Impact Statement before you p~ceed with 
these plans. 

I demand that you have concurrence from the affected communities and 
educational institutions, and from the County and State before you proceed 
with these plans. 

Sincerely, 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle WA 98168 

6006 28th N.E. 
Seattle WA 98115 
January 19, 1990 

You are planning to significantly increase the air traffic over my house in 
North Seattle, in the Ravenna-Bryant neighborhood. I am opposed to 
increased noise pollution in this heavily populated area. 

I currently go to sleep listening to aircraft. I wake up to aircraft overhead. 
Now you want to increase the aircraft traffic capacity by 46% by routing 
nearly one plane per minute over my house, and my house is almost 20 miles 

from SeaT,a.e airport. You have not f’fled an E.I.S. I demand that you do. ~ 
You haven t effectively distributed information about how the noise will affect 
our acoustic environment. You have not asked the community, the 
universities, the county, or the State for a thorough consideration of this 
matter. You should. You are mining our quality of life. 

I would like a copy your Envtronmental Assessment. 

I demand a fidl Environmental Impact Statement before you proceed with 
these plans. 

I demand that you have concurrence from the affected communities and 
educational institutions, and from the County and State before you proceed 
with these plans. 

Gregory M. Anderson 



ECAAN 
Box 414 
Medina, WA 98039 

Mr. R. Prang, FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway W 
P 0 Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

The residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and central Bellevue have been heavily 
impacted by the noise of East Turn departures over the past several years. 
These citizens are currently bearing the entire brunt of that departure 
procedure and it has significantly decrease quality of life in these 
residential areas. 

When the "four-poster" plan was introduced several ~w)nths ago, it included 
a split in the East Turn to provide partial relief of this impact. We 
understand that the East Turn split has now been dropped from the plan, 
in large part due to pressure from the Mercer Island Council and some of 
its residents. 

Therefore ECAAN (Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft Noise) oppose the 
"four-poster" plan in its present form. It would provide no relief to 
an already heavily impacted area and would worsen the problem by adding 
a large number of arrivals to this area. The changes in arrival flight 
patterns must be coupled with changes in departure tracks. 

ECAAN represents 2500 residents of the Eastside who support the Resolutions 
of the City Councils of Bellevue, Clyde Hill, and Medina* seeking relief 
from the present levels of overflight noise. An equitable solution to 
this problem must be found so that no cor~nunity bears an undue burden. 

S i ncerel 

Bob Rudol))h L/ 
President, ECAAN 

RHR:jj 
* See enclosed petition 
c¢: Representative John Miller 

Representative Rod Chandler 
President, Port Cor~nission 
Terry Lukens, Mayor of Bellevue 
Phil Rourke, Mayor of Clyde Hill 
Dean Messmer, Mayor of Medina 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Dan McDonald 
Representative Steve Van Luven 
Representative Roy Ferguson 
Tom Lucas, Attorney ECAAN 
Temple Johnson, Regional Director’FAA 
Andrea Riniker, Aviation Director SEA-TAC 
Mediation Committee 

January 16, 1990 

Roosevelt Neighbors’ Alliance 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Revisions Proposed by Regional FAA Office/Seattle Central-Corridor Flight Path 

To the Regional Administrator: 

I have enclosed a copy of a letter sent this past summer by then-president Karen Schmidt. 
It outlines our concerns for the proposed increased overflights under consideration by the 
FAA. I have also enclosed a copy of a recent letter to the Seattle City Council, supporting 
that body’s resolution to require an environmental impact statement of the FAA. 

The RNA membership has closely followed the process by which the FAA proposes to 
alter flight paths over the greater King County area. We feel the FAA has not been candid 
with the public in describing the full impact the changes will have on the University District 
and Capitol Hill areas. 

Our Roosevelt neighborhood, for example, will be overflown by a//of the aircraft using the 
new approach. The FAA has grossly understated adverse effects by the erroneous 
supposition that since we already experience this noise on ILS approaches, we won’t 
notice a few more aircraft during good weather. 

Given the FAA’s attitude, we feel the only way to find feasible alternatives or workable 
compromises is through completion of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). We 
cannot state too strongly our insistence that you conduct this most basic of all procedures 
before making decisions that will alter forever the region we love and in which we reside. 

Sincerely, 

President 
4540 8th Avenue NE 

Seattle, WA 98105 

HA: sms 

"-Iosures 



ROOSEVELT NEIGHBORS ALLIANCE 

July 13, 1989 

Pat Davis, President 
Seattle Port Commission 
Pier 66 
Seattle, WA 98101 

Dear Ms. Davis: 

Our alliance is a community-service organization composed of 150 people 
residing between Interstate 5, thence east to 1 lth Avenue NE, and NE 45th Street, 
thence north to NE Ravenna Boulevard. At our monthly meeting of June 6, the 
Roosevelt Neighbors’ Alliance reviewed the plan for changing flight patterns for 
Sea-Tac International Airport as proposed by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

During the course of our discussion, we examined a position statement prepared 

by Bob Klug, Acting Chair of the North East District Council, dated May 2, t989, a 
preliminary assessment memo from Harris Miller, et al, dated May 25, 1989, flight 
trackings published by the Port of Seattle, information regarding current Noise 
Abatement Procedures (SEA7110.71D), and a chart illustrating the proposed 
central-corridor flight pattern. In addition to hard data, we compared notes on what it’s 
truly like to live directly beneath an active flight corridor. We all have vivid memories of 
the 1987 scatter plan. 

The FAA’s proposal is unworkable. The corridor through which increased traffic 

would flow is a densely populated mixture of residences, education centers (the 
University of Washington, Seattle Pacific University, Seattle University, North Seattle 
Community College, Shoreline Community College and multiple Seattle School 
District facilities), medical complexes and recreational facilities. These existing land 
usages are particularly sensitive to prolonged, intrusive peaks and valleys of noise 
pollution. At present, the central corridor is being overused by Lake Union float plane 

traffic, helicopter traffic, small aircraft utilizing Boeing field, and Sea-Tac traffic on ILS 
approach. 

Our neighborhood abuts Interstate 5. Residents are inured to acertain amount of 
traffic noise, yet eagerly await completion of the Department of Transportation’s 
sound-barrier project to provide some much needed relief. 

With rare exceptions, vehicle traffic produces a "white" noise; a monotonous 
drone that can (with practice) be ignored. This is not the same as the 
build-peak-decrease sequence of a jet aircraft overflight. In addition, jet-flight noise 
has a doubly disturbing byproduct: vibration. To combine aircraft overflights with 
already excessive levels of traffic noise would be disastrous. 

Roosevelt Neighbors’ Alliance 

December 6, 1989 

The Seattle City Council 
600 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
A’I-I’N: Jeannette Williams, et al 

RE: Revisions Proposed by Regional FAA Office/Seattle Central-Corridor Flight Path 

Dear Ms. Williams: 

I am writing to officially record our group’s support for the Council’s resolution #28-114. 
We concur with the Council’s position that an environmental impact statement be required 
of the FAA before the changes (currently slated for February 1990) be considered. 

I have enclosed a copy of a letter we sent this past summer to the Port Commission. It 
outlines our concerns for the proposed increased overflights under consideration by the 
FAA. If you have any questions, or if I might provide you with additional information, 
please contact me at 358-6372, or 523-3794. 

Sincerely, 

Shanon M. Sara 
5320 8th Avenue NE 
Seattle, WA 98105-3615 

Enclosure 



January 20,1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway So. 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Gentlemen: 

The Seattle Times and the Seattle P.I. carry stories that 
you are planning to direct more jet aircraft over the middle and north 
east of Seattle.    You need to do an environmental impact statement 
before you do anything more. 

I am a senior citizen and there is something you should realize 
about some people as they get along in years.    Many older people no 
longer have the good hearing that they used to have. It is much harder 
for them to keep speech separate from background noise, With young 
people, noise from a jet or loud truck needs to be so loud as to drown 
out talk before people stop talking. For older people a moderate 
background noise can get sounds Jumbled.    When senior citizens get 
together, if one person has this difficulty in hearing, talk stops so 
everyone partakes in the pauses and the conversation. Sometimes 
people will forget what they started to say when the jet flies past. 
There is not much older people can do about improving their hearing 
There is a lot the F.A.A. can do to keep the planes out over Puget Sound. 

Yours very truly 

’ 
/, 





January 17, 1990 

I write to protest the proposed change of flight 
patterns. As planes take off northward, bot~ the 
low-flying noise over Beacon Hill and the no’se as the 
planes turn east over the Lakewood-Seward Park-Mt. Baker 
areas will greatly impact the noise levels here. 

I deliberately did not buy property near the 
alrport or on Beacon Hill because they already 
suffered greatly from airplane noise.- I deliberately 
bought here, because, among other things,it was a 
quiet neighborhood. 

I, like many of my neighbors, am growing ~Ide# and 
am not as vigorous and healthy as I once was. One 
nlght, during the heavy fog in late December, at 
least one plane flew very low over my hose about 
3 or 4 a.m., and just sat there for awhile. Being 
waked from a soun~ sleep like that is very disturbing. 
It takes hours to get back to sleep and as a result, 
~ get sick. 

Once a year can be tolerated, perhaps. Any more than 
thatis intolerable. Excess daytime noise also is 
intolerable. 

Please keep the planes flying over Elliott Bay, or 
other unpopulated a#eas. 

January 13, 1990 

FAA " ,~ 

Northwest Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S.- . ~ ’ 
Seattle, Washington C-68966,981a8 

To Whom It May. Concern: 

RE: Proposed Flight Changes over Beacon-Hill 

I am writing to express my objection to ANY proposed change in~ 
flight routes over Beacon-Hill unless it is a REDUCTION in current4 
flight activity. 

When I bought my home on Beacon-Hill last year I was advised that 
although there was some plane noise, planes were not allo~ed to~ 
fly over after specific times at night ie., 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.~ 
Well, that was a joke.    I hear planes at ll:O0 p.m., 1:00 a.m.,~ 
4:00 a.m., and 5:00 a.m., on a regular basis. Plane activity is~I 
constant in’the early a.m. on Saturday and Sunday. I don’t know 
about plane activity on weekdays since I am at work. 

I might ask, and indeed investigate, whether these changes have 
already been made and this "public hearing" on January 24, 1990 is~ 
to justify them.     I will be contacting my State Senator and 
State Representative about this issue, and supporting legislation~ 
that restricts flight activity absent public support. 

I don’t know why changes are necessary, and frankly I don’t care.~ 
We already have our fair share of plane traffic noise. I never 
heard planes in Ball a~d, Cro~n Hill o~ Magnolia when I lived there.~ 
Will the citizen voice count in this situation? 

1539 14{h Ave. S. 
Seattle, WA 98144 



3209 N.E. 94th Street 
Seattle, WA 98115 
January 19, 199~ 

Federal Aviation Administration 
1790~ Pacific Highway South 

Mail C-68966                  " 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I respectfully request that the FAA obtain a full 
environmental impact statement regarding its plan to 
reroute jets over the north end of Seattle. To be of 
use, the statement should include noise data, air- 
quality data, impact on residential areas, and 
mitigation measures. 

AS a resident of north Seattle, I am dismayed by the 
rapidly declining quality of life in this area and feel 
certain that the FAA plan to reroute jets over north 
Seattle would be detrimental on several counts. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Gilbertson 

JGI 



~ec’d. ANM-500-~’ 

Date: _ 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The change in the East Turn from three years ago means 
that noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac is 
disastrously affecting the communities of Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives, it is often 
impossible to carry on a normal conversation due to the 
noise of the planes. This far from the airport we should 
not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise from 
these planes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what yo~ can to    - 
change the airp6rt departure procedures.¯ Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least~spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. I want you to take 
a leading role in fighting this injustice. Please let me 
know what you~are able to do and what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAANorthwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was changed three years ago when it was 
moved north. This means that noise of aircraft departing 
from Sea-Tac has been severely impacting the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue since that change.~ 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. Until 
the change in the East Turn this area had a quiet, rural 
nature. The noise from these planes is threatening to 
turn it into an urban ghetto. It iS often impossible to 
carry on a normal conversation due to the noise of the 

~planes. 

Vl It is not essential that these planes over fly this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. This noise must be stopped. Please 
do what you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. I want you to help in fighting this injustice 
in any way you can. I would like to hear from you 
regarding what you are able to do and what else I can do 
to stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

?:::’d. ANM-500 

Mrs. Alle. E. Senear .:~. ",JAN E Z 

1446 - 92rid Avenue N, E., Bellevue. Washington 98004 





January 15o 1990 

Mr. Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in resolving a major 
environmental problem, jet airplane noise pollution. 

As you know Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have born the brunt 
of the East Turn departures for the past 3 years. The number of 
departures on the East Turn must be decreased and there must be 
an equitable sharing of the noise so that no community bears an 
undue share of it. 

I have been a long term Eastside resident and have witnessed 
first hand the major increase noise pollution and the damage to 
the quality of life on the Eastside residential communities. 

In addition to the distribution of the East Turn on north takeoff 
over a wider corridor, the older and noisier airplanes should be 
required to stay over water until they reach an altitude of at 
least I0,O00 feet. 

I am asking you to find an equitable solution and not let the 
present situation stand. 



;~anuary 18, 1990 

Mr. Temple $ohnson, N.B. 
Air Traffic Div. FAA 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98166 

Subject: Recent Revisions to Your 4-Post Plan 

As a 16-year resident of Medina, I have attended several 
Mediation and ECAAN meetings. Further, I have inter- 
viewed Was Hamilton and have reviewed countless maps, 
charts, and reports. After all of that, I believe, to my 
chagrin, that the North Flow right turn is correct and 
necessary. 

At meetings we have both attended, when questioned, your 
answers reflect good technical grounding and a pragmatic 
nature. Frequently questions, conflicting questions, are 
answered by "We can do that," leading me to believe that 
almost anything is possible in the say of accommodating 
flight patterns and turns. Was Hamilton presented a 
more practical list of practicalities concerning the North 
Flow Right Turn. Both of you agree that the noise of jet 
aircraft is a necessary evil and that the FAA must make 
the final decision--I agree. 

When you make the final decision, please include the word 
.equitable when it comes to ~’~lllTt[~listribution. The N.B. 
alter your name is for your No Balls caving in to the or- 
ganized brow-beating administered by Medina’s southerly 
neighbors. Most citizens will respond to being treated 
fairly in an equitable, even-handed way by giving quiet 
approval. 

~nry~ulman 
P. ~. Box 143 
Medina, WA 98039 
455-3311 

~23 90 

Judy Mosset 
4603 52nd S. 

Seattle, WA 98118 
January 19, 1990 

Director 
FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region O~flce 
17900 Pacific HWY S. 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing to protest the proposed change in the route of 
flights coming into Sem-Tac from the emst. Moving the flight 
pattern from over E~llott :Bay to over Beacon Hill will 
dramatically increase noise poilutlon throughout southeast 
Seattle. This wil~ have dramatically negative effects on all 
residences in the area. 

Would you be proposing the same pattern if it were a more 
exclusive neighborhood? I doubt it. 

I look forward to your reconsideration of the route. 

Sin~erei~, 

Juc~ ~osset 



January 15, 1990 

Mr. Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
PO Box C-68966 

¯ Seattle, W~ 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in resolving a major 
environmental problem, jet airplane noise pollution. 

As you know Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have born the brunt 
of the East Turn departures for the past 3 years. The number of 
departures on the East Turn must be decreased and there must be 
an equitable sharing of the noise so that no community bears an 
undue share of it. 

I have been a long term Eastside resident and have witnessed 
first hand the major increase noise pollution and the damage to 
the quality of life on the Eastside residential communities. 

In addition to the distribution of the East Turn on north takeoff 
over a wider corridor, the older and noisier airplanes should be 
required to stay over water until they reach an altitude of at 
least i0,000 feet. 

I am asking you to find an equitable’solution and not let the 
present situation stand. 

Sincerely, 

77"/ Ove~lake I~. E. 
Bellevue, Wn. 98004 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAANorthwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



;."~:c’d. ANM-500 . 
eec’d, AI, IM-500 ._~,>,. "                                              JAN ~ ~-1~0~"-. 

D;’.:: --~ 

January.14, 1990 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAANorthwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise o~ aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East %~Irn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has been severely 
impacting the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

The severe noise is totally unacceptable. We should not 
be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from 
the airport. This area once had a quiet, rural nature, 
but the noise from these planes is threatening to turn it 
into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. Political influences are preventing 
these changes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Take the lead in 
fighting this injustice. Please let me know what you are 
able to do and if there is anything else I can do to stop 
these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



,Tec’d. ANM-500 

R~’R~CIA M. HOgaNS. 

ORTHOPEDICS INTERNATIONAL. LTD.. P3. ! ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY AND FRACTURI:S 

January 16, 1990 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: RE: Airplane Noise 

As you are aware, we citizens of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue have been subjected to continuous aircraft noise 
because all of the east turns have taken place over our 
area. In the summertime, when the wind is from the north, 
this becomes an intolerable situation with a constant 
flow of airplanes. The FAA has apparently proposed change- 
ing this so that we would only be subjected to some of 

~these flights, and I understand that citizens of other 
areas have mounted a campaign to have all the flights 

~come over Medina. I realize that there has to be airplane 
traffiC, but I think it should be spread out over the 
various communities rather than having all planes go over 
one area, and I would ask that you would support the divid- 
ing up of the fligh~ so that it is more equitably distributed. 

Sincerely, 

RLR: sm 

cc: Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Congressman John Miller 

January 15, 1990 
..... 

.1990. "’ 

Mr. Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in resolving a major 
environmental~problem, jet airplane noise pollution. 

As you know Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have born the brunt 
of the East Turn departures for the past 3 years. The number of 
departures on the East Turn must be decreased and there must be 
an equitable sharing of the noise so that no community bears an 
undue share of it. 

I have been a long term Eastside resident and have witness~(~ 
first hand the major increase noise pollution and the damag~ to 
the quality of life on the Eastside residential communities. 

In addition to the distribution of the East Turn on north takeoff 
over a wider corridor, the older and noisier airplanes should be 
required to stay over water until they reach an altitude of at 
least I0,000 feet. 

I am asking you to find an equitable solution and not let the 
present situation stand. 

Sincerely, 



Aircraft Noise Abatement Committee 
P. O. Box 681, Mercer Island, WA 98040 

January 30, 1990 

Hr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17099 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

As I mentioned in my testimony January 24th, ANAC (Aircraft 
Noise Abatement Committee) would submit petitions in support 
of our city and as part of the FAA’s public record. These 
petitions demonstrate the level of concern within our 
community for the FAA’s proposed Four Post Plan. 

Aircraft noise on Mercer Island is not a new issue but a 
continuing concern over a number of years. The Scatter Test 
of 1987 aggitated Mercer Islanders and generated 3,000 phone 
calls to the FAA’s Noise Abatement H0tline. Today this 
petition demonstrates the community’S continuing concern. 

Within the only the last two Saturdays we have gotten 2,544 
signatures from citizens, This petition asks the City of 
Mercer Island to continue to act with due dilligence on the 
issue of aircraft noise abatement. 

The FI~A fails to realize the impact of the north flow-east 
turn departure. Critical and elemental to any Enviromental 
Assessment is the affect of new jet flight tracks on .a 
community such as Mercer Island which already experiences 
substantial noise by B0EING and RENTON Airports and prese:nt 
SeaTac aircraft noise on north and south flow days. 

Furthermore, the F~’s Four Post Plan proposal has pitted 
one community against another and that is not the 
appropriate outcome of a sensitive and thorough 
Environmental Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Stewart 
ANAC Petition Co-ordinator 

You will recall that during the January 24th testimony from 
State Representative; Jim Horn, Mayor; Elliot Newman, 
Councilperson; Al Huhs and Mercer Island City Manager; Paul 
Landspery.,.each stated clearly that the FAA’s Enviornmental 
Assessment is flawed and an Environmental Impact Statement 
is justified. 



IJ ET i T I 0 N Number: _ 

to the 

~ 
Mercer Island (:it), Council 

on Aircraft Noise . 

In light of proposed new ~ flight plans which will affect 
~UlHbcr of flights ovvr the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
adv()catc and p~o~ccd with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

H()i~c abatement. 

])lease uet at least 5 signatures and return this petition to: 
/~NAC(Aircraft Noise At)ateme!at Comnaittee), P.O. Box 681, ASAP or . 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 

PF, T 1T i 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new j[:j~ flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City or Mercer Islnnd to continue to work as ~n active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Mai_linn Address Phone 

-PYease ~c( at least I silmat~re~and return this petition to: 

~C(Atrcraf~tse Abatement C~mittee), P.O. Box 68 I, ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



.-P..ETI TI ON 

.- . Mcrccr.lsland City. council 

. on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposednew ’,F_L’L~ fli~h~,’pians which ’uill affect " 
number of.flights o.vcr_the Eastsid.e... . :... ¯ 
We, the undersigned:                 . 

- want the City of Mercer ’IMand.. t8 continue to work as an active 

advocate anti p~’oceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft . "’: 
noise abatement. .: ....... 

¯ .. ... 

Name Mail~n~. Address phone -..: 

Please oct at least 5 sitmatures and return this petition to:    ¯    : .. 
ANAC(Aircral’t Noise Abatement Committee}. P.O. Box 681, ASAP or .": 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 

to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of propo*ednew FAA flight plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 
We., the undersigned:: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise ab a te mont. 

M~lj_n~g A ddress Phone 

Please ~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft: 
Nolle ~Datement Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



PF, TITION 
.to th8 

Mercer" Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect ...... . 
number of flights over the Ea~tgide... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active ¯ 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Mailine Address                Phone 

and return this petition to: ANAC{Aircraft 
Noise Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 

PETITION 
¯ to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of~proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect .’ 
number of flights over the Ea~tside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active. 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

l~ame Mailin~ Addre~                 Phone 

,) ..... / ¯ ,) , - ::~. . _. 

"’,::.r 7 -s 

Please ~et smnatur~and return th~s petzt~on to: ~ACiAircraft 
Noise Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 68 I, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect ...... 
number offlights¯over the Eag~side... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate -and proceed with due diligence on the issue of ~.ircraft 
noise abatement. 

I~ame ~ai!in~ Address Phone 

PE’F I’1" I ON 
¯ to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light:of proposed new FAA flight, plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
Vie. the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Phone 

,’:, 
..... ~. ,, 

~..~ ~ ..: {,, ~ 
,~ .4. 
,. ~.: ,,, ~.,..: 

0’..7~i:. <;L.:~/,I~( .::~?.& /O’#V&,~"~" .- 
’.7 ;P-.;’ ~.~- "./ -.’4 i:: /9"’*.’L~ l’t--- ~.~ !v_Z’/_ .. 

’~’71. C,.~.~.-.. J.. [.~.L., :~,~ >~,..,. :,,; ~ ";~ 7;;’? " ~’~? * . 

! ~II:~.~.\ ~-~I " ’"’~ - ,,~, 
,. "; r . 

’,, ..... \y"../ ,. ’~ .... "~,.i .,., ~., ~, . . 

;’b,~c.,,- 

, .-,,’~1~ -,.’- ./’/l& Z¢ .... ’?.~/k .-< :. ~.,:,,lo- 
"~,~c,;,,!,, ’;’~ :,.- .... v..,..~,: °" ,:d "~. 

-0:-.~:9¢t~, ,,,,.? , 
-,. :~::-:;.]:,~...~t.~ %.. ., -z,/,, ~-t....-’! 

.... :-... :.....;.,: ._...i.f..., [ . ~ -, ,.. :,..c.:,;. [:-..-.,~ ../:’7 :, z.-.: ..:, r :,.:._ 
" d. :¥, 
:’.:’£.~ 2 ,. 

Please ~et si~:natures and return this petition to: ANACiAircraft 
Noise Abatement Committee), P.O. Box 681. Mercer Island. ~ash, 
980..)40      -. 

):,~,~:....:,.:..~.i ~a~j,.,,:;.,., :’2~; 



PETIT|ON 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
. on Aircraft.Noise ¯ ¯ 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 

~ 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Mailin~ Address phone 

P E T I T i 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
.... ¯ on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new I’~AA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersil;ned: 

i’~ want the City___(!L_Id_~_.cer lsJa.~.([ to continue to work as an active 
advocate a,n,d proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 



¯ ¯ p I~.T I T I UI~ --. 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 

~.// 
on Aircraft Noise ......... ; .... 

In light of proposed new ]~AA. flight plans which will affect 

~w 
umber of flights over the Eastside.., 
e, the undersigned: 

want the ~__~~J~[ to continue to work as an active advocale and proceed ~ith due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 
Phon~ 

~3j~jg~d~ress 

and return this petition to: 
...... ~ ~ fox 681 ASAPor 

~,~.~ohl l~nn~rV 20. 1990. 

P F. T 1 T ! 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island .City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new F_AA_ flight plans which will affect.’ " ¯ ’,: 
number of flights over the Eastside..          , 

~/~e,~ the undersigned: ¯ ,    ....,. 
want the City of Mercer Ish31l_~ to continue to work as an active 

advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft      " 

noise abatement. 

Pleasg_ge_L.~ ,gfl.~ures and return this petition to: ANAC(Ai:craft 
Noise Ab_atenL~_~t Corn mitte¢), P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



to the 
Mercer Island City Councii 

on Aircraft Noise 

/ ^ umber of flights over the Eastside... 

// want the C, jly of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise a b a te m en t. 

In light of proposed new ’FAA flight planswhich will affect .... " ...... ~ 

Phone .,. 

Please eet .signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft. 
,.Noise Abatement CommitteeL P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 

PET I T I 0 N 
¯ ¯ to the. . ,... 

l "7 ’ Mercer lsland ~-’ity C~uncil " " " 
(9,1 on Aircraft Noise " " ’. 

In lit~ht of proposed new ’ILIA flight plans which will affect ¯ 
¯ numbers of flights Over the Eastside...                            ..-... 

We. the undersigned:                                           :..:..,::~ 
want the City_9. f Mercer Islat)(! to continue to work as an active’ :’L~‘... 

advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Council or staff attend all meaiauon 

pl~ase ~et at least ~ signatures and return this petition to: 
ANAClAircraft Noise Abatement Committee), P.0. Box 68 I, ASAP or no later 
than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



PETITI.ON .. 
i0 the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

.~ In light of proposed new ~ flight plans which will affect ..... : 

number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: ¯ ’ 

want the ~itv of Mercer Island to continue to w~Ork as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the iss~ue of aircraft 
noise abatement.                                 ~..j 

~am¢ Mailin~ Address Phone 

~lease ~et si~nature~and return this petition to: jNAClAircraft 

98040 

PETITION                  .. 
to the                                 : 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans whichwiLl a=r~e(~ 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned:                                               .. 

want the City of Mercer Isla~L~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Name Mailio~ Address Phone 

Please s~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft " 
Hois~ Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



PETITION . 
- ¯ to the " ’ 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect ..... 
/number of flights over the Eastside... 

We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Islatt_c[ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

P E T I T I 0 N 

Mercer Island ~ity Council                   " 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light ’of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect’.; .... 
number of flights over the East~ide ..... 

want the Cit_v of Mercer Island to continue to work as an ilctive.~,~ii~.~ 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft .:. 
noise abatement.                                                   .., 

]~lme Mailing Address Phone . ,: 

Please t~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft    .., 

Noise Ablitement CommitteeL P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



~ 
PET. ITION’ 

’.’ : . "I~. the ¯ 
Mercer Island City Council 

I D,,] on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new- FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned:                                              " " 

want the Ot_v orMercer Isla~l~l. to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of,,, aircr~t 
noise abatement. 

~ phone 
~ame                     Maili,n~ Address 

~e~bat~ment Committee}. P.0, Box 68 I, Mercer Island, Wash, 

98040 

In light of proposed ncw FAA flillhl plans which will affect 
number of flights live; Ihe Eastsi(h:... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~:jt.~3)[..Mgr(kgEL~[n:[ t~) c()ntinue to work as an active 
adw~te and proceed with due dilil~enco on lhe issue of aircraft 

I)!l:a.se_ll~.’[ ~il;li~l..l!ies. alld return Ihis p,.:lilion Io: 

Nois.e__^batem(,’i~t Corn mi_l.Le_e_). ILl). Ih,, 68 I. Mercer Island. 



to the 

Mercer lshuid City Council 

..... on, Aircraft Noise 

In light of l)roposed new ]~_~./k flillht plans wl)ich will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the f.j_t~._(~_l~Lej:cer ~[~J~ to cnntinue l.o wnrk as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

- N.a.me :lil..aj.I.Lng Address Phone 

I 
to tile 

/ [ ,~ Mercer Ishind City Council 

~ +~.~ . 
. on Aircraft Noise . .. 

In light of proposed new ]{A.~ flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~_~tr~er lsJ.ns}.([ tn continue to work as an active 
advocale and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft ¯ - 

noise abatement. 



PETITION 
-.:     to the    " ’ " " 
Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA.flight plans which will affeCt 
number of flights over the Eastside.., 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Islnnd to continue to.work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due ditigence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Please ~et si~naturesand return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft " .. 

Noise Abatement Committee). P.O. I~ox 681, Mercer Island, Wash, . - 
98040                                          .,. 

to the 
Merccr Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect. ;:" 

~ n uml)er of flights over the Eastside... We, the undersigned: 
want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active .:>: 

advocate and proceed with-due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
no]se abatement. 

Phone 

(I 

and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft. 
Hoise Abatement Committee), P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



P E T l T I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Hoise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside.., 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

abatement. 

Phone 

Ple~sl~et si~matures and return this petition to: ANACIAircraft. ’ ’ -- 
N~i~e Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681. M~rcer Island. Wash. 
9~040                                ,, ~ 

"/         In light of proposed new JF_~A flight plans which will affect . 

~ n umber of flights ovcc the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned:                                       ’     " 

want the ~ty of Mercer Is,h~l to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

on ^ircraft Noise 

Na~e Mailing .Address Phone 

Fiea.~’e ~et "~ast ~ signatures and return this petition to: 
~LAj~(zLse Abat~.l~Committee}, P.O. Box 681, 

later than ,Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



I’ F.T I Y I 0 I~ 

Mercer Island Cily Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new IF_LLA fli|;ht plans which will afl’ect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~.~Js_or Mc!’_9_cd’l~J.a~.~[ to continoe to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due dili|lence on the issoe of aircraft 
noise aLiatement. 



it) tile 
Mercer Islaud City Council 

ou ^ircra[t Noise 

In lil;ht of proposed new ]"_hA flight plans which ~,ill al,fect 
number o1" flights over the Eastside...                              " 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~;j.ly._~ff.__Mercer 1,5JjIjM/ tn continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due dilillence on the issue of aircraft ¯ ¯ 

noise abatement. 

In li~:ht of pr()po.’,;~I new F,~,_A. 
number of ililIhi~ over tht) 
’Tin. the und(~r~illne(l: 

want tlt(: l;i[1(~tE.ht¢~_(keL.l.::!;rmt, t() continue to work ;)s an active 
adv()(:;tte ;)rid i)r()(:en(I with d=u: 4ilia(men ~)n the issue of aircraft 

I!l~..,..a.F~_g..qt_s.i|Ltt.a.l,.!!.!:e~.and rntt.)rn I.his petition to: 
N.(.~.is.e_])!):4.t.e..m.p...n.t..C_o.!!.Lm.i.!.l.qtt). I) (). l~n~ 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 



In lil;ht of proposed new J!&& flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersillned:                         ’" ; 

want the .~j~_~ff._l~p,j’_~.r_J,~J.aJ~.d. tn continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the Issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Phone 

Please ~et atlP~_Tt 5._EL~ILaJJLC.~S. and return this petition to: 
ABA£(Al~r=tf&~_~L~¢_&b_+tLe.nut,L(~ttnJn~t.t~-|, P.O. Box 68 I, ASAP or 
nu later than Saturday midni|;ht, January 20, 1990. 

P F.T I T’i O N                        ¯ 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new J"_&& fli|lht plans \vhich will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside.., 
We, the undersil;ned: 

w;mt the ~Ll~_~ll’._M.e,J’_cer l~J.aJ1.{[ tn contlnoe to work as an active 
advocnle and proceed with due dilll;ence on the issue of aircraft. ¯ . 
noise abatement. 

.%, 7qn,   :3 
" ("’-’~" OJ ~---~ "z. ~,~t;¢~t ,= .~(- ~ ~ .~.~ _.. 

Please ~et al least 5 sinnalo~ and return lifts petltlon to: 
~.(Al~c~i~[~~~.~[L~J, P.O. Box 68 I, ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnil~hl, January 20, 1990. 



I).lIT I T..I IJbl ’ 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
.on Air¢IEaft Noise 

In light of proposed new ]"_.hA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~y_~ff~cer l~J~t to continue to ~ork ns an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft ¯ 
noise abatement. 

/7’1(1. I 1" ! o,N " ’ ’ "’ " " ... 
to the         ’. 

Mercer lsl~nd City Council 
ou ^ircraft Noise 

In light of proposed n¢~ I~.AA flight plans which will affect 
number of flighls over the ~astside... 
~e. the undersigned: 

want the ~<~r%g.r~sJanxt to COlltinile to work as an active 
advocale and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

~_.a me . M..aj.!i_n_ g_Rd_d.r e ~ il ’Phone 

~ :~’-~ <i.)’k 
Please eel at least 5 signatures and return this petition to: 
Aff~EaB~!lse Ab~~Q~[tJee). P.O. Box 681, ASAP or 
no later than .Saturday midnight, January 2~’. 1990. 



¯ to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

...... on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ]~AA,flight plans which will affect 
tuber of flights owr the ~astside... 

We, the under,kilned: 
want the ~y_lff~ercer I~J~fl.~ to continue to ~ork as an active 

advocale and proceed ~ith due dillll~nce on tli~ issue,of,, aircraft 

~ 1. e/ ¯ Mercer Island City Council ¯ 

1/o’~6 
on Aircraft Noise 

’In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which Willaffecl 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Hame Maili~)g Addres~ Phone 



" Mdrcer Island City Council    ..               ...       (" ? ~    .         " " "      (o ~he " " "    " " 
" ’ " on Aircraft Noise . ’ ~ I o/- Mercer Island City C~iuncil     ’ ’ 

~ /l~ 
on Aircral’t Noise 

In light of proposed new ,FAA.flight plans which willaffect ......... " 
" J In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... . number oi" flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned:                                          ¯         .. 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active :-i: 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft    :. 
noise abatement. 

Name Maili.n~ Address Phone 

We, the undersigned: 

want th~ City of Mercer lsl,3fi.d_ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Please ~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft 
Noise Abatem_ent Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash. 
98040 

Please get signatur¢,~ and return this petition to: ANACfAircraf|     " 
Noise Abatement Committee}. P.O. BoT 681, Mercer Island, Wash, .;"- " 
98040                                                           ’. 



to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed hew ~.A.& flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Ihstside.., 
We, the undersigned:                                               ¯ 

want the q_,j_ty of" Mercer L~Jand to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed ~itb due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Hamc    ¯               Mailing Address     ’,,           Phone .,.. 

~/~ 
’ P F...:I"..I T | 0 .N : ~... 

¯ ".: ’"" -. . . iti the ’. ’ " .’ "’ " ’ 
Mercer Island City COun’cil " 

on Aircraft Noise 

In of FAA flight which will affect’,- .... light proposed new plans 
umber of flights over the l:.astside... 

We. the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Pl,;a,se Eet siEnatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft. 
H_~)ise Abatem_en__t Committee_J. P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



. ’ "  ET-ITioN.to the " 
Mercer Island City Council 

..~:o/ ......... on Aircraft ’Noise : " : ..... ~ ...... 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~jty Of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Name ]vlailJne Address 

w 

phone 

,/ 
9-3 2 -z "7~"7 

PET I T I.o-N    .. 
¯ ,,- . ~ : .:"    ., .to . th’e . ." 

’ " .... .. Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

~/_/9/,,- I~ light of proposed new. I:AA flight plans which will a~fect Y. .... 
number of flights over the Eastside." 
We, the undersigned:                                           ,., 

want the City oi" Mercer Isla~L~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Name Mailin~ Address Phone ".. 

Please ~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft 
Noise Aba__temqP..L_t (=o~n_m_j_Ltee), P.O. Box 68 I, Mercer Island, Wash, 

98040                                : 

Please ~et sienatures and return this petition to: ANACIAircraft " 
Noise Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



..... .~i : to ’the 

Mercer Island City Council¯ .. ¯ 
on Aircraft Noise 

In iightof proposed zfew FAA flight pla~s Which will affe~:[. ’ :’::"" 

number of flights over the Eastside...                                   : 

~ We. the undersigned: . ’ 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. . ¯ 

Phone . .... 

Plqls_~_g.~l sis:natures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft 
Noise Abate_n)ent CommitteeL P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 

¯ P.ET 1 TIO N " . 
- 

Mercer Island City Coun’cil 

on Aircraft Noise 

Please net sii,.natures and return this petition to: bNAC(AircrafL 
Noise AbaJement Committee).. P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash. 
98040 



Mercer Island City Couucil 

- ,~ / /- 0u Aircraft Noise 

)~"../-/~ li|;llt of proposed new E~.~ flight plans which will affect ~ 
number (ff flights over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned:                             ’ ;,";~ :~’ 

want the ~U~A~_~9~8.I,a~[ to continne to work as an active 
advoc;~e and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

l’(~._m_~ .... .M .a.i! i.~_~ ~_3. _d_d r e s ~ Phone 

l) E I" I T I 0 N 
to tile 

Mercer Island City Council 
on. Aircraft Noise 

In lil;ht of proposed new ]"_A.~ fliIIht plans \vhich ’#ili affect i 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~.ff.~~J.a~].~[ to continue to work as an active 
advocale and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Please ~et atJR_a_st 5 si~.nature_s.and return this petition to: 
A~_ClAircr_af3_Rc~L~sLA_12a_~m.~_nL~atm_o.dJ.Le~-�.l, P.O. Box 68 I, ASAP or 



/ ~ 
to th~ 

’/"" i Mercer Island City Council 

o~ 

on Aircraft Noise 

~ In lil;ht of proposed new ]"_~.8, fli|;ht plans which will affect 
number of flights over the F.astside... 
We, the undersi1!ned: 

want the ~ff_~~s~.o~.~[ to contlnue to work as nn active 
advocate and proceed witl~ due dilil~ence on the Iss,e of aircraft 
noise abatement. 



~ec’d. ANM-500 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don~t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme inDustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



kir Transport Association 

!anuary 18, 1990 

Mr. F. M. Isaac, ANM-1 
Regional Administrator 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

OF AMERICA 

Western Regional Office 

8939 S. Sepulveda Boulevard 

Suite 408 

Los Angeles, California 90045 

Phone (213) 670-5183 

Dear Mr. Isaac:                                    ) 

The Air Transport Association (ATA), representing American, 
Alaska, Braniff, Continental, Canadian Airlines International, 
Delta, Eastern, DHL, Evergreen, Federal Express, Hawaiian, 
Northwest, Pan American, Trans World, United and USAir 
Airlines, would like to comment on the new approach procedures 
(The Four Post Plan) proposed for Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport by your Air Traffic Division. 

The airlines, as represented by ATA, have been urging your 
air traffic personnel to address the issue of the escalating 
delay factors at Sea-Tac. It has been our position that these 
delays were not warranted by the total air traffic at the 
airport. National FAA data, as you may know, supports this 
position. Note these brief comparisons of delays at comparable 
airports as provided by your Analysis Branch. These totals are 
rounded to the nearest thousand and do not include December: 

Airport Operations Delays 

Seattle-Tacoma 290,000 7459 

Detroit 349,000 6220 

Houston 290,000 2303 

Los Angeles 582,000 6263 

Obviously, different airports have different problems but the 
fact is that delays at Sea-Tac are reaching unacceptable levels 
and that immediate and decisive action is required. The Four 
Post Plan appears to be a reasonable and effective means of 
addressing this problem and, therefore, has the support of the 
air carriers. 

Page Two 
Mr. F. M. Isaac 
January 18, 1990 

The other side of the coin, however, is the controversy these 
new procedures have generated among those in the community 
concerned about aircraft noise. The Sea-Tac Noise Mediation 
Committee has been discussing little else since this issue has 
surfaced. The airlines, as members of the Committee, are as 
committed to its goals as any other participant and we do not 
see our support of the Four Post Plan as a contradiction of that 
commitment. 

The air industry caucus of the Noise Committee has maintained, 
as have other members, that these new procedures will not have 
a significant impact on noise contours around the airport. 
Recent data from the Committee’s consultant does not refute 
that position. The Committee has been thoroughly briefed on 
this new Plan by your staff and, based on all this information, 
is not unified in its opposition to the changes. 

The air carriers need relief from the scheduling and monetary 
penalties brought on by excessive delays. We are also . 
responsible members of the community. The implementation of 
the Four Post Plan addresses the delay problem and, in our view, 
poses no great threat to the mitigation of noise in the Seattle 
area. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important 
issue. 

Sincerely, 

cc: 

Neil F. Bennett 
Deputy Director 

Air Carriers Serving Seattle-Tacoma International 
ATA J. R. Fleming, R. B. Cohen, J. E. McNamara 





January 21, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration ~2~¢’tI. ANM-500/~"~’~" 17900 Pacific Highway South 
’JA~ 3 |g~ Mail C-68966 Date: seattle, Washington    98168 

To Whom It May Concern: 
As a single family home owner in the Roosevelt area I would like to 
register my opposition to the Federal Aviation Agency’s proposal to 
route more air traffic over North Seattle. Our neighborhood already 
suffers from a high density of automobile noise pollution. The FAA’s 
proposal would only further erode the quality of life in one of the 
city’s more viable residential areas. Two aspects of the proposal are 
especially loathesome as far as the impact on our neighborhood. One 
aspect is the increased density of overflights, and the second aspect 
the the failure to impose any "curfew" of overflights during evening 
sleeping hours. 

Sincerely, 

owner of residence at 6311 
Brooklyn Ave.NE, Seattle, 98195 

copy: Sen. 
McDermott 

Brock Adams, Hon. Sl~e Gordon, Hon. John Miller, Hon. Jim 

January 20, 1990 

543-1711 day; 523-5792 evenLng 



JAN :+ ~ 1990"-,,,,,       I.~ 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mall C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

6206:54th Ave NE 
Seattle, WA 98115 
20 January 1990 

Sirs: 

This letter Is to express my opposition to the proposed 
rerouUng of flights Into and out of SeaTac Airport. I am a homeowner 
living In northeast Seattle In on ar~o that will be directly, and 
negatively, Impacted by this proposed reroutlng. Jets approaching 
SeaTac on presently allowed instrument iandlngs have awakened me 
at night and have disrupted daytime outdoor actlvltles when they 
come In low. I believe that additional jet traffic over northeast 
Seattle wlll: 

1) Further disrupt waking and sleeping family activities; 
2) Increase air pollution over Seattle; 
3) Decrease property values; 
4) Increase the likelihood of mid-air collisions with small plane 
traffic over resldenUal areas. 

For these reasons, I would like to see o full Environmental Impact 
Statement done before any proposed rerouting Is enacted. 

I also would dispute the findings of the FAA’s draft 
environmental assessment since It assumes no Increase In the volume 
of air traffic. The purpose of the reroutlng plan Is to relieve 
congestion and Increase capacity by 42%. Moreover, the SeaTac 
airport administration has just created a promotions department with 
the expressed purpose of Increasing the number of flights to Seattle. 
Under any realistic projection of growth In air traffic, the noise 
levels presumed by the FAA will moat csrtalnlg be exceeded. As 8 
frequent air traveller myself, I would prefer less convenient 



scheduling of flights to a deterioration in the quality of life in my 
neighborhood and city. 

In closlngo I should say that I lived in San Diego 10 years ago 
when a PSA flight on approach to Lindberg Field collided with a small 
pMvate plane. Both aircraft crashed in a rosldential neighborhood and 
all aboard died. In addition, many people were killed In their homes, 
and a daycare center filled with children was incinerated. This 
accident happened in clear weather. Even wlth careful controls on the 
flow of air traffic, an accident like this could happen in Seattle. The 
likelihood Is Increased by the FAA’s plan to direct more Jets and 
propellor aircraft over our neighborhoods. 

Sincerely, 

Michael J. McPhaden 

cc: Norm Rice 
Brock Adams 
S1ade Gorton 
John Miller 
Jim McDermott 

Dear Federal Aviation Administration, 

Jay & Mary Lou Brandes 
5140 26th. Ave. N. E. 

Seattle, Wa. 98105 

We are strongly opposed to the FAA glide path changes known as the "four 

post phn". My wife and I are homeowners in the Ravenna district of Seattle, and we have 

had some first hand experiences with the effects that this plan would have on our 

neighborhood. Part of the proposed flight path changes would make permanent the route 

down the center of Seattle that is only used during bad weather currently. During these bad 

weather periods the aircraft noise in this area is extremely disturbing to our work at the 

University of Washington and at home. Because of our experiences here we feel that we 

can predict that the proposed flight path ehanges_w.ill have a strong negative impact upon 

the quafity of live for many Seattle homeowners and residents. Our opposition can be 

summarized into three points: 

1: The planned increase in air traffic over Seattle will he detrimental to the 

work, well being and peace of mind of a large number of Seattle residents. We know that 

even short periods of overflights in the Ravenna area can cause and have caused us much 

emotional distress and lost productivity. The plan to reroute air traffic from low population 

areas to high popuhtion areas makes no sense to anyone except those who don’t live here. 

The FAN has stated that the noise impact will be "minimal" in notah Seattle communities. 

We know that is not true, as we have had first hand expefie~x~e during bad weather 

periods.The FAA says that the noise level will not increase very much in our area, but we 

would like to draw the analogy ofofa dripping water faucet to a jet flight overhead once 

every minute ; the dripping faucet does not increase the total noise very much either, but is 

perhaps even more damaging to one’s sanity. The jets over Ravenna are much louder and 

distracting than water drips. An environmental impact report would show that this type of 

increase in periodic noise is just as disruptive, our more so, than an increase in" total 

noise’. We do not want outside government agents turning Seattle into a second class city 

by increasing air traffic noise over large parts of the city to unacceptable levels. This plan 

will penalize large groups of people and benefit only a few airlines and tourist stops. 

2: The planned me,ease in air traffic over Seattle will increase the probability of 

an accident over some of the most densely populated areas of King county, and the 

University of Washington campus where thirty-four thousand people comprise just the 

student population. The air route, as it currently stands, keeps most flight paths over 

water and/or over sparsely pepohted island communities. It makes no sense to reroute air 



traffic over the main parts of Seattle and Bellvue, where even a relatively minor accident 

could cause major injuries and damage to residents and businesses. We see flights coming 

in a dangerously low altitudes even now during periods of bad weather. About 10 years 

ago there was a very bad aircraft collision over Los Angeles that caused major damage to 

homes below the collision site. We cannot afford to lake the chance that such a collision 

will not happen over Seattle with the new air routes. 

3: The planned increase in air traffic over Seattle will not solve our problems. 

Sea-Tac is already almost at capacity, and changing the air routes will not change the 

physical limits of the airport. The "logical" answer is, of course, to add more runways. 

Eventually, all of the new air routes will become clogged, just as they have in other citys, 

and the only thing that we will have to show for this change in plan will be constant aircraft 

noise over most of Seattle and a few more tourists. We need to stop this cycle of growth 

without consideration of cost now, while we can do so with the least cost and effort. At 

the very least a new airport site should be investigated prior to any changes in flight paths 

to Sea-Tac airport. 

We realize that this letter is long, but we wish to emphasize our point that_’~t~ 

,_, Before any changes are put into effect, a full Environmental Impact Report should be 

~j c ompleted by the FAA and SEA-Tac to determine the full impact of these proposed 

changes. We are also opposed to the Port of Seattle commission’s efforts to increase air 

traffic t9 Sea-Tat. Their efforts are counterproductive to the noise-mediation process 

being undertaken by several grou~ at this time and show no sensitivity to what the people 

of Seattle, such as us, really want. And If you receive letters from some communities that 

supposedly will benefit from the flight path changes, please consider this point: although 

they may get some relief now, in 5 or 10 years time the air noise will be just as bad there as 

everywhere else as we get more flights everywhere, and everybody in Seattle will be a 

loser. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Lou Brandes 

1620 EAST BOSTON TERRACE 

;2ec’d. ANM-500 /’ " f 

I-1~-199o. 
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CONCEPT HEALTH GROUP, INC. 

401 Park Place, Suite 500 

KJrkl~u~d, Washlngto~ 98033 

(206) 827-1195 

Telecoc4er 822-0575 Rec’d, ANM-500~ 

_. JAN uate: 
January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
FAA - Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Hwy. South 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I have been living in Medina, Washington for three years. We 
have experienced the hardship of severe air traffic noise ever 
since moving in, and it appears that it is increasing every year. 

I was incensed when I discovered that all of the flights on a 
north wind flow day are directed over Medina exclusively. I was 
.further incensed when I discovered that the FAA had proposed a 
new east turn procedure that would require half of the Medina 
flights to turn at six miles, which would traffic the planes 
over Mercer Island, and that Mercer Island was successfully 
mounting a campaign to prohibit this change. 

I am a reasonable man, and I understand the problems that the 
FAA has with scheduling flights over crowded cities. However, I 
will not stand to be inconvenienced at the benefit of Mercer 
Island. I demand that if flights are scheduled over Medina, 
that an exact number of flights be scheduled over Mercer Island. 

I appreciate your consideration of this matter and would 
appreciate a reply as to the resolution of the new east turn 
procedure. 

My best, 

CONCEPT HEALTH GROUP, INC. 

i,i~Drobot President 
8925 Groat Point Drive 
Medina, WA 98004 

MDD/cm 
3818C 



Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
January 15, 1990 
Page 2 

cc: Brock Adams, U.S. Senator 
513 Hart Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, DC 20510 

Slade Gorton, U.S. Senator 
324 Hart Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, DC 20510 

John Miller, U.S. Congressman 
First District 

1723 Longworth House Office Bldg. 
Washington, DC 20515 

<’~ :’ri ANM-500 ~ o 7’, : 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The change in the East Turn from three years ago means 
that noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac is 
d~sastrously affecting the communities of Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is often 
impossible to carry on a normal conversation due to the 
noise of.the planes. This far from the airport we should 
not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise from 
these planes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so wedon’t get all the noise. I want you to take 
a leading role in fighting this injustice. Please let me 
know what you are able to do and what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

9419 Points Dr. N.E. 
Bellevue, WA 98004-1332 



Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 

January 21,1990 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

My name is Jeff Sullivan and I reside at 1013 Evergreen Point Road in 

Medina. My wife, Edie, and I moved here with our two children in 1987 after living in 

Arlington for eight years. The home, however, was also the home that my wife grew up in 

and was built by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Simons, in 1962. Therefore both Edie 
and I can speak well as to the drastic loss of quality of life that we have experienced here at 
this address since your recent implementation of concentrating all flight departures on the 
East turn over Medina. 

As is the case of all areas impacted by overflight noise no one is going to 

readily agree to have these intrusions in their lives. What never seems to be considered 
here though is that the aircraft that are currently ruining our enjoyment of our home 
have been placed here long after established flight paths were already in use. 

This, I believe, is significant. When historic flight paths are adhered to then 
consumers have the option of considering purchasing homes that are located under these 
flight-paths. In this case the FA.A moved flights from historic use areas and redirected these 

flights so that they would then impact new areas. We were never allowed the option of 
deciding whether or not we would want to live our lives accompanied by the roar of jet 

airplanes intruding into the serenity of our nice weather days. 

Now.the FAA has not only placed a flight corridor over Medina, where 

none previously existed, but has also constructed this procedure in such a way as to 
concentrate these flights into a very narrow corridor. The results? On days of North wind 

there are extended periods of more than an hour in length when the noise of one aircraft 

is still disrupting the peace while another adds to its presence. Nonstop noise pollution 
that precludes even the ability to talk to your family and friends outdoors without 
shouting! With a handheld decibel meter I have recorded many flights that have exceeded 
95 decibels of noise. 

The use Of the East turn at all is a mistake. The FAA used the gas crisis as its 
original rational to impact the residential communities of the Eastside. When that was no 
longer tenable the FAA and the Port succumbed to political pressure and failed to 
reconstruct the original flight paths. In 1986 the FAA added, virtually overnight, more 
than 50 more departing flights to the East turn all without any input from the impacted 
communities. In 1987 the FAA then implemented a change in departure procedures that 
~hen concentrated the aircraft and moved the flight path north to its present location over 

Medina. There does not seem to be any way that the FAA can pretend that the present East 
turn departure procedure is anything but unfai~.)The FAA has impacted areas that have 

never before experienced jet overflights and~as done it in a way so as to concentrate this 
burden into a very narrow corridor so that certain communities now have the total 
burden of overflight noise. 

Mr. Johnson, I am asking you to consider the elimination of the East turn 

completely, along with the re-establishment of the traditional flight corridors in .the Puget 

Sound basin. Barring this I would then urge you to consider disbursing the East turn over 

a large area so that no one community be asked to bear the burden of what has become 

some 135 or so overflights a day. And please let us hear no more about not wanting to 
impact areas that are currently not being overflown because that is EXACTLY what the 
.FAA has done to me. 

January 17, 1990 

Temple Johnson 
Air Traffic Division Manager, A~M-500 
F.A.A.N.W. Mtn. Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South, C-68966 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We live in the area north of Woodland Park and west of Greenlake. 
For some reason during clear weather we have constant noise from 
small airplanes - land, float and occasionalve~d helecopters. 
The small planes drone on and on - is there a flying school using 
this area? I am~riting this on a cold clear night in January at 
8:OO p.m. Surely these airplanes (about one every five minutes) 
are not flying necessary trips at this time of night. 

Our summers are ruined during nice weather because of the amount 
of air traffic over our house. We pray for foggy weather. 

We protest addingeven more noise by changing the fliKht watterp 
of the jets. We get that too during some certain-w~nd patterns. 

We have a thoroughly insulated house, storm windows and all, and it 
does nothing to keep out the intrusion - one person in a small 
plane can disturb thousands, although I admit many many people are 
not sensitive to this noise (they are certainly lucky). 

Fred Isaac 
Regional Admin. ANM-I 

Sincerely, 

I 



January 18, 1990 

i’h°. Temple Johnson 

Manager, Air Traffic Division 
FAA 
i7900 Pacific Hwy S. 
P.0 Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

~’ec’d. 

have been following with interest the recent concessions made by the FAA. 

It is clear to me in reading and hearing about you that you are an incredibly capable 
and articulate man. As suchl assume that as a part of your self definitlon you want 
to do tl~e best job possible. 1 can sort of see where that might lead, by the tack that 
you have taken to date. The only glimmer of hope that I have l~ad was when l read In 
tl~e paper that you and your counterparts referenced living I~ere with your neighbors. 

It seerned to me tl~at herein lay the key. t want to suggest to you that you redefine 
wt~at it is float constitutes a job well done, and include witMn it considerations for 

meeting deeper community and higher spiritual and ethical needs. Perhaps create a 
definition of tl~e nicest most, unusual community In the country, we could become a 
leader In I~andling a problem plaguing every large community. 

Temple, anyone can destroy the environment to get some Job done for the sake of 
speed. It does not take a really capable, articulate man. 

Wl~en you look at this admittedly complex problem from that perspective, Instead of. 

handling it m the same way as every other city in the U.S. who have prostituted 
thernselves and pillaged their environment for the sake or growth, ~t gives Seattle a 
cl~ance for someU~ing different and better, 

Temple, so what If the faceless many have to wait at thelr departure points for an 
extra half an l~our or even an hour to get here. All over the world people could begin 
to respect a community that cared about something else besldes making a buck. 
Be~ieve me l am not against that. But as a society we have become terribly 
¢ornmerclal~stlc m our unending quest for more of everything, fa~,ter and raster. 

At any ¢)St .’~ 

I have urged the Merc~F.Island Community representative to dO whatever necessary to 
get a full envlronm~ental Impact statement from the FAA,: Let everyone, at the diner ’ end wa,t.  er,od.. . !,                  ...            - 
I saw a copy of thetllght tracks provided by the port; andlt Is clear to me that the " 
airport Is a space hog~ If any of our forefathers could have forseen how much Of     :. 
every klnd of space It would take up they would have wanted to move It a hundred 
miles away. 

Sincerely, 

P.O. Box 904, Mercer~ Is.land. Wa 98040 





January 20, 1990 

Walter T. Haswell, Ill 

8625 NE 20th 

Bellevue, Washington 98004 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. Manager 

Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

P.O. Box C-68966 

Se.attle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson; 

As a resident of Clyde Hill, I want to protest your plans for aircraft takcoff and landing roum dispersal. My first 

choice is for you to divert this traffic further to the north, so that the plane traffic will be at a higher elevation, and 

hence less noisy; secondly, the overtravel will occur over less populated areas. My second choice (and a reluctant 

one), is for you to disperse this traffic equitably across the Eastsid¢ in proportion to population, and to force 

reduced power until far away from populated are.as. In no case should you implcmcnt your present plans - 1 resent 

being singled out for this abusive trcatracnt, all for the alrlincs to save some money! Please represent us citizens, 

rather than the airlines. 

The quality of life in the Seattle area is deteriorating rapidly enough without you adding to the pressure by 

scheduling takcof[s and landings in a highly skewed manner. Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have been taking 

the brunt of this traffic for the last several years, and let me assure you it is terrible. Even on winter days with the 

windows closed, the roar of aircraft is ob~..ctionablc, and in the summertime, it makes outdoor conversation 

impossible. Why should I and thousaeds of others take this abuse so that the airlines can save fivc or ten extra 

minutes of flight time, and an extra percent or so of cost in fuel’?. Plea~ put this situation right by representing the 

tlfousands of people who must endure this noise, if you must route aircraft over my house, I want you to make 

sure that everyone in the Puget Sound area suffers equally. 

1 am also writing my elected representatives to complain about this arbritrary invasion of privacy, and will 

encourage them to act in my behalf. 

Sincerely yours. 

Walter T. Haswcll. Ill 
Bcttty Y. Haswell 



January 16, 1990 
I~ec’d. A~ 

Date: JAN ~ 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

January 14, 1990 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tat has been severely 
impacting the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

The severe noise is totally unacceptable. We should not 
be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from 
the airport. This area once had a quiet, rural nature, 
but the noise from these planes is threatening to turn it 
into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 

--~many as three tracks. Political influences are preventing 

~ these changes. 

This noise mugt be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least, spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Take the lead in 
fighting this injustice. Please let me know what you are 
able to do and if there is anything else I can do to stop 
these planes from flying over. 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

, 



Michael David Spektor, DDS 

F~Ictorio , 4100OenlolCentre 

4100 128th Av~ S.E., Suile 4 

Bellevue. ~:ishir~lon 98006 

[206] 643-3746 

I..~B .~0 

Date. AN ~.~ ~9_~ 







Janoery 15, 1990 

Seattle City Councll 
600 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle, We. 98104 

Dear .~eattle City Councll l~ember, 

I am wri~:ing ou in support, of the recent cou~c, il resolution in 
regards ~o ~he F.A.A.’s proposed rerou~n8 of a~r ~raff~c ~nCo 

Sea-Tat. 

Ne here on Cap~ol Hill w~ro extremely uple~ ac ~hll unilateral 
decision made by ~he F.A.A.. As you know, the agency d~d ~h~s 
8p~e of prevlously agreeing a~ ~he beginning of the med~8~on 
process no~ ~o ’make any. chanson thaC would a~cer current a~rcraf~ 

Ne are d~smayed because the: proposed changes w~11 ~npact so 
heavily on such a larks part o~ Sestt~o. ~ontlske, Cap~t01 and 

Beacon H~118, and ~t...Bsker, a~ o~ these 8ream are under the 
current a~rcra~t ~instrunent~.approach path ~hich ~s slated to take 

the increased trsffic;...~ -"~’~~:~: --._ ~-~.~ . 

~ohn Hussrsve. a number o~the ued~ation �ommittee (~on 
Seattle ~n~erv~ewed by the P-~, is correct ~n say.inK thst.c~t~zen 
Kroups ~8ck clout ~n these negotiations. Four o~ the(~ve 

~nvolved ~n the mediation process (the F.A.A..the a~r~ne 

association, the airlines and the Port o~ Seattle) share a common 
~nterest and Koala: to ~ncrease air t~a~c ~n and out of the 
airport with a8 ~tt~e inter~erence as possible while only one 
of the ~ve. ~he citizens, have any re81 mot~vation to contro~ 
the ~psct o~ adverse e~fects such as noise that this ~ncreased 

tat~ves ~ack the resources to ued~ste e~(ect~vely. They neither 
have the 8t8(~ support for preparation and research nor the same 
resources o( t~ae and ~ocus. Representative8 o( the other 
wed parties do this 88 a pert o~ their (ul~-tiue paid Jobs ~hile 

the 8~rport) suet crests t~me apart (tom our Jobs and 
responsib~li~es to be ~nvolved. Ue must.also rel~ on voluntary 

�ontributions to de~rsy any expenses lncurre~ ~rou meet~nSS, 

aall~nSs, etc. and do not have the (~nsnc~a~ resources other 
members o( the ned~iaton �ommittee 

Thus it Is important that yon. our city �ouncil representatives, 
become incorporated into this process because so much of the 
impact 0£ this change will occur to our city. Bven If you do no~ 
take a direc~ role. but become a Whigh profilew behind the scenes 

interested party by developing a lissom with other potentially 
impacted communities and with thole ledistlon committee me,bets 
from Seattle. 8 new tone would be let in those nagotls~ions. 

2/ 

We are not 8eklng that the airport be dlemantled. We reallze 
that there has been and w111 be increased air traf£1c as a part 

of the growth of this are8 as a whole. Nor is our opposition to 
thin change in sir trafflc patterns an example of the nNot In Hy 
Backyardt’ syndrome. We already experience enough aircraft melee 
in our ~backyards" as evidenced, on southflow days, by incoming 
fllghte (loud enough to wake us up or to keep us awake) passing 
over our houses untll midnight and beginning again st 5:00 or 
5:30 a.n. In addition, alrllne departures on northflow days 
subjects ue to disruptive noise se many fli8htn are routed due 
north over Beacon and Caplt01 Hills and Central Seattle ae far 
north 8e the ship canal before turnln8 south, east or west. 

I, for one~ do not feel tha~ it is reasonable for us to bear more 
of this region’s sir tra££1c noise. A recent article in the Times 
indicated that those 8roam underlthe instrument approach mill be 
subjected to double the amount of noise that they nov experience. 
And much of this will be in the’early mornin8 and evening to late 
evenin8 hours. I am not willing to see the stability of my neish- 
borhood threatened and the life I have tried to build here irre- 
versibly damaged for the sake of~srowth" uhen so little has been 
done to mitigate the noise 8ene~ated by these aircraft. I urge 
you, as members of the cl~y council, our representatives, to be- 
come involved in this process and to prevent the unilateral imple- 
mentation o~ this propooedplan by the 

I an particularly concerned’t~at’the F.A.A. plans to implement . 
this plan independent of the current associations. This would 
seriously Jeopardize ~he aedistion process and I think a temporary 
injunction should be sough~ to prevent this maneuver. If 8t 
the 80-called "Four Post~ plan should be proposed as one of the 

many possible approaches to the problem of increased traffic and 
noise associated with the airport. I have also included a list 
of other solutions to aircraft noise generation that could be 
implemented, many of ~hich 8re already being used at other sir- 
ports here in the United States and overseas. 

Thank you for your time. sincerely. 

James U. Borrow, H.D. 
1123 - 16th Ave. E. 
Seattle, ~8. 98112 



Higher landing and departure fees for older, noisier aircraft 
to encourage the purchase sod use of quieter stage III pianos. 

Increasin8 1audio8 and takeoff feen durin8 "prime time" hours 

to discourage the inefficient clustering of aircraft activity. 
Huch of the congestion that the F.A.A. complainn of occurs 
because coo many alrllnes vane to depart or land within a narrow 
vlndov of elms, unualiy early to mld-mornlng, around noon and 
early co mld-evenlng. Idesily, these slots should be put up to 
bid. Since Chin air traffic congestion is a product of the 
regulaClon of the Regan era, we shouId miler free market econo- 
mics co make alrllnes pay for the prlviIege of caking off and 
landlng ac prime clmes and at least make some money from the 
noise and Inconvenience that we have to endure. Houies generated 
by.this bid system tumid be used tO offset the lover property 

’ taxes that should be levied on thuss.propert~ee affected by . 

3.~" E~ablishment of a noise "bud~et"’foreach airline and for the". 
airport as a whole. An airline would have to pay a fee if they 
exceeded their noise budget, a fee that would rise more steeply 
the more their budget was exceeded.~ This approach has been 
usefuI in controlling aircraft noise at several airports in the 
U.S. (Boston and Hinneapolis) and in Europe. As.a matter of 
fact, I understand that European airlines have sold a number    . 

of ~heir older, noisier aircraft to U.S. airlines (Alaska Airlines 
is rumored to be one of the eager purchasers) as noise regula- 
tions are phased in in Europe and the U.S. continues to lag 
behind in noise regulation. 

Discouraging the "parking" of planes overnlsht at Sea-Tat. 
Airlines viii deadhead planes to Sea-Tat for the night, then 
fly them to another airport to begin their scheduled service 
the next day. This may be done because of s lack of parking 
space a~ other airports or because of �onnectin8 schedules. 

Developlng the use o£ another, local airport for elrfrelght 
only service (HcChord Field would be a prime candidate for 
this with the proposed military budset cute that ere forthcoming). 

Nora careful monitoring of deviations from prescribed flight 
paths by departing and arriving aircraft. Only recently hun 
the F.A.A. started co ~o this on a random, infrequent basin. 
Currently no warnings are gives and no fines ere assessed. 

In creasing fees for planes taking off or landing late at night 
or early in the hernias (as is done in Boston). The amount of 
the fee.could be reduced if planes were late generation, quieter 
aircraft. Again, if chess p~anes ere Being to impact the area, 
we might us well make them pay for it. 

8. Implementing surveys co assess passenger loads. Be we have 
a lot of half empty planes arriving and departing? If so. at 
what times and to and from vhac destlnaClonn? 

10. 

Encourage the installaclon o£ the lons-promlsed all-weather 
mlcrovave landlug system thec has been planned for Sea-Tat for 
n number of years. This would allow s vlder bad weather 
approach pattern rather than the current Instrument approach 
pa~tern that comes down dlreccly over Cepltol sad Beacon Hills. 

Revision and upgrading of current approach patterns. The 
current instrument landing approach pattern yam, Z believe, 
instituted (and has remained unchanged) since the time Sea- 
Tac was opened. It in based on a IonS, shsXlow approach path 
with aircraft flyin8 relatively low over the hills of Central 

Seattle., Since minimum altitudes are calculated from sea level, 
8 minimum altitude of 3000 feet means ~hut an inciming plane 
will.be only 2&50 feet over Volunteer Park on Capitol Elll. 

Control tower"and aircraft technology ha8 improved vastly since 
Sea-Tat was opened and these improvements should be applied. 
This could be done without sacrificing aircraft or passenger 

In summary, the unilateral imposition of thin proposed change in 
air traffic patterns without a £ull environmental impact sesesnement 
and vitout the incorporation of other noise and congesuios reducing 
maneuvers 18 not only a glaring example of the regressive approach 
to growth management that 8o far has typified Sea-Tat and the Port 
of Seattle, but 18 alas an insult to we who are taxed to pay such 
a large percentage o£ the Port’s budget. 



201 Overlake Dr. E. 
Bellevue, WA. 98004 
January ~u    1990 

Richard Prang 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang, 

I am writing in support of dispersing departing flights more 
equitably on the East Turn. When we moved to this area, all 
flights continued to the north before starting their turn east. 
They were also much higher before turning. Since then ~et 
noise pollution has increased to a disturbing degree, 
inturrupting early morning sleep and outdoor conversations any 
time of day. 

It is reasonable to expect some impact on lifestyle when we 
live in an economically strong area. but we seem to be paying a 
heavier price in our Eastside communities than locales to our 
north and south.    I am willing to accept some of this burden, 
but not more than my share. We all benefit from that airport. 
We should equitably share the price. 

Please split the c:orridor over our community into three or more 

l:.racl:s as. soon as possible. 

Sincerely. 

Sharon S. Ladd 





AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION [] SEA’n’LE FIELD OFFICE 

SUITE 526, EVERGREEN BLDG., 15 S. GRADY WAY [] RENTON, WASHINGTON 
98055-3254 

(206) 228-4810 [] FAX (206) 235-1809 

January 25, 1990 

Mr. Dick prang 
FAA 
ANM 530 
17900 pacific Highway South 

Seattle, NA 98168 

C-68966 

Dear Mr. prang: 

The enclosed statement was prepared for presentation at the EA 
hearing held on January 24, 1990 in Seattle, Washington. 

This office has been involved in the ongoing "noise mitigation" 
project for greater than one year. The "Four-post" Plan was 
conceived long before mediation commenced. Similar approach and 
departure structures are in place throughout this nation. On the 
whole, they serve the community well. 

For instance, high altitude arrival sequencing with a high down 
wind combined with the reduced thrust necessary seem to 
positively affect the overall noise in these areas. It is 
interesting to note that in Los Angeles the route flown and 
majority of turns are sequenced almost directly over the homes of 
a majority of the screen and T.V. personalities in California. 

You may direct any comments to me at: 

Air Line pilots Association 
15 South Grady Way Suite 526 
Renton, WA 98055 

/ 

M0:Jf 

Michael )swald 

Northwest Regional Safety 
Coordinator 

PRESENTATION OF ALPA VIEWPOINT RE:THE 
EA STATEMENT BEFORE THE NORTHWEST MOUNTAIN REGION 
OF THE FAA CONCERNING THE FOUR-POST PLAN FOR AIR 

TRAFFIC 

January 24, 1990 

Good Evening 

My name is Michael Oswald and I am the Northwest Regional Safety 
Coordinator for the Air Line pilots Association, I am an active 
llne pilot with U.S.Air and a resident of Kirkland. 

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to comment on 
behalf of the more than 40,000 alrline pilots flylng for this 
nation’s air carriers and regional airlines. 

We find ourselves in a rather unusual position. For once, we are 
supportive of the FAA. We agree with the proposed changes to air 
traffic arrival and departure routes at Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport known as the "Four Post" plan. 

We are a part of the noise mediation process in this community 
and have been so for more than a year. The Air Line pilots 
Association is involved in aircraft noise issues on a nation wide 
basis. We support the mediation process and though it may seem 
to be taking more time than originally desired and the solutlon 
might be more painful than wished, we wholeheartedly believe that 
a meaningful and workable solution can be obtained. 

We must here, however, make a point for air safety. No one wishes 
to discuss the "S" word, but we must. We are concerned about it. 
It is past time to change a flow pattern of air traffic that was 
decided upon almost 20 years ago. True, there have been minor 
changes here and there, "mere band aids", the pattern is still 

the same. 

The needs of Seattle have changed in those 20 years, and so has 

the travel habits of the nation. In 1973, 24.3% of the American 
populace had flown at least once in a civilian airliner. By 

1986, 64.1% of America had flown at least once! The dramatic 
increase was not the effect of greater business travel but that 

of mom and dad, grandparents, children and friends changing 

their preferred mode of transport. The high percentage of 

children under 14 traveling between parents over vacation and 

holidays as a matter of course is something unheard of 20 years 

ago. 

The airline industry, through deregulation and its effects on 

marketing, restructured its routes and system. It added more 

flights to everywhere according to market demand...including 
Seattle. Trade with foreign nations increased opening up new 
avenues of communication and transportation all in this time 



Span. What was planned in the 1970’s was quickly overwhelmed. 

Our approach and departure environment (the ATC system in Seattle 
was designed around that 1970’s flow rate) is an anachronism. 
Air traffic is funneled inbound descending to lower altitudes 
much of it going over the western side of the puget Sound, then 
fed though Elliot Bay quite like thread through the eye of a 
needle. Departing aircraft are arcing outward through the 
inbound stream by going underneath or turned out of the area as 
the controllers find a whole. At peak periods, it would almost 
remind one as a Conga line with strings of aircraft twisting and 
turning. One DC-IO captain told me "all they need to do is add 
the music". Another pilot said it was very much like 1-405 in 
the "S" curves at 5:00 P.M. 

The Four-Post Plan would alleviate most of these problems. 
Traffic will move in a more orderly manner in its flow. Into and 
out of Seattle the plan will route aircraft at higher quieter 
altitudes than before . There will be a definite positive effect 
upon the working environment of the ATC controllers, pilots and 
the most important consideration, the safety of our passengers. 

We do not see the "Four-Post Plan as allowing any great increase 
in traffic into SEA-TAC. You can only put so many airplanes on 
the concrete at any one time. We have Just about arrived at that 
point, especially at certain times of the day. The concern of 
increased traffic must be addressed by planning with a view to 
satellite airports and improved ground transportation systems and 
that planning should have started yesterday. 

What we would all like is the Seattle environment of 1970. But 
what we have is the environment of today. What is coming is the 
environment of tomorrow. As our roads and highways have clogged 
with traffic, so have our skies. 

The ATC" system functions now only because of the dedication of 
the controllers and the willingness of the pilots to work with 
what we have. It is a system that is disproportionately 
balanced--out of the envelope in a safety sense--with too much 
traffic weighing down the western approaches to the Seattle- 
Tacoma International airport. It is a system that is in 
desperate need of balancing. Without the immediate 
implementation of the "Four-Post" Plan, the Air Line Pilots 
Association sees dire safety consequences, you and I can work to 
make changes to lessen the effect on our neighbors within the 
plan, but we must not delay that implementation. 

~able M. Bullet 

7334 18th. N.E. 

Seattle. Washington 98115 

(206) 522-8898 

?ec’d. ANM.500 

Date: JAN ~ 

25 January 1990 
Seattle, Washington 98115 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear ~r. Prang: 

This is another letter ~o encourage the FFA to prepare an Environmental 
Impact Statement with regard to aircraft noise and its effect on 
residental communities. As a property o~er along the "I-5 Corridor", 
Ravenna/University District areas, I accept the fact that we must endure 
aircraft noise when weather indicates "instrument" landings, but I have 
observed plane after plane coming over my house/yard on clear summer 
days; and in the evenings between five and seven, as I walk our dog, 
I’ve timed jets spaced approximately 62 secondsapart coming over our 
area - not fair. Let another community endure "the good" days, but 
in the meantime an Environmental Impact Statement is a necessary tool 
for a long term solution. 

Thank you. 

Mable ~. Buller 
7334 18th N.E. 
Seattle, Washington 98115 

CC 



January 25, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail Stop C-68566 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I am writing in regards to the FAA’s four poster plan. I 
want to say that I am totally against implementation of this 
new plan. Three years ago my husband and I moved from 
Beacon Hill to Northeast Seattle.. We choose Wedgwood 
because we had rented in the area a few years ago and it was 
such a peaceful neighborhood. We have enjoyed being able to 
take walks and sit out in our yard without the constant roar 
of Jets overhead. 

A couple of months ago we started noticing a startling 
increase in the amount of airplane noise in our area. I 
called the SeaTac Noise Hotline number and was told that the 
flight pattern had not been changed since 1970 and that 
there had always been planes over our house. This may be 
true, but the number and frequency of these planes has 
dramatically increased. Now we’re being told that they want 
to bring even more planes over our neighborhood. 

The FAA should be forced to perform an Environmental Impact 
Statement before being able to implement any change in the 
present flight pattern. I know you say that the ~vel of 
noise will not increase much. But what you fail to take 
into consideration is all the noise put together. You have 
increased Jet flights from SeaTac, you have numerous small 
planes coming from every direction going to and from Boeing 
Field, and you also have traffio noise (which due to 
increased apartment, condominium, and mini mall construction 
in the area has also increased dramatlcally in the past 5 
years). When you add all these sounds together, even a 
small increase in noise has a dramatic impact on people’s 
quality of lif,.                             _.^.# 

Shouldn’t people’s quality of life come before money and 
machines. I am really angered that the FAA is able to 
implement plans that have such a dramatic effect on my 
quality of life. I don’t believe that SeaTac should be 
allowed to expand. With the population of Western 
Washington increasing as it has been, the FAA should start 
searching for alternative sites to build a new airport for 
the region, away from the most populated areas. 

Also, what happens when one of your jets traveling over our 
neighborhood Just happens to have an engine fall off or have 
the plane crash, then what? 

I hope that the FAA will take all these comments into 
consideration and not implement the four poster plan. 

Sincerely,                              ~ ~ 

Susan D. Baldwin 
8034 38th Avenue N.E. 
Seattle, WA 98115 
(206) 522-4493 



~ec’d. ANM-5OO!~-o 

Date: 
,~,]~, Port of. Seattle 

srmor¥ 24, lggO 

WE, the undersigned, stror~ly oppose the Federal Aviation Ad~inlstration 
plan to reroute In-co~Ir~ aircraft in good weather from east of the Cascades 
and the Coast Ran6e in Cal~fornia ~o a route over North East Seattle and 
then due south to Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. We favor keepi~ 
the current routln~ over Puget Sound and Elllott Bay. 

WE call upon the F.A.A. to prepare and circulate a~ ~VIRONM~TAL 
IMPACT STAT~ENT before aa~n6 any chan6e in the routin6. The reroutin6 
will have a significant impact upon otur community a~ nei6hhox~oods in the 
corridor closer to the aix~ort. 

Signature Printed Name Address (in Seattle 
unless otherwise noted) 

Mr. iichat~i Pr~ 

~ll: ~68966 

The Port t~�o&nL~oa that the Federal Aviation ~hsln~t~atien has the 

of S~kLI~Tac~ ~te~tio~l Ai~o~t. ~ also ~erl~ t~ need to 

~ offi�ially use ~-Tac’l t~ ~yl. Effectively Idd~ss~ t~ie 

At the same time, the Port. ea operator of Sea-Tic, ~et be concet~ed with 

any potential noiaa i:pacte �~at~ by t~ ope~t[o~ c~duct~ at the 

t~t ~l~tL~ of ~ti~ �~el wait 

t~t t~ to~l pac~Ke o~ noise r~ction 

c~lot~, ~ ~k t~t y~ &ire ie~£~s co~derati~ to ~r ~&ested 

The Port, ~hilo t~tl~zin~ that your analysis of noise impacts conferee to 

li~o~ ~le ~ a 8eri~s ~tter fir ~y~ t~ 65 ~n ~lse �~t~r. 

~iat~, ~vo �~ct~ i ve~ de~il~ eval~ti~ of t~ noise 
o~ y~r p~os81. ~ sddLt[~ to 8pplyi~ t~ t~ltl~l 

~ I~ pl~8~ t~t ~lation ~s p~vid~ I vehi�le for d~icuss~ 



January 24, 1990 
Page Two 

consideration as the mediation process continues. In 8enaral, the Port 

parties to focus on the features of the 4-Post proposal and increasing 

their underetandin~ of the potential i~pacts through the work of the 

The Port su88eets that you include in your ~mple~er.tat~on plan several of 

Port favors m~nimtzin8n°~se ovec population c~ecg ~o ~he~x~m ex~en~ 

possible. ~e request, therefore, ~ ~he do~nd lea be positioned in 

6~uner ~ would a11o~ foc the 8~ea~es~ noise ~el~e~ w~h~t hold~n8 do~ 

depar~n~ ai~c~af~ so as to a~srava~e ~he noise condi~ons. 

~her, we ask t~ full use o~ ~he 4-Pos~ Plan be ~est~icted ~o ~he 
hours ~u ~ich t~ ~s uequ~red to enhance ai~oc~ eff~ciencY and 

safe~y. ~ favor an ad~us~nt of ~he proposed procedure du~ing ~he 

n~sh~pe~iod of lower ac~v~y, ~hus allowinS~x£~m use of 

~y fo~ noise aba~n~ ~ou~uS. 

Over ~he pas~ sevecal~u~, ~he F~ ~s ~de u~rous presentations 

~he 4-Pos~ Plan ~o the Soise Hedia~ion C~ttee and to w~uy o~her 

8~oups. ~oushou~ ~hese p~eseu~a~ous, the F~s ~de specific 

~efecence ~o ~he noise aba~n~ advan~ases of the p~oposed plan. ~ese 

~ncludebe~e~ utilization of the E~lio~ ~Y a~val p~ocedu~e and ~he 

~"keep th~h~sh" profile foc no~se aba~e~ pu~oses. ~e an~ic~pa~e and 
e~ec~ t~ the F~ wi£1 provide assurances t~t these el~n~s of the 

~ plan w~ll be ~ucluded ~i~h~n a~r t~aff~c c~rol and ~1o~ ~ns~ct~ons 

a~nner to 8uarantee t~t these ~ortant eights w~ll actually be 

payload. 

~e Port C~s~on ~s ve~y~ch a~ave o~ ~he ~bl~c’s conce~ wi~h 

patte~s and the e~ec~ons t~ ~e are all ~orki~ to ensure 

procedures ace be~u8 ~ollowed as descv~bed. In lish~ o~ ~h~s, ~he 

believes t~ ~ ts ~erative ~or the F~ ~n cooperation ~t~h ~he Port 

develop a ~co8~~ch utilizes sta~e-o~-~he-art far.elegY 

~n~tori~ the no~se abat~nt elmnts of a~r traffi� control procedures. 

In d~scussi~ a~v81 ~t~ c~nses c~ta.~ned ~n the 4-Post ~lan, the 
~s also ~tioned north ~low depa~re procedures. ~ese procedures 

do not sppea~ to be part of the cu~t 4-Post p~oposal, and, therefore, 

Hr. Richard Prang 
January 24, 1990 

Paso Three 

Finally, the POrt CowguissLoo understands that Hr. Temple Johnson, Hanaser, 

Air Traffic D~vision and the FAA’s ~epresentat~ve in the Noise Hed~ation 

Project, Ims provided assurances to the Noise Hediat~on Co~ittee that 

there will be continued cormideration for no~se abat~nt ~d~f~cat~ons to 
the plan. We appreciate the F~’s assurances t~t fu~the~ uo~se abatement 

~d~f~cat~ons can be developed even after the date of the ~L~ntation 

of the 4-Post Plan, should t~t ~ndeed 

~e Port C~ission appreciates the oppo~tunity to vespond to the 

draft enviro~ntal assessor and we look fo~ard to y~ 

support of the Ho~se Hed~atLon p~ocesg. Invoive~nt by the F~ ~s 

~f we are to ~each the Hediation C~ttee’s objectfveg of ~educ~n8 no~se 

thcouEh a variety of ~asures, ~ncludin~, hopefully, ~ov~nts ~o the 

4-Post Plan. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Port of Seattle Co=~Lsston 
Zeger J.3. van Asch van Wtjck, ~ndrea Beatty Rtniker, Port of Seattle 

Hr. Teaq)le Johnson, Federal ~vtation Administration 

~dlatlon comlttee                          /~ 

7903L 



22 January 1990 

Date: 

Federal Aviation Administration 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Attention: Mr. Richard Prang 
Mail: C68966 

Subject: Environmental Assessment for: 
Proposed Changes to Air Traffic Arrival 
and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport 

Gentlemen: 

My decision to support your proposed four-post landing system 
was not an easy one. 

I had to decide between efficiency/growth/more noise and 

efficiency/safety/less noise/fewer overflights. 

I have participated in four (4) noise studies in the last six 
(6) years. As a member of the King County International 

Airport Noise Committee I worked with Coffman & Associates: 

as a Member of the Sea-Tac Overflight Committee (Phase I & 

II) I worked the Party’s noise study of the experimental 

scatter plan departure to the east: I again worked with 
Coffman & Associates on the Part 150 Update for Sea-Tac; and 

have attended all meetings of the Sea-Tac Mediation process 

paying close attention to Mestre-Greve & Associates’ recent 

noise studies. I have also availed myself of services and 
knowledge of Curt Hornet, King County Health Department and 

Bob Wells, Port Of Seattle (POS) in extending my education on 
noise measurements. I am also a General Aviation pilot and I 

am familiar with the national air system. 

I live west of the south end of BFI runway and west/northwest 
of Sea-Tac Runway 34L. You can locate me on a TCA Chart 
where the base of the TCA is 1100’. During the summer of 
1989 we occasionally had three (3) levels of overflights. 
Incommlng Jets to Sea-Tac approximately 2,000 MSL, commuters 
for Sea-Tac about 1500 MSL and arriving & departing traffic 
from BFI (see FAA White Center Departure) from tree top level 
to 300’AGL. Land elevation here is approximately 400’ plus. 
There was no argument from the POS or the FAA on the 
overflights - Just which type~jets they were. 

It is my understanding that there is some d~sagreement 
between the FAA study and Mestre Greve’s noise study. There 
is some disagreement between my observations and Mestre 
Greve’s report. Their presentation seems slanted toward 
eastslde noise considerations slighting the congestion, 24 
hour aircraft arrivals and departures through Elllott Bay, 
BFI Traffic, and ignoring the fact that with this new plan we 
on the west side will still be getting 2/3’s of the traffic. 
The 55 and 50 LdN contours for the east side obtained by 
Mestre Greve are consistent with those determined earlier by 
the Parrys. There was also telephone research done by 
Gilmore Research that supported Party’s findings. These 
studies should be available through the POS. 

While some neighborhoods will experience a slight increase in 
noise and new overflights I believe the majority of the 
people would benefit by way of noise reduction, less 
congestion, increase in safety {i.e. decrease the chance of a 
mld-alr collision) through efficient handling of available 
airspace by the FAA and better handling of the aircraft by 
the pilots. 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Georglanne G. Ray 
10215 Second Avenue South 
Seattle, HA 98168-1317 
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l~ec’d. ANM-500 

JAN 2 
Date: _ 

Mr. Richard Prang 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

C-68966 

Seattle. WA 98168 

January 23. 1990 

Dear Mr. Prang. 

I am unable to attend the public hearing to be held January 24 at 7 pm at 

Cleveland High School and recommend that it either be postponed or another 

hearing be held. I found out only on January 71st from a neighbor that a 

hearing on the 4 post plan was scheduled, unfortunately, this was not enough 
time for me to rearrange my schedule to attend. I believe this is a violation of 

the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
In March of 1981 the Council on Environmental 0uaiity (CE0) issued a 

Memorandum for Federal NEPA Liaisons, Federal. sta~e and local officials and 
other persons involved in the NEPA process. In this document the CE0 states: 

implementing their IIF.PA procedures. ~ad this ~acludas publi� 

(EAs) sad finding of non-signilicsat impacts (FOJ$1s). Th~.s~ sr~ 

public "cnvironmentol documents" under s~ction 1~06.6 (b) sad. 

A combination o£ methods my be used to give notice, sad the 

methods should be tsilor~d to the n~:ds o£ p~r~�~lsz" ~as~s. Thus. 

s federal r~gistrar notice of srsilsbillty a£ the do~ments. �oupled 

national groups mLght b~ appropriate £or propossL~ ~ ~z~ 

opproprLst~ for r~gional or sito-specil~� proposals. 

be r~cralusted and changed. F~iluro to r~sch the Lat~r~st~d or 
ulTectod public would be interpreted as ¯ vislsLion o£ thO 

regulations." 
The regulation ( 40 CFR Section 1506.6. Public involvement)states: 
"Agencies shall: 

preparing and implementing their I~PA proc~luros. 
(b) Provid~ public notice o£ IlEPA twisted hearings. 

public meetings, sad the uv~il~bility of cnv~ca~ documon~ 

~ ~ ~ iafo~ tbo~ pe~ns ud ~enc~s ~ho ~y ~ ~c~d 

or sffccwd. 

Since I ~ not informed that an environmental ~meat v~ being 
prepared, or that an environmen~l ~ment had been completed and th~ 

meetings were being held W discuss this ~ssment and I w~ not notified. I 

consider this a bla~nt violation o£ my righ~ ~ader ~PA. 
I have regularly called the hotline for more than ~ree yea~ ( and I 

might ~d since August I have called at least d~ly becau~ of the exce~ive and 
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frequent noise) This qualifies me as an interested party and considering that 

the planes fly directly over my house I am also an affected party. As far as I 

can tell no other hotline callers were notified nor sent documents.      What 
is equally shocking and a further thwarting of the procedures and the intent 

of the NEPA is. that in the Draft Environmental Assessment there is no 
mention that the FAA notified the Leschi community council or any other 

council of this hearing. 
All citizens that have called the hotline over the last 10 year period as 

noise levels have increased should be given notification of this hearing. 
Notification has been gravely inadequate and hence the hearing should be 
postponed until interested parties can be notified and supplied with the draft 

FAA Environmental Assessment. Note that in the Seattle Times Sunday January 
21 paper, two dates for the hearing were given ( one saying the 73 rd and the 
other saying the 74 th). Such confusion makes it very difficult for citizens 

that want to attend the hearing to know when to come. 
The CE0 further supports the need of public involvement in their 

memorandum when they state "~b/i� m~wisw is nece~s~7". Lt" the 

proposal is ¯ borderline css~. i.e.. who*, there is ¯ r~sonable 

public controversy over the ptwpossl.° 
Over the last 10 years there has been a substantial change in the 

aircraft noise level that neighborhoods in Seattle have been exposed to and 

there has been no environmental assessment as to what effects this noise has 

on the environment. 
The primary purpose of NEPA is to insure that environmental 

information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions are 
made and actions taken. The procedures of NEPA were established to provide 

full and fair discussion of significant environmental impacts and of the 
reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts of the 

human environment. The FAA and the Port of Seattle has violated the intent of 
NEPA by increasing the flights over Seattle since 1970. without notifying 

citizens of the effects these increases might have. Or. without doing an 

environmental impact statement. 

There are several reasons that require the FAA and the Port of Seattle to 
do an Environmental Impact Statement before departing from 1970 levels of 

aircraft traffic and routes. First. Kryter (1968) showed that duration and 
amount of noise are important factors in describing aircraft sound yet the FAA 

and the Port of Seattle has not considered that the number of planes has more 
than doubled in the last 10 years. Annoyance has probably likewise doubled 

and the impact of this noise has not been examined nor has the public been 
informed about the increased frequency of air traffic through hearings or an 

environmental impact statement. Note that according to FAA’s data. citizens 

are now interrupted ever minute by planes while in 1980 they were 
interrupted less than 30 times each hour. In 1970 aircraft noise was less 

frequent. Current air traffic noise is a significant change from the 1970 level 

and requires the FAA to do an Environmental Impact Statement. 
Aside from the Port of Seattle and the FAA ignoring NEPA procedures 

the Draft Environmental Assessment for the 4 post plan is inadequate for 

several reasons. First. data presented are seriously flawed. Figures showed 
planes routes dispersed over a much wider area than the planes use. The 

figures are seriously misleading and incorrect. Secondly. there is some 
question of the accuracy of the data presented. My neighborhood (Leschi) is 

shown as between 33 and 60 dB. This seems to be lower than the noise level 
actually experienced since when planes take off windows rattle at my house 
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and people that are more than about 4 feet away can not be heard unless they 
arc shouting and sometimes they can’t be heard then. This suggests the noise 
!evel is well over 60 dB shown. Our neighborhood is noisier than the figures 
given: Because the flight paths are not spread out as much as the figures 
show, the noise is probably much worse in many of the areas than shown. 
Moreover. most of the areas have small plane and helicopter flights and this 
increased noise does not seem to be taken into consideration in the noise 
ontour lines. 

Another inadequacy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement ( and 
another reason to conduct an environmental impact statement ) is the 
insufficient discussion of environmental affects of the proposed project. 

Under Section 40 CFR 1508.9. an environmental assessment must provide 
sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an 
environmental impact statement or a finding of no significant impact. This is 
accomplished by providing discussion of the need for the proposal and of the 
alternatives as required by section 102(2)(E), of the environmental impacts of 
the proposed action and alternatives. Clearly, the FAA and the Port of Seattle 
has failed in its duty to explore both the direct and indirect environmental 
impacts increasing air traffic would cause. 

The Draft Environmental Assessment does not examine any of the noise 
effects on health of humans or animals in the areas. Since birds sing at about 
¯ 14 dB. in neighborhoods with more than 43 dB, birds and other wildlife might 
be harmed and breeding success reduced. The peregrine Falcon, a threatened 
species, and protected under the Endangered Species Act was reported in 
seattle the week of January 13. 1990 ( Seattle Times). AirCraft noise in the city 
should be considered to see if it might adversely impact this species recovery. 
Section 7 of the Act requires a full consideration of impacts on all threatened 
and endangered species which would include the falcon and the Bald Eagles 
that breed at Discovery Park and roost at Green Lake.. 

Also. there has been no discussion what-so-ever of the social economic 
effects increased air traffic ( i.e. passenger load) has on the region. Increased 
passenger load may also have impacts on highway traffic and caused declines 

in air quality because of the increased vehicle traffic and air traffic. 
There is some question whether the scientific method used to describe 

the noise, the Ldn is adequate because it is the frequency and duration of 
flights and not the average Ldn that interferes with peoples conversation and 
living. The way the measure is averaged underestimates the effects of the 
noise. Furthermore, an Ldn, as the FAA acknowledges, above 55 dB does 
interfere with residential activities and normal conversation. 

If the 55 level is changed to 60 dB most people in my neighborhood will 
experience this as a doubling of noise. It is impossible to view this as not a 
significant change. Further. the 4 post plan makes noise levels higher in most 
areas. How this increase in noise will impact painters, writers and businesses 
needs to be evaluated. There will be significant decreases in productivity if 
people must wait at least 30 seconds 60 times each hours ( wasting 30 minutes) 
each hour waiting for the noise to go away so they can talk or concentrate. 
Outdoor noise is particularly disruptive in the Spring and Summer when 
people are outside. I have had to stop teaching my classes at the University of 
Washington and wait for a plane to fly over before resuming class. There is no 
evaluation of these impacts in the assessment. 

The FAA in Seattle has exceeded their authority and violated NEPA for 
nearly 20 years. They have not given public notice nor done Environmental 
Impact Statements on the changes in aircraft noise in our neighborhoods. The 
FAA and Port of Seattle should immediately return to 1970 noise levels and than 
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proceed with an Environmental Impact Statement evaluating the impacts of 
departure from those conditions. The 4 post plan could be considered when the 
Environmental Impact Statement examines proposed changes from the 1970 
pattern. 

The Environmental Impact Statement must consider what would happen 
if a plane crashed under worst case conditions at rush hour in downtown 
Seattle. The Draft Environmental Assessment does not examine the increased 
potential for a crash in higher density areas which would be true under by 
the 4 post plan. 

Alternative methods like bringing in fewer aircraft, using only newer 
aircraft to speed up the flow, and requiring planes to be fuller have not been 
considered. The assessment does not consider all potential landing and take off 
routes but iust examines expanding the routes currently in use. 

There is no consideration of how fairly the noise is spread. It appears 
that low income and minority neighborhoods get more noise than other areas. 

~This is discriminatory. 
Lastly, the FAA does not know how much citizens are bothered by the 

noise. I know that in August I called one day when airplanes disturbed my 
conversation and I logged in over 160 calls on one day. I asked the people at 
the hotline to log me in daily for about this number of calls since this is what I 
experienced as disrupted on an average day. They said that they couldn’t do 
that and I’d have to call each time. Calling would be a full time job. The 
hotline, therefore, heavily ( probably by several orders of magnitude) under 
estimates how disruptive the noise is. 

Please delay the hearing, send all relevant documents to interested 
parties ( i.e. all hotline caller over the past 10 years) and return immediately 
to 1970 noise levels while the FAA proceeds with an Environmental Impact 
Statement as required under NEPA. 

Sincerely, 

P. Dee Boersma. Ph.D. 

(Professor Institute For Environmental Studies and Department Of Zoology, 
University of Washington: for identific~tio~ only) 
3111 S, King St. 
Seattle. WA 98144 

Senator Adams 
Senator Gorton 
Congressman McDermott 
Congressman Miller 
Council for Environmental 0uality 
Seattle City Council Members 
Port of Seattle 
Leschi Community Council 
Seattle Times 



Janu-’,’y 23, 1990 

V~. Temple Johnson, Jr., Mana6er 
A~r ~affic Division, FAA 
N rthwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Hi6hway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Se~t~e, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnsonl 



January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was changed three years ago when it was 
moved north. This means that noise of aircraft departing 
from Sea-Tac has been severely impacting the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. Until 
the change in the East Turn this area had a quiet, rural 
nature. The noise from these planes is threatening to 
turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to 
carry on a normal conversation due to the noise of the 
planes. 

I~ is not essential that these planes over fly this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. This noise must be stopped. Please 
do what you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. I want you to help in fighting this injustice 
in any way you can. I would like to hear from you 
regarding what you are able to do and what else I can do 
to stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely,    . 

O’I.( )A N 1’." 



Date: 8439 F’ d’::l’~ "" " ~ 
t’le d i n o, W A ’? 8 0 0 4 

Temple Johnson, Jr. Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Nountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. 0 Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 981668 

Dear Mr. JoIlnson: 

As long time residents of Medina we are tired of being awakened at 
6 am. on north wind days by the concentration of early morning 
fligI1ts over our house. In the summer when we are :; itside, it is 
often impossible to carry on a conversation beca Ise of flight noise. 

No one likes to have the noise but if the fli,:lhtS are spread out over a 
wider area, no one is bothered as much. We urge the FAA to make a 

change which will distribute flights over a greater area. 

Please keep us informed about this pt-oblem and also let us know if 

there is anything else we can do to stop these o:.’eflignts. 

Sincerely. 

Feld ,ir, d Cl,:,,’,~ Ert,:.kson 

Copy to 
Sen. Brock Adams 
Sen. SIade Gorton 
Hon. John Miller 
Hon. Rod Chandler 





ann gores 
?75? Overlake Dr. W. 

Bellevue, WA 9800~. 

Jan 23rd 1990. 

Mr. Temple Johnson.-Jr. 

Manager Air Traffic Div. 

FAA NWMountain Region. 

P.O. Box C-68966, 

Seattle, WA 98168. 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 
Aircraft Noise. 

" East Turn Prondure" 

As you know. when the north wind blows aircraft 

¯ Yours very truly, 

Charles.D.Oavidson. 

departing for the north, south and east are funneled along a narrow 

corridor over Me~Ina. Cly~e Hill and Bellevue an~ this is causing a 

tremendous hardship for those residents living under this narrow 

corridor. This noise proble~ is not ¯ technical one but one of morals. 

fairness and sharing. At present ¯ single group of peopl, who live 

under the East Turn Corridor have to bear all the aircraft noise 

polution while other Eastside neighborhoods are having a free ride; 

this is both i~oral and unjust. 

Nobody likes noise. As a King County resident 

I fully accept my responsibility for a fair share of the noise but not 

all of it. If the East Turn traffic were to be scattered even~ from 

South Mercer Island to North Kirkland. then the noise exposure would 

be more fairly distributed. Of course more people wou~ be exposed to 

noise, thats what sharing is all about. Of course there will be oo~plaints 

but the co~plalners would only be expose~ to a small a~ount of the noise 

that the present East Turn residents are exposed to today. 

In the 1987 Aircraft Overflight Report’s seotlon 

on thei~catter" test. it did confirm that the spreading out of the 

aircraft flight patterns would not involve any safety problems. 

I feel vlct~mized and abused with the present 

" East Turn Procedure" and I am writing to ask for your help to correct 

this injustice. 



Mr. Temple Johnson, Mgr 
Air Traffic Div, FAA 
NW Mountain Region 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

1515 90th P1 N E 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
Jan 21, 1990 

RE: Seatac Flight Patterns 
on the East Turn 

Dear Sir: 

In the interests of fairness to the public at large, the plan for 
dispersing flights on the East turn should be adopted so that 
everyone shares the burden of noise as equally as possible. 

I realize that the FAA has little or no compelli~g interest in 
noise abatement, but it seems to me that you could do your job 
and still spread the noise around equally by dispersing flights 
on the East turn. WHY NOT?. 

I live in Clyde Hill, and I assure you that the noise pollution 
since the left turn was moved North has seriously affected the 
quality of life here and will doubtless impact home values in the 
future. So, while it may not mean much to you in terms of your 
job, it is of critical impoz%ance to us. 

Please do what you can to remedy this situation. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
f"-} 2 

E~WARD Wo P~ID 



JAN ~- 5 1g~’~-. 
Datc: __ 

Michael 3. Tollefson 
4603 52nd S. 

Seattle, WA 98118 
Januar7 19, 1990 

Director 
FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region Of Hice 
17900 Pacific HWY S. 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing to protest the proposed change in the route oH 
flights coming into Sea-Tao from the east. Moving the Hllght 
pattern from over Elllott Bay to over Beacon Hill will 
dramatically increase noise pollution through out southeast 
Seattle. This will have dramatically negative effect on all 

residences in the area. 

Would you be proposing the same pattern if it were a more 
exclusive neighborhood? I doubt it. 

I look forward to your reconsideration of the route. 

Sincerely, 

Mlch~l 3. To~elson 

P.ec’d. ANM-500 

D,~te: ~AN 2. 3 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has been severely 
impacting the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

The severe noise is totally unacceptable. We should not 
be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from 
the airport. This area once had a quiet, rural nature, 
but the noise from these planes is threatening to turn it 
into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes. 

It is not essential that these planes flyover this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. Political influences are preventing 
these changes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airportdeparture procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least, spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Take the lead in 
fighting this injustice. Please let me know what you are 
able to do and if there is anything else I can do to stop 
these planes from flying over. 



INSURANCE 

UNDERWRITERS 

INCORPORATED 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C/68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

As a resident of Clyde Hill, Washington, I am writing this letter in an 
attempt to bring to your attention the obvious air traffic brunt of 
East turn departures over the last three years, since the corridor was 
moved north. I have been a resident of this area for seven years, and 
have experienced a dramatic noise increase during this period of time. 
The resultant noise pollution is unacceptable and has considerably 
damaged the quality of life in this residential community and it’s 
surrounding neighbors. 

This situation of departing planes over flying our neighborhood com- 
munities must be decreased. An equitable distribution of these depar- 
tures must be instituted, so that no one area is saddled with an undue 
share of noise. I find it unconscionable that the City Council of 
Mercer Island, Washington and it’s residents, have applied political 
pressure in the up coming FAA proposal to distribute this air noise. 
Perhaps we could change the transportation system in our area by taking 
away. their 1-90 bridge, and not allowing them to use our airport, if they 
are not willing to share the burden of this air traffic situation. 

I look forward to your support of disbursing the flights on the East 
turn, and making an equitable noise distribution to the respective 
communities. 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the."East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noise of the planes 
overhead. 

This noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 

Sincerely, 

Sincerely, 
INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS, INC. 

David A. West 

DAW/Ibg 
Dwgo-Sz 



Robert Hone 



January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely,                 ..J 

/".t ao - 

Chris Marker 

January 19, 1990 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle~ Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We are writing to support at a minimum the 
proposal of the FAA to divert at least one half of 
the SeaTac fl’ights taking off north, away from the 
flight path directly over the Medina area. Flight 
traffic noise is a price we pay for the 
convenience of air travel from an airport so near 
our homes, but it does not seem as if one segment 
of the population, i.e., residents of Medina, 
Clyde Hill, etc., should bear the consequences of 
each and every flight. I have read in the paper 
and heard on the radio that traffic could be 
diverted to at least one, if not more, eastbound 
corridors after taking off from SeaTac. 

Thank you very much indeed for your consideration. 

Since    ~~ 

cc: Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Congressman John Miller 

1148 8roadway Plaza - Tacoma° Wa~,hini41on 98401-2264 



9026 Lake Washington Blvd. 
Bellevue, Wash_lngton 9800~ 
January 19, 1990 

Temple J obmson, Manager 
Air Traffic Division F~ 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highly South 
P.O. Box 68966 Seattle 

Dear Mr. Johnson= 

It is five fifteen p.m. and I have just come into the house from my back yard. 
In the few minutes it took me to cut the dead tops from a short row of 
dahlias three planes passed seemingly directly over my head, with the usual, 
and unavoidable, thundering rumble. 

I live on Lake Washington Boulev~, between Medina and Clyde Hill. I also 
fly a lot and realize t~zt planes must go up and their flight is going to 
be heard by those below. But this has ~come an a]~nost c0nst~nt sit~tion. 
It is impossible to even ~]J( on my l~tlo - not a problem at this time of 
year but mlse~ble in the sit, met. Stately these flights could ~ spread out 
in such a manner that one Community does not have to abeorb ~i the noise? 

Please, please disperse these planes. I literally live with a roarin6 
thunder which goes on all day, all evening and into the night. 

Very slncerely ~-4 

-~r6. John T. Castle 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
~eattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

This letter is joining the many others you may already 
have received to register a complaint about the ind~alance of 
aircraft noise over the part of Bellevue in which we live. 
It has been brought to our attention that the FAA proposal 
to disperse jet flight departures from the Seattle Tacoma 
Airport which would have instigated a departure corridor 
over Mercer Island and possibly a third pathway to the north 
has now been scrapped because of political pressure from the 
Mercer Island City Council and the Mercer Island residents. 

Here is one more letter from the Bellevue contingent to 
apply political pressure to get you to e~itably distribute 
the departures so that the noise factor is shared more 
equally between the three areas in question -- Mercer 
Island, Bellevue and the third pathway to the north. 
Medina, Clyde Hill and downtown Bellevue have borne the 
brunt of the East Turn departures for the last three years 
since the corridor was moved north, and the noise pollution 
has seriously damaged the quality of life in our community. 



Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
January 22, 1990 
Page Two 

We are asking you to reconsider your decision to bypass 
Mercer Island and the northern corridor with aircraft 
departures, and help to institute an equitable distribution 
of departures so that no one area is saddled with an undue 
share of noise. We realize that there will be some noise, 
but we don’t feel it is fair that our air is polluted with 
all of it. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Mr. and Mrs. Wiiiiam O. ~.iiison 
9441 Lake Wash. Blvd. N. E. 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

CC ¯ Senator Slade Gorton 
The Honorable John Miller 
Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnspn, 

The East Turn was changed three years ago when it was 
moved north. This means that noise of aircraft departing 
from Sea-Tac has been severely impacting the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. Until 
the change in the East Turn this area had a quiet, rural 
nature. The noise from these planes is threatening to 
turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to 
carry on a normal conversation due to the noise of the 
planes. 

It is not essential that these planes over fly this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. This noise must be stopped. Please 
do what you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. I want you to help in fighting this injustice 
in any way you can. I would like to hear from you 
regarding what you are able to do and what else I can do 
to stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



,:;~,.! ~ ~ m~,’ LeRoyJ. Leavitt 
Date: __ -~ 3217 - 78th Place N.E. 

Bellevue, Washington 98004 

(2O6) 454-1173 January 18, 1990 

Mr. Temple $ohnson, Mgr. 
Air Traffic Div. FAA 
N.W. Mountain Region 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Subject: Air Traffic Noise 

Dear Mr. ~ohnson, 

We have lived in Medina’s quiet environment for sixteen 
years, therefore prior to your 1987 modification of the 
North Flow Right Turn. Words like "Safety," "Efficiency," 
"Volume," "Growth" all have significance in your world, 
while "Peace" and "Quiet" are important to us. We are 
no different from any of the airport’s other neighbors ex- 
cept that we get a disproportionate number of routes over 
our community on North Flow Days. 

Please allow words like ",Fair, .... Equitable, .... Balanced," 
and maybe "Even Distribution or Spread" to be used in the 
process of route determination. Current technology allows 
you the option to use a North Flow Left Turn on California 
and Oregon flights with a cross-over in unpopulated Southern 
Oregon rather than over Bellevue as you now plan. 

Fairness or Reasonableness has to be your greatest and 
only insurance against extended haggling and quite possibly 
expensive litigation. 

Regards, 

ry Ellen Paulman 
P. O. Box 143 
Medina, WA 98039 



~ pY" 



J.W. Claypool 
1643 - 94th Ave. N.E. 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

January 19, 1990 

Temp]e Johnson 
Manager, Air T~a[[ic Division FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
PO Box 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: EAST TURN CONTROVERSY 

Dear Sir: 

Briefly, my husband and I support spreading out departing 
flights into THREE PATHWAYS over the Eastside in order to 
equitably disperse the inevitable increase in noise levels over 
residential neighborhoods when the East Turn is in effect. 

Since we are already subjected to a currently unacceptable 
noise level from the East Turn, it seems totally ridiculous to 
ask that we prepare for an INEQUITABLE INCREASE in noise due to 
an increase in the desired number of flights in and out of 
SeaTac. 

If the FAA is TELLING US rather than ASKING US about 
increasing flights at SeaTac, why then is the FAA not prepared 
to objectively analyze the noise problem and select the solution 
that most equitably scatters the noise? while we can appreciate 
other residential areas not wanting noise increases, it is 
simply blatantly unjust not to spread the burden around as 
fairly as possible. 

Furthermore, we understand that there are rumblings about 
eliminating the current curfew on departures between I0:00 pm 
and 6:00 am. This is TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE. 

In summary, if increases In noise levels on the Eastside 
become inevitable, we support the position of Bob ~udolf, Presi- 
dent of ECAAN. We hope that a solution to equitable disperszon 
of aircraft noise will be arrived at without paying undue 
attention to those who holler loudly that they do not w~sh to 
accept their fair share o~ the burden. 

CC: file 
Bob Rudolph 

Sincerely o 



RONALD8663 ANDN. E.SHIRLEYI7th StreetLUHMAN 
Clyd~ Hill, Washington 98004-324~.’~.".(,; 

January 19. 1990 

Temple Johnson 
Manager 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
Nothwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box 68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr.     Johnson: 

In regards to the proposed Four Poster Plan and its affect on the 
Medina, Clyde Hill and Vuecrest neighborhoods, the residents of 
this area purchasMed their homes in a once-quiet neighborhood. 
We are now being harassed constantly by jet plane noise, in addi- 
tion to the noise resulting from the constant increasing volume 
of Evergreen Bridge traffic and the accompanying helicopters that 
monitor the traffic flow. It is certain that our property values 
will diminish, if planes are allowed to continue to disperse an 
unreasonable volume of jet plane noise, according to the Four 
Poster Plan. 

Burgeoning air traffic is everyone’s problem and the resulting 
noise should be shared. Another pathway should be used to widen 
the corridor, thus spreading some of the noise over Redmond and 
Kirkland. Departing flights should also be restored over Elliot 
Bay. 

Barriers can be erected to diminish ground traffic noise -- 
the FAA should do everything possible to make our air space com- 
fortable for everyone in our community. 

Sincerely, 

Copy to: 
Honorable Slade Gorton 
Honorable Brock Adams 
Honorable Rod Chandler 
Senator Dan McDonald 
Representative Steve Van Luven 
Representative Roy Ferguson 

RONALD LUHMAN 



Plr. Ternpl~ Johnson, Jr. 22 January 1990 

Subject: Airplane noise. 

Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue have borne the brunt of the 

East Turn departures for the last three years since the corridor 

was moved north. The resultant noise pollution is unacceptable 

and has severily damaged the quality of life in these residential 
communities. The number of departing planes overflying these com- 

munities must be decreased. An equitable distribution of departures 

should be instituted so that no one area is saddled with an undue 

share of noise. 
This problem should have been solved justly long ago before 

the affected communities started quarreling and blaming each 

other for trying to shift the ever increasing airplane noise 

to their neighboring towns. 

Roll Amsler 

941.5 NE 14th Street 
Clyde Hill, WA 98004 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
p.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Aircraft Noise on the East Turn 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

I am writing to ask for relief from a terrifically 
burdensome problem. 

Three years ago the air traffic corridor known as the 
"East Turn" was moved north over my community. The noise 
which comes from these planes is very disruptive and an 
extreme intrusion on our lives. There are times of the 
day when it is impossible to carry on a conversation due 
to the noise of the planes overhead. It gets particularly 
bad on those beautiful days witha north wind when one 
wants to be out working in the yard, but here come the 
planes - one right after another - so loud you can hardly 
think. 

These planes were not flying over my house four years ago. 
It is imperative that this noise be eliminated. Please 
use whatever influence you can to effect a change in the 
airport departure procedures. I would appreciate hearing 
from you on this matter. 



I~,.,tZ ,Tg Iz 
MICHAEL T. WINgI CPA 

:ENS AGAINST AIRCRAFT NOISE 
¯ 14, Medina, Washington 98039 

:-NT - JET NOISE ALERT 

t flllh! departures en the IlK Turn, illlch ere ~ �oliinl;ritid over 

Senator Sl~:~Gort~ Senator trock Ad~m 

2. The resuLtant lillie piilutlon ts unl~cl~tllile ind his severely dulged the luitlt# of life In thele 

3. The llidaer of dep~rtlq pt~nei overflylq thele ¢~nunltlel it be di~reesed. An equitable dlstrtbutloq of 
departures 

should lie Instituted $o no one ere| |$ saddled ilth in ~ shire of noise.                  _,#~ 



hits. C. Rowland HagTard Date: JAN 

9004 N.E. 21st Pla~e, Bellevue, ]Vashington 98004 

Jan 20, 1990 

De~r Mr. Johnson; 

I h~ve been a resident of Clyde Hill for 
the p~st 26 years and am sickened by this ~irpl~ne 

noise. I am among many w~o ~re protesting - 

you can hardly carry on a conversation, ~nd our 

quality of life has cartalnly been d-maged. 

If the flight path can’t turn west over the 

~ound, why c~n’t it be more evenly distributed 
so ~ne ~re~ d~esn’t get .ll the noise’? 

Yours truly, 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson; Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East T~rn was moved north three years ago and the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the quallty of life in Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turn it into an urban 
ghetto. It is often Impossible to carry on a conversation 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not .be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAA has suggested splitting the fllghts into as many as 
three tracks. Pollt~cal Influences are preventing these 
beneflclal changes. 

’Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 

Slncerely, 



:~annary 18, 1990 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Mr. Temple Yohnson Yr., Mgr. 
Air Traffi.c Div. FAA 
N.W. Mountain Region 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Iohnson, 

All of my life has been spent in Medina or at the University 
of Washington. In 1987 it was almost as if a fire hose of 
airplane noise was turned our way on clear, sunny.days 
when we wanted to enjoy the great outdoors. My cousin in 
Chicago states that they have had similar airplane n..olse 
problems but that they have spread the planes over me 
entire Chicago area with concentrations along the major 

~ highways. This seems to have worked for them. 

Now that I am at the U. of WAD I do not notice the planes 
as much because I feel the amblant noise levels are higher. 
Please consider giving Medina some relief. 

Thank you, 

S~ulman 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The change in the East Turn from three years a~o means 
that noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac is 
dlsastrously affecting the communities of Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is often 
impossible to carry on a normal conversation due to the 
noise of the planes. This far from the airport we should 
not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise from 
these planes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. I want you to take 
a leading role in fighting this injustice. Please let me 
know what you are able to do and what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



Mr. R. Prang, FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway W 
P 0 Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

The residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and central Bellevue have been heavily 
impacted by the noise of East Turn departures over the past several years. 
These citizens are currently bearing the entire brunt of that departure 
procedure and it has significantly decrease Quality of life in these 
residential areas. 

When the "four-poster" plan was introduced several ~nths ago, it included 
a split in the East Turn to provide partial relief of this impact. We 
understand that the East Turn split has now been dropped from the plan, 
in large part due to pressure from the Mercer Island Council and some of 
its residents. 

Therefore ECAAN (Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft Noise) oppose the 
"four-poster" plan in its present form. It:would provide no relief to 
an already heavily impacted area and would worsen the problem by adding 
a large.number of arrivals to this area. The changes in arrival flight 
patterns must be coupled with changes in departure tracks. 

ECAAN represents 2500 residents of the Eastside who support the Resolutions 
of the City Councils of Bellevue, Clyde Hill, and Medina* seeking relief 
from the present levels of overflight noise. An equitable solution to 

-- this problem must be found so that no community bears an undue burden. 

3K$Sincerely/~). 

Bob Rudolph L/ 
President, ECAAN 

RHR:JJ 
* See enclosed petition 
c~: Representative John Miller 

Representative Rod Chandler 
President, Port Commission 
Terry Lukens, Mayor of Bellevue 
Phil Rourke, Mayor of Clyde Hill 
Dean Messmer, Mayor of Medina 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Dan McDonald 
Representative Steve Van Luven 
Representative Roy Ferguson 
Tom Lucas, Attorney ECAAN 
Temple johnson, RegtonalOtrector FAA 
Andrea Rtniker, AvtationDirector SEA-TAC 
Mediation Committee 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Jqh~son, 

Since the East Turn was moved north three years ago the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac over Medina, 
Clyde Hill, and Bellevue has had a ~ effect on 
the quality of life in this area. ~~ 

It is often "~%o carry on a conversation due to 
the noise of the planes. This area once had a quiet, 
rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. 
~Q~itical influences are preventing the FAA from splitting 
the flights into as many as three tracks. 

We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Please take the 
lead in fighting this extreme injustice. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
help stop the burden of this noise. 

Sincerely, 



January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the quality of life in Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turn it into an urban 
ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on a conversation 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAA has suggested splitting the flights into as many as 
three tracks. ~olitical influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 

Sincerely, 

9707 NORTHEAST Z4TH STREET 
BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98004 

(=06) 454-833= 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Manager 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Po O. Box 68966 
Seattle, WA 98186 

January, 18. 1990 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We have been residents of Clyde Hill since 1963. During the past three years 
we have noticed a substantial change in air traffic noise particularly in nice 
days. Up until that time, this has been a very quiet neighborhood where 
one’s activities and peacefulness were not affected by the noise from 
airplanes. The noise pollution is unacceptable and has damaged the quality 
of life in our community. 

From all that we have read and heard recently, it would appear that the 
flights are going to increase over Clyde Hill if the four poster plan is 
implemented. We support a dispersement of flights on east turn departures 
and any other measures that would decrease aircraft noise on the Eastside. 
There must be an equitable sharing of the noise so that no one community 
bears an undue share. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

David and Jane Cable 

Congressman John Miller 
Congressman Rod Chandler 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 



SUE CHRISTIAN 

7827 N.E. 12th SWeet P.O. Box ~S 
M.dln., W,,hln,t.n ,,0’’ g.’~4k ~’~. e¢’cI. ANM-500/.~O( ;~ 

Date: ;’ .~"’q~* ~ $ ~:F~J]~_~ 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

I need your help to relieve a terrible problem. 

Three years ago the East Turn was moved over my community. 
The noise which comes from these planes is very disruptive 
and an intrusion on our lives. On those beautiful days 
with a north wind while out in the yard here come the 
planes - one right after another - so loud one can hardly 
think. There are times when it is impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes overhead. 

I could not hear these planes four years ago. This noise 
must be stopped. Use whatever influence you have to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. 

Sincerely, 

GARY D. CHRISTIAN 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

I am writing to ask for help in relieving a severely 
vexing problem. 

Three years ago the East Turn was moved over my community. 
The noise which comes from these planes is very disruptive 
and an intrusion on our lives. There are times when it is 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes overhead. On those beautiful days with a north 
wind when one wants to be out working in the yard here 
come the planes - one right after another - so loud one 
can hardly think. 

I could not hear these planes four years ago. This noise 
must be stopped. Please use whatever influence you have 
to change the airport departure procedures. 

Sincerely, 



January 15, 1990 

~Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used. to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Ir2ec’d. ANI~500/~ 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask your assistance in resolving a major 
environmental problem, jet airplane noise pollution. 

As you know Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue have born the brunt 
of the East Turn departures for ~he past 3 years. The number of 
departures on the East Turn must be decreased and there must be 
an equitable sharing of the noise so that no community bears an 
undue share of it. 

I have been a long term Eastside resident and have witnessed 
first hand the major increase noise pollution and the damage to 
the quality of life on the Eastside residential communities. 

In addition to the distribution of the East Turn on north takeoff over a wider corridor, the older and noisier airplanes should be 
required to stay over water until they reach an altitude of at 
least I0,000 feet. 

I am asking you to find an equitable solution and not let the 
present situation stand. 

Sincerely, 



January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some l~ssening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FXX NW Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P 0 Box C 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Temple Johnson: 

I am a native Bellevue resident, ~nd in the past years 
the increase in noise pollution has damaged the quality of 
my life. Having recently had infan£s, I can tell you 
personally that after a long night of being up off and on, 
and finally getting the household quiet only to be awoken 
by jet noise... I am in SUPPORT OF DISPERSING FLIGHTS ON 
THE EAST TURN. 

Please continue to consider new corridors to disperse 
jet noise over individual communities. No community should 
bear undue noise pollution, this includes other communities 
like Mercer Island which should have equitable sharing 
of noise. 

Thank you, 

Wendy Shultz Spektor 
8925 NE 13th St. 
Bellevue, WA    98004 



r;ec’d. #,NM-500 -     ’ " 

Date: 

~. Temple Johnson Jr. 
Air ?.~a-fic £~v~s~on, FAA 
idorthwest .Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific :~ghway South ... -. 

Seattle, ~;a. 96168           ,.’:": " 

Dear i.~r. Johnson: 

Januar7 22, 1990 

As a resident of Clyde Hill (92(,d St north of 14th) 
I can only sa~ PLF~tSE DISPERSE 

F~%OH SEATAC, both to the North as well as the South 
and reduce the concentration of East bound traffic 
directly fro:.~ central Seattle to m~ house. 
The noise [~comes unbearable, especially during oeak 
air traffic hours and I swear my house is their target. 
:~’e have a South~.;est e~oosure and in the sum.met months 
we cat.not use our "oatio. The noise is deafening, not 
just fr’,m one ~l~n@ but they come in ~’oups of 6 or 
more tailgatin~i. We realize we must bear our share 
of the nolse, but ~lease disperse some Of those flights 
away from our zone so we can speak to one another. 
Your consideration of my plea ~ill be ~reatly 
ao ~reci~ted. 

Ruth Slater 
1436, 92.-.. :,~ 
5ellevue, .~a 
98o04 

L 

Date:        " 

10455 N.E. 16th Place 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

In regard to jet flight departures which are now 
concentrated over Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue, my wife 
and I request that you support dispersing flights on the 
East Turn. The noise needs to be shared more equitably 
so that no Eastside community will bear an undue burden. 

During the summer we like to use our patio, and the wind 
being more consistently in the north we have difficulty 
carrying on a normal conversation because of the recurring 
jet noise overhead. Even in the house this is very annoying. 

Why should our community bear the brunt of this? Let 
Mercer Island and Seattle share some of the noise pollution 

caused by the departing planes. 

Albert G. Bender 

cc: Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 



January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson,Jr. 
Manager Air Traffic Division 
FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C68966 
Seattle, Wa. 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

I am writing to express my hope that you will go forth 
on the proposal of dispersing the jet flight departures 
on the East Turn, which are now concentrated over Medina, 
Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

My family moved to Clyde Hill in 1954. Upon marriage, 
my husband and I bought a home in Clyde Hill. When the 
jets are using the east turn it is so noisy that one cannot 
even hear the portable radio which I use when gardening. 
The planes fly over just minutes apart and wake up the 
neighborhood in the early hours. It sounds like a war zone. 

I do not feel it is too much to ask to disperse the jet 
flight departures so that we do not bear the brunt of it 
unfairly. 

Sin’cerely, 

1736 89th P1, 

Bellevue, Wa. 98004 

Mr. Leo Sheehan    Mrs. Maxine Sheehan 
1800 94th N.E.     1800 94th N.E. 
Bellevue,Wa. 98004 Bellevue, Wa. 98004 

Robert & Anna Perry 
1632 92nd Ave., NE, 
Bellevue, WA. 98004-2511. 
January 23, 1990. 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager, 
Air Traffic D~vision, FAA, 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South, 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Dear Sir: 

We wish to add our voices to those of many others protesti.ng 
the concentration of air traffic taking the "East Turn" when 
taking off northward out of Sea-Tac Airport. As you know, the 
present route concentrates the air traffic noise over the 
communities of Bellevue, Ciyde H~II and Medina. 

For the past three years this concentration, reportedly 
brought about by pressure from interests on Mercer Island, 
has resulted in a very real increase in Noise pollut~on with 
a reduction of the quality of life in our area. It is 
especially annoying in times of fair weather when we are 
trying to enjoy the out-of-doors in our communities. 

we firmly believe the unavoidable noise from Sea-Tac should 
be shared equally by all areas in its path, starting from 
Mercer Island northward to the county border. Therefore we 
strongly support dispersal of those flights using the "east 
turn". 

We also believe that traffic will only get worse in the 
future, so it is ~mportant that an additional more remote 
airport be built as soon as possible to decrease the load on 
Sea-Tac. The necessary hearings and planning should be 
started now toward th~s end, and methods of financing should 
be arranged as well so that progress can move as swiftly as 
possible. 

Robert Perry. 

Anna Petry~ 



January 20, 1990 

Mr. Temple ~lohnson 
Air Traffic Div. FAA 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Vigilence and a willingness to fight for a given quality 
of life seem to be the only way to get along these days 
with our burgeoning population. Now it seems to be 
you and the aircraft routing you control. At the vari- 
ous meetings yoh have addressed, it would seem that 
you are both flexible and reasonable. 

Please consider spreading the North Flow Right Turn 
over a wider area, say Kirkland through Renton. Also 

_ you might use a North Flow Left Turn for flights to Portland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, using an 
~ eBae~[evC.ruOe.SS-over point in Southern Oregon rather than 

~ 
deration. 

April Paulman 
1415 80thAve. N.E. 
Medina, WA 98039 

7727 58th Avenue NE 
Seattle, Washington 98115 
24 January 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

RE: Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for Arrival/Departure 
Route Changes for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

Dear Sirs: 

Please include these comments in the official record for the 
referenced document. 

The DEA is wholly inadequate for its intended purpose of 
reaching a decision as to the extent of environmental effects 
associated with the proposedand other evaluated route changes. 
The DEA contains virtually no environmental information and with 
regard to noise impacts, the DEA states that, "no conclusions can 
be drawn," and that "there are no empirical data." Despite these 
assertions, the DEA concludes, based on consideration of the 
largely irrelevant LDN 65 contour, that no adverse noise effects 
will occur. 

Quite the contrary is true. I can state from experience 
that aircraft flying over my neighborhood (Viewridge) on even the 
current infrequent basis are a disturbing factor and do interrupt 
sleep when those overflights occur at night. I would estimate 
that the current infrequent overflights occur under about the 
same conditions (altitude, power settings) as are proposed under 
the DEA. (I also note that the frequency of those overflights 
seems to have increased in recent weeks and I cannot help but 
wonder if we are experiencing a "test exposure" to the proposed 
noise level.) Obviously, going from a condition of almost no 
overflights to one of regular and frequent overflights will 
result in increased noise. The average noise level, as 
determined by the LDN methodology, is quite inadequate to 
represent the disturbance associated with sleep interruption due 
to occasional peak noise levels. 
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Some further specific shortcomings of the DEA: 

no consideration of unavoidable effects 

no provision for mitigation 

no consideration of secondary impacts (hardly a 
surprise when even primary impacts are not addressed) 

inadequate consultation with neighborhoods (an apparent 
effort to pit neighborhood against neighborhood by 
focusing attention on those with at least some prospect 
of reduced noise, although that prospect is not 
documented with data) 

In short, the DEA meets neither the letter nor the spirit of 
the National Environmental Policy Act’s (NEPA) directive to fully 
assess the environmental consequences of a "major federal action 
with significant environmental impacts." A full Environmental 
Impact Statement is required by law. And then we must hope that 
the spirit of NEPA will prevail and that we residents of Seattle, 
and users of the airport, will not be subjected to increased 
noise and other adverse effects of the proposed changes. 

I wish to point out that I am a licensed commercial pilot. 
I believe that acceptance of some delays or rescheduling flights 
is a preferable inconvenience to the constant imposition of 
unnecessary aircraft noise on the general public. Thank you for 
your consideration of my comments. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fletcher G. Shires 

Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Honorable John Miller 
Honorable Jim McDermott 
Honorable Cynthia Sullivan 

, ~ ::c’d. ANNA-500 /" ~ ~ I 

Da~e:~ 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the quality of life in Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turn it into an urban 
ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on a conversation 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAA has suggested splitting the flights into as many as 
~hree tracks. ~olitical influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 

Sincerely, 

8431 RIDGE ROAD 
[q.LLEVUEo WA$1ilt~IGION 



Dale: .JAN 2 ~ 1.q.qfl 

January 25, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, ~A 98168 

Re: Sea-Tac ~dxport RerDuting plan 

Gentlemen: 

This is to express my concern over the increased 
noise which will be generated in my neighborhood cn 
North Capitol Hill if the air traffic rerouting plan 
proposed by City of Seattle Pesolution No. 28114 
is adopted. 

An Env~tal Impact Stat~m~mt with respect to 
said proposal-- and the modifications at Sea-Tac 
Airport associated therewith-- should be ccnsidered 
mandatory. 

Very truly y~urs, 

J. R~ger N~II 

cc: The Honorable Norman Rice 
Mayor 

Iiii E. Lynn St. 
Seattle, WA 98102 
January 22, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Reference: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment, 
January 24, 1990 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Please accept this letter as my formal request for an 
Environment Impact Statement on the re-routing of air 
traffic over North Capital Hill. Air traffic no~e is 
bothering me more and more and I am very concerned that the 
proposed changes will negatively impact the quality of my 
life and others. 

Please consider addressing the following in the EIS: 

I. It is my perception that air traffic noise has 
drastically increased in the last month, yet the FAA tells 
me it has not increased. Why is this the case? 

2. What will be the impact on air quality in my 
neighborhood? I llve within several blocks of 520, I-5 and 
lOth Ave. E. and already am negatively impacted by exhaust 
fumes from automobiles. Research has shown an increase in 
cancer among those persons who live in close proximity to 
freeways. Will an increase airplane exhaust over my home 
result in a significant increase in the likelihood that I 
could develop cancer? 

3. What will be the impact on me and others psychologically 
due to the increase in sound intensity and duration?    Will 
there be an increase in irritability, change in sleep 
patterns, less ability to focus one’s thoughts, ability to 
relax? 

4. What will be the impact on my ability to get a good 
night’s sleep.    I have been awakened by air traffic noise 
and am concerned that if planes are going over my house I00~ 
of the time I will not be able to catch up on my sleep on 
the nights that planes do not fly over my house. 

5. Will air traffic noise and pollution have a greater 
impact on babies and children? Will there be a significant 
health risk to children as opposed to adults? Will certain 
age groups be more impacted tha~ others: infants, children, 
adolescents, young adults, adults, middle age, and older 
adults. 



6. Will some groups be more impacted than others, ie. those 
with certain types of hearing problems and persons who are 
more sensitive to noise, vibration and air pollution. 

7. Jets appear to fly 2,000 feet from my roof, yet the 
newspaper says they are flying 4,500 feet from my roof (I 
can see the name of the airline company on the plane). Why? 

PLEASE INCLUDE THIS LETTER IN THE FORMAL RECORDt which will 
be compiled at the Hearing at Cleveland High School on 
January 24, 1990. 

The proposed re-routlng of air traffic has made me aware 
that there is a problem in the manner in which the FAA 
makes changes that drastically impac~ the quality of life 
of hundreds of thousands of citizens. Airplanes flying over 
homes in the 1990s impact citizens in new ways and the 
political machinery needs to be changed to reflect those 
changes. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Buell, M.S. 
cc: Senator Brock Adams 

Honorable Slade Gorton 
Honorable John Miller 
Honorable Jim McDermott 

Date: 
2224 llth Avenue E. 
Seattle, WA 98102 

January 22, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24th, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute in-coming aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in California to a 
route over North East Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

Even last summer there were many planes flying directly overhead, 
while there was not a cloud to be seen. This was a nuisance to my 
family at the time. From those ,’fair weather conditions" you are 
planning to increase air traffic overhead enormously. You will be 
taking away one of the main enjoyments of our house and garden, and 
I strongly protest. 

In addition to the ’official’ air traffic over our heads, we 
already have a number of small and water planes buzzing overhead in 
the summer. I am sure our noise level will rise higher than the 
50-55 Ldn your noise consultant expects for us, which is already an 
awful lot of noise. 

I request that you do an Environmental 
making any change in the routing. 

Sincer~/~ 
Sid Forman 

Impact Statement before 



~RAHAM S. ANDE:RSON 

January 30, 1990 

F.A.A. 
Northwest Mottntain Regional Headquarters 
17900 pacific Hwy. South 
seattle, Washington 98188 

Re :’ seattle EXperimental Flight Paths 

Gentlemen: ~ 

The new experimental flight paths do not work, or at 
least the cttre is worse than the disease. 

The eXperimental flightpaths su?ceed An bringing the 
airport to a substantial portion oz the City of 
s’eattle, cutting across all economic lines. 

May I respectfUlly suggest that the answer may not lie 
in automatically finding a solutlon which will 
accommodate the ever-growing demand for slots at peak 
hours. 

Perhaps the time has come to curtail-the traveling 
publ~c’s convenience, and spread available slots 
throughout the day utillzlngthe old flight paths. If 
all else fails, this could be accomplished by raising 
the landing fees during certain hours at sea Tac. If 
this doesn’t immediately work,.keep raislngthemuntll 
the "ouch" point is achieved. 

I can foresee a time when air fares to the traveling 
public are substantially higher during convenient 
times of travel. 

Another solutlon, (assuming the old flight approach 
paths have reached the breaking point), is simply to 
not accommodate the demand, which would admittedly 
make Seattle somewhat of an orphan. However, it seems 
to me, the quality of life of the people who live here 
is more important than the convenience of those of us 
who must travel, and certainly more important than 
those whodo not live here. 

** ~00"39Ud 7~I01 ** 

F.A.A. 
January 30, 1990 
Page 2 

In any event, your ~olution has been tried, and after 
two days, I can assure you it is a most unpleasant way 
to solve the problem. 

Respectfully, 

GSA: jm 

Norm Rice 
John Miller 
Slade Gotten 
Brock Adams 



944 88th Ave. N.E., 
Bellevue, Wash. 98004. 

January 4, 1990. 

The Honorable Rod Chandler 
3326 160th Avenue S.E. 
Suite 105 
Bellevue, WA. 98008. 

Dear Congressman Chandler, 

The FAA has recently proposed to scatter Jet flight departures on the East 
Turn, which at present are concentrated over Medina, Clyde Hill and Central 
Bellevue. We In Medina favor this proposal and feel It Is a much more 
equitable solution to annoying airplane noise than the present flight pattern. 

We trust that you will support the FAA’s proposal, which will certainly 
alleviate the ever-increaslng airplane noise problem we have endured In 
recent years. 

Sincerely, 

~"cc: Mr. Temple Johnson, 
FAA. 

Eve and Jean-Paul Mauger. 



2~c’d. r’,N, .-500 ,. 

JAN 2 3 I~ 
Date: _               ~ 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Regional Manager 
Air Traffic Control Division 
Federal Aviation Admlnletratlon 
Northwest Mountain Re&ion 
I7900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68988, Seattle WA 98168 

F. W. Zappert 

2460 W. Lk. Sammamtsh Pky S.E. 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

SUBJECT: Comments on F.A.A. Environmental Assessment of "4-Post 

Plan". 

I. F.A.A. Document titled "Alrspaoe Study", no date, released 
November IgBg 

2. F.A.A. Document titled "Draft for Environmental Assessment for 
proposed changes to Air Traffic Arrival.and Departure Routes at 
Seattle Tacoma International Airport" dated December 1989. 

3. My letter to F.A.A. "Proposals for noise reductions to 
F.A.A.’s proposed 4-post plan" dated November 23, 1989 

Dear Mr. ’~ohnson: 

.~51ease find enclosed comm, e nts on the reference 1. and 2. 

documents. It is requas~that., these comments be taken into 
consideration as part of the Environmental Assessment process 
and incorporated in the findings ae appropriate. 

Purpose of F.A.A. study: 

Both the above documents (Refs. 1 & 2) report on the simulation of 

13 alternatives including the present air trafflo routes with the 

stated objective "to increase effioleno¥ at Saa-Tac." By increase 
in efficiency the F.A.A. means the oapabillty to have a higher 
hourly arrival capacity (mainly during South Flow) durlng peak 
hour demand, and they recommend adoption of the 4-post plan. 

The studies O0 NOT INCLUDE nor address the objectives of: 

a. NOISE MITIGATION for the Greater Seattle Area, and 

b. The maintenance of SAFETY for General Aviation aircraft 

~n the Greater Seattle area es a~eoted by the F.A.A. changes 
proposed in the 4-poet plan. 

Summary: 

The F.A.A’s preferred alternative presented in the draft document 
and named the "4-post plan" would be a very major revision of 
Flight paths over the Greater Seattle area. Many flights would 

be moved from West of the elrport currently flying over the 
waters of Puget Sound and sparsely populated areas~ to the very 
densely populated Eastside and North Seattle areas. This increase 
in flights on the East side would generate a lot more noise for 
approximately 3/4 million people for many more hours, while 
yielding an small (probably unnoticeable] decrease ~or the West 
side (according to Mr. Paul Dunholter, Noise Consultant of the 

Port of Seattle Mediation Committee.] 

In exchange, the F.A.A. would gain a very small increase in South 

flow arrival capacity which would be utilized during a very short 

period of time (1.S percent annually] due to the prevailing 
weather and wind oondltlone in this area, as discussed below. 

Such a trade-off i.e. a major noise increase for 3/4 million 
people for ? days a week all day long (100% of the time} in 
exchange for a small increase ~rom 42 to $6 arrivals for only 
I.S% o~ the time would be a very poor decision basis. (see notes 
below for the I.S% value) 

The Sea-Tat IFR capacity is limited to approximately 36 flights 
per hour and this should be the ONLY legal basis for any F.A.A. 
air trefflc plans as well ee airline scheduling, since only IFR 
weather can be relied upon in this area. 

NOISE IMPACT : 

In reference 2. the F.A.A. states on page 60 as a conclusion 
that: " Given that the LDN 65 and greater noise contours do not 
change as a result of implementation o~ the proposed action , all 
locations outside of the LDN 6S contour remain compatible with 
the airport." 

This letter takes issue with the underlined part of that 
statement. The 4-post plan would cause major adverse noise impact 
as outlined above in the Greater Seattle area on a very large 
population segment East and North of the airport approaches. 
The 4-post plan also offers absolutely NO RELIEF from existing 
excessive jet aircraft nolee under the North flow East turn 
departure flight paths which have been the subject of qomplalnts 
for several years, and are well known to the F.A.A. 

While the 65 LON contours may or may not be affected there is a 

very significant ~dversa impact on the above mentioned 3/4 
million Greater Seattle area residents by the proposed addition 
of arriving ~liEhts°’, who reside in areas which have been 
complaining about aircraft noise from departures ~or several 

years, as indicated by the evidence below. 



This impact cannot be ignored. Compared to the present situation 

the 4-post plan would make the situation much worse than it is 

now, as discussed below. 

SAFETY IMPACT : 

Air Se?ety for many thousands of general aviation aircraft using 
Boeing Field (with over 400,000 movements annually, the 10th 
busiest in the nation) and Renton (which is also very busy and 
must have at least SO,000 movements annually) as well as 
traneitioning aircraft, would be slgnifioantly Jeopardized by 
this change also. The reason for this decrease in safety is 
two~old: 

a. All these VFR aircraft are squeezed into a much smaller 
airspace UNDER the new and expanded T.C.A. More aircraft in a 
given limited space means a major increase in potential MID-air 
colllelon hazard. 

b. Arriving Jets destined for Sea-Tao would ~ly downwind legs at 
relatively low altitudes both B miles East and West o~ Sea-Tao 

~hereby completely enclosing the Boeing Field and Renton 
airspace. Thus many small general aviation aircraft are forced to 

pass under the Jot wake of these much larger aircraft. The F.A.A. 
and the General aviation community are well aware o~ the 

potentially deadly e~feot of Jet wakes. 

For all the above reasons the study should be rejected ss 
inadequate end unsatisfactory. The proposed 4-post plan should 
either be ebandoned: or receive major revisions to address the 
areas ommitted from this studyv i.e. NOISE ABATEMENT and SAFETY. 

~ 
A Finding of Non-significance under the above circumstances would 

be completely un~ustlfled. 

RECOMMENOATIONS: 

I. Leave the existln~ traffic patterns unchanged unless and until 
they can he modified or an entirely new plan can be designed, 
either of which would include NOISE ABATEMENT and GENERAL 
AVIATION SAFETY in the Greater Seattle area. 

2. Abandon the proposed 4-post plan 

3. If the present flight patterns are to be changed, then there 
is a need to find solutions to meet all 3 objectives; i.e. 
Efflcicncy, Noise Mitigation and General Aviation Safety. 

4. In the meantime the F.A.A. should work with local authorities, 
residents and communities to reduce the noise from commercial 
Jets under the existing flight tracks such as the East turn etc. 

OTHER COMMENTS : 

Some proposals were presented in my previous letter (reference 3. 
above). Some of these changes can be made,(es agreed by you) by 
dividing the present East turn single flight track into, say, 
4 parallel tracks separated horizontally by (at least) 2 or 3 
miles starting with a turn no lower than S000 ~t. AGL or at the 

10 DME from Seater. 

These alternate tracks should be used on sequential north flow 
days; i.e. track A on day I of north flow, track B on day 2 etc. 
thue giving the resldente under each track relle~ on 3 out o~ 4 
days. This solution is equlteble as well as constructive. 

I wish to offer one additional proposal for your consideration: 

A modified arrival pattern might be designed which would have 
arriving aircraft aligned in an East-West direction i.e. an 
extended high altitude base leg North or South o~ the 19 mile 
OME ~ extending say 30 - 40 miles East. 

This would avoid North-South flight tracks over the 1- 
40S corridors by usln& an East West track towards the mountains 
and away from dense population areas. Of course they must be 
located high enough ~o safely clear all obstacles end avoid low 
level icing conditions ( say 20,000+ ft. AGL) ¯ In any event 
F.A.A. should use some imagination to find a solution which meet 

ALL objectives stated herein. 

The F.A.A. report (reference 2.} page IS states that: 

"..the F.A.A. has the authority to regulate schedules, as well as 

to request voluntary agreements from the airlines, to aid in the 
reduction of delays .... " 

Unless and until a solution can be found which meets the noise 
abatement and the General Aviation Safety requirements, the 

F.A.A. should use this authority now.. At the same time work 
should proceed on other eolutions such as those proposed above 
and relie~ by means o? reliever elrports etc. (as already 

mentioned by Washington State Legislators) . 

EvIOENCE OF GREATER SEATTLE AREA NOISE PROBLEMS    : 

The ~ollowlng details are offered as evidence of the problems 
identified above: 

There is voluminous evidence of noise pollution problems and 
complaints in the Greater Seattle area. This consists o~ the 

following: 

- 
The records of the Seater Overflight oommlttee (1987-88) 
including the final report, many agenda items, proposed 

4 
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lutions, the scatter plan test etc. 

Thousands of Seatac Hotline complaints over the several year 
~’~od of its existence 

The many letters written and phone calls to Seetac and the 
A.A. complaining about Jet aircraft noise 

The record of the current Seatac Noise Abatement Mediation 
~etln&S 

The numerous newspaper articles in the local press, i.e. 
~attle Times, Post Intelligence, Bellevue Journal American, 
~rcer Island Reporter, Highland Times etc. 

A.A.’s participation in the Over~light and Mediation activities 
)uld.lndicate knowledge and acknowledgment of these noise 

>llutlon problem. 

the light of this overwhelming evidence of noise pollution 

,oblems the F.A.A. can not possibly introduce a plan which will 
.ve MORE NOISE to areas already complaininK. 

~e F.A.A. repor~ does not address the Intrusive Noise factor 
~ich is a vital issue¯ It is the Intrusive noise which is 
~usin£ stress, disturbance and annoyance. This includes 
~terference with sleep, speech and other sound people wish to 
~ar, such as music etc. Clearly such interference is e Public 
~isance which must be abated. 

he F.A.A. %Airspace Study (re~erence I.) which refers to the same 

-post p]an proposal states on pa£e 

ANY ATTEMPT    TO    EXCEED    36-42    OPERATIONS    PER    HOUR 
CAN    BE 

JCCESSFUL ONLY    IF ONE ABANDONS NOISE MITIGATION 
IN FAVOR OF 

YSTEM EFFICIENCY." 

his approach is clearly not compatible with the F.A.A.’s 
uty to abate aircraft noise (even though outside the 65 LON 

ontours) . Such approach is in clear violation of the F.A.A.’s 
e£ulatory end statutory obliKations to abate aircraft noise. 

THER CONSIOERATIONS : 

s a practical consideration, the F.A.A. 4-post plan is not 
apable to &ire the desired increase in approaches in the Greater 
;eattle area (which is the F.A.A.’s stated objective) for the 
ollowln& reasons: 

¯ It requires side steppln& and parallel final approaches 

!, It therefore requires visual separation while in the downwind 

~nd final approach patterns ~or safety reasons 

3. The F.A.A. states that the downwind legs will be flown at 
altitudes of I0,000 to 8,000 ft. ASL. High density flow 
presumably roquires visual separation i.e. good visibility at 

these altitudes. 

This would require ceilln&s of 12,000 ft. or higher and 
vlslhilities of more then 10 miles during South flow conditions 

(which is the limiting arrival flow condition.) 

Such ceilings and visibilities of 12,000 (or higher) and 10 miles 
are extremely rare during South ~low weather over the Greater 
Seattle area. 

The plan has therefore very little practical application 
for Seatac airport approaches. 

[The 1.5% time period when arrival flow may actually be increased 

from ~2 to 56 per hour is calculated as ~ollows: 

South Flow occurs statistically in th~s area 60% (approximately) 

annually i.e. on (60% of 36S days " 219 days 

Durin& these 219 days adequate ceilinKs and visibilities 
(12,000 ft. ceilinKs and 10 miles visibility) may optimistically 
be available for 30% of the time (30% of ~Ig days - 66 days) 

Ourin& these 66 days the increase flow may be needed durin& 2 

peak hours for a total of 66x2 - 132 hours 

132 hours annually is ( 13~ hrs/365 days x 24hrs- 0.0150689) 

or only 1.5% of the total time.] 

Chan&in& fliKht tracks for ALL the time (100%) with the attendant 
increase in noise, to gain an arrival ~low improvement for only 
1.5% of that time is not a rational proposition.     : 

The lon&er term solution is to brin& one or more reliever 
airports on line, since Seatac is limited by its single North- 

South IFR approach system. 

SAFETY : 

Three safety issues are raised by the 4-post plan: 

m General aviation aircraft usin& the area under the T.C.A. are 
now free to enter and leave via an Eastslde open airspace area. 

The revised T.C.A. and implementation of the 4-post plan would 
completely surround the areas of Boeing Field end Renton 
airports. Thus the hundreds o~ thousands of aircraft movements 
annually (Boeln~ Field alone has over ~00,000) would be squeezed 
into a much smaller alrspaoe with a slgni~icant increase in Mid-. 

air Collision Hazard 
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These much smaller General Aviation aircra?t would also be 
?orced to fly under the flight path of the much larger Jets. This 
is a very unsa?e locdtlon for them due to the well known and 
deadly Jet wake problems caused by the larger jets. How will 
F.A.A. ensure safe dlr underneath the downwind flight patterns ? 

Although it te claimed that large aircraft loose parts only 

infrequently and they have major accidents even less frequently, 

these rare occurrence have h~ppened and will happen’in the 

~uture. The death toll, injuries and damage to persons on the 
ground must be minimized. For cases like some well known incidents 
a:~d aocldents such as the Los Angeles mid-alr collision , the 
Zoss o~ complete engines injury and damage must be avoided by 
keeping large alrcra~t away from densely populated areas as much 
ao (reasonably} possible. The 4-post plan would do the opposite. 

It is only prudent to minimize the ?light paths over areas such 
as the densely populated Eaotslde and North Seattle. 

In summary, it is submitted that based on the above comments the 
proposed 4-post plan offers no solutions to the noise pollution 
problems complained of, it create~ new noise pollution and safety 
problems and is also very inefficient for achieving its intended 
purpose. 

The 4-post plan should therefore NOT be implemented. 

Sincerely yours 

F. W. Zappert. 

Fred Alkire 
6828 29th NE 
Seattle, WA 98115 
21 January 1990 

~ederal Aviation Administration 
L7900 Pacific Highway South 
4ail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sirs: 

the working hours of my job will prevent me from being able to 
attend and testify at the Aircraft Noise Hearing scheduled for 22 
January and, therefore, I wish to submit the following comments 
into the meeting record. 

In summary, the perceived noise level data that I have seen appears 
to be sketchy and incomplete. Noise is a major nuisance in a 
community and decisions which can result in increased noise levels 
should be based on the most complete information possible. Thus, I 
request that the FAA have prepared an Environmental Impact Statement 
which addresses the summed contribution of noise in our neighborhoods. 

For the record, our family has resided for 17 years in the Wedgwood 
Rock neighborhood of North-East Seattle, one which will be impacted 
by the proposed routing changes. 

Specifically, I am concerned that the preliminary noise studies 
have not fully considered these issues in their analysis: 

First, it appears that noise per flight will triple in my 
neighborhood from the level of 44 to 47. Is this correct? 
Was this estimated from a model or was it measured? The issue 
is that only measurements are valid data and these alone 
should be used. 

Second, it appears that the average number of flights per day 
will increase from 81 to 144. Is this correct? The total 
movements is expected to increase by another one-fourth in the 
near future as the airport reaches runway saturation. The 
issue is whether this growth has been included in the analysis. 

Third, it is difficult to ascertain if the distribution 
throughout the day has been included. What is the likely 
schedule patterns of the airlines serving SEA-TAC? The issue 
is whether the proposed routings are being designed for an 
operation of peaks and valleys or for one with the operations 
spread over the day. 

Fourth, is it not true that noise rises and falls as the 
distance to the airplane changes. The duration of the noise 
increase is as important as the actual change in levels. The 
issue is that exposure time to increased noise should also be 
considered in a noise analysis.~4"$K’~/ 



Fifth, as the traffic levels increase at SEA-TAC then less 
profitable operations for the Port should be off-loaded to 
smaller airports like Boeing Field. The issue is whether the 
noise impact of this shift has been considered. 

Sixth, what is the national policy regarding the impact of 
noise on neighbors? And how does this plan conform to the 
national standard? The issue clearly is that SEA-TAC should 
be in compliance with the standard. 

~These are six issues which need to be addressed in more detail. 
One last point, have the above considerations been integrated into 
holistic and comprehensive analysis. The issue is that these 
do not stand alone as islands of analysis but must be viewed in 
total. 

An Environmental Impact Statement is needed to answer the above 
questions and issues. 

Thank you for entering these comments in the record. 

Regards, 

Fred Alkire 

CC: Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Hon. Jim McDermott 
Mayor Norm Rice 
Executive Tim Hill 

~ Councilperson Cynthia Sullivan 

VIEW RIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB, INC. 
P.O. BOX 15218 

Re(:’dlII~M"500 ~’ :January 12, 

Date: ~jAN I ~ "~ ’~ 

Richard Prang ~ m~ ~ 
Federal Aviation Administration ~ 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

REF: Comments on FAA Proposal to Reroute Air Traffic at SeaTac 
Airport 

Dear Mr.     Prang: . 

Trustees of the View Ridge Community Club represent approximately 
1400 households located near Sand Point in northeast Seattle. 
While we are familiar with the FAA’s proposed "Four.Poster Plan" 
to modify air traffic routes over Seattle, we were not able to 
obtain a copy of the draft environmental assessment in time to 
review and comment upon it before submitting this letter. We have 
no interest in debating the merits of the Plan here. We feel such 
a debate would only create more confusion and unnecessary .con- 
troversy than already exists and would further cloud the real 
issues. 

While conscientious citizens argue about whose house the rerouted 
planes will pass over and how much noise will result, we are 
concerned that the real issue is being ignored. The net result of 
implementing the Plan will be to enable more aircraft to be 
accommodated in the air over Seattle. Despite the FAA’s efforts 
to downplay the seriousness of the impacts of the Plan by claiming 
it (the FAA) has no authority to limit the number of flights over 
the City, the simple fact remains that the Plan will increase 
overhead capacity; as that capacity is increased, the need for 
runways on the ground is increased. Indeed, we are aware that, as 
we speak, a taxiway extension for SeaTac is on the drawing board. 

We overwhelmingly believe the only proper way to accurately present 
all the facts and subtleties concerning the Plan and to adequately 
assess the full array of it’s short and long-term impacts is for 
the FAAto prepare an Environmental Impact Statement. Furthermore, 
we believe that guidelines for preparation of EIS’s requires an EIS 
in this situation because the Plan is so controversial and is the 
first step leading to additional runways at SeaTac, an action which 
will have profound environmental effects on the Puget Sound region 
forever. 

An EIS is also necessary so that the process leading to a decision 

"For the Community and by the Community" 



on the Plan can be made public. The public is entitled to an 
opportunity to thoroughly review the issue and provide input. 
Likewise, the FAA must review alternatives and mitigating measures 
and analyze their impacts. Short of a full EIS, there is way to 
insure that the public will be involved or that alternatives and 
mitigating measures will be analyzed. The mediation process was 
not designed to perform this function and, it is our understanding 
that discussion of the Plan is no longer considered part of the 
mediation process. 

And finally, we do not believe that those few hard-working citizens 
who are involved in the mediation process can be fairly 
characterized or held responsible for representing the interests 
of Seattle’s neighborhoods.     Nor do we believe that their 
involvement in the mediation process approaches the broad degree 
of public involvement that is required by the National Environ- 
mental Policy Act.~    Further "we would appreciate it if FAA 
spokespersons would refrain from referring to those neighborhood 
representatives as speaking for the broad interests of the citizens 
o.f the City of Seattle or the City’s neighborhoods. 

Only Seattle’s city government and the individual neighborhoods can or 
should be expected to speak for the city. 

We look forward to the scoping session leading to the preparation 
of an EIS. You have our pledge to act in a responsible fashion in 
reviewing the EIS and providing comments. Please consider ~ 
letter as part of the public comment at the p~ic hearing on 
ja~_~ary--24-; .................... _ 

Douglas M. Ancona 
President 

Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Congressman John Miller 
Congressman Jim McDermott 
Cynthia Sullivan 
Mayor Norm Rice 
Seattle City Council 
Mark Sidran 
Frederick Isaac/ 
George Thompson 
James Busey 
Zeger van Asch van Wijck 
Northeast District Council 

B:VRCC.FAA 

Donald F. Padelford 
320 Marketplace One 
2001 Western Avenue 

Seattle, Washington 98121-2114 
206-441 - 1155 

January 18, 1990 

Richard Prang 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to Air Traffic 
Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 
December 1989 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

Please refer to my letter to you of 1.9.90. 

Since writin/~ that letter it has come to my attention that rescinding the "east turn" curfew 
could result ,n adversely altering not just (as I stated earlier) the North Flow 65 DNL 
contours, but also the 65 DNL contours averaged over a year using North and South Flow 
conditions. 

If this is true, then the point I made earlier about the potential inadequacy of the EA is 
even more true. 

~ 
Xely’            /~ 

Donald F. Padelford           , 

cc: Temple Johnson, FAA 
Peter J. Kirsch, Cutler & Stanfield 

.dfp.sn.faa0190b 



UNIVERSITY OF WASHINg’ION 

1509 Z6th Avenue East (~ontlake) 
Seattle ~A. 

~,~H~-~O 
January 16, 1990 

Federal Aviation Adm|nlstratlon 
17900 Pacific H~g~ay South C-68966 
Seattle ~a, 98168 
Attn: R~chard Prang 

Dear ~r. Prang: 

I am ~r~tlng to strongly p~test the p~sed re~utlng of alrplane trafflc over 
no~th and central Seattle (Four Post plan). As block ~atch captaln for ~ area 
I speak for my nelghbors In urging the F.A.A. to reject thls pro~sal. If the 
Intentlon Is to,re equally dlstrlbute the Intruslve ~Ise fr~ alr trafflc by 
dlvertlng a proportlon of the fHghts n~ landlng over E11ott Bay to our nelghbor- 
hoods, you are Ignorlng the fact that we a1~a~ experlence substantlal alr trafflc 
and resultlng nolse ¢r~ exlstlng .fHght patte~s ~hlch d1~ct landlngs dlrectly 
over our h~s In poor weather (mst of the ~Inter) a~ dlrect takeoffs overhead 
golng north and turnlng east In good ~eather (~st of the sprlng and s~r). To 
Increase the vo1~ and level of nolse ~uld be to subject our �~unltles, already 
burdened by Intense levels or nolse, to Intolerable and constant sound b~bard~nt. 

If the Intent of the pro~q~Is to reduce Inconvenlence to passengers no~ experlenclng 

delays as a re~a~quate alr~rt capaclty, ~he ~ccaslo~al_!nconv~n~n~e,. 
to the vacationer o~ buslnessperson In no ~ays eqUalS the unrelen~Ing ano ounuX,uU= 
no~se ~h~ch ~Isqu~ets entlre resldentlal nelgh~rhoods ever day due to mlsgulded 
f11ght patterns and declslons Imposed ~thout conslde~atlon of the health of our 
co~unlty. If the alrport does not have the capaclty to acc~date addltlonal f11ghts, 
then I)bulld a~ther a~rport no~ Z)use exlstlng a~rports In nearby co~unltles ~hen 
needed and bus ~n passengers andlor 3) 11mlt f11ghts that are not fu11. It’s tlme 
stop sacr~flc~ng the quallty of 11fe of i clty for the sake of unchecked and often 
destructlve growth patterns of beneflt to only a 

If the Intent~on Is to reduce potentlal danger by dlrectlng Inc~Ing fHghts along 
paths rather than one. you are slmultaneously Increaslng danger, possibly to ~ny ~e 
people, by d~rect~ng alr trafflc rlght over densely popu1~t~urban areas. 

F~nally. If you th~nk the perceptlon of Intense nolse fr~exlstlng f11ght patterns 
an exaggeration. [ ~nv~te you to slt on ~ deck or In~ 11vlng r~ on a sunny 
afternoon or a sto~ evenlng and to try a~ have a conversatlon as the d~stant 
thunder of planes dlrectly overhead dr~s out our volces. 

S1ncere1~, 

~nlse ~. L1shner 
(Z06) 

CC. Seattle City Council 
Seattle Port Comission Tdq~w:12061J4J-2461                         ~’~ 

Greater lssaquah Coalition 
A Washington 5tats Nou.Profi~ Corporation 

Dedicated ~o healthy gro~¢h and our unique way of life 

~anuary 10, 1990 

Hr. Richard Prang 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway 8, ". 
C-6896~ 

+Seattle, ~ash. 98168 - ", 

Re: Airport flight pattern Changes 

Dear ~r. Prang: 

It h;n’come to cub attention that the FAA.plann to 

change the flight path to 3eattlm Tacoma’International Airport 
by re-routing both incoming and outgoing jets over the eanteide. 
~hlle we eympathism with the need for additional flight configurations 
to accommodate increased air traffic, there are considerations 
specific in their impact on our com~unity of which you should be 
aware. 

The main lnpact on our community is nolle, particularly 
from outward hound Jets. In trials last year the noise from flights 
every two minutes was unacceptable. The main reannn for this in 
the peculiar geography of the Ienaquah Valley. We are surrounded 
by nountainn which echo. ~hen a Jet create the top of Squak ~ountain 
for example it ethos at least four times. The valley is a very "liven 
place acoustically. ~erhal instructinns at the downtown ball£ield 
can be clearly heard by residents on the hill 3/~ mile away). 
To listen to full-powered ’Jets cresting the hill every two minutes 
and reverberrating for another two would leave the residents:with 
constant and cumulative noise pollution. This is very unacceptable 
~d should be mitigated in any way possible either by routing rake-offs 
further east beyond TlgeP ~ountain. increasing the altitude of take-erie, 
requiring larger and older Jets to install noise pollutinn controls,’ 
limiting flights over COllunltlme at lower levels to landin~ patterns 
or seeking a new sits for another airport to ease congmetlon at Sna-Tac. 

Thank you for the opportunity to ¯ to the im act 

of the new flight pattern proposal on our community. We trust that 
mitigation factors are thmgoa--~f these public hearings and that 
you will consider the long tern welfare of the citizens or King 
County as an important part of your conclusions in this latter. 

Prmeo 



R~c’d. ANM-50    ~ 

Date: 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
:geattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

1919 Broadway East 
Seattle, WA 98102 
January 9, 1990 

I am expressing concern that there has been a major oversight in the assesement of the 
environmental impacts of the proposed change in Sea-Tae airport flight pathways which will 
increase commercial jetliner traffle over, and-attendant noise ~m, the northwest region of 
Capitol Hill in Seattle. 

I am concerned about this issue because: 

1) My neighborhood is already severely noise-impacted by the the traffic on I-5 which is 
immediately to the west of my house. I have measured sustained noise levels of 95-110 dB (or 
greater) on the west side of my house. The Washington State Department of Transportation (Mr. 
John Stevenson) has data to confirm the noise problem. 

2) My neighborhood is already adversely impacted by very loud noise from from seaplane 
traffic originattng at Lake Union. This noise can be deafening and has been a subject of 
considerable scrutiny and regulation in the past. 

3) My neighborhood is one of the most densely populated in the city of Seattle, with much 
automobile, truck and human noise around the clock. 

Specifically, it appears, from my conversation with Mr. John Stevenson of the Washington State 
Department of Transportation, that already existing excessive ambient noise caused by 1-5 
traffic at northwest Capitol Hill has not yet been considered in the decison-making process 
rela’ting to proposed changes in air traffic routes referenced above despite that fact that 
considerable data regarding this traffic noise already exist and are readily available through 
Mr. Anderson. 

I am requesting that the FAA fully consider the issues raised above. I am planning to raise 
these concerns at the next public meeting regarding the flight route changes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert J. Wilk’~s, M.D. 

Mr. Ron Anderson, Wash. St. DOT 
Mr. Bill Hamilton, Wash. St. DOT 
Mr. Norm Rice, Mayor of Seattle 
Mr. John Stevenson, Wash. St. DOT 

Donald F. Padelford 
320 Marketptace On~ 
2001 We~lem Avenue 

Seattle. Washington1 g~121-2114 
206441-1155 

January 9, 1990 

Richard Prang 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to Air Traffic 

~rrid~b~rdl9D~arture Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

Iotf~,_s.tat.ed on. p.a,~e 59.o.f the a.,bovE-.r.e.fe.r.enced document that "the proposed changes north 
u me affpor~ wm not change me i.7~L, 03 or greater contours’, and therefore by internal 
FAA criteria these changes will be without environmental significance. 

wL~l e rV~ne ~qasi.de_the v~al~.’dity of these criteria, the above statement, if iris true, is not true 
ort~ Plow D~L contours* are concerned unless the present nlght-time curfew on 

the "east turn" procedure is maintained. 

~,. ~ongh. ~e, .cusf_¢w is, nqt ,addre ,s~ed .inge En.vi.r. onm?ntal Assessment (EA), I am given to 
~t.eve..mat .~Lr_. t empte Jonah ~.a~ m=.~. te.o that this is an issue that could be negotiated m .me tort ot Seattle sponsored norse mediatton process currently underway, and that it is 

an tssue separate zrom the EA. It is not. 

If there.is thou.gh.t bein, g given to dropping the night-time curfew, then the EA as it 
presenuy stanOs ts inaoequate. Were tt dropped, there would clearly be major detrimental 
environmental effects extending the North Flow 65 DNL over significant population 
grou~s. Under this scenario the tentative apparent finding of no environmental 

"--"Dvnakl~. Padelfo~r7 ~                    " 

¯ as opposed to contours averaged over a year using North and South Flow conditions 

co: John Miller 
god Chandler - 
Jim McDermott 
Norm Rice 
Port Commissioners 
Mark Sidron, City of Seattle Attorney 
North/Northwest and Eastside Negotiators 
Temple Johnson, FAA 
Peter J. Kirsch, Cutler & Stanfield 
Chas Talbot 
Jorgen Bader 
John Barber 
Roderick A. Cameron .dfp.sn.faa0190a 



J~nuary 11, 1990 

~orm Rice 
Seattle-King County Department of Public Health 

Richard E. Prang 
Manager, System Management Branch 
U.S. Department of Transportation 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
17900 Pacific Highway South, C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

~l~w of Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes 
to Air Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport dated December 1989. 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

The Assessment very meticulously points out the differences between the current 
and proposed flight routes in a manner that would generally be understood by the 
general public. From the view of the Health Department, however, the general 
public’s main interest in this matter is the noise generated by the aircraft 
operating to and from the Sea-Tac airport. Very little in this Assessment 
relates to noise. 

Exhibit 1 (page 61A) is a table which gives the yearly day-night sound levels 
and the appropriate use according to the federal government. On page 61C there 
is a set Qf noise contours. None of these contours has been Identified 

Fclearly with an Ldn (Sound Level Day-Night) and are therefore virtually useless. 

~The Assessment should show the existing contours and any changes that the pro- 
posed flight route changes would cause to the noise contours. In addition, it 
would be preferable to have north flow averaged traffic day-night and south flow 
averaged traffic day-night traffic flow contours. This would give the general 
public a better idea of the expected noise impact during north and south flow 
traffic conditions. The current Assessment does not adequately address the 
issue of noise from aircraft using Sea-Tac Airport. 

The FAA should contact the Port of Seattle which has contracted a firm to pro- 
duce a noise analysis report for the Noise Mediation Options Subcommittee. The 
first draft of this report is very well done. 

Sincerely, 

Curt Homer, Coordinator 
Noise Abatement Program 

CH:vm 

Environmental Health Die.ion BoOm 201Smith Tower Seattle.’,Vashin~on 98104 1206) 296-4722 

Date: 



Rec’d. ANM-500 

John and Jean Runkel . Date’ JAN 
8810 NORTHEAST ~ECOND 

BELLEVUE, ~A8HIN(~TO~/ ~)8004 





VUECREST COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION. INC. 

P.O, BOX 312 BELL£VUE, WASHINGTON 9800~ 

December 29,1989 

Mr. Fred Issac 
Administrator, 
Northwest Mountain Region of FA~ 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Suite C, 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear    Mr.      Issac: 

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the 204 residents of 
Bellvue’s Vuecrest neighborhood, I wish to express our strong 
support for proposed changes in air traffic patterns. We believe 
it is imperative that the burden of air traffic noise be 
equitably shared by all residents of the Seattle region. 

When Mercer Island residents organized to halt traffic over their 
neighborhood approximately three years ago, an arbitrary and 
inequitable decision was made to concentrate the traffic in an 
"East turn" alongside SR520. It is our understanding that no 

~public input or comment was solicited before this important 
Jdecision was made. 

As a result of the decision, the bulk of aircraft traffic 
continues to be directed to a narrow geographic region (e.g., 
over Medina and Vuecrest). On "north flow" or clear weather days, 
there can be up to 170 departures over us!! 

We stronqlv support your efforts to scatter the mlanes and 
thereby provide a much fairer solution to a reqional problem. 
Thank you for your continued efforts in this critical matter. 

Sincerely, 

Annalee Luhman, President 
Vuecrest Community Association 

3 January 1990 

Frederick Isaac, Director, 
Federal Aviation Administration, 
17900 Pacific Highway South, 
Seattle, ~ 98168 

RE: Aircraft overflight patterns, Seattle area 

have only two points to make on the issue: 

THE AIRLINES DO NOT ~ THE SKIES. This means 
returning to the days of government regulation in which 
the number of flights into an area would be limited to 
some figure that would be within the realm of sound 
tolerance. The claim that the need for an unlimited 
transportation system supercedes the needs of the 
general public for a quality of life is spurious. (In 
this, the airlines are in no different position than 
the timber industry or even, to a certain extent, 
fisherman. Participation in none of these co~nmercial 
ventures is an inalienable right! Questions of jobs or 
financial gain are Irrelevant in matters concerning the 
general public good.) 

Effectively, this means getting by with the current (or 
lesser) number of planes in the air until the aircraft 
industry develops quiet Jets. 

The "~econd point: 

SHARP TURNS OVER A FIXED POINT SHOULD NOT BE ALLO/~JED. 
It creates a situation where the turning aircraft are 
heard coming, turning, and going. This condition will 
be worsened if the smaller planes will be permitted to 
make turns at a I cx~er elevation. 

Please add my views to any consideration the matter may 
receive in the future. 

George A. Stenson 
4540 89th Southeast, 
Mercer Island, WA 98040 



Port of Seattle 
FAA Dir. Isaac & Mgr Johnson 
Senators Adams, Oorton 
Representative Chandler 
Wn. Sto Sen. Cantu & Rep$. May, Horn 
City Council, Mercer l~land 

"     j~nu~r~o d, 1990 

Air RZ Traffic Cgntrol ~enter 
Auburn, ~A 98002 

Gentlemen: 

As a result of the Jan. 9th editorial 
in the Valley Daily News I wish to go on 
record as being in favor four-post plan 
of Sea-Tac lanaing pattern. 



 omerset 
Community Association 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Bellevue, Jan, 4, 1990, 

Dear Sir. 

The Somerset area is represented by the Somerset Community 
Association whose homes are located south of 1-90 covering 
about 1500 houses. 

The elevation is from 250 to above 800 feet. With that we 
are closer to your proposed flight pattern than anyone else 
in the region. 

It is with the greatest disturbance for us to learn about 
your planned flight diversion,    which    represents a 
significant increase in traffic affecting our homeowners. 

While we can not totally eliminate air traffic in today’s 
modern world, we do think, something can be done for all 
those living on the east side. 

Being a frequent flyer myself, I have noted for one thing, 
that leaving Chicago O’Hare airport, flights going east, 
will fly over a densely populated area in Chicago and its 
more exclusive suburbs. The planes are required to cut their 

engines at certain elevations, cruise over the cities and 
once they approach Lake Michigan, they apply full power to 
reach their required altitude. 

While I realize that they must obtain a specific height to 
safely pass over the Cascades, I see no reason, why south 
bound planes can not be required to lessen the impact by 
cutting engine noise. In addition, I see no reason why other 
areas of Puget Sound can not share in the distribution of 

flights, even though business men may have to spend 5 
minutes more on flights going east, or airlines spend a few 

dollars more on fuel. 

My view is that of the entire Somerset region and perhaps 
the most mildly expressed opinion. 

We certainly hope that the FAA will consider its implication 
on us in Bellevue, or perhaps face themselves with a 
continuing fight by large numbers of affected home owners. 
There is sufficient anger here, to go the limit. 

Sincerely yours, 

_Guenter Grol~, Presidenl 
Somerset Community Association 

GCG/hg 
cc. Terry Lukens, Mayor City of Bellevue 

Jean Carpenter, City Council 
Jane Hague, City Council 
Rod Chandler, Congressman 
Andrea Riniker, Port of Seattle 

Post Office Box 6733, Bellevue, Washington 98006 



January 9, 1990 JAN I 
Date: _                ,,~ 

Temple Johnson, ~anager 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
Northwest ~ountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
f. O. Box 68966 
Seattle, WA    98168 

.-~ 

Dear Sir: 

We are enclosing a copy of the flight track of olane 
departures from Sea-Tac on the "North Flow Pattern". 

This shows without doubt what we in the ~edina, Clyde 
Hill, and West Bellevue area have had to live with the 
last several years while there has been an ongoing 
"controversy" about jet noise. 

For some reason (?) residents of Mercer Island and else- 
where have successfully said "not in my backyard" when 
a very limited ,’scatter test" was advertised and then 
abandoned and then switched entirely back to this corridor. 
Unfortunately, we have never been given that consideration. 

We realize that in this day and age no one can expect to 
be completely free of Jet overflights, however desirable. 
But, by the same token it is highly tuudesirable to concen- 
trate most all the traffic to one pathway just because 
more people are compacted and more complaints are apparent 
when scattered. 

To be fair the noise pollutio~ should be shared by a~ 
and urge an adootion of the ~Xn~r_~--~~ Fl--~submitted-,by 
Bob Rudolph, or any olan that would disperse flights over 
a much wider area of the eastside. 

Sincerely, 

~,Ir. & Mrs. Charles F. Kenyon 
1025 84th Ave.~ue 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

he "Noah Row paflem’. 

/ 

/ 



Dat� ~AN F ~ 

Temple Johnson 

F.A.A. Regional Adminiswator 

17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle. Washington 98188 

December 2% 1989 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

If a major new freeway or a garbage burning facility was planned near densely populated North Seattle 

neighborhoods, we’re sure you can imagine the public outcry, and the hearings, environmental impact statements, 
etc. that would be needed to respond to citizen’s concerns over safety, pollution and quality of life in their 

neighborhoods. 
On February 1, 1990 we understand that the F.A.A. is planning to reroute 120 flights a day over North 

Seattle. These low-flying jets passing over the previously quiet homes of tens of thousands of residents every 5-10 
minutes will create more continuous poise t~ollution for more people than any freeway possibly could. 

May we respectfully suggest that the F.A.A. is looking only at its own point of view of the need to increase 

the number of flights at Sea-Tac. It is upsetting to us that yon apparently feel able to inflict this noise pollution on 
thousands of Seattle citizens with minimal input fi~m elected officials or community leaders and ~i~laout an 
environmental imoact statement, dumping pollution from the sky wherever you feel like it. 

We feel that the people of Seatde and their quiet safe enjoyment of their homes and property is much more 

important than whether some flights are delayed at Sea-Tae airport. 
We as a community need to recognize the cost of creating noise polluden and dkect the cost back to the 

polluter and the consumer of its products. When an industrial polluter, such as a smelter, is required to reduce 

pollution the users of its products usually bear the cost; no more free dumping ground in the air or a fiver. Noise 
pollution due to Sea-Tat can perhaps be seen in the same way. If the number of flights is restricted to reduce noise, 

airlines will raise priCeS to reduce demand and air Iravelers will tightly bear the cost of the pollution they ate 

creating. 
Granted, this is an oversimplification of the problem, but we don’t feel users of the airways have a God-given 

right to ever-increasing use of the sky at the expense of the quality of life for the vast majority of people on the 
ground. The creators of the problem, the airline users, should pay the price--either in the form of higher fares or 

delayS’we urge you to stop the current plap and to see that a lull environmental immct analvsi.s. !s d.o.ne, f~ the 
rerondng of air traffic over North Seatde,,~L’td to consider ways to reduce noise pollution overmt oy .mttauons on 

the number of flights and/or rerondng flights back over the (safer) water routes, rather than shifting it over one of 

the most densely populated areas of the state. 
Thank you fur considering our point of view. 

Sincerely. 

Michael and Catherine Broosdon 
705 North 50th #203      . 
Seatde;WA 98103 

Rec’d. ANM-500~ / 

Date: ~ 

January 2, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I understand that the FAA is presently reviewing the flight 
departures from Seatac which turn East over Lake Washington, 
Medina and Bellevue. Obviously, jet noise can’t be entirely 
abated unless all flights are halted. This no one wants, or 
at least no pratical thinking-person wants. What I want, 
and I believe most fair-minded people want, is an equal 
sharing of the noise created by the airplanes flying in and 
out of Seatac. To accomplish this, it seems to me that the 
FAA should disperse the flights over a larger area, say from 
south Mercer Island to Bothell.    This would alleviate the 
jet-noise burden from falling on only a small percentage of 
the population, thus a more equitable solution for everyone. 

Thank you for allowing me to share my opinion with you. 

Very truly~ yours, 

//James L. Weymou~.    _ 
~ 1445 Evergreen Point Road 

Bellevue, Washington 98004 

cc: The Honorable John Miller 



7383 85TH PLACE SE 
MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040 

JANUARY 2, 1990 

TEMPLE JOHNSON, JR., AIR TRAFFIC DIVISION MANAGER 
FAA, NORTHWEST MOUNTAIN REGION 
P.O. BOX C-68966 
SEATTLE, WA 98168 

DEAR MR. JOHNSON: 

RE: FAA PROPOSED FOUR-POST PLAN FOR SEA-TAC AIRPORT 

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT WE OBJECT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS PLAN-- 
ESPECIALLY THE PROVISION WHICH WOULD ALLOW PLANES TAKING OFF FROM SEA-TAC 
TO TURN AT SIX NAUTICAL MILES NORTH OF THE AIRPORT AND TO CROSS OVER THE 
CENTER OF MERCER ISLAND. 

WE BELIEVE THE NOISE FROM THIS MANUEVER IS T00 GREAT AS EVIDENCED BY OUR 
EXPERIENCE WITH THE SO CALLED SCATTER PLAN CONDUCTED DURING THE SUMMER OF 

1987. 

SINCERELY, 

JOH,~ A. TARRO AND S~NDRA J o TARRO 

January 2. 1990 

Brian Benson 
6404 Greenwood Ave. N. #304 
Seattle, WA 98103 
(H) (206) 782-0639 
(W) (206) 622-0791 (Ext 336) 

Federal Aviation Administration 
N.W. Mountain Regional Headquarters 
17900 Pacific Hy. S. 
Seattle, WA 

Dear FAA: 

My schedule has been too busy to attend today’s North End 
community meeting regar__ding proposed ch~naes to allow more 
aircraft to fly over North Seattle air space. 

Add my name to the no doubt extensive list of those unhappy with 
the possibility. 

Increased flyovers deleteriously affect the quality of our lives 
-- many lives. It’s been found that automobile emissions have a 
negative impact on the quality of our lives: constraints are in 
place to limit pollution. Increased commercial aircraft traffic 
will have a negative impact on the quality of our lives: let’s 
not allow this form of pollution to occur. 

Any argument about how the Port’s increased profits from the 
greater voltune of landings is ultimately specious. Noise is an 
added stressor in a time of many stressors. The price of added 
distractions and disturbed sleep certainly cancels any potential 
benefit. 

Please do not allow such an increase in air traffic. 

/4"- 
/B~ian Benson 

Enclosures 





Rec’d. 

Dale: 

Rec’d. ANM~500 

Date: JAN ! 0 Ig~~’’-. 



Cn.~RLES I~1. Pzoo’rr 

January Ii, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr.    Johnson: 

I am one of countless citizens who have written 
about the increased air traffic noise over 
Medina. When we bought our home a number of 
years ago, we did so because of the desired 
tranquility, which has now been greatly disturbed. 
As a frequent flyer myself, I am well aware 
that airplanes must go from A to B, but on the 
other hand, they do not have to take the same 
route each and every time. Please revert to 
the "scatter" flight plan that was used in 
earlier years. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Lorenzen, RN, MC, ARNP 

Psychotherapist 

3209 NE 94th 
Seattle, Washington 

98115 

522-7311 
/~/2-~ 

CMP:jw 

CC: Senator Slade Gorton 
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FREDERICK D. VOORHEES 
3430 E~rgreen Point Road 
Medina, Washington 98039 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
PO Box c-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

i0 January 1990 

Ref: SEA/TAC flight pattern noise abatement 

Dear Mr.     Johnson: 

The purpose of this letter is register my personal, as well 
as my family’s, distress not only with the sound pollution 
experienced    from    overflying    aircraft approaching and 
departing Seattle/Tacoma Airport, but to register my dismay 
at the cavalier manner in which the FAA has dealt with the 
matter in the past. 

Because of the amount of traffic, and the comparatively low 
altitudes flown, the morning takeoffs to the north are loud 
enough to preclude any possibility of sleep after 0640 if 
one is to; leave one’s window open, and during the summer 
months, it is virtually    impossible    to    carry    on a 
conversation out of doors when jet aircraft are overhead. 

~..~The FAA’s unwillingness to consider abatement smacks of a bureaucratic dictatorship, and raises    the question of 
~whether the citizens of the region who are impacted are the 

servants of the bureaucracy or whether the bureaucracy is a 
servant of the people. 

Perhaps it is the convenience of the citizens who are 
prisoner to the noise should be given dominance over the 
convenience of the air travelers and the airlines who might 
have to deviate from what they and the FAA appear to 
consider as their inalienable right to ignore the rights of 
those who can’t escape the noise, and who, incidentally, 
were here first; far enough from the airport to,hopefully be 
protected from the pollution. 

The inconvenience and additional cost of modifying the 
flight pattern must be considered a cost of travel to the 
traveler and a cost of doing business to the airlines much 
as varying    speed limits and indirect routes must be 
considered a cost of driving an automobile. 

-2- 

It is a sad commentary on our Congressional delegation and 
state government who have demonstrated such disinterest and 
been so ineffectual that a letter such as this is necessary. 

Let us hope that those citizens who are so severely effected 
can enjoy a remedy through the people whom we elected to 
protect our interests in such matters, hopefully even 
without having to compete to protect ourselves from the 
combined efforts of a disinterested and apparently self- 
serving federal agency and airline industry. 

~V~ry ~ru~y yours, 



January 9, 1990 

Temple Johnson, Jr.,_Mgr. 
Air Traffic Division.l 
FAA, N.W. Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
POB C-68966 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

ll~d in Medina for twenty years and the noise from the aircraft going 
over our heads the past few years is driving all of us to despair. If 
we are outside, especially in the summer, we cannot carry on a conversation 
because of the noise. If I am in my kitchen talking on the telephone and 
my door is open - I have to wait for the plane to get out of hearing 
distance and it seems in another 3 minutes - ANOTHER ONE FLIES OVER THE 
HOUSE! 

Please give Medina a break and knock off the aircraft - at least so much 
of it. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Harry Hutchinson 

Rec’d. 

Date: 

TEMPLE H. JOHNSON JR. 
MANAGER AIR TRAFFIC DIV. 
ANM 500 
17900 PACIFIC HWY SO. 
C-68966 
SEATTLE, WA. 98168 

HOWARD J. JOHNSON 
8041 30th NE 
SEATTLE, WA. 98115 

January 10, 1990 

Dear Mr Johnson; 

I wish to make it known that I am displeased with the noise 
from all the plane traffic over the area in which I live. 

There are times when there seems to be an aircraft in this 
zone about every five minutes. 

I will appreciate your consideration of my complaint. 

Sincerely; 



Mr. Richard Prang 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

232 110 th Place S.E. 
Bellevue WA, 98004 

Jan. 25, 1990 

Date: ~J.~l N 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

We would like to register a complaint about the current air 
traffic pattern from SeaTac when the wind is from the north. 
You will find from our address that we live. right under the air 
tt’affic pattern for departing airplanes. We view the sending of 
all traffic on the same track as being discrimintory to our 
neighborhood. With the wind from the north, we can be assured 
of being awakened around 6:15 AM by planes overhead. Often 
this is the distinctive buzzsaw noise of a DC-10. Stage 2 
airplanes, particurarly 727’s are very noisy. MD-80’s are also 
noisy, even though they are Stage 3 airplanes. There is nearly a 
continuous stream of traffic for over an hour. The noise 
incidents are usually repeated about 5:00 to 6:00 PM. This is 
especially bad when we are outside in the summer time. 

Our particular objection is to send all traffic on the same 
track. The dispersal test that was made for a very short time 
was quite helpful. We feel that noise effects should be spread 
to all communities so all have an equal hurt. We also object to 
the special treatment being given to Mercer Island. They should 
share like all other communities and not receive special 
consideration. Population distribution is known for all 
communities so noise effects on the people should be spread. 

Our point is that we should not bear all of the noise burden. 

Very truly yours, ~ 

William and Carol Easterbrook 

January 25, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

Subject: Four-Post Plan 

I would like to express my opinion and my suggestion for the pro- 
posed reroute/addition of 60 planes across the Eastside. I have been a resi- 
dent of south Bellevue for over 30 years and have always been annoyed by the 
noise pollution:that the planes passing over create, I cringe at the fact.that 
we may be subject to even more air traffic. I suggest that you consider rout- 
ing the traffic (air) over the water to west of SEA-TAC? I am sure you will 
find a solution that will not effect us any more than it does now~ One more thing, 
another airport maybe, located in Eastern Washington, with a shuttle to it!? 

Marion Cathcart 
I0620 Southeast 20th St. 

Bellevue, Washington 98004 
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My name is Jo Ann Storey. I llve at 2828 13th Ave. W. 

As a resident of Queen Anne Hill, I. favor the 4-Post Plan. 

H owever~ I do have recommendations that I believe should 

be included in the FAA’s Environmental Assessmentl 

1 - Make clear that the major reason for the Plan is 

arrival congestion created NOT by population growth in Seattle~ 

whlcn is static~ but by explosive growth on the Eastslde and~ 

therefore, it is only fair that Eastsiders share eq~ally in 

the noise impacts of increased air traffic. 

2 - Point out that with a median income of $38~OOO--almost 

twice that of Seattle’s $23~O00--folks from affluent Eastslde 

comm-n!ties are fa~ more likely to fly than Seattle-lies and 

that those who frequently use and enjoy an international airport 

must share its impacts~ 

3 - Discuss the negative impact that flight limitation co-ld 

have on trader showin~ that our nation suffers from over a $250 

billlon trade deficit. (In November the loss was $i0 billion plUso) 

Explain that strategical].7 located as Sea-Tac is.,,hours closer to 

Asia and northern Europe than other West Coast cities~ with ~0 

per cent of its ~assen~er traffic buslness-orlented and 6 per 

cent air freight~ any restrictions could severely damage the 

deflclt-reduci~l~ capabillty: of. p~r country. 

Add that is difficult to imagine the Interstate Commerce 

Commission and UoSo Congress saying, "Seattle..ofOrget trade. 

The financial welfare of the United States is inslgn~flcant compared 

with the slight increase in noise over several of your comm~tnlties," 



4 - Try to show the highly-touted charge that 4-Po~t will 

increase runway capacity by 42 par cent is incorrect because 

south flow occurs but 60 par cent of the timer    . arrival periods 

occur only approXimately six hours or one-fourth of the day and 

that increasec1"pe~ periods can reduce total arrival time by 

accommodating more aircraft. ., 

5 - Instead of hiding behind euphemistic phrases such as 

"to relieve congestlon"~ "to reduce risk" and -po~entlally safer", 

. say outright that a major reason for the 4-Post is 

On page 13 you explain that the east quadrant controller 

must route arriving aircraft through the west q,,~drant controller’s 

airspace for a considerable distance down Sound to position the 

aircraft to fly through glliott Baye 

"By contin~L~ this," you say--and l~m q~otlDg--#we are engaging 

in a practice which increases the risk of error and cuts very close 

to actions prohibited in the F~ Handbook." 

This sentence should be u~derl~ned and CAPITALIZED| 

~/     Actually what’s occurring is that an ultra-busy westside con- 

troller is funneling aircraft from the north~ east and west down 

the narrow channel of Puget SoupA through a bottleneck~ F~liott 

Bay,. aircraft from the south are merging with this stream~ aircraft 

from 14 other airports up and down the Sotmd are flylDg, mar~v in 

opposite directions, simoltaneously in this same space...and this 

condition can be hazardous RIGHT NOW to passengers’ health...a 

setup for a mid-air | 

Acknowledge it~ FAA! You don’t have to scare us...b~t it’s 

your duty to spell ou~ the fact that continuation of this congestion 

is highly dangerous ! 

Also~ include a comparison between the Elliott Bay end 

approaches from the standpoint of safety. 

Delineate how the S-curve maneuver and the see-and-be-seen 

mode add two elements to approach that are not ~equired by the 

standard~ straight-in ILS arrival...increasing risk of error... 

and call attention to the fact that 60 to 80 par cent of accidents 

are caused By human failure. 

6 - Recognize that Boeing Field contributes to overall noise 

with its 415~O00 annual operations (more than Sea-Tac), 27,000 or 

80 a day of which are Jets. 

£ tremendous impact is experienced by the westside from these 

arrival~ ~LL of which must fly at 2000 feet over Terminal 91 and 

can arrive by /~o other route. 

7 - Emphasize the 4-Post fairly redistributes noise, relieving 

westslde comm~nlties such as Queen.Anne~ Magnolia, Denny Regrade..and 

¯est Seattle UNFAIRLY Inundat~HER PEOPLE’S noise including 

sleep-disturbing night flights. 

Under 4-Post westsiders will suffer only half the noisy 

departures. Thank heavens ! 

Here it’ s appropriate to reiterate the Queen Anne Community 

Council’s long-standlng position that all planes turning east 

should do so 24 hours a day | 

In conclusion, FAA, you are not alone. The airllnes~ the Port~ 

the pilots~ buslnesses~ passengers and loads of residents besides 

these here tonight favor the 4-Post. 

Jo Ann 3torq~ 



FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRAi’rlON 

1791111 PACI FIC II IGIIW AY SOUTII 
SEATTLE WASII. 98168 

[he noit-e maizes many people uptight and builds tension among them that can cause Social 

Unre:.i "ffhcn it’~ quiet people are easier to get along with and there is le~ possibility o~ conflict 

l:bun air traffic i:~ high ~d the planes come in one after the other e~pedally, on Capitol Hill where 

manv el my l’riend~ live there is lo~ of tension. People tend to have mor~ confhc~ and depute~, 
no-pie who say that ~ey are not ~noyed by the noi~ become more irri~ble b~cau~ of the j~t noise 

Eventually these decent people move out of the~ neighborhoods and away from the ci~e~ to ~eZ out 
qui~tc~ pla~e~ In fact. ~et noise is ~e leading ~a~ to Innqr-Chy Urban Blight, 1[ pu~he~ an~-soda1 

:~oq~M upbe~vM or ~ �~ Communism 

For two years I attended Scatde Central Community College I often had in~truetors that 

solt sooken and one had to concent~te intently on what they were t~tng to say. Many ttmes 

had u) vtup in mid- lecture to w~t for the Jet ~rcrdt noise to ~ubside. Sometimes during ~ome 
more critical lectures the ins~uctor h~ lost his tram of thou ght due to in.nee noi~ that 

p~an¢~ pet)duct. In other ins~n cos ~e instructor continues ~’ith his lectures but many of the studen 

tn ci~s coold not hear what he was t~mg to say and had to have him repeat ~e reformation several 

Om¢~ In any rate the fact is that the noi~ ~at plane~ produce disrup~ the educationM proce~* 

the duwnfali of American Higher Education. 

I believe that all the iets should travel incoming and out going over water and not over 

populated area* To me it l~ not only annoying but a matter OI potential salety. Eventually Seattle will 

na:’e an ai~ accid~’nt. If it is over a populated area, or ~ educational in~tituoon whiie it is in ~c>~,i,m 

~r even durra g ru~b hour th~ result would be dev~ting I leel that m order to m~mt~m a good ~ocial 

order, protect innocent people unaw~e of the potential danger of an air accident, and to promote the 

wellare el l~stltutions of higher educa~ons the FAA should do an Lnvtronmenml Impact Statement 

(EIS). Then it ~hould publish ~e re~ul~ and Mlow time for the general public to respond. If it did one 

:t would find that ~e co~t of re-routing ts too much ~e~u$ the quahty of life marooned tn the urban 

Nor~west. In fact Seattle would become less of a livable city becau~ of this 

Donald J. Phigg 



January 16, 1990 

Dale: ,JAN 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Since the East Turn was moved north three years ago the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac over Medina, 
Clyde Hill, and Bellevue has had a devastating effect on 
the quality of life in this area. 

It is often impossible to carry on a conversation due to 
the noise of the planes. This area once had a quiet, 
rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. 
political influences are preventing the FAA from splitting 
the flights, into as many as three tracks. 

We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Please take the 
lead in fighting this extreme injustice. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
help stop the burden of this noise. 

3229 NE 88th 
Seattle, WA 98115 
January 21, 1990 

FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sirs: 

I strongly object to the FAA plan for redirecting the 
airline traffice over Seattle. I believe that you should 
submit an environmental impact statement for this pro- 
posal. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kathleen Shaw 



9242 Northeast 14 Street 
Bellevue, Washington 98004 
January 20, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We would like to impress upon you the fact that we are very 
disturbed at the change in the air traffic pattern from Sea-Tac 
since the East Turn was instituted three years ago. We are Clyde 
Hill residents, and the aircraft noise is extremely troublesome! 
Our area has borne the brunt of the disturbance since the corridor 
was moved north.    The aircraft noise is unacceptable and has 
destroyed our quality of life. 

we find it interesting that this change in the air traffic pattern 
was instituted unilaterally by the FAAwith no environmental impact 
statement and without seeking input from residents. We are also 
alarmed by the fact that the night restriction on flying over our 
area is about to be lifted. 

we are sure that there are many possible solutions to this problem. 
One possible solution would be to have the planes climb to a higher 
altitude prior to embarking on the East Turn. Another solution 
would be to distribute the air traffic over a wider area so that 
no one area would be saddled with an undue share of noise. 

W~ are intrigued by the fact that this traffic was not distributed 
over Mercer Island because the residents complained. Residents of 
Clyde Hill, Medina, and east Bellevue are complaining also, but to 
no avail. 

In summary, we would like to state that we are greatly disturbed 
by this jet noise pollution and would like to see it shared more 
equitably so that no one area will bear an undue burden! 

Sincerely, 





P.,oc’d. 

JAN ~’ 5 " ’:.. 
~m’m~-’~ 23, 1990 

~i~ ~ 8816 26th 
Seattle, WA 98115 

Federal Aviation ~hatnistration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle~ WA 98168 

Dear Sirs: 

I-amwritlng to express my strong objection to the FAA proposed "h-Post 

Conditions" re-routing of flight patterns. 

As a long time resident of Wedgwood, I greatly value and appreciate the 
relative quiet afforded to this comm~nity and am greatly concerned with 
the proposal to si~nlficantly impact snd reduce this ~y increased noise 
from fllg>t pattern changes. I feel this proposed re-routing would have 
substantial negative effects on an otherwise quiet neighborhood. 

One of the main enjoyments of and reason for choosing this neighborhood 
was the ability to enjoy, the outdoor peace and quiet of myyard" - while 

still being located in the city. We spend many hours outdoors during favor- 

able weather and I would find it quite a devastating change to have to lose 

such a valued living condition, which effects the quality of life for myself 

and others. 

I feel strongly that other arrangements should he made - to route flight 
patterns over non-residential areas - both for avoidance of noise impact 
and safety considerations. 

I believe an environmental impact statement is definitely needed on this. 

I also urge an effective program for quieter planes, stringent noise moni- 
bo~ing, or, if nothing else - "U" turns farther south over Lake Washington. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara L. Allan 

cc: Sen.Brock ~a.~.. 
Hon. Slade Sorton 
lion. John Miller 
Hon. Jim McDermott 

January 22, ]990 

I’~c’d. ANM-500 

,~.’le: 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Sir: 

The F.A.A. should do an environmental impact statement on its 
rerouting of jets to and from the Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport. Sea-Tac has simply too much yet traffic for its 
location. Rather than put more Jets into Sea-Tac, the Port 
and the F.A.A. need to build a new airport, as odious as the 
thought might be. 

Where I work, I meet and work with people who live under Sea-Tac 
flight paths. I heard them complaint about in-coming jets over 
night and when the flights go on for several nights in a row, 
they are both fatigued and irritable due to interrupted sleep 
patterns. Frankly, it can’t be that healthy to be roused by a 
thundrous noise that sounds as though it may visit your living 
room in the next instant. And the decibels, if measured, would 
no doubt be a shocking testimony of this intrusion into one’s 
private home and personal life. I like flying as well as the 
next person, but have profound sympathy for these people who are 
harrassed by the barrage of noise. 

Many years ago I lived on the north side of Capital Hill. It was 
quiet then. It’s noisy now. The F.A.A. should not add more over- 
flights. The F.A.A. should keep them over Puget Sound even if it 
means omitting the number of flights per hour. If the F.A.A. 
did so, the airlines would then get busy on developing a NEW 
airport at a more suitable location. There is nothing more magni- 
ficent than a Jet soaring into the heavens on take-off, but then 
again, it makes your heart take a dip when the roaring sounds 
invade your sanctuary and ruins your sleep time after time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Glenda R. Inman 

18908 - 8th Avenue N.W. 
Seattle, Washington 98177 



~o-"’d. 

Date: 

FAA January 21, 1990 

17900 Pacific Hwy. S. 

Seattle, WA 98186 

Dear FAA, 

As a citizen Of the Leschl neighborhood and the city of 

Seattle, I am writing to make my plea regarding the excessive 

jet noise and smell pollution that many of us have to contend 

with in one way or another on a daily basis. Personally, I had 

a hard time moving to this neighborhood because of this problem, 

but the charm of the area won out over the inconvenience of the 

noise. But lately, things have gotten worse. I have a new dog 

that is "affected" by this air traffic pattern on a very regular 

basis. No matter what time of day the planes fly over, her reaction 

is’the same: CONSTANT BARKING!!! She is not the only dog in the 

"-~[~neighborhood to react this way, so as much as I love my dog, she 

becomes part of the noise problem, along with about 10-15 other 

dogs.~It has come to my attention that beginning in February, the 

current Curfew Of East flights from llpm to 6am will be terminated. 

My reaction is of course, "There goes my sleep, not to mention my 

dog’s!", and my question is WHY? Why is this necessary? I reallse 

that air traffic has never been busier, but is there no alternate 

route to take, say, over the middle of Lake Washington, or .better 

yet, another route away from this otherwise quiet family area? 

I ask you to please consider us, not as just me, but as a community 

that deserves to have some quiet time once they come home from 

work. Does’nt that appeal to YOU as a working citizen? 

I, WE, appreciate your honest consideration of our pleas. 

Thank you for your time, 

Jean E. Mann 



JERRI SPALDING FREDIN 
2320 NE tO4th Street 

Seattle, Washinston 981Z5 
(206) 526-~)91 

January 22, 1990 

Federal Avi~tiO. AdministratEon 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-GOgGG 

Seattle, WA 98168 

I w~h to expres~ my alarm over the proposed Increased flow of 
traffic over not only my home, [n no[th Seattle, but over Seattle 

a city. 

heard the roar o[ t~[ee J&t&Qv#rh~B~---~bq~sh a~l of our windows 

drawn. (This was ~hortly after 7:00 P~) 

I shudder to th£~ of the roar we will be hear[n8 ~n the war~r 
month~ of the year when our doo~s end w[ndow~ ale open---even 
so if there were to be en Inc~ease over the p~esent ~unt of air 

traffic. 

I urse you to cons%~[ how tb~s ingressed nolse pollution will 

c~t£z#ns, and po~ mereiy the re~uest~ of rhone ~ndlv~duals who are 

To The Good Health of A.[!. Citizens, 

Geraldine (Jerr£) Fredln 

January 23, 1990 

Mayor Rice 

600 Fourth Ave. 
Seattle, WA 98104 

Dear Sir: 

I have just re-read a two-month collection of newspaper articles about the changed 
SeaTac flight patterns. T~e first was dated November 29. All refer to "proposed" 
or "future" qhanges. Nowhere have I seen a true description of the existing situation. 

It is a cold hard fact that the constant over-flights on Capitol Hill started in 
mid-November and are still continuing. I live a few blocks east of Broadway, and 

we are hearing constant very low-flying planes from about 6:00 am to well past mid- 
night, with just enough other middle-of-the-night flights to make sure we rarely 
get an unbroken night’s sleep. Flights are often one to fi~e minutes apart and 

sometimes the noise from two planes overlaps because they are so close together. 

Clearly Capitol Hill is the most densely populated area in Greater Seattle and the 
worst possible place for increased noise. The "studies" that predict a "slight 
increase" in noise levels have never heard a freight train run through their bed- 
rooms, which is roughly equivalent to the sound of most of these planes in my house. 
I have owned my ho~ for ~re than fifteen years, and there have always been occas- 
ional over-f~ights at night when weather conditions were unusual. This latest 

attack on our peace and good health is new and started suddenly. It was not a 

gradual build-up, but obviously a policy and operations decision. I have seen no 

acknowledgment from anyone that the over-flights are already taking place. 

After Thanksgiving, I made a daisy-chain of phone calls, trying to find out who 
complaints should be made to. I started with the Mayor’s office and ended at the 
Port Commission (who did take my complaint and sent me a hearing notice). I do 
feel a little queasy about trusting the Port Commission to guard me from airport 
noise. I also wrote a letter to Jeanette Williams (replaced on the noise-control 
committee by whom?) and I have attached a copy. You can see by the flight logs in 
my letter that the flight times could hardly be considered peak hours. 

Based on what I am reading and hearing, several facts are obvious: 

I) SeaTac has reached capacity and the Port Commission had better stop "selling" 
its services around the world. 

2) SeaTac is not the proper place for a Denver-style "megaport". The population 
density and terrain in the area makes increased air traffic ridiculous from the 
standpoint of both sanity and safety. What is good for SeaTac and the airlines 
fin~ncially is clearly not go~ for the people who live in the Greater Seattle/ 
Tacoma area. Besides the obvious health impacts, property values of homes will 
plummet in the heavily-impacted areas. 

3) There shoul~ no__~ttbe a new landing strip built. It would o.ly moltiply the 
problems. 

4) According to "The Weekly", the landing strips planned for "simultaneous" landings 

are much closer together than the FAA reco~m~ends. Does that mean that the current 
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over-~lights are purely a re-routing and do not involve simultaneous landings? I 
suspect it does, and this is simply another Port Commission (or PAA) ~i~t to the air- 
lines. "We will get you in and out faster and cheaper." Planes used to have 
to come in over the Sound and in ve~ steep glide patterns. For the past two ~nths 
they have been coming in long and lo_~wright over Capitol Hill, a hundred and ~re 
per day. 

5) Private planes should not be landing at SeaTac except in emergencies- Smeller 
private planes have meny airfields to choose from that are not suitable for the 
co~ercial liners. They also present much the same safety problems as would putting 
bicycles and ~tor scooters on 15. private planes are a smell percentage of the 
SeaTac traffic, but even a I0% reduction would help the wait time for landings. 

From mid-November to the first of January, we were awakened constantly by low-flying 
planes all night long. Then the flights between I~00 and 6:00 am were substantially 
cut back except for one or two about 4:00 am, so we are at least getting a few hours 
of unbroken sleep. However, the six-week sample of what the FAA could do to us was 
scary. I would be happy to have someone put a noise-meter or recorder in my house 
and see the levels we are hearing with the windows closed. In the su~i~er, with the 
windows open, we wouldn’t be able to talk or watch television, much less sleep. 

It would be interesting to hear some psychologists predict the effect of this noise 
on the mental and physical health of the people in Seattle. Interrupted sleep has 
lor~g been used to break people down, and noise certainly makes people irritable and 
angry and exhausted. That would affect both personal and working relationships, and 
probably even increase traffic accidents, which have often been linked to drivers’ 
stress levels. 

It just makes no sense to destroy the peace of a hundre~ thousand people, or more, 
for the convenince of the airlines and the financial return to the airport. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Lois Steinke 
Office: 632-0304 
Home:    325-4810 
502- 12th Ave. East 
Seattle, WA 98102 

CC: 
Senator Brock Adams 
Hen. Slade Gotten 
Hen. John Miller 
Hen. Jim McDez1~)tt 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Seattle Times 
Seattle PI 

December I, 1989 

Councilwoman Jeanette Williams 
600 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 

Dear Ms. Williams; 

I understand from the University Ilerald that you are holding hearings on the 
"proI~sed" changes in SeaTac flight patterns. I emphasize proposed because, if the 
FAA iS telling you this hasn’t already started, they are lying. I have lived at 
12th Ave. East and Republican on Capitol llill for more t~n 15 years, and there 

11/17/89 II:OS PM 
11/19 (Sunday) 6:52 AM 
11/20     II=55PM 
11/23 (Thanksgiving) 6:29 AM, 6:35 AM, 6:56 AM, 7:00 AM, 7:01 AM, 7=07 AM 

After that I was too busy to count. 
11/24      5:44 AM 
11/25 (Saturday) 6:24 AM, 6:32 AM, 6:42 AM, 6:45 AM, 6:55 AM 

Some of these flights were very low. Most were southbound toward the 
airport. They came in every two or three minutes all day. During the 
short time I was able to watch, it appeared that all traffic was coming 
in over Capitol Hill and little or none over Elliott Bay. (Maybe so the 
FAAcould cut back by half to what they wanted all along??) 

11/26 6:]7 AM, 6:45 AM,.6:52 AM, 6:55 AM 
12/01 (Today they outdid themselves) 

12:45 AM, (very low), 1:05 AM, 1:13 AM, l:15 AM, (very low), 1:16 AM,(low) 
1:26 AM, 1:41 AM, 5:31 AM, 6:41 AM 

I sleep in a ground floor bedroom with heavy draperies and a steep hillside behind 
the room that buffers most noises, so anything that wakes me up is L~UD. My 
daughter sleeps on the second floor and up there it sounds as if the planes are 
landing on the roof. 

I understand that SeaTac has a traffic problem. However I find it hard to believe 
that traffic is so heavy that they must fly over the most densely pop.fated area 
in Seattle between I:00 and 2:00 AM. I suspect that some of their problem is that 
all the airlines want similar schedules, and stretching out the schedules might 
relieve some of the wait time. It also seems apparent from the very limited 
records I have kept that the FAA is already in test mode and, if they don’t get 
a very strong negative reaction, will assert that they aren’t really bothering 
anyone. 

I spent an hour earlier this week phoning City departments (startieg with the 
Mayor’s office) trying to find out where to register a protest, and was finally 
directed to the ~ort Commission who politely took my complaint. You might be 
getting better feedback if we all knew w|~ is coordinating the gathering of 

informetion. 

Than~for your attention. 

¥ v --v ~                                    502 - 12th Ave. East "" 

Seattle, ~A.9810~.~ .. 



22 January 
Seattle, WA 

To the Federal Aviation Administration: 

l a~t.ended the meeting called by Cynthia. Sullivan at NOAA on 
January 2rid, and have followed newspaper accounts since. 1 
wish to put forth the following opinion. 

i have observed the flights coming in north of Sand Point 
from the ~ast, but was not aware of the "noise" until after 
hearing all of the complaints. ~t appears to me that the 
sound is a highly perceptual problem. 

Furthermore. it appears from the consultant’s reports that 
the real chan~s in no~se ]eve] due to the feur corner plan 
~ill be minimal. 

l live within [/4 mile of NOAA, in the "affected" area. 1 
have no connections with FAA personnel, nor am i a pilot. I 
~’ly commercial a~r]ines enough to be concerned for airline 
safety. 

1 believe that SEA-TAC is here to stay, for economic 
reasons, whether ws (individually) like it or not. ~n fact 
~gA-TAC was probably here before many of those registering 
complaints. ~lease make it work as safely and ef[icient’ly as 
possible~ 

Sincerely. 

Clayton C. Cook 

8001 Sand FoJnt Way #C-63 
Seattle, WA 9811b 



865? N. E. 19th Place 
Bellevue, WA. 9800& 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was changed three years ago when it was 
moved north. This means that noise of aircraft, departing 
from Sea-Tac has been severely impacting the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. Until 
the change in the East Turn this area had a quiet, rural 
.nature. The noise from these planes is threatening to 
turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to 
carry on a normal conversation due to the noise of the 
planes. 

It is not essential that these planes over fly this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. This noise must be stopped. Please 
do what you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. I want you to help in fighting this injustice 
in any way you can. I would llke to hear from you 
regarding what you are able to do and what else I can do 
to stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

R"rbara D~ Doyle 

8697 N. E. 19th Place 
Bellevue, WA. 9800L. 

Date: 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has been severely 
impacting the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

The severe noise is totally unacceptable. We should not 
be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from 
the airport. This area once had a quiet, rural nature, 
but the noise from these planes is threatening to turn it 
into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes. 

It is ~ot essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. Political influences are preventing 
these changes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least, spread 
it out so we don’t ~et all the noise. Take the lead in 
fighting this injustice. Please let me know what you are 
able to do and if there is anything else I can do to stop 
these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

Richard C. Doyle 



January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the" residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



9518 N. E. 32rid Street 
Bellevue, Wa~hingto~ 98004 
January 22, 1990 

Mr. Ta~ple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic 
Federal Aviation Administration 
’Northwest Motmtain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-60966 
Seattle, ~A 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am a resident of Clyde Hill and an quite concerned a~out 
the inequitable distribution of departures of flights frcm 
Sea-Tac. The departures on the East Turn all seen to be 
concentrated over Medina-Cl~de Hill in Bellevue. I under- 
stand a new departure corridor had been considered over 
5~rcer Island, thus decreasing the nunber of jet departures 
over our c~nunity by one-half. Apparently the F.A.A. was 
also willing to consider a third pathway to the north, w~ich 
would further decrease the number of flights over any east 
side ccrmaunity. 

It is my understanding the Mercer Island City Gouncil an~ 
M~rcer Island residents applied political pressure against 
this proposal, which would have produced a more equitable 
sharing of noise. 

Because of politial pressure placed on only one c~anunity, 
the split departure corridors have been dropped from the 
latest F.A.A. traffic proposals. 

I an not proposing that no flights go over Medina-Clyde Hill 
in Bellevue; however, I do feel an equitable distribution 
should be made and at the very least Mercer Island should he 
considered as an additional pathway. I do feel the con- 
sideration of a third pathway to the north shou!d be rekindled 
in the halls of wisd~n of the F.A.A. 



Mr. T~nple Johnson, Jr. 
re: Flight Pathways 

Page Two 

As a resident of Clyde Hill, it is apparent to me that ~dina- 
Clyde Hill has borne the brunt of the East Turn departures for 
the last three years. This resulted in noise pollution ard has 
affected the quality of life in these ccrsnunities. 

It is my rec(m*nendation t_hat tb~ n~r~ber of planes flying over 
these c~nunities be decreased by deploying then more equitably 
~rong all of the east side c~munities. Secondarily, I would 
like to propose that an additional third corridor be considered 
to the north. 

~ 
I look forward to your c~ments. 

Daniel A. Brzusek 

January 24, 1990 Dale 

Mr. Temple Johnson 

Northwest Mountain Region 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

Mail C-68966 

Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am unhappy with your proposed "Four Post Plan" adding capacity to Sea-Tac Airport. 
Current conditions are already too noisy and I would even like to see aircraft overflight 
volumes reduced to 1985 volumes. 

I understand your concerns about safety and efficiency at Sea Tac, but environmental 
impacts must be considered to be equal if not more important. Seattle is far too 
populated for you to continue increasing the volumes of planes arriving and departing 
at Sea Tac. Our quality of life (as well as our property values) declines every time 
an additional flight arrives or departs. You cannot continue adding capacity without 
considering the people living here. We simply must look at other solutions. I don’t 
care what these are, but the bottom line is the ~itizens of Seattle/King County want 
less noise from aircraft overflight. (Perhaps it is now time to invoke your authority 
to regulate airline schedules.) 

In addition to my concern about noise, I am also worried about the increased chance 
of accidents due to increased overflights. 

I have lived in my current home for over 13 years and witnessed noise from overflights 
increase dramatically over that time. In fact, lsuspect that you have already implemented 
the Four Post Plan as noise levels have really increased over the last six to eight 
months. 

I request that the FAA engage in a full Environmental Impact Study giving the public 
a chance to comment before adding capacity to Sea Tac Airport. 

Sincerely, 

8042-18th Avenue NE 
Seattle, WA 98115 

cc: Senator Brock Adams 

Senator Slade Gorton 
Representative John Miller 
Rcpresontative Jim McDermott 



January22,1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

¯ The final decision regardin~ the East Turn jet flight departure patterns must reflect 
the viewpoint of Eastside citizens. The purpose of this writing to inform you that I 
am in favor of dispersing the jet flight departures which are now concentrated over 
Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue.            ’ 

Although an increase in noise pollution to Mercer Island residents may not be 
graciously accepted, it is unreasonable to expect the citizens of Medina, Clyde Hill 
and Bellevue to continue to bear the full burden of East Turn departures as they 
have since the corridor was moved north three years ago. Decreasing the number of 
jet flight departures over the current traffic pattern by approximately fifty percent as 
intended by the new corridor proposal attempts to keep environmental noise 
pollution at a level acceptable to all Eastside residents. 

As an Eastside resident, I urge you to include the East Turn dispersion proposal in 
the latest FAA air traffic pattern modification proposals. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce R. McCaw 





MR. and MRS. GLENN C. WRIGHT 
9140 NORTHEAST 25TH PLACE 

BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98004 I~ate: JAN ;~ 5 19~=’~, 

Date: JAN ~ 5 ~ 

January 23, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

As residents of Clyde Hill for the past 25 years, we feel that 
the quality of life in our area has been rapidly decreasing 
due to the noise pollution from jet flights. 

We accept that we must agree to a fair share Of the air 
noise, due to the increased growth of the entire area; but 
Clyde Hill is burdened with a disproportionate share. An 
equitable distribution of flight paths for departures should 
be instituted! The East turn should be split into at least 
two flight paths, as well as to institute another flight path 
further North, in order to lessen the frequency of the jet 
noise above Clyde Hill. why the FAA cannot implement the 
change without approval from Mercer Island is beyond compre- 
hension and completely unfair to other neighborhoods. 

Clyde Hill residents have been bearing the brunt of the East 
turn for the last three years since the corridor was moved. 
We ask you to give more consideration to a solution to the 
-)et noise problem that is more equitable to the residents of 
Clyde Hill. 

S i~c~rely, ¯ 

Glenn and Sandy Wri~t 

Senator Slade Gorton 
The Honorable John Miller 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 

Air Trmf4:c Division, FAA 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

P. 0. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington, 98~68 

[lear Mr. Johnson, 

We have lived in Medina for almost one ],ear now. It is a 
lovely spot, and we were warned be&ore we moved here of the 
incredible aircra4t noise on sunny days when planes take o{{ to 

the north and turn east over Bellevue. 

We were unprepared &or the unbelievable noise, however. There 
are mornlngs when we are awakened at 5:30 am by jet noise, and 
it continues, sometimes less than every 5 minutes, over our 
area ~or the entlre day. At times, ! cannot carry on a 
conversation with someone in the same room until the jet has 

passed. 

I {eel it IS highly un&air that one area bears the brunt o& 
noise 4rom aircra{t when there is a way to disperse this noise 
over more than one area. I 4eel it is un&air that political 

clout should enter Into this dec*sion at all. I ~eel we are 
being cheated out o~ a reasonable quality o4 li~e, that not 
only a44ects our mental well-belng, our physical well-being, 

but our property values, as well. 

Please take these ~acts into serious consideration when you 
ma&.e your decision regarding jet Qepartures on the East Turn. 
Maybe you should come visit my house on a day when planes are 
using th*s 411ght pattern~ and e~perience {irsthand how the 
noise diSrUpts the livaDiIIty o& our area. 

S incerel y, 

Susan 5. La~rence and FaeiIy 
P.O. Box 388 
822 Evergreen Polnt Rd. 
Med*na, WA 98(*39 
20b 1453-8257 ............. " ............ 



Oate: ~, 



Erroi N. Neison 
24304 S.E. 3Oth 

lssaquah, NA 98027 
(206) 392-2309 

Oanuary 23, 1990 

Setters Editor 
The Times 
P.O. Box 70 
Seattle, WA 98111. 

JAN = 
Date 

P.E." Overflight Noise from Sea-Tac Jets 

Dear Editor: 

So far, the only thing that the Eastside communities can agree on 
about jet overflights from Sea-Tac Airport; is that the noise created 
is annoying, pervasive, ubiquitous and that it should go somewhere 
else - anywhere else. The problem has been reduced to the basic 
essentials; the community with the most political clout will prevail, 
technical considerations are no longer a factor in the decision. 

The essential problem is one of overflight distribution and, as has 
been described in earlier articles, there are numerous, albeit 
undesirable, ways to solve it. However, there appears to be an 
element of hypocrisy displayed by the most vocal complainers. The 
Eastside communities that are complaining the loudest are the same 
ones most likely to travel on airplanes. The complainers want the 
benefits and convenience of airplane travel, but not the noise 
impacts from jet overflights when they are at home. 

To remedy this, I would like to propose a demographically based use 
factor for eastbound overflights; appropriately named the ENOUGH 
factor (Excessive Noise Overflight Use Gradient for Homes), which 
correlates air travel use with overflight distribution. The proposed 
Eastside overflight corridors generally correspond with Zip Codes and 
could be defined by: Corridor i - South of 1-90, Zip 98040 and 98006; 
Corridor 2 - 1-90 to SR 520, Zip 98004, 98005 98007 and 98008; and 
Corridor 3 - North of SR 520, Zip 98033 and 98052. From airline 
records, or surveys, determine the residence zip code of airline 
travelers. For a selected period, up to a year, find the total number 
of residence originating airline travelers within each corridor. 
Divide the total airline travelers by the corridor population to 
obtain the per capita use factor in each corridor. Add the per capita 
factors and obtain the proportion attributable to each corridor. This 
will directly correlate overflight use with residence based airline 
travel. The FAA can then directly return the greatest noise costs to 
the population that gets the greatest air travel benefit. If the 
corridor containing Mercer Island has a 50 percent portion of the per 
capita airline travelers, shouldn’t they be required to accept 50 
percent of the overflights. It seems only fair that you should pay 
for what you get, doesn’t it? And we can use a more objective method 
to determine when a community has had ENOUGH! 

E. N. Nelson (Please use initials if published) 
Comfile= TIMLg003 

VIEW RIDGE CONMUEITT CLUB# INC. 
P.O. BOX 15218 

Seattle, WA 98115 

Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

January 12, 1990 

REF: Comments on ~’AA, Proposal to Reroute Air Traffic at SeaTac 
Airport 

Dear Mr. Prang: : - 

Trustees of the View Ridge Community Club represent approximately 
1400 households located near Sand Point in northeast Seattle.. 
While we are familiar with the FAA’s proposed "Four Poster Plan" 
to modify air traffic routes over Seattle, we were not able to 
obtain a copy of the draft environmental assessment in time to 
review and comment upon it before submitting this letter, we have 
no interest in debating the merits of the Plan here. We feel such 
a debate would only create more confusion and unnecessary con- 
troversy than already exists and would further cloud the real 
issues. 

While conscientious citizens argue about whose house the rerouted 
planes will pass over and how much noise will result, we are 
concerned that the real issue is being ignored. The net result of 
implementing the Plan will be to enable more aircraft to be 
accommodated in the air over Seattle. Despite the FAA’s efforts 
to downplay the seriousness of the impacts of the Plan by claiming 
it (the FAA) has no authority to limit the number of flights over 
the city, the ~Imp!e fact remains that the Plan will incrcasc 
overhead capacity; as that capacity is increased, the need for 
runways on the ground is increased. Indeed, we are aware that, as 
we speak, a taxiway extension for SeaTac is on the drawing board. 

We overwhelmingly believe the only proper way to accurately present 
all the facts and subtleties concerning the Plan and to adequately 
assess the full array of it’s short and long-term impacts is for 
the FAAto prepare an Environmental Impact Statement. Furthermore, 
we believe that guidelines for preparation of EIS’s requires an EIS 
in this situation because the Plan is so controverslal and is the 
first step leading to additional runways at SeaTac, an action which 
will have profound environmental effects on the Puget Sound region 
forever. 

An EIS is also necessary so that the process leading to a decision 

"For the Community and by the Community" 



on the Plan can be made public.    The public is entitled to an 
opportunity to thoroughly review the issue and provide input. 
Likewise, the FAAmust review alternatives and mitigating measures 
and analyze their impacts. Short of a full EIS, there is way to 
insure that the public will be involved or that alternatives and 
mitigating measures will be analyzed. The mediation process was 
not designed to perform this function and, it is our understanding 
that discussion of the Plan is no longer considered part of the 
mediation process. 

And finally, we do not believe that those few hard-working citizens 
who are involved in the mediation process can be fairly 
characterized or held responsible for representing the interests 
of Seattle’s neighborhocds. ~ Nor do we" believe that their 
involvement in the mediation process approaches the broad degree 
of public involvement that is required by the National Environ- 
mental Policy Act.     Further we would appreciate it if FAA 
spokespersons would refrain from referring to those neighborhood 
representatives as speaking for the broad interests of the citizens 
of the City of Seattle or the City’s neighborhoods.      Only 
Seattle’s city government and the individual neighborhoods can or 
should be expected to speak for the city. 

We look forward to the scoping session leading to the preparation 
of an EIS. You have our pledge to act in a responsible fashion in 
reviewing the EIS and providing comments. Please consider this 
letter as part of the public comment at the public hearing on 
January 24. 

D~6~uglas M. Ancona 
President 

Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Congressman John Miller 
Congressman Jim McDermott 
Cynthia Sullivan 
Mayor Norm Rice 
Seattle City Council 
Mark Sidran 
Frederick Isaac 
George Thompson 
James Busey 
Zeger van Asch van Wijck 
Northeast District Council 

B: VRCC. FAA 

January 27, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Re: FAA Plan for Increasing Overflights 
Gentlemen: 

The plan to reroute and to increase overflights over densely 
populated areas of Seattle is an lll-concelved plan. An 
in-depth study and an EIS must be done. In the meantime, I 
request flights using the new route be halted. 

Attention has been focused by the news media on the noise factor 
involved. This is only one of "several factors to consider. 
The most important factors are safety, health hazards, and 
pollution. It is unethical on the part of the FAA to disregard 
these important factors. 

For a number of years, our neighborhood, contiguous to Children’s 
Hospital and Medical Center, has endured helicopter flights- 
landings at the Hospital. These, too, pose endangerment to our 
lives as a crash is a distinct possibility. These, too, invade 
and damage the quality of llfe in this densely populated residential 
neighborhood. I have repeatedly requestedthese flights be 
stopped and a proposed helipad not be permitted to be built at 
Children’s Hospital. Why are they allowed? 

Please stop a tragedy from occurring in Seattle ~for~ it happens[ 
Stop the new flight plan for commercial planes. Stop the 
helicopter landings at Children’s. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely,      ~ ~ 

Mrs. Ma~ryann E. Span~ler 
~O13 N.E. 46th St. 
Seattle, WA. 98105 

CC: 



January 26, 1990 

RAINIER BEACH COMMUNITY CLUB 

6038 South Pilgrim Street 

Seattle, WA 98118 

Correspondence Address 

~ec’d. ANM-500/J..O./ 6606 S. Cooper JAN 2 O lgg0 " Seattle WA 98118 

Mr.FAA Richard Prang 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

The following statement is submitted for the hearing record 
January 24, 1990, on the FAA draft environmental assessment 
of alteration of jet landing and takeoff routes to Seattle- 
Tacoma International Airport. 

The Rainier Beach Community Club board voted at their 
meeting on January 23, 1990, to join with community groups 
all over Seattle demanding that a complete environmental 
impact statement be done on the proposed changes to the 
Sea-Tac landing and takeoff routes. .This issue of jet 
routes needs to be resolved through mediation and the 
mediation team needs the information generated by a full 
eis. Such a document must include actual noise data rather 
than computer models, impact of emissions residue on air and 
ground quality in populated areas, a range of noise 
mitigation measures, and the possibility of curfews, among 
other elements. 

Sincerely, 

Howard E. Wilson, President 



-.<x JAN ~ Q lggO~,,... 

January 23, 1989 
411 Shoreland Dr. SE 
Bellevue ~A 98004 

206 454 8335 

FAA 
Attn: Richard Prang 
17900 Pacific Highway S 
C-68966 
Seattle W~ 98168 

What right does industry have spoiling an environment? 

Please distribute this noise equally but keep it to a 
minim~n. 

In the summer with the wind frcm the north we cannot 
enjoy the out of doors the planes fly so low. Now you 
are going to destroy our peace and quiet the rest of the 
year. 

I have had oocassion to usemany very early morning flights 
and they are selden full or even half full. Let the airlines 
fully utilize the flights they have then talk about expansion. 

Please give us some consideration in this matter. 

Thank y6u, 

Carol Webb 

cc: Temple Johnson 
17900 Pacific Hwy S. 
Seattle ~A 98168 

George Bush, President 
Washington DC. 

These  cl [}h+s cou.IJ a.+ 



6449 Sand Point Way NE 
Seattle WA 98115 
23 January 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle WA 98168 

I am greatly alarmed by the FAA’s proposal to increase air 
traffic over northeast Seattle. 

Th~ deleterious effects of aircraft noise on physical and 
emotional health have been documented. I have already 
experienced sleep disturbances because of flights currently 
scheduled over this area. 

As a staff member at Laurelhurst school, I am concerned about 
the effect on the learning environment of continual flights 
overhead every school day. While attending meetings at the 
Educational Service District near Sea Tac, I have experienced 
the impossibility of hearing speakers while plane after plane 
roars overhead. 

The FAA’s draft environmental assessment has not evaluated 
the increase in noise in areas other than those close to 
Sea Tac. Nor has it dealt with the question of increased air 
pollution with the proposed reroutlng over heavily populated 
neighborhoods. 

The noise mediation process should be intensified and an 
environmental impact statement must be done before these 
sweeping changes in aircraft routing are made. 

Shirley L. McKay 

cc: Brock Adams 
S1ade Gorton 
Jim McDermott 
John Miller 
Norm Rice 

932 Eleventh Avenue East 
Seattle, Washington 98102 

January 25, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
FEDERAL AVIATION AUTHORITY 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Airplane Noise 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I have lived on Capitol Hill in Seattle for nearly twenty years. 
During that time I have become increasingly aware of and upset by the 
noise of aircraft landing at Sea-Tac from the north. Indeed, about 
five years ago I joined with several neighbors to protest the 
disturbances which occurred far too frequently then. 

Following our protests, there appeared to be some reduction in 
frequency of landings over our homes. It was understood at that time 
that landings in periods of low visibility would continue in that 
pathway, but good weather disturbances did decrease. That is no 
longer the case. 

Last surmmer, I clocked landings at 45 to 55 second intervals over my 
house--on sunny days. The planes rattle windows, and make telephone 
calls and casual conversation impossible. They also make me FURIOUS! 

I believe the citizens of Seattle have a right to freedom from 
unnecessary pollution of all kinds, including noise. The State 
Highway Department has recognized this concern, and is constructing 
noise baffles along many portions of the I-5 corridor. I respectfully 
request that the FAA take equally effective noise abatement measures. 

I am willing to participate in the solution to this problem in any way 
I can. Reduction in the number and convenience of flights into 
Seattle (fewer planes filled to greater capacity) and late arrivals 
and departures are of lesser concern to me than the daily, unceasing 
noise invasion of my home and garden. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Barbara W. Schneider 



CITY OF 
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KIRKL.AND 

123 FIFTH AVENUE ¯ KIRKLAND, WASHINGTON 98033-6189 ¯ (206) 828-1100 

January 26, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang, Manager 
System Management Branch 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail Stop C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

Subject: Comments of Record for Proposed Four-Post Plan 

The City of Kirkland wishes to advise you of its concerns regard- 
ing the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) proposed imple- 
mentation of flight track changes at SeaTac Airport (the so- 
called "Four-Post Plan"). The city of Kirkland would be directly 
affected by the proposed flight track changes, particularly in 
the winter months when there would be a significant increase in 
the number of inbound flights over Kirkland (and adjacent 
cities), accompanied by a corresponding increase in air traffic 
noise. 

our concerns regarding the Four-Post Plan are twofold: 

2° 

The FAA’s unilateral action in implementing the Plan would 
serve to undermine the considerable good faith and collabo- 
rative efforts expended to date in the noise mediation 
process; and 

The City of Kirkland joins with its neighboring cities in 
requesting that a thorough environmental review be under- 
taken (and completed) before area flight patterns are 
altered.    It is the City’s belief that the FAA’s internal 
environmental assessment studies were insufficient in this 
regard and did not focus on environmental impacts. To the 
best of our knowledge, very little (if any) thought has been 
given to the noise implications of the suggested changes on 
the affected communities. This should not merely be a ques- 
tion of aircraft efficiency, but rather, consideration 
should also be given to minimizing the harmful effects of 
noise on the people of the region. 

In summary, the City requests that the FAA abide by its original 
commitment to address overflight noise and capacity issues 
through the noise mediation process, and that it prepare a 

Mr. Richard Prang 
January 26, 199b 
Page 2 

comprehensive environmental    impact statement which    fully 
addresses and evaluates the implications of adopting flight track 
changes. To the degree possible, resulting changes should make 
an attempt to minimize noise impacts on urbanized areas. We also 
ask that the FAA work cooperatively with all of the involved 
communities, the Port of Seattle, and the airlines to reach a 
viable solution, rather than unilaterally imposing an expedient 
alternative which disregards the interests and concerns o~ the 
vast majority of those who would be directly affected. 

~]~;~ ~on 

cc: Kirkland city Council 
Terry Ellis, city Manager 
U.S. Representative Rod Chandler 
U.S. Representative John Miller 
State Representative Jim Horn 
Port of Seattle Airport Manager, Andrea Riniker 
Pat Davis, President, Port of Seattle Commission 
Doreen Marchione, Mayor, city of Redmond 
Pat Dodge, city Manager, city of Medina 
Paul Lanspery, city Manager, city of Mercer Island 
Rich Conrad, Assistant City Manager, City of Mercer Island 

PRANG, JANIAB : Cw 
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538 N.E. 92 Street 
Seattle WA 98115 
25 Jan 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle WA 98168 

Gentlemen: 

I wish to comment favorably on your plan to increase the traffic 
capacity of SEA by including a new approach route to Runway 16L. As 
a member of the travelling public I find on-time performance by the 
airlines to be very beneficla1. The maintainance of scheduled depar- 
ture times is particularly important since one often has to make 
connections at one of the hubs such as O’Hare. 

Aircraft noise is indeed unpleasant but we tolerate it when 
the weather is cloudy and one can get used to it. I was brought up 
within a block of the 9th Ave elevated train in New York and the 
only time I was awakened was when there was a power failure and the 
trains stopped~ 

There remains one point in the new plan that I do not understand. 
Why can you not continue to use the Elliott Bay approach to 16R during 
clear weather? 

CC: Rep. Miller 
Rep. McDer~tt 

Sincerely yours, 

¯ ,.~eorge/:~l I erstei n 

P, ec’d. ANM-500 ~ 

JAN 2 .~ ~ 
Date:~. 

1710A NE 5th Place 
Bellevue, Wa., 98008 
January 27, 1990 

Richard Prang 
Faa Regulnal Office 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
C-68966 
Seattle, wa,, ~168 

Re: Airport Nolse--East Bellevue 

Dear Mr. Prang, 

My husband and I have lived at the above address for ~O ~ears. Years 

ago, the only audible noise was from an occassional small plane. In the last 

few years that has changod dramatically: 

Now, on days when the Sea-Tac planes are sent our way, plate glass win- 

dows rattle, TV and radio are difficult to hear at that moment and one cannot 

honestly carry on a conversation during that plane’s passover dmratlon. The 

most Invasive effect is when the p~anes start around 6AM-TAM and seem to come 

in clusters--one after the other. More noticeable on weekends. That invasion 

of one’s sleep and peace and quiet is ~ncalled for--especlally plane ~fter plane: 

I realize that we need safe sky’s--b~t not at the expense of single areas. 

I would heartily endorse more fs~ning out and staggering of the planes. More 

importantly--the airlLnes should be required to install quieter engines. I 

understand that the technology is availabe. All Puget Sound area residents should 

share the noise ~Arden--not Just a few "convenient" or cost savin~ corriders. 
I would hope that your office will not take this ~rohlem too lightly or bow to 

favoritism of ¯ few. We personally Were here before the planes paths were 

chan~ed. 

Yours t~mly, 

Carolyn B. Elllson 



Rec’d. ANM-500 
~’"~ 

JAN 2 9 1~’ 
Date: ~ 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
proceuures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
..xtreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

RALPH    J-WEDGWOOD M.D. 
VIRGINIA       L.          WEDGWOOD 
3717       41ST       AVE.         N.E. 
SEATTLE.     WA.    98105 

Frederick Isaac 
Regional Admlni¯trator 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA 98168 

24 January 1990 

Dear Sir, 

We were un¯ble to get to the Cleveland High School 
hearing on the ~AA pl¯n for re-routing aircraft. 

We enclose ¯ copy of the letter we sent to the ~AA. 
expressing our views. Cople¯ have al¯o been ¯ant to our 
Senator¯ and Representatives. 

We believe that aircraft noise from SeaTac has become 
major environmental problem adversly impacting both our 
quality of llfe ¯rid the value of our homes. Additionally, the 
impact of air pollution from increased air tr¯fflc seem¯ to 
have been disregarded. 

For thse8 reasons a full environmental impsct ¯tatement 
on the planned re-routlng and future expansion of the airport 
is mandatory. To do less would be negligent. 

Ralph J. Wedgwood Virginia L.    Wedgwood 



RALPH       J. WEDGWOOD       M. D- 
VIRGINIA       L.         WEDGWOOD 
3717       41ST       AVE.         N. E- 
SEATTLE,    WA.    98105 

To: Federal Avlstion Admlnlstrstlon 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

Mall C-68966 

24 January 1990 

Dear Sir/Madam 

We support the requirement for a full Environmental 
Impact Statement on the proposed re-routlng of flights into 
and from SeaTac airport. Unfortunately we cannot attend the 
meeting at the Cleveland High School tonight to express our 
views. We hope that this letter will substitute for the 
comments we hoped to make in person. 

We have lived st the above address since 1963. The 
increasing numbers of flights, the chmnges in the types of 
aircraft and the new routing patterns have already hod 
significant adverse impact on the quality of our llfe in our 
home and we suspect, the value of our property. When we 
purchased our house slrcrsft noise was not s significant 
problem. Now the early morning and late night planes not 
infrequently disturb our sleep, partlculsrly in summer when 
we sleep with open windows for ventillstlon. In our garden, 
which we try to use frequently, it is not unusual now for us 
to have to interupt conversstlon because of passing aircraft. 

A quiet lunch or evening supper is rarely free from the 
interference of aircraft noise. It is now difficult even 
indoors to get the freedom from noise necessary to listen to 
chamber music. Indeed even loud symphonic works ore 
distorted by the cacophony of slrcrsft. 

What was once an idylllo suburban retreat from the noise 

of the city and work has become sn extenslon of s busy 
airport -which appears to be regulated solely for the 
financial gain Of airlines, without regard to the public on 
whom their business Impacts. In the past we often called the 
"hot llne" -until we reallsed that this had no apparent 
effect; we concluded that the "hotllne" was s public 
relations ploy to permit continued and expanded use of the 
slrport without noise 

Why is s full Envlronsentsl Impact Statement needed 
Clearly if we are to plan for the future of the slrport - 
let alone the proposed new routing - we must have adequate 
data on which to make our decisions. The Draft 
Assessment simply does not do this. 

First we need good, relevant, quantitative data on noise 
levels. The noise "contour’llnes" provided by the consultant 
average noisy and silent periods. The data are meaningless 
from the point of view of the impacted communities. What is 
needed are the number of episodes of socially unacceptable 
noise each day, the durstlon of the episodes, and the times 
of day of occursnce for unacceptable noise levels - say those 
in excess of 45 dB -the level of quiet conversation. Similar 
data should be obtained for intrusive noise levels - say 55 
dB, and 65 dB - with partlculsr sttentlon to non-daytime 
hours and weekends. Then modelling should be done to estimate 
the effect of future flight paths - and these models should 
include increased numbers of flights ss well as the proposed 
change in routing. 

Second, we need data on envirnomental pollution from 
aircraft - which will require air quality testing. It seems 
clear that current concern over sir pollution must extend to 
aircraft and the development of techniques to minimize such 
pollution. The current problems of Seattle in regard to 
"smog" or ."inverslons" surely reflect increasing use of 
petroleum using vehicles - including slrcraft. Computer 
simulation should be carried out to provide slternatlves to 
minimize pollution - including traffic patterns and types of 
aircraft employed. 

Third, better consideration of alternatives needs to be 
provided - alternatives to mitigate the adverse impacts that 
do now and will in the future, occur. Alternatives need to 
include:- alternate positioning of the landing strips st 
SeaTac; markedly increased user fees for loud slrcrsft so 
that economic pressures may limit their use (end encourage 
replacement) - the fees to go into noise control procedures; 
encouragement of the use of larger bodied planes by user fees 
and number of permitted flights so ss to increase numbers of 
passengers without increasing the number of landings and 
rake-offs; prohibition of the take-off or Isndlng of noisy 
aircraft during non-dayllght hours; and finally the 
development of a second airport with lending patterns that 
viii not impact residential areas. 

Fourth, the development of s continuing objective 
monitoring system for both noise and envlronmentsl pollution, 
and the imposition of large fines on those fllghts that 
excede reasonable limits. 

Sincerely ~ _-~ 

Ralph J. Wedgwood Virglnls L. Wedgwood 



Date’ 





D~te: 
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Somerset Community Association 
Post Office Box 5733, Bellevue, Washington 98006 



With aging aircraft and the add]tlon of more routes oniv increases the 

ProDabllity Of unfortunate air incidents, beside destroying our special 

quality of life. 

CC The Honorable Rod Chandler 

Yours Sincerely, 

4205 Hunts Pt Rd 
Bellevue wA 98004 

206 454-4737 

Maybe it’S time for .eaT ac tO put me brakes on growm and re,.in the 
current routes until new solutions can be resolved ( eg u[lllzing Moses 

Lake arid a GVT train), 

7.’,ec’d,/;NM-SDt} " ~" ~" ’ 

lr. Richard Prang 
:AA, 17900 Pacific Highway SOUth 
1all C-68966 

Seattle WA 98168 



January 26, 1990 

FOUR SEASONS OLYMPIC SUITE 1200 

411 UNIVERSITY ST. SEATTLE. WA 98101 

206/34~2337 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Air Traffic Mgr. 
FAA NW Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. C-68966, ANM 500 
Seattle, Wa. 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am more than a little concerned by the hysteria generated by 
the proposed four-post plan. Simply put, as I understand it, the 
F~ proposed it to alleviate congestion during peak times when 
Sea-?ac operations were in a South Flow with good visability. 
This occurs about 18% of the time-- 60% South Flow, and good 
visability about 30% of that 60%. That means approximately 
82% of the time the plan doesn’t apply. 

This seemed pretty straight forward. But now resistance from 
north-enders and eastsiders has generated and unenforceable or- 
dinance from the Seattle City Council as well as several proposed 
modifications to the four-post plan from a mediation committee. 

One proposal would have more Stage II aircraft routed over Elliot 
Bay. Another would have more southbound North Flow take-offs 
-turn west over Elliot Bay. This is unacceptable. As the residents 
of North Delridge, Admiral, Alki, and Magnolia can testify, fly- 
ing over Elliot Bay is not the solution to the noise problem. 

Residents of the Southwest District along with Magnolia already 
have more than their fair share of noise as well as unfairly 
getting stuck with all of the North Flow night time operations. 

Ultimate solutions will require alternatives to an ever expanding 
Sea-Tac Airport. In the meantime our eastside and north end neigh- 
bors should share the noise burden with us. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Clasens, Chair 
Alki Community Council 
3615 60th Ave. SW 
Seattle, Wa. 98116 

cc: Mr. Richard Prang 

January 29. 1990 

M~. Rich~ Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 



Mr. Richard Prang 
January 29, 1990 
Page 2 

6)    Finally, I strongly disagree with the comments from the elected representatives from 
Mercer Island who made it clear that they are unwilling to accept any flights over their neighborhoods. 
The most galling of their statements was that someone in an otherwise quiet neighborhood would be as 
upset by one flight a day as someone else subjected to numerous flights. Their expressed attitude was to 
add any additional flights to the areas already suffering the most because those people will not notice the 
difference (or at least will not complain about it if they do). I would hope that the FAA will be more fair- 
minded than that. I must ask, however, why the FAA seems to have gone out oflts way in its proposal to 
avoid any flights over Mercer Island. 

Very truly yours, 

Roger A. Rieger 

RAR/pba 
! 115033L 

FAA 
17900 Pacific Htway S. 

Seattle, WA 98168 ~ 
Attn: Richard Prang 

~ ~ 
Dear Sir: 

I would like you to know that I aupport the efforts of the 
FAA to re-reroute arriving airplanes in the Seattle area. 
do not support the poeitlon of the noise groups who are 
complaining about the proposed plan. I believe the airport 
should grow and that we should do whatever is required to 

assure the safety and convenience of air travel in this 
region. Z live dlrectly under the departing flight path of 
East bound air traffic from Seatac when runways 34 are in 
use. Except for 727-200’e the noise is not objectionable, 
and these only when I ~m outside, but time will solve that 

Problem. 

Thomas R. Craig 



bear Mr. Prang, 

January 28, 1990 

I would first llke to take the opportunity to thank you for allowing public 
~omment on the proposed Four Post Plan and to ask that the co~ents that 
you receive be seriously considered. 

am a citizen of Seattle who lives in the Maple Leaf area of North East Seattle. 
am writing this letter to voice my strong opposition to the implementation 
the Four Post Plan. 

%s iSt is, my area of the city receives an abundance of overflights. Yesterday, 
for example, we were awakened before 6 A.M. by loud planes and the barrage 
did not end until late at night. The same thing happened on Saturday - and 
!~appens on most days 3/4 of the year, We feel very often as if we were in 
~ war zone. Please note that even though we are a ways from the airport, 
the noise i__~s loud and disturbing. Many days spent at home are ruined for us. 

You have to take tke human element into account when planning airplane flight 
paths~ I am a teacher, and because the noise last week-end was so upsetting, 
I was not able to get work done that I must do at home on week-ends. If the 
new plan is implemented and we receive 120 more flights a day over what we 
already have, there is no telling what might happen. 

In addition to the noise and its impact, we are very worried about the safety 
impact of the new plan. The proposed routes of the Four Post Plan, especially 
those over North East Seattle, fly over the most densely populated areas of the 
city. The death toll in the event of a crash would be enormous. 

You people need to be more creative in your thinking. The air traffic and ensuing 
noise should be evenly dispersed over all regions of this area. There is 
certainly technology to do this. It is unreasonable to demand that one region 
of, the city carry the entire burden for the airport. 

Your new plan would result in anxiety related illnesses and premature death 
for many people. Are you willing to pay the price for this? 

Finally, I have several questions: Why were the areas in North East Seattle 
not taken into account in your Environmental Assessment report? Why is there 
no one on the mediation committee who represents (i.e., lives in) the Maple 
Leaf, North Gate areas, the areas that appear to receive the most new airport 
noise according to the new plan. 

1 feel that at the very least an Environmental Impact Statement must be pre- 
pared. I was at the meeting at Cleveland High School, and that was the clear 
consensus at that meeting. As pointed out by Jim Street, there i__s precedent 
for one in the case where an EIS was ordered by the District Court in Washington 
D.C. 

Finally, I urge you to listen to the citizens of this city. This case directly 
affects our lives. 

Sincerely, 

8225 17th N.E. 
Seattle, WA 98115 

Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
MAIL C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

January 28, 1990 

Dear Mr.     Prang: 

After reviewing the FAA’s Environmental Assessment for the 
proposed rerouting and expansion of air traffic in the Seattle 
area, I have concluded it represents the kind of piecemeal 
planning that is destroying this region. If the recommendations 
of the EA are enacted, we can chalk up one more victory for the 
forces of unrestricted commercial avarice, one more defeat for 
the quality of life in nation’s most livable city. 

Nowhere in the EA is consideration given to a long-range growth 
plan. A spokesmen did assure an audience at an FAA briefing on 
January 2 that there is only room for one more runway at Sea- 
Tac. However, Los Angeles found room for multiple runways and 
grew to three times the capacity of Sea-Tac before an alternate 
airport at Costa Mesa was built. On page 3, the EA cites a Sea- 
Tac volume increase of 25% in a 33-month period ending in summer, 
1989. If that rate of growth were actively fostered by the Port 
of Seattle and obediently accommodated by the FAA, our traffic 
level would double in 8 years and surpass Los Angeles in just 13 
years. Such a torrid rate may not actually be sustained, but the 
trend is clear. Once the FAA establishes its ability to expand 
routes at its own discretion, there will be no limits on noise 
pollution in Seattle and its environs. 

The root cause of FAA’s current problem appears to be the periods 
of peak demand engendered by the airlines’ "hub-and-spoke" 
scheduling practices. On page 5, the EA alludes to what it 
calls "peaks of demand and delays" which it analyzes as follows: 

At several times during the operating day, demand services. 
alternate between arrival "banks" and departure "banks". 
This occurs because of the marketing strategies used 
increasin~l¥ bM the air carrier(s}...over the last decade. 

On page 15 a more convenient cause of delays is proclaimed: 

While the FAA has the authority to regulate schedules ... 
to aid in the reduction of delays, it does not believe that 
invocation of these powers would be appropriate in this 
instance .... The unacceptable element of delays at Sea-Tac 
stems not from airline scheduling practices, but from 
constraints on the FAA’s utilization of navigable air space. 



Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
page 3 
January 26, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
page 2 
January 26, 1990 

the FAA, and would not impact the safety or efficiency goals 
the FAA seeks to achieve through the four-poster approach. 

Second, there needs to be an adjustment in the 
distribution of flights between the east and west turns. 
Under the present situation, the east side is already 
bearing substantially more than 50 percent of departures. 

¯ Under the proposed four-poster plan, roughly one-half of the 
arrivals would for the first time be routed over the 
residential Eastside as well, traveling north up 1-405, 
turning left north of the 520 bridge, and then proceeding 
down into the airport. It would extremely inequitable to 
add this substantial arrival noise burden, without providing 
relief to the Eastside on its overall share of the departure 
n6ise burden. ~ 

Finally, departing flights between i0:00 p.m. and 6:00 
a.m. have always been routed north over the Duwamish 
industrial corridor and Elliott Bay, rather then over the 
residential Eastslde. We have heard informally that the FAA 
proposes to eliminate this night time noise abatement 
procedure and route those flights over the east turn as 
well.    Obviously,. this would make a bad situation even 
worse, and is totally unacceptable to us. Hopefully, this 
proposal has already been discarded. 

In summary, we understand the safety and efficiency 
considerations which have led the FAA to propose the four 
poster plan. However, the noise impact of SeaTac flights 
should receive at least as much consideration as safety and 
efficiency. Presently, Medina is bearing the brunt of that 
noise on the Eastside, to an extent far beyond its "fair 
share". We trust that in the FAA’s final plan, the steps 
outlined above will be adopted .to provide Medina with long- 
needed relief. 

Sincerely, 

Dean A. Messmer 
Mayor 

CC: Congressman John Miller 
Congressman Rod Chandler 
Philip G. Rourk, Mayor of Clyde Hill 
Patrick Dodge, Medina city Manager 
Dr. Robert Rudolph, ECAAN 

impacted. In response to the gas crisis, 60-70 east-bound 
planes per day were allowed to turn right and head directly 
east over the 1-90 Corridor.    Although the gas crisis 
disappeared, the east turn remained. In 1983, of 180 total 
daily north-flow flights, 74 used the east turn while 106 
were still following the traditional Duwamish/Elliott Bay 
departure route. Again, this east-turn track lay over the 
1-90 Corridor. 

In 1986 or early 1987, the FAA shifted flights bound 
for California and the Southwest to the east turn, resulting 
in 122 flights turning east versus only 104 turning west. 
As a result of continued growth, these figures currently 
stand at 148 flights per day using the east turn over Medina 
and Clyde Hill, and only 115 flights per day departing to 
the west. 

In response to Eastside complaints, the FAA in 1987 
instituted the so-called "scatter test", to distribute 
planes over a fairly broad band from the middle of Mercer 
Island to north of the 520 bridge. Although it achieved a 
more equitable dispersion, this test was terminated after 
substantial citizen complaints, primarily from Mercer 
Island. Unfortunately, when the FAA reverted to a narrow 
track east turn, it moved that turn approximately two miles 
north of 1-90, to its present location over Medina and Clyde 
Hill.    Thus, it has only been since 1987 that our formerly 
quiet communities have become the primary "dumping ground" 
for east turn noise. 

Medina has actively supported the Noise Mediation 
process, and Medina residents have devoted many hundreds of 
hours to it.    Two of our citizens sit at the Mediation 
bargaining table. We continue to hope that the Mediation 
process will result in the dual goals of reducing overall 
aircraft noise, and also achieving a more equitable 
distribution of the noise burden. 

We also believe that the equitable relief our 
communities need can be achieved in the context of the FAA’s 
four-poster plan, if several modifications are be made. 

First, the FAA’s plan in its current form would leave 
the east turn in essentially its present location over 
Medina and Clyde Hill. As a matter of fairness and equity, 
this should be changed to divide the east turn into three 
tracks, one over the original 1-90 corridor location, one 
over Medina and Clyde Hill, and one north of the 520 bridge. 
As we understand it, such a change would be acceptable to 



The flat contradiction between these two passages is clear 
ewidence that the FAA only sees what it wants to see in this 
matter. It appears to be blind to any but the most simplistic 
operational fixes. 

Much vital detail is missing in the EA. For instance, it 
provides no information on the number of peak load periods in a 
day or when they occur. One news article indicated a single peak 
occurs around noon and is related to business travel. Assuming 
this is true, we might have a three hour window of peak activity. 
The new routes will provide only 14 additional arrivals per hour 
(56 - 42). Therefore, the additional capacity would benefit 
only a relative handful of travelers for only a small percentage . 
of the total 24-hour day and only during 60% of the total flight 
days that comprise south flow patterns. For this marginal 
benefit, whole new territories will be opened up and conditioned 
to overhead noise pollution. Once this first step is taken, 
advancing to the Los Angeles level of pandemonium is only a 
matter of time. 

If the FAA is adament in refusing to shave peak, loads through 
scheduling, there is still no reason why it cannot work with the 
Port of Seattle to raise air fares during critical peak periods 
sufficiently to spread the traffic more evenly throughout the 
day. As was brought out at a January 2nd hearing at NOAA, the 
present landing fees are in the neighborhood of $300 to $400 per 
flight. This works out to no more than $2 per passenger. 
Considering that the average plane ticket costs well over $2000 
landing fees represent less than one percent of present fares. 
If necessary, landing fees could be increased ten times or more 
during noon-time peaks and they would still not impose an undue 
burden on the air traveler. These fees could fund a new airport. 

Other promising alternatives could be cited as well. They would 
all add up to the same conclusion the EA is woefully inadequate. 
Its contents are couched in almost incomprehensible jargon which 
is undocumented in the glossary. There can be no question that 
the FAA should be required to provide a very detailed 
Environmental Impact Statement before proceeding with any part of 
its planned expansion of services at Sea-Tac International. 

Finally, the vaunted noise impact study promised at the January 
2nd briefing turned out to contain only average noise levels 
which are useless in assessing the Chinese water-torture effect 
of turbojets screaming by overhead. The FAA owes the public a 
genuine study. The FAA should emulate the sonic boom exercise 
performed on the SST in Oklahoma that lead to its cancellation. 
I propose that the FAA schedule a series of actual turbojet 
overflights in the planned traffic routes on weekends for 
several weeks. You could save the cost of much detail in the 
EIS after that exercise as we would then be dealing with facts 
rather than the conjectures of FAA experts, i// /~ 

January 26, 1989 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Re: AircraftNoise - FAA 4-Poster Plan 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Unfortunately, I was unable to attend this Week’s 
publlc hearing regarding the FAA’s four-poster plan.    I 
would like to take this opportunity to emphasize the 
concerns of the residents of the City of Medina regarding 
the substantial impact of aircraft noise on Medina and our 
neighboring communities.    Changes need to be made to the 
propose~ plan to create a more equitable sharing of this 
noise burden. 

As you know, Medina and Clyde Hill are directly under 
the flight path of commercial jet aircraft departing SeaTac 
and utilizing the "east turn" route on their way east and 
south.    This represents 148 over-flights per day under 
"north flow" conditions.    We feel that it is a great 
injustice for our citizens .at present, to have to bear the 
entire brunt of this noise impact. 

The FAA’s four-poster plan in its present form provides 
no relief from this departure flight noise burden, while at 
the same time saddl.ing our area with new noise from arriving 
aircraft. As indicated below, we believe that the plan can 
be modified to create a more equitable sharing of the noise 
burden, without compromising the safety and efficiency 
objectives of the plan.    We urge the FAA to incorporate 
those changes in any plan ultimately adopted. 

We believe that the history of the east turn is highly 
relevant to coming up with a fair and equitable solution for 
the future.    Until the early 1970’s there was no "east 
turn", and all "north flow" departures were routed out over 
the Duwamish industrial corridor and Elllott Bay, where 
there was relatively little residential development to be 

EVERGREEN POINT ROAD -- POST OFFICE BOX 144 -- MEDINA. WA 98039-0144 
TELEPHONE 206"454"9222 



UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

’~ami~Medicine 
~tion,’~Q-30 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South C-68966 
Seattle Wa. 98168 
Attn: Richard Prang 

1509 26th Avenue East (Montlake) 
Seattle WA. 98112 

January 16, 1990 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

i am writing to strongly protest the proposed rerouting of airplane traffic over 
north and central Seattle (Four Post plan). As block watch captain for my area 
I speak for my neighbors in urging the F.A.A. to reject this proposal. If the 
intention is to more equally distribute the intrusive noise from air traffic by 
diverting a proportion of the flights now landing over Eliott Bay to our neighbor- 
hoods, you are ignoring the fact that we already experience substantial air traffic 
and resulting noise from existing-,flight patterns which direct landings directly 
over our homes in poor weather (most of the winter) and direct takeoffs overhead 
golng north and turning east in good weather (most of the spring and summer). To 
increase the volume and level of noise would be to subject our.communities, already 
burdened by intense levels of noise, to Intolerable and constant sound bombardment. " 

If the intent of the proposal is to reduce inconvenience to passengers now experiencir 
delays as a result of inadequate airport capacity, the occasional inconvenience 
to the vacationer or businessperson in no ways equals the unrelenting and obnoxious 
noise which disquiets ’entire residential neighborhoods ever day due to misguided 

~ flight patterns and decisions imposed without consideration of the health of our community. If the airport does not have the. capacity to accomodate additional flights, 
then 1)build another airport now 2)use existing airports in nearby communities when 

~rT needed and bus in passengers and/or 3) limit flights that are not full. It’s time to 
stop sacrificing the quality of life of a city for the sake of unchecked and often 

,destructive growth patterns of benefit to only a few. 

If the intention is to reduce potential danger by directing incoming flights along two 
paths rather than one, you are simultaneously increasing danger, possibly to many more 
people, by directing air traffic right over densely popul&ted urban areas. 

Finally, if you think the perception of intense noise from existing flight patterns is 
an exaggeration, I invite you to sit on my~deck or~in my living room on a sunny 
afternoon or a stormy evening and to try and have a conversation as the distant 
thunder of planes directl~ overhead drowns out our voices. 

CC. Seattle City Council 
Seattle Port Commission 

S(ncerely, 

Denise M. Lishner 
(206) 324-1754 

543-2461 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The change in the East Turn from three years ago means 
that noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac is 
disastrously affecting the communities of Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is often 
impossible to carry on a normal conversation due to the 
noise of the planes. This far from the airport we should 
not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise from 
these planes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. I want you to take 
a leading role in fighting this injustice. Please let me 
know what you are able to do and what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 



January 18, 1990 

Richard Prang 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to Air Traffic 
Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 
December 1989 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

Please refer to my letter to you of 1.9.90. 

Since writi.n/~ that letter it has come to my attention that rescinding the "east turn" curfew 
could result m adversely altering not just (as I stated earlier) the North Flow 65 DNL 
contours, but also the 65 DNL contours averaged over a year using North and South Flow 
conditions. 

If this is true, then the point I made earlier about the potential inadequacy of the EA is 
even more true. 

Donald F. Padelford 

cc: Temple Johnson, FAA 
Peter J. Kitsch, Cutler & Stanfield 

Mr. Gary A. Jarvis 
7600 NE 10th 
Bellevue, Washington 98004 

January 15, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacifi~ Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johusom 

It’s a lovely spring day! As the breezes blow down from the North, friends 
and neighbors are emerging from their homes to enjoy the coming day. The 
tranquility of this setting is rudely broken by the thunderous roar of an ill- 
conceived flight pattern that has directed increased air-traffic flow over the 
Medina area. 

Having been born and raised in the Seattle area, the last 48 years have 
evolved with encroachment on all sides. Change must occur, but please show 
concern and fairness in the amount of noise and disruption we must endure. 

The present flight pattern must be redistributed to give relief to the Medina 

area. 

U.S. Senator Slade Gorton 

U.S. Congressman 
.dfp.sn.faa0190b First District - John Miller 



F’.O. Box 223 
Medina, Washington 98(:)39 

[omple Johnson, Jr.~ Manager 
Traffic Division 

FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
Box C-68966 Seattle, WA 98168 

Re: Increased .Jet Noise over Medina 

Dear Mr, .Johnson: 

We are 5 yea~ residents of Medina and have lived on the 
Eastside for a total of 13 years. We write to you to 
complain about tfie. intolerable jet noise over Medina. We 
are well aware of the flight patterns over all of Bellevue 
and the noise is by far the worst in Medina and has 
increased dramatically. 

The proOlem is magnified by the fact that planes seem 
to fly over Medina most heavily in clear weather when we are 
outdoors and our windows are open. On those days, we 
literally ~ake up to the roar of jet engines and endure them 
until th~ late hoops. We have heard planes flying overhead 
~s early as 6:00 a.m. and as late as I0:30 p.m.. 

We recognize that airplane noise is a social cost 
required by air travel. However, we believe that the cost 
should be shared by all those who live in the Seattle- 

~Tacoma area and not just those who live in Bellevue or 
)Medina. We strongly support the proposed new east turn 
procedure that would require one half the flights over 
Medina and one half over Mercer Island. This compromise is 
better than what w~ have now and more equitable. Simple 
logic and equity requires that the flights be scattered so 
that no area receives a disproportionate share of airplane 
noise. 

We also think the airlines have to do their share too 
by flying quieLer jets and routing their planes to higher 
altitudes over F’uget Sound before flying over populated 

It is clear to os that something must be done--the 
present inequitable situation is intolerable. We would 
appreciate your assistane in resolving "our headache". 

Slncerel y , 

N 

BLOCH STEEL INDUSTRIES 
DIVISION OF M B&OCH & CO INC. 

4580 COLORADO AVE. S. 
P.O. BOX 240~3 SEATTLE, WA ~t24 

(20~) 763-0200 FAX 762-1011 

January 17, 1990 

Date: JAN :~ ~ 19.90’ .... 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Attn: Temple Johnson, Mgr. Air Traffic Division 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

My wife and I live in the Town of Clyde Hill. 

Living ther~ we are severely disturbed by the noise of air- 
craft flying over our home. 

We realize this cannot be completely eliminated, but it 
certainly would make our home more livable if you followed 
thru with your plan to have only a portion of the aircraft 
flying over our neighborhood. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Leo D. Bloch 
Chief Executive Officer 

LDB:cb 



January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAANorthwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the llves of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

January 17, 1990 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

We are. residents of Medina and have lived here more 
than twenty years. In the past few years the airplane 
flights over our home have increased in number and in noise 
level, so that at times the overhead noise does not allow us 
to hear what is being said on television, carry on telephone 
conversations, or even converse in our living rooms. Trying 
to talk in our yards is impossible at these times. 

As the air traffic increases at Sea-Tac, we DO NOT, 
want more traffic and more noise over our homes. 

Whatever can be done to divide or divert such flight 
patterns would help us and would be more fair to our other 
neighbors in this and adjoining areas. 

We look forwarding to hearing from you. 

Sincerely,     ~ 

Joanna & Donald Sutherland 
8457 MidlandRoad 
Bellevue, WA    98004 

CO: 

cc : 

U.S. Senator Brock Adams 
513 Hart Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

U.S. Senator Slade Gorton 
324 Hart Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

U.S. Congressman 
First District - John Miller 
1723 Longworth House Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 



January 26, 1990 

"JAN 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, NA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

As a resident of the Medina area of Bellevue I am very con- 
cerned about the increase in the number of flights that are 
directed over this area and the resulting noise problem. The 
prospect of further increases in unacceptable. 

I feel there should be an equitable distribution of flight 
patterns over a much broader area so that our community need 
not suffer an undue share of the noise problem. 

Very truly yours, 

Mary~an Gross 

8424 N.E. lOth St. 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is not essentlal that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willlng to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Polltlcal influences are preventing these 
beneficlal changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We musthave some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 



January 26, 1990 
P, ec’d. ANM+500i’"’ ; -+ 

L~at,:. 3AN 2 9 199"~.. 

Mr. Templeton Johnson 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr.    Johnson: 

From the newspapers and the FAA hearing at Cleveland High 
School, which my husband and I attended on January’24, I 
have learned about the new "Four Poster Plan". This is the 
name of a plan to reroute much of the air traffic, now 
departing and landing over Elliot Bay into two new 
corridors: one over I-5 and the other over the north end of 
Lake Washington. Our house, which is two blocks from I-5 on 
north Capitol Hill, would be directly under one of the new 
flight paths. This path, which has been used in bad weather 
for some incoming flights from the east and north, would now 
be used constantly throughout the day regardless of weather. 

We are opposed to the new plan for the following reasons: 

I) The noise level in our neighborhood would increase even 
more than it is now (the noise level is already unacceptable 
due to helecopters and seaplanes taking off from and landing 
on Portage Bay and Lake Union). 

2) The I-5 corridor is the most populous area of Seattle, of 
King County, and possibly of the state. This flight path 
puts the maximum number of people in our area at risk from 
falling aircraft, falling aircraft parts, and fecal matter 
which occasionally leaks from airplane toilets. 

3) This flight path would increase the already heavy burden 
of motor vehicle exhaust which we breathe every day from the 
freeways by adding jet exhaust from what could turn out to 
be a plane per minute. This would be a significant overall 
increase in the pollution level of the air in our 
neighborhood. 

4) This plan, if implemented, may be outdated in just a few 
short years, leaving us with no alternative other than 
building a new airport either at Paine field or on the east 
side of the mountains. Why not plan for the future and 
build a new airport now? 



The Four Poster plan would add a considerable amount of 
noise, risk, and inconvenience and decrease the quality of 
life for many of us who live along the I-5 corridor and 
along the shores of Lake Washington. This being the case, 
it is surprising that no Environmental Impact Statment has 
been completed by the FAA. An Environmental Impact Statment 
should be required at the very least. 

Sincerely 

Mary Pat Larsen 
2712 10th Ave. E. 
Seattle, WA 98102 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal. 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



2515 Medina Circle 

Bellevue¯ VVa 98004 

FebPuar3/26, [990. 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. ¯ Manager 

Air" Traffic Division¯ FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 

17900 pacific Highway South 

P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98[68 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

! am writ{ng to strongly support the Federal Aviation Admin- 

istration,s proposed plan that would disburse jet aircraft flight 

departures on the east turn over the communities of Medina, 

Clyde Hill and central Bellevue, 

I consider it totally unfair t~t ~e c~munities sh~ld have to 

bear the entire b~nt of this co~entPated air traffic with the 
sultan[ noise po[tution ~ as a pesu[t of potitica1 p~sSu~. 

The only equitable and acceptable solution is to disperse these 

flights preferably over three paths to further reduce the number of 

flights over any Eastside community. 

Medina residents will accept their fair share of the flights 

burden, but not ever3/Northbound jet. We deserve equitable treat- 

ment. 

I hope you can take some immediate action to suppOrt this 
change.     ’~ 

Iris S[ipPy 

(Mrs. H. Vernon Slippy) 

Laurie Ross 
8446 NE. 9~ 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

Jan. 25, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
NW Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. I~ox c-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

[ am writing in support of dispersing flights on the East Turn. I live in West 
Bellevue and on clear days, the airplane noise is unbelievably bad. 

Bellevue has borne the brunt of the East Turn departures for the last three 
year since the corridor was moved morth. The resultant noise pollution is 
unacceptable and has severely damaged the quality of life in these 
residential communities. The number of departing planes overflying these 
communities must be decreased. An equitable distribution of departures 
should be instituted so no one area is saddled with an undue share of noise. 
Just because Mercer Island is organized and vocal in their complaints, it does 
not seem fair that they not be expected to have some of the airplane noise. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Ross 

Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
John Miller 
Rod Chandler 



January 26, 1990 

Ms. Andrea Riniker 
Director of Aviation Division 
SeaTac International Airport 
P.O. Box 68727 
Seattle, WA 98168 

~ear Ms. Riniker, 

Members of the citizen Caucus were surprised and dis- 
tressed to read about the $1.3 million marketing campaign de- 
signed to attract new air cargo transport, international 
traffic and tourism to SeaTac Airport with a goal of increas- 
ing volume by 10%. We have been involved in active mediation 
for 14 months to. reduce the existing noise from airplane 
overflights. This marketing campaign to increase volume re- 
flects, at best, insensitivity to the efforts of the citizens 
to work toward preserving the quality of life available in 
the greater Seattle area. In addition, it causes us to ques- 
tion the commitment of the Port to true abatement of the ex- 
isting noise. 

We look forward to the opportunity to discuss this con- 
cern with you at your earliest possible convenience. 

Sincerely, 

East~ide Sub-Caucus 
Kitsap Sub-Caucus 
North/Northwest Sub-Caucus 
South/Southwest Sub-Caucus 

cc: Port Commissioners 
Mediation Committee Members 
Alinda Page 
Sheri Ehrgott 
Jerry Cormick 
Alice Shorett 

January 26, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Re: Aircraft noise over Medina 

D~ar Mr. Johnson: 

I understand that a plan to ~sperse the Sea-tac jet 
flight departures on the East turn has been shelved due to 
pressure from Mercer Island residents and others. All 
Eastbound and most Southbound traffic will continue to pass 
over our home. We residents of Medina and Bellevue are 
dismayed to say the least. 

We have endured the increased noise of the present 
flight pattern since the corridor was directed over us 
three years ago. As it stands, we cannot converse normally 
outdoors during the frequent periods of heavy departure; 
and you expect to increase the traffic. 

Naturally we should expect our portion of the noise 
but, in all fairness, the rest of the community should 
share the load. We all fly, after all. 

Please reconsider. The burden should be shared 
equally by everyone. 

Yours truly, 

Frederick W. Hayes 
212 Overlake Drive East 
Medina, WA 98004 

cc: Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable John Miller 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 



Date: JAN ~ 

DLAF-I 5. !RICI"-.f__TTS, i"l.D., R~, 

January 23, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
I1900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 9816B 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to ask that you take action on behalf of those of us living 
in the City of Medina on the issue of aircraft noise. 

The east turn was moved north three years ago leading to a dramatic increase 
in the jet noise or the cities of Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue. We should 
not be asked to bear more than our fair share of aircraft noise. This has been 
the case since this change and I am sure that you are aware that the decision 
regarding any change in the corridor is presently being debated. Our neigh- 
borhoods once were quiet residential and rural in nature, but the present noise 
is intolerable. It is often difficult to carry on conversations due to the level 
of the noise and we are frequently:awakened in the morning by them as well. 
This is unacceptable. 

The FAA has proposed dispersing the jet flights to the northeast, such that 
a smaller number would pass over our communities. Additionally, there has been 
a citzen’s study showing that there would be much less noise if the planes were 
to proceed north and west over the Sound and less populated islands. It is 
obviously not essential that all these planes fly over our con~unities, and it 
appears to be political influences that are preventing a more equitable change. 

I ask you to do whatever you can to affect a change in the present departure 
procedures so that we may have some relief from this noise. STOP THE EAST 
TURN, MOVE IT BACK TO WHERE IT USED TO BE, OR SPREAD IT OUT INTO OTHER COMMUNI- 
TIES such that we are only asked to bear our reasonable proprotion of jet noise. 

Please keep me informed as to what actions you are able to take, and if you have 
any other suggestions which will help deal with our problem. 

Yours truly, 

Dean S. Ricketts, M.D. 

DSR/pdg 

~50b r~.E. 16th Street 
Bellevue, t;A    98004 

26 January, 1090 

k;anager, Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Recion 
17g00 Pacific Highway ~outh 
P.O. Box C-bbgb8 

Temple Johnson, Jr.: 

As members of the Clone Hill community, we along with those livinn 
in ~4eoina and Bellevue have borne the brunt of the EAST TURN 
departure for the last three years since the corridor was moved 
north. 

The resultant noise pollution is unacceptable and has severely dama~ec 
our quality of life and the quality of life in these resiOential 
comF.unities. 

The EAST TUki~ aepartur~ shoulo be terminateo --or at the very least-- 
the number of oepartin~ planes flying over these communities must be 
decreased. An e~uitable oistribution OF THE bEPARTUKE5 shoulo be 

instituteo so no one area is saddled with an undue share of noise. 

If the EAST TURh must co=~tinue, even with a fairer distibution, 
there must be a differentiation between heav~ aircraft (747/DC-8) 
ano lipht, guider aircraft (?3?/DC-91~;D-GO) especially durin¢ the 
early morning, (before B:O0 A.M.). Heavy aircraft should use turns 
out over Elliot Bay/Puget Sound when Sea-Tac is usin9 the ~;orth 
runways. 

Copies sent to: Senator Slade Gorton, Senator Brock Adams, the 

Honorable John ~iller and the Honorabla Rod Chandler. 



JANUARY 25,    1990. 

Mr. Temple Johnson Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
!7900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am contacting you in regard to the air craft noise over the 
Bellevue, Clyde Hill and Medina areas. 

My husband and I grew up in Seattle and have been residents of 
Bellevue for the last thirty-flve years. We have seen our growth 
in many ways. In the last three years the Bellevue, Clyde Hill 
and Medina areas have been receiving the brunt of the East Turn 
departures from Sea-Tac. The noise polution has truly reached 
unacceptable heights. 

We favor and support the FAA’S position of disbursing flights on 
the East Turn. Our whole Puget Soung area benefits from Sea-Tac 
and the flight noise should be distributed equally. 

You must be fair and reasonable in your decision and we highly 
urge you to support our opinion so that no Eastside community 
~ill bear an undue burden. 

Mrs. Robert L. 
8~00 N.E. 7th ST. 
Bellevue, W~shington 98004 

Janum’y 26, 1990 

Mr. Temple Joinmon, Jr., Manager 

Air Tnd~ Divisio~ FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 

17900 P~,~ic Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Joh~on" 

We have 5red in our present location in C~yde Hill since June of 1973. Since the ~,mmor of 1987 we 
have been inundated with alrer~ noise which has drastically altered our lifestyle~ Prior to that time, 

I, as a gardener, bad always thoroughly enjoyed quietly working in my yard for hours at a time.. All 
that quality time has been lost due to the ~C~m;n~ ~ overhead. No longer is gar4~-~-.~ the 
rel~*~n£, quiet, rejuvenating time I once bad. It is not unusual to have four aircral% in ~iew, rand 

audible, at the same time-one just having flown over, one direct~ overhead, one right on the second 

one’s heels, and the fourth ,~-_- the east turn off Lake Wmxh!n~ton, and ~11 ~ direet~ over m~y 
house. (The soot from these aircral% covers all outside furniture.) 

Outside conversation is no longer l~ssible. M~ny times we have had guests ~k, "How do you stand 
the noiseT 

Now, by recent artkles in the Se~w/e Tim~, it appears some relief would ha po~hle if the east turn 

were to be split into at least two flight paths with the FAA implementing the r)~-.-e. But, this w~l 
not be done, and I quote you, Mr. Johnson, "... without Mercer ]~dand’s bl,-,~-.~." Why would one 

community be pen~li~ed by ex~ssi~ noise and another exempt? M..y sug~q~tions ms to what 
prompted this reasoning comes to mind--none flattering to members o£ the FAA. 

Also, why must we limit the east turn to one or two flight paths? Why not tlu’ee, four, or more? Why 

continuoua/y bombard one area? 

Please, please disperse this aircraft noise. 

Senator Slade Gorton 
The Honorable John Mgler 
Senator Brock ~m. 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 



January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
?eattle, Washington 98168 

Delr Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the" residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
living this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was changed three years ago when it was 
moved north. This means that noise of aircraft departing 
from Sea-Tac has been severely impacting the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. Until 
the change in the East Turn this area had a quiet, rural 
nature. The noise from these planes is threatening to 
turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to 
carry on a normal conversation due to the noise of the 
planes. 

It is not essential that these planes over fly this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. This noise must be stopped. Please 
do what you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. I want you to help in fighting this injustice 
in any way you can. I would like to hear from you 
regarding what you are able to do and what else I can do 
to stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

(’ 4%,,, 



January 22, 1990 

~.~,~ 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urba~ ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is Dot essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 

ALLEN EUGENE SEN~R 

¯ ,~ BKL~VUE. WA~HINOTON gBOO4 

R~c’d A~,F,’ 500 ,~ ’,’ 



Mr. Temple Johnson Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA    98168 

January 24, 1990 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

I am writing to express my extreme displeasure over the current 
East Turn flight pattern over Medina and Bellevue. I bought my house 
nine years ago 25 miles from the airport, never expecting to face the 
noise level I do today. My children, ages 1 and 3, are awakened regularly 
from their afternoon naps by airplane noise. I’m not sure how Medina 
Elementary School, which is down the street, can conduct daily classes 
with the noise level. In the summer, it is impossible for us on a nice 
day to enjoy a barbeque with friends, because of the noise level. I work 
rigSt across from the airport at 18000 Pacific Highway South, facing the 
airport, and do not experience the noise I do in my own home in evenings 
and on weekends. The noise pollution is unacceptable and has severely 
damaged the quality of life in Medina and Bellevue. 

Medina and Bellevue have borne the brunt of the East Turn departures for 
the past three years when the corridor was moved North. The number of planes 
overflying these communities must be decreased. An equlatable distribution 
of departures should be instituted so no one area is saddled with an 
undue share of the noise. In this way, we can enjoy at least some of the 
nice days in the summer and have occassslonal relief from this unacceptable 
pollution. 

I urge. you to be fair to all of the communities on the East side by deciding 
upon ah equitable distribution. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret A. Kimble 

CC. Senator Slade Gorton 
The Honorable John Miller 
Senator Bock Adams 
The Honorable Rod Chandler. 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is DO~ essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 



January 26, 1990 

Mr. Templeton Johnson 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

From the newspapers and the FAA hearing at Cleveland High 
School, I have learned about the new "Four Poster Plan". 
This is the name of a plan to reroute much of the air 
traffic, now departing and landing over Elliot Bay into two 
new corridors: one over I-5 and the other over the north end 
of Lake Washington. 

I am opposed to the new plan for the following reasons: 

I) The noise level in our neighborhood would increase even 
more than it is now. 

2) The I-5 corridor is the most populous area of Seattle, of 
King County, and possibly of the state. This flight path 
puts the maximum number of people in our area at risk from 
falling aircraft, falling aircraft parts, and fecal matter 
which occasionally leaks from airplane toilets. 

3) This flight path would increase the already heavy burden 
of motor vehicle exhaust which we breathe every day from the 
freeways by adding jet exhaust from what could turn out to 
be a plane per minute. This would be a significant overall 
increase in the air pollution level. 

4) This plan, if implemented, may be outdated in just a few 
short years, leaving us with no alternative other than 
building a new airport either at Paine field or on the east 
side of the mountains. Why not plan for the future and 
build a new airport now? 

The Four Poster plan would add a considerable amount of 
noise, risk, and inconvenience and decrease the quality of 
life for many of us who live along the I-5 corridor and 
along the shores of Lake Washington. This being the case, 
it is surprising that no Environmental Impact Statment has 
been completed by the FAA. An Environmental Impact Statment 
should be required at the very least. 

Sincerely 

Sherl Schaeffer 
7209 92nd Ave. S.E. 
Mercer Island, WA 98040 



January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the quality of life in Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turn it into an urban 
ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on a conversation 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAA has suggested splittlng the flights into as many as 
three tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Please take the lead in fightingthis extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get a11 the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 

Sincerely, 



January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has been severely 
impacting the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

The severe noise is totally unacceptable. We should not 
be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from 
the airport. This area once had a quiet,-rural nature, 
but the noise from these planes is threatening to turn it 
iinto an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. Political influences are preventing 
these changes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to he, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Take the lead in 
fighting this injustice. Please let me know what you are 
able to do and if there is anything else I can do to stop 
these planes from flying over. 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was changed three years ago when it was 
moved north. This means that noise of aircraft-departing 
from Sea-Tac has been severely impacting the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is 
totally unacceptable that we should be asked to bear such 
a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. Until 
the change in the East Turn this area had a quiet, rural 
nature. The noise from these planes is threatening to 
.turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to 
carry on a normal conversation due to the noise of the 
planes. 

It is not essential that these planes over fly this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. This noise must be stopped. Please 
do what you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. I want you to help in fighting this injustice 
in any way you can. I would like to hear from you 
regarding what you are able to do and what else I can do 
to stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 

-- 



January 24, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
I7900 Pacific Highway South 
F.O.Box C-68966 
Seattle, ~A 98168 

Dear Mr. jo~son: 

I regret that I am unable to attend tonight’s 7|00 P.M. 
meeting at the Cleveland High School in Seattle to object, 
most strenuously, to the aircraft noise over Bellevue, Medina 
and Clyde Hill. 

It is inco~elvable that an equitable distribution of 
departures cannot be instituted so that no one area is TORTURED 
with an u~iue and unfair share of noise. 

Since the corridor was moved North for the last three 
years, the East turn departure has imposed an intolerable 
condition on Bellevue, Clyde Hill and Medina that no residential 

area should be forced to endure. 

Any influence you may have to rectify this injustice will 
be gratefully appreciated. 

co Sen=tor Slade Gorton 
Hepresentative John Miller 

~ Senator Brock Adams Reoresentative ~od Chandler 

Very truly.yours, 

Marian Zab~l 

k~/ILSON AND REAP.DON 

January 25, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region! 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

R ’ AN~.~O0/,~o ; .~c d. 

Date: JAN ~ 

Dear Mr.    Johnson: 

I am writing in support of the position taken by the 
Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft Noise. 

As a resident of Clyde Hill, my family and I have been 
driven out of our outdoor area by the high level noise which 
makes it impossible to hear conversation. What had been a 
lovely area for pleasant hours after work is now worse than 
any big city "slum" area. 

We, in our home, work very hard and are not wealthy 
people. We have lived here since 1956. We bought here in the 
belief that we could enjoy a quiet and peaceful existence. Up 
to 3 years ago, our noise level was at a liveable level. Now, 
it is unbearable. The aircraft noise has reached a level which 
can only be described as unbearable, undeserved and unsupport- 
able by any reasonable basis. 

I am not interested in insuring that the planes get in to 
Seattle for the Goodwill Games. I wish every success to the 
Goodwill Games; I love sports. However, I do not love sports 
so well as I love peace of mind. Further, I do not see any 
reason that it is essential to the success of the commercial 
world in this area that we should get the planes into the area 
as fast as we can at the expense of the quality of life of the 
citizens of this area. It is really nothing more or less than 
over-development for the profit of the few. 

More significantly, in the past few years, we have had 
severely ill people in our home for whom sleep is crucial. 
Instead these poor people are awakened at very early hours by 
the jet flyover. That is when I finally determined that the 
current noise level amounts to a form of cruel and inhuman pun- 
ishment which no person deserves. 



Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Page 2 

January 25, 1990 

This neighborhood is at least as nice as the Mercer Island 
corridor and equally as deserving of the preservation of its 
quality of life. Your organization incorrectly refers to Clyde 
Hill as being in the "Central Bellevue Business District" corridor. 

There is nothing as destructive as loud jet noise to one’s 
health. Your action has turned Clyde Hill into an unpleasant 
place to live. 

BER:et 

cc: Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft Noise 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable John Miller 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 
Mrs. Mary Ann Bannick 

January 25, 1990 

John F. Norman 
8120 Overlake Dr. W. 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
FAA, Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway SOuth 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr.    Johnson: 

I urge you to adopt a plan to distribute Sea Tac traffic over a 
wider area. 

One of the reasons I purchased a home in Medina was the relative 
peace and quiet found in the area. That was 26 years ago. In 
recent years, the ever-increasing aircraft noise has lowered our 
quality of life. We are awakened in the early morning by the 
noise, and, in the summer, relaxation outside is all but imposs- 
ible. Our property values have been impacted as well. 

Increased aircraft noise is a reality with no quick solution that 
will please everyone. Since airline passengers come from every 
community in the Puget Sound region, it would seem the only equit- 
able short term solution is to spread the flights over a larger 
area.    Let everyone who contributes to the problem share its 
discomforts e~-,ally. 

SincerelY~,     / 

John F. Norman 

cc: senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Congressman John Miller 





Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. Mgr. 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA.. 98004 

2260 955h A e. 
Bellevue, wX. 98004 
January 24, 1990 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Please t~e very seriously the dis~rsing flights on t~ East 
Turn. Support us. We do need help. 

Bel~eve me when I tell you that I have ha~ the e~ence of 
not even hearing my x-a~io alarm due to the aircz~ft ~ise a~ve 
my house. I ~ve ~cently fo~ to you a co~ ~ a l~r 
w~ch I ~ w~t~n to. R~ C~ler, In w~ch I s~ ot~r 
un~a~ble ex~ences . 

From Rod C~a~dler’s office I have been informed that " noise 
monitoring equi1~ent needs to be installed at g~md level amd 
and special attention meeds to be paid te de~arti~ flights (where 
75 percent of noise comp~alnts aro generated). Ce~nly I ~ree 
with that i00 ~. Needless to my ~t~tenvlx~nmental assessment 
of proposed cha~s 1~sed on information obatained by computer 
models of potential impacts is not adequate. Live ~th it. Th~n 
comes understanding. 

Let us have quallty of life also...not o~ Mercer Island. And, 
b~cau~e we have lived abroa~ several years a~ so much trasplr~ 
during our absence, could It be explalned t~ me why the Mercerlsland 
people have obtained such favoritism and lost sensitivity? 

Thank you, 

Venelda L. Neary 



P. O. Box 351 
Medina, WA 98039 
January 24, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Hwy S 
P. 0. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Subject: JET NOISE 

I am a 46-year resident of Washington. I’ve lived in 
West Bellevue for 33 years. Many undesirable changes have 
taken place during those years, but one of the most damaging 
has been the enormous increase in the number of jet 
departures over our community. 

I’m not trying to stop progress or growth in our region 
and the additional aircraft traffic that goes with this 
development, however, I am strongly opposed to one community 
bearing the brunt of this traffic as we have over the past 
three to four years. 

Our quality of life is being severely damaged, and I 
implore you to take whatever action is necessary to reduce 
the number of overflying aircraft in this community. I 
would support any proposal that would equitably distribute 
the departures over our entire region so that no one area 
has more than its equal share of noise. 

Thank you for your attention and early action regarding 
this issue. 

William Stephan 



January 23, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic DiVision, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
P. O. Box C-68~66 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Date~,JAN t 6 ~ ¯ 

We are unable to attend your meeting this week at 
Cleveland High School and would llke to share with 
you our concerns over increased air flights over 
the Eastside. 

IF solutions s~ch as restricting the number of flights 
per day out of Sea-Tac (some airlines seem to have 
two or three p~r hour) OR returning to the process of 
having the pla’~nes reach a higher altitude by.going 
North and thed East (as in pre-gas-shortage ~ays), 
cannot be found - then it seems only fair that the 
flights that dill go over the Eastside should be 
more evenly d~stributed throughout Mercer Island, 
Bellevue and Kirkland and points North. 

As residents qf Medina, we have had more than our 
share of overflights at ALL hours - to increase them 
in our area seems inappropriate and arbitrary. 

Your consideration and attention are appreciated. 

very truly yours, 

E. H. CARLSONI 

JEANNE W. CARLSON 

cc: Cong. Rod Chandler 
Cong. John Miller 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 



~ec’d ANM-500 ~ 

Date: 



Jenuary 20, 1990 

~ec’d. ANM-500 

JAN 2 ~ lO~ 
Date: 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
17900 Pacific Highway South, C - 68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Deer Mr. Johnson, 

We are residents of Clyde Hill and are greatly disturbed by the air 
traffic and It accompaning noise over our neighborhood. We are also very 
distressed oversome statements attributed to you in the pepers ......... 
in your refusal to evenly dlstrubute the problem if Mercer Island residents 
will not agree to it. Who are you kidding? No one in their right mind. 
would welcome noise pollutlon. We are only asking that we not be 
burdened with more then our fair share. We understand thet you ere under 
great pressure from Rod Chandler and Mercer Island’s attorneys not to 
address this issue but we urge you to begin treating this matter In a more 
responsible manner.                         -" 

Thank you. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Bender 
6660 N. E. 19th Place 
Bellevue, Washington 96004 
(206) 455-5905 



MRS. PAUL Do DUNSTAN 
844 L~i~ Wnnhln|ton Blvd. N.E. 

B~llev~ae, WA 98004 

.:~ec’d. ANM-500 

Date: JAN ,~ 6 1~ .~ec’d. ANM-500 ./A,~"~ 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the ,,East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noise of the planes 
overhead. 

~his noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread~it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 

Sincere y, 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the "East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noise of the planes 
overhead. 

This noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 



Mr. Temple Johnson 
FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

10320 Ravenna Avenue NE 
Seattle, WA 98125 
January 20, 1990 

¯ 
Date:JAN 2 6 10~"~’~ 

I am writing to urge you to reject plans to increase 
capacity at Sea Tac by routinely routing aircraft over densely 
populated areas. Increasing demand at Sea Tac should be met by 
upgrading the ’horse and buggy’ technology referred to by the 
representative of the Port of Seattle at the recent meeting at 
Sand Point, not by degrading the quality of life for large 
numbers of citizens. 

Because of fog conditions atSea Tac, we already 
experience ,fair weather’ overflights. At one point, my husband 
and I found it necessary to go inside our home to continue a 
conversation because we could not hear each other.while working 
together in the yard. The level of noise and frequency of 
overflight made a coherent discussion outside impossible. This. 
degree of interference is unacceptable in the daily lives of 
citizens whose homes are not in the immediate vacinity of an 
airport. 

In addition to noise, I amconcerned about possible 
pollution from jet fuel exhaust. Those of us who avoid using 
chemicals in gardening do not want the rain that falls on our 
yards to have ’cleaned’ the air of pollutants left behind by a 
constant stream of overflying planes. 

Choices are difficult, with ,profits and loses’ hard to 
assess. It seems to me that increasing the number of half-empty 
planes that land and take off from Sea Tac is not worth 
increasing the n~mber of citizens whose quality of life is 
significantly reduced due to aircraft noise and pollution. 

Sincerely, 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue ~ince that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is DQt essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks, political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I c~n do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 

i. 2o( - 57/3 



.~ec’d, ANM-500/,.~-Z) I te’ JAN ~ Da . ~ 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. ~ol~tical. influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a. 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is Dot essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 
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Date: JAN 2 8 

January 17, 1990 
6848 26th Ave NE 
Seattle, WA 98115 
(206)261-6699 

Temple Johnson 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Because we live in two of the affected areas, we have been 
concerned about the effects of the FAA’s proposed changes in 
flight patterns at Sea-Tac. On January 2 we attended a community 
~eeting on the proposed changes. After attending the meeting and 
reading the FAA’s draft environmental assessment of the problem, 
we do not believe that the FAA has adequately explored the other 
options, particularly scheduling, for relieving air traffic 
congestion. We also do not believe they have accurately 
estimated the negative environmental impacts of their -preferred 
solution". To fully address these concerns, we ask that a full 
environmental impact study be performed before any changes in 
flight traffic patterns are made. 

It is our understanding that flight traffic delays are occurring 
only during peak traffic periods. Thus, the airport is not 
actually at capacity; the problem can more appropriately be 
described as a scheduling problem. Given this, we fail to 
understand why ,,modification of airline schedules is not a 
feasible alternative." 

A goal of smoothed flight traffic patterns can be achieved in 
several ways: simply asking alrllnes to schedule fllghts during 
non-peak hours, regulation, or time of day pricing structures, to 
name a few. Time of day pricing structures have been used 
successfully in the energy (time of year also) and 
telecommunication industries - both electricity and phone calls 
cost the consumer more during peak periods. The alrlines are 
currently charged a flat rate for "gate time". This does not 
reflect the full costs of providing service. Specifically, 
social costs, such as noise pollution, are not included, nor are 
the marginal costs associated with providing excess capacity 
required only during "peak" periods. Allowing the rate to vary 
according to demand would provide incentives for both the 
airlines and the passengers to utilize other time periods. Why 
has this concept not been addressed by the FAA and the Port of 
Seattle when it has been used so extensively and successfully by 
other utilities? 

Noise abatement practices developed during the 1970’s continue to 
benefit the residents of the Puget Sound region. And, as the 
population grows, total benefits increase accordlngly. Residents 
of this region have consistently demonstrated their belief that 
maintaining a high quality of life is at least as important as 
maintaining the current pace of economic growth (witness CAP). 
In fact, the FAA has not shown that the region will suffer 
economically should fllght traffic to the region be scheduled 
differently. Because we feel that the costs and benefits of the 
current proposal have not been adequately studied we ask that a 
full environmental impact study be performed. We also ask that 
the mediation process that was put into place over the past year 
would remain as an integral part of the decision process. The 
proposed changes affect far to many lives to be undertaken 
without that input. 

Sincerely, 

Mary and Don Perry Loren and Lisa Steen 

Ch~nd Caroline Hanson 
~ ie McCutcheon 



January 24, 1990 
Date: 

January 24, 1990 Date: .~~ 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I write in regards to the proposed redistribution of Sea-Tac 
arrivals and departures and speclfically the suggested dramatic 
increases and effects on the Clyde Hill area of the Eastside.. 

No one has to spend much time debating the impact of the noise 
factor of adding 60 plus arrivals to the 148 planned departures 
over this area. One can only hope that the planners and decision 
makers in these matters might have some interest in attempting to 
preserve the overall quality of life of the region by resisting 
the temptation to yield to simplistic solution. The difference 
between efficiency and effectiveness is the difference between 
do~nu thinus riuht and doina the riaht thin~i 

I urge that the current problem be addressed short-term with a 
more equitable distribution of these flights and longer term with 
the commencement of some serious planning on an alternative to 
the current Sea-Tac facillty location. 

~~incerely, 

Peter T. Main 
1709 89th Place NE 
Clyde Hill, WA 98004 

CC : Senator S1ade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable John Miller 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 

Northwest Mountain Region 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. ~ 

I am unhappy with your proposed "Four Post Plan" addi-£ capacity to Sea-Tac Airport.. 
Current conditions are already too noisy and I would even like to see aircraft overflight 
volumes reduced to 1986 volumes. 

I understand your concerns about safety and efficiency at Sea Tac, but environmental 
impacts must be co~isidered to be equal if not more4~>Ortant~~ Seattle is far too 
populated for you to continue increasing the volume.s p~f planes.ar_riving and departing 
at Sea Tac. Our quality of life~(as well as our property’~,alue~P~cline= every time 
an additional flight arrives or departs. You cannot continue adding capacity without 
considering the people living here. We simply must look at other solutions. I don’t 
care what these are, but the bottom line is the,dtizenaof Seattie/Klng County want. 
less noise from aircraft overflight. (Perhaps it is now time to invoke your authority 
to regulate airline schedules.) 

In addition to my concern about noise, I am also worried ~)oot the|ncr~esed chance 

of accidents due to increased overflights. 

I have lived in my current home for over 13 years and witnessed noise from overflights 
increase dramatically over that time. In fact, I suspect that you have already implemented 
the Four Post Plan as noise levels have really increased over the last six to eight 
months. 

1 request that the FAA engage in a full Environmental.4mpaet Study giving the public 
8 chance to comment before adding capacity to Sea Tac Airport. 

Sincerely, 

8042-18th Avenue NE 

Seattle, WA 98115 

co: Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Representative John Miller 
Representative Jim McDermott 



,I~.-JAN 2 6 19~0 

E. RONALDERICKSON INVESTMENTS 
520 Pike Tower, Suite 22225 
Seattle, Washington 98101 

(206} 343-5710 

January 24, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am a resident of Clyde Hill in the Bellevue area. I wish to 
express my objection to the Sea-Tac Jet Flight Departures that 
continually fly over my home. 

Trying to do anything in your back yard during the summer months 
is almost impossible due to the noise. I had a wedding reception 
at my home this past summer and the success was dampened because 
of the noise. 

~ 
The noise pollution has damaged the quality of life at my home 
and I would hope that those who are in a position to change this 

~ unacceptable noise would act in the very near future. 
I have read that the FAA has recently proposed dispersing the jet 
flight departures going over the East side and this would surely 
be a help. It seems very unfair that one segment of the East 
side should bear the blunt of all the noise. 

Sincerely, 

ERE: jmw 
E. Ronald Erickson 
1365 - 92nd Avenue N.E. 
Bellevue, Washington 98004 

January 2~, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., ManaEer 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain ReEion 
17900 Pacific HiEhway So. 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA. 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

We are very concerned about the intensity and frequency of the 
jet noise beinE heard in our neiEhborhood in west Bellevue, WA, 
and wish to state our support of dispersinE jet flights on the 
East Turn so that the noise can be shared more equitably amon~ 
Eastside communities. That way, no specific community will bear 
an undue burden. 

We live in Clyde Hill. Our community as Well as Medina and 
Bellevue have borne the brunt of the East Turn departures for the 
last three years since the corridor was moved north. It is so 
bad in the early morninE hours, that it is difficult to sleep. 
This noise pollution is unacceptable and has severely damaEed the 
quality of life in these’ residential communities. 

The number of departinE planes overflyinE these communities must 
be decreased. An equitable distribution of departures should be 
instituted so no one area is saddled with an undue share of the 
noise. 

Please let me know when the final decision about this matter is 
expected. 

Sincerely, 

1619 86th Avenue, N.E. 
Bellevue, WA 9800~ 

Donna S. 



Office of the Mayor 
Karen L 11. Vialle 

30, Ig90 

Temp3e Johnson, Air Traffic Dlviston manager 
U.$. Depar~aent of Transportltton 
Federal Avis&ton Administration 
17900 Pacific Htghw~ South C-68966 
Seattle, ~ 98168 

¯ Four Post Plan" 

oear ~r. aohnson; 
The City of TaCOme Council has some questions about me effect of the p#op0Sed 

. 
n a roaches OVer the west TacOm ares. Thists a 

chan e In alrcra~t 1~ndl ! ~ ...... 
~ ~. ~ ~oncerned about dls~ur~ances 

fr~ ~olse ano safe~ lssue~ r=~=~-- ~ -. 

~e ere 4n~res~d tn being g~ven an oppor~unt~ for ~npu~ qn~ ~s plan and 
a~ fu~ plans ~tcn affec~ our citizens. ~e a~ �oncerned over the 
~he~, ~ ~re not con~c~ed ~en ~s plan was tn ~s develo~n~l stages. 
I~ ts.tmpor~an~ ~a~ a mechanism be pu~ tn~o place tha~ allows qnfoma~lon of 
£h~s ~0r~ be ~layed ~ our C~Y off4ctals, you need ~ tnclude our 
questions and concerns In decisions ~a~ affec~ our c~un~. 

By ~re of ~ls le~r, ~ are ~questtng an extension ~n your wHtten 
c~en~ peHod ~ Februa~ 16, 1990. Th4s extension w111 a11~ ~e Count11 
~ ~ reques~ an tnfo~on presen,~on fr~you and fo~la~ our 

�~en~s ~gardlng ~s plan. 

please ~tfy ~ts office a~ 591-51~ or Council ~mber Paul H~ller a~ 

383-5500 tf ~e~ 4s a probl~ w~ ~n~s ~ques~. If ~ do no~ hear 
o~her~se, ~ wt1~ constder our reques~ gran~d and con~c~ you next ~ek 

schedule an ~nfoma~tanal s~u~ session w~ ~e Council. 

!:!ec’d. At’i~500 /1 .... 

Oatc: JAN 3 1 1,qo0~’~’,, 

Laurelhurst Cos&unity Club 

"326 l~42nd Street 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Jan,-,:~’ 29, 1990 

Mr. Ric~rd pra~ 

Federa! Aviation Administration 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

Seattle, WA 98168 

SuhJec~, 
DRAFt E~YlRON~AL ASSESSMenT OF THE PROPOSED CHA~CES TO THE AIR TRAFFIC 
ARRIYAL ~ DEPARTURE ROUTES AT SEATTLE TACOMA 1NTERNATZONAL AIRPORT 

Dear 

At the public he&tin8 on January 2~, 19~, the hearin~ officer, Donald Horowits, 
announced that the FAA had extended the co&Rent period on the so-called Fou~ Poster 
Plan as & result of errors in the notification p~cess until January 31, 1990. 
Since the three |Ltnute time limit ~as insufficient 1o es%abllsh all of %he points 
at %he hearln~, we would l~ke to add these cogent& %0 %he record. 

i. FAA offlc1~le have repeatedly %01d us in the discussion of the Plan 1~t the 
FAA has no control over airline schedules and the dlstri~utlon of flights ’in the 
peak hours. Yet we re~d in the newspaper, New York T~aes, Sund~y, January 21, 1990, 
pa~e i, that the U.S. Dep~rtment of Trsn~por%atlon, the parent or~ni~atlon of the 
Federal Aviation Adminletx~ttlon, can take action a6~l~t &it traXflc delays 

late flights and has requested under lts &ul~x~ty t~t airlines cha~e their 
schedules at con6ested hub airports on the east coast. Thus, it would sees that 

the redistribution of peak hour flights is & possible reaedy or ~ltigat~ strategy. 
~ a result of the cont~arlic%0ry st&resents on this i~ue, we repeat our x~quest 

that the FAA prepare an envtroru~ental lspact stateae~t on the Plan in advance of 
a~ route changes so !~t we can fully discuss in an open, Public procesS all of 

the a~ilable options a~ strategies %0 control the noise lap&c%& fros the 

a~ departure of flights at SeaTac. 

2. The conduct of the Public hearir~ on Januax~r 2~, 19<)0 raised aoae very serious 

procedural issues& 

At the hearir~, the he&tin6 officer %01d us to Put atatesents and exhibits on & 
table adjacent to the speakers stand. Parenthetic~ly, the he&tin6 officer 
soae distaJlce fros the ~ble up on the erie, ~lle the table ~th the 

was at floor level. Thl~)~ut the heari~, these records ac~ted on the 
table in a large, unorganized stack. At no tiae did anyone record the exhibits, 

or keep & log, or track the docusents in the pile. It was readily apparent 

t~Lruu~J~ observation of the stack that the F~J~ and the he&riD6 officer could 
never establish a~l accurate record of the exhibits ex post fact0. With all of 

the disorganization, how can the FAA ever assure us that it has fully considered 

all of the coaaents and at&resents &t the heat~in6~? The FAA ~ no accountability 

in this case. 

jAN 31    ’90    10:06                                                                                   PUBLIC WORKS ADMIN      PAGE.002 
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Pa~e 2 

,.~ people entered the auditorium at Clevela~ High School, they were told that 
;hey should si~nup if they wanted to spe~k at the hearir~. Some one hundred six 
~06) people si~ned the T’ by 5" cards to speak ~ comment upon the Pl~n. In 
~he thane hocx~ between 7,00 pm and I0100 pa, approxi’ately 6~ people spoke on 
the record. At I0, OO pro, the hearin~ officer a~-uptly cutoff the hearing with 
~he statement that he would conclude the p~cess at that point. Thus, some 
,forty (~0) people were told that they could not speak ~ were denied a chamce 
~o have their comments put on the record. We contend that the h~in~ officer 
~rred seriously when he cutoff the hearing. We as a result request that the 
~AA schedule ~n a~dition~l hearir~ on this issue so that everyone can speak. 
’~o deny this reque~ would be a serious mistake in o~r opinion. 

~Inally, the attached statement represent~ the position of the Laurelhurst 
:ommunlty Club on this issues that the FAA ~hould immediately prepare an 
environmental impact statement on the proposed chan~es to the air traffic 
~rrlval and departure routes at SeaTac, that the FAA should make no chan~es 
until it fully completes the EIS process, amd that the ~IS should investigate 
¯ iI potential impacts and alternative m~ti~atlon state,lea to reduce the air 
traffic noise in the Puget Sound region. 

Slncerely¢ 

Bob Klu~ 
President 
Laurelhurst Community Club 

Hon, Brock A~am- 
U.S, Senator 
2988 Jackson Building 
91~ 2rid Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9B17~ 

Hen. Slade Gotten 
U.S. Senator 
3206 Jackson Buildln~ 
91~ 2nd Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9817~- 

Hen. John Miller 
U.S. Representative 
i~ South Thizd Avenue 
Ed=onds, WA 98002 

Hen. James McDermott 

U.S. Representative 

121~ Tower Buildin~ 

1809 7th Avenue 

Seattle, WA 98101 

A PETiTiON TO T~E FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRA~0N 

WE, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Federal Aviation A~ainistration 
pl~ ~ r~ute In-~ ~r~t In ~ood wea~ from e~t of ~e C~ 
~ ~e ~t R~e In C~for~a ~ a route ov~ Nor~ ~1 Seattle ~d 
~en due ~uth to Seattle-Ta~ma Int~nation~ ~o~. We favor keepi~ 

~e c~ent ~utl~ ov~ P~et Sou~ ~d ~liott Bay. 

WE call upon the F.A.A. to prepare and circulate an ENVIRONMI~TAL 
I~PACT STAT~E~T before making any cha~e in the routin~. The reroutin~ 
will have a significant inpact upon ou~ community and nei~orhoods in the 
corridor closer %0 the atrpo~-t. 

Sl6hature Printed Name Address (in Seattle 
unless otherwise noted) 

,s E 



A P~TITION, TO ~___~ F~D~ AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

YE, the undersigned, etror~ly oppose the Federal Aviation Administration 

plan to reroute ln-comir~ aircr~t in good weathar froa east of the Cascades 
a~d the Co~t Range in C~ltforn~a to a route over North ~a~t ~eattle and 

then due ~outh to Seattle-Tacoma International A~rport. We favor keeping 

the current routing over P~et Soured and Elliott Bay. 

VE call upon the F.A.A. 1o prep~e and ~rculate an ~VIRON~TAL 
~M~ACT STAT~ b~ore ~ ~y ~e In ~e ~u~. ~e r~outl~ 
w~l have a si~flc~t ~pact u~n o~ ~ty ~ nei~oo~ In ~e 
~dor ~os~ ~ the ~. 

WE, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Federal Aviation Ad~in~stratlon 
plan to r~r~ute In-coalng ~r~t In 6ood wea~ froa e~t of ~e C~ 
~d ~e ~1 R~e In C~fo~a ~ a ~ute ov~ No~ ~t Seattle ~d 
~en due ~u~ ~ S~ttl~Ta~ea Int~natlon~ ~o~. We fair keept~’ 
~e �~ent ~uti~ ov~ P~et Sou~ ~d ~llott Bay. 

WE call upon the F.A.A. 1o prepare and ~rculate an ~V~RONM~TAL 
~M~ACT STAT~ b~ore ~ ~y ~e In ~e rou~. ~e r~uti~ 

have a sl~flc~t ~pa~ u~n o~ ~ty ~ nei~oo~ In_~~ 
~r ~os~ ~ the ~. 

Signature Printed lla~e Address (in Seattle 
¯ 

, .’/ unless other~ise noted) Si~nature Printed Nue Address tin Seattle 

’~ --     I     "~ ,-~ unless othex~ise noted) 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~ . ~.~ , , .~./~_ I    ~,>.~,.< : .-,, .., _."...- ¯ ..... 
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lie cl~.l upon the F.ItoAo to prepize and ~r~ate in l~lll~llOill4~T~L 

DIFACT 5TATIltlINT ~f~n’e aak~M ~ chime in the ~out4ng. The reroutlnll 
w~l have ¯ elKnifie~illt tlpa~ upon our ~uulttty and nel~tilx~hood8 in the 
corridor closer to the airport. 

Signature Printed ]lu~ Address (Sn Seattle 
unless ethez~lse noted) 

¥]~ ~ upon the F.A.A. to ]~repare and �:Lrcclato 8n ~IYIRO~IH~rAL 

DSFACT STA~"~E~T before ink~n~ an~r �~o 5.n the rout:i.M. The 
have ¯ 81~fl~int ~a~t upon our ~oilunity end ne!~hbo~hoodi Ln the 

�oz=ldo: closer to the 

Printed liue 
unless otherv~se noted) 



rE, the undersi6ne~, s~ongly oppose the Federal Aviation A~l~s~a~on 

pl~ ~ r~ute ln-~al~ ~r~% In 6ood vea~ free e~t of ~e ~ 

~ ~e ~t R~e In C~for~a ~ a ~ute ov~ No~ ~t ~attle ~ 

~en due ~u~ ~ S~t~ Xnt~a~o~ ~. ~e fair ke~l~ 

~e c~ent ~utIM ov~ ~et So~ ~d ~ott Bay. 

WE call ~pon ~e F.A.A. to prepare and ~rculate a~ ~IRON~TAL 
I~LPACT STA~ b~ore a~ ~ ~e ~n ~e ~u~. ~e r~u~ 

have a sl~fl~t ~pa~ ~n o~ ~ty ~ nel~ tn ~e 

~r ~os~ ~ the ~. 

A PE~ON TO THE PEDERA~ AVIATION ;/~I~ISTI~TION 

WE, t~e u~derstgned, strongly oppose ~e F~ A~atlon A~l~s~atlon 

pl~ ~ r~ute In-~ ~r~t In 6ood wea~ free out of ~O ~ 
~ ~e ~t R~e tn ~f~a ~ a ~ute ov~ R~ ~1 ~at~e ~ 
~en due ~u~ ~ S~t~ lnt~natlon~ ~.    ~e fair keepIM 
~e �~ent ~u~ ov~ P~ Sou~ ~d ~ott B~. 

WE ~ upon the F.A.A. to prepare and eir~u~ate an ~VIRONKE~TAL 

D~PACT STAT~SE~4T ~fore aaEin~ any change tn the routAng. The re~outln~ 
wLII have a al~flcant ~ upon our co.unity and net6h~ox~%oods An the 
~on’Ador closer to t~e aAr~ort. 

Printed ](tie 



V~0 the undersigned, stror~ly oppose the Federal Aviation Adalnlstratlon 

~lan to rarouta tn-coatn~ aircraft in ~ood ~aather froa eazt o~ the Cascades 
and the Coast Range tn California to ¯ ~oute over North East ~eatt!e and 
then due ~uth to Seattle-Taeoaa Internatlona~ Atz~rt. Me f¯v~r keepl~ 
the current r~utl*~ over P~et Soured a~d Elllott Ba~v. 

VE c,J! ~n the F.A.A. to prepare and ~rc~!ate an ~NVI~0~TAL 

IMPACT STAT~NT befere ~akl~ a~ ~%a~e In the reutt~. T,e rer~uti~ 

~r ~os~ ~ ~e ~. 

Signa%ure Printed Nane Address (ln Seattle 
unle=8 otherwise noted) 

Signature Printed Na~e Address (~n Seattle 
~ "~’ / -~ unless othea~Aee noted) 

¯ 

..~L~jo.~I./~ L.,~%~_.~I.. , 
. [’~ ¯ 

) _v 

1~/                   ~     ¯ ~/~ 

..... . . .    . .. 

..... ~ k~,.-* I I .~_ 



WE call ~pon the F.A.A. 1o prepare ~d ~rcu~ete ~-~ I~VIROh~NTAL 
I~PACT STA~NT bef~e mak£n~ any eh~e in the rout~. The reroutlM 

have a significant ~pact upon OU~ ~u~ty ~ ne~borhoods In the 
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January 30, 1990 

%oi 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail: C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to 
Air Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle- 
Tacoma International Airport 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I am a resident of Medina, Washington and writing you with 
regard to my comments on the Draft Environmental Assessment 
for Proposed Changes to Air Traffic Arrival and Departure 
Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

I attended the public hearing held by the FAA at Cleveland 
High School on January 24, 1990. According to an article 
in the Journal American on January 24, 1990, your agency 
was going to review the comments from that hearing to 
determine whether preliminary environmental assessments had 
adequately addressed the potential noise impact in 
neighborhoods or whether a more in depth study is needed. 
Temple Johnson, the FAA’s regional air traffic manager, was 
quoted as saying that further study depended a lot on the 
comments that were received at the hearing. Although the 
view points were varied at the hearing, one thing which 
emerged was the public’s dissatisfaction with the 
consideration given in the Environmental Assessment to the 
noise impact of the proposed changes. I therefore urge you 
to do a full environmental impact statement before the 
proposed changes are implemented. 

It has been represented that the proposed changes would be 
the equivalent of adding a third runway at Seattle-Tacoma 
airport. It cannot be denied that if a third runway were 
actually added at Seattle-Tacoma airport, a full 
environmental impact statement would be required.    One 
should be required when the effect of the change is the 
equivalent of adding a third runway even if concrete is not 
actually poured. The environmental impact will be the same 

Mr. Richard Prang 
January 30, 1990 
Page 2 

and that impact should be the touch stone of whether or not 
an impact statement is required not whether actual 
construction is done. 

I was also disappointed to learn that the proposed changes 
did not call for a dispersal of the East Turn departures as 
was first proposed. I understand that this proposal was 
dropped because of opposition from Mercer Island. I was 
also distressed to see comments in the Seattle Times from 
Temple Johnson to the effect that although he believes that 
the East Turn departures should be evenly dispersed, 
including over flights over Mercer Island, he would not 
order such changes unless Mercer Island agreed. It seems 
to be unrealistic to expect that a community would agree to 
over flights over their community to relieve noise from 
other communities even if that means that the over flight 
will be more evenly dispersed. As far as I am aware, no 
other communities have been directly consulted with regard 
to over flights and certainly none of them have agreed to 
such over flights. I cannot understand why Mercer Island 
is held in such a sacrosanct position. 

I have lived in both north and south Bellevue, including in 
Somerset which is directly east from Mercer Island. 
Contrary to the comments of Mercer Island residents and 
officials, the noise from overflights is not spread equally 
throughout the east side and Mercer Island does not get its 
proportionate share. While Mercer Island pays lip service 
to the fact that current proposals do not address the long 
term needs and ignore the ongoing mediation, the fact 
remains that the other communities on the east side are 
faced daily with over flights and concomitant noise while 
Mercer Island is not. I was encouraged to hear that as 
part of the mediation process, noise data is being 
collected from various communities on the east side, 
including Mercer Island. I am confident that the data will 
demonstrate what I already know--Mercer Island does not 
receive its fair share of the airplane noise. I would hope 
that the FAA would have the courage of its convictions and 
order over flights over the eastside be spread equally, 
including over Mercer Island so that the existing nolse can 
be equally shared. 

Rather than proposing changes which increase the noise on 
the east side, the FAA should be contemplating changes 
which either decrease the noise or spread it equally over 
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the entire east side. Airplane noise over Medina needs to 
be decreased not increased. 

MHR:csd 

Yours very truly, 

LANE POWELL MOSS & MILLER 

Michael H. Runyan 

To: Pit. Richard Prang 
FAA 

January 29, 1990 

From: Gloria Butts 
12009 Fist Ave. N.W. 

phone: (206) 363-7295 

Regarding: Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to 
Air Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport {December 1989) 

Enclosed is s copy of my Hearing Comments p±us written comments 
anO questions. Please read my hearing Statement since audience 
applause shortened my time for presentation. Thank you. 

COMMENT5 

I. First of all it WeB difficult to read a copy of the document. 
2. It was difficult to obtain a copy. My branch library received 

one at a time when there were only five days available prior to 
the January 24th Hearing. This is too short a time span. 

3. Obviously three hours was too short a time allotment for s Hearing 
if only 66 of 106 persons could be heard for three minutes or less. 

4. Six pages and six exhibits is not sufficient to describe the 
environmental consequences for an entire Puget Sound Basin 
experiencing increased overflights. 

5. Environmental Assessment contains inconsistencies. It is vague 
and too narrow in focus. Actually it is incomplete. What is 
not addressed is obvious. 

6. The preferred proposal is based on simulation. The accuracy of 
simulation leaves one with lots of doubts. 

7. Safety is seldom mentioned. "Efficiency" cannot be substituted 
for "safety." 

EXPANSION 

8. page 7 paragraph 4 and page 14 as written give the Port of Seattle 
opportunity to expand and add another runway. It is just s 
different way to state it. This is not acceptable. 

NOISE 

page ii,iii IV contains inaccuracies regarding noise impacts. 
More simply put...the noise measurements are not accurate 
because 5tats and Federal noise measurement methooology has not 
been done beyond DNL 65. It is no� accurate to say the altitudes 
of the noise contour is 3,UO0 ft. 

10. I~oise problems have been documented for tnree decades. 
11. Work of the ’70s wasn’t enough. Current £oise Abatement Mediation 

\~ is in progress and being thwarted by FAA action proposal and 
timing. 

12. The Port of Seattle is adding to the problem with increased 
marketing. 

13. The airport is nearing capacity so limiting flights is necessary now. 
14. I refer you to read the Oocumentation oone by John 5elmar 

regarding noise on speech and hearing, 



~uE~TIUN~ 

15. Why are there no noise standards beyond ~NL 65? 
~6. What is the short term and long term effects of noise? 

17. What are the proposal measures to reduce and control noise? 
18. Who (what agency) will monitor and enforce the measures? 

CuNTROL 

page 6 Why does FAA feel they must meet the demand for services 
when there are six or more variables over which they have no 
easy access to control and when the three they can influence 
they must manipulate for economic decisions? 

20. Why is FAA so slow to get state of the art computer equipment? 

21. Do all the other airports that feed flights to 5ea-Tac have this? 

22. Please note enclosed Sunday Times/Pl ad regarding air traffic 
controllers. 

23. How is the quality of all local airport controllers oeing 
monitored..Sea-Tac, Boeing Field, Henton etc? 

24. page 13 ~hy is the practice currently in use engaging in a 
practice now which increases exposure to risk of error and 
is close to prohioited actions? 5ounds currently dangerous. 

25. page 15 I suggest this might be a moat appropriate time to 
regulate schedules and request voluntary agreement from airlines. 
Profits and economics play an important pert in airline 
business. 

26. page 3 When will 5es-Tsc change from a low to high density 
airport? 

27. Is it nearing that point at present? Where is your documentation? 

~RbPE~TY DEVALUTATICN and COMPENSATION 

28. ~hat appropriations are being made to compensate for loss of 
property value with added increase in noise due to this 
proposal? Will the Federal government or the Port of Seattle 
buy up land or pay for litigation over loss of home value, 
privacy and noise harassment? 

25. page 61f Emhibit 5 5outh Flow Current    This appears to be 
an interesting drawing of a plan with no relation to current 
reality. At least from my observation there is no way the 
majority of plane~lying at altitudes of 5,000’, 4,000~. or 

~     even 3,000’ over my home, neighoorhood, my view of Puget Sound 
or Green Lake. Altitude checks and monitoring must be done. 
Approp~ate transponders required for all aircraft. 

AIR and ~ATER QUALITY 

30. Where is test data on type of emissions and control for the 
~uget 5ound ~asin? If not available it must oe researched. 

31. page 53 a.~) "arriving aircraft will be kept as high as 
possible"..too vague. What is the altitude? 

32. Where is data in this assessment to show compatibility with 
Seattle 5EFA Ordinance 114057 5MC Title 25 (planes are flying 

below 3,OO0")? 

33. Where is research data of overflight Follutions of our 
drinking water supply in open reservoirs? 

34. Where is assessment regarding environmentally sensitive areas 
such as our parks and schools? 

35. page 60 4) ~hat are the lower altitudes that are inefficient? 

SAFETY 

36. If the entire air system is on overload at present then "fixing" 
5ea-Tac really won’t address the problem. There will still be 
s delay problem causing the"inefficiency." 

37. Where is the safety record? The research data of crasheS, 
collisions and near misses of 5ea-Tac, Boeing Field, and other 
nearby airports and airspace within the Puget Sound Basin and 
of flights in high altitude space from the east and surrounding 
areas? 

38. ~here is the survey, simulation or scenario regarding assistance 
if a tragedy should occur? 

39. How would aid, police, fire people and equipment reach a crash 
site in an emergency? Increase in number of overflights 
increases odds of an accident. We have gridlock on the ground 
in the Seattle area now~ One accident is one too many over a 
heavily populated area. 

40. What data is being gathered regarding condition and type of 
engines on international flights expected to come from China, 
Russia, etc. this summer? Safe? ~uiet III engines? 

CUMULATIVE EFFECT5 

41. No reasonable assessment or analysis was done regarding the 
cumulative effect of all the overflights within the same 
airspace combined with the simultaneous development and expansion. 
We don’t want global or local gridlock in our skies. 
Why did ~AA produce a document with such a narrow focus and 
vagueness to a proposal which would have such large consequences 
for such a heavily populated area? 

Increased overflights have a negative effect on our qualitx 
of life. 
There is a reasonable limit we can live with but not beyond. 

There is a real need to keep a proper and sensible perspective. 

There appears to be a strong need for preparation of an EIS. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
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January 24, 1990 

Good evening. My name is Gloria Butt~. I represent the Department 
of Citizens - Broadview Branch...in other words..l reside in the 
Broedview/Bittar Lake neighborhood in the northwest corner of the 
City of Seattle between Carkeak P~rk on Puget Sound, ~ittar Lake 
and Northgata. 

I want to make it clear that my airspace is being violated .... by 
overflights of jetliners and small aircraft. I do NOT live near 
any airports yet I am awakened by roaring jets as early as 5:45 am 
6:20 am and 6~40 am sometimes 12:02 am, 12:35 am,.12;4b am often 
on the weekends. The loud jet noise has become an alarm c~ock. 
it has caused an-unhealthy environment o~ noise and stress and is 
a 51GNIFICANT I~PAET on the ~UALITY of MY LIFE. It means businesses, 
airlines, government, FAA, Po~t of Seattle are deciding when I mus~ 
be awakened in my own home. 

I believe humans.must have priority over machines and businesses. 

*Should I choose to walk outdoors in my neighborhood for the exercise 
I require I will hear the =umblings, whistle and buzzing of low 
overflights. If I walk around Green Lake, even with earmuffs, on 
a winter day I will hea~ B to 28 planes during my 46 minute walk. 
Noise impacts the pa=k envizonment. This is s 51GNIFICANT IMPACT 
which will get worse if this proposal is adopted and many more 
flights are allowed. 

~ No reduction of overflights is proposed for my airspace. 

~- ~’oise studies beyond the ~NL 65 Contour must be done. 

I have records of overflights. From my 1986 Scenario I - from my 
front porch I observed and recorded 15 flights in 42 minutes. 
Scenario II, August 27, I~89, Sunday mornzng - 25 flights in 42 minutes, 
afternoon - 13 in 52 minutes. I see the color markings, hear the 
engine roar, three times I saw two planes in the same airspace and 
often I did not have to look up above. My notes read, "too low, 
too loud, too many!" Scenario ~II, September ~. ]~89 - the worst to _ 
date - I recorded 63 over?lights beginning at 8:05 am with jets flying 
north to south then east to west...a mix of 39 seaplanes and small 
planes and 24 big jets. My notes read that not all overflights were 
recorded on this Friday. 63 is FAh T~U ~A~.Y! ~amember, I do NOT live 
near an airport. 

I do ~eport some to the Noise Abatement ~otline along with a thousan~ 
others. The totals are reported but no action is taken regarding 
the reports. 

I suggest that due to the number of seaplanes, small pla(~es, 
helicopters and military jets that share the jetline airspace 
that the CUMULATIVE EFFECT is 51G~IFICAt~T. This was not addressed 
in the proposal and must be. 

SAFETY by statistics reads well in the hancbook out my collection 
of newsclippings of daily air crashes, collisicns and near misses 
reads "scary, unsafe, a serious problem for a heavily populated 
urban area." One or two cities should not bear the risk for the 
entire ~uget 5ound Basin. More overflights increase the odds for 
a tragic accident. 

Even though this document was availabl~ at m~ branch library only 
five days ago (too short a time) I have a long list of questions 
regarding this I02 page document which contains ONLY 51X ~A6ES 
and six exhibits regarding environmental assessment. How could 
six pages possibly cover the effects over the Puget Sound Basin? 
It’s not possible. MUCH more research MUST BE DUNE. Our population 

is large and growing. 

I am presenting my written questions and comments and I expect... 
I charga...the intelligent people on staff to make recommendations 
to Mr. Johnson so he will know and understand the extent of the 
problems of too many overflights. 

The Po~t is on target with its plans to the year 2000. ~e’re near 
capacity and there is time to find an appzopirate site and t~us keep 
Sea-Tac for this Seattle/Tacoma area and save our urban environment, 
our environmentally sensitive areas like our schools and pa~ks, and 
preserve our quality of life. 

In conclusion..regarding this "pie in the sky proposal," on page 51 
paragraph 2 reads, "exhibits shown in this propose! are an artists 
conception." This might help explain that the ALTITUDE5 lis~ed are 
totally incorrect...only theoretical. In reality as we observe the 
jets are flying at MbCH LO~ER ALTITUDES ana though it doesn’t mean 
"pie in minutes" ..if.,.the goal is 60 per hou: on a 24 hour flight 
plan it equates to "a-plane-a- minuteI" That is ~bT acceptable... 
"a plane-a-minute?!" Nb ~AYI 

Thank you. 

"Uver and out." 

Gloria Butts 
120@9 Firat Ave. N.W. 
Seattle, WA 98177 

phone:(209) 363-7295 
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Thomas P. Kelly 

1213 NE 69th Street 
Seattle, Washlngt on 

98115 
January 27, 1990 

Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Authority 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

Mail Code C68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Sir: 

As one of the forty seven persons having been denied the 
right to speak at the FAA’s hearing on SeaTac Airport flight 
rerouting held January 2.4, 1990 I am writing to ask the FAA 
find the    draft envlronmental assessn~ent inadequate and 
inaccurate.    I ask that th~ FAA develop a full and accurate 
er~virc, nmer~tal impact statement in its’ stead because the 
ir~pacts of the changes on t;~e Seattle area residents~ their 
health, their wealth~ and t~eir surroundings will be r~uch 

greater than Is indicated in the draft environmental 

assessment ¯ 

The major impact inadequately addressed is that of noise. 
The proposed rerout in~ would increase noise for thousands c.~ 
people in the region but does not address the costs of that 

impact. 

The Ldn 65 level used in the assess;nent has major flaws. 
Noise levels well below the Ldn 65 level will impact the 
health and well being of those who are unwillingly subjected 
to it.    For example a study in the November/December 1988 

issue of The Archives of Environmental Health on traffic 
noise and cardiovascular risk found that in ~n area where 
traffic noise ranged between Leq = 51-70 dB(A) (6-22hr, 10 
rain. ) associations were four*d between noise and systolic 
blood pressure, oestradial, total cholestrerol, plasma 

" tithro~=~bin III (increases)~ cortisol, and 
viscosity, an ¯ "    ~.ther words if you reroute 
platelat tour ....... a~=r~elv affect the health of 

thousands of people. 

The Ldn 65 level tends to obfuscate the impact on people of 
the noise.    I suggest that the environmental impact include 
noise measures people can ;~ore e~sily understand.     In other 
words scm~ething lil(e "people in this area will be subjected 
to X many, y second long bursts of noise, with a peak noise 

of Z, W times per day". 

I believe there would oe other health effects as well. 
There is no escape from the noise for people near the 
proposed flight paths.    I live in an area which would suffer 
from an increased number of flights and I can say that the 
aircraft can be heard inside my ho~,~e with all windows closed 
loudly enough to wake me fro~ sleep, to disrupt 
conversations, to disrupt TV or music, and to be an annoying 
nuisance. Outside they are much worse.    In effect they deny 
;~e and similarly situated people use of our property and a 
tranquil environment. They add greatly to stress and 
degrade the urban and residential envlrorm~ents. 

The assessment is also deficient in assessing the loss of 
real estate values which would be associated with the 
rerouting. Although some of the impact in houses could be 
mitigated by increased insulation (which would have a cost) 
yards would remain impacted. The rerouting would reduce 
real estate values of thousands of homes and the assessment 
does not address the cost. 

Another flaw in the assessment is that it does not address~ 
the cost ,of aircraft crashes or dan~age to property and 
persons from parts falling off aircraft onto the area below= 
The rerouting would increase the number of flights over the 
~nost densely populated area of the pacific northwest. 
Sir,~ply reading news articles tells one that accidents do 
often happen to aircraft landing and taking off. One 
doesn’t have to be an actuary ~o realize that the increased 
cost of the rerouting for accident damages and deaths is 
esti~atable. The environmental impact statement should give 
that estimate. 

The draft assessment also does not evaluate the effect of 
the proposed number of flights would have at the airport. 
Traffic congest ion, need for increased facilities, parking 
problems, and so on are unadressed as are the possible 
impact of drawing more residents to an area already feeling 
the negative effects of growth. 

In addition the assessment does not address methods of 
reducing noise f~’~ aircraft using the airport. Measu~Jes to 
increase the aircraft load factors ( and reduce flights)~ to 
encourage use of the quietest aircraft, to ration out or 
auction off landing and take off times, and methods of 
reducing noise in flight such as reducing power used in 
climbs or increasing the angle of the glide paths are not 
considered. They should be in an environmental impact 
st atement. 



I’ ve noted in the assessment and in Mr. Temple Johnson’s 
statements that the FAA is trying to present itself as an 
honest broker merely responding to increased demand from the 
ai~-llnes and ultimately the public.    I think that the great 
flaw in that is that no one passes on to the airlines the 

increased cost of the increased de~ands. ~nstead it is 
borne by ~esidents near the airports who suffgr from the 
effects of increased noise, including bad health, reduced 
property values, and increased risk. Because the costs are 
not passed back to the airlines the level of demand is 
higher than it would otherwise be. In effect people like me 
are being asked to subsidize the airlines without receiving 
any benefits in return. The FAA in proposing changes like 
this rerouting plan is transfering wealth to the airlines 
from people who live near airports. No compensation is 
being offered to those who would pay. To me this seems 
wrong and likely to result in poor economic choices being 
~,~ade.    I encourage you to consider this in a full 
environmental impact statement. 

Yours truly, 

Thomas ~. Nelly 

Date: 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the quality.of life in Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turnit into an urban 
ghetto. It is often impossible-to carry on a conversation . 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAA has suggested splitting the flights into as many as 
three tracks. ~01itical influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 



2410-169th Ave. N.E. 
Bellevue, WA 98008 
January 30, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
FAA Regional Office 
17900 Pacific Highway 8. 

C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear 

I appeal to you to return so~e quiet to my life from 

airplane noise travelling over my home.    I grew up and 
attendeO school in the shadow of the airport where It was a 

matter of course to have interrupted telephone conversations 

and teachers pausing during lessons to ali o~ the noise of 

the Jets to subside. Both of the schools I attended (Sunset 
Jr. High and Glacier St. High) are now closed as a result of 

the neverendlng battle against noise. 

Guess why I moved to Bellevue twenty-two years ago? You 
bet!--to get far away from Sea-Tac and the accon~oanylng 

noise and frustration. When my parents bought our Military 
Road home, they knew the airport was there and It would be 
something we would have to learn to llve with. ~nen my 
husband and I bought our Bellevue home, some of our criteria 

in buying here was the fact that the city bars heavy 
Industry and factories and Is attentive to noise and air 
pollution control and quality of llfe In its neighborhoods. 
I am distressed that the airport noise has "followed" me 
here and that the FAA or Port Authority seems to favor 
quality of llfe In other areas more than in ours. 

Our home IS In the Bellevue area between Hwy. 405 and Lake 
Sammamlsh north of the 1-90 corriaor. Departing planes pass 
directly over our house and the nolse Is such that It wakes 
me at 6:00a.m. each morning and the planes take off at such 

a rate that they must be lined up for departure on the field 

all day. The noise does not stop until midnight after I 
have gone back to bed! When we are in the yard the noise Is 

such that conversation Is washed out and we must pause 
(deJavu of high school days) ana wait for the plane to pass. 

Of late we have also heard arriving Jets that do not "roar" 

but rather *whine" across our air space. It doesn’t matter 

If the Jet 18~taklng off or landing, the frequency of the 
noise Is the Problem--no soone¢ Is the noise of one plane 

out of earshot than another approaches. Can’t you give us a 

break? 
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Additionally, our area is exposed to the noise of private 
and small airplanes doing acrobatics overhead and seaplanes 
taking off and landing on Lake Sa~amlsh ¯ (Are we in a 

corridor where flight instructors take their students?) 
Summertime is bereft with cutting engines and other stunts 
and maneuvers Just overhead. Also, the noise of helicopters 
arriving and departing from Boeing Computer Services at 
Eastgate goes over our rooftops and occasionally squadrons 
of army helicopters. 

Something must be possible to curtail all of this racket and 
restore our quality of llfe. I understand that airplanes 
must fly somewhere but I feel this noise burden should be 
spread and shared. I fall to understand why Mercer Island’s 
agreement in this matter is sought by the Port Authority or 
the FAA when no agreement with other communities was sought 
or achieved. 

What gives the airport the right to pollute our air to this 
degree with noise? This problem must be addressed as has 
the air pollution from smokestacks and chimneys. Jet engine 
manufacturers need to be pressured to research quieter 
engines. The airport needs to be sympathetic to those of us 
under their flight patterns. And, please, when reference is 
made to the airport operations being for the "common good~, 
remen~er the common good of ~ on the ground! If it 
is to be for the common good, perhaps the citizens should be 
allowed to vo~e on this matter. 

~ 
My f~ly would appreciate your help an~ understanding as 
the FAA an~ the Port C~[sslon take this under 
consiOeration. My vote Is for fewer fll~ts and disperse~ 

Oeparture and arrival routes. 









Mr. Richard Prang, FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
Mail 0-68966 
Seattle, Wa. 98168 

827 32 Ave. South 
Seattle, Wa. 98144 
29 January 1990 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I request that this letter be included in the record of the 
hearing on the impacts of the proposed revised flight 
patterns for Sea-Tac airport. I attended the hearing on 
January 24 and had testimony prepared to present at that time 
but, like scores of other people, was unable to speak because 
the FAA had not allowed adequate time for all who wanted to 
be heard regarding the ever-increasing din of aircraft noise. 

~I strongly support the continuation of the public mediation 
process to explore solutions to the aircraft noise problem. 
I also believe a full EIS on any proposed changes to flight 
patterns needs to be prepared. I do not understand the FAA’s 
contention that the EIS process is incompatible with 
continuing mediation efforts. I am sure that if the FAA 
brings sufficient commitment to the effort, a way to make the 

~two processes enhance each other rather than preclude one 
~Janother can be found. The issue of flight patterns and their 
~leffect on quality of life on the ground is far too important 

to be decided prematurely and unilaterally by the administra- 
tive decree of a regional agency official. 

I have lived in the Leschi neighborhood of Seattle for the 
last year and a half. I fly frequently for both business and 
pleasure and believe good air transport connections are 
important to the local and regional economy. Nevertheless I 
find the present level of aircraft noise at my house to be 
intolerable. Noise that disturbs your sleep and constantly 
interrupts conversation in the backyard is more than a 
nuisance, it’s a public health concern. A_~ increase in the 
present aircraft noise level such as would result from the 
proposed new flight patterns or the Port of Seattle’s ill- 
advised marketing proposal in unthinkable. Of special 
concern to me is the possibility that the ear-splitting peak 
noise levels that are now banned from llpm to 6am would be 
permitted in the future. I am interested in planning for a 
reduction in aircraft noise levels, both over my neighborhood 

and over the metropolitan area as a whole. 

Prior to moving to Leschi, I lived in Ballard and Wallingford 
for over ten years. There was very little aircraft noise 
over my former residences, which made me realize that some 
neighborhoods, such as Leschi, are bearing a disproportion- 
ate and inequitable noise burden. I believe that the noise 
should be spread around to share that burden. The apparent 
nemesis of Leschi is the east turn aircraft make at low 
elevation directly over the neighborhood before proceeding 
over Lake Washington. Why not spread the turns over a wider 
area so no single neighborhood finds llfe so completely 
disrupted? 

I realize that spreading the noise around would merely shift 
some of Leschi’s burden to other neighborhoods so the rest of 
my comments will be directed to reducing the total noise 
burden. Here are some suggestions I urge the FAA to 
investigate: 

i) Require jets to be higher off the ground to undertake 
noisy maneuvers such as turns. I understand jets now 
turn at 4000 feet and that the higher they are, the more 
the ground level noise is attenuated. Perhaps then jets 
need to climb to 7000 feet or I0000 feet before turning. 
This may result in the use of additional fuel or longer 
flight times if planes must use longer approaches or 
take-offs. If so I believe this may be a small price to. 
pay for peace of mind on the ground. Furthermore I 
believe it is appropriate that air passengers and cargo 
pay the extra flight costs in higher fares or air cargo 
tariffs. Why should thousands or tens of thousands on 
the ground bear the cost of ear-splitting noise day and 
night so that a much smaller number of flyers can shave 
i0 or 15 minutes and a few dollars off a Seattle to L.A 
flight? 

Discourage the use of noisier models of jets at Sea-Tac. 
I’ve read that certain models of jets are significantly 
noisier than others. Why not require the noisier models 
to pay more to use Sea-Tac? Relate the noise penalty 
payment to the disruption and inconvenience caused by the 
noise and see if the airlines, faced with having to pay 
the full cost of their noise pollution, may not find it in 
their interest to reduce the noise. 

3) Require the noisier models of jets to use different flight 
patterns that reduce noise over the most densely populated 
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as A arently the present and proposed future are .:    ~P ....... ~ aircraft to different approaches 
practice is co ~v~ 
and take-off corridors depending on their origins and 
destinations. This makes good economic sense only if the 
sole consideration is to reduce flight times and thereby 
operating costs, with no regard to the impacts of those on 
the ground. 

Use the power the FAA already has to spread out arrival 
and departure times so it becomes unnecessary to resort to 
noisier flight patterns to handle peak hour loads. I find 
the reasons given in the EnviroI~mental Assessment for the 
FAA not using this scheduling power at Sea-Tac to be 
unconvincing- I fall to understand the FAA’s determination 
to make maximum use of the airspace - increasing flight 
capacity from forty something flights an hour to sixty 
something flights an hour, regardless of the consequences 
on the ground space - before exploring alternative ways of 
moving greater volumes passengers and cargo, such as 
spreading out scheduled arrivals and departures, which 
don’t entail additional facility construction. The 
contribution an airport makes to the community should not 
be measured in terms of the maximum number of flights it 
can handle in an hour with no regard to noise impacts but 
rather in terms of the volumes of passengers and cargo it 
handles and it’s ability to do so without disrupting the 
lives of those living under the planes. I realize that 
spreading flight schedules out may inconvenience some 
fliers that could not arrive and depart exactly when they 
wanted to, but again this seems a small enough cost for 
them to bear to mitigate their noise impacts on the 
ground. 

5) Encourage the use of larger aircraft so the same number 
of passengers (or same freight volumes) could be served 
with fewer take-offs and landings. Again this solution 
may entail some scheduling inconvenience and possibly 
higher fares (if non-optimally sized aircraft are used 
for some flight segments), but this may be a small cost 
for fliers to pay to make the airport a better neighbor 
to us all on the ground. 

To summarize, it seems the FAA, in taking a very narrow view 
of how best to use Sea-Tac, has come up with solutions to the 

t airs ace congestion which are unacceptable to much, c~rre9     L p ........... itv while failing to consider other 
i£ no~ most ok ~,~ ~.~---    ~, 
alternatives which, by more equitably spreading the burden of 

the airport’s impacts, would be embraced by the community at 
large. I urge you to hear us and respond to our needs, not 
just as fliers but as citizens concerned about deteriorating 
noise conditions in our neighborhoods. 

Sincerely, 

William R. Alves 



ANM-500 

JAN ~i 1~ 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and the 
noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the quality of life in Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turn it into an urban 
ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on a conversation 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of nois~ so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAA has suggested splitting the flights into as many as 
three tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 

Sincerely, 

HARRISON 

C 0 M M U N I T Y 

DENNY 

EC33oO. U N C John Street 
Seattle, WA 98112 

January 26. 1990 

L 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Hwy S. 
Mail C 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I am writing to express the opposition of members of the 
Harrison-Denny Community Council to the FAA’s Four-Post Plan 
for rerouting aircraft. I wa; scheduled to speak as the 
91st speaker at the public hearing on this issue held on 
January 24, 1990. As there was such an overflow crowd, with 
the great majority in opposition and with so many speakers, 
I found that after two and half hours some forty-five people 
were still to give testimony be,fore me. Therefore I submit 
this statement in writing. 

We protest that the FAA is arrogantly overriding the 
mediation process that is currently working to reduce noise 
and deciding unilaterally to add more. The, FAArs~ft 
environmental statement is insubstantial and inadequate. We 
call for a full Environmental Impact Statement. This should 
take the noise cost to citizens into account. Now the only 
real consideration is given to the economically and 
growth-driven desire for more airport capacity. The FAA’s 
criterion for the threshold of undesirable noise is 
arbitrary and set without meaningful reference to the 
threshold for people’s actual annoyance and disturbance by 
noise as perceived. This should be seriously studied. The 
Port needs to work on long-range goals of quieter airplanes 
and another further-out airport to accommodate the 
increasing air traffic of a growning Seattle area. There 
has to be a sharing of the burden of no|se and an absolute 
limit to that burden, and the Four-Post Plan does not 
address these things and is unacceptable. 



There were speakers from a large number of communities, 
and the Harrison-Denny community i|i the Centra! and 
Centra!-East area of Seattle is another one. We present!y 
nave heavy !oud landing traffic from the north, and when we 
don’t have that we have the even slight!y !ouder takeoff 
traffic In its East turn. We can’t stand any more. We want 
!ess. As Seatt!e City Councilmember Jim Street wel! said at 
the hearing, the Four-Post Plan attends to a part of the 
economics of growth by increasing cap~city but is one-sided 
and short-sighted economica!!y in that it leaves out 
cost--and noise pollution is area! cost. The p!an wou!d 
serve growth by "beggaring people’s !ives." 

We oppose 

Sincerely yours, 

Kathleen Blake 

cc: Seattle City Councilmembers Jim Street and Jane 
Noland, U.S. Representatives John M!!Ier, Rod Chandler, and 
Jim McUermott 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 

Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

223 Overlaks Drive East 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
January 29, 1990 

Since I have lived at the above address in Medina for the 
past 33 years I have been very much aware of the growth that 
has taken place in overhead airplane traffic, largely 
composed of commercial airline flishts out of SEATAC.    Prior 
to my retirement in January 1983 I had spent 33.5 years at 
,Boeing, preceded by 8 years of employment in the Vought 
Division of the United Aircraft Corporation in Connecticut. 
With that background, I probably should have considerably 
greater tolerance than the average citizen for the sound of 
aircraft overhead. Nevertheless, I believe that there is a 
great deal of merit in the proposal that has been made by 
Esstside Citizens 6gainst ~ircraft Noise for dispersal of 
flights on the East Turn so that no Eastslde community will 
be saddled with an inequitable share of the noise. 

Sincerely yours, 



January 29,1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

For the past few years, we have been aware of an 

increasing number of airplanes both departing and approaching 
Sea-Tac International Airport, over the Clyde Hill area in 
Bellevue. Yes, there is’an increased volume of airplanes to 
Sea-Tac but we also know that our area, near the Evergreen Point 
Brid-ge, has taken more of its share of air traffic than in 
other areas nearby, particularly Mercer Island. 

The Journal-American, January 24th article, states that, 
under new proposal changes, 60 or more additional airplanes a 
day would be routed over the Eastsideo 

This uoise pollution is unacceptable and has severely 
damaged the quality of life in the affected residential 
communities. We are deeply concerned and feel action must be taken 
to relieve the increasing number of airplanes using this 
flight pattern. 

Sincerely, 

Karen and Rarvey Parker 



I 



January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The change in the East Turn from three years ago means 
that noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac is 
disastrously affecting the communities of Medina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is a severe intrusion on our lives. It is often 
impossible to carry on a normal conversation due to the 
noise of the planes. This far from the airport we should 
not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise from 
these planes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. I want you to take 
a leading role in fighting this injustice. Please let me 
know what you are able to do and what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



THE |IONORAI1LE SAMUAL SKINNER, SECRETARY 

U.S. DEPA!{Tr.tENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

OI:F1CF. OF THE SECRETARY 

400 Seventh Street S.~\~o Room 10200 

~\" A~,! I iN C, TON, D.C. 2059(} 

JANUARY 30 1990 

~ec’d ANM500 " 

Dear Secretary Skinner, 

1 was hoping I wouldn’t have to go this high on the ladder to get a very 

imig~rlant point across.    1 know you must be very busy with other matters 
ctmcernin~ trnnsportation. I wrote a letter to Bruce Agnew and John Miller on Nov. 
16 1~.~89 and have still not received a reply. 

1 am wriling to express my concern about the plans by the Federal Aviation 

A~Jministration (FAA), Northwest Mountain Region, to Change air traffic patterns 
around Sea-Tac International Airport. I feel these changes are needed to handle the 

increase in traffic brought about by De-regulation, The Goodwill Games (July 1990), 

and reduced fares. 

Temple Johnson of the FAA has proposed a "Four Poster Plan". I have studied 

it and it is workable, and much more efficient than the present patterns. The 

"Four Poster" is very similair to the patterns that used to bc used here at Seattle. 
The most important results to be derived from this plan is safety. 

I flew 36 years with United Airlines, DC-3s to 747s, and helped to design the 
Noise Abatement proceedures here at Sea-Tac. I served as Safety Chairman for the 
Iocnl council and ~ot tile original FAA controlers assigned to the S.A.G.E. sights. 

Please believe me the FAA needs this airspace to safely move this influx of 

traffic here in Seattle. I appreciate your assistance in this matter and look forward 

to hearing from you. 

Respectfully 

Captain UAL Retired 



January 29, 1990 

Date JAN ~ ! 1990~- 

Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
F.A.A. Air Traffic Division 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Hwy. South 
PO Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98118 

Dear Sir: 

As a resident of Medina for more than 33 years I feel qualified 
to share some opinions with you regarding airplane noise and 
other things. 

Having been a public official myself, I’m empathetic with your 
problems, to a point. 

You and your predecessors have usually been able to come up with 
some almost plausible reasons for aircraft routings in.general 
and the so called "East Turn" routing in particular. I have 
followed these issues closely for many years and a recital of all 
the arbitrary decisions of the past would serve no purpose here. 

Your recent offer or suggestion to split the "East Turn" traffic 
into approx. 3 tracks, (I) I/3 over the middle of Mercer Island, 
(2) I/3 over Medina City Hall (where 100% of it now goes) and (3) 
I/3 over South Kirkland, makes complete sense and should not be 
resented by any fair minded Eastside residents. I can see no 

overt reason for not proceeding with this plan. 

This change would be welcomed by Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue. 
I believe it would we accepted with modest complaint from 
Kirkland and that Mercer Island would just raise hell. 

My question to you is, "What makes Mercer Island so sacred?". 
They have far fewer votes than the other 4 communities combined. 
Their properties, on average, are not any more valuable than the 
rest of ours. What is the real reason?? 

Should you and the FAA cave in to Mercer Island’s complaints once 
again, I promise you will not have heard the last of this 
problem. 

The increase in noise pollution has become unacceptable and 

nearly intolerable. The number of planes overflying our 
neighborhood must be shared equitably with our neighbors to the 
north and south (in spite of Mercer Island’s wailing). 

By the way, I find no fault with your "4 Poster" landing pattern 
that you’ve suggested. It demonstrates a real effort on your 
part to cut down landing delays and more efficiently use both 
runways. This comment presupposes that the left turns for south 
landing that involve descending over the Eastside will be shared 
in I/3’s as I suggested for East Turn takeoffs, despite the 
expected whining from Mercer Island. 

Sincerely, 

rd W. Reagan ~ 
2241 Evergreen Point Rd. 
Bellevue, WA 98004-2342 

Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
Representative John Miller 
Representative Rod Chandler 
Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft Noise 



Janua~ 29,1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Mr. Prang, 

I am a resident of the city of Seattle¯ My wife and I live on 18th Ave. NE, 
directly under the corridor that southbound air traffic will take under the proposed 
"Four Post"plan, and which airplanes currently take on instrument landing days and 
some clear days. 

Since the summer of 1989 1 have noticed many more frequent episodes of 
loud airplane noise, which I consider to be loud enough to interfere with normal 
conversation when outdoors, and when there is less than 5 minutes between loud 
aircraft. For example, I sometimes listen to a small transistor radio while I am 
mowing the lawn or washing my car. For years I almost never heard airplane noise 
so loudthat it could drown out the radio. Now it happens ~all Ihe time.Yes, I have 
checked the batteries! 

I attended the public hearing or, the draft environmental assessment at 
Cleveland High School on January 24, and I have studied parts of that report. I feel 
that the FAA has not paid any attention to the impact of the new plan on the well- 
being of tens of thousands of Seattle residents who live under the new routes. A 
study of these impacts must be done before the plan goes into effect, so that sensible 
decisions to mitigate the problems can be planned and implemented in a timely 
manner. I recommend that the FAA produce an environmental impact statement 
before the new plan goes into effect, ldon’t believe that the DEA addressed any of 
the significant impacts which will be felt by the public of the Seattle area. 

In particular, the DEA did not adequately address: 

¯ Noise levels. 

¯ Pollution levels. 

¯ Public safety in homes and schools under the flight path¯ 

¯ A more realistic measurement of noise than LDN, one which takes into 
account the effects of noise, not just the measurable levels. 

Sincerely, 

Edward H. Ringness 
8034 18th Ave. NE 

January 29, 1990 

~cc’d. ANM.500 .:~/ 

Date: JAN 3 1 19~1 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Agency 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang, 

We understand it is your office that is reviewing comments 
on the proposed additions and changes that would increase 
air traffic over Northeast Seattle residential neighborhoods. 
As longtlme tax payers and residents of this area, we insist 
that an environmental impact assessment be made prior to an[ 
changes that would increase the volume of low flying, hig~-- 
noise comercial aircraft¯ 

The existln~ volume of low flying aircraft is adversely 
impacting the area and should itself be the subject of 
an environmental assessment. To increase the number of 
planes at low levels in this area would clearly push noise 
levels beyond all acceptable standards for a residential 
neighborhood; not to mention the increased hazards of 
falling aircraft parts and crashes which we all know happen 
from time to time¯ 

Sunday, JANUARY 28, 1990 WAS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF WHY AN 
ENVIRONMENTAL ’IMPACT ASSESSMENT IS ESSENTIAL. The volume 
of low flying, loud commercial aircraft was the worst 
experienced in fifteen years of residence in the area. 
This leads to the inescapable conclusion that a study of the 
existing air traffic would show that any additional flight 
paths or volume in this area must be STOPPED. 

While unpopulated areas are becoming scarce, there are still 
low density or ’over water’ routes available so that we may 
preserve our residential neighborhoods for peaceful living. 
We insist that alternative routes in those areas be identified 
and chosen. 

Sincere ly, 

Frances Huhndorf 
7235 28th N.E. 
Seattle, Wa. 98115 

Lols B. Rusher 

7236 28th N.E. 

Seattle, Wa. 98115 



January 30, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail: C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I~ec’d. ANM-500 

Date: JAN $ ! 

After sitting through 60+ speeches at the Public Hearing on 
1/24/90, I thought that all I my sentiments had been well- 
expressed. However, as I was awakened this morning at 6:58 AM by 
the thundering racket of the Jets taking off "out over Elliot Bay" 
I decided that I Wish to include my written comments in your 
collectlon of documents, despite possible redundancy. 

I find the jet noise to be extremely unpleasant---but then I 
haven’t heard anyone say they enjoy it. I also am a realist; I 
know that economic growth brings increases in such unpleasantries 
as noise. What I do wish you to take into consideration is the 
amount any one area has to take. So please work on an equitable 
plan.    Curfews might have been workable in the 1970’s but not £n 
the 1990’s. If one area has to take late night, during-nlght and 
early morning overflights, I think the curfew rules need to be re- 
examined. Let’s all have curfews---or let’s abolish curfews. The 
jets this morning were often only 30 seconds apart; sleeping was 
not possible. 

Also, please keep in mind that the argument "over Elliot Bay" 
does not mean noise-freei! The booming distraction I hear when the 
jets turn out over the water and increase power as they climb is 
certainly real. 

Please make Seattle a more llvable city by re-dlstributing the 
noise---especially as the n~Imber of flights increase and by working 
on steps to decrease the actual noise we have to hear as planes 
take off and land. 

Finally, I wish to state that I am not in favor of developlng ? 
an airport in some rural community. Why should a few people who 
chose to live out in the peaceful countryside have to bare the;; 
burden of noise generated by planes loaded with folks llvlng in 
populated areas? Please do not give the problem to someone else.’ 
Please fix it here. 

Sincerely, 

Jan~Halsey, R.N., M.~. 
3218 Conkling Place W4st 
Seattle, WA    98119 



Leschi Improvement Council 
EetablLahed 1959 . . 

RO 223@I Rast Union Station 
’ Se~e,~/~/ash~gton 98122 

E~c’d. A.~r~-500 .%~"           (~ris Senn 

~ Si~: 
t~ " ~aft Enyi~ental 

~en~ f~ 

To ~in eith. me u~ that t~ ~ee follo~in9 ~ti~ be 

t~: I) E~end t~ ~i~ for respondi~ ~o ~ Enyi~ental 
~ent. 

2) ~ider alte~tives Io the ~os~~ 
~Id ~educe the ~e~ imp~t 
~ nei~heods. ~ 

3) ~t~ a full ~i~tal Impact State~t. 

To elalx~ate on these measures: 

1) Extension of the time to r~pond to the Environmental 
FIs~essment for- written and oral testin~r~t is needed. 

~ent of the changes was made d~rin9 the 
hol idag season. Thene was a lack of general public 
notice of the I~ocess at the time. Flccess to copies 
of the document was limited to a f~u individuals ~ 
to a few public libraries. 

The description of the action is vacjue, makin9 it 
difficult to assess. The maps a~e highly schematic. 
Eve~ the consultant f~" the Port of Seattle has had 
difficultg interpreting the Fl~l"s information, and has 
had to r~vise his analgsis of the noise affects. 

The updated analysis of the Po~t’s consultant was 
submitted to the Options Committee on!y on Janua~g 
18, six dazjs prio to yozr due date fo~ comment, and 
too late for general distributioo. 

Pa9e 2 

Rlte~natives to reduce negative impacts to urban 
neighlx~huods should be identified and evaluated 
to implementation of Hair Flight Track a~nges. 

Etr~ently, the Fiainier Valleg and the Central Rrea of 
Seattle, and areas under- the most interme portions of 
the East T~rn ( the Atlantic, Harm. and Laschi 
neiQhbor~oods > ere most severely affected I~j I~u - 
flying o~ t~rning o~e~flights. 

Adverse impacts ir~lude noise ( the kind ~hich stops 
conversations, sleep, etc. ), and air quality ( eHhaust 
and fuel dumping >. It should be noted that man~j parts 
of tl~. nK~.t intensely affected areas would otherwise 
be qumt na~ghl)o~hoods, similar in density and lack of 
traffic to suburt)an neighborhoods. 

The r~esidential growth policies of the City o1 Seattle 
ar~ serioulstj undermined by the adverse affect of air 
traffic noise, as demonstrated by the high apartment 
v~ rate in the Rainier Valle~jo and the lack of . 
population growth. 

Rlter~atives u~ich would reduce the adverse impacts 
fo~- these heavil9 populated areas of Seattle for the 
No~th Flow impacts a~o: 

Speeding the buyout of residences close to the 
air~oPt. Offe~ cash incentives to families to 
move outside the ~ idn a~eas. 

Steepe~ initial takeoff climb rates. 

Earlier- East turTm, especiall9 for- South - Bound 
traffic. 

Use of extended, gentle ttrn radii ( the pr~e~t 
East T~rn is severe, ¢hich intensifies r~ise due 
to pourer raquirame~ts.~ 

Use of Neath/South o~ientation of Lake 
IUashington to stee~ air,J-aft amatj from highly 
populated ~eas < see attached map ). 



3) 

Page 3 

Distribution of the East t~n into two to six 
zones, rotated I~3 hou~ of day. o~ day of the 

Preferential uZe Of Stage Thr~e Rir~aft. 

Combinations:,o.~. the ~ve. and= 
Continuation’ of the 1B=I~ P.H. - 6--80 R,H. 
fo~ the East Turn. 

Rlte~natives to Peduc~ impact from ttm South 
Flow ,~"e: 

Continued use of the Elliot Ba~j / Dumamish 
corridor, bg better scheduling of arrival tim~s 
( whaps Ixj voluntary airline.agreement ). and 
by distribution of ~ea - Tac traffic to othe~~ 
r~gional airports. 

~rfem of nighttime traffic. 

Bette~ control of overflights to keep aircraft 
at a higher altitude. ~ op.erating aircraft 
with n~st quiet use of equ,pment. 

Development of a Formal Environmental Impact Staterr~t 
is imperative. 

Rir Traffic has ~ a maior impact on the urban ar~a. 
NoB. a threshold of public acceptance has been 
r~_~ctmd. The g~owth of air traffic is appar~e~t. ~ 
onl9 e _~__ bates t~e public fr~Jstration. 

Rlthough the Fed~J’al Environmental Policy Rct was 
passed in I~l~t]. there have been no Enviror=nental 
Impact Statements for sev~-al changes over the year~ 
r~:jarding air traffic patterns and. policies. 

The Envir~runental Assessment states that ther~ will 
be no effect on the area outside the 65-idn zone. get the ~ent pPop0ses- discontinuing the c~rfe~ of 
the East T~=-n. arKI broadening the ~outh Flow 
approach corridor over Seattle. It seems improbable 
to ha~e it both wags. 

Page 4 

The intended effect of the propose.d act!on!s to 
increase capacity, the _r~_JIt of u~=ch w,II be to 
the (~5-idn zon~. Judging from r~c~t g~owth, the 
t~rthe~ e~pansion of the 65-idn zone will occu~ 
within a gear of implementing the plan. 

With assistance, if necessary, from ou~ CoqTessional 
¯ delegation, the FRR ~K.JId be able to participate in 
Noise Hediation Wocoss. while proceod,ng to develop 
a full Environmental Impact Statement. 

Impacts other than noise need to be analyzed. 
especially air pollution. 

Rlte~natives need to be better analyzed. 

The lack of precision in i~edicting affects need~ mud~ 
work. including field verification and adiustments. 

Finally. a I~blic p~ is imperative for any 
governmental action ( other than in states of mar ) 
that directly affects the daily lives of thousands of 
citizens. 

[]~’iS Senn 

President 
Leschi Improvement Council 

CC: 

r_xx~-essio~al Oeleg~tion 
Governor Gar~ne~ 
State Legislator~ 
Co~ty E~ecut ive 
Hayor Rice 
Seattle City 
Hembers. Noise Hediation Team 
Inter~ted Residents 
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8225 17th N.E. 
Seattle, WA 98115 

Richard Prang                  ~ .... 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
HAIL C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

January 29, 1990 

After reviewing the FAA’s Environmental Assessment for the 
proposed rerouting of air traffic in the Seattle area, I have 
ccncluded it is yet another example of the kind of piecemeal 
planning that is destroying this region. If the recommendations 
of the EA are enacted, we can chalk up one more victory for the 
forces of unrestricted commercial avarice, one more defeat for 
the quality of life in nation’s most livable city. 

Nowhere in the EA is consideration given to a long-range growth 
plan. A spokesmen did assure the audience at an FAA briefing on 
January 2 that there is only room for one more runway at Sea- 
Tac. However, Los Angeles found room. for multiple runways and 
grew to three times the capacity of Sea-Tac before an alternate 
airport at Costa Mesa was built. On page 3, the EA cites a Sea- 
Tac volume increase of 25% in a 33-month period ending in 1989. 
If that rate of growth were actively fostered by the Port of 
Seattle and dutifully accommodated by the FAA, our traffic level 
would double in 8 years and surpass Los Angeles in just 13 
years. Such a torrid rate may not actually be sustained, but the 
trend is clear. Once the FAA establishes its ability to expand 
routes at its own discretion, there will be no limits on noise 
pollution in Seattle and its environs. 

The root cause of FAA’s current problem appears to be the periods 
of peak demand engendered by the airlines’ "hub-and-spoke" 
scheduling practices. On page 5, the EA alludes to what it 
calls "peaks of demand and delays" which it analyzes as follows: 

At several times during the operating day, demand services 
alternate between arrival "banks" and departure "banks". 

~ This occurs because of the marketing strategies used 
~ increasingly by the air carrier(s)...over the last decade~ 

On page 15 a more convenient cause of delays is proclaimed: 

The unacceptable element of deiaya at Sea-Tac 
stems not from airline scheduling practices, but from 
constraints on the FAA’m utilization of navigable air 
space.      ~. 

Clearly, the root cause of delays is the periods of peak demand~ 
not PAA’s inability to deal with the problem by expanding routes.. 
Unfortunately, the EA provides only sketchy information with 
which to quantify the severity of this problem°                  ; ~~ 

Extrapolating from data on page 3, there apparently are i0 to 15 
flights per day experiencing 15 minute delays due to demand 
peaks. One news article indicated a single peak occurs around 
noon and is related to business travel. Since new routes will 
provide only 14 additional arrivals per hour, FAA’s additional 
capacity would seem to benefit only a relative handful of 
travelers for only a small percentage of the total 24-hour day. 
Moreover, these benefits are realized on only 60% of total flight 
days that comprise south flow patterns. For this very marginal 
gain, entire new territories will be opened up and conditioned to 
overhead noise pollution. Once this threshold is breached, 
advancement to the Los Angeles level of pandemonium could then 
proceed without opposition in imperceptible incremental steps. 

Nowhere in the EA are alternative solutions to the peak loading 
problem discussed. For instance, there is no reason why the 
Port of Seattle cannot raise air fares sufficiently during 
critical peak periods to spread traffic more evenly throughout 
the day. As was brought out at a January 2nd hearing at NOAA, 
the present landing fees are in the neighborhood of $300 to $400 
per flight. This works out to no more than $2 per passenger,. 
less than one percent of average fares. If necessary, landing 
fees could be increased ten times or more during noon-time peaks 
and they would still not impose an undue burden on the air 
traveler. Increased fees would be a proper source of funding for 
a new airport, a subject never seriously discussed in the EA. 

Other promising alternatives could be cited. They would all add 
up to the same conclusion the EA is woefully inadequate. Its 
contents are couched in almost incomprehensible jargon which is 
undocumented in the glossary. There can be no question that the 
FAA should be required to provide a very detailed Environmental 
Impact Statement before proceeding with any part of its planned 
expansion of service at Sea-Tac International. 

Finally, the vaunted noise impact study promised at the January 
2nd briefing turned out to contain only average noise levels 
which are useless in assessing the Chinese water-torture effect 
of turbojets screaming overhead at short intervals. The F~ owes 
the public a genuine study. Why not schedule a series of actual 
turbojet overflights in the planned traffic routes on weekends 
for several weeks? The public could then respond to clearly 
perceived realities rather than conjectures of the FAA. 

Yours truly, 

Robert C. Slate 



L. Dubinsky 

Mr. Fred Isaac, Regional Administrator, ANM-I 
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
FOR PROPOSED CHANGES TO AIR 
TRAFFIC ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE 
ROUTES AT SEATTLE-TACOMA 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

COF~4ENTS OF 
CITY OF BELLEVUE 

COMES NOW, the City of Bellevue per Richard L. Kirkby, Assistant City 
Attorney and submits the following comments with regard to the F/~’s draft 
environmental assessment (EA) for proposed changes to air traffic arrival and 
departure routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

Position of the City of Bellevue 

Before making specific comments to the draft EA, the City of Be]levue 
("Bellevue") would like to comment with regard to the FAA’s decision to proceed 
~ith the Four Post Plan independent of the efforts of the Noise Mediation 
Project. 

Bellevue supports t~e Noise Mediation Project and its avowed purpose of 
reaching consensus between noise impacted residents, the airlines, the Federal 
Aviation Administration (F~I, the Port of Seattle, and airport users to 
develop and implement new nolse abatement programs for Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. Bellevue believes that the mediation process is the 
best way to achieve a viable solution to noise related problems which is 
equitable to all participants. 

The F/b~’s proposa] to implement the so-called "Four Post Plan" for arrival and 
departure procedures is in derogation of the mediation process and has the 
effect of preempting the efforts of all participants in that process. Bellevue 

~ believes that the FM has a commitment to the residents of the Puget Sound Region to continue to participate in the mediation process and to refrain from 
taking premature actions which jeopardize that process. While Bellevue can 
appreciate the FM’s frustration with the progress of the mediation effort, the 
FAA must recognize that the complexity of the issues and the diversity of 
viewpoints on these issues necessarily result in a more protracted process. 
Bellevue believes that a consensus solution is worth the effort and time 
required. 

Sea-Tac has been a national leader in attempting to reduce aircraft related 
noise while at the same time maintaining high standards of flight safety and 
efficiency; The FAA’s proposed action flies in the face of thls laudatory 
precedent and can only result in further delays in implementing procedures 
generally acceptable to all participants in the mediation process. 

The FAA’s action has the effect of turning the agenda for the mediation process 
upside down. After much deliberation, participants in the mediation process, 
including the FAA, concluded that they would consider aircraft noise issues and 
related mitigation measures in the following order= overall noise levels 
associated wlth Sea-Tac operations, incidents in time (e.g., nighttime noise 
and curfews), and incidents in place (e.g., flight tracks or corridors). The 
prioritizing of this agenda was an important factor in trying to achieve a 

successful result from the process since tt focused on issues that are of 
general import to a11 noise impacted residents while leaving the most divisive 
~ssue of flight tracks as the last issue to be addressed. 

As a practical matter, this approach makes a great deal of sense as it 
represents a commitment to reduce overall aircraft noise (which should be " 
everyone’s goal) to the greatest extent possible before determining equitable 
ways of sharing the impacts of the noise that remains. The FAA’s proposed 
action has the necessary effect" of raising the issue of flight track location 
to the forefront thus potentially pitting neighborhood against neighborhood. 

Bellevue recommends that the F~ reject this approach and return to the 
mediation process which has the potential for an equitable and lasting result. 

The Environmental Assessment 

The purpose of this memorandum is to submit comments to the FAJ~ on the draft. 
EA. In order however for the EA and the comments made thereto to provide any 
worthwhile assistance to the F~ in determining ~ether or not to implement the 
proposal or alternative proposals, the EAmust be prepared with that purpose in 
mind. In short, the FAA must intend that the document it is preparing will 
serve some useful purpose. Even a sunznary review of this ~ leaves one with 
the unmistakable conclusion that the EA as drafted can serve no useful purpose 
and was probably never intended to. 

Despite its title and the fact that the F~ purports that this document is "an 
assessment of the environmental effects of proposed alterations to arrival 
traffic patterns," the document Is not an environmental assessment under even 
the most strained interpretation of the term. The document is merely an 
efficiency study of a nu~er of alternative flight tracks. The F/~ has simply 
retitled its previously issued "Air Space Study" and placed an introduction and 
new cover sheet on that study. 

While the document purports to be an environmental assessment, there is, in 
fact no environmental analysis of the impacts of the proposal In the entire 
document. As one staff me~er has pointed out, there is no noise analysis 
where the noise is, only where it isn’t. 

By law, an EA serves as the basis for evaluating the proposal and evaluating 
various viable alternatives to that proposal; here, that purpose is lost. The 
draft EA is in contravention of the purpose and policy of the National 
Environmental Policy Act, 42 USC Section 4332 and the regulations and orders of! 
the FAA and the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") implementing NEPA. 

Applicable Law and Re~ulations 

The purpose of NEPA ts to insure that federal agencies contemplating major 
actions engage in a thorough and searching review of the potential 
environmental effects of that proposed action, and that such federal agencies 
carefully consider alternatives before selecting a specific course of action, 
While recognizing that NEPA is a procedural rather than a substantive statute 
and that an agency may go forward with an action that will in fact cause harm 
to the environment, all federal agencies are mandated by law that they first 
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fully~conslder’~otentlal effects to the environment(’ alternatives to the 
proposed action( and possible methods to mitigate negative impacts on the 
environment. ::~ 

The Council on Environmental Quality {"CEQ") has implemented the policies of 
NEPA through the adoption of federal regulations contained in 40 CFR §§ 1500- 
1508J!ii~These regulations are binding On all f~eral agencies, including the 
FAA;)?I]n addition, each agency, including theft, has its own set of NEPA 
implementation regulations whlch~ are applled inconjunctlon with the CEQ 
regulations. The FAA has adopted FAAOrder I050.I0 as its NEPA implementing 
regulation. 

The FAA is required to prepare an EA any time it proposes to engage in a "major 
federal action." Pursuant to CEQ regulations, the FAA has promulgated lists of 
certain types of actions which are typically subject to an EA, as well as those 
which categorically are excluded from the requirement of preparing an EA or 
EIS. The FAA. has categorically exempted proposals pertaining to new or altered 
approach, departure, and in-route procedures at or above 3,000 feet from the 
requirement of preparing an EA (see FAA Order 1050.ID (Paragraph 4(k)). 
However, FAA regulations require even those actions which are categorically 
exempt to be subject to an EA if it can be established that the federal action 
(a) will likely result in a significant impact on noise levels in noise 
sensitive areas, (b) will have a significant impact on air orwater quality, 
(c) has created a significant controversy on environmental grounds, or (d) is 
inconsistent with federal, state, local, or administrative law. FAA Order 
5610.1C 4(d)(1); F~ Order 1050.10 32(f). 

The FAA initially took the position that the proposed Four Post Plan was 
categorically exempt from the requirement of filing an EA. Bellevue believes 
that the FAA’s initial position was incorrect as a matter of law. Perhaps 
recognizing this legal deficiency, the FAA determined to prepare and submit an 
EA on the proposed action. While this action is commendable, Bellevue must 
note that the EA so prepared must meet the requirements of NEPA, the CEQ 

~ regulations, and the FAA’s own implementing order. The draft EA completely 
fails to meet those requirements. 

~Envirgnmental Assessment ReQuirements 

FAA Order 1050.ID requires that prior to undertaking an action which has not 
been exempted under the Order, 

"all relevant environmental factors shall be assessed .... If it 
is concluded that the proposed action is a major federal action 
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, the 
responsible official shall prepare and file an EIS." 

It is important to note that the FAA’s own implementing order requires the 
~nvironmental assessment to assess "all relevant environmental factors," not 
merely to assess those environmental impacts factors which it deems are 
"significant." 
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The CEQ regulations specifically define an environmental assessment as follows: 

"Environmental Assessment:                                     i’~ .... 

(a) Means a concise public document for which a federal agency I~ 
responsible that serves to "(1) briefly provide sufficient evidence:!’~:: 
and analysis for determining whether to prepare an Environmenta|."i~:: 
Impact Statement or a Finding of No Significant Impact. (2) Aid 
agency’s comp]iance with NEPA when no Environmental Impact Stat~nt 
is necessary. (3) Facilitate preparation of a statement when one is 
necessary. 

(b) Shall include brief discussions of the need for the proposal, of 
alternatives as required by Section 102(2)(E), the environmental 
impacts of the proposed action and alternatives, and a list of 
agencies and persons consu]ted. 40 CFR Section 1508.9." 

FAA Order I050.ID specifically adopts the CEQ regulations’ definition of an 
environmental assessment. 

The EA is supposed to operate as a working document. Its purpose is to 
facilitate review of all environmental impacts, not just significant 
environmental impacts. In contravention of this requirement, the FAA has 
provided no assessment of environmental impacts, but has rather proceeded in a 
self-serving fashion based solely on internal and outmoded standards to the . 
conclusion that there are no significant impacts and therefore that an EIS need 
not be prepared. Further, contrary to the requirements of its own order, the 
EA provides no analysis of the environmental impacts of the alternatives which 
would facilitate c~arison of such alternatives. The analysis actually 
interferes with such a comparison. 

The EA is therefore fundamentally flawed. Whether the environmental impacts of 
the proposal are significant or not, they must be studied. In fact, the only 
way to determine whether an environmental impact is significant is to analyze 
that impact. There is no empirical evidence provided in the environmental 
assessment to support the FAA’s conclusion of no significant impact. The 
conclusion reflects circular logic based solely on the FAA’s own definitions 
and standards. 

FAA Analvsi~ 

The FAA’s conclusion that the proposal and the alternative proposals pose no 
significant environmental impact is premised entirely on its reasoning at page 
58 of the EA that: 

In all cases, alternative arrival and departure route changes occurred 
beyond either the north or south ends of the existing 1988 DNL 65 Noise 
Exposure Contour. Therefore, the DNL 65 and greater noise contours w|11 
not change. Given that the DNL 65 and greater noise contours do not     " 
change, all locations outside of the DNL 65 contour remain compatible with 
the airport... For the oronosed changes in north or south Dole oatterns t9 
affect the noise contours oresented in Exhibit 2. the chan9es would have to 
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; take"olace within the DX~~tt~’atrcreft fltaht in th~s 

area that oroduces the no~se~deotcted ~v~the noise contours. -(omphasts 

This is sophistical logic of thehighest"b~de~Notonly is it analylit|cally 
incorrect, but it is completely unsupported by any empirical data. Under this 
reasoning, the FAA would reach the absu~!result that a B-52 bomber seven miles 
out and flying at an altitude of.5Ofeet~ould have no significant noise impact 
since it would not be over areas, tncluded(wtthtnthe existing 65 Ldn contour! 

The FAA has simply ignored a nomber of crucial factors. There is nothing ~n 
the environmental assessment toltndicate that the FAA did anything to review 
the boundaries of the existing 65 Ldn contours. Neither did the FAAconsider 
whether the location of the new flight tracks and the increased number of 
aircraft using those flight tracks would alter the existing 65 Ldn contour. 

The FAA also appears to contend that the act of moving existin~ noise to 
different locations does not require further environmental review. The Court 
in City of ~rvin~. Texas v. FAA, 539 F. Supp. (~g8~), specifically rejected 
that argument. ~n that case, the FAA argued, in support of its proposal to 
modify flight tracks, that it had not taken any action to increase overall 
noise over the Dallas/Fort ~orth area, since the same number of flights were 
arriving and departing ~rom the DF~ airport every day. The noise from the 
aircraft, the FAA argued, had simply been redirected, and since the FAA had 
taken no action which increased or decreased the total amount of noise in the 
~llas/Fort ~orth area, there was no significant environmental impact. The 
Court however concluded that: 

"This same argument could support a contention that no EIS would be 
required even if the new south departure path on runway 13L is intended as 
a permanent use. Although this issue is not presently before the Court, 
there is no doubt that an environmental impact statement will be required 
if .... the proposal is made that the runway 13L test route be made 
permanent... The mere fact that the DFW aircraft noise is being moved from 
one area to another does not change this conclusion." 

It should be noted that the only reason the Court in’the City of Irving case 
did not require an EIS was because the use of the new flight path was temporary 
in nature (60 days). The Court specifically indicated that if the action were 
permanent, an EIS would be required. 

Addressing a similar issue, the Court in R~D~v 27 Coalition. Inc. v. Enqen, 
679 F. Supp. 95 (D HA~S.1987), also rejected the FAA’s argument: 

"In light of this evidence, defendants argue that even though changes may 
have caused new patterns of distribution ofthe flights over particular 
segments of this fan-shaped area affected by the original procedures, the 
impact on the environment of the new distribution of flights is not 
significant]y different from the impact of the old distribution, because no 
new area is affected. 

Necessarily tmpl|ctt in this argument is the unexpressed premise 

segments of this fan-shaped area is wholly,{rrelevant. , ~,~, 

Despite the fact the EA limits its "notse analysis~ to those areas within ~h~! 
existing 65 Ldn contour, there is nothing in the FAA’s regulations wh|ch .’,,’. 
permits such a limited review. FAA regulations define a significant no|so 
impact resulting from altered flight procedures as a "20 percent reduction 
distance between a noise sensitive area and the a|rcreft." FAA regulat|ons do" 
not limit such significant impacts only to those noise sensitive receptors. 
within the 65 Ldn or greater contour. The EA never addresses the reductfon 
distance between the rerouted aircraft and any schools, hosp|tals, or ’ 
residentia] neighborhoods. 

Additional,y, the FAA ignores the ,a~t that significant noise |mp~cts may oc~; 
outside the 65 Ldn contour. The FAA s determination to cons~ 

. impacts" onlywithin Ldncontoursof65orgreateris tnconsi~ntSZ~’~t 
and CE~ regulations. The test is stmply whether there are significant impacts. 
There can be significant impacts even though they occur within a 60 Ldn or 
lower noise contour.- For example, in a pristine wilderness which has never 
been subjected to any aircraft noise, the intrusion of one aircraft, which 
would raise single event noise levels to unprecidented heights, can ~uite 
readily be seen as a significant impact despite the fact that Ldn ]e~e~s would 
remain statistically insignificant. Similarly, in a residential neighborhood, 
where residents have not been exposed to aircraft noise and have not. for 
example, noise-insulated their homes, the overflight of aircraft, even at 55 
Ldn levels, may result in interference with sleep due to single event noise 
levels; clearly a significant impact. 

Comoarison of Alternatives on the Basis of £nvironmenta] ~mo~t~. 

One of the stated purposes of NEPA and the implementation regulations is to 
allow a federal agency to compare alternatives on the basis of the 
environmental impacts of those alternatives. The FAA, however, has provided no 
environmental assessment basis on which to make such comparison. ~e are ]eft 
with no idea, for example, how on a comparative basis alternative #2 compares 
to alternative ~1! as far as its impact on the environment. Neither are we 
provided ~ith any basis to compare the FAA’s preferred alternative to any of 
the other alternatives. This is precisely because this document is an 
efficiency study and not an environmental assessment. 

While the EA provides a basis for comparing the alternatives from an efficiency 
and operattona] standpoint, it provides no basis for comparing from an 
environmental impact standpoint. ~e are simply told that neither the preferred 
alternative nor any of the alternatives will create significant environmental 
~mpacts and, therefore, that we should not worry about the relative 
environmental impacts of each alternative. This failure directly vfo]ates 40 
CFR Section 1508.9(b), which specifically requires that each enviro 
apsessment "include brief discussions of~ the need for the proposal~m~al 
alternatives as required by S~ction 102(2)(E); and the environmental impacts of 
the proposed action and alternatives.. 
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To the extent tha~’~here:’is~any noise analysis provided in the environmental . 
assessment, tt~ts defective fo~ the reasons that follow. ~ 

Comparative and Cumulative Impacts Not Analyzed 

There is no analysis of noise impacts caused by increased numbers of aircraft 
overflights despite the fact the apparent purpose of implementing the Four Post 
Plan is to increase landing capacity, especially at "peak hours." Yet, there 
is no discussion in the environmental assessment of the impact of those 
increased number of flights. 

Further, despite the fact that implementation of the Four Post Plan ~ould bring 
a significant number of new arriving flights over the Eastside, there is no 
discussion or analysis of the impacts to eastside co~unities from such 
additional flights. The FAA has simply assumed that the 65 Ldn contour will 
not change regardless of the admittedly significant increase in arriving 
flights. The FAA has provided no empirical or analytical data or analysis to 
support that assumpt.ion. The fact that implementation of the Four Post Plan 
would allow simultaneous landings of aircraft in south flow days is not even 
¢iscussed despite the fact such action would by necessity seem to result in the 
intensification and relocation of noise within existing 65 Ldn contours. 

The EA fails to consider cumulative impacts in areas that are already subject 
to high background noise levels. For example, residents along the I-gO 
corridor may already be subject to an Ldn level of 60, which level may 
significantly exceed 65 Ldn with the addition of the proposed overflights. 
Thus, despite the fact that new 65 Ldn contours may be created in outlying 
areas, the FAA has provided no analysis of such impacts. 

Neither is there any analysis of comparative impacts on receptors under 
different flight paths. It is inappropriate to assume that a person under an 
existing flight path and a person under a new flight path will experience the 
same impacts or that, subjectively, those impacts will be considered the same 
by both people. The person who has not been subject to overflights is likely 
to consider such intrusions significant impacts. 

Ldn Standard Not Adequate Measure of Noise Impacts 

~Of special concern is the FAA’s total reliance on the 65 Ldn standard for 

reviewing noise impacts. Not only is the 65 Ldn standard too high (it should 
be reduced to 60 or 55 Ldn), but it fails to take into consideration single- 
event aircraft noise. The Environmental Protection Agency (’EPA") has recently 
submitted comments to the FAA discussing the inadequacy of the FAA’s 65 Ldn 
standard and recommending that the FAA begin to review noise impacts within the 
60 or 55 Ldn contour and, importantly, that the FAA also include in all noise 
reviews an analysis of the sound exposure level (’SEL’) in noise sensitive 
areas. Use of an SEL standard would be particulary useful in comparing 
exposure levels in various affected communities. 

Since EPA is char~ed with reviewing all federal agencies’ llEPA tmpl~entat|~t~ 
regulations and since EPA has gone on record as stating that the 65 
standard is inadequate, the City contends that the FAA’s use of the 65 
standard is not acceptable.                                            :., .~ 

The significance of ~loytng a ~ sensitive Ldn standa~ ts ~flected in the 
Preliminary Noise Analysis of the Proposed F~ Fou~ Post Plan (~tbtt A)      " 
prepared by consultant Paul Dunholter for the Noise ~dtatlon Options 
Subco~ittee. Comparison of Exhibit 5 (Current Conditions Mnual) ~th ~hibtt 
12 (P~oposed Four Post Conditions - Annual) sh~ a significant expansion of " 
the 50 Ldn contour north across the shtp canal tn Seattle and east across X-405 
in Bellevue. The 55 Ldn contour also bulges north tnto the Nountlake a~ea. 
Comparison of north flow Ldn contours sho~s a similar ~voment. The ~port 
also indicates an increase of 1.8 Ldn du~ing south flow days at location El1 
nea~ Kelsey Creeek Pa~k tn Bellevue. ~hile the 65 Ldn level is not exceeded, 
the impact of such noise ts significant to the people affected; yet there ts no 
analysis of these impacts whatsoever in the ~. 

The limitated capability of a 65 Ldn standard to effectively assess noise 
impacts is obvious and can be illustrated by the following scenario. Given the 
operation of aircraft within a 55 Ldn contour, the fact that one aircraft of 
many may fly over a house at 50 feet may not be statistically significant 
enough to increase the overall Ldn to 65; however, the direct impact of that 
one overflight may be significant, if not dramatic. Suffice to say that the 
owner of a house whose roof has just been removed by such a close encounter . 
would undoubtedly consider that occurrence to be a significant.impact 
regardless of what the average noise level for that particular twenty-four hour 
period may be. Averages, as anyone knows, can be quite deceiving. A SEL 
standard would provide a realistic approach to analyzing such an impact. 

Alternatives Modeling 

The noise analysis for each of the alternatives needs to be modeled 
specifically with regard to the conditions specified in each alternative. 
There is no attempt to model based on such factors as engine types, time of 
operations, fleet mix, etc. The FAA has failed to use its o~n "integrated 
noise measurement" ("INM") model as required for all EA’s, EIS’s, and Part I 
Studies. 

Non-Noise Related Impacts 

While the EA at least referenced noise-related impacts, it does not even 
mention other impacts that may be highly significant. The fact that aircraft 
flights over Bellevue will increase by almost 60 daily (and perhaps more if 
overall air traffic volume increases) obviously increases the possibility of a 
mid-air collision over Bellevue or resultant injury or damage due to loss of 
aircraft parts. The proposed Four Post Plan would reroute traffic from an 
arrival approach over the waters of Elliot Bay and place it over the high 
population density areas of the Eastside and North Seattle. As demegrapher 
Chandler Phelps testified at the public hearing on the draft EA, the Four Post 
Plan would move flights over the mest populated area in the Northwest. 
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There can be no argument that~j~Id-alr c~11~s!on or )oss o~ an.~nglne.~uld 
not have a significant Impac(’~’::the)eopme oe(o~ SUCh event., It ~s also 
obvious that lncr~aslng fllghtd~iver Bellevue~Increases the probability of such 
an incident occurring; yet there is no discussion or analysis of such potential 
impacts.                     ~-.~ ..... ~.~          - 

There is also no discussion of potential increases in air pollution as the 
result of increased flights over the Eastside. Existing pollution levels 
caused by cars, trucks, buses and other forms of land transportation may be 
significantly exacerbated by aircraft emissions. 

Significant Imnacts Probable 

The stated purpose of preparing:an environmental assessment is to make a 
determination whether the proposal "may have significant environmental impacts. 
NEPA and the implementing regulations do not require that there be a showing of 
certainty of environmental harm in order to require the preparation of an EIS, 
but rather that there is a reasonable possibility that the project would cause 
significant environmental impacts. The issue is whether implementation of the 
proposed Four Post Plan may cause a significant degradation of some human 
environmental factor, not whether in fact it will. 

Because the EA is so totally deficient, it fails to provide an analytical basis 
on which to make a determination whether or not there are significant impacts. 
However, even recognizing that deficiency, certain significant impacts appear 
probable. 

Despite the fact that arrival flights over the Eastside will increase 
dramatically (59+), the FAA did not consider whether the new procedures as well 
as the increased number of aircraft which would make use of such procedures 
would alter the existing Ldn contour. It appears from the EA itself that the 
65 Ldn contour lines must likely be expanded to take into consideration the 
~ncreased volume and use of the parallel runways under south flow conditions 
where only one runway is currently used. If the 65 Ldn contour is moved 
laterally or if a 1.5 Ldn increase in noise can be shown within an existing 65 

.~Ldn contour, by the FAA’s own regulations a significant impact has occurred 
necessitating preparation of an EIS. 

Empirical evidence from the Dunholter analysis indicates that the 50 and 55 Ldn 
contour would be expanded to the north over Seattle and to the east over 
Bellevue. EPA would apparently recognize this as a significant impact; the FM 
should too. 

Use of a sound exposure level (SELl standard to measure single-event aircraft 
noise would likely indicate nighttime interference with sleep where none 
previously existed. Peter Brissing, an expert in environmental health f~om the 
University of Washington, testified that what is important in terms of 
evaluating the effect of noise impacts on individuals is the impact of single 
event aircraft noise; that is what disrupts daily life, not twenty-four average 
noise levels. The fact that people not previously subject to aircraft 
overflights are for the first time made subject to such overflights will likely 
result ~n a disruption of existing sleep patterns in at least a number of such 

individuals. Inte~erence with s1~p has 
significant envi~nmental im~oact ~ether or not such Indlvlduals 
or without the 65 Ldn contour. ¯ 

Finally, it is also likely that noise increases may be signtficanttn’ 
and not in another for ~asons which are independent of the existing 
contour, because of preexisting conditions including existing backg~und noise 
in that area. Areas such as along the I-gO corridor that may cur~ntl~ be 
subject to noise at 60+ Ldn levels may reach or exceed the 65 Ldn contour level 
when additional noise from overflights is added to existing noise backg~unds. 

The unmistakable conclusion is that the proposal may result in significant 
environmental impacts. 

p~blic Review Process 

Despite the fact that implementation of the Four Post Plan will directly affect 
the daily lives of thousands of citizens within the Puget Sound region, the FAJ~ 
initially provided for no public participation in the decislon-mak~ng process. 
The FM’s apparent belief that the comments of these people aren’t important 
shows a surprising insensitivity to the public process. Only after pressure 
was placed on the FM by the state’s congressional delegation did the FAA 
finally relent by scheduling a three hour public hearing. 

While better than nothing, the hearing failed to provide a reasonable 
opportunity for citizens to present their comments. More than 105 people 
signed up to speak at the hearing (many more were discouraged from speaking 
because of the limited time and the number already signed up) yet almost forty 
percent of those signed up weren’t able to speak. Further, the three minutes 
provided to each speaker was woefully inadequate to present any meaningful 
comment. 

Further, from the perspective of eastside, north Seattle and north Tacoma area 
residents the time and location (7:00 p.m. at Cleveland High School on Beacon 
Hit1) was particularly inconvenient. This was especially true for those people 
that are most directly impacted by daily aircraft noise; the elderly and the 
infirm who are at home during the day. Additional meetings should be scheduled 
during the day on the eastside as well as north Seattle and north Tacoma to 
allow those residents a reasonable opportunity to present their comments. 

Conclusion 

The draft EA is so inadequate that it fails to provide any guidance to the FAA 
in determining whether to implement the proposed Four Post Plan or any of the 
alternatives proposed thereunder. Contrary to the purpose of NEPA, as 
implemented by the CEQ regulations and the FAA order, to provide an effective 
tool to analyze the environmental impacts of the proposal, the draft EA 
provides no analysis of environmental impacts, much less the extent of those 
impacts. The FAA’s conclusion that there are no significant impacts is not 
based on a review of the extent of the potential impacts, but is rather a 
bootstrappin~ justification for an end result apparently desired by the FAA. 
Bellevue believes this is in direct contravertion of the purpose and spirit of 
NEPA. 
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Bellevue contends that a proper environmental assessment would indicate that 
significant impacts f~om the proposal are probable and, therefore, that an 
Environmental Impact Statement must be p~epared. The FAA cannot merely go 
through the motions, producing an environmental assessment, issuing a Finding 
of No Significant I~pact (FONSI)0 and then i~plement the proposal without first 
complying with NEPA. Bellevue strongly urges that the necessary and required 
environmental analysts be undertaken and that at the same time the mediation 
process continue, hopefully to produce a ~esult that all residents of Puget 
Sound can comfortably llve with.-        "    ¯ 

Respectfully submitted this :~ ~ day of ~:~/uA ~ , 1990. 

Richard L. Andre~s ¯ 

City of Bellevue 

PRELIMINARY NOISE ANALYSIS OF 
THE PROPOSED FAA 4 POST PLAN 

NOISE MEDIATION 

OPTIONS SUBCOMMITI’EE 

JANUARY 4, 1990 
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Exhibit I 
Flight Track Map. Jets (South Flow) Current Conditions 

Exhibit 2 

Flight Track Map - Jets (North Flow) Current Conditions 



Exhibit 3 Current Conditions 
Fright Track Map - Props (South Flow) 

Exhibit 4 
Right Track Map - Props (North Flow) Current Conditions 



Exhibi~ 5 Current Conditions 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Annual Average) 

Exhl~it 6 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (North Row) Current Conditions 



~ 7 Current Conditions 
1989 t.~ Noise Contours (South Flow) 

~ Trex:~ Map - Jets (South Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 



Exhibit 9 
Frtght Track Map - Jets (Notlh Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 

=.xtubit 10 

:T~ht Track Map- Props (South Flow) 
Proposed 4-Post Conditions 



E~xhibit 11 

Flight Track Map o Props (North Row) 
Proposed 4-Post Conditions 
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Exh~ 12 
Proposed 4-Post Conditions 

1989 Ldn Noise Cont~j~ (A~nual Average) 



Exhibit 13 P~’oposed 4-Post Conditions 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (North Flow) 

Exhibit 14 

1989 I_dn Noise Contours (South Flow) 
Proposed 4-Post Condib’ons 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the proposed modifications to the FAA 4 Post Plan is a. attempt to combine the 
proposed needs of the FAA and the noise mitigation desires of the surrounding communities. 

operations where new exposures wig occur duc to the 4 Post Plan. An e~ample would be an 
area currendy exposed to departures but not anivals will be subject to arrival noise when tbe 4 
Post Plan is implemem~cL ~ possibl~, a modificatioa to the FAA Plan has been developed 
to remove some of the depmums or re-define the FAA im)ix~ed arrival route to fimit the ~_ _ad,~_ 
exposure to the �ffected area. This "wade oft" concept was applied to several FAA flight track 
situations. If tbe arrival procedures proposed by FAA in fact allow for ldle-duust approaches. 
tho~� operations should be less bothersom~ than depanme~ Tbemfore; re-muting departure 
flows is very essential to a balanced noise expomm plan. 



PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO THE 
FAA 4 POST PLAN B.    DOWNWIND LEG EAST SIDE OF THE AIRPORT SHIFTED FURTHER 

EAST. 

A. MODIFIED 4 POST DURING NON-PEAK PERIODS. 

DESCRIPTION. This modification is designed to provide flexibility in the proposed 4 Post 
plan by taking advantage of lower traffic periods. When hourly landing operauons are 18 or 
less a modified 4 post that resembles the current flow could be used. During a south flow, 
traffic from the southeast post could be vectored to the west side and blended into the traffic 
from the southwest post. T~tfflc from the northeast post could be vectored north of the Seattle 
area and blended into the traffic flow from the northwest post. Traffic could be sequenced for 
arrival from over the Elliott Bay area. When hourly traffic increases to the point that the 
proposed 4 post plan is required, aircraft could proceed from their an’ival mutes into the 4 Post 
plan with very little coordination between air traffic facilities and virtually no impact on the 
flight crews. This procedure would not require the Air Route Traffic Control Center to alter 
arrival/departure routes. Instead, inter-facility coordination could be accomplished where 
aircraft would be vectored from the arrival post into this modified flow into the terminal area. 

GOAL. The goal of this modified 4 Post plan is to keep. traffic flows generally the way they are 
now (i.e., Elliott Bay), yet allow FAA to Iransition into the 4 Post concept when capacity 
would be consmained if traffic flows were not changed during the heavier periods. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This procedure would require the FAA to develop 
several interfacility agreements to comp.let.ely outline the parameters required to use this 
procedure. Close coordination and momtonng of the hourly traffic flows and estimates of 
traffic increases would be essential to the success of this procedure. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit of this procedttre would be that only during heavier 
traffic periods would the full 4 Post plan be utilized. During the less busy periods traffic flows 
would be similar’to the flow currently being used. Dis-benefits would include considerably 
more work on the part of the controllers. As traffic periods peak or decline, very timely and 
precise coordination is necessary to transition in or out of the modified 4 Post procedure. 

DESCRIPTION. This modification is a widening of the eastside arrival path to the airport. 
During heavy departure periods the west side of the path would be used. During light traffic 
periods the east side of the arrival path would be used. This method of reducing constant 
overflight situations was developed after extensive analysis of attempting to move the whole 
downwind leg further east than proposed by the FAA. Simply relocating the track east over the 
mountains causes severe constraints on departures. Departures must tunnel arrival wacks to 
ensure that separation between aircraft is maintained. 

Tunneling is best described as follows. The arrival aberaft is descending to an assigned altitude 
on a predetermined track or lane when approaching the aitporL Departing aircraft that will 
cross that arrival track must be assigned an altitude at least 1000 feet below the altitude assigned 
the arrival. The departure must remain at that restricted altitude until clear of the an-ival track. 
In some situations flight tracks can be as much as five miles wide. East departures would be 
required to remain at low altitudes for an unacceptable distance. This proposed modification 
was developed to provide flexibility to flight tracks when departure operations are not impacted 
by arriving aircraft. Using the west side during heavy departure periods will reduce the need 
to keep departures at low altitude over residential areas due to the tunneling required between 
arrivals and departures. When departures volumes are less on the east side, arrivals would be 
allowed to remain further east of the residential areas at higher altitudes. 

GOAL. The goal of this modification is to reduce the number of overflights and subsequent 
noise over high density residential areas to the east of the airporL 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This procedure could be implemented by ATC. 
Controllers could be instructed by a Facility Order when and how to use the corridor to its 
maximum potential. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit is a reduction of noise and overflights in residential 
areas. A dis-benefit is that some opportunities to capitalize on available landing spaces may not 
be realized due to the aircraft being further away from the airport at high altitude. Therefore; 
some potential loss of capacity could be experienced. 



D. SHIFT SOME SOUTHBOUND DEPARTURES TO ELLIOTT BAY DURING 
NORTH FLOW OPERATIONS. 

C. USE OF INTERSTATE $ AS AN ARRIVAL ROUTE. 

DESCRIFI’ION. This modification is designed to define an arrival flight track to be used in 
visual weather conditions that keeps the aircraft over I-5 and the more commercial / industrial 
developments that border the f~eway. This mute could be used by all straight in or east side 
arrivals as west side arrivals utilize the Elliott Bay. 

GOAL. This type of modification to the FAA 4 Post plan would reduce overflights of hi- 
density areas as much as possible, resulting in a lesser noise impact on the community. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This modification may not be acceptable to either FAA 

Flight Standards or Airline Pilot Safet~ Groups. It would require pilots added .g~ound tracking 
of I-5 in addition to all the other cockpit duties nxluired during a landing approach. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit of this procedure would be that during south flow 
good weather conditions arrivals would use the Elliott Bay I-5 corridors to the maximum extent 
possible resulting in less overflights in noise sensitive areas. Dis-benefits include added 
worldoad on both pilot and ¢onuoller. Pilots might have difficulty in following I-5 as they 
must align with the runway centerline when preparing to land. 

DESCRIPTION. This modification would shift some southbomgi departures to make left turns 
over the Elliott Bay departing on comte from the west side of the altpoR. 

GOAL. The goal is to balance the amber ef operations over residential areas east and west of 
Seattle Tacoma Airport dining north flow periods. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBR.ITY. It could be implemented by ATC. Procedures to 
separate westside arrivals from the deparuats would have to be developed. This could be 
similar to the eastsidc arrival/departure procedures proposed. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFrr. The benefits of this modification is a mol, e even halanco of 
operations to the west and east of the airport. The dis-benefits are the problems of separating 
arrival and departure tracks west of the airport. Some increase in noise in new aw.as may occur 
tzw.ause ah-craft must fly back to the depamre corridor. 



E.    SHIFT SOME STAGE II DEPARTURES TO ELLIOTT BAY DURING 
NORTH FLOW OPERATIONS 

DESCRIFFION. During north flow operations ATC shift some Stage II departures to overfly 
~he Duwamish Corridor and use the Puget Sound area for departure regardless of destination. 
This could be in terms of the time of day or destination. 

GOAL. The goal of this modification is to limit the number of noisy aircraft over populated 
areas during the t-u-st phase of departure. Aircraft that depart out the Corridor and commence 
their climb over the water will be at higher altitudes by the time they overfly the more populated 
areas and making less noise due to their added height. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This modification is feasible but possibly for a small 
number of operations but not totally implementable until the fleet mix has changed to include 
more Stage I]1 aircraft serving the airport. However;, implementing this modification now even 
i~" only on a limited basis could become an incentive to the airlines to speed up their time table 
for phasing out Stage II aircraft at Seattle Tacoma Airport. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefits of this modification include reducing noise in 
residential areas, overflights at higher altitudes over residential areas, and a possible incentive 
for a quicker fleet change to Stage Ill aircraft. Dis-benefits are a more complex ATC system ff 
all current Stage II aircraft were required to follow this departure procedure. Some aircraft will 
not depart on course as quickly as they do now, resulting in some additional flight time and fuel 
Costs. 

F. EARLY RIGHT TURNS FOR STAGE III EAST DEPARTURES 

DESCRIPTION. The object of this procedure is to have the quieter aircraft who are 
southbound make right turns prior to Boeing Field thereby reducing the number of aircraft that 
proceed north and east over high density areas. This type of departure track could be 
developed where it normally remained to the south of Mercer Island The other type aircraft 
during a north flow would use the normal departure routes north of Mercer Island. 

GOAL. The goal of this modification is to reduce the number of departures over north and east 
portions of the community. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. q’his could be implemented by FAA after determining 
what minimum altitude could be used as the starting point for the turn. Involved coordination 
with Boeing Field would be necessary because the Seattle Departures would be operating in the 
Boeing Field Airport Traffic Area during the climb out. 

BENEFITS / DIS-BENEFITS. The benefits include a reduction of overflights north and east 
of the airport which should result in less noise in those areas. Dis-benefits are numerous. 
Coordination with Boeing Field would be necessary prior to each departure being released. 
Aircraft would be overflying the Renton area at lower altitudes than normal. This type of 
departure track could impact the TCA plan by having air carrier aircraft at low altitude in areas 
that might be used by general aviation aircraft. 



3.W. ClaypOol 

1643 - 94th Ave. N.E. 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

January 19, 1990 

Temple Johnson 
Manager, Air Traffic Division FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
po Box 68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: EAST TURN cONTROVERSY 

¯ ..:. FEB t 

Dear Sir: 

Briefly, my husband and I support spreading out departing 
flights into THREE pATHWAYS over the Eastside in order to 
equitably disperse the inevitable increase in noise levels over 
residential neighborhoods when the East Turn is in effect. 

Since we are already subjected to a currently unacceptable 
noise level from the East Turn, it seems totally ridiculous to 
ask that we prepare for an INEQUITABLE INCREASE in noise due to 
an increase in the desired nu~er of flights in and out of 

SeaTac. 

If the~FAA is TELLING US rather than ASKING US about increasing flights at SeaTac, why then is the FAA not prepared 
to objectively analyze the noise problem and select the solution 
that most equitably scatters the noise? While we can appreciate 
other residential areas not wanting noise increases, it is 
simply blatantly unjust not to spread the burden around as 
fairly as possible. 

Furthermore, we understand that there are rumblings about 
eliminating the current curfew on departures between 10:00 pm 

and 6:00 am. This is TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE. 
In summary, if increases in noise levels on the Eastside become inevitable, we support the position of Bob Rudolf, presi- 

o e that a solution to equitable dispersion 
ECAAN. We h p ¯ in undue dent of ..... ~,i ~. rrived at wlthout pay g 

of aircraft noxse -~ .... a             that they do not wish to 
attention to those who holler loudly 
accept their fair share of the burden. 

SincerelY, 

cc: file 
Bob Rudolph, ECAM~ 



DEAR MR. JOHNSON: 

I’M WRITING IN REGARD TO THE AIRCRAFT NOISE WHICH HAS BEEN 
BOMBARDING MY MEDINA HOME FOR THE PAST THREE YEARS. IT IS NOW TIME 
FOR THE REST OF THE GREATER SEA’I-I’LE POPULATION TO SHARE THE NOISE 
AND I, THEREFORE, ASK YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE MOST RECENT FAA 
PROPOSAL TO I.l~ THE JET FLIGHT DEPARTURES ON THE EAST TURN 
OUT OF SEATAC. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION OF THIS MATTER. 

SINCERELY, 

NANCY C. CALLAGHAN 
631 84TH AVENUE N.E. 

BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98004 

i~ec’d. ANM--5~) ~ Oate: t FR I 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has been severely 
impacting the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

The severe noise is totally unacceptable. We should not 
be asked to bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from 
the airport. This area once had a quiet, rural nature, 
but the noise from these planes is threatening to turn it 
into an urban ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on 
a conversation due to the noise of the planes. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA has indicated its willingness to consider other 
flight tracks as well as splitting the flights into as 
many as three tracks. Political influences are preventing 
these changes. 

This noise must be stopped. Please do what you can to 
change the airport departure procedures. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Take the lead in 
fighting this injustice. Please let me know what you are 
able to do and if there is anything else I can do to stop 
these planes from flying over. 

Sincerely, 



January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, jr., .Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the "East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noi?e of the planes 
overhead. 

This noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 

sincerely, 

1~1-86th Avenue N.E. 
Bellevue, Washing;ton 9800~ 

PNEUMAN ENGINEERING, INC. 

January 29, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

This letter is in regard to the cancellation of the possible 
split departure corridor which would have been divided over 
Mercer Island and the communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue. 

Please be advised that we feel that all involved communities 
should share the noise, including Mercer Island. We are in 
support of dispersing flights on the East Turn. 

We will appreciate your efforts on behalf of our area to 
institute the split departure corridor on the East Turn 
thereby giving some relief to the communities that have 
borne the brunt of the noise pollution for the past several 
years. 

Thank-you again for your efforts. 

~ Fire~d~e~ere I~rs ’ 

Structural Engineer 

cc: Senator Slade Gorton 
Honorable John Miller 
Senator Brock Adams 
Honorable Rod Chandler 

FCP/~cd 



INTERNATIONAL 

January 31, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing in behalf of the Eastside Citizens Against Aircraft 
Noise in support of dispersing flights on the East Turn. I am a 
resident of Medina, and wish to state my concerns on this issue. 

Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue have borne the brunt of the East 
Turn departures for the last three years since the corridor was 
moved north. The resultant noise pollution is unacceptable and 
has severly damaged the quality of life in these residential 
communities. 

The number of departing planes overflying these communities must 
be decreased. An equitable distribution of departures should be 
instituted so no one area is saddled with an undue share of the 

~jnoise. 

~I hope that with enough support this situation will be corrected. 

Sincerely, 

STELLAR INTERNATIONAL 

Laurie McDonald-Jonsson 
President & CEO 

LMJ:bls 

gec’d. ANM-50~ ~ 

January 30, 1990 

~Lr. Richard Prong 
FAA Regional’Offices 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
C-68966 
Seattle, WA    98168 

Dear Sirs: 

Turbojets had been flying over our community of Saltair Hills at 
a rate of 28,169 per year in 1964. In 1989 the yearly total was 
91,231.    If we get the 32,850    yearly additions that were 
estimated for Dash Point, the minimum would be 124,081 jets for 
1990. That is~way too many for one community to absorb! 

We have been looking on with great interest at the debate 
pertaining to the four post plan for landing patterns the FAA is 
considering. 

As residents of Saltair Hills, a suburb of Kent due south of the 
airport at 250th street, we have been assured that this will not 
affect our area which is directly under the southern runways. 

Our concerns are: (i) if the plan is not implemented, these 
additional planes would be routed over our homes in addition to 
the huge already existing air traffic. (2) if the plan is 
implemented and if 90 additional aircraft per day will be flying 
over Dash Point, as we are due north of Dash Point, we would be 
affected by the new plan also. 

We are very concerned and join the other groups in calling for a 
complete EIS with a thorough study of the flight paths before 
their implementation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Mrs. Karen Waalkes 
Saltair Hills coordinator 
24918 24th Place South 
Kent, WA    98032 

Suite 2ZOO, 520 Pike Stree( ¢’ Seattle. Washin8ton 98101 ~ 206/467-8200 ’i Telex #296597 0 Telefax .467-9760 



Stanley (3. Fleischmann 

1615 90th N.E. 
Bellevue, Washington 98004 

January 23, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
NORTHWEST Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington    98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

My wife and I serious~support the dispersing flights 
on the East Turn. With the additional noise we have 
sustained, the mornings are absolutely unbearable with 
the loud jets coming overhead at least every two minutes. 
We are i9 our later years~ have worked hard for a decent 
homelife, pay plenty of taxes to live on lovely clyde Hill. 

The resultant noise pollution is unacceptable, and we 
strongly urge you to make an equitable distribution of 
departures so that no one area is saddled with an undue 
share of the noise.    The number of departing planes 
flying over our community must be decreased. 

We strongly urge you to consider our plea for dispersing 
the jet flight departures on the East Turn as the FAA 
had recently proposed to do. 

Most sincerely, 

Stanley Fleischmann 

c/c: Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable John Miller 
The Honorable Rod Chandler 

January 24, 1990 
Date: 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail c-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Reroutinq Of FII0hts Over Seattle. Need for an EIS 

Dear FAA: 

We are writing to express our concern over the process presently being utilized to 
determine the rerouting of flights in and out of Seattle. We are concerned about 
the resultant noise and air quality impacts, and strongly request that your agency 
prepare and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Your derision-making 
process will affect the health, safety, welfare, quality of life, and environment of 
hundreds of thousands of citizens living in this area. Preparation of an EIS is the 
only way alternatives can be properly evaluated and impacts mitigated. 

We are concerned about the impacts this rerouting will have on all the potentially 
affected residents in our metropolitan area, not just within our neighbodx)od. It Js 
very important that an EIS be prepared so that ALL feasible altemativas are 
evaluated and discussed fairly and evenly, and milJgatk)ns identified..A.propedy 
prepared EIS is the only mechanism available to efficiently collate all or me 
technical and environmental information necessary to resolve this issue. NOna~ 

then can you responsibly select a preferred alternative, in the spirit of the 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). To do so otherwise would .be _~. ~ .~_ to the. 
letter and intent of NEPA. Your responsibility under NEPA and to the citizens ol 
this area cannot be taken lightly. 

Thank ~/ou in advance for your consideration of these comments. We would like 
to recente, in writing, a letter outlining your decision on this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Erik & Dianna Stockdale 
6232 - 27th Avenue Northeast 
Seattle, WA 98115 
524-6858 

es:faaroute.doc 
cc: Sen. Brock Adams 

Hon. Slade Gorton 
Hon. John Miller 
Hono Jim McDermott 



CAPT. JOHN R. MIDDLETON USN (Ret.) 

1837 SEVENTY-~EVENTH AVENUE NORTHEAST 

BELLEVUE~ WASHINGTON ~312 

27 January 1990 

Mr. Temple JOHNSON Jr. 
Manager Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P 0 Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. JOHNSON, 

I am a resident of Medina,..Washington and my home 
is being subjected to an excess£ve amount of jet aircraft 
noise. 

Approximately three years ago the flight path for 
jet aircraft departing from Sea-Tac to the northward and 
turning eastward was adjusted so that the communities 
of Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue became recipients of 
an excessive amount of aircraft noise. 

I am well aware of the fac£ that jet aircraft 
produce high noise levels particularly when they are 
taking off and gaining altitude. However, that noise 
should be distributed as evenly as possible over the 
communities making up the Seattle Metropolitan Area. 

Therefore, it is suggested and requested that an 
equitable distribution of departures be established 
so that no one area is subjected to more than its equit- 
able share of the noise associated with those departures. 

Please takeany necessary action required to ensure 
that equitable distribution of that noise. 

Sincerely yours, 

Senator Brock Adams 
The Honorable John Miller’/ 

Mr. Temple Johnson Jr. 
Air Traffic Division 
N. W. Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S. 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

January 31, 1990                          . ~ 
Mr. & Mrs. J. C. Starksen and Family 
1940 104th S.E.                             ~’ 
Bellevue, Washington 98004 

D~’e: ~£~ I 199g~ 

This letter will be as brief as possible, as I have just found an 
address, yours, at which, I’m told, some solutions to a problem 
which has jeopardized peoples health; and has cost people a great 
deal financially for approximately 7 Years, might be solved, or 
at least tempered. 

The problem is the Commercial Aircraft noise which we have 
received dlreotly over our area and our home. You might note 
from the address that the area is not near an Airport! It is, in 
fact, in one of the few areas left where the inhabitants have 
respect for the environment of Washington State. we here have 
managed, not without some difficulty, to keep the area natural 
with native trees, ferns etc.., and have also managed to keep an 
"Old Fashioned" neighborhood.    This neighborhood enfolds fou..~r 
schools (ranging from Pre-School to High School), 5 small parks 
and 2 Churches within walking distance. Not an area one would 
suspect to be deluged with Aircraft noise, or indeed Aircraft, if 
the F.A.A. were concerned with safety. 

However, during the "Gas Shortage", probably due to a mere line 
drawn on a map, one day, it was designated as a "flight pattern" 
to be used temporarily. We are now an area, not unlike that of 
an area being strafed by "enemy aircraft" in War times (this is, 
actually, a description from a neighbor who was a War Veteran, 
who experienced the agony at eh time, and said that what we are 
Dow experiencing, is Jus~ the same, and as damaging healthwise). 
Please note we have suffered this for over seven years!!! 

During this time. residents have tried to contact people who 
would recognize the problem and could be helpful in attaining 
some degree of relief.    So far, those who seemed to have some 
influence, have only been able to establish and ever growing 
chain of committees and sub-committees, which have become larger 
and larger, printing "Glossy" pamphlets on Aircraft noise, post 
cards to "thank" a person for calling a complaint "Hot Line" (as 
if a person would want to be tortured enough to be forced to have 
to call in the first place!!), news notes on progress (or lack 
of) etc..etc.. The number of employees required to accomplish 
this must be interesting to note...Secretaries, clerks, 
Administrators, people to man the "Hot Line", people to maintain 
the offices and salaries. Then of course there would be the 
expense    of    the    premises...Office    machines,    computers, 
typewriters,    phone llnes, electricity,    insurance,    office 
furniture, heat, etc..etc.. 



Could all this, be costing the~Tax~payers more tha.n it would to 
concede that the Aircraft noise~’ile~extremsly dama.glng, and Just 
give the commercial Airlines~:ithe~"~s%tm the committees are now 
spending in studies etc. for fuel to ~fly at a higher altitude and 
cut back on their engines whileflying’over peoples homes rather 
than flying low and accelerating the engines, as they are doing 
now? 

It is most difficult to be brief, as stated earlier, considering 
the suffering people have endured, but I realize that your time 
is limited, so I will now just relate a ~ew situations that I 
have heard of and leave it to you to weigh the value of "Human 
Life" against greed and commercialism...(often referred to as 
,,Progress"). 

There are people here who have jobs requiring theme to have to 
sleep past 6:00 A.M.; there are Students, who must study at night 
and need to have some sleep during the day; there are people who 
have experienced health problems who need some quietude in their 
own homes..(these would include people recovering from Strokes, 
Heart Attacks and Chronic Illness).    There are the elderly, 
Mothers of children, and in short, just normal persons. There 
are also those who work at home, who under present conditions, 
are unable to do so when an Aircraft passes over, approximately 
every 3 minutes, which is loud enough to obstruct telephone 
conversation, conversation between persons in the home, listening 
to any Audio device, concentrating to write, or just plain 
concentrate. 

Now, lest you think I am personally over-reacting, let me relate 
one small example of how loud and fierce the vibration can be in 
this area - Please not this is only one of many.    on one 
occasion, as one of the numerous Aircraft passed over, causing 
the usual "Hell" of vibration and unendurable noise, the Tract 
Lighting in our ceiling was dislodged by the vibration.. The 
exposed wires touched, arced, and shorted out the Electricity. 
Somehow, this episode seems to symbolize the problem and the 
severity of the problem for those experiencing Aircraft noise in 
a area which is not near an Airport. 

Also, should the current fad of "attacking the victim" be taking 
place at this very moment, let me say that the person writing 
this letter was a U. S. Marine corps Pilots wife, who was 
stationed in Pensacola Florida, ("The home of the Blue Angels" 
and training site for the Navel and Marine Aviators) and in E1 
Toro California, before and after the Vietnam War. Thus I have an 
obvious affiliation with Aircraft.    However, in those areas 
mentioned, ~ev~re penalties were given those Pilots, who while 
flying, disturbed the Civilian community. NOW these pilots were 
working and risking their lives in -defense of our country"... I 
ask you, IF they were not allowed to cause distress to the 
populace for Aircraft noise, WHY should a Commercial Airlines be 
allowed to do so???    A reasonable question; and one to be 
answered honestly and with great moral implications. Can You ?? 

1635 21st Avenue East 
Seattle, Washington 98112°-~ 

January 31, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Adminlstratlon 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: FAA Proposed Change in Air Traffic 
Patterns over North Seattle 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

I am a resident of s neighborhood in the northeast section of 
Capitol Hill in Seattle (on 21st Avenue between Crescent and 
Interlaken). I am writing to express my deep concern about any 
increase in the number of flights over this area as a result of 
air traffic at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

In light of current conditions in Seattle, noisecontrol most 
be a high priority, one which should be given more weight than 
capacity and efficiency when the FAA considers flight pattern 
changes in Seattle. I can personally attest to the adverse noise 
impact of the planes under the current traffic patterns, which is 
why I am very concerned about any increase in air traffic over 
this neighborhood. 

I moved into my home on North Capitol Hill four years ago. 
During that time, the noise from planes has been considerable 
and, in my opinion, has had an adverse impact on the quality of 
life in the neighborhood. In any weather situation where the 
planes are flying directly over the neighborhood (most typically, 
on cloudy or rainy days where the planes are landing to the 
south), the noise from overhead flights is very pronounced. As 
we frequently have this type of weather in Seattle, the 
neighborhood already experiences far more than its fair share of 
Seattle air traffic noise. For example, with the poor weather 
this past weekend, the noise from planes flying directly overhead 
was very loud -- sufficiently loud enough to require raised 
voices on occasion or music systems or televisions to be adjusted 
to a higher volume. At times, when the planes are coming in one 
after another, the noise is virtually continuous. 

In addition, last summer, even in perfect weather, noise from 

airplanes adversely impacted the neighborhood. The planes in 

question appeared to be taking off to the north and turning to 



the east just south of the North Capitol Hill neighborhood. 
Although the planes were not flying directly over the 
neighborhood, as they do in poor weather, the noise from planes 
was clearly heard and was a nuisance. 

More attention needs to be given to other solutions, such as 
more equitably distributing plane noise throughout the Puget 
Sound region. Another top priority should be technology and 
regulations to reduce the noise produced by planes. Increasing 
airplane noise over neighborhoods already adversely impacted by 
plane noise is simply not an equitable solution. The noise level 
from planes is already too high. Please do not increase air 
traffic over North Capitol Hill in Seattle. 

Sincerely, 

Helen A. Harvey 

January 25, 1990 

~oc’d. ANM-500 

Date: FEB FI ~ 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Lynda Wiltse 
Thomas Worcester 
10705 NE 42nd PI. 
Kirkland, WA 98033 

Dear Mr. Prang, 

We are writing in regard to the FAA’s proposed rerouting of flights 
into SEATAC airport. 

Due to illness, we were unable to attend the public hearing at 
Cleveland High School on January 24. However, we have followed the 
issue of rerouting inbound flights to SEATAC, and subsequently 
increasing the number of those flights, with keen interest. 

Our understanding is that the FAA proposes to reroute and increase the 
flights into SEATAC in response to a need, expressed by some segments 
of the community, for a more intensive utilization of the existing 
airport facility. However, the FAA proposal creates other issues or 
needs that to date have not adequately been addressed by the FAA. 
These issues are listed below: 

(I) SAFETY -- Shifting existing pathways from open water to 
some of the most densely populated areas of the county 
dramatically increases the risk of injury and death from 
downed planes or falling debris. 

(2) NOISE POLLUTION -- Shifting the flightpaths to new areas 
and increasing the number of flights over existing pathways 
subjects many more residents to high decibel sound levels. At 
an increasing rate, all levels of government are recognizing 
that noise can be as potent a source of urban pollution as 
any other, and they are taking legal steps to restrict the 
sources of noise or mitigate its effects. 

(3) INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACT -- The aspect of the FAA proposal 
which allows for increased utilization of SEATAC in terms of 
more flights will add to the infrastructure burden in support 
of SEATAC, most notably as an increased traffic load on 
surrounding arterial roadways. Questions arise regarding how 
great the increased load will be and the ability of existing 
roads to handle the increase. If additional road capacity is 



required, questions arise regardlng how much aa~itlonal 
capacity is needed, who or what entity will pay for it, and 
to what degree must construction be completed before the 
cause of the impact, in this case the increased flights, can 
be allowed to be operational. As anyone might recognize, 
these questions are similar to those surrounding any major 
land- or water-based growth proposal and from which 
air-oriented proposals cannot be exempt. 

(4) FINANCIAL CONFISCATION -- Placing new flightpaths over 
existing residential areas and increasing flights over 
current flightpaths introduce negative safety and noise 
pollution concerns into the considerations of potential 
purchasers of those residential properties, over time this 
will cause a real and demonstrable loss of financial value to 
owners of the affected properties. It is conceivable that 
future land use decisions, such as proposals for higher 
density residential construction, will be swayed negatively 
due to these considerations. Questions arise regarding the 
extent of these financial losses and how the Federal 
government, with the FAA acting as its agent, will reimburse 
landowners for what is essentially a confiscation of 
financial resources for purposes of the general public. 

Until the FAA addresses these issues in an acceptable manner, we urge 
you in the strongest terms to desist from implementing the flightpath 
changes which cause them or to pursue other proposals which do not 
cause such serious concerns. 

We must also comment on an aspect of the process which is being 
followed to evaluate and judge this proposal. We feel that those 
landowners and residents who would be most directly affected by this 
proposed change are not being adequately informed as to the details and 
timing of the changes, the real impacts to their interests, and their 
rights and responsibilities in the process. As the proposer, it is the 
obligation of the FAA to communicate this information directly to those 
affected. We feel that news media coverage and a single public hearing 
are inadequate means of communication. 

We have informed our elected officials of these views and have provided 
them copies of this letter. 

Sincerely, 

~ n~da Wiltse 
Thoma~/o~cester 

LEONARD D. MADSEN 
7223 28TH N.E. 

Seattle, Washington 98115 

January 28, 1990 

Mr. Richard Prang 
Federal Aeronautics Admlnlstration 
17900 Paclfl¢ H|ghway South 
MS C - 68966 
Seattle, Washlngton 98168 

EE: Sea-Tac Airport Flight Patterns 

The Intent of thls letter Is to reglster my dismay at a 
recent announcement that the FAA intends to take a major 
action to signlflcantI¥ alter flight patterns to Sea-Tar 
International Alrport. 

It Is Irresponslble that such an action would be taken 
without the benefit of a full environmental Impact statement 
to evalu]ate potentla] alternatives which may mltlgate 
adverse affects on our community. 

Enclosed is a map which illustrates forecasted 2000 
household densltles In the Puget Sound area. Areas Impacted 
by the changes in flight patterns are the densest In the 
region. Aside from the psychloglcal Impacts that aircraft 
noise will have on these communities, the revised flight 
patterns will Increase flyover frequencies and Increase risk 

and potential for accident to these residents. 

I suggest that a range of alternatives be fully evaluated. 
Alterlng of nlght/weekend flight patterns to avoid 
overfllghts In occupied areas where housing Is most 
concentrated must be considered. 

c: President George Bush Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Brock AdamS Congressman John Miller 



In order to pusure this matter further, I a~ requesting a 
copy of the existing environmental assessment and that I be 
notified of future public meetings and decisions on this 
matter. Again, you are urged to provide our co~unity with 
a full opportunity to be involved in this decision making 
process, including review of the draft environmental Impact 
statement. 

cc: Honorable Brock Adams, Senator 

Enclosure 

.~.rnETRO 
Year 2000 

Public Transportation Plan 

NORTH 

LEGEND 

FIGURE 12 - YEAR 2000 HOUSEHOLD 
DENSITIES (So.~: PSCOG TAZ Fob=m, 
June 18) 



J 1848 77th Ave NE 
Medina, Wa 98004 

~ ~/~’ January 24, 1989 

The Honorable Rod Chandler 
Congress of the United States 
House of Representatives 
332b - l&Oth Avenue SE     #105 
Bellevue, Washington 98008 ----~~ 

Regarding:    Jet Aircra. ft Noise 

Dear Congressman Chandler: 

I am writins you once asain on the subject of aircraft 
noise. In Ju~ 1988 I wrote explainin~ the ~eatly 
increased noise resultinB ~rom east turnin9 airplanes 

turnins over Medina & Clide Hill. To refresh your mem~y, 
in the fall o~ 1987, with no notification to the 
the FAA decided to have almost all east bound and LA/J~asin 
flishts out o÷ Sea-Tat (on north takeoff days} turn/~n a 
narrow corridor over Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellev.~e. 
You wrote back explainin~ that you were aware o~/ehe~ 
problem and that the situation was bein~ studie~    Well, 
not only has the FAA successfully stonewalledo.~, but recent 
proposals would substantialy increase the trait. 

As I said in my letter in 1988, the planes~/~ave ~_t~_" 
somewhere and we are willin~ to take our s~e~ ~_~esion 
is experiencins explosive busine~hich mea~ 
increased ~lights and that benefits all~ ~Ho~.ever~ ot~er 
communities in the area, namely~Mercer Island~and Kirkland, 
~y not sharing’~he burthen now out are 
q~-~/~uture. Unfortunatly,- the local FA~ while 
say~---’~n9 they don°t have to ask anybody°s permission to make 
these kinds o~ decisions, appear once again to be bowin9 to 
those who yell the loudest. Evidence of this is the change 
of pattern a{ter the scatter test o÷ summer 1987 which 
prompted my ~irst letter. 

Mercer Island was included in this test. However~ they 

were or9anized, called the hotiine with abandon, wrote 
letters and called on their most influential citizens to 
9et involved.    Low an behold, no ~li9ht~ss over the island_ 
-and 9uess what~the new p~an l’eaves the island unscathed 

iI personnally have 9teat respect and confidence in the FAA.~ 
I flew in excess of 100,000 miles in 1989 and expect 
to be no dif{erent. They do a 9reat ~ob and I have never 
~elt sa{er flyin9 than I do today. However, to be ~air 
often takes courage. I don’t see fair here, and I don°t 
see courageo I see the FAA takin9 the path o{ least 
resistance and quite {rankly little more than lip service 

~rom our elected o~icials. 

We need a little reason here and I urge you to 9ive ~s a 

hand. 

Ver’_~.y ~.ly yours, 

Edward M. Pillitteri 

copies: Representative John Miller 
Senator S1ade Gordon 
Senator~]~"’a ~ 



To: FAA, Port of Seattle                       DATE: 25-Jan-1990 

Subject: Noise from Jet Aircraft Flight Path Change 

Dear ~M~4~ 

We are writing today to express our concern over the proposed changes 
in jet aircraft flight paths. The proposed changes, as we understand 
them, would greatly increase the number of Jets routed over the 
Eastside, particularly Cougar and Squawk mountains. The reason we 
live here is to have peace from the bustle and noise of the urban 
area. We are not alone. The demand for housing in our area is one of 
the highest in the nation; as proof, housing costs escalated 42% in 
1989 alone!!! How can one Justify changing the flightpaths to 
overfly the most desirable and beautiful area in the Seattle Metro 
area??? THAT is poor decisionmaking. 

Additionally, Squawk mountain is 2000 ft and only 9 miles from 
Seatac! Even an alternate flight path over Squawk mountain is 
dangerous; an accident waiting to happen. And Cougar and Squawk are 
80% privately owned residences, not wildernesS!!! Instrument failure 
or pilot error could easily lead tO a collision. Visibility is 
poor in this area over 60% of the time, especially during the 
colder and wetter months. We recognize that the current flights over 
this property are due to weather clarity, because we are not in the 
normal approach/take-off pattern. 

We would also like to formally complain, because in the past 2 
years, the number of jet flights over our residence has increased ten 
fold. We also understand there may be a lift on the night flight ban 

~over our area. We are strongly opposed to lifting the night 
~ban. 

Distributing the noise among more neighborhoods is dumb; all it 
accomplishes is angering a large amount of people. Keeping it 
minimized as in the past is the best choice. Why can’t we reduce the 
need to fly? Most business trips are a waste of energy, time, and 
fuel. This society is becoming too mobile; we are destroying our 
world in the greedy manner that defines the human race. If you had 
foresight, you would plan to limit the number of flights allowed in 
this region. How many more people must die before this happens? (and 
you know that there will be many major accidents in the near future). 
We agree that something needs to be done to improve the safety of the 
ingress/egress patterns to Seatac, but the proposed plan is merely a 
temporary band-aid. We are tired of this short sighted gutless 
approach. Why can’t we follow other airports in this nation that have 
limited their use? What is the long term plan? Growth is not good; 
it is killing us faster tham we ~-realize. Plan to limit and 

control it, or you will destroy one of the last decent major cities 
in the U.S. Get tough, or get out. 

We urge you to reconsider the proposed flight path change. 
Other flight path approaches over less densely populated areas (over 
Tiger mountain 5 miles east) would be a much better choice. Since the 
noise pattern is not fully known, more. intense study needs to be done 
to determine the path that effects the quality Qf life for the least 
amount of people. 

Sincerely, ~ 

Stephanie J. Eldringh~ff ~u 
Residing at     19461 SE ll8th Issaquah WA 98027 
MAILING Address: 15012 206th SE Renton WA 98056 



......... Date" ’ " - ~ ...... JAN ~ t lggO 

MARTHA E. ROST / 2306 32nd Avenue Bouts / Beattleo WA 98144 

January 29, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

To whom it concerns: 

I attended the Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessmenton 
January 24th at Cleveland High School. Although I intended to 
speak at the hearing, it ran late and I had to leave before my 
number (74) was called. I am writing you this letter to 
summarize what I planned to say at the hearing. 

I am a resident of the Mt. Baker neighborhood in Seattle. 
East-turning air traffic travels over my neighborhood. At 
current traffic levels, aircraft noise disrupts conversations in 
my house and outdoors, and it disrupts sleep during the night 
when there is supposed to be a curfew. Since moving to this 
neighborhood 3-1/2 years ago, the q~/ality of life in my 
neighborhood has been degraded by the increasing levels of air 
traffice noise. Further increases as proposed by the FAA in 
already disruptive air traffic noise is unacceptable. 

In-city Seattle neighborhoods are already burdened with problems 
of crime, drugs, and inferior schools. Adding air traffic noise 
could tip the scales for some residents that have worked hard to 
make.Seattle’s neighborhoods liveable, and force them to move to 
area~ with less noise and fewer problems. It is vital to the 
health of the Puget Sound region to maintain liveable, 
attractive neighborhoods in Seattle. 

I believe planes should be required to fly over Puget Sound 
until they make their eastern turn, or be routed in a traffic 
pattern that would scatter the noise more evenly over other 
Puget Sound communities. I encourage you to perform an 
environmental impact study that covers all areas impacted by 
increases in air traffic. Additionally, an effective program for 
quieter planes, stringent noise monitoring, and enforcement of 
quide~iDes would help minimize noise impact on Seattle’s 
neighborhoods. 

Sincerely, 

Martha E. Rost 

Date: 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. BOX C-65966 
Seattle, W& 98168 January 23, 1990 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

My wife and I live in Clyde Hill, at the intersection of 98th 
NE and 32nd NE. This is approximately a half mile due east of the. 
Evergreen Point bridge, right where -- you guessed it -- those big 
turbo-fans turn and fly over. In fact, here comes a set now. 

We’ll just have to wait un.. ..til 

they pass over. 

I tell you, those thing are really loud. Don’t know which 
shakes the place the most, the GE or the PW.? Of course, to old 
Beaureguard it doesn’t make a difference. He can’t sleep through 
either one. Whereas Grandma could care less. She’s 92 and hasn’t 
heard a thing since one of her popovers exploded in ’67. 

We could tell you all the bad things for us that have happened 
since you told the pilots to turn east when they reach-the 
Evergreen Point bridge. But, then, you probably know all about 
that, having gotten several ear .............................. fulls 
from all the citizens groups hereabouts. So we’ve been thinking 
hard about some good things about the jet engine noise so we might 
share them with you and make your day brighter. 

One thing that comes to mind is how nicely the roar covers 
over the racket when our next door neighbor’s middle son is 
practicing his drums. In this case, it’s too bad the roar doesn’t 
last a bit longer. The same kind of thing is true when our 
daughter-ln-law has the ten-month-old grandson over, only in this 
case the roar stops the kid’s bawling altogether! Maybe you could 
bottle that one and lower parking rates at SeaTac with the 
proceeds. We appreciate it too when the ........................... 
..... 747’s run the (other} neighbor’s two Labrador setters home, 
especially when they have run our Maine Coon cat up the Fuji 
flowering cherry. And then we have to admit it’s kind of handy to 
have a Monday afternoon full of vibrations shake down all the maple 
leaves so I only have to rake once instead of going back to do e 
little each time. 

The only other good thing, we guess, is that the increasing 
noise we get must be decreasing somebody else’s. But both the wife 

and I think you should keep that in balance by spreading it all 

around a bit. Thanks .................................... a lot. 

3201 98th NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 



~cc’d. AN~,I-500 

JAN 
Date: ~ 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departingfrom Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
~mpossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is Dot essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. ~olitical influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

P,,ec’d. AN~I-500 

D JAN ate: ~ 

January 16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft dePartlngfrom Sea,Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 

¯ the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is not essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 

¯ tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

De whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East T~rn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t geu all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there isanythlng else I can do to stop these overfllghts. 



WASHINGTON APPRAISAL SERVICES, INC. 
10232 N.E. 10th STREET- BELLEVUE. W& 98004-4289- (206) 453-1456 

January 29, 1990 ~ec’d. ANM-500 

Mr. Temple Johnson, 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 

P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Distribution of Eastside AircraR Noise 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

As long term Medina residents, and over the last several years, we have been subjected to 

the relocation of aircraft passing over our property and the adjacent communities of Clyde 

Hill, Hunt’s Point, Yarrow Point and Bellevue. 

The results of this intrusion has resulted in the impacts of both sound and air pollution on 
these communities. These former quiet residential areas have been transformed and in time 

will be downgraded from their former "Very Desirable Living Status". It would seem that 

the FAA should be just as concerned in preserving the existing environment; economically 
as well as amenities, rather than to create more depreciation and resultant loss in property 
values as well as the local taxation base. 

There are several ways that the FAA could improve the aircraft impact conditions that 
currently affect these communities. The most desirable and quickest solution would be for 

the FAA to provide a more equitable distribution of aircraft over the Eastside. Others 

mightinclude the following: 1 - Start a little later than around 6:00 A.M., especially on 
weekends. 2 - Accelerate the Retrofit program for the older Jets as well as their parameter 

hours for arrival and or takeoff. 3 - Consider the use of alternate civilian and or militatT 
fields for passenger as well as freight traffic. You may have some fields available in the 

near future. 

Your attention to a more equitable distribution of aircraft noise and pollution over the 

Eastside would be greatly appreciated. Thanking you for your attention to this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

Evergreen Point 
Bellevue, WA. 98004 

c.c. Senators: Brock Adams and Slade Gordon 
Representatives: Rod Chandler and John Miller 

ate " "~ $ 0 I~ 

Iki Community Counc 

January 26, 1990 

Hr. Temple Johnson, Air Traffic Hgr. 
FAA NN Hountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway S- C-68966, ANH 500 

Seattle, Na. 98168 

Dear Hr. Johnson: 

! am more than a little concerned by the hysteria generated by 
the proposed four-post plan. Simply put, as I understand it, the 
F&& proposed it to alleviate congestion during peak times when 

Sea-?ae operations yore in a South Flow with goodvisabiltty. 
This occurs about 18% of the time-- 60% South Flow, and good 

vtsabiltty about 30% of that 60%. That means approximately 
82% of the time the plan doesn’t apply. 

This seemed pretty straight forward. But nov resistance from 

north-enders and eastsiders has generated and unenforceable or- 

dinance from the Seattle City Council as yell as several proposed 

modifications to the four-post plan from a mediation committee. 

One proposal would have more Stage lI aircraft routed over Elliot 

Bay. Another would have more southbound North Flow rake-offs 

turn west over £tliot Bay- This is unacceptable- As the resident~ 

of North Delridge, Admiral, Alki, and Hagnolia can testify, fly- 

ing over £11iot Bay is not the solution to the noise problem. 

Residents of the Southwest District along with Hagnolia already 

have more than their fair share of noise as veil as unfairly 

getting stuck with all of the North Flow night time operations. 

Ultimate solutions viii require alternatives to an ever expanding 
Sea-Tar Airport. In the meantime our eastside and north end nelg 
bets should share the noise burden with us. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Clasons0 Chair 
Alkl Community Council 

3615 6Oth Ave. SN 
Seattle, Wa. 98116 

Hr. Richard Prang 



Date: JAN 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson,                             ~ ~%~ 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the "East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north~ 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
.loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noise of the planes 
overhead. 

This noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 

Sincerely, 

I~I -~6.~h Avenue N.E. 
Bellevue, WashlnKton 98004 

Bec’d. ANM-500     ~’~ 

Date: JAN 80~ 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

we should not be asMed to bear.such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the noise from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is Dot essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The F~I is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Politica~ influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 



Rec’d. ANM-500 

JAN ~ 
Date: 

.January 29, 1990 

Hr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway So. 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue have borne the brunt of the East 
Turn departures from Sea Tac Airport for the last three years 
since the corridor was moved north. Last summer I counted 13 
airline flights in one hour between 7 am and 8 am. 

The resultant noise pollution is unacceptable and has severely 
damaged the quality of life in these residential communities. 
Having a conversation outside in the summer is impossible the 
majority of the time. 

The number of departing planes overflying these communites must 
be decreased. An equitable distribution of departures should be 
instituted so no one area is saddled with an undue share of 

~ noise. Mercer Island, Kirkland, Bothell, Juanita should all 
JJ share equally. Please consider our request to cover a larger 
~ area and spread the noise out. 

Sincerely, 

Rod & Carole Bindon 
8424 N.E. 6th St. 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

Date: 

January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Paclfic Hlghway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The noise of aircraft departing from Sea-Tac on the East 
Turn is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents 
of Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our 
lives. Many times it is impossible to carry on a normal 
conversation due to the noise of the planes. No one 
livlng this far from the airport should be asked to bear 
such a heavy burden of noise from these planes as they 
climb and turn over us. 

This noise must be stopped. Change the airpor~ departure 
procedures. Stop the East Turn, move it back where it 
used to be, or at least spread it out so we don’t get all 
the noise. Please take a leading role in fighting this 
extreme injustice and let me know what else I can do to 
stop these planes from flying over. 

¯ 

THE ABOVE IS A FOR/4 L ER UT OUT BY THE EASTSIDE AIRCRAFT NOISE 
GROUP. I WOULD LIKE TO ADD A PERSONAL VIEW. SPICIFICALLY, Wily CAN’T 
TO’S AND LANDINGS TO AND FROH THE NORTH OF SEATTLE FLY IN AND OUT 
OVER THE PUGET SOUND AS BEFORE THE FUEL SHORTAGE. NO SHORTAGE NOW AND 
BESIDES IT IS SAFER THAN OVER POPULATED AREAS. I DO NOT THIt~K THAT 
THE PROPERTY O~NERS OR ANYONE ELSE SHOULD SUBSIDIZE THE AIRLINES 
BY TAKING ON ANYHORE NOISE THAN IS RE(~UiRED TO GET AIRCRAFT IN AND OUT 
OF SEATAC. WHAT’S THE BEEF IF IT COSTS A FEW I,OOO MORE POUNDS OF FUEL 
FOR AFEW MINUTES MORE AIR TIHE ON THE SCHEDULE. THAT IS FAR LESS OF 
A PROBLEH THAN THE TIME AND FUEL USED HOLDING ALTITUDE SOMEWHERE AT 
THE OTHER END. IF IT MERE NECESSARY...SO BE IT, BUT HERE IN SEATTLE ME 
HAPPEN TO HAVE A NATURAL PATH FOR TRAFFIC THAT ONLY BOTHERS THE FISH. 

Luke Si fford 
8816 HE 2nd Place 

Bellevue, Va. ~8004 



RONALD J. SANTI 

~qec’d.,ANM-500 

Date: "._JAN 

26 January 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr. 
FAA Air Traffic Division 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Paclflc Highway South 

P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I recently moved to Medina from Mercer Island. I have the pleasure of 

being rumbled out of bed at 6:~15 A.M. even if I have been working until 3:00 
A.M. The jet noise situation is Intolerable, verging on Intentional infliction 

of emotional distress. The intermittent jolts cause extreme anxiety. 

No one expects bureaucrats to make tough decisions. But tt Is not 

unreasonable to try to make fair ones. If the FAA cannot see its way to 
eliminate aircraft noise, at least be fair in administering the torture 

equitably over several victims so that none suffers mortal wounds. 

This is to advise that I and all of my neighbors In Medina will do all 

that we can to defeat cowardly politicians who feel secure In rattling "a few" 
people in Medina rather than affecting additional communities. What happened 
to fair play and equal protection. Why do "leaders" acquiesce In sacrificing a 
few for political expediency.    Don~t we all have the same rights and 
responsibilities as citizens. 

SeaTac is a regional asset with regional Impacts. We should share the 

latter as we do the former. 

Sincerely Irate, 

Ronald J. Santl 

Senator Slade Gorton 

Honorable Job Miller 
Senator Brock Adams 
Honorable Rod Chandler 

I~ec’d. ANM-500 

Date: __ 



January 22, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South p.o. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turn was moved north three years ago and noise of 
aircraft departing from Sea-Tac has had a devastating 
effect on the residents of Medina, Clyde Hill, and 
Bellevue since that change. 

We should not be asked to bear such a heavy burden of 
noise so far from the airport. ~This area once had a 
quiet, rural nature, but the nolse from these planes is 
threatening to turn it into an urban ghetto. It is often 
impossible to carry on a conversation due to the noise of 
the planes. This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

It is Dot essential that these planes fly over this area. 
The FAA is willing to use other flight tracks and has 
suggested splitting the flights into as many as three 
tracks. Political influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Do whatever you can to change the airport departure 
procedures. We must have some lessening of this noise. 
Stop the East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or 
at least spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. 
Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
Keep me informed about what you are able to do and if 
there is anything else I can do to stop these overflights. 

Sincerely, 

16, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson~ Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAAMorthwemt MountalnReglon 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

The East Turnwas moved norththreeyears-agoand the 
noise of aircraft departing fr0~ Sea-Tac has had a 
devastating effect on the qualltyof life ~nMedina, Clyde 
Hill, and Bellevue since that change. 

This area once had a quiet, rural nature, but the noise 
from these planes is threatening to turn it into anurban 
ghetto. It is often impossible to carry on a conversation 
due to the noise of the planes. We should not be asked to 
bear such a heavy burden of noise so far from the airport. 
This severe noise is totally unacceptable. 

All these planes do not need to fly over this area. The 
FAAhas suggested splitting the flights into as many as 
three tracks, politlcal influences are preventing these 
beneficial changes. 

Please take the lead in fighting this extreme injustice. 
We must have some lessening of this noise. Stop the East 
Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least spread 
it out so we don’t get all the noise. Let me know what 
you are able to do and if there is anything I can do to 
stop the burden of this noise. 

Sincerely, 



January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the "East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noise of the planes 
overhead. 

This noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 

Sincerely, 

January 14, 1990 

Mr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manager 
Air Traffic Division, FAA Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson, 

Your help is needed to relieve a terrible problem, which 
is disastrously affecting the lives of the residents of 
Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue. 

The noise which comes from the planes on the "East Turn" 
is very disruptive and a severe intrusion on our lives. 
While out in the yard on those beautiful days with a north. 
wind here come the planes - one right after another - so 
loud one can hardly think. It is often impossible to 
carry on a conversation due to the noise of the planes 
overhead. 

This noise must be stopped. Use whatever influence you 
have to change the airport departure procedures. Stop the 
East Turn, move it back where it used to be, or at least 
spread it out so we don’t get all the noise. I hope to 
see some evidence of your concern for our plight. 



rlr. Temple Johnson Jr. 

Northwest Mountain Region 
17S0@ Pacific HighwaW S. 
P,O. Box C-68S66 
Seattle, Woo 9B16B 

Dear Hr. Johnson: 

Ref: Commercial Airline Traffic 

r!W familw and I have been residents of Eellevue for the last 
S wears. Outing the last 3 wears there seems to have been a 

dramatic increase in the number of commerc&a! airlznes 
flights over the location of our house,      am not crly 
concerned about these flights but also efforts on your part 
to increase to an even greater extent t~e ~umber cf flights 
over our area. 

One of the main reasons for purchasing a Ncuse in this area 
was to stay away from the airports and tb£ flight Datterns of 
these airports. We are now in a area cf umaozeptab!e noise 
;ollution that is damaging the qualltW cf llfe of mW familg 

The number of departing planes on the Eas~ Turn mus= be 
decreased and there must be an equitable sharimg of the noise 
5o no one commumitw bears an undue share cf it, 

51mcerely, 

The Hcnorable Jchm ~1~ller 
The Honorable ~cd Chandler 
Senator Slade Gcrton 
Senator Brook Adams 

f:o¢’d. ~lld-500 

Hr. Temple Johnson, Jr., Manacjer 
Air Traffic Division, FAA 
Northwest Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway 5outh 
P. O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, W/~ 98168 

We are writing to express our concern about ako-aft noise over 
Eastslde commonltle~ We are In favor of the FAA propasai to disperse the 

Jet flight departures on the East Turn, which are now concentrated over 
Medina, Clyde Hill and Bellevue. We would like to see the now departure 
corridor over Mercer Island, and would appreciate further consideration of 
the third pathway to the norttL 

We are opposed to the decision to drop the split departure con’ldes 

which would have meant a more equitable sharing of noise with Mercer 
IslarKL Medina, Clyde Hill and Bollovue have borne the brunt of the East 
Turn departures for the last three years since the corridor was moved 
nert~ The number of departing planes overflying these communities must 
be decrease¢L An equitable distrllxJtion of departures should be instituted. 

so no one area Is lxrdened with an undue share of noise. 

The noise pollution which has resulted from the Incre~,ed n~nber of 

departures over our community is unacceptable and has severely damaged 
the quality of life here. We ask that you consider our concerns and 
opinions !n making decisions concerning departing flights from .5e~-Tar. 

Sincerely, 



We have for years been very distrubed that the FAA has ignored our 
plight from the continuous helicopter landings at Children’s Hospital 
and Medical Oenter and the danger each in and out flight poses. ~ Our 
roofs tremble, our dishes move, our sleep is disturbed from the 
vibration. With each flight we fear a crash might occur. In addition, 
air pollution is a fact. 

Likewise, the vibration and possibility of crash and pollution are 
true of the Jetplanes. Please stop this reckless plan of flying 
more and more planes (often only half full) over densely populated 
areas~ 

Sinoerely, 

H~len Newman 
~252 N.E. ~Oth 
Seattle, WA. 98105 

525-~8;7 
CC: 

Patci~ 

2522 31st Ave, So 
Seattle, Washington 98144 
J~nuary 29, 1990 

Federal Aviation Adm£nistration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-48968 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

To ~om. it may concern: 

I wish to comment on the rerouting of airplances over the Seattle area, 
and on the F.A.A.’s draft environmental assessment. 

I have called the Noise Abatement Hotline numerous times to re~ister 
complaints about aircraft noise in my neighborhood. At times I am so 
shocked by the sudden noise, it seems as if we are about to be bombed. 
This sensation is very anxiety provoking. I have to continually remind 
¯ yself that it is just a commercial airplane. Many times, conversations 
must be halted until the plane passes over. I can’t conceive of coping 
with a more intensified situation. 

I agree with the recommendations made by the Port of Seattle’s noise 
consultant: the east turn curfew must be retained, and late night and 
early morning approaches should be made by way of Puget Sound and Elliott 
Bay. There mu~t be an environmental impact study done that includes 
meaningful n~data, as well as quantative data on air quality. An 
effective pr(x!ram requiring quieter airplanes must be implemented, along 
with stringent monitoring of noise. U-turns should be made further south 
over Lake Washington. 

The F.A.A. has the authority to regulate schedules and request voluntary 
agreements from the airlines. I demand that that authority be exercised. 

Sincerely, 

Senator Brock Adams 
Senator sladeGorton 
Congressman John Miller 
Congressa~nJimMcDermott 



Federal Aviation Administr~tion 

17900 Pseifio Highway So~th 
~il 0-68966 

Seattle, WA 98168 

Seattle, WA . 98105 

I am writing to state my opposition to the four post plan end 
its implementation without sn environmental impsct statement. 

I live in P~venua and wee already concerned with the recent 
insrument approach increase in aircraft noise before hearing 
of the proposed new pattera. I nowunderatand that the current 
traffic over our neighborhood is necessitated by the instrument 
approach pattern. I understand, but I am still upset about even 
the current noise levels. The increase in air traffic over our 
neighborhood with the proposed new pattern would impose greater 
noise burdens and weuld be quite ~isturbing. 

People have expectations that noise levels will remain as they 
are when they move into a neighborhood. People who moved here 
anticipated a quiet neighborhood. If someone Im this neighbozhood 
has a barking dog, frequent loud parties, or late evening uae of 
power tools, they are asked to stop and invariably c~mply. This 
neighborhood is our haven and rei~Age from the stress of the city 
end higher noise levels would have a definite adverse impact on 
our quality of life. The conclusion in the draft environmental 
assessment that there w~uld be no change or significant impact 
is simply wrong. 

My neighbors and I are also concerned about the safety aspects 
Of overflight. The current routing over the Sound and the I~wamish 

industrial corridor would minimize potential crash exposure ss 

well as noise exposure. 

Date: 

F~ 
Attn: R~chazd Pra~ 
17900 Pacific Kighw~y S 
C-68966 
S~attle ~A 98168 

k~at right does i~dustm~ have spoiling an enviz~w~nt? 

Please distribute this ~oise ec~lly but keep it tO a 
~t~. 

In tha su~.er with the wind fruu the ~ we canno~ 
enjoy the out of doors the planes fly so Io~. Nu~ you 
are going to destroy o~r peace and quiet the rest of the 
year. 

I have had occ__assion tO use many very early morning flights 
and they are seldom full or even half full. let the airlines 
fully utilize the flights they have then talk about expansion. 

Please give ~s some om"~ideratio~ in this matter. 

Temple Johnson 
17900 Pacific Hwy S. 
Seattle~A 98168 

President 



SEATTLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL FEDERATION 
31 January 1990 

Certificate 

State of Washington ) 
~’~"] i King County ) 

City of Seatac ) 

I, Chas. H.W. Talbot, do hereby certify that I am of legal age & com- 
petent to be a witness to the facts set out in this certificate; I further cerUfy 
that on this 31st day of January 1990, I personally delivered to & left at the 
office of Kichard Prang, Federal Aviation Administration, 17900 Pacific Highway 
South, the original of the document on which this certificate appears. 

Executed under the pains & penalties of perjury & pursuant to the laws of 
the Sla.te of Washin./~on (most particularly RCW 9A.72.085) on 31 January 1990. 

Chas. H.W. Talbot 

STATEMENT 

I. Introduction 

A. purpose & sco~)e. This is the extended comment of the Board of 
Directors of Seattle Community Council Federation on the document "Draft 
Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to Air Traffic Arrival and Depar- 
ture Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" ("DEA"), dated December 
1989 & prepared by Federal Aviation Administration, Air Traffic Division, Seattle, 
Washington ("FAA"). This comment supplements & replaces the one-page state- 
ment lodged on behalf of this group on 24 January 1990 with Hon. Donald J. 
Horowitz, moderator of a public meeting convened by FAA on that date at Cle- 
veland }iigh School, Seattle, Washington. This comment does not cover all 
aspects of the DEA, but, rather, is focussed on five major points.-.~- (I) public 
involvement; (2) the peculiarities, not to say irregularities, in the process by 
which this DEA was issued & offered for comment, & is to be reviewed; (3) 
failure of the DEA & the local (or is it regional?) FAA authorities to give proper 
weight to the substantive requirements of the federal National Environmental Pro- 
teetion Act & regulations of general applicability that supplement that act; (4) 
failure o1’ the DEA to address cumulative impacts of the proposed action; (5) the 
need for far more detailed & far more accurate data in critical subject-matter 
areas before changes in flight paths are made. The proposed re-routing plan is 
sometimes referred to herein as the ,four-poster’ or ,four-post’ plan. 

509 Tenth Avenue East, Sea.e, Washington 98102             Telephone : (Z06) 3289681 or 324-I.~68 
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B. Authority; preparers. The issuance & lodging of this statement 
has been authorized by the Boarder Directors of Seattle Community Council 
Federation, meeting in regular monthly session on 25 January 1990. The principal 
author of this statement is Chas. H.W. Talbot, a member of that Board & of its 
Executive Committee, with assistance from materials prepared by & suggestions 
from John F. Barber, J. Beth Means, Brett Marck, Gloria Butts, & Mary Batie 

(all members of the Board), & others. 

Co Identity of commenter. Seattle Community Council Federation 
(,,Federation") is made up o-i~-~ member & affiliate community clubs & counciLS, 
in all parts of Seattle. The organization was founded in 1946 (to assist 
Japanese-Americans returning to Seattle from internment camps & other forced- 
relocation sites) & over the years has evolved from a community council for the 
city’s International District into a federated structure, whose members are neigh- 
borhood organizations throughout Seattle. A list of member groups & affiliates is 
attached as Exhibit I. Each member group & affiliate selects delegates who, 
with certain at-large Directors, constitute our Board of Directors, the governing 
body of the Federation. A list of the members of our Board of Directors is 
attached as Exhibit 2. A reasonable estimate of the number of residents in the 
neighborhoods enjoying Federation membership is 198,100, on the basis of 1980 
census data, or 40 per cent. of the entire population of the city. 

In Seattle, the community club and council movement, & thus the 
Federation, is strongly committed to assisting & enabling ordinary citizens to 
participate in civic affairs in a full & equal manner, whether as individuals, 
specific-issue and ad hoc groups, or through established neighborhood organiza- 
tions (this is sometimes called ,empowerment’). 

D. Interests of commenter. Matters of land use are, historically, of 
primary importance to established community clubs & councils. Closely related are 
issues of environmental quality (pollution & the like). For many Seattle residents, 
any pt’oblem in their neighborhoods that cannot be dealt with on an individual 
basis is to be taken up with their community council. Thus, our member groups 
are concerned about noise & other environmental problems caused by aircraft 
overflight° Members of the Federation Board served as individuals on the Joint 
Overflight Committee & now serve in the successor operation, the present Sea- 
Tac Noise Mediation Process. The Federation sponsors a citizens’ noise-action 
coalition (R.O.A.R.) & publishes a newsletter on Sea-Tac noise issues. The 
Federation is also active in other noise issues. 

II. General comment 

The DEA is woefully inadequate & needs to replaced by a full environmental 
impact statement. Our reviewers (including reviewers who have perused, & com- 
mented on, the DEA on behalf of individual member clubs & councils) uniformly 
advise us that the DEA is singularly defective in its environmental analysis, the 
very purpose for such a document. Several of our Board members attended the 
24 January meeting referred to in I.A. above, & they report that numerous corn- 
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mentors pointed out in detail significant inadequacies of the DEA, including 
failure to address: general noise issues; particular noise problems (such as the 
i~npact of noise at levels less than 65 Ldn, such as the impact of noise from 
single events); air pollution from jet exhausts; noise & pollution from other 
aircraft operations also under the control of the FAA; safety risks to the 
immense urban population & property developments under the proposed major air- 
traffic corridors; consequences of future traffic growth that would reasonably be 
expected to result from the increase in operations capacity that the DEA pro- 
jects. Indeed, the document can only be called an environmental assessment by 
courtesy. 

The DEA does not address reasonable alternatives. Indeed, it starts out by 
posing the wrong problem; it should ask how to lessen existing adverse impacts 
from commercial air traffic over the city of Seattle & surrounding communities, 
rather than how to increase that traffic & thus how to increase those impacts. 
The study does not consider limiting landings & rake-offs, it does not consider 
moving operations to other facilities, it does not consider requiring airlines to 
consolidate their numerous under-utilized flights that now burden the air over the 
region. 

III. Public involvement 

A. General. As will be gathered from I.C. above, the Federation has 
a long history of interest in public involvement in decision-making. We are par- 
ticularly aware of this aspect in reviewing proposed governmental actions. To 
date, the public involvement in the proposed re-routing discussed by the DEA has 
been inadequate & not in compliance even with applicable Federal statutes & 
regulations, ~veak as they are compared to law & tradition in this environmentally 
aware city, county & State. 

B. Mis-statements in DEA as to solicitation of comments -- public & 
c_omm_~u~_it~_ rg~_u~ Applicable regulations call for diligent solicitation of comment 
from the pt~blic & from colnmunity organizations. 40 CFR §1506.6. FAA Order 
1050.1D calls for consultation with local government~& public participation. ¶22. 
A listing of agencies & persons consulted is required to be included in the 
assessment. ¶37, 

At p. 64 & s__eq., the DEA lists agencies & persons "contacted", wha- 
tever that means, including this commen~er, Seattle Community Council Federation 
(first entry, p. 65). However, we were NOT consulted nor has FAA communicated 
~ith us other than through its general public announcements, as retailed to us 
through the news media. None of our officers, none of our directors in atten- 
dance at our 25 January meeting, have ever heard of, let alone from, any of the 
preparers of the DEA (as listed at p.62). The statement in the DEA is flatly 
wrong as to us. We also know that it is wrong as to our member groups, Mt 
Baker Com~nunity Club & Ravenna-Bryant Community Association (incorrectly 
referred to in the DEA as Ravenna-Bryant Community Council). In fact, we are 
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not aware that any of our 28 members or affiliates were consulted or ’contac- 
ted’. 

C. Shortcomings in public involvement. We note that the DEA was 
released on Friday, 22 December 1989, just before the start of a three-day holi- 
day weekend, that a second three-day holiday week-end and a third three-day 
holiday weekend then intervened between the release date & the (first) announced 
deadline for submitting written comments. 

We note that the notice of the public hearing on the DEA was 
published on 29 December 1989 (Seattle Times, p. C-6). Thus, less than’ 30 
calendar days were allowed for preparation ~T-testimony at the hearing, & in 
terms of working days. given the two intervening three-day holiday week-ends, 
only 16 days were aUowed. On the evening of the hearing, a short extension 
(five more working days).was announced, but the announcement stipulated that 
the comments must be received by the deadline, rather than mailed. 

We note that the first public announcement (as distinguished from 
publication) of the hearing date gave a different date (25 January). 

We note that when one interested caller (involved in the preparation 
of this comment) telephoned the FAA’s put)lie-involvement office on 21 December, 
he was told that only two copies of the DEA would be distributed to the general 
citizenry of Seattle, & those would go to the two mediators of the North- 
Northwest Caucus. The caller’s request for a copy was explicitly denied. 

We note that originally only four c~pies of the DEA were supplied t~ 
the Seattle Public Library for distribution to its 25 different locations. More 
copies were later supplied, but late. ~.g., the Broadview library received its 
copy on ~edoesday, 17 January. 

We note that news stories based on press releases from the FAA’s 
PR spokesman Dick Meyer have consistently mis-stated what would be done at 
the hearing on 24 January, & how FAA intended to proceed, leading naive mem- 
bers of the public to believe that there would be dialogue with the FAA, & an 
explanation of the proposal. & that no action would be taken till the conclusion 
of the mediation process. Following are three examples from weekly (community) 

papers that happened to have come to the attention of the principal author. 

They are doubtless representative of a larger body of news stories & editorial 

comments inspired by misleading news releases from FAA. 

* On 10 January, the University District Herald said editorially that 
the FAA has "postponed moving ahead with its rerouting plan .~. has agreed to 
wait until a mediation process involving local citizens is completed by the Port 
of Seattle. The FAA will review the outcome of that group’s work, as well as 
comments taken at public hearings ... and then decide whether to pursue further 
studies or possibly put the controversial system into effeet." The FAA has not 
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agreed to suspend implementation of the four-poster plan till after the mediation 
process is completed. 

* On 3 January, the South District Journal reported, p. 1, referring 
to the FAA hearing on 24 January, "To avoid the }~-~ght noise, community mem- 
bers are being encouraged to attend a public hearing Jan. 24 at Cleveland High 
School and help work out an agreement with the Federal Aviation Administration, 
which controls the route changes." There was no dialogue at the hearing on the 
24th. The FAA representatives did not utter one public word, nor were the 
public permitted to put questions to them directly. The principal decision-maker, 
Mr Temple Johnson, was conspicuous by his absence. ,’Working out an agreement" 
was not on the agenda. 

* On .17 January, the South District Journal wrote that the hearing 
of 24 January "will give concerned residents an opportunity to voice their opi- 
nions on the proposed changes, and some explanation of the changes will be 
offered." No explanation was offered, & we have no doubt that there never was 
any ~ntent~on to offer any, which was just as well in light of the very limited 
time allowed for public comments. 

In fact, there has never ~)een dialogue. The FAA has issued pronoun- 
cements, has threatened Seattle with even more overflight traffic if the City or 
citizens induce preparation of a full EIS has made general (& conflicting) state- 
ments about the details of the plan & its impacts, & has claimed that it would 
negotiate minor changes with affected communities (but has not done so) --but 
there has been no dialogue. Even inside the mediation process, FAA will permit 
only consideration of minor adjustments of the plan, ,tweaks’. Discussions of the 
plan on its over-all merits are not allowed. Some dialogue! Some consultation.’ 

D. Failure to consult local governments. If ,consultation’ means being 
invited to shape the decision, clearly FAA failed to ,consult’ the local govern- 
~ments. 

(I) Eastside cities not consulted. "Eastside" in local parlance 
means areas lying EaSt of the easterly shore o-~ Seattle: Bellevue, Kirkland, Red- 
mond, Mercer Island, Issaquah, Carnation, North Bend, Bothell, Woodinville. Let. 
us put of record here what Congressman Chandler is said to have told Mr Temple 
Johnson, chief architect of the re-routing, when Johnson claimed to have con- 
suited the municipalities in eastern King County. Rep. Chandler had just held a 
private meeting on 28 November with mayors of Eastside cities. "If you think 
that you have consulted the Eastside communities, you have another think 
coming." 

Four Eastside municipalities were sufficiently surprised & 
disturbed by the FAA’s unilateral decision to impose the ,four-post’ plan, by its 
refusal to consult with them, that they retained a leading East Coast specialist 
law firm (Cutler & Stanfield) to advise them on their options, These municipa- 
lities are Bellevue, Kirkland, Reamond, & Mercer Island. Bellevue is the second 
most populous city in the county, & fourth most populous in the State. The 

Mayor of Bellevue, Nan Campbell, said on 28 November 1989, that the Eastside 
mayors were "caught by surprise" by the FAA’s proposed flight-pattern changes. 
"I’m feeling a little bit violated by a federal agency. I think it’s unconscionable. 
It may be the best plan in the world, but until it is agreed to by the par- 
ticipants, I don’t think it stands a chance." See Exhibit ~ , P-__~I story of 
November 1989. 

The DEA does not even claim that the Eastside municipalities 
were ’contacted’. 

Plainly, the Eastside communities were not consulted, though it 
is arguable that they, more than any other areas, would-bear the brunt of the 
short-term increases in noise & air pollution to be expected from the re-routing. 

(2) King Count~ not consulted. The DEA does not list either 
the County Council, the County Executive, nor the County Health Department as 
among the agencies & persons "contacted". From the letter of 8 December 1989 
from the County Executive, Hon. Tim Hill, to Temple Johnson, it is patent that 
as of tlmt Oate the County Executive had not been consulted. Exhibit __~ 
The County Council was not consulted. 

(3) City of Seattle not consulted. When the City Council of 
the City of Seattle expressed interest in the FAA’s re-routing plan, the local 
FAA sent several officials to testify before the relevant Council committees. 
Instead of inviting consultation, they told the City to butt out. There was & has 
beeu no consultation with the City of Seattle. We know because we are very 
close to our Councilmembers & newly-elected Mayor. Two Councilmembers at the 
time had aides who were past presidents of community councils. The incoming 
Mayor is a past president of Mt Baker Community Club. 

For the record, & for the advisement of higher officials in the 
U.S. Department of Transportation & possible reviewing judges in the U.S. Court 
of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, we note that the City of Seattle is the most populous 
city in the area encompassed by the DEA, with a population of just about 
500,000, that it is the county seat of the most populous county (King County) in 
the area encompassed by the DEA, that icing County has at)out 1.4 million popu- 
lation. Failure to consult with the City of Seattle seems to us a plain violation 
of FAA Order 1050.1D. 

(4) PSCOG & Metro a_ppar_en~tl~, not consulted. The DEA’s list 
of agencies & persons ’contacted’ does not include the Puget Sound Council of 
Goverments (PSCOG), the Federally-mandated regional planning organization (even 
though it is common knowledge, discussed in the worl~ing papers of the Sea-Tac 
Noise Mediation Project that FAA participates in, that PSCOG & the Port of 
Seattle are working on a two-year study of physical expansion of Sea-Tac). Nor 
cloes the list include the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (Metro), the agency 
that treats sewage and other waste waters for all of King County. Metro has an 
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obvious interest in exhaust fail-out, since much of it will end up at the Metro 
sewage treatment plants. 

(5) State & re_~Ki_on_a_l _~llu_t_ion a_g_encies a_p_p_aren_t_ly_ not _co_n_s_ulte_d_. 
The DEA’s list of agencies & persons ’contacted’ does not include the following 
State & regional agencies having an interest in pollution questions: Puget Sound 
Water Quality Authority, Suite 1100, 217 Pine, Seattle (206-464-7320); Department 
of Ecology, Olympia (with a branch office at 4350 150th Ave. N.E., Redmond 
(206-867-7000); Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency, Room 205, 200 
Mercer, Seattle (206-296-7330). Each of these agencies has an obvious interest 
in air pollution, a subject that should have been addressed in the DEA. 

(6) Other State officials apparently not consulted. We note also 
that the proposed action would take p~’~e in the State-of Washington, & that the 
State of Washington has both a Transportation Commission and a Department of 
Transportation, each of which has statutory duties & responsibilities for aviation 
in our State. The DEA does not even make a pretence that FAA consulted the 
Commission or the Department, or the Governor, or the relevant legislative com- 
mittees, or any other person, official, or agency at the State level. 

E. Other failures to consult. It is interesting to observe that the 
authors of the DEA also did not ’contact’ or consult the Seattle Chamber of Com- 
merce or any Eastside chambers of commerce, or the Seattle Office of Neigh- 
borhoods, or the (Seattle) City Neighborhood Council. Also absent from the list 
of agencies & persons ’contacted’ are the local chapters or offices of environ- 
mental groups. Such groups include: 

American Lung Association 
2625 Third Ave. 
Seattle 

* Audubon Society 
Room 619, Joshua Green Bldg. 
Seattle 

Clean Air Coalition 
c/o Mr Preston Schiller, Co-ordinator 
6502 IU6th N.E. 
Kirkland 

Friends of the Earth 
4512 University Way N.E. 
Seattle 
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* The Mountaineers 
300 Third W. 
Seattle 

* Sierra Club 

1516 Melrose 
~eattle 

* Washington Environmental Council 

4526 University Way N.E. 

Seattle 

Persons experienced & knowledgeable in environmental work in this 
State would expect that those groups would be consulted as a matter of course. 
That these groups would be overlooked is a measure of how remote the preparers 
of the DEA (& their supervisors) are from the region, how insensitive the pre- 
parers, Mr Temple Johnson, & the FAA generally, are to incal environmental con- 
cams.    Imagine, not even knowing of the existence of the Washington 
Environmental Council! It would be far, far better if this sort of work were 
done for the FAA by people with local environmental experience, with local cre- 
dentials, so that they don’t make obvious I~unders. No wonder that the 
General Accounting Office has written that is has ~reservations as to whether 
FAA has processes in place to make reasonabIe judgments about whether an air- 
space change will generate controversy and noise impact." 

IV. Process Issues 

A. Timing of the DEA. When was the D£A prel~red: As of late 
November & early December, the local FAA authorities were a~l~mantly 
proclaiming that they would certainly not do an environmantafl assessment. On 8 
December, the Congressmen for the thrce affected districts wrote to the Secre- 
tary of the U.S. Department of Trausportion, calling for an environmental 
assessment. On 14 December, FAA spokespersons (at a hearing of the Seattle 
City Council) first revealed that FAA would do an environmental assessment. 
Not that one already had been done. On the 21st, the public learned that the 
document would be released the next day. Thus, it inexorably follows that the 
DEA was written between 14 and 21 December. Bow much consultation could 
actually be done in those few days? 

If the DEA was actually written at some other time, when: And why 
all the obfuscation us when it was written? 

The Mayor of Mercer Island & the Mayor i~ tern. testified on 24 
January that the DEA was but a re-hash of an air-space study completed in 
November 1989. The comment of the North-East NDC contaius ¯ page-by-page 
comparison, Exhibit 6, showing that the DEA is taken almost word for word from 
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the November 1989 document. So, when was the environmental assessment portion 
of the DEA done? And why the failure to disclose that there was almost nothing 
new in the DEA? And when was there any consultation? 

B. Review. The first steps in review of the DEA are public com- 
ments, both oral (hearing) & written. Why was only one hearing scheduled? Why 
was there no hearing in the affected area on the Eastside? Why was there no 
i~earing on Baingbridge Island? Why was there no hearing in the Tacoma area? 
(We know that that area will be affected.) At the hearing on 24 January, 106 
people signed up to speak (A.D. "Skip" Knox being the 106th), & the FAA repre- 
sentatives who handed out the sign-up cards actively discouraged many others 
from signing up. Less than 70 people were permitted to speak. Obviously, the 
hearing should have been continued to another date. Why was the moderator not 
given the means of cutting off the microphone when speakers went over the 
(unrealistic) three-minute limit? Why was there no opportunity to ask questions 
of FAA personnel? 

The original cut-off date for written comments was improperly set, as 
we understand the rules: we are advised that a minimum of 30 days should have 
been allowed from the date of official notice (29 December). An oral announ- 
cement on 24 January of an extension to the close of day on 31 Janujary is not 
ti~e same thing as proper, legal original notice. And one may note that while the 
~noderator was announcing the extension, television news reporters (presumably 
relying on FAA media hand-outs) were announcing that the written comment 

A)period had already closed. Given the complex & technical nature of the problems 
& the obvious shortcomings in the DEA, a reasonable comment period would have 
been at least 60 days. 

Temple Johnson has announced that he, the principal proponent of the 
four-post plan, & the only person in the world with authority to implement it, 
will also be the only person to review the DEA. This is like putting a travelling 
salesman in charge of your purchasing department. And he has said he ~ can 
probably complete his revzew in two weeks from the date of the hearing. 
(Mediation Ground Rules Subcommittee, 9-January 1990) When will he find time 
to give do this work? Or should the public infer, as many will suspect, that the 
proponent of the plan &, one suspects the eminence grise behind the DEA, has 
already made up his mind? If we are to take Mr Johnson’s public pronoun- 
cements at face value, he did not even believe that an assessment was needed. 
Only after the Congressmen put the heat on the Secretary of Transportation did 
~,r Johnson reverse himself to allow an assessment to be issued. Has he really 
seen the environmental light? 

A more realistic process for review would be to erect a ’Chinese Wall’ 
~etween Mr Johnson & other ’four-poster~ advocates & to have the review con- 
ducted by more dispassionate reviewers. An outside panel would be appropriate, 
perhaps from some reputable source such as SRI, Batelle, or the like -- maybe 
from the EPA? maybe with participation of knowledgeable authorities from other 
countries, such as Australia and Canada? 
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After Mr Johnson issues his declaration of no significant impact 
(FONSI), the next step, we are told, is to seek judicial review -- in the Court of 
Appeals, an appellate court, not a trial court. So, there will be no new evidence 
to be presented to the court. The judicial record is made before there is a 
lawsuit, litigators, or counsel. How odd. And the record has i~--J{-N_O_ legal evi- 
dence. Not one word of testimony under oath. The assertions in the DEA are to 
be weighed by the appellate court against the assertions made by citizens. The 
public has had no opportunity for cross-examination, no opportunity to test the 
veracity or validity of the DEA, no pre-trial discovery. Nor has the FAA or the 
Port or the airlines (the parties on the other side of this controversy) the oppor- 
tunity to test the assertions of citizens. If Mr Johnson issues some justification 
for the FONSI, how will the Court know whether there is anything to it? 

Such a bizarre -- one is tempted to write, Un-American -- procedure 
should give responsible authorities in the FAA, people at higher levels, pause. 

They should insist on a better record, a better review process. A FONSI issued 
under these conditions can command no respect. 

V. Failure To Give Weight to NEPA 

We note in the assessment & in the numerous public statements of spo- 
kesperson for the originating office a tone that environmental considerations are 
much less important than accomodation of supposed wishes of operators of sche- 
duled airlines. This approach, subordinating environmental concerns to commercial 
conveience, is directly violative of the stated policy of the federal Environmental 
Policy Act, especially 42 USC §4331(a). A reviewing office that does not 
acknowledge the force of NEPA should recuse itself from the review process, & 
the same applies to individual officials. 

VL Failure To Give Weight to Cumulative Impacts 

The assessment fails to discuss cumulative impacts of aircraft noises from 
numerous sources, all subject to FAA control; we hear monthly at our Board 
meetings from citizens & neighborhoods who experience increasing aircraft 
overflight noise. This assessment seems to operate on the assumption that only 
flights from Sea-Tac should be considered in terms of noise. Wrong! See 40 CFR 
§tS08.7~--~here are intrusive overt’lights from Boeing Field International and Ren- 
ton Municipal, each located within a few miles of Sea-Tat. There are float- 
plane operations on Lake Union (within the city limits of the City oi" Seattle) & 
on Lake Washington, which is divided among numerous municipalities. There are 
helicopter flights, some scheduled, at all hours of day & night at barely roof-top 
level in many residential areas of Seattle. There is general aviation traffic from 
airports all over. And of course there is military traffic. All of this is in the 
air over our city, but no trace of it is to be found in the DEA. 

The aircraft noise is of course cumulative to auto traffic noise (sometimes 
very intense in this metropolitan area), & noise from many other sources. One 
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,~ould never know from this DEA that there is such noise. This is a major defi- 
ciency. 

VII. Need for More & Better Data 

As the local Congressmen pointed out in their letter to Secretary Skinner, 
there is a need for extensive, on-the-ground monitoring. The data relied on by 
the DEA are scant to non-existent. In particular, attention needs to be paid to 
single-event noise. The Ldn technique, to the extent that we understand it, is a 
sham. One single event can render a person permanently deaf. But averaged out 
over a long enough period, the statistician will say that there was no noise at 
all! It is no comfort to the heirs of a victim of the guillotine to be told that 
the average, depth of the cut, taken on a whole-body basis, was no deeper than a 
minor scratch. 

A top priority of the North-Northwest Citizens’ Caucus in the mediation 
process is reduction of single-event noise. An overly-loud average can certainly 
oe detrimental, & we do not wish to be understood as downplaying the risks of 
sustained noise. But it is not average noise that wakes us up in the wee 
morning hours or makes telephone conversations impossible or induces people to 
jam the noise hotline for hours on end. It is one single event -- usually followed 
by another too-loud event, followed by another, followed .... 

Likewise, the data on traffic need considerable expansion & explanation. 
There appears to be puffery in the figures for operations, making it seem that 
Sea-Tac is far busier than it actually is. Worse yet, there appears to be active 
misrepresentation as to delays in the air. Mr Johnson bases the whole four- 
poster on three A__TY_PI__CA__L summer 1989 months, & claims that the figures from 
those months demonstrate that the airport is now the fifth most congested in the 
country. Here is an appropriate occasion for averaging. Also, fifth most 
congested, o--~--fifth worst record for delays, may or may not be meaningful. Are 
,the differences from airport to airport meaningful? Is it 13 minutes average 
delay here, ii minutes average delay there, & a difference of I0 or 20 places in 
the roster? If so, that’s a difference that’s essentially meaningless. And how 
important is delay in the air, compared with other delays? 

¯ ~.       And, what happens when the Sea-Tae delays are ’fixed’, per the four-post 
-~Jplan? One suspects that the planes will arrive here on time but take just as 

long to get on the ground at their next crowded destination. Our perception, & 
we ask that the final EIS address this point, is that the entire system is near, or 
at, overload. What then? 

It would seem appropriate to take the occasion of this proposed re-routing 
to do a dry run on Sea-Tac data, for much more adequate data will assuredly be 
needed for the inevitable environmental impact statement on the ultimate propo- 
sals emanting from the mediation process. (State environmental law will require 
an EIS even if the weaker Federal law does not.) FAA should be the source of 
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much of these data, & obviously it is not now geared up to providing them. 
Mediation’s end is not far off; FAA needs to be getting on with its statistical 
wor}¢ now. Re-routing affords a good opportunity to practice. 

VIII. Conclusion 

This plan is directly contrary to the goals of the Sea-Tat noise mediation 
process. It fails to consider alternatives. It gives inadequate consideration to 
established Federal environmental policy. It rests on insufficient data. It is 
flawed by the lack of genuine consultation with the affected citizens & their 
governmental & voluntary organizations, particularly necessary with a plan so 
highly controversial as this one. 

A full environmental impact statement should be prepared & circulated, & 
the proposed re-routing should not take place until the ELS process is complete. 
The draft environmental assessment is inadequate in numerous particulars. Indeed, 
it can only be called an environmental assessment by courtesy, for it simply does 
not,address obvious environmental issues, as other commenters have said & will 
say. 

SEATTLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL FEDERATION 

Chas. H.W, Tall)or 
Member, Board of Directors 
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I~HBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SEATTLE COHHLiqITY COUNCIL FEDERATION 

Club/Council             Street address               ~I_P.     Phones 

Chap Alvord * Harrison ~0) )6th E. 98112 )25-8471 

3orgen G. Bader Ravenna-Bryant 65~6 29th N.E. 98115 525-9070 ~84-82)8 

3ohn F. Barber Leachi )421 £. Superior 98144 )24-1548 442-5298 

Glover M. Barnes t Mt Baker 3415 So. Mc£1ellsn 98144 722-1497 54)-}584 

H~ry Batte * Brosdview 117 N. l}6th 981}} }65-45)0 

Richard Baum * University Park 1507 N.£. Ravenna Blvd. 98105 522-3980 682-8770 

Earl Bell University Park 1808 Ravenna Blvd. N.E. 98105 522-09Z9 

H~ry H. Bennett ~apitol Hill 1219 16th E. 98112 )22-~43 

Bill Blair Queen Anrm 2402 Nob Hill H. 98109 282-}503 28}-2152 

Bruce Boyle § South Atlantic 1704 2znd So. 9~14~ }22-7822 

Olanrm Bradley * Delrldge #15, 8857 Delrldge Hay S.M. 98106 762-4077 

Dorothy Brenceto § Hedge~ood 4217 N.[. 88th 98115 52}-}482 

Doris Baxter Burns t Hontlake 2511M. Montlake PI.E. 98112 }24-1}11 n/r 

Gloria Butts 8rosdvisw 12,009 1st N.W. 98177 ~3-7295 

Sue Carlson Broadvtew 1~,065 12th N.W. 98177 )65-7673 

Alan Clasen8 ~ Alki ~15 60th S.W. 98116 935-2011 

Gerald Conlsy Portage Bay/Roanoke Park 26}6 lOth Ave. E. 98102 }22-0427 

Ms Lee Corrlgan Portage Bay/Roanoke Park 1102 E. Shelby 98102 32}-5498 

Paul Byron Crane * JudktnaiReJected 910 Davla P1. So. 98144 }2}-4064 }23-4565 

M£chasl 3. DeFrsnco Lea¯wood/Seward Park ~027 48th So. 98118 725-2569 721-2622 

Clarlssa Esaton * Montlske 2510 E. McGraw 98102 }25-7620 

Scot Espy * Maple Leaf 8ox 7~,595 98125 525-9411 

Ms Carol Eychaner Eastlske 2}~8 Franklin E. 98102 324-1716 

Anita M. Francis tsurelhurat 500} 45th N.E. 98105 524-9340 

Rick Graves * Wallingford 4649 Sunnyside N. 9810}-6900 523-}340 

Sherry D. Harris Hapls Leaf Box 75,595 98125 527-4166 345-2255 

Kate Hemer Lsurelhurat 4537 55th N.E. 98105 523-2329 

Neva L. Karrtck Lskewood/Seward Park 4926 52nd So. 98118 722-7~42 n/r 

William Kessler * Floating Homes 2037-A Fairview E. 98102 325-8017 325-11}2 

Bob Klug * Lsureihurat 4}26 N.E. 42nd St. 98105 527-4892 

Hr Chris Leman * EssLlska 85 E. Roanoke 98102 }22-5463 ~45-2054 

Natty Llsbowltz Hadrona 1625 }Qth 98122 }25-1124 

Hs Pat Logan * Friends of Lincoln Park 70~5 Beech Drive S.M. 981}6 938-)129 

Craig Lorch e North Beacon Hill 3)08 19th So. 98144 722-8357 62}-2991 

Vlvlsn McLean Delridge ~1~ 20Lh S.M. 98106 9}2-9169 

Brett Merck Mt Baker 2~30 }2rid So. 98144 72}-9755 7~4-2992 

~. Bath Hearts t Floating H~s 3125 "E" Fairvlaw E. 98102 }25-5139 n/r 

Lawrence A. Hontgomery Lskewood/Seward Park ~27 ASth So. 98118 722-1787 

Ann Nee1 Portage Bay/Roanoke Park 2706 11th E. 98102 )24-6028 

Ann~ Nia~en " Queen Anne 206 Highland Dr. 98109 283-61}3 

Iim O’Brlsn Hsdrona 1508 }Sth 98122 324-1609 

Ha Joyce Otto Ravenna-Bryant ~282 20th N.E. 98115 S26-0224 

3o~n F. Paulson Denny Regrade #26, 1907 First 98101 448-1951 789-75}} 

Roger O. Pence Mallingford 162~ N. 47th 9810) ~47-1321 728-5707 

Ms Brooke qulQley teschi 170 Lake Dell Ave. 98122 }2~o2}04 

Kirk M. Robbins ¯ Queen Anne #12, 1}06 Queen Anne N. 98109 284-1742 296-4797 

¥tcky Schisntarellt ¯ � Squire Park 541 19th Ave. 98122 ~25-4127 ~-6625 

Stun Sinex ¯ Portage Bay/Roanoke Park 2611 Broadway E, 98102 }2}-42}9 )25-8400 

Carl A. $1ater M811tnQford 4127 Burke N. 9810) ~47-1))1 77~-2437 

Mr LelQh Stevens ¯ § Nedge~ood 8009 4}rd N.£o 98115 524-5529 

Barbara Szekala Sunset Hlll )421N,W. 64th 98117 784-0919 

Chaa. H.M. ~albot t At Large ~9}0 So, Ferdinand 98118-1740 722-4261 n/r 

Den Mar¯how Capitol H111 428 24th [. 98112 )25-7400 

Bob Hayrick ¯ Denny Regrade 2421 First Ave. 98101 ~1-7700 

Earl Mhaetlay MonLlake 2008 £. Loulaa St. 98112 }2}-4555     n/r 

3sen Mhllay University Dletrlct 
~ ~825 17th N.[. 

98105 522-5426 ,m 44~-19~2 
pm 54~-9012 

Michael MhlLe University Perk ~52 20th N.[. 98105 525-6079 525-5900 

Ms Clro! wood Nt Baker 2211 3}rd So. 98144 725-~615 

Ptesldent or ch~Irperion of group 

Federation [secutive Comilttee 
Affiliate group 
O~rvar 
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December 8, 1989 

Temple Johnson, Chief 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Regional Air Traffic Division 
17000 Paciftc Highway South 
Seattle, WA 98108 

RE: Air Traffic Routes 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I have recently received a number of complaints from citizens in King ~ounty 
regarding the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) plan to change the flight 
routes of aircraft landing and departing from Seattle-TacomaAlrport (sea-Tac). 
I urge you to reconsider this decision. There is currently a formal review 
and mediation process occurring in King County which is addressing the problem 
of aircraft noise at Sea-Tac. Aircraft flight routes are a major topic of 
these discussions. 

It is important that the FAA cooperate with King County, the Clty of Seattle and 
the various other cities and co~unltles engaged in this process; If there are 
considerations impacting King County i~portant to the FAAoutslde the issue of 
noise, King County~ould also wish to know of these. An envlron~ental review of 
FAA’s planned route changes would be the mlnimu~ I ~ould accept. 

I would appreciate your co~ents on this matter. 

~ 
erely,       " ~ 

King County Executive 

TH:BN:mw 

CC: Director, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 
Mayor-elect Norm Rice, City of Seattle 
Weslin Consulting Services 

ATTN: Sheri Ehrgott 
Bud Nico--~T~, M.D., Director, Seattle-King County Department 

of Public Health 
ATTN: Chuck Kleeberg, Director of Environmental Health 

Curt Homer, Coordinator, Noise Abatement Program 





auesUon tot the Federal Avlatlon,~int~tratton. 

A comparison or t~e location ot t~e communities tn Seatt]e that are 
preoomtnantly or largely non-w~lte, mtnoMUes to t~e Sea-Tac flight track 
~ample for north ~low (6am to l Opm) appears to ln~tcate that the areas 
heaviest n~t oy ~trect overflight no~se are the preoom~nantly m~nortty areas. 
~nd that speciftca]ly, the areas o~ the turns, west or east, are over the 
neighborhoods with t~e highest proportion of minorities In the ~ounty. 
See attac~ea color-co~e~ map o~ minority concentrations In Seattle. 

Cou!d you look into this and report back? 

,JOnn Barber, 
Member, Negotiating Team 
Nurlh/Norlhwest Caucus 

March 11, 1989 

3421 East Superior Street 
Seattle, Washington 98122 
January 30,1990 

Regional A~mlnlstrator 
Attention: Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

To the Regional A~lmlnlstrator: 

Subject: Continuation o! Comments to the Draft Environmental 
Assessment ~or Proposed Changes to Air Traffic 
Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport 

I am writing to follow-up my letter of January 22, 1990, and to 
make comments that I was unable to make at the Hearing on 
January 24, 1990, due to the Inadequate time established to 
hear all persons who signed up to be heard. 

Even with the one week extension ol’ time for written 
comments, there is scarcely enough time to analyze and respond 
to the Draft Environmental Assessment. 

¯ I will comment here on the following topics: 

Impact o1’ the proposed changes on minority 
populations; 

Lack or attention to over-Impacted areas; 

Public Involvement process. 



Ral:lonale for early implementation or 4-PosI; Plan 

On March il, 1989, John Musgrave of the North/Northwest 
¢ltlzens Sub-caucus gave Temple Johnson, representative of 
your agency, a written Inquiry about the disproportionate 
Impact of noise from direct overflights above the 
predominantly minority areas or Seattle (a copy ls enclosed, 

Did Mr. Johnson do anything to follow-up the Information 
provided? 

Thls Issue Is even more urgent now that the proposed changes 
would further burden the mlnorlty areas wlth addltlonal 
overfllghts. Reroutlng traffic away from industrial and water 
areas towards a concentratlon over resldentlal areas heavlly 
populated by minorities would appear to strain an already 
overstressed area wlth alrcraft noise, fuel-dumplng, exhaust 
fumes, and threat of alrplane crashes. What analysis was made 
by your Agency concerning these effects on mlnorlty 
communltles? 

The area of the "East Turn" In Seattle has been doubly Impacted. 
Hlstorlcally, thls area, about I0 to 12 nautlcal mlles from Sea- 
Tac, has suffered perhaps the largest Impact of overfllght 
Impact growth, due to the confluence of flight path conditions 
and the sharp right-hand turn of departing craft -- an Increase 
which grew from less than a half dozen dally overflights In the 
early 1970s to over 130 direct turning overflights dally during 
North Flow conditions now. 

Under the proposed changes, not only are the East Turn 
overflights continulng In concentrated form, South Flow 
landlngs are Increaslng by over 40%, and small, commuter craft 
are flying over the area between the two Lake Washington 
bridges. Note: This is a confluence of three noisy flight tracks 
on an already neavlly Impacted residential area. These changes 

were Implemented prior to release or your Environmental 
Assessment. Have you measured or estimated the Increase In 
noise In the LesclH/Mann/Atlantlc neighborhoods? 

It ls noted that in July 1987 your agency rerouted Los Angeles 
bound commercial alrfilghts to travel the "East Turn" without 
Issuing an Environmental Impact Statement. 

There Is a cumulative effect of FAA decisions that has become 
abundantly apparent. 

There are a number of observations I want to offer concerning 
public Involvement. 

First, the FAA’s handling of the Hearing only served to confirm 
my previous comments that the FAA Is Just going through the 
motions wit.hour seriously attempting to obtain meaningful 
public Involvement. 

There was no slgn-up register, as Is provided for nearly every 
hearing I have ever attended. The function of the register Is to 
provide the agency with a llstlng of Interested citizens, who 
should be kept Informed or developments or new documents and 
Informatlon. 

The acoustics of the auditorium, combined with poor 
amplification, made it extremely difficult for the audience to 
hear unless sitting In the first few rows. 

The moderator and agency representatives on-stage appeared 
uninterested, If downright antagonistic. The Incident reported 
by the media underscored the Inept handling of the hearing. 
There was no timekeeper to assist the moderator. 

And, there was no additional hearing scheduled for the more 
than 40 citizens who signed up to speak but could not because 
the allotted time ran out. You will certainly not near from 
some or them because of personal time commitments which do 
not fit your compressed comment time period. 



Second, there has been a public Involvement program underway 
to discuss Sea-Tac aircraft noise, sponsored by the Port of 
5eaLLle. Although the public involvement sub-committee has 
been meeting for six months now and our existence has been 
well known to the FAA, no FAA ofl’lclal has ever attended any of 
the sub-committee meetings. It Is noted that the FAA has a 
substantial handl~ook devoted tO public Involvement. 

Copies of the public involvement plan and a schedule of public 
forums for the months of February and March are enclosed (’B" 
and "C’). Also enclosed Is a copy of the Port of Seattle’s "Nolse 
Abatement Report" (’O’). 

Third, the Port Of Seattle subsidized an airport consulting 
flrms, Mestre Greve Assoclates, Barnard Dunkelberg & Company, 
and G. Bogan & Assoclates, to analyze the proposed 4-Post Plan 
and to suggest alternatlve optlons. Wlthout vouching for the 
accuracy of the results due at least partly to the lack of 
preclslon of FAA data, I am enclosing a copy of these 
documents for the record, as follows: 

E. Preliminary Noise Analysis of the Proposed FAA 
4 Post Plan. 

F. Maps. 
G. Sectlon 2.0 Assumptlons In Analyzlng the FAA 

4-Post Plan. 
H. Summary of the Acoustlcal Analysls of FAA’s 

Alrspace Changes. 
I. Map -- Example of Three East Turns. 

Finally, the presumed crisis calling for Implementation of the 
4-Post Plan has to do with the high level of delays this 
summer. On the top, this is a preposterous assumption. Last 
summer was filled with sunny weather, and the North Flow 
predominated. How could the delays be caused by congestion in 

the South Flow? 

I am enclosing a copy of the Christian Science Monitor article 
(’J’) that I referred to In my January 22, 1990, letter which 
showed that by September, 1990, Sea-Tac was the sixth best 
among the 30 busiest U.S. airports In on-time arrivals. 

Also, as of this writing, .my Congressman has not been able to 
provide me with the last year’s copies of the "Air Travel 
Consumer Report’; In fact, not until some time in February, so 
I am much delayed in analyzing your rationale. (As I wrote 
previously, the U.S. Department of Transportation has 
repeatedly over the last two years refused to send copies of 
thls Report to the Seattle Public Library. 

To sum up, the reasons I suggested In my January 22, 1990, to 
set the comment period back and hold additional public hearings 
no earlier than March 15, 1990, are that It will take time for 
your agency to assemble the needed additional information and 
environmental analysis, distribute same, and give ample time 
for members o1’ the public to digest It. March 15, at this 
writing looks like an understatement. If It takes two months to 
revise and amend the Environmental Assessment, and another 
two months to distribute and allow time for the citizens to 
study It, a better estimate would be June IS, 1990. 

Sincerely yours, 

Cc: same as previous letter 



DRAFT 

SEA-TAC NOISE MEDIATION PROJECT 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN ~ 

~o/2o/s9 

The overall program for the publlc Involvement in the 
Seattle-Tacoma Internatlonal Airport Noise Abatement 
Mediation Committee has the following goals: 

First, to raise general awareness of the project, the 
mediation process, and how individuals can participate. 

Second, to gain public and jurisdictional support and 
acceptance for the process and the resulting solutions. 

Third, todevelop a public education program about 
aircraft generated noise and options available for 
solutions. 

The specific objectives of the public information program 
are: 

o To reach general and specific audiences 

o To be visible, creative and understandable 

o To focus on building constituencies for the 
recommendations 

o To provide a balance in information provided to the 
public by the Mediation Committee 

o To provide a variety and rangeof opportunities to 
become involved or comment on the process 

It is important to gain public support and ownership of the 
mediation process. Providing a variety and range of 
techniques for public involvement such as newspaper 
articles, other media, newsletter inserts and fact sheets, 
and targeted community meetings, will give the public 
opportunities for participation and ultimately, support of 
the consensus recommendations. 

During the next several months the Seattle-Tacoma 
International Noise Abatement Mediation Committee will be 
carrying out intensive public involvement efforts, working 
with the caucuses and subcaucuses to produce options, 
alternatives, and finally consensus recommendations. 

The goal of the public involvement program is to generate a 
broad array of ideas for the options and to develop public 
support for the ultimate consensus recommendations. The 
process should be built upon the representatives seated at 
the mediation table, carrying and receiving ideas from the 
broader public. 

The plan is grouped into 3 categories of public involvement 
techniques - informational materials, briefings, meetings. 
Informational materials are materials for getting         . 
information to the public about the process (informational 
letter, flyer, news media, inserts for county wide 
distribution). Briefings are presentations to existing 
organizations and elected officials. Meetings are Mediation 
Committee sponsored events to invite public comment about 
issues under review by the Committee.                     ~~. 



INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS                                  ¯ 

II. 

eillMlm 10mmu for mo anl 
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III. MEETINGS 

Technics9 Message MethodoLogy 

Port Coelfl ll I on 

briefings 

Forun~ or Open 

Houses 

Process 

Inforaat Ion 

I ssues and 

�~t I~ns 

Periodic Irlef|n~s of Port 

He|d In severaL locetlons (~,) 

either is on exponslo~ of the 

subcsucus meet|rigs ~o 

i~t Iss~s ~ hear �~nts 

fr~ cltlze~ ~ H~latl~ 

1990 



Mon. 2126     Kit~ap 

Tues. 2/2~    S/SW 

Wed. 2128    N/NW 

Thur, 3/1 Eastside 

Mon. 3/5      Va~hon 

Tues. 316 Part 
Close-ln 

Wed. 3/7 Eastside 

Thurs. 318 N/NW 

Schedule f~r 
’ Commm~t~ Forums 

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 
Noise Mediatioa.Project 

High 
L.G.I. ffheater) 
9330 NE Highschool Road 
Bainbridge Is. 

Thomas jefferson High School 

Czfeterta 
4248 South 288th Street 
Federal Way 

Mountaineers Club 
Rhododendron Room 
300 3rd Avenue West 
Seattle 

Lake Washington High School 
Cafeteria 
12033 NE 80th 
Kirkland 

Vashon Island High School 
Commons Room 
20120 Vashon Hwy 5W 
Vashon Is. 

Maywood School/Noise Remedy Office 

1410 South 200th 
Sea-Tac 

BeBevue Conu~uniW CoUege 
Theater Complex . 
3000 Landerhotm Circle 
Bellevue 

Mercer Middle School 
Audiwrium & Lobb~ 
1600 South Columbian Way 

Seattle 

S:O0-8:30pm 

S:00-8:30pm 

S:00-8:30pm 

S:00-8:30pm 

S:00-8:30pm 

3:00-8:00pm 

S:O0-8:30pm 

S:00-8:30pm 

l 

NOISE ABATEMENT REPORT 

NOISE NEWS 

32qt in ~e r~ nine metal8 e( t 9~9 

TAI~’~J AND UANDIN~: . 

.IANUARY - SEPTEMBER, 

Noise Mediation :Project 

The Noise Medlatioa i~oject o(ficially began at she emf of 198~ with the 

Malimiat (30mmiuee’! fiat azednI ia l’ll~lallr. I)~,~| dz First 

*Seiccflea o(¯ communhy ce~inau~ with expe~ence .v~ing 
wire ~deau ea ¢empkz pebllc issuer. 

*Dcvclesm~eat of gnmad mle~ fo~ ~dl mescd~n of the medimloa 

*~eatimt and initiation of¯ public infonnmlon plan;        . 
*De~iga a~l implemealmioa of an edacalio~al Im~l~tm. including 
p~.~.mmioa$ by expet~ ~m many legal and technical is.~ ~Imcd 
Io noise and aviation; 

*~cadmt of ¯ pt-"n fez’¢ategmizing uncl analyzing the m~ise abate- 

mere options klcmif’~t by the ~ommi~see: 

*Sdectio~ of Iti~ noise abaleme~i experts to peffot~n th~ techni- 

*lnidadea of the technicaJ analysis woA. 



FLIGHT TRACK MONITORING PROGRAM 

19~4. the Port of Scuttle in conjunction with a 
izcn advisory group called the Joint Commitw.� 
Aircraft Overflights, developed an aircraft 

tcking program that plots actual Sca-Tac airaraft 
ght patterns and measures mrcraft adherence to 
ccific flight proccciures on a sample basis. The " " 
ogram allows the Noise Abatement Office to " 
uniter aircraft compliance with current noise 

atcmcnt procedures. 

=c Fhght Track Monitoring Program is managed 
lhc. Port and is coord hated with the Federal 

~=auon Administration’s (FAR) Air Traffic 
cilhy at Sea-Tac. Data for the program is 
quired from the FAA’s automated radar terminal 

s=¢ms (ARTS) computer on a sample basis. 

;nerally, two or thre~ sam pies axe taken per month 

a random bas~s. 

mples axe obtained by transferring data from the 

~.A’s system onto a computer hape. The data is 

~’n converted through a number of different steps 

.o a form that can bc used by the Port’s computer, 

Once the da~a is in a useable format, the compu=er 
prograra is able to cream flight tracks (as sccn in the 

sample on the proceeding page)and to identify =rcnd.s 
:~of noncompliance with established Ilight track pro- 

ceduwJ. Although the information gained from the 

program is v.ery uscfu.I, the.process of acquiring it is 
complex. 

Duc to air traffic increases, public concern for airport 
noise abatement has also increased. This concern has 

resulted in more requests from residents for spccil’ic 
information on individual flights. The upswing in 
interest is or, cutting at the same time that the tcchnof 

ogy for acquiring the dam is improving and at a time 
when the FAR has expressed an interest in finding a 

way to provide information faster to people. 

IMPROVEMENTS ARE BEING MADE 

The Noise Abatement slaff is currcndy working with 
the FAA air ~affic officials to develop an cnh:mccd 

flight Eack monitoring program that will give us 
formation on any flight in a much morc timely 

Flight Track 

(Radar) 

,I 
÷ 

Port of Seattle I 

c0mputer;I 
Program:: 

Analyzes data l 

Rcportson [ I rlo,s 
non-complylng 

aircraft 

Abatement 

Office 

I Airlines [ 

manner. Our goal is to have a pn)gnnn that 

enables the Port to monitor compliance 

the noise abatement proccdurcs of erery 
aircml’t :u’riving and departing St.’l-Tar 
International Aiq)ort instead of only those 

obsc~’ed in random samples. This impel 

~nt l~turc would allow ~e Noi~ Abate- 

ment Office to ~ mote effective in investi- 

gating unus~l incidences and in workiug 

with t~ FAR and airlines a~ut problems 

with s~cific flights. 

~"¢ncouraging~cl to the challenge of 

upgrading the program is that the P~rt has 

the ~)flwar¢ in place and is using it. albch 
on a limited ~tsis. Until wc can cxpaml 

prograra, the Noise Ahatcmcra OITicc 

continue to us¢ the existing flight track 

sampling p~cdur~. The Noi~ Abalc- 
mcfit Office urges you to keep calling u~ al 

433-5~93 or I-8(g)-826- 1147 ~ hen you 

want inl~maation on Ilighl OIk’rnllOns 

S~a-T~. We will do onr ~sl a) re,arch 

y~r qu~lk)ns and get you an answer. 

PORT OF SEATTLE FLIGHT TRACK SAMPLE 
AIRPORT: SEA 04/13/89 05:00 - 24:00 ARRIVALS /OEP~RTURES 
ID: ALL FLIGHTS 
A/C: JETS 
SCALE: 0.28125 IN = 6000 FT RERARK$: NORTH FLON 



reticle on the Ai~’s flighz ~k monil~n~ 

~og~m in ~his public,ion, t~ Noi~ A~enz 

airlines will b~in r~ivin| ~odces ftmn 

FROMTHE HOTLINE r.’:,~"’." :’ " 
,. , :.-..: ,:~: 

1-800826-[147 "~,~: ".. :. ¯ : 

The following information was gathea~ from 1989 data maintained b 

Busiest ~y: ~u~y, Au~st 3, 1989 with 155 c~[s, ( N~ Oow, f~ ~ ~I ~y) 

flow dcp~u~s ofcom~i~jct ai~fL 

~.: :, :~,..;:, , 

~85 . 1989 Sea.Ta~ Noixe HofIine Call; ~’ "    : " ~ 
~.890 from lanua~ - Sevtember. 19~ ’ 

m 

_~anuar~ - $(~tember. 1989 

Perce~ee of Comvlaints ver Overation 



PRELIMINARY NOISE ANALYSIS OF 
THE PROPOSED FAA 4 POST PLAN 

NOISE MEDIATION 

OPTIONS SUBCOMMITTEE 

JANUARY 4, 1990 

Content 

Current Conditions 
Exhibit 1 - Flight Track Map - Jets (Sou~h Flow) 
Exhibit 2 - Flight Track Map - Jets (North Flow) 
Exhibit 3 - Flight Track Map - Props (Sou~h Flow) 
Exhibit 4 - Flight Track Map - Props (North Flow) 
Exhibit 5 - 1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Annual Average) 
Exhibit 6 - 1989 Ldn Noise Contours (North Flow) 
Exhibit 7 - 1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) 

Proposed 4-Post Conditions 
Exhibit 8 - Flight Track Map - Jets (South Flow) 
Exhibit 9 - Flight Track Map - Jets (North Flow) 
Exhibit 10 - Flight Track Map - Props (South Flow) 
Exhibit 11 - Flight Track Map - Props (North Flow) 
Exhibit 12 - 1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Annual Average) 
Exhibit 13 - 1989 Ldn Noise Contours (North Flow) 
Exhibit 14 - 1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) 

Representative Receptor Analysis 
Exhibit 15 - Noise Measurement Locations 
Exhibits 16 - 28 Representative Receptor Analysis 

Modifications to 4-Post Plan 
A. Modified 4-Post During Non-Peak Periods 
B. Downwind Leg East Side of the Ah-port Shifed Further East 
C. Use of Interstate 5 as an arrival route 
D. Shift some Southbound Departures to Elliott Bay During North Flow Operations 
E. Shift some Stage II Departures to Elliott Bay during North Flow Operations 
F. Early Right Turns for Stage III Southbound Departures 
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Measurement Locations 
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PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO THE 
FAA 4 POST PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the proposed modifications to the FAA 4 Post Plan is an att?mpt to com.b’.me the 
proposed needs of the FAA and the noise mitigation desires of the surrounding commumues. 

The FAA proposal has been analysed from a noise impact and overflight annoyance stand.point. 
Sevend of the proposed modifications were developed as an attempt to remove some awcnut 
operations where new exposures will occur due to the 4 Post Plan. An example would be an 
area currently exposed to departures but not arrivals will be subject to arrival noise when the 4 
Post Plan is implemented. Where possible, a modification to the FAA Plan has been developed 
to remove some of the departures or re-define the FAA proposed arrival route to limit the added 
exposure to the effected area. This "trade off’’ concept was applied to several FAA flight mack 
situations. If the arrival procedures proposed by FAA in fact allow for idie-thrust approaches, 
those operations should be less bothersome than departures. Therefore; re-routing departure 
flows is very essential to a balanced noise exposure plan. 

A. MODIFIED 4 POST DURING NON-PEAK PERIODS. 

DESCRIFHON. This modification is designed to provide flexibility in the proposed 4 Post 
plan by taking advantage of lower traffic periods. When hourly landing operations are 18 or 
less a modified 4 post that resembles the current flow could be used. During a south flow, 
traffic from the southeast post could be vectored to the west side and blended into the maffic 
from the southwest post. Traffic from the northeast post could be vectored north of the Seattle 
area and blended into the traffic flow from the northwest post. Traffic could be sequenced for 
arrival from over the Elliott Bay area. When hourly traffic increases to the point that the 
proposed 4 post plan is required, aircraft could proceed from their arrival routes into the 4 Post 
plan with very little coordination between air traffic facilities and virtually no impact on the 
flight crews. This procedure would not require the Air Route Traffic Conwol Center to alter 
arrival/departure routes. Instead, inter-facility coordination could be accomplished where 
aircraft would be vectored from the arrival post into this modified flow into the terminal area. 

GOAL. The goal of this modified 4 Post plan is to keep traffic flows generally the way they are 
now (i.e., Elliott Bay), yet allow FAA to mmsition into the 4 Post concept when capacity 
would be conswained if traffic flows were not changed during the heavier periods. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This procedure would require the FAA to develop 
several inteffacility agreements to completely outline the parameters required to use this 
procedure. Close coordination and monitoring of the hourly waffic flows and estimates of 
traffic increases would be essential to the success of this procedure. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit of this procedure would be that only during heavier 
traffic periods would the full 4 Post plan be utilized. During the less busy periods waffle flows 
would be similar to the flow cur~nfly being used. Dis-benefits would include considerably 
more work on the pan of the conm311ers. As waffle periods peak or decline, very timely and 
precise coordination is necessary to mansition in or out of the modified 4 Post procedure. 



B. DOWNWIND LEG EAST SIDE OF THE AIRPt)RI ~tttt~l I~t7 e Ut~l tle.~t 
EAST. 

DESCRIPTION. This modification is a widening of the eastside arrival path to the airport. 
During heavy departure periods the west side of the path would be used. During light traffic 
periods the east side of the arrival path would be used. This method of reducing constant 
overflight situations was developed after extensive analysis of attempting to move the whole 
downwind leg further east than proposed by the FAA. Simply relocating the track east over the 
mountains causes severe constraints on departures. Departures must tunnel arrival tracks to 
ensure that separation between aircraft is maintained. 

Tunneling is best described as follows. The arrival aircraft is descending to an assigned altitude 
on a predetermined track or lane when approaching the airport. Departing aircraft that will 
cross that arrival track must be assigned an altitude at least 10O0 feet below the altitude assigned 
the arrival. The departure must remain at that restricted altitude until clear of the arrival lrack. 
In some situations flight waeks can be as much as five miles wide. East departures would be 
required to remain at low altitudes for an unacceptable distance. This proposed modification 
was developed to provide flexibility to flight tracks when departure operations are not impacted 
by arriving aircraft. Using the west side during heavy departure periods will reduce the need 
to .keep departures at low altitude over residential areas due to the tunneling required between 
amvals and departures. When departures volumes are less on the east side, arrivals would be 
allowed to remain further east of the residential areas at higher altitudes. 

GOAL. The goal of this modification is to reduce the number of overflights and subsequent 
noise over high density residential areas to the east of the airport. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This procedure could be implemented by ATC. 
Controllers could be instructed by a Facility Order when and how to use the corridor to its 
maximum potential. 

C. USE OF INTERSTATE 5 AS AN ARRIVAL ROUTE. 

DESCRIFFION. This modification is designed to define an arrival flight track to be used in 
visual weather conditions that keeps the aircraft over I-5 and the more commercial / industrial 
developments that border the freeway. This route could be used by all straight in or east side 
ardvais as west side arrivals utilize the Elliott Bay. 

GOAL. This type of modification to the FA.A 4 Post plan would reduce overflights of hi- 
density areas as much as possible, resulting in a lesser noise impact on the community. 

FIIlV~,LEJVlE~N’I’.ATION FEASIBILITY. This modification may not be acceptable to either FAA 
gnt 5tanaafas or Airline Pilot Safety Groups. It would require pilots added ground tracking 

of I-5 in addition to all the other cockpit duties required during a landing approach. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit of this procedure would be that during south fiow 
good weather conditions arrivals would use the Elliott Bay I-5 corridors to the maximum extent 
possible resulting in less overflights in noise sensitive areas. Dis-benefits include added 
workload on both pilot and controller. Pilots might have difficulty in following 1-5 as they 
must align with the runway centerline when preparing to land.                            ’ 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit is a reduction of noise and overflights in residential 
areas. A dis-benefit is that some opportunities to capitalize on available landing spaces may not 
be realized due to the aircraft being further away from the airport at high altitude. Therefore; 
some potential loss of capacity could be experienced. 



D. SHIFT SOME SOUTHBOUND DEPARTURES TO ELLIOTT BAY DURING 
NORTH FLOW OPERATIONS. 

DESCRIPTION. This modification would shift some southbound departures to make left turns 
over the Elliott Bay departing on course from the west side of the airport. 

GOAL. The goal is to balance the number of operations over residential areas east and west of 
Seattle Tacoma Airport during north flow periods. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. It could be implemented by ATC. Procedures to 
separate westside arrivals from the departtw~ would have to be developed. This could be 
similar to the eastside arrival/departure procedures proposed. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefits of this modification is a more even balance of 
operations to the west and east of the airport. The dis-benefits are the.problems of separating 
arrival and departure tracks west of the airport. Some increase in noise m new areas may occur 
because aircraft must fly hack to the departure cozridor. 

E.    SHIFT SOME STAGE II DEPARTURES TO ELLIOTT BAY DURING 
NORTH FLOW OPERATIONS 

DESCRIFFION. During north flow operations ATC shift some Stage fl departures to overfly 
the Duwamish Corridor and use the Puget Sound area for departure regazdless of destination. 
This could be in terms of the time of day or destination. 

GOAL. The goal of this modification is to limit the number of noisy aircraft over populated 
areas during the first phase of departure. Aircraft that depart out the Corridor and commence 
their climb over the water will be at highe~ altitudes by the time they overfly the more populated 
areas and making less noise due to their added height. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This modification is feasible but possibly for a small 
number of openttions but not totally implementable until the fleet mix has changed to include 
more Stage ill ah~aft sen, ing the airport. However. implementing this modification now even 
if only on a limited basis could become an incentive to the airlines to speed up their time table 
for phasing out Stage II ai~raft at Seattle Tacoma Airport. 

BENEFIT / DIS-BENEFIT. The benefits of this modification include reducing noise in 
residential areas, overflights at higher altitudes over residential areas, and a possible incentiv.e, 
for a quicker fleet change to Stage IB aircraft. Dis-benefits are a mo~ complex ATC system zz 
all current Stage II aircraft were z~iulred to follow this departu~ procedure. Some aircraft will 
not depart on course as quickly as they do now, resulting in some additional flight time and fuel 
costs. 



F. EARLY RIGHT TURNS FOR STAGE HI EAST DEPARTURES 

DESCRIPTION. The object of this procedure is to have the quieter aircraft who are 
southbound make right turns prior to Boeing Field thereby reducing the number of aircraft that 
proceed north and east over high density areas. This type of departure track could be 
developed where it normally remained to the south of Mercer Island. The other type aircraft 
during a north flow would use the normal departure routes north of Mercer Island. 

GOAL. The goal of this modification is to ~luce the number of departures over north and east 
portions of the community. 

LMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This could be implemented by FAA after determining 

wW~.at~min.imu~a~ ~titude, .c.ould be used .as the starting point for the turn. Involved coordination 
,,lm. t~.m,g,e.~eio wo_uia,~ n.ecess.ar~, because the Seattle Departures would be operating in the t~oemg rreta Airport lra/tlc Area ouring the climb out. 

BENEFITS / DIS-BENEFITS. The benefits include a reduction of overflights north and east 
of the airport which should result in less noise in those areas. Dis-benefits are numerous. 
Coordination with Boeing Field would be necessary prior to each departure being released. 
Aircraft would be overflying the Renton area at lower altitudes than normal. This type of 
departure track could impact the TCA plan by having air carrier aircraft at low altitude in areas 
that might be used by general aviation aircraft. 

Section 2.0 

ASSUMPTIONS ~ ANALYZING TILE FAA 4-POST PLAN 

The existing ground tracks are presented for comparative purposes relative 
to the FAA’s 4-Post Plan. The ground tracks for Jets on south flow and north flow are 
shown in Exhibit 2-1 and Exhlblt 2-2 respectively. The existing tracks for the 
propeller aircraft are shown for south flow In Exhibit 2-3 and north flow In Exhibit 
2-4. These tracks represent a grouping of typical tracks, and by no means represent 
all of the tracks that are flown by the alreralL These Is especially true with the 
propeller aircraft, that show a much wider variation in the flight tracks. These flight 
tracks are presented in Klustrate how flight tracks are developed for noise modeling 
purposes. Multiple tracks represent greater dispersion of the alreratL 

3.2 FAA’$Erwlronm~ntal~n~ntDescrlption ofthe4-PostPlan 

The Environmental Assessment of the 4-Post plan, prepared by the FAA, 
contained a description of the procedures specified as part of the plan. These 
procedures are ~:eproduced in the following paragraphs. 

1. Seattle AKfCC shall make route and sector changes needed to ellrmnate high 
altitude crossings east of Ephrata, Washington, effecting Seattle arrivals and 
departures. As a minimum, these changes shall include: 

a. Turbojet Arrival Flow~: Fixed non-runway sensitive arrival flows 
will be over the Olympia VORTAC. the JAKSN intersection (Seattle 

VOKTAC 020 radial/40-mile DME fix}, the RADDY intersection (Seattle 
VOK’I’AC 101 radial/39-mile DME fix). and JAWBN intersection (Seattle 
VORTAC 307 radial/42-mile DME fix). 

b. Turbojet Departure lqows: FIX~I non-runway sensitive departure 
flows will be over the Paine VOR. the Tatoosh VORTAC, and along the 
Seattle VORTAC 069. 143. and 227 radials. 

2. Seattle ATCT shall establish turbojet departure flows to Joln Seattle ARTCC 
departure flows over the Paine VOR. the Tatoosh VORTAC, and along the Seattle 
VORTAC 069, 143, and 227 radlatq. Departure procedures ahall Include. as a 
minimum: 
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a. SOUTH FLOW: Traffic permitting, Turbojet aircraft departing Runway 
16. shall not be turned (radar. vectored) until the aircraft is at or above 
3.000 feet MSL and is at least 5 naut/cal miles south of the alrpor~. 

b. NORTHFLOW: Traffic permitting: 

I). Turbojet aircraft departing runway 34 and making a right turn east 
or southeast bound shall be turned offthe inltial departure course, 
only after the aircraft is at or above 4,000 feet MSL and has reached 
the Seattle VORTAC 8-mile DME arc. 

2). Maximize use of the Duwamlsh Indush’lal Corridor for noise 
mitigation by assuring that turbojet aircraft departing runway 34 
and making a left turn northwest or southwest bound be turned off 
the initial departure course at Boeing Fleld/King County Airport 
and radar vectored over Elllott Bay then to Join the appropriate 
departure route. 

ACTION: Seattle ATCT shall implement arrival flows In accordance 
with procedures defined Ln Seattle Tower Airspace Study "Seattle Arrival 
and Departures Routes; Simulation. Analysis. Recommendations". under 
Alternative A (page 43). Turbojet Arrival Flows will be from over the 
Olympia VORTAC. the JAKSN Intersection (Seattle VOKTAC 020 
radial/40-mfle DME fiX). the RADDY Intersection (Seattle VOKTAC I01 
radlal/39-mile DME fix), and the JAWBN Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 
307 radial/42-mile DME fix). As a minimum, arrival procedures will 
include: 

a. North and South Flows: 

I). For the purpose of nolse miUgation, arriving aircraft will be kept as high as 
possible canslstent with optimum descent profiles and operational dictates. 

2). To the extent possible, arriving turboprop aircraft will follow the same 
approximate flight tracks as turbojet affcraft, to reduce adverse noise effects of 
random routing at low altitudes. 

b. South Flow:. 

1). During south llow visual approach conditions, when there is no conflicting 
traffic, turbojet arrivals from the Northwest and Southwest arrival fixes will be 
placed on a right-base leg over Elllott Bay to reduce adverse noise effects on 
Westslde neighborhoods and assure maximum use of the Duw~ml-~h River 
Industrial corridor. 

2). During south flow operations, turbojet arrivals from the Northeast and 
Southeast arrival fixes will be positioned so as to be establtshed on the Runway 
16 final approach course, no closer to the airport than State Route 520 (11.0 
nautical miles north) and no lower than 5,000 feet MSL. to assure a stablllsed. 
low-power approach and minimize flight at low altitude. 

3). Traffic permitting, turbojet affcraft on the "Long Leg" tracks, will be turned 
to a downwind leg at the Seattle VORTAC I01 radial/8-mfle DME fix orthe 8- 
mile DME fix on a direct course from the Olympia VOKTAC to the Seattle 
VOKTAC. at or above 11.000 feet MSL. as appropriate~ 

c. North Flow:. 

Traffic permitting, turbojet aircraft on the "Long Leg" tracks, will be turned to a 
downwind leg at the Seattle VORTAC 020 radlal/8-mile DME fix or the seattle 
VORTAC 307 radial/8-mfle DME flx, at or above 11,000 feet MSL. as 
appropriate. 

2.3 ModellngAssumptlons 

Based upon the procedures presented above, the flight tracks that may result 
~m the 4-Post plan have been developed. Note. that this is only any estimate, an the 
:tual tracks may be different than those presented here. Exhibits 2-5 and 2-6 present 
e flight tracks for Jets for south flow and north flow respectively. Exhibits 2-7 and 
8 present, the flight tracks for the propeller a~craft for south flow and north flow. 

The analysis assumes that aircraft arriving. Sea-Tac during south flow conditions 
will utilize ElliottBay at least to the level that occurs during current conditions. 
To present a worst case analysis, potential noise benefits from better utmzation 
of the bay were not included In the modeling analysis. This benefit could reduce 
the projected LDN noise levels in the communities surrounding Elliott Bay by 1 to 
4 dBA (for a south flow day). 

¯ During south flow conditions, it is conservatively assumed that poor vtsibflity 
weather occurs 30 % of the time and aircraft will utilize the ILS and not use Efilott 
Bay. 

The nighttime noise abatement procedures for north flow departures is assumed 
to continue (10 p.m. to 6 a.m.). If the nighttime noise abatement procedure is 
removed, the the no~e levels in North Seattle and the East side would be 
slgnificantly.greater than presented in this analysis. The LDN noise levels would 
increase by and additional I to 1.5 dBA. In combination with the other increases 
in noise that occur as part of the proposal, this would be a significant increase in 
noise. 

The analysis assumes that no tunneling of departures will be required under this 
plan. 

The analysis assumes that no other changes to the departure tracks will occur 
other than those shown on the attached flight track maps. 

To present a worst case analysis, the potential noise benefits from higher 
altitudes and reduced thrust on approach were not Included In the estimates. This 
potential noise benefit could reduce the arrival noise levels by 3 to 5 dBA over 
what is presented in this analysis. This potential benefit would occur at locations 
greater than an estimated 5 nm from touchdown. 

¯ The analysis assumes 63% south flow and 37 % north flow. This is assumed to 
remain unchanged as a result of this proposal. 

¯ Commuter aircraft arrivals are assumed to be In the same arrival pattern as the 
turbo-Jet aircraft at an altitude of I000 feet lower. The analysis conservatively 
assumed that 50 percent of the commuter arrivals will still use existing arrival 
patterns. 
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* To measures to minhnize the potential increases.ln noise have been analyzed and 
are included as part of this plan. These measures include: (I) modified 4-Post plan 
during non-peak hour periods, (2) shifting of some flights in order to balance out 
increases in noise and moving the East downwind further to the east during non 
peak hour periods. Each of these measures, and their effects on the noise contour 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

¯ The assumptions include a modified 4-Post plan during non-peak. . 
During non-peak periods during south flow, the aircraft will essentiauy 
revert back to the current arrival procedures through Efliott Bay. It is 
estlmt~ted that this can occur win arrivals are 18 or less. This was 
conservatively estimated in shift 50 percent of the night arrivals that 
would arrive over North Seattle now reverting to the old procedures. This 
measures reduces the increases in arrival LDN noise levels in the 
University area by approximately 1 dBA. 

* The 4-Post plan proposed that during north flow conditions, those turbo 
Jet aircraft with" BiIlingham and Vancouver destinations will be directed 
straight north. Currently these aircraft depart northeast bound over 
Kirkland. This measure proposes to move these aircraft instead of 
straight north, out through Efliott Bay and to the north. This is a total of 
9 turbojet aircraft per day. All of these aircraft are daytime operations. 
This reduces the LDN noise levels in the Capital I-Ifll area to no increase 
in noise. 

Portland. San Francisco Bay area. Alaska and the Orient departures on 

south flow were more concentrated over the Dash Point area than occurs 
with current procedures. This measure proposed to disperse the flight 
tracks over a wider area, as occurs with current conditions, to minimize 
the increase in any one area. This reduces the increase in the Dash Point 

area, however, the noise levels will still increase in area further to the 
Southwest of Dash Point. 

Moving the east downwind further to the east during lower departure 
times is designed to reduce the number of overflights in the Bellevue area. 
It was assumed that 20 percent of the arrivals could be shifted to the east 
by this proposal. This reduces the LDN noise levels in these east side 

neighborhoods by approximately 0,5 dB 

¯ The distribution of aircraft on the flight tracks is dependent upon the 
departure destination or the origin of the alrcratL The Official Airline Guide 
(OAG) was used to estimate the number of turbojet aircraft operating on the 

different tracks. This data is presented in Table 2-I, 

Table 2-1 
Operational Assumptions by Destination 
(1989 ~o~et Aircro~ 

Orlgin/DestinaUon Daily Departures Total 

Northeast 64 

Portland 30 

San Francisco Bay Area Airports 38 

So. California & South East 72 

Polar 3 

North Airports 9 

Alaska/Orient 32 248 

Aircraft Diverted as a Result of 
Nighttime Noise Abatement Procedures 15 



Exh~7)it 2.3 

Flight Track Map - Props (South Flow) 
Current Conditions 

Exhz7~it 2-4 

Right Track Map. Props (North Flow) Current Conditions 

® 



Exhl~t 2-5 

Flight Track Map - Jets (South Flow) 
Proposed 4oPost Conditions 

Exhibit 2-5 
Right Track Map. Jets (North Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 



Exhabit 2-7 

Right Track Map - Props (South Row) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 

Exhibit 
Right Track Map - Props (No~lh Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 



Exhibit 3- ! 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Annual Average) 

Current Conditions 

Exhibit 3-2 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) Current Conditions 



Exhibit 3-,3 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Nor~ Row) Current Conditions 

Exhibit 4-1 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Annual Average) Proposed 4.Post Conditions 



Exru’bit 4..2 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) 
Proposed 4.Post Conditions 

Exhibit 4..3 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Nc~th Row) Proposed 4.Post Conditions 
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1989 LDN NOISE LEVELS - NORTH FLOW 

NO NIGHTrlME NOISE ABATEMENT 

Section 6.0 

11ACKGROUND I]VFORMATION ON ACOUSTICS 

Th~ chapter Is dMded into four sections. The first sect~n presents: (I) properties 
of sound that a~e ~nportant for techmcally des~/btog sound in the a~rport sett~g: (2) 
acousUc £actors ~n h,,m- sub~-ct!ve ~xmse to a sound that affects Its percepUon: (3) 
the potent~l human dLsturbances and bea~th efl’ec~ to sound; (4) vark)us sound r~t~g 
scales and how they may be applied to add~ss~g a/rcraR ope~t~ons: and (5) a summary 
o/" current noL~ e~,~,~ent c~tterla that Is used ~or quant~ytng the effects of alr~’a~t 
noise. 

Sold Le~ and F~quen~. Sound can be ~-chnlcaliy descrfl~d m b~rms of the 
sound pressure (amplitude) of the sound and f~equeney (similar to pitch} of the sound. 
The sound pressure Is ¯ ~ measure of the magn/tude of ¯ sound w~thout con,~deraUon 
/’or other facWm that may Influence Its perception. 



we~.hted dec/bel scale (dl~A} performs ttus compensaUon by d/s~Iminating against 
L’~quencies in a manne~ approxinmting the men~rJv/~ o/" the human ear. In the A- 

(very loud). Most commtm~ noise snalys~ ts ba~d upon the A-we/ghted dec/bel. 
Example~ Ofvarlous sound leveAs in dlffer-~t env/rnn~ts ave shown in Exhibit 6.1. 

Abso~ptton effects In the atmosphere ~ wlLh f~quency. The hlghe~ 
frequencies are more read~ al~rbed than the iowe~ £xequencles. Ov~ large distances. 
the Iowex ~reque~c/es become the dominate f~quency as the hlgh~ frequencies have 
been attenuated. For mmmple, the sound at ground level from the high altitude en route 
Je~ ha~ a very strong low L’~quency component. 

The~e factors are an Important conskleratton fo~ assessing fl/ght track and 
ground noL~ in the Seattle-Tacoma area. G~ven the large d~tances between the nolle 
source ~nd rece/~ at many locat~ns around Sea-Tac. a~osphe~Ic ¢ondiUons will pl~ 
a ~gn/Qcant role in affecting the sound le~e~ on a d~r in d~- basts and how Lh~ ~ 

background sound level un~l it drops back below the background level. P~choacoust~c 
studies have determined a reAattonshlp between dura~on and annoyance. Exhlblt 6-3 
presents the results from one such study (Ktyter, 1968) that determined the amount a 
sound must be reduced to be Judged equally annoying for increased dura~on. Duration ts 
an important factor In describing the a~’cra~ sound in the alxport set,rig. 

Th/s exhibit also illustrates the equivalent enemy princ/pal of sound 
The d~Lshed line corresponds to a reducUon of 3 dB per doubling o/’dmaUon. Reducing the 
acoustic e~e~y of a sound by one hall’resul~ in a 3 dB mductton. Doubling the duration 
of the sound increases ine total e~eTgy o/’the event by 3 riB. Th/s equ~a~mt energy 
prmc/pal ~s based upon the prem/ae that the potential for a noise to Impact a person ts 
dependent on the tots~ acoustical e~.rgy content o[ the no~ {EPA. 1974). LDN. LEO and 
SEL are all ba~ed upon the equal enemy princ/ple. 
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Exhibit 6-1 

Examples of Typical Sound Levels 



Exhibit 6-2 

A~mosphefic Al~enua~ion Graphs 
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(Source: Kryfer, 1968) 

Exhlbi! 6.3 
Cha~e$ in Pemelved Noise Level ~s a 

Function of Effective Duration 



Mask/no ~0"ect. A ch~racterls~c of sound In ~ locattons ~round efl’ected by. 
aircraft noise Is the abfl/ty of a sound to Interfere w/th the abmty of a I/stener to hear 
another sound. This ts dei’med as the mask~r~ a//ect. The presence of one sound 
e~ect~ely ra~es the threshold of audlbfl/ty for the hem~g of a second sound. For a 
signal to be heard, It must exceed the threshold o~ hem~ng for that pa~cular Ind/v/dual 
and e~eed the masking ~-~hold for the backg~und noise. 

The masking character/su~s o~sound ,- depender upon ninny factors. Including 
the spectral characteristics of the tv~ sounds, the sound pressure levefa and the refaUve 
st~t Ume of the sounds~ The masking a/~ect Is gne~test when the masking £~equency ts 
closest to the ~-qu~ncy of the signaL Low frequency sounds can mask h/gher frequency 
sounds, however, the rev~so ts not true. 

Many facWrs tofluence how a sound Is perce/ved and whether or not it Is con~dered 
annoying to the l~ste~er. ThIs Includes not only phy~ca~ chm’acterlsUcs of the sound but 
also secondary L,~uences such as soc/olog~cal and ex~rnal factors. MoUno, In the 
Handbook of Noise Control (Ha_--r~. 1979} describes b,,m=n response to sound In ~ of 
both acousUc and nonacous~Jc factors. These factors ar~ presented In Table 3- I. 

Sound rating scales are developed to account for the fac~rs that affect human 
response to sound. Nearby al] of these facWrs are reAevant In descr/btog how aircra!1 
sounds are perceived Ln affport sotLtngs. Many of the nonacousUc parameters play a 

addlUonaI acousUc factor not specIflc~lly IL~ted, I~ also h~portant In describing a~craft 
sound In rural sett~gs. 

Soure~: C Hmrfs. 1979 

Noise h~ ofl~n been described as unw~nted sound and it L~ k~own to haw several 

establ/shed to help p~ct the publ~c heath and safety and p~-vent dL~’upt/on of cert~n 
h~ ac~d~e~ Th~ cr~:r/a Is based on such known e~ects of no~e on people as 
hem’~ng lo~ [not ¯ factor w/th commtm/ty no~e), commtm~caUon Interference. sleep 

tmpac~ on people a~ br/e~y ~ In the folknving narraUves: 

COMMUNICATION INTF.RFERENC£IS one o~ the prima~r conc~nm In 
em~’onment~l no~e problen~. Co~un/catton Intederence Includes 
speech Interfe=enc~ and act~t~es such as watching telev/slon. Normal 
(o~tkmaI speech IS In the rsnge of 60 to 65 dlIA and any noise In thL~ 
r~n~e or fouder may ~nlerf~e w/th speech. There a~e spec’nc meU~x~ of 
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desc~bLng speech/n~rference as ¯ func~on ofd/s~nce betwe~ speaker and 
l~er and ~Ice level Exhlblt 6-4 shows the perce~t o( sen~ce 
/nte~bt11~- w/th respect to various noise leve/s. 

The NaUonxl Assoc/aUon of Norse Control Officla]s have publ/shed data on 

the probab~- of sleep dJstm~oance w/th various =/n_~- event noise ~ 
Based on expertmenta~ sleep data ~ ~e.lated h) no/se expo~u~ a 75 d~A 
~n~r’*or noise level event ~ c~use no/se Induced awake~ng In 30 perce~t 
of the ca~es. A summ~ Of ~ dat~ L~ pr~s~t~-d i~ l~hmlt 6-5. 

40    SO    ~0    70 
A I~IGHI"~O SOW/O LEYEL 

(Source: EPA, 1974) 

No~e Medloflo~ Project Seottl~.Tocomo l~t~notloool ~ 

~0 90 100 
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Extdb~ 6-4 

Speech Interference Levels 



Exhibit 2- I 
Right Track Map - Jets (South Flow) 

Current Conditions 

Exhibit 2-2. 
Flight Track Map. Jets (North Flow) Current Conditions 





There are no spe~1¢ noise standards that use calculated loudne-..s levels. 
Loudness c~dcuiaUons i~e mo~t useful In show/rig relaUve dl/~e~ences in change~ in 
steady state sound levels a~ opposed to absolute fluctuaUng levels. 

The A-we/ghUng {dB~ scale has become the m~st promlnent of these scales and ts 
w/de]y used In commtu~ty noise ana~L~, Its lldvanta~es are that It has shovm good 

predictors, there are envlronme~ts that are not adequately described truing the dBA scale. 
Most commun~ no~se metrics, such ~s LDN or LEQ and SEL a~ blmed upon the dEIA 
scale. The C-weigh~’d scale has some I/mlt~d mdustrla/and m~ULary uses. 

PerceivedNol.r, eLevel. Perceived noisiness I~ ~.nother method ofrattng sound. It 
was or~g~a~ly developed for the assessment of a/refit noise. Perce/ved noisiness ~s 
dellned as "the subJectWe impression of Ore unu~mled~ss of a not ~ nonpaln . 

or fea~provok~ig sound a~ part of one’s envb’onmen~’ {I~. 1970), "No/sLness" curves 
d~er ~m "loudness curves" in that ~hc-y have been developed to rate the noisiness or 
annoyance o~’a sound as opposed to the loudness of a sound, 

Equal perceh~ nots/hess curves (noys} are presented in Exh/bK 6-8. As w~th 
loudness curves, noLstness curves have been developed from labomtmy psychoacous.c 
stu-veys o/" Ind/v/duais. However,/n no,s/heSS su~ey~. U~I/v/duals a~ asked to Judge Ln a 
laboratmy scttLng when two sounds a~e equally nosy or disturbing fl" heard regularly in 
ones own envL~onmenL Thes~ su_weys are more ~omplex and the~fore subject to greater 
variability. 

Rating scales have b¢en developed to combine the cont~butlon= of each of Ghe 
spectra of a complex sound to give an overall perce/ved noise level rat/ng. These scales 
Include the Perceived Noise Level WNI2 imd the tone corrected Perce/ved Noise Level 
(PNLT}. PNLT d~rers from PNL ~n that It also takes/nto account d/sc~et~ ~equency 
components. These metrics, by themse]ves a:e not w/de.]y used. howe~r, the t/me 
domain me~r/c EPNL, used by the FAA {FAR 36 cert~caUon daUi), is based upon Lhe 
measured PNLT leve~. 

Maximum Noise Level The h/ghent no/se k-re/reached during the flyover ~s, not 
surpr/smgly, c~Ued the "Maximum Noise LeveA," or ~-_= Lmax Is usmdly measured m 
~ As ~n a/rcra~ approaches, the sound of the alrcri~ beans ~o rlse above amblent 
noise levels. The closer the a/rcr~t get~ the k)uder It Is unU~ ~he Idrcra/t Is at its closest 
point d~ect]y overhead. The~ as the alrcra/t passe~, the noL-e leve~ decreases unUJ the 

Exhibit _6,9. It/s th/s meU~c to wh/ch people generally Instantmteously ~pond when an 

m~dmum nolle level data. 
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The above presented noise metrics have attempted to quantify community 
response with various noise exposure levels. Based upon these metrics, noise standards 
have been developed. These standards generally are in terms of 24-hour averaging scales 
that are based upon the A-weighted decibel. Extensive research has been conducted on 
human responses to exposure of different levels of community noise. Ut.ilizing these 
metrics and surveys, agencies have developed standards for assessing the compatibiliW 
of various land uses with the noise environment. As would be expected, these metrics and 
standards do not always adequately predict community response to all particular noise 
levels. For example, ,this has occurred with helicopter noise, where adverse community 
response has existed in areas that. based upon LDN assessment criteria, would not be 
considered to have an acoustic problem. 

The purpose of this section is to present information regarding the compatibility 
of various land uses with environmental noise. Nolse/Land use guidelines have been 
produced by a number of Federal and State agencies including the Federal Aviation 
Administration. the Environmental Protection Agency. the American National 
Standards Institute and State and Local agencies. There are other agencies that have 

published noise guidelines including the Federal Highway Administration. the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Defense, The . 
FHWA gnidelines are specifically for highway noise sources and not airports. The other 
agencies’ guidelines are essentially the same as either the FAA or ANSI guidelines. A 
summary of number of these regulations and gnidelines are presented in the following 

paragraphs. 

With respect to airports, most of the administrative actions are taken by the 
Federal Aviation Administration. These laws and regulations provide the basis for local 
development of airport plans, analyses of airport impacts, and enaction of compatibflity 

policies. 

Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, as amended (Public ~,s 91-258 
and 94-353). 

This act estsbllshes the Federal requirements for funding of airport planning under 
the Planning Grant Program (PGP) and airport development under Airport 
Development Aid Program (ADAP). An Airport and Airway "IYust Fund is created to 
pay for these programs and operations of the Federal Aviation system. The general 
types of projects eligible for Federal funding are indicated. Additionally, the Act 
directs the preparation of a National Airport System Plan (NASP) which lists the 
lecation of ah-ports in the national system of airports and the recommended 
development of each. 

Among the conditions for Federal funding are two requirements revolving 
airport/land use compatibility. As a condition to the receipt of ADAP funds, the 
airport sponsor (owner) must, among other things, give assurances regardLng land 
uses in the airport environs that: 

"The aerial approaches to the airport will be adequately cleared and 
protected by removing, lowering, relocating, marking, Itghtlng or 
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~,~,~,w~e ~uuyu¢uty existing a~ort hazards and by preventing the 
establishment or creation of future airport hazards’; 

and ttmt: "Appropriate action, indudlng the adoption of zonlng laws, has 
been or w~l be taken to the extent reasonable, to restrict the use of land 
adjacent to or in the ~mmedlate vicinity of the airport to a~tivttles and 
purposes compatible with normal a~rport operations, including landing 
and takeoff of alrcraft." 

(The authorization for funding under PGP and ADAP e~-pired in October 1980 and as 

of early 1982 Congress has not enacted new legislation. Previous funding was 
provided at a rate of 90% Federal to 10% local. There is great uncertainty as to 
future sharing ratios; historically. Federal aid to airpor~ has been available in 
various forms since 1946 with local matching requirements ranging from I0 to 

Federal Avku~lon Regulations, Part 36, "Noise Standards: Aircraft Type and 

Airworthiness Cert~catton’. 

Origlnally adopted in 1960. FAR Part 36 prescribes noise standards for issuance of 
new aircraft type certificates. Part 36 prescribes limiting noise levels for 
certification of new types of propeller-drlven, small airplanes as well as for 
transport category, large airplanes. Subsequent amendments extended the    , 
standards to certain newly produced aircraft of older type designs. Other 

amendments have at various times extended the required compliance dates. 
Although aircraft meeting Part 36 standards are noticeably quieter than many of 
the aircraft then and now flying, the regulations make no determination that such 
aircraft are acceptably quiet for operation at any given airport, 

The FAA has considered adopting certification noise standards for helicopters. 
These standards would be similar to the FAR Part 36 standards now in place for 
fixed wing commercial and general aviation aircraft. While a similar standard is 
under consideration for helicopters, it is not expected to be adopted in the near 
future. 

U.S. Department of Defense Air Installations Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ~ 
Program SECNA VINST I I 010.11. 

The Department:of Defense initiated the AICUZ program to protect the public’s 
health, safety, and welfare and to prevent civilian encroachment from degrading 
the operational capabil/ty of military air installatlons. The AICUZ progr~hn 
recommends land uses which wll/be compatible with noise levels, accident 
potential and flight elearance requirements associated with military airfield 
operations. 

U.S. Department of Transportation Avtatlon No~se Abatement Policy. 

This policy, adopted in 1976, sets forth the noise abatement authorities and 
responsibilities of the Federal Government, airport proprietors, State and Local 
governments, the air carriers, afr travelers and shippers, and airport area residents 
and prospective residents. The basic thrust of the pollcy is that the FAA’s role is 
primarily one of regulating noise at its source (the aircraft) plus supporting local 
efforts to develop airport noise abatement plans. The FAA will give high priority in 
the allocation of ADAP funds to projects designed to ensure compatible use of land 



near airports, but it ks the role of State and Local governments and airport 
proprietors to. undertake the land use and operational actions necessary to. promote 
compatibility. 

Aviation Safety and Nalse Abatement Act of 1979. 

Further weight was given to the FAA’s supporting role in nokse compatibility 
planning by congressional enaction of this legkslatlon. Among the stated purposes 

of this act is ~l’o provide assistance to airport operatom to prepare and carry out 
noise compatibility programs". The law establlshes funding for noise compatibility 
planning and sets the requirements by which airport operators can appby for 
funding. The law does not require any airport to deveAop a noise compatibility 
program. 

Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 150, "Air Nokse Comlmttbillty Planning’. 

As a means of implementing the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement AcL the FAA 

adopted Regulations on Airport Noise Compatibility Planning Programs. These 
regulations are spelled out tn FAR Part 150. As part of the FAR Part 150 Noise 
Control program, the FAA published noise and land use compatibility charts to be 
used for land use planning with respect to aircraft noise. An expanded version of 
this chart appears in Aviation Circular 150/5020-1 (dated August 5, 1983) and ks 

reproduced in Exhibit 6-14. These guidelines represent recommendations to local 
authorities for determining acceptability and permissibility of land uses. The 
guidelines specify a maximum amount of noise exposure (in terms of the cumulative 
noise metric LDN) that will be considered acceptable or compatible to people in 
living and working areas. 

These noise levels are derived from case histories involving aircraft noise problems 
at civilian and military airports and the resultant community response. Note that 
residential land use ks deemed acceptable for noise exposures up to 65 LDN. 
Recreational areas are also considered acceptable for noise levels up to 65 LDN (with 
certain exceptions for sport activity areas that are allowed higher noise levels). 
Note that these recreational noise level guidelines are intended for application to 
zoning of land use around an existing airport as opposed to assessing impacts in a 
wilderness setting. Several important notes appear for the FAA guidelines 
including one which indicates that ultimately "the respansibtllty for determining 
the acceptability and permissible land uses remains with the local authorities." 

Federal Aviation Order 5050.4 and Directive 1050.1 for Environmental Analysts 
of Aircraft Nokse Around ALrports. 

The FAA has developed guidelines (Order 5050.4D) for the environmental analysis 
of airports. Federal requirements now dictate that increases in noise levels in noise 
sensitive land uses of over 1.5 LDN within the 65 LDN contour are considered 
significant (I050.1A Directive 12.21.83}. For noise sensitive land uses that show an 
increase in noise over 1.5 LDN, Time Above noise levels are to be presented. 
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FAA Noise Assessment Guidelines 



o Federal Avlat~on Order 5050.2 for the Environmental Assessment of New 
Heliports.                                                        " 

The FAA in December 1983 provided specific guidelines to planners of heliports in 
"Noise A~sessment Guidelines for New Heliports". (Ref: AC 150/5020-2). This 
Aviation Circular has been withdrawn, but does illustrate a method of predicting 
impacts from aircraft noise. This document provides a means o~ compatibLllty 
determination in terms of the 24 hour LEQ noise level (LEQ(24)). The criteria 
specifies that the "maximum recommended cumulative sound level due to the 
proposed operations of helicopters at a new site should not exceed the ambient noise 
level already present in the community at the site of the proposed hellport~. In other 
words, that the average cumulative helicopter noise not exceed the ambient noise 
levels that ah-eady exist. 

o Environmental Protection Agency, "Information on Levels of Envlronmental 
Noise Requisite to Protect Publfc Health and We,’are wfth an Adequate Margin of 
Safety’. 

In March 1974 the EPA published a ver~ important document (EPA, 1974) entitled 
"Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health 
and Welfare With an Adequate Margin of Safety" (EPA 550/9-74-004). In this 
document, 55 LDN is described as the requisite level with an adequate margin of 
safety for areas with outdoor uses, this includes residences, and recreational areas. " 
These guidelines are presented in Exhibit 6-15. This document does not constitute 
EPA regulations or standards. Rather, it is intended t~ "provide State and Local 
govemmenls as well as the Federal Government and the private sector with an 
informational point of departure for the purpose of decislon-making". Note that 
these levels were developed for suburban type uses. In some urban settings, the noise 
levels will be sfgnificanfly above this level, while in some wilderness settings, the 
noise levels will be well below this level. The EPA "levels document" does not 
constitute a standard, specification or regulation, but identifies safe levels of 
environmental noise exposure without consideration for economic cost for 
achieving these levels. 

o American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has published "Sound Level 
Descriptdrs for Determination of Compatible Land Uses," ANSI $3.23-1980. May 30, 

1980. As part of this document ANSI published a "for information only" land use 
compatibility guidelines. Note: Residential land use with outdoor uses me 
compatible to marginally compatible with noise exposures up to 65 LDN. 

Cal~fornla Norse P/arming ~n Land Use Act (Cal([ornta Government Code. 
Division I, Section 65302). 

The State of California guidelines are presented here for iLlustrative purposes.The 
requirement that a noise element be included in local general plans was established 
by this act. Airports are amon~ the noise sources specifically to be analyzed. Noise 
contours, express~ in terms of e~ther CNEL or LDN, am to be shown down to 60 dB. 
The State requires each City and County to"adopt Noise Elements of their General 
Plans. Such Noise Elements must contain a NolselLand Use compatibility matrix. 
A recommended {but not mandatory} matrix is presented in the "Guidelines for the 
Preparation and Content of Noise Elements of the General Plan." {Office of Noise 
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Control. Califomla Department of Health. February 1976). Exhibit 6-16 presents 
this recommended matri~ Most Cities and Counties have adopted 65 LDN as the 

noise assessment criteria for residential land uses. Some Cities have set a criteria 

as low as 60 LDN, 

Cal(]’ornla Airport Noise Standards (Cal(]’ornta Administrative Code, Title 21, 

Sections 5000 et seq.). 

These standards are promulgated in accordance with Section 21669 of the Public 
Utilities Code. "The regulations are designed to cause the airport proprietor, aircral 
operator, local governments, pilots, and the (Division of Aeronautics) to work 
cooperatively to diminish noise. The regulations accomplish these ends by 
controlling and reducing the noise in communities in the vicinity of airports". 

Limitations on airport noise in residential communities are established. Effective 
January 1. 1986. no noncompatible land uses are to be located within areas subject 

to a Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) of 65 dl~k or greater. [The 65 CNEL is 
e~sentially identical to a yearly day-Night Average Sound Level, Ldn, of 65 dBA.} 

"i~e land uses which are deemed compatible include agriculture, airport property. 
industrial property, commercial property, property subject to an avigation 
easement for noise, zoned open space, and acoustically insulated high-rise 

apartments. 

When originally adopted, the State Noise Standards also included single-even~ noise 

limits. The single-event standards, however, were challenged In Federal court and 
subsequently were struck down in Air Trans~)ort Association v. Crotti as being a 
preemption of Federal authority. 

Cal~ornta Nolse Insulation Standards (C..al{fomfa Administrative Code. Title 25, 
Section 28). 

These standards, applicable to new hotels, motels, apartment houses, and dwellings 
other than detached slngle-family dwellings, state that "Interior community noise 
equivalent levels (CNEL) with windows closed, ath’ibutable to exterior sources shall 
not exceed an annual CNEL of 45 dB in any habitable room". Furthermore. 
"Residential structures to be located within an annual CNEL contour of 60 require 

an acoustical analysis showing that the slxucture has been designed to limit 
intruding noise to the prescribed allowable levels. CNEL’s shall be as determined by 
the local Jurisdiction in accordance with its local general plan". 

"ing County Norse Ordinance (Mun~Ipal Code Chapter 12.88) 

atrol of noise impacts from transportation noise sources is preempted by Federal 
¯ xnment regulations. This includes noise from aircraft, railroads and vehicles 
’~blic roadways. Local agencies can establish noise limits for non- 
~oration noise sources. These are typically developed as Noise Ordinances. An 

rice is designed to protect residential are,’ts from non-transportation related 
~urees. Although the County Nois~ Ordinance does not apply to aircraR 

can be used to illustrate how these noise levels compare with other levels 
to residential land uses. 

xt or occasional noise such as those associated with stationary noise 
,ot of sufficient volume to exceed community noise standards that are 
~ne averaged scale such as the LDN scale. To account for intermittent 
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SUMMARY OF THE 

ACOUSTICAL ANALYSIS OF FAA ’S AIRSPACE CHANGES 

SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

NOISE MEDIATION COMMrr’I~ 

MestreGreve~ 

Jcmuary 29th, 1990 

Section 1.0 

SUMMARY OF NOISE EFFECTS OF 4-POST PLAN 

At the request of the Noise Mediation Committee. an analys/s oft.he 
potential noise effects from the FAA’s 4-Post plan has been conducted. The purpose of 
the study was to kient~y any changes m noise as a result of the plan. and to suggest 
adjustments to the plan to m~n~rmTe the potential noise effects. Suggested changes to 
the basic concept of the proposed plan were not w/thin the timeframe and scope of this 
study. 

An analysis of the noise L’npacts of a proposed almpace change and the 
prediction of the commtm/ty response to these changes/s a complex task that has rn~ny 
variables that affect the analysis. FL,’st. the exact paths that the aircraft will fly are not 
known, and cannot be known until the plan is actually in operation and the dy~rn~cs 
of the aLrspace evolve. The paths can only be es~rn~ted based upon the procedures 
specked in the proposal. The proposal specflles a/r tra~c procedures, not ground 
tracks. Identical procedures can result in very different ground tracks. It/s also 
possible that the plan could result in subtle changes to existing procedures that are 
supposably unaffected by the plan and could cause changes to the noise environment. 

In addition, the 4-Post plan has not been spect~cally deRned in precise 
detn~l~ relative to areas outside of the 65 LDN contour. Therefore. there is some 
question as to precisely what is being proposed. The ground ~’acks shown in this report 
are our best estimate. The actual ground tracks and the resultant environmental 
effects may ulthnately be very different than those presented here. 

Second. it is not always possible to accurately predict how indiv/dlmt~ will 
respond to noise levels resulting from changes in airspace procedures. The changes 
take place in areas where the noise levels are far below traditional alrcraR noise 
assessment criteria. However, this does not mean that annoyance will not occur. Many 
non-acoustic factors such as listener expectations and prior experience to the aircraft 
noise may actually play a more important role in determ/ning annoyance then the 
level of noise itself. The effects of these factors can be estimated, but the actual 
commtmity response to these changes can not be completely known until the plan itself 
is in operation. 

Third, limited noise assessment criteria is available for the prediction of 
community response to changes m noise relative to this Wpe of noise situation. Noise 
assessment predictors such as LDN have evolved from the study of m-ban land uses in 
the close vicinity of airport. These predictors do not always adequabely describe 
community response to noise from high altitude alrerafL High altitude aircraft noise 
is charac~ by relative low levels of sound of long duration with a low frequency 
component. These sound levels are also located in relative remote settings where the 
ambient noise levels can be very low, 
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Any change tn the fright patterns around an airport are likely to result in 

increased annoyance from aircraft noise independent of an increase in the overall 
noise levels. With new population areas experiencing overflights, some percentage of 
the population will generally be annoyed. Increasing the area of population that is 
exposed to overflights will therefore increase the number of affected individuals. This 
annoyance may not directly relate to the overall level of noise but more to other non- 
acoustic factors. In addition, given the raised level of public awareness as a result of the 
publicity surrounding the plan, it can also be expected that individuals who reside in 

areas where the noise levels do not change may become more aware of the noise and feel 
there has been an increase. 

Utilizing traditional community noise assessment criteria, the analysis of 

the 4-Post plans did not show significant changes to the noise environment- The noise 
levels around Sea-Tac are dominated by departure noise, and the primary changes are 
to the arrival routes. There are no significant changes (defined as greater than 1.5 ~ 
to the annual average LDN noise contour levels out to the 55 LDN contour. 

The contour analysis did show some changes to the 50 LDN contour. In 

terms of changes to the 50 LDN annual contour, areas showing the greatest decrease in 
noise were Vashon and Maury Island. The communities in Seattle surrounding EKiott 

Bay and South Bainbridge Island also experience a decrease in cumulative noise levels. 
Areas showing an increase in noise were Puyallup/Tacoma areas south of the airport " 

and Unlversity/Laurelhurst areas north of the airport. 

Utilizing supplemental assessment methods, areas where increased 

annoyance from aircraft overflights may occur were identified. These supplemental 
predictors do not Judge as to whether these noise levels are excessive, but only predict as 
to if these levels could result in an increase in annoyance, The areas identified by 

these methods may potentially include those areas mentioned above as well as North 
Pierce County south of the airport and Kirkland, Bellevue and east of Lake 
Sammamish north of the airport. It is important to note that at the areas where these 
changes occur, the resultant aircraft noise levels from the 4-Post are generally at or 
below existing ambient noise levels. 

A number of measures to minimize the noise effects of the 4-Post plan have 
been assessed. These measures include: (I) a modified 4-Post during non peak horn’s (2) 
a shift of the East side downwind further to the east during non peak departure hours, 
and (3) a shift of some operations to balance the overall changes to the noise 
environment. These measures will reduce the aircraft noise levels in those areas 
shown to experience an increase in noise. The effect of these measures are included in 
the noise analysis. The noise benefits from these potential measures and their effects 
on the noise projections are identified in Section 2.0. 

The proposed 4-Post plan does include a number of procedures that reduce 
the noise generated by the aircraft. These procedures include the use of higher alUtudes 
for approach, thereby resulting in aircraft overflying areas at higher altitudes with 
lower power and flap settings. In addition, with a sheller number of airerait now 
using the Elliot Bay arrival route, It is anticipated that better utilization of the bay will 
occur. To present a worst case analysis, the potential noise benefits from these 
measures were not included In the estimates. This potential noise benefit could }~educe 

the arrival noise levels by 3 to 5 dI~L~ over what is presented in this analysis. This 
potential benefit would occur at locations greater than an estimated 5 nautical miles 
from touchdown. 

Note - This analysis assumes that the nighttime noise abatement 

procedures for north flow departures is to continue (I 0 p.m. to 6 a.m.). If the nighttime 
noise abatement procedure is removed, the noise levels in North Seattle and the East 
side would be slgnfflcanfly greater than presented in this analysis. The results 

presented in this document would not be the same. 



1.2 

The noise impacts associated with the 4-Post plan were assessed relative to 
various noise assessment er/teria and noise assessment methodologies. These Included 
criteria used by the FAA as well as other agencies use in assessing different types of 
noise environments. A more detailed description of these noise metrics and 
assessment criteria are presented in the attached document titled Background 
Information on Acoustics. 

The analysis relies on three major noise metrics for analysis of noise 
impacts: Day Night Noise Level (LDN), Sound Exlx)sure Level (SEL) and Time Above 
(TA}. All of these metrics are based upon the A-weighted decibel (dBA}. The background 
document contains more detailed descriptions of these and many other noise metrics 
and their applicability to the airport noise setting. 

LDN, the primary metric for analysis, is a so called "cumulative" noise 

metric because it represents a measure of the total noise over a 24- hour period. 

Cumulative noise metrics have been developed to assess community response to noise.. 
They are useful because these scales attempt to combine the loudness of each event, the 
duration of these events, the total number of events and the time of day these events 

occur into one single number rating scale, and are designed to account for the known 
health effects of noise on people. LDN has shown good correlation with community 

response to noise, but as with all predictors, it does not necessary predict community 
response to all types of sound environments. LDN Is used by the FAA, the EPA and 
various other agencies in assessing noise and land use compatibility. 

SEL is a measure of slngle event noise, that describes the loudness of.a single 
flyover regardless of the time of day or the number of such events. SEL also inclu~le~s the 
effect of the duration of the noise event. There &re no noise and land use compatibIllty 
standards in terms of SEL, however, disturbances from aircraft noise (I.e., speech and 
sleep interference) can be related to SEL levels. Experience has shown that many noise 
complaints are the result of some high single event noise and not always a cumulation 

of noise experienced over a given period of time. Thus while overall community 
response to noise may best be described by the cumulative noise metric LDN, the noise 

co.mplaints and annoyance may also related to some episode of high single event noise 
thaf triggers an adverse response, 

Time Above is a measure of the total time that aircraft noise is above some 
specified level. It can be used for example, to describe the total time duration that 
aircraft noise may be audible. While these metric is useful in describing when 
disturbances are likely to occur, there is no acoustic research to support their use. 

The modeled LDN noise contours for existing conditions are presented in 
Exhibits 1-1 through 1-3. Exhibit I-1 shows the existing annual average noise contours 
for 1989. Exhibit 1-2 shows the noise contours for a day where the aircraft are all south 
flow. Exhibit I-3 presents the contours for a day where the aircraft are all north flow. 
The noise contours for the proposed 4-Post plan are shown in Exhibits 1-4 through 1-6. 

Exhibit I-4 presents the proposed 4-Post plan for annual average conditions for 1989 
levels of operations. Exhlbit I-5 presents the south flow noise levels for the 4-Post 
while Exhibit 1-6 presents the north flow noise levels for the 4-Post. 

These exhibits show LDN noIse contours. Noise contours are lines of equal 
noise level. All points on the contour experience equal LDN noise levels. Points 
within a noise contour experience higher noise levels. The modeled LDN noise 
contours for 50, 55, 60,65, 70. 75. and 80 dBA. For the arrival end of the runway for 

either north flow or south flow, the 45 LDN contour is also presented. Because the 
accuracy of modeling decreases further from the airport, the accuracy of the 45 LDN 
contour cannot be supported. 

The following paragraphs assesses the potential noise impacts of the 4-Post 
plan relative to various noise assessment criteria. No endorsement as to the adequacy 
of these criteria in assessing the potential nokse impacts ks inferred through their 
presentation in thls document. 

FAA Noise Assessment Criteria 

~ As a means of implementing the Aviation Safety and Noise 

Abatement Act. the FAA adopted Regulations on Airport Nokse Compatibility Planning 
Programs. The guidelines specify a maximum amount of noise exposure (in terms of 
the cumulative noise metric LDN} that will be considered acceptable to or compatible 
with people in living and working areas. Residential land use is deemed acceptable for 
noise exposures up to 65 LDN. Federal requirements dictate that increases in noise 
levels over 1.5 LDN in noise sensitive land uses within the 65 LDN contour are 
considered significant. 

F-~0eects. No changes greater than 1.5 dBl to the 65 LDN noise contour are 

estimated to occur as a result of the 4-Post plan. All changes to the flight patterns occur 
outside of the closing point of the 65 LDN contour. 

Criteria. A number of other agencies have developed noise and land use 

criteria for residential land use. This criteria is presented here for informational 
purposes. These agencies include the Department of Housing and Urban Development, 

The State of California Airport Noise Regulations and the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI). For example, most cities in the U.S. have adopted the 65 
LDN standard for residential land uses. Limitations on airport noise in residential 
communities are established. Residential land use with outdoor uses are compatible to 
marginally compatible with noise exposures up to 65 LDN. The State of California 
airport noise regulations states that no residential land uses are to be located within 
areas subject to a Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL} of 65 dBA or greater. (The 
65 CNEL is essentially identical to a yearly Day-Night Average Sound Level. Ldn. of 65 
dBA.) 
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F~__ec~__~No changes of the 65 LDN/CNEL noise contour are es~mmted to 

occur as a result of the 4-Post plan. AL! changes to the flight patterns occur outside of 
the closing point of the 65 LDN contour. 

Criteria. In March 1974 the EPA published a very important document 
(EPA. 1974} entitled "Information on Levels of Environmental Noise P~-qulsite to 
Protect Public Health and Welfare With an Adequat~ Margin of Safety", In th~ 
document. 55 LDN is described as. the requis/te level with an adequate margin of safety 
for areas with outdoor uses. this .includes residences, and recreational areas. This 
document does not constitute EPA regulations or standards. Rather, it Is Intended to 
"prov/de State and Local governments as well as the Federal Government and the 
pr/vate sector with an reformational poInt of departure for the purpose of decision- 
making". Note that these levels were developed for suburban type uses. In some urban 
settings, the noise levels will be significantly above this level, while In Some wilderness 
settings, the noise levels w/l] be well below this level. The EPA "levels document" does 
not constitute a standard, specification or regulation, but ldentflles safe levels of 
environmental noise exposure without consideration for economic cost for achieving 
these levels. 

Effects. The 55 LDN noise contour wtU change somewhat as a result of the 4- 
Post plan. The 55 LDN noise contour wtU Increase by less than an LDN of 1.5 dBA. This 
Increase would not be considered significant in terms of change In annual average LDN. 

Expa~_d~ East Coast Plan Nolse Assessment Criteria 

Criteria. In February of 1987. the FAA implemented new airspace 
procedures for the New York area airports (Kennedy, La Guardia. and Newark). The 
EECP (Expanded East Coast Plan) changed both the amval and departure routes for Jet 
aircraft and resulted in overflights tn new areas and Increases In overflights over other 
areas. This plan resulted in significant complaints. Prior to implementation of the 
plan. the FAA only reviewed the changes to 65 LDN level which showed that there 
should beno impacts. 

As a result of the EECP, studies were undertaken to determine If other 
methods of analysis could have better predicted the adverse community response from 
these changes. The results of that study suggested that Increases to the LDN level over 
exJstlng levels would better identify those areas where annoyance from aircraft 
overflights ts 11kely to occur. Note. this proposed predictor is not designed to determ/ne 
Lf these a/rcraft noise levels are excessive, only to predict where Increased annoyance 
from alreraR overflights mlght be expected to occur as a result of changes to flight 
patterns. 

Effects. The analysis was conducted for the noise environment under south 
flow conditions and for north flow conditions, south flow conditions assume that all 
of the operations for a complete day are to the south {i.e., all affcraft art/re from the 

north and depart to the south), north flow conditions assume that all of the operations 
for a complete day are to the north (i.e., all alreralt art/re from the south and depart to 
the north). 

For south flow conditions, the results showed that. the amval aircraft 
sound levels will Increase over existing atrcraR noise levels to the northeast (CapRal 
HRI, University, LaurelhursL Klrldand & Bellevue). Areas e~q~er/encing a decrease In 
noise are the commtmRles surrounding Ell~ott Bay, South Bainbrldge Island and 
Vashon Island. The change In this area is prlmarfly a result In the new arr/val tracks. 
The arrival LDN noise levels In these areas are In the low 40’s. Assuming that the new 
procedures result In higher altitudes and lower thrusts, these projected affcrafl noise 
levels would be 3 to 5 dBA less. 

Some areas southwest of the airport may experience an Increase In atrcraft 
noise as a result of the changes to the departure tracks. Areas showing a potential 
Increase In no/se are Puyallup. south Federal Way. Tacoma and North Pierce County. 
Vashon and Maury Island showed a decrease In noise. The a/rcraft LDN noise levels In 
these areas are In the high 40’s to low 50’s. 

The same analysis was conducted for north flow operatJons. The amval 
noise levels during north flow condlt/ons may Increase In the Dash Point area. The 
arr/val LDN noise levels In these areas are In the low 40’s. The departure noise levels. 
may Increase in areas east of Lake .Sammamlah. The departure LDN noise levels In 
these areas are In the high 40’s. Areas exper~encing a decrease In departure noise are 
F~rkland. Cougar Mountain and south Bellevue. 

In terms of overall atrcraR noise levels, a number of areas experience an 
Increase in noise for arr/vals and a decrease In no~se for departures so that on an 
annual basis, the overall LDN noise levels is essentially unchanged. This is the case for 
communities of Capital Hill. Klrldand and portions of Bellevue. It is not known ff the 
communlW response will be difl’erent for these different sound envtronments. 

In general, at the areas where these identified changes occur, the resultant 
alrcraR noise levels from the 4-Post are generally at or below existing ambient noise 
levels. Based upon the EECP assessment crlter[a, these areas may experience an 
Increased level of annoyance from a/rcraft noise. However. these changes occur In 
areas where the affcraft noLse levels are generally at or below e.xisting ambient noise 
levels. Note again, this predictor is not designed to determine ff these aircraft noise 
levels are excessive, only to predict where Increased annoyance m/ght be expected to 
O~"CUr. 

CrRcria. The Time Above metr/c is a supplemental metric for as~e~_sIng 
Unpacts of a/reraR noise around airports. The Time Above Index refers to the total 
time In seconds or minutes that alreraR noise exceeds certain ~ noise levels In a 24- 
hour period. It is typically expressed as Tlme Above 75 and 85 ~ sound levels near 
alrports. Levels above 55 dBA can be used to mustrate how much time alrcraR are 
audible. While this Indez is not widely used. It is required by the FAA In env/ronmental 
assessments of at~ort projects that show a slgnRleant Increase In noise levels. There 
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are no noise and land use standards in terms of the Time Above index. However. the 
Time Above data can be used to illustrate how many minutes throughout the day 

aircraft are audible and as to 11" this time will Increase or decrease as a result of t.his 
plan. 

Fd~__~,~ts__ ~ The results of the Time Above analysis shows some Increase in the 

audible duration of aircraft events. There is no noise assessment criteria to determine 
ff these increases are considered significant. For example the minutes per day that 
aircraft will be audible (assumed in this analysis as the Time Above 55 ~ in 
Laurelhurst will increase from appra~rnat~y 10 to 25 l~LnuteS per day. In the North 
Pierce County area. the time durations will increase about the same. This is more than 
a doubling of the time above levels. However, it Is important toput these numbers into 

Part as high as 700 minutes per perspective. The Tlme Above periods In the    150 area are 
day. In Beacon Hill, the Time Above 55 dBA level is 130 minutes per day. 

CHterla, Control of noise impacts from transportatio.n noise so~cc~a~t.is 
preempted by Federal government re.gulatio.ns..This includes no~_e~,,u~_~m_.mr~2.~^~ 
railroads and vehieles on public roaaways. Loca~ age, noes can esmDa~lz 
limits for various land uses, The King County Ordinance is designed to protect 
residential areas from non-transportation related noise sources. 

Although the County Noise Ordinance does not apply to aircraft noise, it can 
be used to illustrate how these noise levels compare with other levels common to 
residential land uses. The King County Noise Ordinance contains different sound level 
restrictions for different land uses. with rural areas being the lowest. 

Ordinances are generally written in terms of a median noise level limit that 
cannot be exceeded. It is expressed as the noise level that cannot be exceeded by more 
than 30 minutes in any hour. This level is designed to control the noise from constant 
types of sounds. Intermittent or occasional sounds are conU, olled by noise limits for 
shorter durations. For example the level that can not be exceeded for 15 minutes in any 
hour or 5 minutes in any hour. Because these noises would be of less duration, the noise 
limit level is not as restrictive as with the median noise level 11mR. 

The limits for the King County’s Noise Ordinance(residential land use 
adjacent to residential land use) are 55 dBA for the median level and 70 dBA for sounds 
up to 1.5 minutes per hour. The limit for King County’s Ordinance is 10 dBA more 
restrictive in the nighttime. The levels contained in the ordinance are designed to 
protect the sound environment for residential land uses and are indicative of a quiet 
residential environment. A more detailed description of this ordinance is contained in 
in the Background on Noise Section. 

F_d)’ects. In areas that show some Increase in noise, these noise levels are 

compared with the levels contained in the King County Noise Ordinance.. Fo.r the. 
departure changes, the noise levels from these aircraft m-e generally greater man m 
contained In the Ordinance. This includes the 3 Polar flights to the north, and the 
Portland and Alaska flight to the south, For areas experiencing arrival changes (i.e., 
LaureLhursL Kirkland and Bellevue) these noise levels would generally be below the 

levels contained within the noise ordinance. 
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Single Event Analysis 

Criteria. Single event analysis refers to the noise levels associated with 
single overflights of an aircraft. The issue of single event noise levels is important to 
discuss as a separaie topic from Day Night Noise Levels (LDN) metric because of the 
inherent differences between sIngle event and cumulative noise metrics. While the 
cumulative noise metrics have been demonstrated to correspond well with overaIl 
community ratings of the noise environment, it is often the noise associated with a 
single event flyover that generates a complaint or an immediate adverse response. Said 
another way. while the total noise exposur~ as described by the cumulative noise metric 
serves as the basis for a pe~on’s Judgment of the noise environment, it is a single event 
interference with some activity that people will use to express their immediate ¢on~cem 
over noise. 

There are no recommended SEL standards or criteria. The SEL 
contours are presented only to help understand the extent to which single event 
noise levels, outside the LDN contours, contribute to edverse community s-esponse 
and how this will be affected bythe proposed plan, Choosing the single event 
ValUes tO esti-r~ate potential distux’banee is purely intuitive. The 80 SEL represents 

a boundary for which maximum noise levels reach about G5 dBA. Given that 
normal face to face speech communication is in the range of 65 dBA and that 
television listening levels In the home are about 70 to 7G dB~ the 80 SEL contour 
represents a level at which communication interference probably starts to occur 
and complaints start to become more acute. This is particularly true for summer 
time. when the weather is mild and people have their windows and doors open. 
This has generally been found to be the case with the majority of the noise 
complaint areas around Sea-Tac. Most areas experiencing complaints at Sea-Tac 
have single event noise levels greater than and SEL of 85 dBA, Remote areas 
experiencing complaints at Sea-Tac generally have single event noise levels 
greater than an SEL of 80 dBA. 

Indoor noise level~ are reduced by about 10 dl3A reXative to outdoor 
noise levels with windows and doors open. An outdoor 80 SEL would mean an 
indoor SEL of 70 and Corresponding maximum noise levels of about 55 dBA. This 
is the range in which we expect sleep interference to start to occm’. With windows 
closed, typical construction reduces the indoor noise levels by an additional 10 
dBA. (At locations exl~osed to high altitude overflights, the aircraft noise levels 
are predominately low frequency, so that the building attenuation may be down to 
as low as 15 dBAL Therefore. with windows closed, sleep disturbances typically 
start to occur as low as an SEL of 85 dBA. 

Single event noise contours are presented for example flight traeka for 
current conditions and for with the proposed 4-Post conditions. Exhibit 1-7 
presents the sample tracks for departures under current conditions. Exhibit 1-8 
presents the sample tracks for an-ivais for current conditions. Exhibit 1-9 
presents sample single event levels for departures for the proposed 4-Post plan. 
Exhibit 1-10 shows the sample single event levels for arrivals for the preposed 
Post plan. Note that the benefits f~om the higher altitudes as a result of the 4-Post 
procedures are not tocluded In these projections. 
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The departure single event contours present the 80, 85, 90. 95 and 100 
SEL noise level. The arrival single event contours present the 75,80, 85 and 90 
SEL noise level. Note that these exhibits are not intended to represent the single 
event noise levels from all of the flight tracks but only show a typical track for 
each of the desth’mtlons and origins for turbo-Jet operaUons at Sea-Tac. These 
single event noise levels are presented for the 727-200/JI’SD-15QN (stage length 2) 
aircraft. The same aircraft is used for all ~-acks. This represents a typical noise 
level for one of the loudest aircraft that operations at the airport. 

F-~’ects. The single event analysis for departure changes are shown in 
Exhibits 1-7 and 1-9 for current conditions and 4-Post conditions respectively. 
The results show that SEL levels will exceed 80 dBAin some of the areas exposed to 
new departure flight tracks. These areas include south of Puyallup, North Pierce 
County, University dist.rlct, and areas East of Lake Samm~rn~.~h, The primary 
departure change area for north floWis a new departure track straight north ( Note 
that there are only three aircraft per day on this track), and the Suma departures 
(East turn) go further to the east before turning south. The shifting of the Alaska 
flights further to the southwest before turning north and the shifting of the 
Portland flights straight to the south results in single event levels that are 
sufficient to result in some annoyance. 

The single event noise levels for typical tracks m’e shown in Exhibits 1- 
8 and 1-10 for current conditions and 4-Post conditions respectively. The single 
event noise levels where arrival changes occur are generally below an SEL of 75 
dBA. These levels are below levels thatsingle event disturbances occur start to 
occur. However, with a large number of operations, these levels could result in 
some increased annoyance. 

Criteria. A traditional criteria for assessing the benefits of a noise 
control proposal or impacts from an airport development plan is the number of 
people within a noise contour. The goal being to minimize the number of 
individuals within a noise contour. Historically this has been in terms of 
population within the 65 LDN contour. 

F-~’ects. The Part 150 Noise Study for Sea-Tac estlra~tes 70,240 people 
live within the 65 LDN annual noise contour. This number is not estimated to 
change as a result of this propo~I. The population between the 50 and 65 LDN 
contours was also estimated for the current and the 4-Post conditions (Note, this 
was a rough approximation). The estlmates axe that 380.000 people reside within 

the 50 LDN noise contour. This is estimated to increase by appruximately 3 
percent. The increase is primarily a result of the shifting of some flights to a more 
populated area. In terms of nolse assessment criteria, this increase is not 
considered significant, 



Current Conditions 
Exhibit I-2 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) Januaq, 18. IS90 

Exhibit 1-3 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (North Flow) Current Conditions J~nu~y 18. 



Proposed 4-Post Conditions Janua~ 18, 1990 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (Annual Average) 

Proposed 4-Post Conditions 
Exhibit 1-5 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) 

J~nua~ iS. 1990 



Exhibit 1"6 
1989 Ldn Noise Contours (North Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 

Exhibit 1- 7 

Sample Departure SEL Noise Levels (727-200/15QN) 
Current Conditions 



Exhibit 1- 8 
Sample Arrival SEL Noise Levels (727-200/15QN) 

Current Conditions 

Exhibit 1- 10 
Sample Arrival SEL Noise Levels (727-200/15QN) Proposed 4-Post Conditions 

January 29. t990 



Section 2.0 

ASSUMPTIONS ZN ANALYZING THE FAA 4-POS~I" PLAN 

The existing ground tracks are presented for comparative purposes relative 
t~ the FAA’s 4-Post Plan. The ground tracks for Jets on south flow and north flow are 

shown in Exhibit 2-1 and Exhibit 2-2 respectively. The existing tracks for the 
propeller aircraft a~e shown for south flow in Exhibit 2-3 and north flow in Exhibit 2- 
4. These tracks represent a grouping of typlcal tracks, and by no means represent all 

of the tracks that are flown by the aircraft. This is especially true with the propeller 
aircraft, that show a much wider variation in the flight tracks. These flight tracks 
illustrate how ~ght tracks are developed for noise modeling purposes. Multiple 
tracks represent greater dispersion of the aircraft. 

2.2 FAA "s Environmental Assessment Description of the 4-Post Plan 

The Environmental Assessment of the 4-Post plan, prepared by the FAA. 
contained a description of the procedures specified as part of the plan. These 
procedures are reproduced in the following paragraphs. 

1. Seattle ARTCC shall make route and sector changes needed to eliminate high 
altitude crossings east of Ephrata, Washington. affecting Seattle arrivals and 
departures. As a minimum, these changes shall include: 

~ . Turb~.,Jet_.ArrivaI Flow~: Fixed non-runway sensitive arrival flows will 
e over me ulympia VORTAC, the JAKSN Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 

020 radial/40-mile DME fix). the RADDY Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 
101 radial/39-mfle DME fL~. and JAWBN Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 
307 radlal/42-mile DME fix). 

b. ’Turbojet DepmCure Flows: Fixed non-runway sensitive departure flows 
will be over the Paine VOR. the Tatoosh VORTAC, and along the Seattle 

VORTAC 069, 143. and 227 radials. 

2. Seattle ATCT shall establish turbojet departure flows to Join Seattle ARTCC 
departure flows over the Paine VOR. the Tatoosh VORTAC, and along the Seattle 
VORTAC 069. 143. and 227 radi~l~. Departure procedures shall include, as a 
minimum: 
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a. SOUTH FIOW: Traffic permitting. Turbojet aircraft departing Runway 
] 6, shall not be turned (radar vectored) untfl the aircraft Is at or above 
3.000 feet MSL and is at least 5 nautical miles south of the airport. 

b. NORTHFLOW: Traffic permlttingi 

I). Turbojet aircraft depart~g runway 34 and making a right turn east 
or southeast bound shafl be turned offthe initial departure course, 
only after the aircraft is at or above 4,000 feet MSL and has reached 
the Seattle VORTAC 8-mfle DME arc. 

2). Maximize use of the Duwamlsh Industrial Corridor for noise 
mitigation by assuring that turbojet aircraft departing runway 34 
and making a left turn northwest or southwest bound be turned off 
the Irdtial departure course at Boeing Field/King County Airport and 
radar vectored over Elliott Bay then to Join the appropriate 
departure route. 

ACTION: Seattle ATCT shall implement arrival flows in accordance with 
procedures defined in Seattle Tower Airspace Study "Seattle Arrival and 
Departures Routes; Simulation, Analysis, Recommendations". under 
Alternative A (page 43). Turbojet Arrival Flows will be from over the 
Olympia VORTAC, the JAKSN Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 020 
radlal/40-mIIe DME fix), the RADDY Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 101 . 
radial/39-mfle DME ILx), and the JAWBN Intersection (Seattle VORTAC 
307 radial/42-rnile DME fix). As a minimum, arrival procedures will 
include: 

North and South Flows: 

I). For the purpose of noise mitigation, arriving aircraft will be kept as high as 
possible consistent with optimum descent profiles and operational dictates. 

2). To the extent possible, arriving turboprop aircraft witi follow the same 
approximate flight tracks as turbojet aircraft, to reduce adverse noise effects of 
random routing at low altitudes. 

b. South Flow:. 

I). During south flow visual approach conditions, whdn there is no conflicting 
,traffic. turbojet arrivals from the Northwest and Southwest arrival fixes wifl be 
placed on a rlght-base leg over Efliott Bay to reduce adverse noise effects on 
Westslde neighborhoods and assure maximum use of the Duwamish River 
industrial corridor. 

2). During south flow operations, turbojet arrivals from the Northeast and 
Southeast arrival fixes will be positioned so as to be established on the Runway 
16 final approach course, no closer to the airport than State Route 520 (I 1.0 
nautical miles north) and no lower than 5,000 feet MSL, to assure a stabilized, 
low-power approach and minimize flight at low altitude. 

3). Traffic permitting, turbojet aircraR on the "Long Leg" tracks, wfll be turned to 
a downwind leg at the Seattle VOKTAC I01 radial/8-mfle D/VIE fix or the 8-mile 
DME fix on a direct course from the Olympia VORTAC to the Seattle VORTAC. at 
or above I 1,000 feet MSL. as appropriate. 

c. North Flow:. 

Traffic permitting, turbojet aircraft on the "Long Leg" tracks, will be turned to a 
downwind leg at the Seattle VORTAC 020 radlal/8-mlle DME fix or the Seattle 
VORTAC 307 radial/8-mile DME fix, at or above I 1.000 feet MSL. as appropriate. 

2.3 ModellnflAssum~ti~a 

Based upon the procedures presented above, the flight tracks that may result 
from the 4-Post plan have been developed. Note, that this is only an estimate, and the 
actual tracks may be different than those presented here. Exhibits 2-5 and 2-6 present 
the flight tracks for Jets for south flow and north flow respectively. Exhibits 2-7 and 2- 
8 present the flight tracks for the propeller aircraft for south flow and north flow. 
Additional assumptions are listed below. 

¯ The analysis assumes that aircraft arriving Sea-Tac during south flow conditions 
will utilize ERiott Bay at least to the level that occurs during current conditions. 
To present a worst case analysis, potential noise benefits from better u~1~7~tion of 
the bay were not included in the modeling analysis. This benefit could reduce the 
projected LDN noise levels in the communities surrounding Efliott Bay by I to 4 
dBA (for a south flow day). 

¯ During south flow conditions, it is conservatively assumed that poor visibility 
weather occurs 30 % of the time and aircraft will utilize the ILS and not use Elliott 
Bay. 

¯ The nighttime noise abatement procedures for north flow departures is assumed to 
continue (10 p.m. to 6 a.m.). If the nighttime noise abatement procedure is 

removed, the the noise levels in North Seattle and the East side would be 
slgnlficanfly greater than presented in this analysis. The LDN noise levels would 
increase by and additional 1 to 1.5 dBA. In combination with the other increases 
in noise that occur as part of the proposal, this would be a significant increase in 
noise. 

¯ The analysis assumes that no tunneling of departures will be required under this 
plan. 

¯ The analysis assumes that no other changes to the departure tracks will occur 
other than, those shown on the attached flight track maps. 

To present a worst case analysis, the potential noise benefits from higher altitudes 
and reduced thrust on approach were not included in the estimates. This potential 
noise benefit could reduce the arrival noise levels by 3 to 5 dBA over what is 

presented in this analysis. This potential benefit would occur at locations greater 
than an estimated 5 nautical miles from touchdown. 

The analysis ~ssumes 63% south flow and 37 % north flow. This is assumed to 
remain unchanged as a result of this proposal. 

Commuter aircraft arrivals are assumed to be in the same an’Ival pattern as the 
turbo-Jet aircraft at an altitude of I000 feet lower. The analysis conservatively 
assumed that 50 percent of the commuter arrivals will still use existing arrival 
patterns. 
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to estimate the numoer 
data is presented in Table 2-1, 

Table 2.1 

(~ 98o Turbojet Aircro~ .~ " 

Origin/Destination Daffy Departures 

Northeast 64 

Portland 30 

San Francisco Bay Area Airports 38 

So. California & South East 
72 

Polar 3 

North Airports 9 

Alaska/Orient 32 

Total 

248 

Aircraft Diverted as a Result of _ 
Nighttime Noise Abatement Procedures 15     / 

estimated to shift 50 percent of the night arrivals that would arrive over 
North Seattle now reverting to the old procedures. This measure reduces 
the increases in arrival LDN noise levels in the University area by 
approximately 1 dBA. 

¯ The 4-Post plan proposed that during north flow conditions, those turbo 
Jet aircraft with Billingham and Vancouver destinations will be directed 
straight north. Currently these alrcrall depart northeast bound over 
Kirldand. The 4-Pest plan currently proposes to shift these a~aft from 
straight north, to Elliott Bay and then up the sound. This is a total of 9 
turbojet afrcraft per day. All of these aircraft are daytime operatfons. 
This reduces the LDN noise levels in the Capital Hill area to no increase in 
noise. 

¯ Portland. San Francisco Bay area, Alaska and the Orient departures on 
south flow were more concentrated over the Dash Point area than occurs 
with current procedures. This measure proposed to disperse the flight 
tracks over a wider area. as occurs with current conditions, to minimize 
the increase in any one area. This reduces the increase in the Dash Point 
area, however, the noise levels will still increase in area further to the 
Southwest of Dash Point. 

Moving the east downwind further to the east during lower departure 
times is designed to reduce the number of overflights in the Bellevue area. 
It was assumed that 20 percent of the arrivals could be shifted to the east. 
by this proposal. This reduces the LDN noise levels in these east side 

neighborhoods by approximately 0.5 dB 

2.4 Review of Potential Modifications to 4.Post Plan 

Measures to n~inimlze the potential increases in noise have been analyzed 
and are included as part of thls review. These measures include: (1) modified 4-Post 

increases in noise anO {;~J moving me ess~ aownwmu ~u~ ~.~.. ,,, -.~            o 
peak hour periods. Each of these measures, and their effects on the noise contour are 
summarized in the following paragraphs. 

¯ The assumptions include a modified 4-Post plan during non-peak periods. 
During non-peak periods south flow aircraft will essentiaffy revert back 

W the current arrival procedures through E~_ott Bay. It is estimated that 
this can occur when arrivals are 18 or less. °Ires was conservatively 
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Exhibit 2-1 
Flight Track Map - Jets (South Flow) Current Conditions January 18. tg~JO 

January 18, 1990 
Exhibit 2-2, 

Current Conditions 
Flight Track Map - Jets (North Flow) 



Exhibit 2-3 
Right Track Map - Props (South Flow) 

January 18. 1990 Current Conditions 

January 18, 1990 
Exhibit 2-4 
Right Track Map - Props (North Flow) Current Conditions 



Exhibit 2-5 
Flight Track Map - Jets (South Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions Janua~ 18, 1990 

Exhibit 2-6 
Flight Track Map - Jets (North Flow) Proposed 4-Post Conditions January 18. 1990 



Exhibit 2-7 
Flight Track Map - Props (South Flow) 

Proposed 4-Post Conditions 

Exhibit 2-8 
Right Track Map - Props (North Flow) 

t, _ Jrroposeo 4-Post Conditions 



The Sky Is Filling 
Airlsorts will be crowded from now to Neu, Year~, but j~t u~it tffl the 19~0~ 



submitted on behalf of the 

1850 M Street, N.W.~ 
Suite 1000 ..... 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

January 30, 1990 

COMMENTS OF THE CITY OF MERCER ISLAND ON THE 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR -PROPOSED 
CHANGES TO AIR TRAFFIC ARRIVAL ’AND DEPARTURE ~. 

ROUTES AT SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT"    ’ 

Pursuant:to the provisions of the’~.’Natlonal Envlr°nmental~ 
Policy Act of~1969 ("NEPA"), 42 U.S.C.~..§’.~’4321 et sea., and the~ 
regulations of the Councll for Envlronmen~al Quality ("CEQ"}, 40 
C.F.R. § 1500 et sea., The City of Mercers.!sland, Washington (the 
"City" or -Mercer Island") hereby submits’ Uommente with regard 
the ~raft Envlronmental Assessment ("EA")for -Proposed Changes to 
Air Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport." The City further requests that the Federal 
Aviation Administration ("FAA"} prepare-a comprehensive and 
complete Envlronmental Impact Statement ("EIS") on the proposed 
changes that are the subject of the draft EA.. We also direct yDur 
attention to the various exhibits submitted in support of these 
comments, copies of which are attached in separate appendices 

INTRODUCTION ~ 

NEPA, the CEQ regulations and the FAA’s own regulations 
require the FAA to consider fully the environmental impacts of its 
actions. The purpose of NEPA is to -insure that the agency has 
considered the environmental consequences", of its proposed 
activities, strvcker’8 Say Neluhborhood Council. Inc. v. Karlen, 
444 U.S. 223, 227 (1980). The first step in the NEPA process is 
to assess the environmental impacts of the action in question. 
The FAA then must prepare a full EIS if "substantial questions are 
raised" as to whether the proposed federal action "may cause 
significant degradation of some human environmental factor." City 
~nd County of San Francisco v. United States, 615 F.2d 498, 500 
(gth Cir. 1980) (quoting ~Itv of Davis v. Coleman, 521 F.2d 661, 
673 (gth Cir. 1975)) (emphaSlsl in original).. 

On or about November 15, 1989, the Northwest Mountain Regional 
Office of the FAA issued an Airspaoe. Study entitled "Seattle 
Arrival    and    Departure    Routes;    .Simulation,    Analysis, 
Recommendations." The study examined 13 alternative flight path 
changes for the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport ("Sea-Tat" or 
"Airport") and recommended that one of these alternatives be 
Implemented (referred to herein as the "Four Post Plan"). The new 
flight paths are designed to increase capacity for commerclal 
aircraft operations during peak hours. 

On or about December 24, 1989 the FAA issued the draft EA 
referenced above. Notwlthstandlngthe fact that the Airspace Study 
was designed to assess alternative flight tracks from the 
standpoint of capacity and never was intended to focus on 
environmental impacts, the noise and envlronmental analysis 
Included in the draft EA essentlally was identical to that 



contained in the Airspace Study.~ Indeed, it is clear that no 
further actual environmental review was performed as part of the 
Environmental Assessment process beyond that already done as part 
of the Airspace Study. See. e.a.. Exhibit A, an FAA internal 
memorandum requesting that the Regional Environmental Officer 
merely confirm the conclusion of the Airspace Study as the 
"environmental review" for the EA. See also Exhibit B, theone 
sentence response of the Environmental Officer. 

As stated both in the Airspace Study and theEA, there is only 
one purpose of the proposed Four Post Plan: to increase the 
capacity of Sea-Tac to handle commercial aircraft. Airspace Study 
at Executive S,mmary~ EAat i. The FAAhas recognized, by drafting 
the EA in the first instance, that if it wants to fulfill ~hls 
supposed need by Implementlng the Plan, it must conduct an 
environmental review. In attempting to fulfill this requirement, 
however, the FAA has issued an EA which violates NEPA, the CEQ 
regulatlons and its own environmental review regulations. Our 
specific objections to the draft EA are set forth below. 

I. The Noise ,’Analysis" Performed By The FAA 
Violates The Auencv’s Own Regulations 

A. Reuulred Noise Analyses 

FAA regulations identify the type of noise analysis required 
to be performed as part of an EA: "The environmental assessment 
identifies if there is a change in cumulative noise exposure as 
the result of the proposed action. The change in cumulative noise 
exposure can be expressed as (1) the change in Ldn in a noise 
sensitive area or (2) the relative change in cumulative contour 
area." FAA Order I050.1D, Attachment 2, ~ l(b). 

A "noise sensitive area" is defined by FAA Order 1050.1D, ~ 
5(h) as: 

An area in which aircraft noise may interfere 
with the normal activities associated withuse 
of the land. Noise sensitive area may include 
residential    neighborhoods,     educatlonal, 
health, and religious structures and sites and 
outdoor recreational, cultural, and historic 
sites.     Whether noise interferes with a 
particular use depends upon the level of noise 
exposure received and the type of activities 
involved (emphasis added). 

~ The Airspace Study contains a six paragraph -NolseAnalysls" 
and an equally scant section entltled .Environmental Impacts." 

Nothing in the regulatlons states that noise sensitive areas 
are found only within the 65 Ldn contour existing prior to the 
proposed action. On the contrary, the regulatlons require the FAA 
to examine the levels of anticipated noise in relatlon to the types 
of areas in which the noise will be heard, such as a quiet 
neighborhood or heavy industrlal area, and the type of activities 
occurring in that area. Id. 

In addition, FAA regulatlons require a specific methodology 
for performing the EA’s mandatory nolse analysis: "Noise analyses 
may be accompllshed by computer simulatlon techniques, by actual 
noise measurements, or by a co~binatlon of both." FAA Order 
1050.1D, Attachment 2, ~ l(a). FAAregulatlons further state: "Thk 
calculation of Ldn at specific noise sensitive areas is used by ~AA 
to perform Inltial analyses. The FAA’s Integrated Noise Model 
(INM} or an FAA-approved equlvalent computer model is reuulred to 
perform the noise sensitive area analysis."    Id. at (b)(1) 
(emphasis added). 

B. The EA Contains None of the Reuulred Noise Analyses 

The so-called EA prepared on the Sea-Tac Four Post Plan 
contains none of ~the types of noise analyses required by FAA 
regulatlons. Speciflcally, the FAA: 

1. Failed to monitor and measure noise as part of its noise 
"analysis" of the proposed Four Post Plan; 

2. Failed to undertake computer slmulation of the noise 
impacts (Ldnor any other type of metric) of the proposed Four Post 
Plan; 

3~ Failed to express cumulative noise exposure in terms of 
either a change in Ldn in noise sensitive areas or the relatlve 
change in the cumulative contour area; and 

4. Failed even to address the factors which are inputs to 
the INM. 

EA at 16-17.~ 

~ The INM model attempts to measure the noise impact of 
partlcular actions, such as a change in fllght tracks, through 
consideration of certain factors which establish the level of noise 
that will emanate from an aircraft in a certain area. These 
factors include the number of aircraft, the type of aircraft, 
fllght tracks, altitudes, and locatlon. Most of these factors were 
ignored in the EA. 



Instead of preparing analyses required under FAA regulations, 
the Agency merely determined and confessed that .[c]oncluslons 
regarding noise impact are not possible other than general 
observations regarding the location of the ground tracks." Id. at 
17. The fact is, however, that the development of INMcontours and 
additional -conclusions regarding noise impact" are by no means 
impossible. In fact, preliminary INMmodsling of the impact of the 
Four Post Plan already has been performed by a noise consultant. 
Se~ discussion below. Moreover, internal FAAdocuments reveal that 
the FAA’s failure to comply with the noise analyses requi~.~der 
FAA Order 1050.1D was unrelated to any scientific impossiD111~y. 

In a memorandum addressing a proposal to undertake h 
comprehensive environmental review of the Four Post Plan, the ~ir 
Traffic Division of the FAA’s Northwest Regional Office reported: 

To apply the procedure as proposed would 
require untold man hours. We will be required 
to accumulate information for the INS [sic] 
calculation to develop the noise -footprint". 
Determining the ambient noise levels along 
communities of a proposed route will also take 
countless hours. Air Traffic does not have 
the man hours or current expertise to 
accomplish what is being proposed. 

Exhibit C. Thus, the required regulatory noise analysls was not, 
as the EAreported, impossible, but merely a heavier technical and 
administrative burden than the FAA wanted to bear.     The 
requirements of NEPA may not be ignored merely because the task of 
determining whether a particular federal action will harm the human 
environment may be time-consuming. 

C.’ The FAA Failed To Determine If Regulatory Thresholds 
Deflninu -Siunlflcant Imnacts" Would Be Reached 

The FAA’s failure to conduct statutorily required noise 
analyses allowed it to avoid a potential finding that the noise 
impact of the Four Post Plan was envlronmentally significant. 
Although significant noise impacts can be measured in a number of 
ways, FAA regulations recognize two levels of measurement which 
represent uncontrovertibly -significant" environmental impacts. 
FAA regulations state that "[a] significant increase in noise is 
based on reduction of distance between aircraft and noise sensitive 
areas of more than 20 percent." FAA Order 1050.1D, App. 4, 
(3)(f). The Agency°s regulations further provide that a 1.5 or 
more Ldn increase in a noise sensitive area constitutes a threshold 
of significance. FAA Order 1050.1D, Attachment 2, 11(b)(1}. 

Because the EA did not utilize any computer modeling or 
conduct any noise analysis whatsoever, the FAA failed to determine 

whether there will be a 20 percent reduction in distance between 
the rerouted aircraft and any noise sensitive area. The FAA 
further failed to determine whether there will be a 1.5 or more 
Ldn increase in noise sensitive areas, such as quiet residential 
neighborhoods, schools and hospitals. 

it is a fundamental requirement of NEPA that an agency may not 
use its lack of information as a basis for stating that it found 
no significant environmental impacts and concludlng that an EIS is 
not required.     "By so focusing agency attention [on the 
environment], NEPA ensures that the agency will not act on 
incomplete information, only to regret its decision after it is 
too late to correct." Marsh v. Oreoon Natural Resources Council~ 
109 S.Ct. 1851, 1858 (1989). The FAA is "required to do sufficient 
investigation to be able to determine the types and potential 
magnitude of environmental impacts that can be expected from the 
proposed action." McDowell v. Schlesinaer, 404 F. Supp. 221, 250 
(W.D. Mo. 1975). 

The FAA may not avoid a regulatory determination of a 
"significant" noise impact slmply by failing to study the Ldn 
increases or the reduction in distance under the new flight tracks. 
NEPA does not countenance a "see no evil" approach to the 
assessment of the envlronmental impacts of a federal action. In 
the absence of a noise analysls in full compliance with FAA 
regulations, the draft EA is seriously flawed. 

II. The FAA’s Assumption That No Significant Noise Impacts 
~11 Occur Is Incorrect And Reoulres Further Study 

The EAmakes clear that the cities and communities east of the 
Airport will experience new flight tracks and increased noise. The 
EA admits that "It]he environment affected by the present and 
proposed air traffic routlngs to and from the Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport encompasses the entire Puuet Sound Basin." 
EA at 55 (emphasis added}. The EA also states that the preferred 
procedure (Demonstration 3) will "create turbojet arrlval tracks 
along the east side of Lake Washington where none presently exist." 
EA at 22.    The EA further admits that -patterns of [noise] 
distribution will change outside the 65 Ldn contour." EA.at ii. 

A review of exhibits 3 to 6 to the EA readily reveals that 
under both the north and south flow, the proposed Four Post Plan 
involves flight tracks dlrectly over Mercer Island (Exhibits 4, 6) 
where none presently exist (Exhibits 3, 5).~    Addltionally, 

~ The FAA may contend that the flight tracks depicted on 
Exhibits 3-6 of the EA are not precise and can not be relled upon 
to determine the impacts on a particular area. That, of course, 
is part of the problem. The EA is so vague as to where the fllght 



according to statements made at the November 16, 1989 publlc 
meeting by Temple H. Johnson, Jr., Manager, Air Traffic Division 
for the Northwest Region of the FAA, the Plan includes a new 
eastward turn that will bring 72 aircraft per day over Mercer 
Island at approximately 3,000 feet. See also Exhibit D. Under 
these circumstanoes, it is clear that noise will increase over 
Mercer Island and other east side cities and that computer 
generated noise contours would reflect such changes. Such changes 
already have been documented. 

Notwlthstandingthe absence of specific information in the EA 
regarding the Four Post flight tracks, reasonable approximations 
of noise impacts can be predlctedthroughthe use of the FAA’s INM~ 
Attached at Exhibit E is a noise analysis of the proposed Four~ost 
Plan prepared by Mestre Greys, the noise consultant for the Sea- 
Tac Noise Mediation Process. Despite the fact that this analysis 
did not Include in its modeling the FAA’s announced llfting of the 
curfew on eastward turns or the increased aircraft operations that 
would accompany the Plan -- both of which would cause the noise 
contours northeast of the airport to grow even larger -- the 
computerized analysls unequivocally shows that noise contours to 
the northeast will increase. The computer analysls shows that 
cities to the east of the Airport will experience as much as a 45 
percent increase in noise under Four Post south flow procedures and 
as much as a 2000 percent increase in the number of overfllghts. 
Exhibit E, 9. 

Even the inadequate EApubllshed by the FAA demonstrates that 
there will in fact be significant noise increases in noise 

tracks will be, at what altltudesthe aircraft will be flylng, and 
what areas will be affected, that~It is difficult to determine with 
any degree of certainty what impacts will occur. An EA which is 
unduly vague as to the material elements of the federal action will 
not support a finding of no significant envlronmental impact. An 
EA must "provide sufficient evidence and analysis for determining 
whether to prepare an environmental impact statement or a finding 
of no significant impact." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9(a)(1). See also 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. Andrus, 594 F.2d 872, 883 (ist 
Cir. 1979) (quoting~, 482 F.2d 1282, 1284-85 (1st Cir. 
1973)) (An EA must "fully explicate its course of inquiry, its 
analysis and its reasonlng.")S Save the Yaak Comm. v. Block, 840 
F.2d 714, 717 (gth Cir. 1988) (quoting The Steamboaters v. FERC, 
759 F.2d 1382, 1393 (gth Cir. 1985)) ("lAin agency’s decision not 
to prepare an EIS will be considered unreasonable if the agency 
fails to ’supply a convincing statement of reasons why potentlal 
effects are insignificant.’"}, amid, 18 E.L.R. 20869 (gth Cir. 
1988}; ~, 482 F.2d at 1284. The EA on the Four Post 
Plan lacks sufficient detail to support a determination that the 
environment may not be affected slgnlflcantly. 
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sensitive areas. These facts may not be ignored simply on the 
basis of the FAA’s insistence that the Four Post Plan will not 
alter the existing 65 Ldn contour, even if that would be the case. 

III. The FAA May Not Ignore Noise Impacts Simply Because 
They Occur Outside The Exlstlna 65 Ldn Contour 

Instead of followlng its own regulations and preparing an 
actual noise analysis, the FAAmerelyassumedthat the existing 65 
Ldn noise contour would not change as a result of the new flight 
tracks and further assumed that no one outside the existing 65 Ldn 
contour possibly could suffer from significant noise impacts. Th~ 
sum total of the envlronmental assessment of noise impacts of.the 
Four Post Plan is stated in the EA at ill: 

Proposed changes associated with any of the 
alternatives occur beyond the ends of the 
current DNL 65 and greater noise exposure 
contours and at altitudes above 3,000 feet 
above ground, therefore DNL and greater noise 
exposure contours will not change. Given that 
the DNL 65 and greater noise contours do not 
change as a result of the Implementatlon of 
the proposed action, all locations outside the 
DNL 65 contour remain compatible with the 
airport.~ 

The EA concludes that since the current 65 Ldn contour 
stretches aDoroxlmatelv 6.25 to 6.82 miles from the end of the 
runway (depending on direction), and the new aircraft flight tracks 
begin aDDroxlmatelv 7 miles from the end of the runway, there will 
be no change to the 64 Ldn contour. In other words, the EAassumes 
that since the Four Post fllght tracks will be marginally outside 
of the 65 Ldn contour, no change to that contour will occur. 

The FAA’s assumption that the 65 Ldn contour will not change 
is flawed analytically. For example, the Agency did not take into 
account the addltional aircraft that would be making use of the 
increased capacity at the Airport -- a factor that certainly would 
increase the size of the 65 Ldn contour. Without the requisite 
noise modeling, it is Imposslble to determine the accuracy of the 
FAA’s assertion that the 65 Ldn contour will remain unchanged. The 
FAA may not simply abandon its own noise modeling requirements by 
assumlnu that the existing 65 Ldn contour will not change. "An 
’agency cannot         avoid its statutory responsibilltles under 

~ See also Exhibit F, written comments made to the Mediation 
Process by Temple Johnson: "The proposed procedures do not change 
existing noise contours." 



NEPA merely by asserting that an activity it wishes to pursue will 
have an insignificant effect on the environment.’"     The 
Steamboaters v. FERC, 759 F.2dat 1393 (quoting TownshID of Lower 
~lowavs Creek v. Public Serv. Electric & Gas Co., 687 F.2d 732, 
741 (3d Cir. 1982)). The assnmptions made in the draft EA on the 
proposed Four Post Plan are unsupported and represent an utter 
disregard for the type of environmental analysis required under 
NEPA and the Agency’s own regulations. 

In any case, even if the FAA’s assnmptlonthat noise will not 
increase within the 65 Ldn contour were (a) based on actual noise 
modeling and (b) correct, it still would not cure the glaring 
defects of the EA. The FAA may not ignore all environmenta~ 
impacts of its actions simply because they may occur outsid~ of 
the existing 65 Ldn contour. 

Ao The FAAMust Determine the Noise Impacts of the Four Post 
Plan for Areas Outside the Existina 65 Ldn Contour 

1. NEPA Demands that the FAAAssess Impacts Beyond the 
65 Ldn Contour 

As outlined above, the EA demonstrates that both flight tracks 
and noise will increase over communities east of the Airport. The 
FAA has refused to quantify the increases in noise on the grounds 
that such increases will occur outside the existing 65 Ldn contour. 
In other words, the FAA has presumed the per se environmental 
insignificance of increases in noise which occur over areas within 
the 64 Ldn contour. 

The Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") developed and 
standardized the noise measurements for aircraft operations that 
were.adopted by the FAA. An explanation of the use of the 65 Ldn 
contour as the threshold for unacceptable land use in and around 
an airport was included by the EPA in its seminal document entitled 
,,Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect 
Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety." 
Exhibit G. While the EPA recognized the 65 Ldn contour as the 
general threshold for unacceptable land use, the Agency further 
determined that for outdoor areas in residential neighborhoods, a 
level of aircraft noise at 55 Ldn or below was Eeauired in order 
to protect Dubllc health and welfare. 

The EPA recently reemphasized its position on aircraft noise 
analyses in comments submitted to the FAA: 

The major area of concern to EPA in the Part 
150 requlation is the complete absence of 
consideration of possible noise impacts 
outside the zones encompassed within DNL 
values of 65 dB and above.    Both from the 

standpoint of "highly annoyed" residents in 
the areas between Ldn 55 and 65 and of certain 
repeated disruptive single events (e.g., sleep 
interruptions, classroom disturbance, etc.}, 
substantial noise impacts can occur outside 
the Ldn 65 contour.     The criteria for 
annoyance above Ldn 55 are well known . . 

Exhibit H. The EPA concluded that noise impacts within the 55 Ldn 
contour as well as single event noise levels should be part of any 
FAA analysis of the environmental impacts of aircraft noise. See 
Exhibit I. 

The FAA may not continue to ignore the well reasoned .and 
scientifically supported position of the EPA and adhere instead to 
its unsupportable position that significant noise impacts can not 
possibly occur, even over a noise sensitive area, outside of the 
65 Ldn contour. The EPA’s recent observations should persuade the 
FAA to reexamine its slavish devotion to the 65 Ldn contour 
threshold in general, and the FAA’s refusal in this partlcular case 
to examine noise impacts below the 65 Ldn level or on a single 
event basis. 

FAA And State Regulations Demand That The 
FAA Assess Impacts Beyond The 65 Ldn Contour 

The FAA’s own regulations statethat a "noise sensitive area," 
an area in which aircraft noise may interfere with normal 
activities, is not llmited to those within the 65 Ldn contour. FAA 
Order 1050.1D, ~ 5(h). Indeed, FAA guidelines recognize that 
significant noise impacts may occur outside the 65 Ldn, 
particularly in neighborhoods with low ambient noise levels: 
"Although all land uses may be considered as normally compatlble 
with noise levels less than 65 Ldn contour, local needs and values 
may dictate further delineation based on specific local 
requirements or determinations as well as low ambient levels." 
Exhibit J, 22. 

FAA regulatlons further reauire the Agency to defer to, and 
utillze, state and local noise standards to determine whether the 
impacts of noise in the environment are "significant": 

The responslbillty for determining the 
acceptable and permissible land uses and the 
relatlonshlp between specific properties and 
specific noise contours rests with the local 
authorities.    ~AA determinations under FAR 
Part 150 are not intended to substitute 
~erallv determined land uses for those 
determined to be appropriate by local 
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~uthorlties in response to locally determined 
needs and values in achieving noise compatible 
land uses. 

14 C.F.R. Part 150, App. A, Table 1 explanatory note (emphasis 
added). 

Thus, even the questlonable assumption that the 65 Ldn noise 
contour depicts the threshold of significant noise should not apply 
in a case where a state or locality has determined that a lesser 
threshold exists for a partlcular community or for particular land 
uses. In such a case, the FAA must defer to the state or local 
determination of "significant" noise and analyze the noise impact~ 
in the environment according to the local standard of significance: 

For the purpose of compiiance with this part, 
all land uses are considered to be compatible 
with noise levels less than Ldn 65 dB. Local 
needs or values may dictate further 
delineations based on local requirements or 
determinations ~ 

14 C.F.R. Part 150, App. A, § A150.10i(d). FAAregulations, which 
leave to local residents the determination of -significant" noise 
in a local environment, implement the congresslonal intent that 
deference be given to local noise mitigation planning decisions - 
- especially those that affect residential neighborhoods. See S. 
Rep. No. 96-52, 96th Congress, 2nd Sees., ~ 1980 U.S. 
Code Cong. & Admln. News 89, 91o92, 99-102. 

The Washington State Noise Control Act, ch. 70.107 et sea., 
authorizes the State Department of Ecology to "adopt by rule 
maximum noise levels permissible in identified environments." 
Wash. Rev. Code § 70.107.030. The Washington State Department of 
Ecology adopted maximum permlsslble noise levels for residentlal, 
commercial and industrial areas in Chapter 173-60 oft he Washington 
Administrative Code.~ These noise levels are Washington State’s 

~ The Department of Ecology identlfiedthree environments for 
noise regulation, class A (resldential areas), class B (commercial 
and recreation land}, and class C (industrial areas). Wash. Admin. 
Code § 173-60-030(1}. For class A land, the maximum permissible 
noise levels are 55 dBAfrom noise sources in class A land, 57 dBA 
from class B sources of noise, and 60 dBA from class C sources of 
noise. Wash. Admln. Code§ 173-60-040(2)(a). Noise levels greater 
than the maxlmumpermisslble levels are permitted for brief periods 
of time. The maximum permissible noise level can be exceeded by 
5 dBA for a total of fifteen minutes in any one-hour period; by 10 
dBA for a total of five minutes in any one-hour perlod~ and by 15 
dBA for a total of 1.5 minutes in any one-hour period. Wash. 
Admin. Code § 173-60-040(2}(c). 
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determination oft he threshold of significant noise for each of the 
identified envlronments.~ 

In this case, the State of Washington has determined that 
single-event noise levels greater than 55 dBA in residential 
neighborhood~ are significant and are subject to State regulation 
and control.= Thus, the FAA’s reliance on the 65 Ldn contour, an 
average of noise far greater than 55 dBA, as the threshold of 
significant noise, is arbitrary, capricious, and not authorized by 
federal regulatlons.     The FAA must, according to its own 
regulations, defer to local noise standards and analyze the noise 
impacts of the preferred alternatlve for all nelghborhood~ 
experiencing 55 dBA or greater noise levels. 

The FAA’s failure in this case to follow its own regulatlons 
requiring it to analyze noise impacts in areas outside the 65 Ldn 
contour renders this partlcular violation of NEPA partlcularly 
flagrant and objectionable. As discussed above, the FAA chose not 
to measure ambient noise levels in communities affected by the Four 
Post Plan because it would involve too many man hours. Exhibit C. 
The FAA also chose to ignore local regulations on permi~slble 
levels of noise. The FAAmay not rely on its inaction to avoid the 
application of its own regulations. FAA regulations require the 
Agency to look to the circumstances of the specific community to 
determine acceptable noise levels. That clearly was not done for 
Sea-Tac, where the FAA knows full well the significant noise 
impacts that can occur outside the 65 Ldn contour. 

B. The Seattle Area Already Has Experienced Significant 
Noise Problems In Areas Outside The 65 Ldn Contour 

In 1987, as a result of numerous complaints about aircraft 
noise from citizens of Seattle and the east side cities, the Joint 

~ While the Washington Administrative Code exempts "[s]ounds 
originating from aircraft in fllght" from regulation, Wash. Admln. 
Code § 173-60-050(4}(b), the exemption from ~ does not 
affect the State’s determination of the significance of average 
noise levels in residential neighborhoods. 

~ Between 10:00 p.m. and 7 a.m., each of the maximum 
permlsslble noise levels is Eeduced by 10 dBA. Wash. Admln. Code 
§ 173-60-040(2)(b). Thus, for residential neighborhoods, the 
threshold level of significant noise during the evening hours is 
as low as 45 dBA. 
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Committee on Aircraft Overfllghts (the "commlttee"),~ under the 
sponsorship of the Port of Seattle, proposed a test of modified 
flight tracks over parts of the east side. The purpose of the 
modified tracks was to "scatter" fllghte over the east side which 
normally were confined to a concentrated area, dispersing the noise 
over a larger geographical area. Subsequently, the FAAadoptedthe 
recommendation and implemented the "scatter" plan test. 

The standard flight plan routed aircraft north to a specified 
altitude and then directed the flights to turn east between the 
Lake Washington floatlng bridges. The proposed -scatter" pattern 
allowed aircraft to turn east upon reaching an altitude of 4,000 
feet. Due to varying airoraft characteristics such as weight an~ 
rate of climb, aircraft would reach 4,000 feet at different 
locations, but all approximately between the cities of Kirkland 
and Renton. Under normal conditions the east turn was made more 
than six and one half miles from the airport (outside of the 65 Ldn 
contour). During the test, the turn was made between approxlmately 
four and twelve miles from thealrport, also largely outside of the 
65 Ldn contour. The "scatter" test was in effect for seventeen 
days, interspersed with standard flight pattern days.    At the 
conclusion of the test, two independent consultants prepared 
reports concerning a noise analysis of the test and the perceived 
noise effects of the test. See Exhibits K and L. 

Although the ,’scatter" plan never was adopted on a permanent 
basis, data gleaned from the experiment clearly demonstrated that 
significant noise impacts occur in the Seattle area from aircraft 
flying over 3,000 feet and outside of the 65 Ldn contour. During 
the test the volume of complaints in affected areas outside the 65 
Ldn concerning aircraft noise rose dramatically. A report from 
Sea-Tac’s Aircraft Noise Hotline (which entertains noise 
complaints), reveals that calls objecting to aircraft noise 
increased during the test period 888 percent compared with the same 
period one year earlier. Exhibit M. The Committee determined not 
to recommend permanent implementation of the .scatter" plan because 
the data established that "the benefit to areas under the old 
flight pattern was insignificant, while many areas received 
siunlficant new noise." Exhibit N, Introduction, 2 (emphasis 
added). 

The FAA itself has recognized that significant noise impacts 
occur at Sea-Tac outside the 65 Ldn contour and from aircraft 

~ The Committee was composed of citizen representatives of 
King County and Kitsap county and one representative each from the 
Airline Pilots Association and the Air Transport Assoolation. Non- 
voting participants who served in an advisory capacity were the 
Manager of the SeaTao Air Traffic Control Tower, a representative 
from the King County Environmental Health Department, and various 
technlcal advisors from the Port of Seattle’s staff. 
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flylng above 3,000 feet. Commenting on the envirormental review 
process for the Four Post Plan, the Agency reported: 

We find that community reaction and perceived 
impacts are not necessarily related to decibel 
levels. That is, numerous noise complalnts 
are received from areas well outside the 
standard 65 dB footprint .... [Tie carry 
out the proposed [environmental] review 
process on all proposed actions which 
routinely route air traffic over noise 
sensitive area at altitudes up to 18,000 feet 
AGL will not ensure less noise complaints. 

Exhibit C. The memo went on to state that -procedures above 3,000 
feet AGL are not categorically excluded (from environmental 
analysis). They must be reviewed for extraordinary circumstances 
and/or noise sensitive areas." Id. 

The FAA clearly has shirked its responsibility to assess the 
noise impacts of the Four Post Plan for the entire affected area 
(which it defines as the entire Puget Sound Basin), particularly 
those areas where the Plan admittedly will cause an increase in 
noise.    The failure of the FAA to follow EPA and State of 
Washington standards on noise impacts, along with the hlstory of 
significant noise problems in east side communities, renders the 
EA’s strict adherence to the 65 Ldn threshold arbitrary and 
capricious and a violation of NEPA. 

C. The FAA May Not Avoid The Required Environmental 
Review By Designing The New Flight Tracks So As To 
Barely Avoid Self-Imposed Thresholds For Significant 
~nvironmental Impact 

While an agency may promulgate guidellnes for determining when 
significant environmental impacts will occur, such guldelines are 
not absolute standards which have the forceand effect of law. 65 
Ldn is not a magic, level at which the scientific community 
preclsely has determined the human environment will be affected. 
Thus, when an agency specifically designs a federal action so as 
to barely avoid its self-created and arbitrary thresholds for 
defining significant impact, boththe letter and the spirit of NEPA 
is violated. 

The fallacy behind using FAA-created thresholds as absolute 
cut-ells for determining whether significant environmental impacts 
will occur was discussed in a recent report of the United States 
General Accounting Office ("GAO"). The GAO examined the FAA’s 
regulations which allowed it to exclude from envlronmental 
examination any flight track changes occurring at an altitude above 
3,000 feet. It was the FAA’s position that such "high altitude" 
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flight track changes would not affect slgnificantly the human 
environment. The GAO repor~determlnedthatthere was no basis for 
asserting that significant noise impacts would not occur from 
aircraft flylng over 3,000. feet and that no one at the FAA could 
provide any basis for thepromulgatlon oft he 3,000 foot exclusion. 
Exhibit O, 33.           .~,~i~,!!       " 

Slmilar concluslons can be reached concerning the 65 Ldn 
threshold.    In light of the fact that the EPA, which first 
developed the 65 Ldn threshold, would not itself apply that 
threshold over quiet neighborhoods such as those in communities on 
the east side of Sea-Tat, it hardly can be said that the 65 Ldn 
contour is an absolute threshold for concluding whether or nob 
significant environmental impacts will occur. 

Examining the EA, it is e~ident that the FAAdeslgned its Four 
Post Plan so as to barely come under the wire of the 65 Ldn 
threshold. The EA concludes that since all changes in flight 
procedures under the Four Post Plan would be occurring more than 
approximately seven miles from the end of the runways, and since 
the existing 65 Ldn contour stretches only 6.82 miles from the end 
of the runways, there could be no significant noise increase within 
the 65 Ldn contour. 

The FAAalso attempted to make use of the 3,000 foot exclusion 
in creating the Four Post Plan. According to the EA, "departures 
will initlally use existing routes until reaching 3,000’, then be 
routed between the arrival routes." EA at 17. As the quote from 
page iii of the EA (see p.7, supra) demonstrates, the fact that the 
Four Post Plan did not involve flight track changes under 3,000 
feet was part of the basis for the EA’s concluslon that the Plan 
would result in no significant noise impacts. 

It is absurd for the FAA to assert that significant noise 
impacts at once may occur within the 65 Ldn contour and from 
aircraft flying under 3,000 feet, but not within the 64 Ldn contour 
from aircraft flying at 3,001 feet. The FAA has ignored both the 
EPA’s pronouncement that noise analyses should include the 55 Ldn 
contour, and its own recognitlonthat significant noise effects do 
occur outside of the 65 Ldn contour and from aircraft flying above 
3,000 feet.     Under these circumstances, the FAA’s action 
constitutes a blatant attempt to avoid the environmental analysis 
required by NEPA. The FAA may not avoid the mandates of NEPA by 
designing its actions barely to avoid its own arbitrarydefinitlons 
of significant environmental impact.~ 

IV. FAA Regulations Require an Environmental 
Impact Statement on the Four Post Plan 

A. The FAA May Not Choose Which 
Envlronmental Impacts To S~udv 

FAA Order 1050.1D, ~ 37(a) llsts a number of circumstancee 
under which an Environmental Impact Statement is required. Undez 
this regulatlon, an EIS shall be prepared if the FAA action 
question: 

(1) Has an effect that is not mlnlmal on properties protected 
under Section 4(f) of the DOT Act, or Section 106 of t~e 
Historic Preservation Act. 

(2) Has a significant impact on natural, ecological, 
cultural, or scenic resources of National, State, or 
local significance, including endangered species or 
wetlands, floodplains, and coastal zones. 

(3) Is highly controverslal with respect to the 
availability of adequate relocatlon housing.      (A 
controversy over the amount of acquisition or relocatlon 
payments is not a controversy with respect to the 
availabillty of relocatlon housing). 

(4) Causes substantlal division or disruption of an 
establlshed community, or disrupts orderly, planned 
development, or is determined not to be reasonably 
consistent with plans or goals that have been adopted by 
the community in which the project is located. 

(5) Causes a significant increase in surface traffic 
congestion. 

(6) Has a significant impact on noise levels of noise 
sensitive areas. 

(7) Has a significant impact on air quallty or violates 
the standards for air quallty of the Envlronmental 
Protection Agency or an affected locality or State. 

(8) Has a significant impact on water quality or may 
contaminate a publicwater supply system. 

(9) Is inconsistent with an Federal, State, or local law 
or determination relating to the environment. 

(i0) Directly or Indirectly affects human beings by 
~ For documents relatlng to the above-described noise issues creating a significant impact on the environment. 

at Sea-Tac, see Exhibits W-FF. 
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(11) Has a significant impact on prime or unique 
farmlands or farmlands of state or local importance. 

Except fort he EA’s inadequate assessment of the noise impact 
of the Four Post Plan and a passing reference tot he effects on air 
quality (discussed infra), the EA fails to address any of the 
provisions listed above. The EA never mentions § 4(f) lands, 
effects on water quallty, consistency with state or local law, or 
other environmental areas of concern. Indeed, the EAaffirmatively 
states: "The discussion to follow [on environmental impacts] is 
limited to the topics of noise, energy resources,.and air quality 
because only these three topics apply to aircraft arrival and 
departure procedures." EA at 56. 

The FAA may not select which potential environmental impacts 
are worthy of study. Its own regulatlons set out the types of 
impacts that must be reviewed. These potential impacts may not be 
ignored because the FAAhas determined that they have no relevance 
to flight tracks. More Importantly, the FAA’s assumptions about 
what might or might not be affected by new flight tracks are 
incorrect.    The courts, for example, have made it clear that 
Section 4(f) public lands may be impacted by aircraft, automobiles, 
or other objects that never actually enter onto the 4(f) land. 
See, e.q., ¢oalitlon A~ainst Raised R~resswav. Inc. v. Dole, 835 
F.2d 803 (llth Cir. 1988); ~tlzen Advocates for Responsibl~ 
Expansion, Inc. (I-CARE) v. Dole. 770 F.2d 423 (Sth Cir. 1985); 
Monroe County Conservation Council, Inc. v. Adams, 566 F.2d 419 (2d 
Cir. 1977), 9ert. denied, 435 U.S. 1006 (1978). Thus, flight track 
changes which cause aircraft to fly over or near parkland would 
reuuire an EIS. The FAAmay not, therefore, refrain from studying 
as part of the EA whether the Four Post Plan "[h]as an effect that 
is not minimal on properties protected under Section 4(f) of the 
DOT Act, or Section 106 Of the Historic Preservation Act." FAA 
Order 1050.1D, ~ 37(a)(I). 

Because the various elements of FAAOrder 1050.1D, ¶ 37(a) are 
not addressed in the EA, it is impossible to determine whether they 
are present and, therefore, whether an EIS is reuuired under FAA 
regulations. Thus, the EA on the Sea-Tac Four Post Plan is 
inadequate on its face. 

Thorough Review of the Various Elements 
Listed Under FAA Order 1040.1D ~ 37(a) 
Would Establish That An EIS Is Reuulred 

For an EIS to be required, a municipality or a citizen does 
not have to prove that there will in fact be specific environmental 
impacts. Save the Yaak Comm. v. Block, 840 F.2d at 717; Sierra 
Club v. Marsh, 769 F.2d 868, 870 (ist Cir. 1985)~ 91tv of Davis v. 
�0leman, 521 F.2d 661, 673 (gth Cir. 1975}. On the contrary, the 
very purpose of NEPA is to have the oovernment examine the 
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potentlal environmental effects of a project or action. Set forth 
below are just two examples of why, if the FAA were to prepare a 
proper draft EA, it would have to conclude that an EIS is required 
under FAA order 1050.1D, ~ 37(a). 

The Four Post Plan Is Inconsistent 
With A Relevant State Determination 

FAA Order 1050.1D, ~ 37(a)(9) requires an EIS if the Agency’s 
proposed action is "inconsistent with a Federal, State, or local 
law or determination relating to the environment" (emphasis’added). 
The Four Post Plan proposed by the FAA alters fllght tracks in ~ 
manner which admittedly would increase noise outside the 65 J~n 
contour. Such action, along with the FAA’s total indifference to 
noise impacts outside the 65 Ldn contour, is wholly inconsistent 
with environmental determinations set forth under Washington State 
law (discussed above).    Under these circumstances, an EIS is 
required. Id. 

The Four Post Plan Will Cause A Substantial 
Division Or Disruption of Established 
Communities And Is Inconsistent With Plans 
And Goals Adopted By Various Communities 

As the EA reports, "[s]ince 1970, the FAA has worked with 
local governments and the Port of Seattle to establish local air 
traffic control procedures which, in many cases, subordinated air 
traffic efficiency to noise abatement procedures which limited 
turbojet aircraft overflights to certain areas of the Seattle 
Metropolitan Area." EA at i. As an outgrowth of this long-held 
cooperative process as well as the scatter test described above, 
the Port of Seattle funded what is commonly known as the Sea-Tac 
Mediation Process. Under this process, the Port of Seattle, the 
airlines, various community groups, affected Jurisdictions and the 
FAA have been working together to create a comprehensive noise 
mitigation plan for Sea-Tac. See Exhibits P, Q, and R, generally 
describing the Mediation Process and its work. 

As part of the Mediation Process, the participants agreed to 
an agenda to address noise mitigation in three stages. Initially, 
the Process was to consider methods to reduce overall aircraft 
noise by such means as requirements for quleter planes. The second 
stage was to involve ways to reduce noise at particular times of 
the day through such means as curfews or hourly limits. Finally, 
the Mediation Process was scheduled to address flight tracks and 
other matters affecting the geographic distribution of noise. 
Exhibit S. With the FAA in agreement, the Mediation Process 
purposefully decided to save the flight tracks issue for last 
because it is the most potentlally divisive for Sea-Tac’s 
surrounding communities and because each community could better 
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assess (and hopefully be more agreeable to) the. noise ef~e?ts, o~ 
alternate flight tracks on their community if noise as a wno~e nau 
been reduced as a result of the first two steps. 

Despite the FAA’s full participation in the Mediation Process, 
it chose to ignore twenty years of community involvement in noise 
mitigation (in partlcular on flight track issues} and the well 
reasoned schedule of the Mediation Process and unilaterally issued 
flight track changes substantially affecting particular 
communities. In light of the history of community Involvement and 
the existing Mediation Process, it is clear that in the Seattle 
area the FAA’s imposition of new flight tracks will cause "a 
substantial division or disruption of an established community ... 
[and is not] reasonably consistent with plans or goals that have 
been adopted by the community in which the project is located." 
FAA Order 1050.1D, ¶ 37(a)(4).    Accordingly, an EIS is mandated 
pursuant to the FAA’s own regulatlons. 

V. An EIS Is Required For A Permanent Change 
In Fliaht Paths Of commercial Aircraft 

Regardless of the application of FAAOrder 1050.1D, ~ 37(a), 
the case law interpreting NEPA mandates the preparation of an EIS 
for permanent alterations in flight tracks. In ~itv of Irvlnu v.. 
~_~, 539 F. Supp. 17, 29 (N.D. Tax. 1981}, the FAA changed a 
departure procedure which was developed for noise abatement 
purposes to a new procedure designed to increase capacity at the 
airport. The court concluded that any proposal to make flight 
track changes permanent would require, under NEPA and FAA 
regulations, an EIS. significantly, the court determined that the 
FAA could not avoid preparation of an EIS even though the change 
would not increase total noise, but only would redirect it. 

The permanent change of the departure route 
would have a significant affect upon -the 
quality of the human environment." 

The mere fact that the DFW aircraft noise is 
being moved from one area to another does not 
change this concluslon. 

IdL at 29 (citations omitted). See also Runway 27 Coalitlon. Inc. 
v_~, 679 F. Supp. 95 (D. Mass. 1987). 

The situation in Seattle is almost Dreclselv the same as the 
one addressed by the court in ~Itv of I~rvln~. Here, there is a 
proposal to alter the flight tracks from ones formerly based on 
noise mitigation to tracks designed to maximize capacity. 
Similarly, the proposal will result in fllght tracks being shifted 
to areas where none presently exist, thus introducing noise impacts 
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to new areas. EA at 22. Therefore, under existing case law, a 
full EIS must be prepared. 

VI. Reasonable Alternatives Were Not Considered 

FAA Order 1050.1D, ~ 35(a) requires the FAA to examine all 
reasonable alternatlves to the proposed federal action that 
potentially could result in less environmental impact. As outlined 
at FAA Order I050.1D, ~ 64, the EA must 

inform decislonmakars and the public of the 
reasonable alternatlves which would avoid or 
minimize adverse impacts or enhance the 
quality of the human environment . . ¯ 
rigorously explore and objectively evaluate 
all reasonable alternatives . . ¯ devote 
substantial treatment to each alternative 
considered in detail . . . Include reasonable 
alternatives not within the jurisdiction of 
the lead agency, and include appropriate 
mitigation measures not already Included in 
the proposed action or alternatives. 

As explained above, the EA is nothing more than the Sea-Tac 
Airspace Study with a new cover page; a planning document that the 
Agency has misrepresented as a thorough EA.    Although the EA 
addresses alternatives that will increase capacity, it fails to 
address alternatives that will reduce the envlronmental impacts of 
the Four Post Plan. The EAwas never intended to, and clearly does 
not, satisfy the FAA’s mandate under NEPA that it examine fully all 
reasonable alternatives available to reduce envlronmental impacts. 

There are a myriad of capacity enhancement techniques possible 
at major airports, and at Sea,Tat in particular, that the EA failed 
to address. See Exhibits T, U and V for a discussion of some of 
these techniques. Discussed below is the EA’s failure to address 
just one of the many alternatives. 

The EA states that the capacity problem exists only at peak 
hours, when the alrllnes are trying to maximize use of their hub 
and spoke system of traffic management andprovide to customers 
fllght times they find more convenient. EA at 5. Under the 
reasoning of the EA, if the peak hour fllghts were spread out to 
other hours of the day, there would be no need to institute the 
Four Post Plan. Incredibly, however, the EAdoes not describe any 
consideration of the imposition of scheduling changes or even 
voluntarily altered schedules to reduce peak hour delays. On the 
contrary, the EA reports a refusal even to discuss the issue with 
the airlines. 
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The EA admits that "the FAA has the authority to regulate 
[airline] schedules, as well as to request voluntary agreements 
from t~e airlines .... " EAa~ 15. In this case, the FAA chose 
not to take such a~tion, apparently because it believes the delay 
problem can be solved by making maximum use of the airspace east 
of the Airport.    In other words, without even examining this 
alternatlve, the FAA compromised the health and welfare of the 
citizens surroundingthe airport ln favor of the airlines and their 
passengers and failed to comply with the mandate of NEPA that all 
alternatives that would reduce environmental impact be fully 
explored. 

VII. The EA Does Not Address The C~mulative Impacts and 
Indirect Effects of the New and Altered Flluht Tracks 

The CEQ regulations require that all indirect effects of the 
proposed action be studied as part of the EA. The agency must 
analyze all                          ~                         " 

40 C.F.R. 

[i]ndirect effects, which are caused by the 
action and are later in time or farther 
removed in distance, but are still reasonably 
foreseeable. Indirect effects may include 
g~owth inducinm effects and other effects 
related to induce changes in the pattern of 
land use, population density or growth rate, 
and related effects on air and water and other 
natural systems, including ecosystems. 

§ 1508.8(b) (emphasis added). 

The CEQ regulations define .effects" as follows: 

Effects includes ecological (such as the 
effects on natural resources and on the 
components, structures, and functioning of 
affected ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, 
cultural, economic, social or health, whether 
direct, indirect or cumulative. Effects may 
also include those resultlng from actions 
which may have both beneficlal and detrimental 
effects, even if on balance the agency 
believes that the effect will be beneficial. 

IdL (emphasis added). 

The FAA’s own regulations point out that a crucial question 
in determining whether an EIS is required is what the cumulative 
and indirect impacts of the project willbe. FAA Order I050.1D 
states: 
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An EIS is required not only when the impact of 
the proposed project Itself is significant, 
but also when the ~ impact of the 
proposed project and other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions is 
significant. A series of actions considered 
on an indlvidual bases [sic] may have a 
limited environmental impact, yet, when 
considered together, may have a significant, 
cumulative impact. 

FAA Order 1050.1D, ~ 37(a)(b) (emphasis in orlglnal).    "The 
regulations clearly mandate consideration of the impacts frok 
actions that are not yet proposals and from actions -- p~st, 
present, or future -- that are not themselves subject to the 
requirements of NEPA." Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772 F.2d 1225, 
1243 (Sth Cir. 1985). Indeed, "It]he regulatlons suggest that 
secondary environmental effects might prove more significant than 
proximate effects." Citizens for ResDonslble Area Growth {CRAG~ 
U. Adams, 477 F.Supp. 994, 1002 (D.N.H. 1979) (citing 7 C.F.R. § 
1901.304(a)(b)); See ~Iso City of Davis, 521 F.2d at 677 (quoting 
Fifth Annual Report of the Council on Environmental Oualitv, 410- 
11 (December 1974)} ("While the analysis of secondary effects is 
often more difficult than defining the first-order physical 
effects, it is also indispensable. If impact statements are to be 
useful, they must address the major environmental problems llkely 
to be created by the project."}. 

The EA on the Four Post Plan ignores both recent actions and 
those which are reasonably foreseeable. 

The EA Failed To Consider The Impact 
Of The New Terminal Control Area 

The FAA recently promulgated a new Terminal Control Area 
("TCA") for Sea-Tac that results in certain general aviation 
aircraft flying at a lower altitude than previously permitted. 
The EA mentions nothing about the TCA or how the change in the TCA 
might add to or alter the noise impact of the Four Post Plan. 
Indeed, it is clear from the EA that the assumption that the 65 Ldn 
contour would not change failed to consider the impacts of the new 
TCA. 

2. The EA Failed To Consider The Impact O" -he..~.~ 
Liftinu of the Curfew on East Side Tur 

The EA also fails to consider the FAA’s announc, 
the curfew on east side turns. Since aircraft flying 
p.m. and 7:00 a.m. are assigned a 10 db penalty in 
liftlng of the curfew no doubt will have a slgnlfir 
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the Ldn contours in that area. The lifting of the curfew is a 
connected action which must be addressed in the EA on new fllght 
tracks. 

,3. The EA Failed To Consider The Impacts Of The Four 
Post Plan When Taken in Conjunction With Other 
Likely Or ProPosed Camacltv Enhancement Measures 

As the FAA knows, there exist numerous proposals to increase 
capacity in the Seattle-Tacoma area and at Sea-Tac -- ranging from 
building new runways to constructing a new airport. ~ee Exhibit 
U for discussions of some of these alternatlves. The change fn 
flight paths is nothing more than a band-ald approach which will 
not solve any long term problems.    Despite this fact, the EA 
totally ignores all of the other capacity increasing actions being 
considered by the FAA and the Port of Seattle which, when taken in 
conjunction with the Four Post Plan, will increase noise to 
significant levels. 

The EA Failed to Consider the Increased 
Aircraft Operations Which Will Result 
From the Flluht Track Cha~q~ 

The effect of the Four Post Plan will be increased aircraft 
operations at Sea-Tac. Indeed, the very purpose of the plan is to 
increase Sea-Tac’s ability to handle addltional commercial 
aircraft. Nonetheless, the EA fails to address the environmental 
impacts of such increased aircraft operations. 

The FAAmay not rely upon an assertlonthat it is the airlines 
that will increase operations and, since the airlines are not part 
of the FAA, the impacts of such increases need not be studied as 
part of the EA. In addressing the FAA’s contention that it should 
not have to study the impact of actions it is not directly 
responsible for, such as the increase in aircraft operations at an 
expanded airport, the court in Runway 27 Coalition. Inc. v. Enuen, 
679 F. Supp. 95, 106-07 (D. Mass. 1987) concluded: 

FAA’s acquiescence in vastly expanded growth 
of airports required preparation of an EIS, 
even if changes in environmental impacts 
originated with alrllnes and passengers .... 
Even if no "significant" harm to the 
environment occurred before intervening 
growth, the agency is nevertheless responsible 
for the foreseeable consequences of its 
action. 

$e@ also Vlr~inlans for Dulles v. VoIDe, 541 F.2d 442, 446 (4th 
Cir. 1976} (requiring the preparation of a full EIS: "That purpose 
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[of NEPA] would also be thwarted if the FAA were excused from 
filing a statement because changes in the impact of airports on the 
environment originate with alrlines and passengers.").    The 
,’foreseeable consequences" of the Four Post Plan are more aircraft, 
which must be addressed in the EA. 

5. The EA Fails to Consider the Impact of Other 
Aircraft ODeratlons in the Viclnltv of Sea-Tac 

The EA fails to consider aircraft operations at airports in 
the same vicinity. Boeing Field is between Sea-Tao and the east 
side cities that will be affected by the proposed new flight 
tracks. The FAA has admitted that the new flight tracks at Sea- 
Tac will cause flight tracks at Boeing Field to be altered. 
Exhibit E, 3. At the same time, the EA makes no effort to consider 
or analyze how the altered flight tracks for aircraft using Boeing 
Field will impact communities under or near those flight tracks. 
While Sea-Tac may be the only airport to which the proposed new 
flight procedures apply, noise emanating from aircraft using other 
airports and from altered fllght tracks at those airports (which 
result directly from the implementation of the Four Post Plan) must 
be studied. 

VIII. The Need For Increased Capacity, No Matter How 
Urgent, Does Not Obviate The Requirement That 
A ~ull Environmental Review Be Conducted 

An agency may not support a failure to address adequately 
environmental impacts by asserting that the project in question is 
needed or that economic development or other benefits of the 
project outweigh any envlronmental harm that might occur. These 
factors do not enter into the question of whether an EIS is 
required or whether an EA is adequate. As NEPA states, the 
balancing of the benefits or the need for the project against the 
environmental harm it will cause can occur only after a full and 
proper EIS, not an EA, has been completed: 

This type of argument, however, is not 
relevant to the question of the @xlstence of 
significant envlronmental effects. It says 
that adverse effects (even if significant) are 
warranted -- a matter that must, under NEPA, 
be decided in light of an EIS. As the CEQ 
regulations make clear, "[a] significant 
effect may exist even if the Federal agency 
belleves that on balance the effect will be 
beneficial." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b}(1). 
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,S~erra Club v. Marsh, 769 at 880 (uphasls in orlginal). Thus, an 
EIS is required regardless of any perceived need to implement the 
Four Post Plan. 

IX. The FAA’s "Analysis" of Effects on Air 
Quality is Wholly Inadsauate 

As outlined above, an EIS is required if the proposed action 
-[bias a significant impact on air quality or violates the 
standards for air quality of the Environmental Protection Agency 
or an affected locality or State." FAA Order I050.ID, ~ 37(a)(7).. 
The EA never addresses EPA or State standards for air quality or 
whether the proposed action meets or violates such standards. .For 
this reason alone, further study is required. 

The conclusions of the EA as to effects on air quality in 
general are contained in a single sentence: "There is no 
quantitative data available on the amount of fuel consumed and the 
resulting airquality effects of any oft he alternatives explored." 
EA at 60. The FAA appears to take the position that if they do not 
develop data on environmental effects, they can give the Four Post 
Plan an environmental stamp of approval. This position falls far 
short of what is required under NEPA.~ 

As discussed above, an agency may not rely on a lack of 
information as a basis for failing to determine the environmental 
consequences of its actions. Furthermore, an agency may not assume 
an absence of environmental impacts because it is reluctant to 
develop forecasts of the effects of the government’s actions. As 
case law states, NEPA requires much more: 

It must be remembered thatthe basic thrust of. 
an agency’s responsibilities under NEPA is to 
predict the environmental effects of proposed 
action before the aotion is taken and those 
effects fully known. Reasonable forecasting 
and speculation is thus implicit in NEPA, and 
we must reject any attempt by agencies to 
shirk their responsibilities under NEPA by 
labeling any and all discussion of future 
environmental effects as -crystal ball 
inquiry." 
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Scientists Inst. for Publlc Information. Inc. v. Atomic Enerav 
Comm’n, 481 F.2d 1079, 1092 (D.C.Cir. 1973}. As evidenced by the 
scant air quality section in the EA, the FAA unquestionably has 
shirked its responslbillties under NEPA. 

The purpose of NEPA is to require the agency in question to 
fully examine the environmental impacts of its actions before 
acting and to fully inform the public of the consequences of those 
proposed actions. 

It [NEPAl ensures that the agency, in reaching 
its decision, will have available and will 
carefully consider detailed information 
concerning significant environmental impacts; 
it also guarantees that the relevant 
information will be made available to the 
larger audience that may also play a role in 
both the declsionmaklng process ~and the 
implementation of that decision. 

Slmply by focusing the agency’s attention 
on the environmental consequences of a 
proposed project, NEPA ensures that important 
effects    will    not be    overlooked    or 
underestimated only to be discovered after 
resources have been committed or the die 
otherwise cast. 

Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Councl], 109 S. Ct. 1835, 1845 
(198%). 

The EA on the proposed flight track changes at Sea~Tac fails 
to satisfy these requirements. The EA fails to consider and 
present to the publlc adequate information with which to assess 
the envlronmental impacts of the proposed Four Post Plan. In light 
of this deficiency, of the Agency’s violation of its own 
regulations, and of the circumstances surrounding the proposed Four 
Post Plan, the draft EA should be deemed inadequate and a full EIS 
should be prepared. 

~ The one-page section on air quality describes certain 
operational characteristics "from which certain conclusions about 
fuel consumption are drawn." EA at 60.~ At the same time, the EA 
does not mention the source of these conolusions or what the impact 
of the proposed flight track changes on air quality will be in 
light of these "conclusions." 
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I. THE PROPOSAL 

A. Changes 

The proposed F.A.A. rerouting effectively abrogates "Noise 
Abatement" from the flight procedures for aircraft arriving 
and departing from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

The proposed FAA rerouting makes these changes: 

Current Noise Abatement 
Procedures 

Visual Flight Rules--South Flow 
Jets from the north and east 
are directed to cross North 
King County at least 8000 
feet, descend over Puget Sound 
and approach by way of Elliott 
Bay (SEA 7110.71D, P 6 d (I) 
(b) (2)) 

Proposed    Sea-Tar    Procedures 

"During south flow 
operations, turbojet ar- 
rivals from the Northeast 
and Southeast arrival fixes 
will be positioned so as to 
be established on the Run- 
way 16 final approach 
course, no closer to the 
airport than State Route 
520 (11.0 nautical miles 
north) and no lower than 
5,000 feet MSL. . . " 
(draft environmental as- 
sessment, p. 53) 

Departures--North Flow 

Between 6:00 A.M. and I0 P.M., 
eastbound jets that reach 
4,000 feet at eight nautical 
miles turn right at that point; 
other jets are routed west- 
bound "avoiding areas of dense 
population" over the middle of 
Elliott Bay and proceed at 
least I~ nautical miles from 
the east shoreline while north- 
bound or southbound (SEA 
7110.71D, P 6 d (I) (b) (2)) 

Exhibit . . . (4) (pro- 
posed north flow) (draft 
environmental assessment, 
p. 55) 

Propeller Aircraft -- 

Predominantly over Puget Sound 
with turns on course over 
Elliott Bay and further south 
(Flight track chart, Exhibit 5) 

Routes intermixed with jet 
traffic. 



S. Arrivals under Reroutin~ 

Under the rerouting, all in-coming aircraft from east of the 
Cascades and the Coast Range in California will fly over 
Northeast Seattle (FAA estimates 120 jets; 65 propeller 
planes).    Those from east of the mountains and from Denver 
and Dallas-Forth Youth west (e.g., Phoenix, Las Vegas, Salt 
Lake City) will come up the east side of Lake Washington and 
make a U turn north of the Evergreen-Montlake Floating 
Bridge. When one--~[-follows another, the second turns over 
View Ridge and Wedgwood, and the third turns ove~ Lake City 
and angles south. At the same time, aircraft from east and 
north of the Denver-Dallas line (e.g., O’Hare, Minneapolis- 
St. Paul, Atlanta, Kennedy, Kansas City, National, Europe 
etc.) angle in over View Ridge, Lake City and Lake Forrest 
Park respectively and turn south. The two streams merge over 
Northeast Seattle. Jets are to exit their turns at 5,000’ at 
least ii nautical miles north of the runway. These routes 
occur all day and all night all year. 

Propeller aircraft use the same routes as jets.    Propeller 
aircraft are to be I000 feet below over northeast Seattle. 
As the aircraft fly southbound, the vertical separation 
narrows. 

C. Departures Under Reroutin@ 

Under the rerouting, three major changes occur: 

i. The FAA estimates that three jets and 30 propeller 
planes per day will go north. The FAA estimates that 
three jets will go northeast (draft environmental as- 
sessment, p. 61 e). These include aircraft bound for 
Bellingham and Vancouver, B.C., which lies northwest 
of Seattle and intercontinental jets on the polar 
route to Europe; 

2. Aircraft will be allowed to turn east at all hours; 
and 

3. The direction to jets that cannot reach 4,000’ at 
eight miles to go west ends. 

The draft environmental assessment omits the key phrase in 
SEA 7110.7 D P 6 a (I), "at that point’. As a result, air- 
craft may "scatter" over North and Northeast Seattle. During 
1987, the FAA tested a "scatter plan" that allowed aircraft 
to Bellingham, Vancouver, and to Europe by way of the polar 
route to continue north. A Port of Seattle flight track, 
dated August 3, 1987, showed eight angling over North and 
Northeast Seattle; 1987 materials projected 12-14 per day: 
and residents counted as many as 24 jets going overhead. 

D. Change in Runway capacity 

The draft environmental assessment rates the current arrival 
capacity of Sea-Tar from the north at42 per hour (p. II) 
under in good weather (’VFR conditions").     The arrival 
capacity in bad weather is 36% per hour (draft environmental 
assessment, p. i). The FAA plan is intended to increase the 
arrival capacity in good weather ("VFR conditions") to 56 to 
60 per hour (draft environmental assessment, p. ii,p. 50). 
At a public presentation of the plan at the Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport auditorium on November 16, 1989, the 
FAA’s mangger, Regional Air Traffic Division, Temple H. 
Johnson, ~K,, stated that the plan increased the acceptance 
rate by 42%--the equivalent of constructing a new runway.* 

II. LEGAL STANDARDS 

A. National Environmental Policy Act 

The National Environmental Policy Act, 42 USC S 4331, 
(’°NEPA") establishes a policy, goals, and procedures, which 
are mandatory for all federal agencies. It is implemented by 
regulations promulgated by the Council on Environmental 
Quality, 40 CFR Part 1500-1508 (43 Fed. Reg. 55978) and Ex- 
executive Order 11514. 

42 USC S 4331 states the policy and purpose of NEPA as 
follows: 

"(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of 
man’s activity on the interrelations of all com- 
ponents of the natural environment, particularly 
the profound influences of population growth, high- 
density urbanization, industrial expansion, re- 
source exploitation, and new and expanding techno- 
logical advances and recognizing further the 
critical importance of restoring and maintainin~ 

*Note: An increase from 42 to 60 per hour is 42.8%. An in- 
crease from 42 to 58 would be 38%. Temple H. Johnson, Jr. in 
his statement presenting his plan identified himself as an 
official with decision-making authority. He has been quoted 
extensively in Seattle Times and Seattle Post Intelligencer 
articles as the FAA spokesman. He has appeared as the FAA 
spokesman in the Port of Seattle Noise Mediation process, in 
a meeting with the Seattle City Council on Decmeber 16, 1989, 
in a public meeting scheduled by the King County Council on 
January 2, 1990, and in a meeting with the editorial board of 
the Seattle P.I. Seattle P.I., Dec. 18, 1989, p. A-10. 



environmental quality to the overall welfare and 
development of man, declares that it is the con- 
tinuing policy of the Federal Government, in co- 
operation with State and local governments, and 
other concerned public and private organizations, 
to use all practicable means and measures, includ- 
ing financial and technical assistance, in a manner 
calculated to foster and promote the general wel- 
fare, to create and maintain conditions under which 
man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and 
fulfill the social, economic, and other require- 
ments of present and future generations of Ameri- 
cans." (emphasis supplied) 

2 USC S 4331 (b) makes it.a. continuing responsibility of the 
ederal government and its agencies to use "all practical 
eans" to further the environmental policy. 

"(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this 
chapter,it is the continuin@ responsibility of the 
Federal Government to use all practical means, con- 
sistent with other essential considerations of 
national policy, to impose and coordinate Federal 
plans, functions, programs, and resources to the 
end that the Nation may-- 

(i) fulfill the responsibilities of each genera- 
tion as trustees of the environment for suc- 
ceeding generations: 

(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful, pro- 
ductive and esthetlcallZ and culturally plea- 
sin@ surroundin@s; 

(3) attain the widest range of beneficial ua.es of 
the environment without de@radation, risk to 
health or safety, or other undesirable and un- 
intended consequences; 

(4) . maintain, wherever possible, an environ- 
ment which supports diversity and variety of 
individual choices;    . . 

42 USC S 4331 (c) recognizes the right of an individual to a 
"healthful environment": 

"(c) Th~ Congress recognizes that each person should 
enjoy a healthful environment and that each person 
has a responsibility to contribute to the preserva- 
tion of the environment." (emphasis supplied) 

It includes a concern for the quality of urban life. 

42 USC S 4332 directs implementation by federal agencies, in- 
cluding preparation of an environmental impact statement for 
any "major federal action significantly affecting the quality 
of the human environment": 

"The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest 
extent possible: (I) the policies, regulations, and 
public laws of the United States shall be interpreted and 
administered in accordance with the policies set forth in 
this chapter, and (2) all agencies of the Federal Govern- 
ment shall-- 

(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach 
which will insure the integrated use of the natural 
and social sciences and the environmental design 
arts in planning and in decision making which may 
have an impact on man’s environment; 

identify and develop methods and procedures, in con- 
sultation with the Council on Environmental Quality 
established by subchapter II of this chapter, which 
will insure that presently unquantified environ- 
mental amenities and values may be @iven appropriate 
consideration in decision makin~ along with economic 
and technical considerations. 

(c) include in every recommendation or report pro- 
posals for legislation and other major Federal 
actions significantlZ affecting the quality of the 
human environment, a detailed statement by the re- 
sponsible official on-- 

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed 
action, 

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot 
be avoided should the proposal be implemented, 

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action, 

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses 
of man’s environment and the maintenance and 
enhancement of long-term productivity, and 

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments 
of resources which would be involved in the 
proposed action should it be implemented. 

(D) Prior to making any detailed statement, the re- 
sponsible official shall consult with and obtain the 



comments of any public agency which has jurisdiction 
by law or special expertise with respect to any en- 
vironmental impact involved .... " 

~he N.E.P.A. is to read and interpret broadly, and environ- 
nental values are to be an integral part of agency decision- 
naking.     Calvert Cliffs’ Coordinatin@ Committee v. U.S. 
~tomic Energ~ Commission, 449 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971). 

3. Council on Environmental Quality Regulations 

She regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality 
provides basic guidelines for federal agencies 40 CFR S 
1500.1 "Purpose" states: 

"(a) The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is our 
basic national charter for protection of the en- 
vironment..    It establishes policy, sets goals 
(section I01), and provides means (section 102) for 
carrying out the policy¯    Section 102(2) contains 
’action-forcing’ provisions to make sure that 
federal agencies act according to the letter and 
spirit of the Act. The regulations that follow im- 
plement section i02(2). Their purpose is to tell 
federal agencies what they must do to comply with 
the procedures and achieve the goals of the Act. 
The President, the federal agencies, and the courts 
share responsibility for enforcing the Act so as to 
achieve the substantive requirements of section 
i01." 

(b) NEA procedures must insure that environmental in- 
formation is available to public officials and 
citizens before decisions are made and befor~ 
actions are taken. The information must be of high 
quality. Accurate scientific anal~sis, expert 
agency comments, and public scrutiny are essential 
to implementing NEPA.    Most important, NEPA docu 
ments must concentrate on the issues that are trul~ 
sigificant to the action in question, rather than 
amassing needless details. 

(c) Ultimately, of course, it is not better documents, 
but better decisions that count. NEPA’s purpose is 

¯ to foster excellent action. The NEPA process 
is" intended to help public officials make decsions 
that are based on understanding of environmental 
consequences, and take actions that protect, 
restore, and enhance the environment. 
(emphasis supplied) 

40 C.F.R. S 1500.2 "Policy" states: 

Federal agencies shall tO the fullest extent possible: 

(a) Interpret and administer policies, regulations, and 
public laws of the United States in accordance with 
the policies in the Act and in these regulations. 

(b) Implement procedures to make the NEPA process more 
useful to decision makers and the public; to reduce 
paperwork and the accumulation of extraneous back- 
ground data: and to emphasize real environmental is- 
sues and alternatives. . . 

(c) 

(d) 

Integrate the requirements of NEPA and other plan- 
ning and environmental review procedures required by 
law or by agency practice so that all such pro- 
cedures run concurrently rather than consecutively. 

Encourage and facilitate public involvement in de- 
cisions which affects the quality of the human en- 
vironment. 

(e) 

(f) 

Use the NEPA process to identify and assess the 
reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that 
will avoid or minimize adverse effects of these 
actions upon the quality of the human environment. 

Use all practicable means, consistent with the re- 
quirements of the Act and other considerations of 
national policy, to restore and enhance the quality 
cf the human environment and avoid or minimize any 
possible adverse effects of their actions upon the 
quality of the human environment. 

40 CFR S 1500.1 and 1500.2 go further than the text of NEPA 
by stressing accurate disclosure of the facts and alterna- 
tives, the concurrent consideration of environmental values 
.and goals with other factors in planning, encouraging public 
involvement, and minimizing adverse impacts. 40 CFR S 1500.3 
makes Parts 1500-1508 "binding on all Federal agencies". The 
Steamboaters v. F.E.R.C., 759 F.2d 1382, 1393, (9th C~"-~. 
1985); Village of False Pass v. Clark, 733 F.2d 605, 613 (9th 
Cir. 1984). Accord: 40 CFR S 1505.1, 1507.2; 

40 CFR Part 1501 "NEPA and Agency Planning" declares a pur- 
pose of integrating the NEPA process into early planning to 
insure appropriate consideration of NEPA’s policies, 
emphasizing    cooperative consultation among agencies, and 
identifying and addressing at an early stage the significant 
environmental issues deserving of study.    40 CFR S 1501.I 
(a)-(d).    40 CFR S 1501.2 regulrea agencies to apply NEPA 
early in the process: 

"Agencies shall integrate the NEPA process with other 
planning at the earliest possible time to insure that 
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planning and decisions reflect environmental values, ¯ ¯ 
. Each Agency shall 

(b) Identify environmental effects and values in ade- 
quate detail so they can be compared to economic and 
technical analysis. Environmental documents and ap- 
propriate analyses shall be circulated and reviewed 
at the same time as other planning documents." 

40 CFR S 1501.3 directs agencies to prepare an environmental 
~ssessment (S 1508.9) when necessary under the procedures 
~dopted by individual agencies to supplement the CEQ regula- 
tions. 40 CFR S 1508.9 defines an "environmental assessment" 
as follows: 

"Environmental assessment": 

Ca) Means a concise public document for which a Federal 
agency is responsible that serves to: 

(i) Briefly provide sufficient evidence and anal- 
ysis for determining whether to prepare an en- 
vironmental impact statement or a finding of no 
significant impact. 

(2) 
Aid an agency’s compliance with the Act when no 
environmental impact statement is necessary. 

(3) Facilitate preparation of a statement when one 
is necessary. 

(b) 
Shall include brief discussions of the need for the 

proposal, of alternatives as required by section 102 
(2)(E) of the environmental impacts of the proposed 
action and alternatives, and a listing of agencies 
and persons consulted." 

40 CFR S 1501.4 (b) requires the agency to involve "environ- 
mental agencies, applicants, and the public, to the extent 
p~acticable in preparing assessments required by S 1508.9(a) 
(i).~) Environmental documents, comments, and responses are to 
be part of the record in rulemaking and accompany the 
proposal through existing agency review processes. 4~CFR S 
1505.1. 

Environmental impact statements are far euperior tools for 
decision making than environmental assessments. An E.I.S. 
contains more relevant data prepared by an interdisciplinary 
team, focuses on significant issues, develops alternatives 
and mitigation measures, invites comment from other govern- 
ments and the public, sets out environmental consequences, 

and by setting out the array of alternatives with their con- 
sequences, sets up a background for evlauating the ultimate 
decision and for judicial review. 40 CFR Part 1502-1505. An 
agency must state whether all practicable means to avoid or 
minimize environmental harm from the alternative selected 
have been adopted, and if not, why they were not. 40 CFR S 
1505.2. 

40 CFR S 1508.20 defines -mitigation" to include: 

"(a) Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a 
certain action or parts of an action. 

(b) 

(c) 

Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magni- 
tude of the action and its implementation. 

Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, 
or restoring the affected environment... 

Where mitigation measures occur, the agency shall adopt a 
monitoring and enforcement program. 40 CFR S 1505.2(c) and 
1505.3. 

40 CFR S 1506.6 requires public involvement in the process: 

"Agencies shall: 

(a) Make diligent efforts to involve the public in pre- 
paring and implementing their NEPA procedures. 

(b) Provide public notice of NEPA-related hearings, 
public meetings, and the availability of environmen- 
tal documents so as to inform those persons and 
agencies who may be interested or affected. 

(3) In the case of an action with effects primarily 
of local concern the notice may include: 

(i) Notice to State and areawide clearing- 
houses ¯ ¯ - 

(iil) Following the affected State’s public 
notice    procedures    for    comparable 
actions. 

(vi) Notice to potentially interested com- 
munity organizations including small 
business associations. 

(viii) Direct mailing to owners and occupants 
of nearby or affected property. 
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(c) Hold or sponsor public hearings or public meetings 
whenever appropriate        . Criteria shall include 
whether there is= 

(i) Substantial environmental controversy concer- 
ning the proposed action or substantial in- 
terest in holding the hearing .... 

(d) Solicit appropriate information from the public . 

The definition of terms in Part 1508 expands the scope of the 
CEQ regulations.    NEPA requires an EIS for proposals for 
"major action significantly affecting the quality of the 
human environment." 

40 CFR S 1508.3 defines "proposal" to encompass a plan for 
action from its inception as a goal: 

",Proposal’ exists at that stage in the development of 
an action when an agency subject to the Act has a goal 
and is actively preparing to make a decision on one or 
more alternative means of accomplishing that goal and the 
effects can be meaningfully evaluated .... A proposal 

may exist in fact as well as by agency declaration that 
one exists." 

40 CFR S 1508.18 states that "major" in ,,major federal 
action" serves to reinforce -significantly" but does not have 
an independent meaning. "Actions" includes "new and contin- 
uing activities". 40 CFR S 1508.18. 

40 CFR S 1508.27 defines significantly by both its context 
and its intensity, listing ten criteria for evaluating inten- 
sity: 

"S 1508.27 Significantly. 

,,Significantly" as used in NEPA requires considera- 
tions of both context and intensity: 

(a) Context.    This means that the significance of an 
action must be analyzed in several contexts such as 
society as a whole (human, national), the affected 
region, the affected interests, and the locality. 
Significance varies with the setting of the proposed 
action. For instance, in the case of a site-specific 
action, significance would usually depend upon the 
effects in the locale rather than in the world as a 
whole. Both short- and long-term effects are rele- 
vant. 

(b) 

II 

Intensity. This refers to the severity of impact. 
Responsible officials must bear in mind that more 
than one agency may make decisions about partial 
aspects of a major action. The following should be 
considered in evaluating intensity: 

(1) Impacts that may be both beneficial and ad- 
verse. A significant effect may exist even if 
the Federal agency believes that on balance the 
effect will be beneficial. 

(2) The degree to which the proposed action affects 
public health or safety. 

(3) Unique characteristics of the geographic area 
such as proximity to historic or cultural re- 
sources, park lands, prime farmlands, wetlands, 
wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically critiv 
cal areas. 

(4) 

(5) 

The degree to which the effects on the quality 
of the human environment are likely to be high- 
ly to be highly controversial. 

The degree to which the possible effects on the 
human environment are highly uncertain or in- 
volve unique or unknown risks. 

(6) The degree to which the action may establish a 
precedent for future actions with significant 
effects or represents a decision in principle 
about a future consideration. 

(7) Whether the action is related to other actions 
with individually insignificant but cumulative- 
ly significant impacts. Significance exists if 
it is reasonable to anticipate a cumulatively 
significant impact on the environment. Signi- 
ficance cannot be avoided by terming an action 
temporary or by breakin~ it down into small 
component parts. 

(8) The degree to which the action may adversely 
affect districts, sites, highways, structures, 
or objects listed in or eligible for listing in 
the National Register of Historic Places or may 
cause loss or destruction of significant sci- 
entific, cultural, or historical resources. 

(9) The degree to which the action may adversely 
affect an endangered or threatened species or 
its habitat that has been determined to be cri- 
tical under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. 
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(I0) Whether the action threatens a violation of 
Federal, State, or local law or requirements 
imposed for the protection of the environ- 
ment. " 

40 CFR S 1508.3 defines "affecting" as= .,Affecting’ means 
will or may have an effect on." 

40 CFS S1508.8 defines "effects" as synonymous with "impact" 
and to include "growth inducing effects", as follows: 

"’EffectS’ include" 

(a) Direct effects, which are caused by the action and 
occur at the same..time and place. 

(b) Indirect effects, which are caused by the action and 

are later in time or farther removed in distance, 
but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect ef- 
fects may include growth inducing effects and other 
effects related to induced changes in the pattern of 
land use, population density or growth rate, and re- 
lated effects on air and water and other natural 
systems, including ecosystems." 

Effects and impacts as used in these regulations are synony- 
mouS. Effects includes ecological ¯ . . aesthetic, historic, 
cultural, economic, social or health, whether direct, in- 
direct or cumulative. Effects may also include those resul- 
ting from actions which may have both beneflcial and detri- 
mental effects, even if on balance, the. agency believes that 

the effect will be beneficial." 

40 CFR S 1508.7 encompasses -cumulative impact" within "im- 
pact": 

.,Cumulative impact’ is the impact on the environment 
which results from the incremental impact of the action 
when added to other past, present, and reasonably fore- 
seeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal 
or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other action. 
Cumulative impactS can result from indivldually minor but 
collectively significant actions taking place over a 
period of time." 

, hat breaks the camel’s back’ is significant al- 
(A straw t L ,    An ~D ~ 8 14 defines 
though the first straw was nou.; 

vironment" comprehensively to incluoe the natural 
"h~ma~ e~ .... = ...... ~ and the relationship of people with 
anG pnyslcal ~uv~,~,..~ that environment: when natural or physical environmental ef- 
fects are interrelated with economic or social effects, all 
of the effects are considered. 

13 

The definitions both defined by scope and purpose documents 
and measures contemplated by the NEPA process. 40 CFR S 
1508.10 defines "environmental document" to include the en- 
vironmental assessment, an environmental impact statement, 
and a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). The defini- 
tion of "environmental assessment" in 40 CFR S 1508.9 was 
quoted at page 8 . 

40 CFR S 1508.13 defines FONSI as follows: 

"’Finding of no significant impact’ means a document 
by a Federal agency briefly presenting the reasons why an 
action, not otherwise excluded (S 1508.4), will not have 
a significant effect on the human environment and for 
which an environment impact statement therefore will not 
be prepared. It shall include the environmental assess- 
ment or a summary of it and shall note any other environ- 
mental documents related to it (S 1501.7(a)(5)). If the 
assessment is inclbded, the finding need not repeat any 
of the discussion in the assessment but may incorporate 
it by reference." 

Any environmental document may include mitigation measures. 

C. Department of Transportation Regulations 

The Department of Transportation adopted NEPA procedures, 
identified as DOT Order 5610.16; 44 Fed. Reg. 46920, Oct. I, 
1979, amended change I, July 13, 1982). Paragraph 14a man- 
dates citizen involvement procedures to the maximum extent 
possible as early as possible: 

"Citizen Involvement Procedures 

ao Citizen involvement in the environmental assessment 
of departmental actions is encouraged at each ap- 
propriate stage of development of the proposed action 
and should be sought as early as possible. Citizen 
involvement in the environmental process should be 
integrated with other citizen involvement procedures 
to the maximum extent possible. Attempts should be 
made to solicit the views of the public through 
hearings, personal contact, press releases, adver- 
tisements or notices in newspapers, including minori- 
ty or foreign language papers, if appropriate, and 
other methods. A summary of citizen involvement and 
any environmental issues raised should be documented 
in the EIS." 

Sub-section (c) encourages DOT agencies to have lists of in- 
terested parties available for consultation: 
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c. Administrations are encouraged to develop lists of 
interested parties at the national, state and local 
levels. These would include individuals and communi- 
ty, environmental, conservation, public service, edu- 
cation, labor or business organizations, who are af- 
fected by or known to have an interest in the pro- 
ject, or who can speak knowledgeably on the environ- 
mental impact of the proposed action." (emphasis sup- 
plied) 

Sub-section (e) stipulates that an environmental assessment 
should be made available to the public at least 30 days prior 
to the hearing: 

(2) If a public.hearing is to be held, the draft EIS 
or environmental assessment (or environmental 
analysis where the hearing is held by an appli- 
cant which is not a joint lead agency) should be 
made available to the public at least 30 days 
prior to the hearing." 

FAA rerouted constitutes a "transportation action" within its 
scope. 

D. FAA Order 1050.1D 

The FAA adopted the FAA Order I050.1D to implement the CEQ 
regulations and DOT Order 5610.IC (49 Fed. Reg. 28501 
(1984)). The order is in the form of a handbook, entitled 
"Policies and Procedures for Considering Environmental Im- 
pacts", dated December 21, 1983. Its definitions adopt those 
in the CEQ regulations. 

To Carry out 40 CFR S 1501.2 integration of NEPA Processes 
early into agency decision making, paragraphs 16-18 states: 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT¯    The environmental im- 
pacts of proposed actions shall be based on ap- 
propriate emvironmental consideration at the 
systems planning level and shall be assessed and 
considered concurrently with initial planning, 
development, or site considerations. 

17. INITIAL REVIEW. An environmental review will in- 
dicate whether the proposed action would signifi- 
cantly affect the human environment with respect to 
noise, land, air and water quality: . . . whether 
the action would be highly controversial on en- 
vironmental grounds. At this stage, documentation 
is required to alert program officers to foresee 
able environmental impacts and controversies. (A 
proposed Federal action is considered highly 
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controversial when the action is opposed on en- 
vironmental grounds by a Federal, State, or local 
government agency or by a substantial number of the 
persons affected by such action.) 

(18) IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES AND PROBLEMS. Based on 
the initial review described in paragraph 17, the 
program officer(s) shall identify issues and 
problems having environment    significance tO 
Federal, State, or local officials in the perform- 
ance of their duties, or to the public. Further, 
the program officer(s) shall determine whether such 
issues and problems, as they pertain to the     - 
posed action, have been addressed already, iPnr°a 
broad system, program, or regional assessment." 
(emphasis in order) 

Paragraph 22 mandates consultation with local governments and 
state agencies: 

"22. CONSULTATION¯ The affected local units of Govern- 
ment, and pertinent Federal and State agencies 
should be consulted early in the process of pre- 
paring a DEIS, FONSI, or environmental assessment. 
Comments on the environmental impacts of the pro- 
posed action shall be considered, as appropriate, 
in determining whether the proposed action requires 
an EIS or FONSI and in preparing the DEIS or 
FONSI." 

Paragraph 55 requires that all relevant disciplines be repre- 
sented in the NEPA process to assure that "all environmental 
impacts are identified and assessed." (ampUls supplied). 
Paragraph 29, entitled "CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT", states: 

"Citizen involvement, where appropriate, shall be 
initltiated at the earliest practical time and continued 
throughout the development of the proposed project in 
order to obtain meaningful input." 

Appendix 3, paragraph I b, contemplates documentation, in- 
cluding an analysis of environmental factors, to substan- 
tiate an environmental assessment. 

Paragraph 35 on "environmental assessments" describes an 

vironmental assessment" as a ".       . concise document 
describing the environmental impacts o~ a proposed action and 
its alternatives," It is to supply "only enough analysis" . 
. . to undersold the problem and identity reasonable alter- 
native solutlons, including the proposed action" and 
to determine whether any potential impacts are significant, 
which would trigger the environmental impact statement 
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process."    It omits the two purposes in 40 C.F.R. S 1508.9 
(a) (2) and (3).    (This more restrictive scope accentuates 
the need for an E.I.S.) However, paragraph 36 specifies that 
an environmental assessment include: 

* The purpose and need for the proposal. 

* Alternative including the proposed action. 

* The Affected Environment including urban quality and 
means to mitigate environmental impacts; 

* Environmental Consequences, restating 40 CFR 1502.16, 
to encompass direct effects and their significance: in- 
direct effects and their significance; possible con- 
flicts between theproposed action and the objectives 
of state and local land use plans, policies and con- 
trols for the area conerned: urban quality, and means 
to mitigate adverse environmental impacts; and 

* Listing of agencies and persons consulted (emphasis 
supplied). 

Paragraph 37, ACTIONS REQUIRING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATE- 
MENTS, provides: 

"a. After an EA has been prepared, an EIS shall be 
prepared if an EA action: 

(i) Has an effect that is not minimal on properties 
protected under Section 4(f) of the DOT Act, or 
Section 106b of the Historic Preservation Act. 

(3) Causes substantial division or disruption of an 
established community, or disrupts orderly, 
planned development, or is determined not to be 
reasonably consistent with plans or goals that 
have been adopted by the community in which the 
project is located. 

(6) 

(7) 

Has a significant impact on noise levels of 
noise sensitive areas, emphasis supplied, 

Has a significant impact on air quality~ or 
violates the standards for air quality of the 
Environmental Protection Agency or an affected 
locality or State, 
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(9) Is inconsistent with a Federal, State, or local 
law or determination relating to the environ- 
ment. 

(i0) Directly or indirectly affects human beings by 
creating a significant impact on the environ- 
ment. 

b. An EIS is required not only when the impact of the 
proposed project itself is significant, but also 
when the cumulative impact of the proposed project 
and other past, present and reasonably foreseeable 
future actions is significant. A series of actions 
considered on an individual basis may have a limited 
environmental impact, yet, when considered together, 
may have a significant, cumulative impact. (emphasis 
in document) 

(1) If approval of the proposed action would permit 
further contemplated actions, the impact of 
those contemplated actions and the proposed 
action must both be considered in determining 
whether to prepare an EIS. 

(2) The actions which are related to the proposed 
action may be undertaken by any Federal or 
non-Federal agency or person." 

Paragraph 5 h. defines "Noise Sensitive area" as 

"An area in which aircraft noise may interfere with 
the normal activities associated with use of the land. 
Noise sensitive areas may include residential neighbors, 
educational, health, and religious structures and sites 
and outdoor recreational, cultural, and historical sites. 
Whether noise interferes with a particular use depends 
upon the level of noise exposure received and the type of 
activities involved." 

An EIS must include mitigation measures, which under Para- 
graph 67, include aircraft operating procedures for noise 
abatement.    If an EIS is prepared, "every.effort shall be 
made to resolve environmental issues .... " Paragraph 80 c. 

Paragraph 40, GENERAL, directs the FAA to evaluate an en- 
vironmental assessment to determine if an alternative pro- 
vides a good solution to the problem with no significant im- 
pacts.    If so, the FAA must proceed with that alternative 
"unless there is an overriding reason for not selecting" it, 
and the FAA may then prepare a PONSI. 

Paragraph 28, PUBLIC HEARING, in sub-section states "A draft 
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EIS, PON$I, or environmentally assessment should be available 

to the public 30 days prior to the public hearing." 

Appendix 3, "Air Traffic’, paragraph 3 makes new or revised 

air traffic control procedures which routinely route air 

traffic over noise sensitive areas at less than 3,000 feet 
above ground level subject to an environmental assessment and 

preparation of an SIS or FONSI; paragraph 4 h excludes new 
procedures that routinely route aircraft over "non-noise 
sensitive areas’. Appendix 4, Aviation Standards, paragraph 
3 g, makes the following subject to environmental assessment 

and procedures= 

"g. New Instrument Approach Procedures, Departure Pro- 

cedures, En Route Procedures, and Hodifications to 
currently approved instrument procedures which are 

conducted below 3,000 feet ABOVE GROUND LEVEL (AGL) 

and which will tend to increase noise over noise 
sensitive areas. This requires consideration of those 
operations that will be routinely routed over noise 

sensitive areas and includes residential neighbor- 
hoods; education, health, and religious sites; and 
cultural, historic, and recreation areas. A signi- 

ficant increase in noise is based on reduction of 
distance between aircraft and noise sensitive areas 

of more than 20%." 

Appendix 4, paragraph 4, k, categorically excludes: 

"k. Instrument Approach Procedures,Departure Procedures 
and En Route Procedures conducted at 3,000 feet or 
more ABOVE GROUND LEVEL (AGL) Instrument procedures 

’ conducted below 3,000 AGL which do not cause traffic 
to be routinely routed over noise sensitive areas; 
modifications to currently approved instrument pro- 
cedures conducted below 3,000 feet that do not 
significantly increase noise over noise sensitive 
areas. Noise sensitive areas may include residentl- 
al,neighborhoods, educatlonal, health, and rellgious 
sites, and cultural, historic and outdoor recrea- 
tional areas. A significant increase in noise is 
based on a reduction of distance between aircraft 
and noise sensitive areas of more than 20 percent." 

However, Paragraph 32 makes federal actions, normally cate- 
gorically excluded, subject to the environmental process when 
the action is likely to be (b) be highly controversial on en- 
vironmental grounds, (e) causes substantial disruption of an 
established community, (f) have a significant impact on noise 
levels of noise sensitive areas or air quallty, or be incon- 
sistent with any federal, state or local law relating to the 
environment, or (g) dlrectly or indirectly affect human 
beings by creating a significant impact on the environment. 
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E. Clean Air Act 

The Clean Air Act (P.L. 91-604) establishes air quality 
standards throughout the United States, provides for state 
air quality plans and regional plans within a state, pre- 

cludes degradation of air qua.lity, and empowers the Admint- 
~’~ator of the Environmental Protection Agency to monitor and 

enforce the act. Washington has adopted an air quality 

plementation plan with area plans for Seattle. The E.P.A. has 

contracted with and delegated certain enforcement author- 

ities to the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Commission. 

FAA Order 1050.1D, p. 4, requires the FAA to provide for 
ministrative review and comment in writing by the air quality 
authority on the air quali~y Impacts of FAA actions. 

F. Inter~overnmental Cooperation Act 

The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act in 31 USC S 6506 and 
Executive Order 12372, dated July 14, 1982, and 49 C.F.R. 
Part 17, ell require fedora1 agencios to provide state and 
local governments the opportunity to review and couent on 
federal actions and activities affecting their jurisdictions. 

FAA Order 1050.1D, p. 7, requires the FAA to comply with the 

statute, executive order, and DOT regulation. Chapter 2, p. 
15, P 27 repeats this directive and further states that the 
state and local elected officials, not the federal govern- 
ment, will determine what Federal programs and activities’to 

review and the procedures by which the review will take 
place. 

Accord: Paragraph 22, entitled *Consultation," quoted above. 

G. Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 

49 USC S 2201 (a) (8) states that "aviation facilities should 
be constructed and operated with due regard to ministering 
current and projected noise impacts on nearby communities." 

49 USC S 2104 (a) empowers an airport operator to submit a 
noise compatibility program, including among other elements, 
restrictions on the use of the airport by *any type or class 
of aircraft based on the noise characteristics of such air- 
craft" and "use of flight procedures to control the operation 
of aircraft to reduce exposure of individuals to noise in the 
area’surroundlng the airport." 

Ill. IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED REROUTING 

The rerouting is a major action significantly affecting the 
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qcality of the human environment. 42 USC S 4332 (2) (C). It 
is an "action" (40 CFR S 1508.18). It shifts flight paths 
from over water to over the central corridor of Seattle--the 
most popul~s area north of San Francisco and west of 
Minneapolis.    It abandons aircraft routing--the primary and 
most effective noise abatement technique at Sea-Tac--as an 
ameliorative measure. It has a significant affect (40 CFR S 
1508.27), both direct and indirect, singly and cumulatively. 

The direct effects (40 CFR S 1508.8 (a)) includes introduc- 
tion of aviation noise into residential areas not currently 
subject to it in good weather and substantially increased 
noise levels over other areas: degradation of air quality: 
increased congestion of airspace: dislocation of Boeing In- 
ternational Aviation: and generating runway and Sea-Tac ex- 
pansion. The indirect effects (40 CFR S 1508.8 (b)) includes 
the impacts of increased noise on the quality of life, educa- 
tion, health care, outdoor recreation, personal enjoyment and 
health; community displacement: imposed economic and social 
costs. The cumulative impact of increased air traffic over 
background levels intensified the effect of the pollution (40 
CFR S 1508.7). 

This section begins with people, where they live, where they 
go to school, for medical care, to shop, and to enjoy the out 
of doors .... (It is not at all comprehensive.) 

A. Human    Environment 

Seattle is shaped like an hour glass. Seattle-Tacoma Inter- 
national Airport ("Sea-Tac") is located several miles south 
of Seattle and of the center of its waist. The central cor- 
ridor of Seattle from the International District north to the 
city limits contains 170,266 people according to the 1980 
Census (Exhibit I). It encompasses the following major uni- 
versities and colleges: 

University of Washington (including historic Denny Hall) 
Seattle University 
Seattle Community College (central, north & Gompers 

branches) 
city University of Seattle (University District branch) 
Cornish College of the Arts 

High Schools: 

(Seattle School District #i) 
Roosevelt High School 
Nathan Hale High School 

(Catholic High Schools) 
O’Dea 
Seattle Preparatory School 
Blancher 
Holy Names Academy 
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Middle Schools: 

Nathan Eckstein 
Alexander Hamiliton 
Edmond Meaney 
George Washington 
Woodrow Wilson 

and 16 elementary schools. Another 4 high schools, 2 middle 
schools, and 13 elementary schools are in the central cor- 
ridor south of the International District. The list also in- 
cludes a variety of private schools and academies, such as: 

Assumption (6220 32nd N.E.) 
The Bush School (405 36th East) 
Concordia Lutheran School (7040 36th Ave. N.E.) 
Northgate Baptist Academy (10510 Stone Way N.) 
Our Lady of the Lake School (3250 N.E. 89th St.) 
Seattle Academy of Arts and Sciences (1432 15th Ave.) 
Seattle Hebrew Academy (1617) Interlaken Dr. East) 
St. Catherine of Siena (8524 8th N.E.) 
St. Demetrious (2100 Buyer Ave. East) 
St. Joseph’s (700 18th East) 
St. Mathew’s School (1230 N.E. 12?th) 
Waldorf Shool of Seattle (2728 N.E. lOOth) 

scores of day care centers and preschool classes, and II 
branch libraries (7 north of So. Jackson St.). The central 
corridor has the region’s major hospitals: 

Children’s Hospital 
Columbia Medical Center 
Group Health Cooperative 
Harborview Medical Center 
Northwest Hospital 
Providence Medical Center 
St. Cabrini Hospital 
Swedish Hospital Medical Center 
University of Washington Medical Center 
Virginia Mason Hospital 

and a myriad of clinics and research laboratories. 

Seattle’s major outdoor business districts outside downtown 
Seattle are in the central cooridor: 

University District 
Capitol Hill/Broadway Business District 
University Village 
Lake City 

The rerouting will take aircraft over prime outdoor recrea- 
tional areas in good weather, such as: 
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Lake Washington Blvd. (including Madison Park and Bathing 
Beach, Madrona Park and Bathing 
Beach, Leschi Park and Frink Park) 

Magnuson Park 
Montlake Park and Playground 
volunteer Park 
Washington Park Arboretum & Parks 
university of Washington Campus 

(In crossing Volunteer Park, aircraft fly over the Seattle 
Art Museum and the Conservatory, registered historic buil- 
dings.) 

It brings aircraft closer to Green Lake Park (the most used 
park in Seattle) and over the 1-90 lid from Mr. Baker to 23rd 
Ave., now under construction: Interlake Scenic Drive and over 
o5 closer to 17 park playgrounds and playfields.    Husky 
Stadium, the largest open air stadium north of San Francisco 
and West of Chicago, seats 75,000 people and is located on 
the University of Washington campus. 

Aircraft approaching from the southeast by way of the east 
shore of Lake Washington and then turning over Northeast 
Seattle affect an almost equal number of people- The aircraft 
would f~-y close to King County’s Luther Burbank Park and 
Bellevue Slough Nature Park. 

B. Direct Effect--Noise 

i. Port of Seattle Study 

The Port of Seattle on January 4, 1990 issued a document on 
the FAA’s proposed reroutlng, entitled: 

,,preliminary Noise Analysis of the Proposed FAA 4 Post 
Plan Noise Mediation Options Subcommittee 

January 4, 1990" 

The explanatory text shows a substantial increase in Sea-Tac 
aviation direct noise levels under the rerouting: 

Current Rerouting 

Beacon Hill N/NW 0 
Annual average 55 dBA (minutes) 128 

South flow 
99 

Capitol Hill NNW 4 
Average day 55 dBA 
South flow 

130 
104 

59 73 
35 59 

Average day 65 dBA 
16 20 

South flow    " 
7 14 
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Overall average 54.9 56.2 
South flow 51.8 55.0 

Medina E/O 
Average day 55 dBA 30 32 

South flow 4 7 

Overall average )                          40.1         41.6 
South flow        ) 

Bellevue E/] 
Annual average 55 dBA 
minutes 25 28 
South flow      " 6 12 

Kirkland E/8 55dBA 
Annual average 12 i5 

South flow    " 7 Ii ~ 

Federal Way SSW 2 
North flow 65 dBA 30 34 

" 55 dBA 109 114 

Dash Point SSW 
Annual Average day 65 dBA 15 25 

South flow " 22 31 
Annual average day 55 dBA 52 85 

South flow " 76 98 

North flow " 14 20 

To place these figures in perspective, the tables show mea- 
surable noise reductions over Elliott Bay, Bainbrldge Island, 
Vashon Island, and the southwest slope of Magnolia and Queen 
Anne.     Aircra~ noise levels alone spew more accoustical 
energy on Beacon Hill (63 dBA v. 50), Capitol Hlll (54.9 v. 
50), Medina (51.7 v. 45-50), Bellevue (49 v. 45-50), Federal 
Way (63 v. 45-50) and Dash Point/Tacoma (55 v. 45-50) than 
the entire ambient noise level. The dBA numbers are logari- 
thmic scale: an increase of ten is a tenfold power--an 
increase of twenty, a hundred fold. The jet noise is over I0 
times the ambient noise level on Beacon Hill, and over double 
that on Capitol Hill. 

The maximum permissible sound level for noises subject to 
regulation by King County and the City of Seattle in resi- 
dential areas is 55 dBA.    King County Code S 12.88.O20; 
Seattle Municipal Code S 25.08.410: Washington Administrative 
Code S 173-60-040. Jet noise exceeds these levels on Beacon 
Hill for over two hours per day and will increase under the 
rerouting: on Capitol H’ill for over an hour per day and will 
increase to one-and-one-quarter hours: in Medina, Bellevue, 
and Federal Way for over one half hour and will increase, and 
over Dash point/Tacoma for almost an hour and will go up to 
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almost one-hour-and-one-half. 

65 dBA drowns out speech.    Already Beacon Hill residents 
(13,297 strong by the 1980 census) are muted by jet noise for 
49 minutes per day; Capitol Hill 925,761 people) for 16 
minutes rising to 20; and Dash Point/Tacoma (more than 
150,000 people) for 15 minutes, increasing to 25. 

The plan at least doubles jet noise levels for 200,000 people and trebles at least for 25,000. L.n numbers are logarith- 

mic scale. A move to 45 Ld from undesignated shows a marked 
increase; a move from 45 ~-- to 50 L-n (e.g., Tacoma and 
Northeast Seattle) doubles t~ noise level. A move from 50 

with a narrowing of the contour lines shows a Ldn to 55 Ldn 
trebling (e.g., north Capitol Hill}. 

The contour lines for north flow show an extension of the L- 
55 northward in the Roanoke area of Capitol Hill and the L~n 
50 to encompass Laurelhurst, Ravenna-Bryant, the Universi~ 
District, and Wallingford. The south flow contour shows a 
major increase (Exhbit 4). The 55 L. moves from about Dear- 
born north to envelop Seattle Commu~qty College; the 50 L n 
line sweeps from central Capitol Hil up to and including 
University of Washington Campus; and the 45 L. contour 
covers the east shore of Lake Union and the centra~ corridor 
up to and including the Lake City business district (an esti- 
mated 2~ people)     The south flow contour for 50 L. 
shifts         covering all of Tacoma, including Point Deflan@e 
Park and Fort Nisqually, a registered national historical 
landmark. 

2. Impact of Noise 

The Aircraft Noise Report, dated ~els~ , quoted Mr. Richard 
E. Sanderson, director of the EPA Office of Federal 
Activities, as follows: 

"Substantial impacts can occur in the 55-65 Ld contour 
area in terms of residents who are highly annoye~ by air- 
craft noise and in terms of speech interference and sleep 
disruption."* 

A noise survey by the Seattle Community Council Federation 
elicited the following types of responses about jet noise in 
Central and Northeast Seattle: 

*Sea-Tac jets impair conversations. 

*Cit~ of Romulus v. Wa[ne County, 392 F. Supp 578,593 (P. 
Mick, 1975) cites EPA testimony that aircraft noise at 55 Ldn 
produces "activity interference and annoyance". 
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* Jet noise overpowers television or music in homes. 

* Jet noise disconnects thought--people lose ideas, and 
as they are about ready to recapture their train of 
thinking, another jet comes by. 

* It interferes with convalesing from illness. 

* Short-term memory gets blotted. 

* Hearing others on the telephone becomes difficult and 
people have to repeat themselves. 

* Some older people said they had difficulty distinguis- 
hing between loud background noises and conversation 
and just heard a jumble. 

* Some students found studying difficult. 

* The noise disrupts concentration and mediation. 

* It sets babies to crying. 

* A certain high-pitched whine causes some dogs to bark. 

Golfers on Beacon Hill say they often cannot hear the warning 
"Fore". A resident Of Columbia City said that burglers wait 
for the jet take-off noise to mask their break-ins. A nurse 
in a First Hill hospital said that doctors and medical 
personnel cannot use their stethoscopes and other sensitive 
equipment while jets thunder overhead; another observed that 
some patient’s can’t get to sleep and are given sedatives 
which could otherwise have been avoided. Professors in uni- 
versities and teachers in classrooms in schools and colleges 
on Capitol Hill and as far north as the University District 
must pause    for jets to pass.    A music student cited a 
dilemma: open a window for air on a sultry day and jet noise 
drowns out the music or close the window and suffer the heat. 
A drama student at the University of Washington’s Sylvan 
("Columns’ Theater) declared jet noise to be extremely 
frustrating; freeze and the line and spell is lost, or shout 
as loud as possible so the people in front will hear and go 
on. (This doesn’t work well for a love scene or a whisper.) 
A Capitol Hill resident recalled that there used to be sum- 
mer concerts of classical music in Volunteer Park; now, only 
rock-and-roll and New Age Heavy Metal can surmount the jet 
noise. A daycare instructor said that jet noise breaks the 
attention span of the toddlers. A Ravenna-Bryant resident 
said he now sleeps in the downstairs den and made his up- 
stairs bedroom to be the guest bedroom. 

Jet noise destroys the ambience for out-of-doors relaxation 
in Seattle’s secluded retreats. During the "scatter" plan, 



jets crossing over Ravenna Park caused an echo in steep 
canyon walls: Leschi residents noticed the same effect in 
their ravines. The sounds of nature in the Arboretum are ob- 
scured-    The inspiration or relaxation from communing with 
nature evaporates; one might just as well be in a downtown 
office or studio. 

People, with high noise thresholds, settled closer to Sea-Tar 
where land and housing prices were lower and commuting to 
Boeing or Kent Valley industries is quicker. People purchased 
homes and settled in Capitol Hill and Northeast Seattle for. 
the quiet.    The reroutlng foists jet noise on people who 
value quietude and paid more for their homes for the. qulet 
enjoyment these neighborhoods afforded. It is not only 
bringing noise to people,, who are more sensitive to it; it is 
a violation of their soclal contract manifested through city 
planning and city zoning that neighborhoods are set aside for 
quiet residential living. 

3. Limitations of Noise Stud~               ~: 

The Sea-Tar Noise study understates the noise impact by a 
large amount. It made six assumptions and exclusions. 

(I) It assumes an equal number of aircraft with and 
without the rerouting; 

(2) It assumes the continuation of the i0:00 P.M. to 
6:00 A.M curfew on the "east turn" and that the cur- 
few would apply to northbound routing; 

(3) It assumes that the northbound routing would apply 
to no more than six flights per day as shown in the 
draft environmental assessment; 

(4) It overlooks the deletion of the requirement that 
jets unable to reach 4,000’ at eight nautical miles 
are to go west: 

(5) It uses August-Sept. 1989 data. August and September 
are months when in Perry Como’s lyrics, "the bluest 
skies you’11 ever see are in Seattle." Seattle, RCA 
Victor, from "Here Come the Brides"; and 

(6) It disregards background noise levels from aviation 
from Boeing International Airport and Lake Union 
Airport. 

Each assumption and exclusion downplays the true noise impact 
of the rerouting: 

* A 42% increase* in air traffic would increase the air- 
craft over Beacon Hill by 133 planes (42% by 270), the 
1989 noise consultant’s daily figure). At maximum 
usage, 29 per hour would enter over Northeast Seattle 
and fly south: 58-60 per hour would cross Beacon Hill 
or Georgetown. 

* Under the FAA noise metric, aircraft noise generated 
between I0:O0 P.M. and 6:00 A.M. are assigned a I0 dBA 
surcharge. While the "East Turn" now carries 60% of 
the traffic, Exhibit 6 (1989 Ld Noise Contours, North 
Flow) shows a figure of a ball ~ hammer facing west: 
if 60% of the night flights went east, then the pattern 
would reverse with the L-- 60 line extending to 
Bellevue, L. 55 extending ~ Lake Sammamish, and L- 
50 pushing ~rthward. p.ast Wedgwood Rock and Dahl Fiel~? 

* The draft environmental assessment, p. 61 e, shows 3 
jets bound for Be111ngham and Vancouver, and 3 angling 
northeast to "EHAM" with love and kisses ("YXX"). An 
FAA Sea-Tar Jet Departures Chart, Average Day,. for 
October 1986, with average traffic of 249 per day, 
showed 9 per day (Exhibit 2); a Sea-Tar Overflight Com- 
mittee Eastside Study, for August 3, 1987, charted I0 
flights: a Seattle Turbojet Departure per OAG 12/15/86 
notes 11 Northbound fllghts plus 4 polar flights--2 of 
the flights were between 10 and ii P.M. A resident on 
one day tallied 24 going one north or crossing north- 
east of Laurelhurst playfield. The FAA in a letter to 
Dr. Jerry Schneider, dated February 23, 1987 (Exhibit 
3) stated 14 would do so during the summer months~Note 
1).    (This is the time when people sleep with windows 
open, and Seattleites enjoy the out-of-doors.)    The 
figure fails to ~ccount for the Port’s aggressive 
marketing campaign"(Note 2). 

* Aircraft that cannot make 4000 feet at 8 nautical miles north are either more heavily loaded or older aircraft. 

*The 42% increase is discussed in Section ID. A 270 per hour 

spread over a 16 hour day equates to about 17 per hour. 

Note I: FAA spokesman Temple Johnson, in his handout at the 
November 16, 1989 briefing writes that the rerouting improves 
capacity by 7% in the north flow; 7% of 270 is 19 aircraft. 

Note 2: The Seattle P.I., Dec. 7,. 1989, p. S-2 under the 
headline, "Airport executives to fly far from Noisy Sea-Tar", 
led off "As Sea-Tar International Airport’s neighbors clammer 
for action on noisy aircraft, top airport executives are 
flying to Europe next week to drum up business among foreign 
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These jets are probably those that generate noise 
levels about 65 dBA at Smith Cove, Location NNW 6 in 
the Noise Analysis, and set the peak sound levels. NNW 
6 is more distant from the runways than NNW 24; it 
equates with a location close to the Montlake cut. 
These jets generate 85 dBA levels over Beacon Hill 
(NNW/O) and a stream of peak level noise en route 
north. (The average peak sound level drops 1 dBA be- 
tween NNW/0 and NNW/4 and 2 dBA at EO.) 

* August-September data minimizes the aggregate noise 
levels endured by residents in the Instrument Landing 
System ("ILS") corridor.    In summer, the clouds are 
high, winds slight, rains sparce, visability fairly 
good, and nights clear. Jets on the ILS corridor are 
short-cutting from the Northeast under marginal IFR 
conditions or as overflow traffic (Note i). In con- 
trast, during winter months, the cloud cover is thick; 
winds and rain often pelting: visability limited: and 
the worse weather at night. Jets in the ILS corridor 
come from the northeast and the northwest (usually at a 
lower elevation); apply power to compensate for driz- 
zle, headwinds, or catch-up in spacing: and fly below 
the clouds generating a rebound (Note 2).    Most fly 
lower by night than by day: some have sideflaps out and 
wheels down.    A swoop of jets commonly converge just 
before and after ii:00 P.M. and before 6:00 A.M. and a 
scattering of a score throughout the rest of the night- 

airlines." The Seattle Times, January 14, 1990, p. E-l, 
headlines "Port to boost air t’~afflc", describes a port avia- 
tion marketing program to increase air-cargo volumes by 10% 

tional passenger traffic to Europe by a like and interna ...... f el 3 million, and cites e    ro ram nas a DUOge= ~    v - amount. Th P g -          - -- ...... =~ the noisiest engines- 
community opinion that cargu ~±=-= .... 

Note i: The FAA has made a practice within the last two years 
of routing jets from the northeast on the ILS route during 
the morning rush hour and from 4 to 6 P.M. During the summer 
months over half the jets using the ILS can be seen clearly 
from North King County to the last low ridge just north of 

the airport. 

Note 2: For example, the FAA used the ILS approach between Ii 
P.M. and 6:00 A.M. during 1989 on November 2,3,5,6,8,9,11,13, 

14, 16-18, and 20-26, and on December 2-8, ii-15, 18-20, 
22-31. Residents estimate that it was in use two-thirds to 
three-quarters of the time in December. 
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Summertime readings are not representative of wintertime 
conditions. 

* Floating planes taking off and landing on Lake Union 
particularly generate long and loud peak noise levels 
for the properties around Lake Union, residences along 
the Montlake Cut, and neighborhoods from Wallingford 
and Fremon West. See Seattle Times, January I0, 1990, 
A-7, "Come Hear the Planes: Temple Johnson’s invited to 
spend a few days with us";    letter of Sue and Don 
Bernhardt to Pat Davis, Port Commissioner, dated May 
30, 1986. Boeing International aviation often circles 
over    Beacon Hill awaiting arrival clearance. Lake 
Union and Boeing International aviation are promoted 
and under the supervision of the FAA. 

If adjustments were made for the foregoing factors, the noise 
data and contour lines would be substantially greater. 

C. Direct Effect--Air Qualit~ 

Air quaiity is a serious concern in the greater Seattle and 
Tacoma areas. The Puget Sound Air Quality Control Commission 
declared air quality alerts during the last two summers for 
both Seattle and Tacoma areas.    It banned barbecuing, dis- 
couraged unncesssary driving, and advised people with re- 
spiratory difficulties to stay indoors.     The Commission 
imposed stagnant air alerts this winter with bans on using 
home fireplaces and wood-burning stoves in effect for over 
two weeks.    The Seattle Times in its weather almanac pub- 
lishes Air Quality Statements along with the Tidetables. 

Residents in the central corridor of Seattle day-after-day 
see jets on take-off lay down a plume of dark exhaust over 
Beacon Hill and Capitol ~ill. Residents say they can smell 
it. They can see its effect: 

* A Beacon Hill resident said you can wash your car on a 
clear Sunday when the Duwamish factories are shut, and 
in several hours see a dust coating from drifting jet 
exhaust. 

* A volunteer at Veterans’ Hospital, who lives in North 
King County, said that when she drives down in the 
morning with a clean car and parks in the V.A. lot, 
she’ll find it dirty several hours later. 

People in the ILS corridor smell it too: 

* A lady at the January 2, 1990 meeting at the NOAA 
auditorium said she can taste the air and attributed it 
to planes. 

* People in the ILS corridor in the Montlake to Ravenna 
trough say that they can smell the fuel. 

Many Beacon Hill residents have felt a mist of being rained 
upon by fuel dumping. 



Seattle, once prided as a city of seven hills, has valleys. 
The topography generally has ridges on a northerly-southerly 
axis.    One ridge line runs from West Seattle, Queen Anne, 
Crown Hill; the adjoining valley is the Duwamish Industrial 
basin, Lake Union, Green Lake. Another ridge line runs from 
Beacon Hill, First Hill, Capitol Hill, Roosevelt-Maple Leaf; 
the adjoining valley includes Rainier Valley, the Central 
Area, Montlake and the Arboretum, and along 25th Avenue N.E. 
and Lake City Way north. The easterly ridge line runs along 
Mr. Baker, Madrona, View Ridge, and Inverness.    The ridges 
confine the air movement.    Two east-west cuts are troughs: 
one along the 1-90 corridor in the middle of Seattle and the 
other in the Montlake Cut/State Route 520 (Evergreen-Montlake 
Floating Bridge). Another stagnant air pocket occurs in 
Rainier Valley.     Under stagnant air conditions, the smog 
tends to settle in the val~eys and get trapped. 

The rerouting degrades the air quality directly by moving 
northbound aircraft that would go west along the Duwamish 
Corridor and out of Elliott Bay due north--the heavier ~oaded 
jets;, jets for eastbound destinations between i0 P.M. a~ 6:00 
A.M.: propeller aircraft that are routed to follow jet flight 
paths (Exhibit 5 shows current routing): and for the Montlake 
area and areas northward, the northbound jets. It degrades 
the air quality directly bY moving in-coming jets from over 
Puget Sound to directly ove~ the central corridor of Seattle. 
Jet fuel exhaust will be ejected down along the 23rd to 25th 
Ave. N.E. corridor, the Central Area, and Rainier Valley in 
clear weather. (In the winter at least, the Seattle drizzle 
~ ~inse the air.)     On clear days with a local fog at 
Sea-Tac, the stream of jets on the ILS corridor leaves a 
trail in the sky that appears darker than sky further east 
and west. The rerouting of jets to turn north of the 
Evergreen Montlake Bridge accentuates the degradation of air 
quality.    The jets tend to add power when coming out of a 
turn--a practice well-known to residents on Beacon Hill, 
Capitol Hill, and Ravenna-Bryant successively who experience 
aircraft from the southwest arcing into the ILS corridor 
during south flow conditions.     Under the rerouting this 
powering will occur as well as in good weather in the 
Montlake trough--University District area, a residential area 
with lower air quality in Seattle already.    The jets will 
cross the 1-90 corridor in the Central Area, an area that the 
City intends to re-develop for residential purposes.    Air 
quality, studies during the arbitration proceedings in 1972 
between the City of Seattle and the State of Washington 
relating to the lid over 1-90 showed the area to have 
substantially lower air quality than other residential areas: 
one of the purposes of the lid and its ventilation system is 
to filter and cleanse the 1-90 related air pollutants. The 
rerouting gainsays this advantage. 
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When jets fly over Puget Sound and Elliott Bay, the off-shore 
breezes distribute the air pollution over a wider area. Much 
of the pollution--particularly particulate matter--precipi- 
tates over Puget Sound well away from the shore. In short, 
the rerouting concentrates the air pollution over the people, 
rather than spreading it over Puget Sound. 

D. Increased Congestion Of Airspace: Impact on General 
Aviation 

The rerouting moves the flight path in clear weather directly 
over Boeing International Airport and shifts aircraft on the 
east closer to Renton, both general aviation airports. The 
rerouting is designed to increase the arrival rate from 42 to 
58-60 per hour, and, correspondingly reduce the interval 
between jets. At its November 16, 1989 briefing, FAA spokes- 
man Temple Johnson explained that it permits parallel streams 
of jets, landing "wing tip to wing tip", on Sea-Tac’s two 
runways. 

I. Impact on Boeing International Airport 

The decreased spacing between Sea-Tac jets will cause delays 
in Boeing Field takeoffs and landings.    The convergence of 
aircraft on parallel tracks in short intervals may intensify 
or affect the duration of aircraft air turbulence. The re- 
routing shif~ commuter aircraft from over Puget Sound to over 
Boeing Field (see Exhibit 5 for current routing) further 
increases the air traffic in the vicinity. 

After deregulation, the Port of Seattle and King County com- 
missioned a Sea-Tac International Airport/King County Inter- 
national Airport Airspace Study, dated January 1983 (the 
"Study") points out that Boeing International Airport is a 
much busier airport than Sea-Tac in flight operations (p. 
xv)--in fact, it is the busiest general aviation airport 
north of San Francisco and west of Chicago--and that due to 
the proximity of the airports, the two need to be essentially 
operated as one. Both airports direct traffic in the same 
north or south direction simultaneously. Sea-Tac overflights 
reduce the opportunity for general aviation destined toward 
Boeing International to land. An aircraft bound for Boeing 
International under south flow conditions may have to abort 
its landing and increase altitude: the increase would bring 
it directly into the path of the Sea-Tac arrival. Moreover, 
jets on take-off cause "wake vortices" and air turbulence 
that can affect private aviation (Study, p. 8-9). 

At the November 16, 1989 presentation, FAA Spokesman, Temple 
Johnson, stated that the rerouting would affect flight tracks 
at Boeing Field. He did not say what the changes would be. 
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2. Congestion 

The rerouting will congest the airspace over the central cor- 
ridor of Seattle.    It adds more aircraft to the confined 
space and reduces the separation interval for cross traffic. 
Beyond 12 nautical miles north, roughly north of the Lake 
Washington Ship Canal, uncontrolled airspace (0-3000’) can 
accommodate cross-traffic. However, over South Capitol Hill 
and Beacon Hill, the uncontrolled air space falls to 1,800 
feet. (54 Fed. Reg. 52682). 

The uncontrolled air apace is further constrained by ground 
objects. Aircraft are required to maintain a distance of at 
least one thousand feet vertical distance from the nearest 
ground obstacle until making their final descent, 14 CFR S 
91.79 and 91.119. The ground line of Capitol Hill is 403’ at 
18th Avenue and E. Madison St. The KCTS-T¥ Tower adds 590’ 
for a total of 993’ and KTZZ (Channel 22) adds 637’ for a 
total of I040’    The City of Seattle granted Columbia Center 
(950’ above ground line) a building permit to build a 200’ 
T.¥. tower atop Columbia Center, the tallest building north 
of Los Angeles and west of Chicago, Daily Journal of 
Commerce, January 5, 1990, p. i.    The television stations, 
which maintain towers on top of Queen Anne Hill, have applied 
for permission to heighten their T.¥. towers also.    The 
Washington Aeronautics Commission anticipates that the T.V. 
Tower on Columbia Center will deflect general aviation 
further east to over First Hill.    There will be more cross 
traffic and less space and time for it. Circling     traffic 
over Beacon Hill awaiting an opportunity to land at Boeing 
International will intensity the congestion¯ 

3. Safety 

The rerouting raises safety concerns: 

It brings aircraft "wing tip to wing tip" to the two 
Sea-Tar runways, whose centerlines are separated by a 
mere 800 feet. (Draft environmental assessment, p. 6). 
This is scarcely half the minimum FAA standard, 
Seattle Weekly, December 13, 1989, p. 28. 

It intermixes commuter aircraft and faster moving 
jets.    The lines of descent of commuter aircraft and 
jets will converge over Beacon Hill, narrowing and 
then eliminatng vertical separation.    A jet pilot 
advises that this causes the jets to slow down, making 
more noise, and through the use of flaps and wheels, 
to generate more air turbulence; private pilots have 
expressed concerns. 

* The consequences of a mid-air collision magnify. A 
crash over Puget Sound destroys the aircraft and their 
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passengers and scatters debris over open water. A mid- 
air collision over the central corridor will destroy 
not only the aircraft but also multl-family residential 
structures, schools or homes. The horror will be worse 
than the collision in Los Cerritos, California on 
August 31, 1986 of the PSA crash over San Diego on 
September 25, 1978 or the Kenner crash on September 
25, 1978. A south end resident cited Horizon Airlines 
Flight 2658 with an engine aflame, landing at Sea-Tar 
on April 16, 1988 (fortunately safely)¯ Accidents can 
happen here. See Seattle Times, November 30, 1989, p. 
E-I. 

* It increases the chances of injury from dropping 
debris. The U.S. airline fleet is aging and includes 
"geriatric jets". Seattle Times, June 19, 1988, p. i. 
The Aloha Airline incident left torn skin over the 
Pacific Ocean; another airline dropped an engine in a 
mid-West cornfield. Aircraft mechanics doing mainten- 
ance work on airlines note a missing rivet head from 
time-to-time.      Any such debris, falling from an 
airplane travelling at several hundred miles per hour, 
has the impact of a bullet. The more aircraft over- 
head, the more opportunity there is for such an 
accident. 

Beacon Hill residents have observed near collisions already. 
One resident told the Joint Committee on Aircraft Overflights 
that "her heart lept into her throat" when a big jet closed 
in on a private craft; another recalls covering her eyes with 
her face so that she would not see a collision about to 
occur.    At a north end community meeting, one man recalled 
seeing a private plane thrown into a flutter from the turbul- 
ence of a large jet. A Maple Leaf resident has photographs 
of close encounters.    A Lake City resident and a retired 
world War II pilot says that there have been too many close 
calls and is writing letters to prevent the rerouting and 
more of them. A Seattleite remembered being a passenger in a 
small plane and feeling it jump and shake in a jet wake and 
admitting being scared. All of these incidents occurred over 
the central corridor of Seattle. 

E. Direct Effect--More Traffic and More Runways 

Increased capacity will generate more air traffic.    The 
Seattle Times, January 14, 1990, P. E-I and 3 describes the 
Port’s aggressive marketing program and quotes the Port’s 
director of aviation marketing as follows: 

"I don’t know how quickly we’re accelerating the rate 
of growth and how fast we’re running out of capacity . . 

I’d rather say going and getting them now is smarter 
than letting market forces fill up our capacity." 
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Zn short, whatever is available, ths Port will fill it If it 
ca~. 

The Port staff envisions Sea-Tar as a "regional hub airport". 
If more aircraft can arrive per hour, Sea-Tac and airline 
officials will schedule more aircraft. 

The rerouting invites more runways and Sea-Tar expansion. 
The draft environmental assessment at page 7 states: 

"While an addition of another runway at the present 
location is feasible, it will probably not improve ca- 
pacity or efficiency .unless route modifications can be 
made to bring the aircraft to the runway more efficient- 
ly.                         " 

It anticipates increased demand (p. 14), accommodates it, and 
stimulates it. 

In fact, the rerouting is designed for.and to-assist that 
demand.    Sea-Tac has plans for convertinga taxiway into a 
commuter runway. The Seattle Times mentioned it as its lead 
story on Sunday, March 26, 1989, p. A-I, "Jet-city traffic 
jam."    Port officials had planned a third runway through 
Burien, but backed off under public protest. Seattle P.I., 
May 5, 1988, P. B-I. Port capital improvement plans, distri- 
buted at the November 16, 1989 presentation of the rerouting 
plan, shows the commuter runway planned foe 1991. The Port’s 
Aviation Director has been touting the communter runway in 
the mediation process, and soon after the November 20, 1988 
meeting of the mediation process, the media disclosed a Port 
memorandum foe funds to design the runway. 

The rerouting is in fact keyed to runway expansion. The FAA 
spokesman maintains the currant routing a a bottleneck that 
restricts a major increase in operatlons--the very function 
the commuter runway and a third runway would serve. 

F. Indirect Effects 

I. Increased capacity and Facilities 

The Port has committed itself to a cycle: more capacity, more 
runways and terminals, more air traffic; more capacity, more 
runways, etc.    The cycle is reminiscent of freeway building 
in the 1950’s and early 60’s: 

Build more freeways to accommodate peak usage; 
More freeways stimulate more auto traffic; 
More vehicular traffic demands more freeways etc. 

The FAA rerouting and the runway planning are so concurrent 
and so interrelated that the-two should be treated in the 
environmental analysis for whichever comes first. 

2. Noise Impact 

Jet noise levels impact health and people’s sense of well 
being. The noise disrupts daily activities; it causes delays 
in everyday functions such as speaking, lisening, thinking; 
it diminishes productivity in tasks requiring concentration; 
it impedes relaxation needed to recharge for daily affairs; 
it induces stress and creates tension. It disturbs sleep and 
generates fatigue. Studies in Japan have found psyhcological 
or mental fatigue to be more wearying than physical fatigue 
and to cause shortening of life span.* Noise studies show 
tht people feel the~ effects of noise even though they have 
conditioned themselvs not to notice it. The threshold differs 
with different people. 

No man is an island: the"impact on an individual may affect 
others with whom the individual comes in contact. When the 
impact affects many, the more likely those affected influence 
others and the greater the cumulative impact in interpersonal 
and community affairs.                                                  : 

3. Transferred Burden 

Increased noise levels impose upon the owner of property the 
burden of insulating hls/her premises to make them liveable 
or usable, e.g.    In the early 1970’s, the Highline School 
District spent its entire proceeds from the Port’s acquisi- 
tion of a grade school for airport purposes to insulate its 
other school buildings.    Ads to lease apartments and sell 
condominiumsfor properties in South Seattle sometimes carry 
the notation~ "well insulated" referring to noise; the renter 
or buyer pays extra to protect himself/herself from noise 
pollution.     New construction in the central corridor of 
Seattle will probably have to insulate for noise abatement, 
adding increased development expense. 

4. Community Displacement 

Commuity growth patterns follow the amenities of a location. 

The tideflat industries of Fife and Tacoma polluted the air 
and generated an "aroma of Tacoma". It deflected residential 
settlement toward the Lake region and Clover Park areas south 
of the city.    Sea-Tar noise is having the same blighting 
effect in areas subject to overflights. 

Instead of a healthy population mix (age, income status, 
families and ethnic backgrounds), environmental disamenities 
cause a separation over time. Newcomers, with means, choose 

*E.g., Yomiuri Shimbun, October 2, 1989. 
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the more desirable areas. Many factors come into play, e.g. 
location of jobs, schools, the nature of the housing etc- 

Until the 1980’s, Beacon Hill and Capitol Hill had been very 
desirable residential areas: close to downtown, nice views, 
centrally located, equivalent schools, etc. Young families, 
with means    to choose, in the 1980’s were settling on the 
Eastside where they can enjoy the out-of-doors. Schools and 
housing prices are factors; so is the jet noise from Sea- 
Tac. Real estate prices on Beacon Hill and further south in 
the flight path have not kept up with the rising real estate 
values in Seattle. New development lags there vis-a-vis the 
north end of Seattle.    Jet noise pollution is the primary 
culprit. 

Some flatland areas have potential for industrial or com- 
mercial usage. Beacon Hill and capitol Hill by their topo- 
graphy are committed for residential use and the long run 
healthy growth of Seattle, as a metropolitan center, requires 
that the noise levels be brought down to be compatible with 
quality residential living. 

The FAA’s overflights generate noise in the 1-90 corridor 
almost equal to the levels that would occur if 1-90 had re- 
mained uncovered from 23rd Avenue to Martin Luther King Way. 
The lid not only re-unites the communities spanning it; it 
completely contains the highway noise. The lid involves an 
estimated     expenditure     of     twenty     million    dollars 
($20,000,000), mostly with assistance of the U.S. Department 
of Transportation.    The rerouting of jets imposes an equi- 
valent new noise source. 

The rerouting by imposing incompatible jet noise over long 
established residential areas encourages urban sprawl with 
gradual resettlement of people away from Seattle’s central 
corridor to rural areas that state and local land use 
planning is trying to preserve. 

Iv. THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

A. Not Bona Fide Assessment 

An environmental assessment differs from a technical study in 
that it selects the best alternatives for presentation, 
identified the environmental issues, evaluates the proposal 
and alternatives by ten criteria, states the affected en- 
vironmental consequences and puts forth mitigation measures. 

40 CFR S 1508.9, 40 CFR S 1508.27, 40 CFR S 1501.2 and FAA 
Order paragraph 17, 36 and 37. Its purpose is to help the 
agency determine whether or not to prepare an environmental 
impact statement and if so, assist in preparing one. 40 CFR 

S 1508.9. 
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The FAA’s draft environmental assessment is a retouched 
version of the FAA’s airspace study, dated October 18, 1989, 
entitled 

"FEDERAL A¥1ATION ADMINISTRATION 
Northwest Mountain Region 

Seattle-Tacoma Tower 

Airspace Study: "S~tle Arrival and Departure 
Routes, Simulation, Analysis, Recommendations." 

The FAA changed the title, added a few pages on noise and air 
quality, appended a list of persons consulted and "slipped a 
mickey" on the map (p. 61e); the northbound rerouting. 
Ninety-seven percent of the draft assessment is a verbatim 
repeat of the air space study.    (See Exhibit 6, Comparison 
Table) The air space study’s goal is to move 50 to 60 planes 
per hour in good weather. The document describes 13 computer 
simulations of routing patterns, most of them with arrivals 
due south over the central axis of Seattle, evaluating each 
by efficiency under high (52) arrival rates per hour. One~ 
third of the document is a glossary of terms.* The airspace 
study concerned arrivals only: the map in the environmental 
assessment (p. 61e) shows the northbound routing. Nothing in 
the text of the draft environmental assessment suggests or 
dis~sses this change. 

The draft environmental assessment has these glaring 
omissions: 

* There is no discussion of the human environment or even 
recognitio’-~ that a noise sensitive area is involved. 

* There are n_~o mitigation measures (40 CFR S 1508.20). 

* The list of people "contacted" excludes important 
entities, such as: 

King County 
The State of Washington 
The Puget Sound Air Quality Control Commission 
The Cities of Mercer Island, Bellevue,** Redmond, 

*40 CFR S 1500.1(b) quoted at page states: "Most important, 
NEPA documents must concentrate on the issues that are truly 
significant to the action in question, rather than amassing 
needless detail." 

**The Seattle P.I., November 29, 1989, p. B-2, quotes the 
ma~ors of Mercer Island and Bellevue as saying that they had 
not been consulted about the rerouting. 
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Tacoma, clyde Bill, Medina, Tukwila, Federal Way and 

Renton. 
King County Boeing International Airport 
The University of Washington 
Seattle Community College 
Seattle School District No. 1 
Lake Washington School District and others 

and as a result, the assessment presumes no impact on any of 
them.    Two of those, listed above, King County and Tacoma, 

operate airports. 

* The discussion of noise and air quality impacts.i~ 
superficial: other environmental consequences descrioeu 
in Part III, "Impact of the Proposed Routing" above are 
not considered (cf. FAA order 1050.1D P 36). 

* There is no recognition of cumulative impacts (40 CFR S 

1508.7). 

* The "no action" alternatives of limiting arrivals per 
hour are summarily dismissed (cf. FAA Order 1050,1D P 
36).    There is no analysis of t’--he impact of increased 
air traffic made posslble by the expansion in capacity 
or of the increase in peak noise levels from the 

increased capacity. 

* There is no identification or analysis of the factors 
or cumulative impacts as contemplated by the facts in 

40 CFR S 1508.27 or FAA Order I051.1D P 37. 

There is no acknowledgement that the matter is controversial 

despite th-~- fact that 

(1) Congressman John Miller, Rod Chandler, and James 
McDermott had written to the Secretary of Transpor- 
tation on December 8, 1989, asking for an environ- 
mental assessment and stating that "noise control is 
a high priority" and "should be given as much weight 
as capacity and efficiency" (Exhibit 7). 

(2) When the FAA had proposed a plan based on efficiency 
only, every member of the Washington legislature 
from Seattle signed a letter, dated April 23, 1987, 
opposing the plan (Exhibit 8). That plan and the 
rerouting are very similar. 

(3) The Seattle Federation of Community Councils is 
strongly opposed to the routing of jets over the 
central corridor and commented about it by letter, 
dated January 7, 1989, to the Secretary of Trans- 
portation in response to DOT’s -Airport Noise 
Comparability Planning, Request for Public Comment, 
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53 Federal Register 44554".    On May 2, 1989 the 
Northeast District Council wrote to the Port of 
Seattle and the mediation committee in June 1989 its 
strong opposition to such a routing.     The two 
sub-caucuses most affected in the Sea-Tac Noise 
Mediation Process, the Eastside and North/Northwest, 
both rejected the proposal outright when originally 
presented. 

(4) The Seattle City Council had passed Resolution 28114 
calling for an Environmental Impact Statement on 
December 18, 1989 (Exhibit 9). 

The fact that an action is highly controversial on en- 
vironmental grounds removes any categorical exemption that 
the FAA might claim under Appendix 4, paragraph 4, k (the 
"3000 foot" rule).    FAA Order 1050.1D, paragraph 32. DOT 
Order 5050.4A Airport Environmental Handbook P 246;- U.S. 
General Accounting Office, Report to Congress "Aircraft 
Noise, Implementation of FAA’s Expanded East Coast Plan;" 
August 1988, p. 34. It is a factor to consider in deciding 
whether to do an environmental impact statement. 

B. Low Quality Environmental Information 

1. Noise 

The same refrain runs from the air space study through to the 
draft environment assessment. It comes down to two key para- 
graphs: 

"For the proposed changes in north or south flow patterns 
to affect the noise contours presented in Exhibit 2, the 
changes would have to take place with the DNL 65 contour 
since it is aircraft flight in this area that produces 
the noise depicted by the noise contours (Environmental 
Assessment, p. iii and p. 58; Air Space Study, p. 88). 

"Given that the DNL 65 and greater noise contours do 
not change, all locations outside of the DNL 65 contour 
remain compatible vith the airport." (Environmental As- 
sessment p. 58 and 60; airspace study p. 89) 

In presenting the plan on November 16, 1989, the FAA’s 
spokesman supplied the public statement with this emphatic 
conclusion: "The proposed procedures do not change existing 
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noise contours."*    The mediators prepared a memorandum of 
Questions and Answers, dated November 17, 1989, with this ex- 
change: 

"Question? What environmental analysis procedures did 
the FAA use and what is required of the FAA? 

Response: The FAA is not required to do environmental 
analysis for changes above 3000’.    The FAA did do an 
internal environmental review which showed that there 
were no changes to Ldn 65." 

Both the draft environmental assessment and the air space 
study confined their environmental analysis to the area where 
no flight path changes a~e said to occur and disregarded the 
area where the changes occur.**    Both assume a constant 
number of aircraft, although the plan is designed to increase 
the flow! 

Both documents overlooked certain key changes: propeller air- 
craft that now turn west, south of the Duwamish River will 
fly in the jet flight paths; the heavily-laden aircraft that 
cannot make 4,000 feet at 8 nautical miles will now go due 
north rather than angle westerly over the Duwamish corridor; 
and with propeller aircraft in the same flight path with 
jets, jets over Beacon Hill may have to slow down by using 
flaps and lowering wheels ("flying dirty"). The noise con- 

tours within the 65 Ldn may well change. 

2. Air Quality Data 

The air quality analysis simply notes that there is no 
quantitative data on any of the alternatives (draft environ- 

*Statement of Temple H. Johnson, Jr., Manager Air Traffic 
Division, p. 2. While the spokesman may have had in mind the L.n 65 contour line, laymen understood it as not increasing 

n~ise levels further out.     The Port of Seattle’s noise 
analysis shows substantial impact on noise contour lines 
where the change in flight paths occur. The draft environ- 
mental assessment differs from the air space study in this 
quirk: the air space study (p. 89a) has its exhibit with 
north toward the top of the page; the draft environmental as- 
sessment, (p. 61c) has north toward the bottom of the page. 

**The Seattle Times, December 23, 1989 states William Butler 
said that the FAA has no plans to predict the effects of 
flight changes outside the area because there is no data for 
those areas.    The FAA had access to the 1987 noise consul- 
tants data and the Port consultant planned to report on 
January 4, 1990; less than two weeks away. 
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mental assessment, p. 60). A bona fide environmental assess- 
ment would have recognized the issue and consulted with air 
quality agencies and experts. 

3. Northbound Routing 

Only the map, p. 61 E, shows the northbound routing. The 
draft environmental assessment is otherwise silent about it. 
The map shows 6 jet flights. The figure understates flight 
data from earlier FAA materials. See Limitations of Noise 
Study, Ill B 3 above. 

4. Delay Data 

The draft environmental assessment, p. 4, founds the need for 
the rerouting on presumed delays in aircraft arrivals. 

"In the Summer of 1989, Sea-Tac Airport experienced 
unprecedented delays, 5,409 aircraft experienced a total 
of 1,303 flight hours of arrival delays in the months Qf 
June, July and August." 

Ninety-five percent of the aircraft during these months 
arrived without delay.     The Christian Science Monitor, 
November 20, 1989, listed a chart for On-Time arrivals at the 
U.S. busiest airports.    Sea-Tac ranked 22nd in passenger 
traffic and sixth in on-time arrivals, with 84% of the 
arrivals on time and 88% of the departures on time. 

The figures for delays in August of 1989 fail to break out 
several factors accounting for delays. 

(a) Summertime events: The Navy’s Blue An@eles precision 
flying team performed for the Seafair Hydroplane 
Race and practiced the day before.    Air traffic 
north of Sea-Tac was virtually closed while the Blue 
Angeles were in the air. Boeing International Air- 
port hosted its annual alrshow with flight acro- 
batics and vintage aircraft. Sea-Tac aircraft were 
diverted for the two-day festival.    The Seattle 
Times and local television stations had warned local 
residents to expect delays lasting several hours for 
each event. 

(b) Malfunctioning localizer: At the FAA’s November 16, 
1989 presentation of its plan, a pilot inquired 
about how much of the October delays was caused by 
repair of defective Sea-Tac equipment and received 
an answer that the amount was substantial but not 
identifiable because of the manner that the 
statistics were compiled in. The localizer was also 
malfunctioning and receiving maintenance in August 
of 1989. 
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(c) The Seattle-Tower used instrument flight rules 
during August to a greater extent than customary. 
The acceptance rate under vlsual flight rules is 
9rearer than under instrument flight rules. When- 
ever airlines schedule for arrivals under IFR con- 
ditions, back-ups will occur if IFR conditions 
prevail.    This is true irrespective of whichever 
routing or reroutlng system applies. 

Unless the data can be broken down with particulars as to the 
cause of delay, the information is not useful. 

Sea-Tar is known for its fogs that can come even when the 
rest of the area is clear, e.g., Sea-Tar had 48 days of fog 
with one-fourth mile or less of vislbility. Daily Journal of 
Commerce, Dec. 19, 1986, p.. 16. 

5. Map~ 

The maps of the routing p. 61e and g are misleading. Exhibit 
6ie shows one heavy arrow going over the northern end of 
Mercer Island and two areas of half the width going north and 
northeasterly, south of Webster Point. The Port’s noise con- 
sultant’s outline (Ehxibit 9) shows five arrows going 
east--the most southerly around the northern tip of Mercer 
Island, the most northerly clipping over Laurelhurst in 
Seattle. Exhibit 61g shows an end profile of a hibachi. A 
layman can hardly tell where the planes converge over 
Seattle.    The noise consultant’s outline (Exhibit i0) shows 
clearly six arrows converging over Seattle from the west. 
The Noise Consultant’s outline also shows half the arrows 
from the west entering north of Elliott Bay. Yet, the FAA 
told the Mediation Committee and the public that flights from 
the west would go south over Puget Sound and Elliott Bay as 
currently and Northwest Seattle would see a reduction of 
overflights in clear weather. Compare the maps in the draft 
environment assessment to those shown in the Seattle Post- 
Intelli~encer, January 12, 1990, p. B-2. The P.I. is not 
only more graphic, but far more informative to the public. 
The United States General Accounting office, Re -Aircraft 
Noise Implementation of FAA’s Expanded East Coast Plan," 
dated August, 1988 (GAD/RCED-88-143) P- 51 states: "These 
steps would include informing the public in unambiguous terms 
about the major airspace changes. Producing maps that show 
the proposed changes and that the public can understand would 
also help in this process." 

The text of the draft assessment explains that the jets from 
the southeast are to complete their "U" turn at eleven nautl- 
cal miles north of the runways (draft assessment, P. 53). 
However, the Terminal Control Area published in the 54 
Federal Re~Ister 52682 shows the Evergreen Montlake Bridge 
£o be at least 12 nautical miles north. 
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The text uses technical locations such as "VORTAC" and 
"radials" and "DME fix". No map shows where these fixes or 
angles are. A layman cannot therefore follow the discussion 
using the draft environmental assessment. 

V. THE F.A.A.’s PROCESS 

A. Lack of Consultation 

Whatever consultation the FAA has had with state and local 
governments occurred after the storm of public protest 
against the rerouting. CF. Seattle P.I , November 29, 1989 p 
B-2: Seattle Times, Nove~’6er 30, 1989, ~. E-1 and December 3, 
1989.     Its contact with Seattle consisted of an FAA 
presentation of its plan to the Seattle City Council but no 
meaningful dialogue. Its contact with Pierce County was with 
the airport manager, not its elected officials.    The EAA 
participation in the Port of Seattle noise mediation process 
cannot excuse its failure to inform municipal and state 
government officials about its rerouting plan early on, 
solicit their views, and give them careful consideration in 
its decision-making. 31USC S 6506: Executive Order 12~72:40 
CFR S 1500.2 (f), S 1508.9 (b), S 1506.6: DOT Order 5610.1C S 
14 (c): FAA Order 1050. 1D P 22. 

On January I, 1990 a new mayor, City Council (one-third new) 
and city attorney took office in Seattle as did newly elected 
officials in Tacoma and Bellevue and the Eastside ~ities. 
The first task of a new administration was to organize 
itself, appoint key officials, etc. The FAA’s January 24th 
deadline limits their opportunity for effective comment. 

B. Citizen Involvement 

The FAA has made no direct contact with community 
organizations in Seattle or Tacoma about its proposed re- 
cruiting.    It sent no information on its reroutlng plan and 
never solicited the---~iews of the Seattle Community Council 
Federation, an organization of over a score of neighborhood 
community councils throughout Seattle: or the Lake Union 
District Council, the Northeast District Council, and the 
North District Council, all organizations with members 
comprised of neighborhood and business organizations in the 
areas affected by the flight changes. The only citizen in- 
volvement that the FAA had occurred through the Port of 
Seatte Noise Mediation Process. 

In the Noise Mediation Process, FAA spokesmen assured the 
citizenry that n__~o changes in flight paths would be made while 
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the process was underway-    That assurance was given at the 
first meeting in March 1989, again in June 1989, and through 
Temple ~. Johnson, Jr. to the North/Northwest Sub-caucuS on 
September 26, 1989 at the Jefferson Community Center.    The 
FAA’s November i0, 1989 announcement repudiated that as- 
surance.    See Seattle Times, November I0, 1989, p. 1 and 9: 
November 30, p. E-I and December 1989, D-l: Seattle P.I. 
November Ii, 1989, B-I and November 29, 1989, B-2. At all o’{ 
its presentations, the FAA stated that the "4-poster plan" 
was an ideal to maximize efficiency, but did not indicate it 
was a plan to be implemented soon. These assurances dissuaded 
some community organizations from commenting on the proposed 
alteration of the Seattle Terminal Control Area published in 
54 Fed. Reg. 33564 (AUgUSt 28, 1989), a predicate for the 
Sea-Tac rerouting. The presentations omitted several impor- 
tant elements of the plan: (a) all continued the "east turn" 
curfew; (b) all had the--"U" turn for traffic from the 
southeast at or south of the Evergreen-Montlake Floating 
Bridge; and (c) none mentioned the elimination of the 
mandatory west ’turn for heavily loaded traffic. At all of 
them, the FAA spokesman argued that any increase in noise 
levels would be minimal (e.g. Seattle P.I., December 15, 
1989, p. C-l)--an assumption at variance with the Port con- 
sultants’ January 4, 1990 noise analysis. 

The FAA announcement of its intent to implement its plan on 
January II, 1989 came on November i0, 1989. It was timed to 
occur after the comment period on the proposed alteration of 
the Seattle Terminal Control Area had expired. The announce- 
ment came too late for public discussion as an issue in the 
Port Commission elections held November 7, 1989. The an- 
nouncement came just before the Thanksgiving-Chanukah- 
Christmas-New Years holidays, a time when people are pre- 
arina for, or in the holiday rush. The FAA indicated that 
he Nolse Medlation panel could "tweak’ the plan afterwards. 

It did not invite comment about the basic decision to im- 
plement th’~ rerouting at all--the fundamental environmental 
question. 

This procedure violates 40 CFR S 1500.1 (b) and S 1506.6; DOT 
Order 5610.IC S 14 a; and FAA Order 1050.1D S 29. 

C. Notice of Hearing and Availability of Draft Assessment 

The FAA published notiCe of its hearing on the draft environ- 
mental assessment on December 29,1989.     Seattle Times, 
December 29, 1989, p. C-6. It requires comment on the draft 
environmental assessment by January 24, 1989. 

Draft environmental assessments are practically available 
only at libraries for reading there. (Citizens who called in 
to the FAA were told to visit their libraries.) The FAA sent 
4 copies to the Seattle Public Library and two copies are 
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available at the downtown library only~ At most, one copy 
was distributed for each I0,000 people in the King County- 
Pierce County Area.    The Seattle Public Library first re- 
ceived its copies on Tuesday, December 26th. The documents 
then had to be sorted, catoloqued, distributed, and shelved. 
Citizens report that copies first appeared at the reserve 
counters on December 29, 1989. Since the Seattle Times is an 
evening newspaper, a citizen, who was alert to the notice, 
would first gain access on January 2, 1989. The effective 
opportunity for a citizen to comment on the document is 22 
days--not 30 days. 

Many libraries are closed on Sundays. All are closed on New 
Years Day and Martin Luther King Day.    This further di- 
minishes the opportunity for review of the document. Nothing 
in the document or the forwarding letter mentions the public 
hearing or solicits public comment. It gives an address for 
"information", but not for sending comments. 

The FAA notice therefore violates DOT Order 4610.IC(e)(2) and 
FAA Order I050.1D S 28 d. 

D. Timing of Hearing 

The FAA published its notice of hearing six days after it 
issued its draft environmental assessment.    It issued its 
draft environmental assessment on the Friday before Chanuka 
and Christmas.     It selected the only 30 day span in the 
entire calendar year with three legal holidays: Christmas, 
New Years Day and Martin Luther King Day. It allowed only 26 
days from date of publication. Until the official notice was 
published, people might learn of the scheduled hearing from 
newspaper stories, criticizing the draft environmental state- 
ment, but would not know where to read the document. For ex- 
ample, The Seattle Times, December 23, 1987, under the 
headline "New FAA Report is Silent About Jet Noise", wrote: 
"A new report by the FAA on its proposed changes to Seattle- 
Tacoma International Airport flight patterns does everything 
but answer the ~central question, How much noise will this 
bring to Puget Sound neighborhoods?" The short interval pre- 
judices community organizations, who meet monthly, e.g., the 
Seattle Community Council Federation’s next regular meeting 
occurs after the January 24th hearing; the North District’s 
Council’s meeting occurs scarcely a week before. The answer 
to the Seattle Times’ key question first came on January 4, 
1990--only 20 days before the hearing. 

This compression of time violates DOT Order 5610.IC S 14 (e) 
and FAA Order 1050.1D S 28 (d). 

The rush to issue the draft environmental assessment before 
Chanuka/Christmas (without even waiting for any noise 
analysis due soon after New Years), the minimal distribution 

*North Seattle Press, January i0-23,1990, p. I and 8. The ~;orth East 
Branch Library did not receive a copy. 
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of the document, the shortness of time for the hearing, and 
the skimpy environmental analysis in the document itself, 
shows an agency just going through the motions without a 
sincere intent to allow public involvement in its environ- 
mental processes.    It manifests an intent to steamroll over 
the citizenry and put its rerouting plan into place, whatever 
the environmental and community consequences may be. 

E. List of Persons Contacted 

The community organizations in the "List of Agencies and 
Persons Contacted" (pp. 63-66) include organizations, whose 
sole contact was 

(a) sending a letter to the Port and the FAA protesting 
the plan, e.g., .the Northeast District Council and 
the Seattle Community Council Federation: or 

(b) having a member of the organization participate in 
the Port of Seattle Noise Mediation process, e.g., 
Ravenna-Bryant Community Association (RBCA)* and the 
Mount Baker Community Club. 

Its list omits C.A.S.E., Citizens’ Alternative to Sea-Tac 
Expansion, an organization of several hundred members in the 
immediate vicinity of Sea-Tar. FAA Order I0501.1D P 36 uses 
the word, "consulted", not "contacted". The "contact" does 

-nQt equate to ,counuc~in~" because the FAA did not seek the 
v{e~& 0f- £~e-organization--such as attending a meeting or 
writing for comments with a disclosure of the proposal--or 
given careful thought to the ideas expressed. 

VI. THE NECESSITY OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL    IMPACT 
STATEMENT 

The FAA needs to prepare and circulate an environmental 
impact statement because the rerouting appears to be a major 
action significantly affecting the quality of the human 
environment.    (See Part III.) Under south flow conditions, 
the proposed plan routes jets on take-off directly over the 
third largest city in Washington, Tacoma--an introduction of 
new jet noise--and it shifts in-coming aircraft over to the 
central corridor of Seattle, the largest city, and over 
Bellevue, the fourth largest. On north flow rake-offs, it 
routes many more jets and propeller planes over the populated 

*The FAA’s association was so distant that it got the wrong 
name for the R.B.C.A. and misspelled "Queen Anne" in Queen 
Anne Community Council. 
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center of Seattle all the time, and opens up North Seattle 
for jets taking off~ Overall,~t shifts noise and other air- 
craft pollution (including safety hazards) from over water to 
over people. The reroutlng maximizes jet noise while federal 
environmental policy mandates abating it. No FAA official in 
the Port of Seattle’s Noise Mediation Process has yet been 
able to show another airport that routes its aircraft below 5 
to 6,000 above ground over the population centers of three of 
the four largest cities    in the state.    NEPA (Part II) 
therefore, requires the FAA to prepare and circulate an en- 
vironmental impact statement.    That is reason enough for 
doing so. 

A. Consideration of Alternatives 

Preparing and circulating an environmental impact statement 
will force the FAA to confront the underlying fundamental 
issue: whether environmental and community values over- 
balance maximizing "efficiency" in the movement of aircraft. 

The FAA goal is to move p~anes--its goal should be to move 
people and cargo. The existing flight patterns can move more 
people more efficiently without environmental degradation if 
properly managed. The environmental assessment should focus 
on how to make the current routing more efficient in moving 
people and cargo. 

The draft environmental assessment, p. 3, describes the 
problem as "airspace saturation" during high demand periods: 

"At several times during the operating day, demand for 
services alternate between arrival ’banks’ and departure 
’banks’     This occurs because of the marketing strategy 
used increasingly by air carrier and air taxi companies 
over the last decade. Under the ’hub-and-spoke, system, 
large numbers of aircraft, an ’arrival bank’, arrive at 
an airport in a brief period, exchange passengers and 
then leave as another compact ’departure bank’, creating 
peaks of demand and delays" (p. 5}. 

An examination of a Sea-Tar schedule shows a flock of simul- 
taneous arrivals, e.g., 7 planes at 11:00 A.M. and some peak 
hours on some days have more than 42 scheduled during a 60 
minute span. Delay is inevitable for the former and under 
instrument conditions, in the latter case. To change flight 
paths lets the airline executives determine the degree of 
pollution inflicted on the public; to hold the current flight 
patterns forces the airline executives to make more efficient 
use of the existing capacity. 

The statutes authorize the FAA to set quotas. It has done so 
at O’Hare, Kennedy, LaGuardia, and National Airport. It can 
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and should do so with Sea-Tar. When statistics for Sea-Tar 
and King County’s Boeing International Airport are aggre- 
grated, Seattle is a high d~nsity air traffic area eligible 
for quotas. 

According to the FAA’s statistics, 40% of its operations are 
by air taxis--commuter planes. The air carrier flights have 
been fairly constant over the last few years; the commuter 
flights have risen very rapidly--mostly from one airline, 
Horizon, now owned by a major carrier. Other contributing 
factors are: 

* Airlines are -flying smaller planes.    ~he Seattle 
~, December 13, p. 28 reports that the passenger 
capaclty has decllne~ from 164 per plane in 1982 to 100 
passengers today. The airlines had more seats in the 
air with fewer airplanes than it has today. 

* The airlines are flying with lower lead factors today 
than before. In some cases, airlines are flying planes 
to primarily hold the time for marketing purposes. 

* Sea-Tar has more touchdown traffic, i.e., airplanes 
making a stop at Sea-Tar enroute to a further destina- 
tion. The Christian Science Monitor cited in Section 
IV B-I, the figures for enplanements of passengers 
appear to factor out "pass through" or "transfer" 
traffic and produces statistics half of those of Port 
staff.     Direct flights are a better allocation of 
limited airspace. 

Once airspace is rationed, the airlines come under pressure 
to use it more efficiently--much as the slowdown in building 
freeways has promoted the use of buses, carpooling, and light 
rail for commuting. The competition for favorable slots gives 
the airport operator leverage to secure quieter aircraft and 
to enforce noise abatement measures. 

In 1983, the Port of Seattle and King County commissioned the 
5ea-Tac/King County International Airport Airspace Study. 
The study at page 7-8 recommended "demand management". It en- 
couraged surcharges for peak periods to even out the flow, 
and it recommended quotas per hour. The study recognized that 
expansion of Sea-Tar traffic impinges on general aviation: 
and that aviation must operate within the limits of community 
acceptance. 

Government has the responsibility to regulate and protect the 
environment and the community.    Otherwise the property of 
everybody becomes that of nobody, and "everyone takes for 
himself".    The Port and the FAA are acting as developers, 
pushing beyond the limits of noise acceptance in order to 
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accommodate the noise pollutors. When reminded of their gov- 
ernmental responsibility, each replies "people are buying the 
tickets and the airlines are doing the scheduling". Public 
demand for a product or service does not justify unnecessary 
pollution in producing it.    Aviation like other forms of 
transportation needs to accept some delays in order to ac- 
commodate the community. NEPA’s ultimate goal is to have the 
water drinkable, the air breathable, cities liveable, and the 
environment enjoyable and healthy.* 

B. The Mitigation Measures--Routing 

Mitigation measures are an essential element of an environ- 
mental impact statement and need to be developed and adopted. 
Some are listed below.    . 

East Turn Curfew: The Port’s noise consultant recommended 
retention of the east turn curfew between i0:00 P.M and 6:00 
A.M. and extending it to northbound traffic. January 4, 1990 
Report, Recommendation A. The FAA’s concern about that peak’ 
period travel has no applicability to travel during the late 
night/early morning-hours.    Take-off jet noise is parti- 
cularly disruptive during night-time hours and the noise 
levels recorded at the consultant’s monitoring posts, on 
Beacon Hill, Capitol Hill, First Hill, and the Eastside ex- 
ceed sleep disturbance levels. Report of the Joint Committee 
on Aircraft Overflights dated December 17, 1987, Recommenda- 
tion 3, stated: 

"In north flow departures, aircraft should fly over 
the Duwamish/Industrial areas and not directly over 
Beacon Hill and West Seattle." 

Bob Bullock, aviation noise officer of the Port of Seattle, 

*Delays occur in freeway traffic; with buses on downtown 
streets waiting for bus stop space; with shipping and 
pleasure boats at the Ballard (Hiram Chittenden) Locks; with 
rail traffic, at tunnels and bridges, and even in large 
office buildings with crowded elevators. Some 15,000,000 Sea- 
Tac passengers per year equate to about 41,000 people per 
day: the L.n 55 contour encloses a population several times 
that numbe~. The passenger can choose when noise is thrust 
upon them. The delay per passenger is less than 5 minutes in 
August, the peak month.    The noise level over 55 Ld on 
Beacon Hill will endure 2 to 3 hours per day; one to ~ne~nd- 
two-thirds hours on First Hill; one-half hour to one-and-one- 
third hours on the Eastside; two hours in Federal Way; and 
one hour and one-hour-and-a-half in Tacoma. The n~ise causes 
more’~-~ruption to more people for a longer peri~ than the 
time saving to those avoiding delay. 
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had devised and the Port recommended departure to implement 
this recommendation.    The FAA’s deletion of the "East Turn 
Curfew" vitiates without cause, all this planning, the Com- 
mittee’s recommendation, and the Port noise consultant’s ad- 
vice. 

South Flow Restriction: The Port’s noise consultant recom- 
mended that during hours when arrivals are 18 or fewer per 
hour (roughly 9:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M.) traffic from the 
southeast would be vectored to the west side and blended into 
traffic from the southwest "post", and traffic from the 
northeast "post" would be vectored north of the Seattle area 
and blended into thetraffic flow from the northwest "post". 
The consultant stated: 

"GOAL. The goal of this modified 4 Post plan is to keep 
traffic flows generally the way they are now, (i.e., 
Elliott Bay), yet allow FAA transition into the 4 Post 
concept when capacity would be constrained if traffic 
flows were not changed during the heavier periods. 

BENEFIT/DIS-BENEFIT. The benefit of this procedure would 
be that only during heavier traffic periods would the 
full 4 Post plan be utilized.    During the less busy 
periods, traffic flows would be similar to the flow 
currently being used.      Dis-benefits would include 
considerably more work on the part of the controllers . ¯ 

" (Jan. 4, 1990 Report, Recommendation A) 

This recommendation gives the central corridor of Seattle a 
measure of relief during the warm, clear nights from May 
through September, when people often sleep with windows open. 
It also lets residents, who are deprived of sleep during the 
grey, drizzly, foggy nights of winter, catch up on the clear, 
cold nights. It should also apply on major holidays such as 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, New Years Day, etc.* 

Overloaded Aircraft and Stave II:    The Port’s noise con- 
sultant recommended that the FAA direct some Stage II depar- 
tures and the particularly noisy aircraft to overfly the 
Duwamish Corridor and use the Puget Sound area for departure 
regardless of destination: 

GOAL.    The goal of this modification is to limit the 
number of noise aircraft over populated areas during the 

*During 1988 and 1989, the FAA made a practice Of routing 
arrival traffic down the U.S. corridor on major holiday week- 
ends, including Memorial Day, July 4th, and Labor Day. This 
was particularly true for jets from the Northeast. 
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first phase of departure.    Aircraft that depart out of 
the Corridor and commence their climb over the water will 
be at higher altitudes by the time they Overfly the more 
populated areas and making less noise due to their added 
height. 

IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY. This modification is feasi- 
ble but possibly for a small number of operations .... 
However, implementing this modification now even if only 
on a limited basis could become an incentive to the air- 
lines to speed up their timetable for phasing out Stage 
II aircraft at Seattle Tacoma Airport. 

BENEFIT/DIS-BENEFIT. The benefits of this modification 
include reducing noise in residential areas, overflights 
at higher altitudes over residential areas, and a 
possible incentive for.a quicker fleet change to Stage 
III aircraft .... Some aircraft will not depart on 
course as quickly as they do now, resulting in some ad: 
ditional flight time and fuel costs." (Jan. 4, 1990. Re- 
port, Recommendation E) 

Industrial Area Departure: The Joint Committee on Aircraft 
Overfights in its report, Recommendation 3, called for 
routing jets bound for the south or west on a course over the 
Duwamish/Industrial area.    This used to be the departure 
pattern. In the 1980’s, the FAA routed jets further north so 
that most jets pass Veteran’s Hospital and many go as far 
north as Columbia Medical Center. A mid-line departure over 
the Duwamish Industrial area would substantially reduce the 
peak noise levels over the residential areas of Beacon Hill. 
Noise on the east slope of West Seattle (e.g., Highland Park 
and Pigeon Point) would increase but not as much as the de- 
crease on Beacon Hill. A mid-line split is a do-able com- 
promise. 

U Turn from South East: Moving the "U" turn for air traffic 
from the southeast further south would enable aircraft to 
make their turns over Lake Washington at its widest point. 
A commercial pilot recommended that the arrival fix be 
positioned so as to be established on the Runway 16 final ap- 
proach south of State Route 520 at about 9 nautical miles 
north, for these reasons: 

(a) There is a better distribution of arrival noise: the 
first would be south of the Evergreen-Montlake 
Floating Bridge: the second north of the bridge over 
the Laurelhurst area: and the third View Ridge. The 
spacing of arrivals is such that the turning noise 
is better distributed. The areas further north in 
Northeast Seattle will get the turning noise from 
jets angling in from the northeast. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Noise from traffic on the floating bridge to some 
extent raises the ambient noise level and may 
thereby reduce somewhat the "peaking effect" and an- 
noyance level of aviation noise: and 

It is symetrical with the approach from the west and 
reduces the area of travel over Seattle. 

The pilot added that the approach would be efficient: a pilot 
perfers not to travel further north than need be and then 
double back south. 

Westbound Departures for Vancouver and Bellin~ham Traffi,~: 
Sea Island/Richmond airport, se~ing Vancouver, B.C., is 
directly on the water at least i~3 ~est Longitude while Sea- 
Tac is at most no more than 122 30 . Sea Island Airport is 
directly north of Sequim.    Bellingham Airport is north of 
Edmonds. The most direct route is by way of Elliott Bay and 
Puget Sound.    The Ravenna-Bryant Community Association had 
recommended to the Joint Committee on Aircraft Overflights 
(JCAO) in response to the "scatter plan test." that Vancouver 
and Bellingham traffic be routed in this manner. The FAA’s 
advisor to the JOAC replied that the direct route would in- 
terfere with military air space off Oak Harbor. An environ- 
mental impact statement may consider alternatives which may 
be outside the agency’s jurisdiction, Natural Resources De- 
fense Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827 (D.C. Cir. 1972); 
Save the Niobarra River Ass’n. Inc. v. Andrew~, 483 F. Supp. 
~44 (D Nebr. 1977). With the winding down of the Cold War and 
cutbacks in military spending anticipated, the time may be at 
hand to re-allocate some military air space in order to ac- 
commodate commercial aviation.    The circulation and comment 
process on an environmetal impact statement should present 
the mitigation measure and let the Department of Defense re- 
act. 

C. Other Mitigation Measures 

In a Working Paper presented to the Mediation Committee on 
November 20, 1989, the consultant recommended the following 
measures for study: 

(a) Limit and Control of Overall Noise 

* A noise budget, i.e., a freeze on current levels 
of overall noise from aircraft with a goal of 
future reductions o~ noise through the increased 
use of new quieter aircraft; 

* An enhanced Noise Remedy Program for insulation 
homes [and public facilities such as schools, hos- 
pitals, and community centers]. 
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(b) Nighttime Noise 

* Nighttime Operational Limits to reduce both the 
number of nighttime operations and the moise 
levels from these operations, considering both 
cargo and air carrier aircraft: 

* Nighttime flight corridors. 

(c) Improving Duwamish Corridor Noise Abatement Pro- 
cedures 

(d) Control of Ground Noise (e.g., engine run-ups and 
testing~ .... 

(e) Controlling Noise from Most Annoying Operations 

Other noise mitigation measures recommended by community as- 
sociations have included: 

(f) 

(g) 

Controlling flying "dirty" e.g., adopting a rule 
such as in effect in many European and other 
American airports, requiring the pilot to fly the 
aircraft in a manner consistent with safety that 
produces the least disturbance: 

Field noise monitcring with incentives f¢.~ the air- 
lines with the best records, and penalties for those 
that are the noisiest; and modified take-off pro- 
cedures to reduce noise on close-in areas and ap- 
plying power over the water. 

(h) Increasing the angle of the glide slope under YFR 
conditions and marginal VFR conditions in order to 
increase the distance from noise source to resi- 
dences. 

(i) Compensating noise-reduction changes in the central 
corridor under ILS flight rules so that aircraft 
converge further south making more use of Lake 
Washington and Puget Sound/Elliott Bay. Except for 
jets from the south, jets converge under ILS flight 
rules over North Seattle so that an ILS flight track 
chart looks like a funnel with a long stem. This 
concentrates the noise in the central corridor with 
the maximum population. 

(j) Increasing the glide slope on the ILS system to the 
full 3 slope and requiring pilots to fly at or 
about the glide slope. 

(k) Regular noise sensitivity training for commerica~ 
pilots, including "encounter sessions" with affected 
residents. 
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While each measure may only make a small contribution, 
cumulatively the impact may be significant. 

D. Re-examination of Critical Assumption~ 

The E.I.S. process gives an opportunity and requires a~ 
agency to examine its critical assumptions to determin~ 
whether they have a continuing validity. 

The FAA’s draft environmental assessment is confined to th, 
area within the i. 65 contours as determined by its noim 
metrics in FAA Or~r 1050.1D. The L. 65 standard has bee~ 
severely criticized. For example, the c~AO Report to Congress 
"Aircraft Noise Implementation of FAA’s Expanded East Coas 
Plan", dated August 1988, at page 18-19, summarizes th 
critique as follows: 

Despite its use as the national noise standard, Ldn ha 
been the subject of criticism. One common criticism i 
that the averaging process that is an essential part o 
Ldn’s methodology dilutes high levels of intermitten 
noise that may be experienced at various times during 
24-hour period. For example, 30 overflights of aircraf 
that each reach 83 dBA (approximately equal to the nois 
level within a typical city bus) during the hours of 
A.M. to IO P.M. will result in an Ldn of about 60, wel 
below the level considered incompatible with residentia 
land use. Another criticism Of Ldn is that it does no 
account for seasonal variations in aircraft noise becaus 
it presumes that climatic differences do not have 
significant impact upon annoyance experienced. That is 
the effective amount of noise heard will be different i 
a typical northern-moderate climate where the ups 
window, out-of-doors living season may average fewe 
months of the year than in a warmer climate. Neverthe 
less, FAA believes that Ldn should remain the standar 
measure, given its long history and broad acceptance a~ 
that research has offered no strong alternative to date. 

According to a survey at London’s Beathrow Airport in 196~ 
30% of the people responding, found the noise level unaccept 
able for residential use. At page 41, the report recommend~ 
plotting the Ldn 60 contour and at page 42 an analysis glvlr 
greater weight Eo the low frequency component of jet noise. 

The National Airport Watch Group ("NWAG"’), a citizen netwo! 
for safe aircraft noise control recommends use of an L I0 
contour (Exhibit II). L I0 is the average noise (measured 
decibels) for a I0 minute period during thebuslest fligl 
hour of the day. The Metropolitan Airports Commission h~ 
used it for analysis. NWAG explains its utility: 
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"Homeowners can easily relate to the new noise metric. 
They know that the ’rush’ hours are the noisiest. These 
are the most disruptive, most painful hours of their day. 
Not surprisingly, 65 L I0 contours, or noise footprints, 
enclose four times the number of residences as in the old 
outmoded 65 Ldn contours." 

This noise metric should be analyzed inasmuch as the prime 
purpose of the rerouting is to increase rush ~our aviation 
traffic and allow parallel landings, ultimately expediting 
rake-offs. 

E. Securing Public Confidence in the Process 

The preparation and circulation of an environmental impact 
statement will correct the failures in the FAA’s current 
process, allow meaningful public participation, and provld~ 
public confidence in the process. 

Neither the FAA nor the Port have ever prepared an E.I.S. on 
Sea-Tar routing or the impact of increasing Sea-Tar aviation 
on the broader community. 

The EIS process would provid%~ for full consultation now 
lacking. See Section V. A, Lac~ of Consultaticn. 

The EIS process would assure a high quality of data, now ab- 
sent. See Section IV. B, Low Quality Information. 

The EIS process would introduce meaningful public participa- 
tion in the process. See Section V. E, Citizen Involvement. 

The EIS process would overcome the "ram through" railroading 
tactics the FAA adopted with its inadequate notice of 
hearing; (See Section V. C, Notice of Hearing and Avail- 
ability of Draft Assessment); its preferring of an airspace 
efficiency study as a draft environmental assessment (see 
Section v. A, Not a Bona Fide Assessment); and its scheduling 
of a hearing within thirty (30 days) of its published notice 
and allowing only three (3) hours for public comment (See 
Section Y. D, Timing of Bearing) on a rerouting that affects 
at least 250,000 people. 

The EIS process would allow racial and ethnic minorities an 
opportunity to be heard. Racial and ethnic minorities are 
well represented in the elected offices of Seattle and King 
County’s governments and in their civil service; and they 
participate actively in Seattle’s community council movement. 
Yet, no minority participated as part of the FAA’s senior 
staff--~n the reroutlng; in the Port’s senior staff in the 
Port’s mediation process or the noise abatement office; or 
among the negotiators, in the Port’s noise mediation process. 
The [erouting adversely affects integrated neighborhoods in 
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Seattle, including Rainier Valley and the Central Area. The 
United States Civil Rights Commission has encouraged federal 
agencies to actively seek participation of racial and ethnic 
minorities in agency affairs. 

The PAA’s spokesmen object to preparation of an environmental 
impact statement on the basis that it will cost money and 
take time.    The United States District Court in Calvert 
Cliffs’ Coordlnatln$ Committee v. United States Atomic Com- 
mission, 449 F.2d 1109, 1114-1115 (1971) heard a similar 
comp-~[nt about N.E~P.A. processes and replied: 

"We must stress as forcefully as possible that this 
language [to the fullest extent possible] does not 
provide an escape hatch for footdragging agencies; it 
does not make NEPA’s procedural requirements somehow 
’discretionary’.    Congress did not intend the Act to be 
such a paper tiger. Indeed, the requirement of environ- 
mental consideration to the fullest extent possible, sets 
a high standard for the agencies, a standard which must 
be rigorously enforced by the reviewing courts." (449 
F.2d at 1114) 

"Considerations of administrative difficulty, delay or 
economic cost will not suffice to strip the section of 
its fundamental importance." 

"We conclude, then, that Section 102 of NEPA mandates a 
particular sort of careful and informed decision-making 
process and creates judicially enforceable duties." (449 
F.2d at 1115) 

Seattle City Council Resolution 28114 is therefore correct. 
The FAA must therefore proceed to prepare and circulate an 
environmental impact statement or decide to abandon its re- 
routing plan. 
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A jet that flys in a straight line north from the runway to the City limits 
or from the city limits on s straight line south to the runway flys ~’loser to: 

170,266 Veople 

than a jet, which flys over the midchannel of Elliott Bay, will come to the 
nearest person in West Seattle or ~£sgnolia. This comparison uses the 
international district north for comparison purposes. 

The distance from Duwanish Head to Hagnolia Bluff is greater than the 
distance from Elliott Bay to Lake Washington at Yesler Way. These calculations 
use the width of Yesler Way in a straight line corridor, as follows: 
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Dtck Letn 
Atr Traffic Manager 
Federal Avtatton Administration 
Sea-Ta¢ International A~rport 
Terminal Building. Room 417 
Seattle, Washington 98158 

Dear Mr. Letn, 

23 February 1987 

As you know, ! have been trytng to get some spectftc |nformatton as to what 
additional atr traffic can be expected to occur over the Eorth Seattle area 
that ! represent. At the last meeting of the Overflight Committee, you stated 
that there would be about 14 addltlonal f11ghts departlng dlrectly north than 
at present. Since ! am gettlng lots of questlons about thls matter, It would 
be most helpful to me If you could provide me wlth answers to the followlng 
questlons: 

1. Wtll the 14 additional f11ghts per day all be flights that now make the 
East Turn? 

2. What ts your best estimate as to the types (stages) of aircraft, by 
ttme of day, that would be flytng due north durtng the experiment? 

3. Given some estimates of the types and loads of these atrcrafto at what 
locations could you expect each of them to attatn an altttude of 3000 and 
4000 feet? 

4. ~ould Saturday and Sunday be stmtlar to or d|fferent from atyptcal. 
weekday tn’terms of frequency, ttme of day, type, load and locations of 
3000/4000 foot altitudes7 

5. Nould any of the alrcraft that now depart over E111ott Bay for 
destinations generally north of Sea-Tac be allowed to fly dtrectly north 
|nstead durtng the East Turn experiment? 

6. How man~ atrcraft that now make the East Turn Ind then turn north wou|d 
be al|owed to assume headtngs to the northeast tnstead of maktng the East 
Turn dur|ng the exper|ment7 ] am thtnk~ng of fltght paths that would take 
such planes over Lake ~ashlngton near Laurelhurst, then passtng over the area 
between Bothe11 and Ktrkland to the north. Agatn, what types, t|mes, loads 
and locations of 3000/4000 altitudes might be expected. 

Some answers to these questions wouldbe most helpful to me tn trytng to 
explain the Implications of the East Turn experiment to the people tn my area 
that are quite concerned about the prospect of receiving even more no|se than 
they now experience from overfl|ghts, both tncomlng and departing. ! believe 
that the most effective way to avotd what you have termed to be 
"misinformation" on a toptc as sensitive as noise tn resident|a1 env|ronments 
ts to prov|de detatled and coptous Information In I form that most people can 
comprehend as early tn the process as possible. ! do not thtnk that th|s was 
done tn the current case and ! am hop|ng that your answers to these questions 
will be helpful in thts regard. 



March 5, 1987 

Prof. Jerry Schneider             ¯ 
Member, Joint Committee on Aircraft.pyerflights 
FX-IO 
University of ~ashington 
Seattle, WA 98195 

Dear Prof. Schneider: 

This is in response to your letter of February 23, 1987, regarding additional 
flights over North Seattle during the proposed Overflight Conraittee’s test. 

Figures/data provided herein are based on the Official Airlines Guide (OAG) 
for February 1987. Actual flight n~bers will vary, depending upon schedule 
changes, flight additions/cancellations, unscheduled flights, etc. 

Under the test procedures, aircraft on two rout~s (or flows) will not be 
required to turn 900 right (east) from the initial (straight north) departure 
track. Those are aircraft destined for Bellingham, ~iA (BLI) or Vancouver, B.C. 
(YVR); and aircraft to European destinations via the polar routes. Aircraft 
for BLI/YVR would continue directly north; polar f11ghts, upon reaching 4,000’ 
would turn northeast to intercept the en route airway structure. 

In answer to your specific questions: 

I. The "14" additional flights per day we referred to are the YVR/BLI flights. 
These flights do make a right (east) turn today. The most flights per day 
scheduled (for February) is actually I0. We would expect this number to be 
closer to 14 during sun,her months. 

’ 2. We have prepared a daily/hourly chart (attached) to provide the time of 
day/type aircraft information requested. Stage III aircraft involved are 
the MDBOs, B147s, and De-lOs. BlZls and B137s are Stage II aircraft. 

3. We have no way of determining at what point any aircraft w111 reach 3,000’ 
or 4,000’. This depends on variables such as load factors, temperature, wtnd, 
climb profile (procedures) employed, etc, We anticipate that most aircraft 
will normally reach 4,000’ somewhere between 4 and 10 nauttcal mtles from the 
airport. 

4. There are fewer flights scheduled on Sundays (8) than Monday through 
Saturday (10). The 3000’ and 4000’ locations can only be accurately deter:" 
mined by observing these operations - ergo the test. 

5. North departing aircraft that are now routed over E11iott Bay w111 Rot 
be included in the test. Those routes will remain unchanged. 

6. According to the February fltght schedules, only 2 aircraft per day 
wtll be turned northeast. The hourly distribution and aircraft types are 
ltsted on the attached charts under "polar’. Load factors, etc. are ¯ 
unknown to us. 

I hope that this response is somewhathelpful tn your attempt to gain upder- 
standing of the flights tnvolved in the test procedures. Actual aircraft 
performance, numbers involved, and impacts will be documented during that 
test to provide the committee with the basis for a thorough evaluation: 

If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to call me at 764-6614. 

Air Traffic Manager 
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CO~TARISON TABLE 
CO~qISON TABLE (CONT.) 

DRAFT ENVIRON).!~NTAL ASSESSMENT AIRSPACE STUDY 

Pa~e i let paragraph added 
2nd paragraph 
3rd paragraph (sentence added) 
4th paragraph 
5th paragraph new 
6th paragraph new. 

II new 
ill new, except last sentence 

taken from p. 89 airspace study 

1 let pars4~raph added (repeat of 
let paragraph, page i) 

2nd paragraph same 
3rd paragraph (slight change) 
4tb paragraph sa~e 

2 same as Pa6e 2-3 

4 .... 3-4 

6 °’ 5-6 
7- " 6-7 
8 " 7-8 

I0 " i0 
ii " ii 
12 " 12 
13 " 13 
14 " 

~ 15 added 

~ 16 same as 15 
17 " 15-16 
18 " 16 
19 Y 17 
19a " 17a 
20 " 17-18 

(sentence added) 
21 " 18-19 
21a " 19a 
22 " 20 
23 " 20-21 

2~a 
" 21a 

2 " 22 
25 " 22=23 
26 " 23 
26a " 23a 
27 " 24 

28 " 2~-25 
28a " 25a 
29 " 26 
30 " 26-27 ’ 

AIRSPACE STUDY 

Page I (Ist paragraph deleted) Page 31 same as Page 27 
same                                                 31a    " 27 a 
last sentence same 32 Same as, except c. revised 28 
same slightly 

k-khiblt 6 

33 " 
, 28-29 

~ a 29 a 

35 " 
30 

35 a " 
30-31 

36    " 31 a 

37 .... 32-33 
37 a " 

39 " 35 
40 a " 35-36 

36 a 
"                                37 

~2 " , except c revised 37-38 
slightly as at page 32 

&2a 38a 
43 39 44 " 39-40 
~ a " 40 a 

~6 ’" 41-42 
47 ’" $3 

49 " 44-45 
50 " , except "Preferred alternative"     46 

substituted for "recommendation" 
51-55 new, explication of mar space 

study recommendation . - 
56 let paragraph added 

2nd paragraph Same as 
3rd paragraph revises 

57 new 
58 same as, except two paragraphs added 89, 88 59 " 88-89 
60 new, except let paragraph from 89 
61 new 

86, let paragraph 
86, 2nd paragraph 

61 a new (Source is F.A.A, Order 1050.1D) -- 

c same, exc.ept north faces down 89a 
d new _. 
e new ._ 
f same as 17a 
g " , except call letters of 21a 

orlglnatin6 airports added 
62    new 
63-67 new 
68-102 same as 47-81 

Note: draft environmental assessment omits Anpendix B, Ourrent 
Noise Abatement Procedures 



~as~in~on, ~ 20515 

December 8, 1989 

The Honorable Samuel Skinner, Secretary 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
office of the Secretary 
Room 10200 
400 Seventh Street SW 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

Page 2/Secretary Skinner 

Dear Secretary Skinner: 

We are writing to express our concern about plans by ~he Feder~1 
Aviation Administration (FAA),Nor~hwest Mountain Region, to change 
air traffic patterns around Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea- 
Tao). 

In order to increase capacity and reduce delays at Sea-Tac, the 
FAA has proposed major changes in air traffic patterns by early 
February. The FAA proposal, kno~rn as ~he Four Post Plan, has alarmed 
many of our constiUuents who are concerned about overflight noise. 
First, the plan would add a new arrival route over neighborhoods north 
and east of Seattle. As a result, it is estimated the number of 
arrivals into Sea-Tac from the north will increase from 42 to 56 per 
hour during peak arrival times. Second, the plan would route 
additional northerly depa~uras over several residential communities 
east of Seattle. 

we understand that noise control is not the first priority for 
the FAA. However, to many residents in ~he Puget sound area, noise 
control is a high priority. While safety must come first, we believe 
noise control should be glven as much weight as capacity and 
efficiency when the FAA decides on fllgh~ pattern changes. 

FAA conduct an Environmental Assessment of the proposed changes. As 
you know, if the assessment mandates an Envlronmen~al Impact 
Statement, its fln~ings may be independently reviewed. 

We do not oppose any changes made because of l-.,ediata safety 
concerns. However, we ask ~hatif the FAA makes such a decision, ~t 
continues to participate in the mediation .process and undar~ake an 
environmental assessment of ~he proposed changes, inc~udlng those that 
already may have been put into effect. 

In addition, we request portable noisemonltoring equipment be 
stationed in communities affected by overfllghts. Locations. should 
include both existing and proposed take-off and landing patterns, with 
~ecial emphasis on those areas that have generated the most noise 
complaints. We are aware that most of the noise complaints concern 
departing fllghts and therefore request special attention to this. We 
urge the FAA ~o continue to s~udy alternative take-off procedures. 

The capacity problems at Sea-Tao are an indication of growth in 
the area and must be recognized. .Yet, any decision to increase 
airport: capacity in the region must take into account ~he impac~ of 
noise levels on surrounding communities. Additional environmental 
analysis of the proposed changes will increase publio confidence in 
tl~e objectivity of the FAA’8 u!tlmate decision. 

This Four Post Plan has been announced while the FAA, the Port: of 
Seattle, and representatives of the community have been discussing 
ways to reduce overflight noise through a mediation process. While we 
appreciate that the FAA has given the Sea-Ta~ Noise Abatemen~ 
Committee an opportunity ~o comment on the proposal, e_here is concern 
that the FAA has not given the noise impac~ of this plan full 
consideration. Additional time is necessary for the committee to 
evaluate the impact of this plan on the quality of life of affected 
neighborhoods. 

Therefore, we request the FAA work directly with l:~e mediation 
committee and its technical consultant to reach a concensus on the 
FAA’s plan. If this is not possible by February, then we request the 

¯ 
... Ibit 7 

We appreciate your assistance in e.his matter and look forward 
hearing from you before the new year. 

Yours truly, 
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WASHINGTON STATE LEG 

AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

April 23, 1987 

Jim Wright, President 
Port Commissioner 
Port of Seattle 
P.O. Box 1209 
Seattle, WA 98111 

Dear CommisSioner wright: 

We, as residents and elected officials, know from personal 
experience and constant complaints from our constituents, that 
jet aircraft are flying over the residential areas of Seattle 
with ever increasing frequency. The volume of their noise is 
disturbing resident’s daily activities, disrupting sleep and 
becoming a regular complaint at community meetings. 

It is our understanding that the Reglonal Director of the 
Federal Aviation Administration has proposed rerouting aircraft 
arriving and departing Sea-Tac Airport from the north. This 
would permit increased commerclal aircraft flights and their 
resultlng noise over some of the most populated residential areas 
of the state. 

In addition, the Reglonal Administrator’s plan would 
concentrate commercial aircraft in the same corridor as aircraft 
from Boeing Field, Renton Field, and Lake Union. 

We join with the Central Seattle .Community Council 
Federation in supporting the enclosed resolutlon and urge that 
the Port of Seattle take measures that will minimize public 
exposure to aircraft noise. 
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RESOLUT ION~.~L~ 

Memorial to the Un|ted States to stay reorouttng of Sea-Toc flight 
patterns unless first preceded by en Env|ronmentsl I~pact Statement 

A Resolution and Memorial tO the United States, requesting that 
the United States forbid any re-routing of Sea-Tic Jet traffic 
from flight paths over Puget Sound to routes over Seattle, untess 
preceded by an environmental impact statement and adopted by the 
Port of Seattle Noise Hedtatton ProceSs. 

B[ IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SEATTLE that the 
following memorial be sent to the Congress of the United States of 
America and to the Secretary of Transportation of the United StiLes of 
A~erica:      .. 

WHEREAS, the Federal Aviation Administration has JuSt announced major 
changes in the flight patterns to Seattle-Tacoma |nternattonal 
Airport, SO that almost 40 percent, of the south-bound arrival 

Jet traffic and over one-third of the co,fluter aircraft traffic 
under visual flight conditions will be shifted from routes over 
Puget Sound to a route directly over the central corrtdor of 
Seattle (Beacon Hill, International District, First Hill, Capitol 
Hill, University District and Northeast Seattle) and many 
departing Jets {including polar route Jets), no* turned over 
E]liott Bay or Lake Washington tn the interests of noise sbate- 
ment, *ill be directed over North Seattle; the change is designed 
to increase Sea-TIc runway Capacity by 42 percent and to move 
more aircraft more QuiCkly; it will bring two streams of arrtving 
jets parallel over Boeing Field, the busiest general-aviation air- 
port in the West, enroute to landing "wlflgttp to wingttp" at 
Sea-Tit’s runways. The re-routing alone affects more aircraft 
over more people per day than all the CO~n~rcial flights at any 
other Northwest airport. The re-routing ~ill cause a massive 
increase in jet noise levels over the most densely populated resi- 
dential areas of the United States north of San Francisco and ~est 
of Minneapolis, an area of hospitals, colleges and universities, 
closely packed apartment houses and condominiums. The areas under 
the "east turn" and those under the Instrument-landing-system 

:approach paths are already subject to excessive Jet noise levels. 
Citizens have expressed strong objections to more overflights; 

WHEREAS, the FAR did not circulate or prepare any envirord~enta| impact 
statement or consult with the City of Seattle about the re- 
routing, and the FAR had presented I similar pile to the Port of 
Seatt|e Joint Committee on Aircraft Overflight In 1987, to ~hich 
the City’s officials were consultants, and the Quint C~mlttee had 
rejected the plan; and 

WHEREAS. the raptorial office of the F~A has declared that It has no 
Intent of preparing In eflvtronmenta] impact Stat~nt; the re- 
routSng is of such tmportsnce that | full environmental impact 
statement is needed, in order to determine the impact of the pro- 
posed action before acom, t tment is made, to secure consideration 
of environmental and COmmunity values, to provide public Input 
into the process and to assist in proper deCiSion-making; Ind 
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RE~OLUTION 

WHEREAS. the Notse Mediation Process has not agreed to the proposed 
changes nor been afforded an opportunity tO consider thom; changes 
in flight paths are but one of many possible courses of action 
being considered by the retained COnsultants; Iny action should 
be carefully coordinated with other measures; and the FAR has been 
unable to present any compelling reasons for its preoemptory 
action, NO~, THEREFORE, 

YOUR MEHORIALIST, THE CITY OF SEATTLE, RESPECTFULLY REQUESTS THAT 

1. The United States forbid any re-routing of Jet-aircraft traf- 

fic to and from Sestt|e-Tacoma International Atrport that ~ould change 

the fl"tght patterns contained in FAR Noise Abatement Procedures, SEA 

7110.71D, dated October 1, 1984, unless preceded by an envtroomental 

~mpact statomen~ prepared and circulated in accordance wtth the 

National [nvlrom~ental Policy Act; and 

2. The City of Seattle shall be included tn the decision making 

process and as a ~,mher of the Noise ~d’;atton C~tttee. 

3. The United States direct the F~eral Avtatlon A~lntstratton 

to participate tn good faith In the Port of Seattle Noise Hedtat~on 

Process, and Is ]ong as that process ts proced~ng tO adhere to 1is 

No~se Aoate~nt P~ocedure. SEA 7110.71D. deled October 1, 1984. 

4. The F~ no~ ~nt changes tn ]andtng pa~terns over Seattle 

until af[er c~ple~ton of the sound mediation process. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT a Copy of the foregoing mortal be 

delivered to the SPeaker of the House of Representatives of the United 

States, to the President of the Senate of the United StiLes; to each 

member of the ~ash|ngton delegation to the CongresS; and to the 

Secretary Of TranSportation of the United States. 

8E IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT the Hayor be requested to transmit 

copies of this Nmorlal of King County, to the Port of Sesttle and to 

other public officials and bodies, and to request their Support of 

this Resolution and Men, oriel. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT if no envlronmntai t~pact statement 

is prepared and circulsted, the City Attorney shall sue to secure full 

compliance with the procedures and requirements of the National 

Environmental Policy Act.                                             �~ 
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R{SOLUTION 

AOOPTED by the City Council of the City of Seal.tle this 

~ay of ~o~., 1989. and s~gned by ~ tn open session ~n ~uthen- 

tication of Its adoption this I~ day of ~- "~ 1989.. 

, 
’~/~ ,- "~ ~:- .~ .., 

Pres~en~ ~he ~ C~nc) 

F|~ed by me this ~--~ day Of’~.~ 1989o 

~ 
" and City Clerk 

ATTEST: C~yComptrol~er~" 

Deputy 

THE MAYOR CONCURRING: 

~harles Royer, M~yor 

Exhibit 7 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) Current Conditions 

Exhibit 14 

1989 Ldn Noise Contours (South Flow) 
Proposed 4-Post Conditions 



Exhibit 1 
F#ght Track Map - Jets (South Flow) Current Conditions 

Exhibit 8 

Fight Track Map - Jets (South Flow) 
Proposed 4-Post Conditions 



NATIONAL 
AIRPORT 

WATCH 
GROUP 207 HUMBOLDT AVENUE NO. . MINNEAPCX~, MN 55405 - (612) 374-2604 

~he FAAuses 65 Ldn contours to describe the noise impacted 
area around airports. 65 Ldn is a 24 hour average (weighted 
for night fiights) of a theoretical estimate generated by a 
computer model o£ take off noise events only. Actual 
measurements and landing noise events are NOT used to generate 
this noise metric. 

Since deregulation and the great ~ncrease in alrtrafflC and 
noise, it has become apparent to everyone except the FAA that 

Air ort o erators, public officials, university prozessors 
P P " " ~ " " re" " health experts charac~erlze it as unrealistic , inadequa , 

"misleading" and "a cruel deception’. 

In 1989, Steven Vecchi, Manager, Noise Abatement and 
Environmental Affairs for the Metropolitan Airports Co~m~ission, 
developed some models showing both65 Ldn and the m~re accurate 
LI06D contours for the Metropolitan AreaSound Abatement Council 
(Minneapolis - St. Paul Airport). See the four noise maps 
enclosed. 

LI0 is the average noise (measured in decibels) for a i0 minute 
period during the busiest flight hour of t~° day. LI065 contours 
enclose 3 to 4 times the area and nmnber uZ residences as 65 Ldn 
contours. It is a much more accurate way to visualize the worst 
noise impacted area. 

Because b5 Ldn distorts .and.minimizes aircraft noise pollution 
the FAA continues to use it, fOr Part 150 studies, etc. Until 
Congress asks for L1065 contours, the ’public will never be made 
aware of the actual size of the noise problem areas. 

Ask your Congressman to ask for both"65 Ldn andL1065 contours 
for your airport. Rave him sendyou a copy. Get it published 
in the newspaper. Then you can expect more public attentionl 

FROM: LOREN J. S~ ;R            -- November 30, 1989 

~xhibit II 





PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed xlew ~ flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the f~ity oi" Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Isla~l_d. to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

l’la m ~, .... Mailillll Addres~ Phone 

c-~-, ~,.,., i<. ~’ ~7 7w ~-,.)./~.~- ~’~1 

Please ~et signatures ~nd return this petition to: ANAC(Aircra[l 

~ois~ Abatement Committe~}. P.O. BoI 681, Mercer Island, Wash, :-. 
98040 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ~ flight plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~itv of Mercer Islan_~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

l’I~ m e                   M ailj.n~ A d dr_e~s~                 phone 

PF.T 1"!" I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA. flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want th~ City or Mercer Isla~J. to continue to work as an active . 
advocate and proceed with duo diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. . 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City or Mercer Isla~[ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Phone 

please,i~et sie.natures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft    " 
Nois(~ Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681. Mercer Island. Wash. ~, : 
98040                                                               "" 

pETITION 

to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City or Mercer Isla~1_~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Phone 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Islan~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

phone 

P E T I T I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
~n Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new F~A Might plans which will affect 
numhor of flights over the E’astside...                                   " " 
We, the undersi|,)ned: 

want the Cily of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft ......... 

nois~ abatement. 

Please ne) ~Mnatures and return this petition to: AN~{Aircr~. 
~e Al~htem~ C()mJ~J~}:~.. P.O. Box 68 I, M~rcer Island, Wash, 
98040 



P E T I T ! 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Ishlnd City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

Number:__ 

In light of proposed new !_)AA flight plans which will affect 

number of flil;hts over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~Jty_~~r ~. to co~D.ue to work as an active 
~dvocatc and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
n()ise abatement. 

Mailing Address 

k,        - . f 
," 

.’_ <.... ,.~, I<&, ::,< .,, ,., ~< , :,:: ,.’,..:, U ’- :~~-~:.? ’, 

’::iT.: ...... . .... <~ <:----../~ ~-"~, (’ ’~,r, ....... , < ~,’;~< .-~:~ 

q/<,<,’.<:,.,.. ,,~:<..<, .,.<,<’<." 4.:"I:’. ~ ~, . ,.’./,.~,:. ~,1< . ~ ~ ,., -:<~ ~/ : 
’ ’ , , "-~, " = ~/~ ’" 7¢ $:" " "" " /.’I~ : ~> ) /:-’: ~ e ;1) 

/~’.~, .~’,., .>..> .<.,:’. :,., , >..,--,:,~,.... t,;,./,. ,,> . .. 
IH~ase imt at lea~t ~ sienai.ures and return ilii~ petition to:          ~ , 

Al~lACiAircrafi ~oise ^batemlzlit ~nmmittee}, P.O. [IoI 68 1, ASAP.or 
no later than Saturdaf midnighl, January 20, 1990, 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircral’t Noise 

In Ill;lit of proposed new l;^J fill;tit plans which will affect 

number of flil;hls over the Eastside... 
We, the undersil;ned: 

want the ~iLv__of M¢£.lLer Island. to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with dlle diligence ()n the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Name Mailim,._A_d_d tess                 Phone 

~:~,~( ~(,,..I ~I: .,.. ~ ,~. 

~o~’o ~. I~1~     ~/Z£ ~~" ~.~     2~-v~ ’ 

plc=~e ~ct signatures and return this petition to: AN~,(Aircra~ 
Noise AbatemcntCommitt~c),P.O. Boz 681, M¢rccr Island. Wash, 
980~0 



to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City or Mercer Islattd. to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

,k P l! T I T 1 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ’EAA. flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the F.astside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City_£f Mercer Islarld to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with duc diligence on the issue of aircraft ¯ 
noisc abatcmcnt. 

98040 

Phone 



PgTITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

Number:__ 

In light of proposed new F_h_A_ flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~j.|y_ oI" i~¢¢rcer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with du~ diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect , 
number of flights over the Eastside,.o                             " 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Islan~t to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

tqam¢ Mailin~z Addresli Phone 
I " ¯ <-, . . ~ ’~"’I " 

: D. ~~ 
_    ,           "    .              , .        _7 ,. _          ~,~-.--~’. 
~U~) 

~./ ~fl~~!~: ~7~ V ~ ~ ~Z~’ 4i.~    " 
~ ::: 

¯ .    ’.: 

Please ~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraf~ ’ "."~U. 

Noise Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681. Mercer Island. Wash. " .... 
98040 .... 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the CiW of Mercer IsI~L~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Name Mailin~ Address Phone 

..~/: "~iiv;<,</f., ,~,y-’7’:/.K~/ 4,*~ 

Please ~et si~nature~ and return thi~ petition to: ANACfAircraft " 
Hojse Abatem~nt~ommittee).P,O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 

98040 

l) E ]" I T I O N 

to the 

Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ]~..A.A.. flight plans which will affect 
number of flights ovcr the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~i_ly o~ MercerI~hIIId to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

_D./--//~,,,~,’~ 1’6~.o ~ z*~ ~.~. z~z-~sz~ " 

9~20 

~ ’~ ~v>~./ .:,n ~l*~ 

(:~~t least ~ si~. and return this petition to: 
~HAClAircrafl Noise Abatement Committee). P.O. Box 681. ASAP or 

than Saturday midnight, January 20. 1990. 



PF. TITiON 
to the 

Mercer IslandCity Cuuncil 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new 17~A fligh| plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastsido... 
We. the undersigned:                                                . 

want the City of Mercer Islanct to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft ¯ 

noise abatement. 

Mail~_g Address phone 

Please get signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft    "": :,,... 
Noise Abatement Committee}. P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, ; ii[:i: 
98040                                          . ,~ 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the I:i!,y of Mercer Islaqf[ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Please ~et signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft    .-~, 
Noise Abatement Committee}. P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island. Wash. 
98040                                                                   .. 



P F, T I T I O N 
to tile 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new F~ flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the Ci_ty oi" Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with dne diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

¯ Please i,.et at least 5 siRnatur~s.and return lhis petition 10: 
ANAC(Aircraft NoLs~ Al)atem~t COtl:LIIk[Itee), P.O. Box 68 I. ASAP .or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 

PET IT I ON 
tl) the 

Mercer Island City Council 
ou Aircraft Noise 

in light or proposed new I:&A. flight plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 

We, the. undersillned: 
want tile KLtx_(.ff_Me.d_cer l.~Jaq.B.(J to continue to work as an active 

advocate and proceed will) due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

iN_B_m_e_ M a i ! i D g__A_d_d.r_t’._s_s phon~ 



1~ F,T I T ! 0 N 
l,(i tile 

Mercer Island City Council 

on AircraR Noise 

Nu limber:__ 

Ill light of proposed new !!A_& flight plans wldch will affect 

number or flights over the Eastside... 
We, tile undersigned: 

want the £._Lty_jzf Mercer Islil.nd to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proce(:d with due dilig(,’nce on the issue of aircraft 
n()ise abatement. 

I) Ii T I T I 0 H 
ti) the 

Mercer ]slalld City Council 
oil Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ]!.&& flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~;.i.l.~_o_f_M_ejr~£rJ,’iJ.81l.(.[ t() continue to work as an active 
advocale and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Phone 



PETITION 
¯ to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light nf proposed new FAA flight plans, which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Islalld_ to continue to work as an active .,:7;,.< 
advocate and proceed wlth due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement.                                                 " 

Name             Mailine Address 

. . ., ~.~.’, 

. ¯ ~{,~{. 

" " ~ - ~    ~ . - ’ -- 

’, " 

. . . 

Please ~ct at least 5 si~nature,,i and return this petition to: 
ANAC(Aircraft NgJ_~_e Abatement Committee), P.O. Box 681; Mercer 
island, Wash, 98040                                        .. 

PI’.’T I T I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Islan¢l City Council 
on ^ircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect      " 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the .~ily of Mef=ccr Isl,~Ild to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 



I) lit 1T I ON 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new J:.A.k flight plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the Ki~2~)_LM~-r-c-cr-L°L[ilI~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise 

Phonu 

~_~_.:~~ ............ 

PET I T I ON 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ~_A..A. flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the C.Cj_ly ()[_Mercer [t;.[IrLdd to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noiso abatement. 

~. "_,Lm e 

Please ~.et at least ’i siiLaatuYA~_ and return this petition In: 
ANAC(^ir_~raft lqoise AbateJIL¢.ItL_~LllLmittee)- P.O. Box 6~ I, ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 

Please get at least 5 sii,.nature=.~s, and return this petition to: 
A~A_C(Air(;La_ELNg_ise A_b_gLcjn_C_ILL~)_!~_m.iLLe_e_J, P.O. Box 68 I, ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



P ET I T I ON 
to tile 

Mercer ]sland City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of l)roposcd new .1~ .A..& flight plans which will aHect 
number of flights over the Eastsido... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the .CiJ3,__�.)r Mercer [M~ to cnntinue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence oil the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

P i~ T ! T I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

Number: 

In light of proposed new .~A.A flight plans which will affect 

number of flil:hts over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the ~iLv ¢)f Mercer IMand to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Phone 

P.J_~ase eel. aLh:lt.,xL_~ si!:natur_e._8 and return this petition to: 
&J’!.A.K(.Aircr_it[.LB_¢iLs.’~batern~itt Cqm.g.LitteqL P.O. Box 681. ASAP or 

no later than Saturday midnJ|;ht, January 20, 1990. 
Please ~et at least 5 signatures and return this petition to: 
ANAC(Aircraft Noise Abatemshnt Committee), P.O. Box 681, ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



PF.T !’t’l ON 
to the 

Mercer |sIand City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the (;ity el Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the iss.e of aircraft 

noise abate merit. 

!’ E T I T I l) 1"-I 
to tile 

,Mcrc(;r Island Cily C¢)un(:il 

Oil Aircr;il’l Nuim; 

In light ol l)rOl)osed new FAA flitlht plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Eastside... 

We., the undersigned: 

wniit the ~.i!.3L_9_r_..lyl_e_r_cer [&!~..n. (_J. to c¢)ntinue t¢) work as an active 

itdvocill(: ;ttl(I I)r~)t:eed with due (lilillence on th(: i~Slle of aircraft 

llOiS(; ill) ;Ire llle fl 1. 



P E T I T I 0 N 

M(:rcer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA. flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the .~i.tY of Mercer Island. to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Please ,get signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft 
Noise A_~_batement Comm_Ltte¢). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island. Wash, 
98040 

In light of proposed new FAA /’li),)ht plans which will affect 

number of flights over the Ea~lsidc... 

We, the Ul~dcrsigned: 
want the CO~3L[.M~t~{:9[_IsI:u)~j. tn continue to work as an active 

advocale anti proceed with �l.e dilil;ence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

P h_()_o_e_ 

2#2. - 6 2-3,2 : 

}~l~%~.~el. :4l_l~qJ~(~B~.O;~ and return th is petition to: 
A.H A (i(_A J iT~r_al~{. Noi S~Ikl~a~C ~I .L{ (~t~:.I_().lP:J, P.O. Box 68 I, A S A P or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~it_v or Mercer Isla~t to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

P I’,’T l T | 0 N 

h) the 

Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

¯ ~    In light of proposed new "~_A_~ flight plans which will affect 
number of flighls over the l’~astsidc... 
We, tile undersigned: 

want the {_~l.Y._OJ’__M=e_r_~e.r__I.~l:k~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraR 

nnise abatement. 

Name Mailine Addres~ Phone " 

~ 
". ~ "     ~ 1 

~ 
I ~     - I. 

Fl~ase ~et signatures and return this petitio~ 
Noise Abatement Committee}. 2.0. Box 68J, Mercer lsla~, ~ash, ,." 
98040 

/’~ .... M’.ajJj.ng Adcl_r_e~ Phone . - 

Please ~et si]~natures and return this petition to: ~NAC(Aircraf~ 

Noise A~ate~J Co~jDi~t~ P.O. I~o~ 68 I, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



I) F,T I T I DFl 
to Ll|e 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of propnsed new ]"_A.& flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~y__(.)_[_M_e_r~er l,sJ~1_n..d_ to continue to wnrk as an active 
advocale and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

I) lit I I" I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Couucil 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new l!...Alt flight plans which will affect. 
number of flighls over the Eastside... 
We, the undersi|;ned: 

want the ~l~rc~f__I~I~}.d to continue to work as an active 
advocale and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

~l_.a m e                   _l~..aj ! i_n g_~_d_d_ r e s ~                 Phony 

- ..,’:e ..... :.--"~:.<,o .(.,. ,<;" ;:.i,:,,,u >.~"U    ...;:t..g.j"<) "’j " 

qu 

C)~- ~C~    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~         ~ ~- 7~ 
Please eel atJeast 5 sl~nature~and retnrn this petition to: 

AB~.(~L~[~t~.~L~e Ab~)~.tl_t~. P.O. Bo~ 68 I. ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnight. January 20. 1990. 



~ P 1! T I T I 0 ~ 
~ t~ the 

//~0 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ~ flight plans which will affect     ., 

number of flights over the Eastside ..... : :." 

We. the undersigned: 
want the ~of Mercer Is~ to continue to work as an active orocecd with due diligence on the issue of aircraft    ... 

and adw) catc 
noise abatement. 

ANAC(Aircraft 

N___~se Abatement Committe_q.)_, P.O. Box 681. Mercer Island. Wash, 
98040 

P E T [ T I O N 
to the 

Mercer island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new F_2t_~. flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastr, ide... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the ~ilY of Mercer lsl;kKll to continne to work as an active 
advocate and prnceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Plea,~¢ get signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft 
Noise Abatcm_.cnt Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



P F, T I T ! 0 N 
to Llle 

Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircral’t ~oise 

In light of proposed new ’E._/L~ flight plans which will affect 
number of flight~ over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mer3:er lsla!~! to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

:’~ In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Islar~d to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 



P E T I T I 0 N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
o~ Aircraft Noi:;e 

In lil,>ht of proposed new _I~.AA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastsidc... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~j~ty__()f__..M(:rcer IsJlal~l. tn continue to work as an activc 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issuc of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

Name-" .... Mailing Address Phone 

Piease get lignatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft 

~Noise Aba_t_eil)orlt Committee). P.O. Box 68 I, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Name Mailing Address phol)e 

(~ 
I) ET I l" l ON 

to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

dO Aircraft Noise 

¯ ~-~’~) la Hght of proposed aew ]~&A Hight ~lans which will affect 
aumbcr of flights ovcr the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the ~9~rce~&l~ ~o cnnti.u~ to work as an active 
advocate and ~roceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
no~sc abatemenL 

N a nke___ Mai!.~l; Address,               Pl~ene 

~’n~,~-,l "-,~,Ja.O~ g, q2s h) r’r)e/).e.tr,...~)-.,L), 2"5G-$290 

Pl~e ~et at l~ast 5 sl~~ nnd return this petition to: 
~H~~I Noise AbatemenLCOm~, P.O. Box 681, ASAP.or 
no later than ,Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



PET I T I UN 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ]"_hA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~Lty_(.)_r_M~r_~¢r I,sJ.,3I}.(.[ tn c(mtlnue to work as an active 
advocate and prnceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft ¯ . 
noise abatement. 

Phone 

P E T I T ! O N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Counci! 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of l)roposcd new ]"_AA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the .~TdlX_(.)_f_M_c.r_.cer l,sJ.a~.(.[ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due dilil:ence on the tssue of aircraft ¯ - 

noise abatement. 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

Nu tuber: . 

hl light of proposed new I_)A_A_ flight plans which will affect 

number of flil;hts over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the (_:jt_y_oI" Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

~ In light or proposed new ][A_A, flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the .¢~ly_oJ’__l~r_cer [sJ.a~.~[ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the iss~)e of aircraft . 
noise abatement. 

1) Ill" I T 101! 
Iv) the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 



to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

oa Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new [A.& flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We. the undersigned: 

want the ~y of Mercer Island to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

P_~ase ~.et at lea,~~AItL~ and ret,rn this petition to: 
AJ~LAC(AircHff_LRoise Abatea’ngoqt Co.~ttee}, P.O. Iiox 681. ASAP.or 
no later than Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 

(~ 
PETITION 

to the 

/~ 
Mercer Island City Council 

0 on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect . 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City o[ Mercer Isla~l_d. to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Namll Mailini~ Address Phone :.’ 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new !~_AA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer l~aX~l, to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

and return this petition to: 
~NAC(Aircr_ilit Noise Abatetn_e~nt Committee). P.O. Box 681, ASAP or 
no later than Saturday midnight. January 20. 1990. 

P E T I T I l) N 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ~A.& flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~7,B_v of Mercer l.~Jand to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Phone 



PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~LLv_~Mercer Isla~t~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Mailing. Addr¢,~                 phone 

...... _ . 

, . ~It: l~            ~     "                           " 

~se ~et st     r~ and return this petition to: ANAC{Aircraft ’ ..: 

~e &batement Committee). P.O. Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect . 
number of flights over ~he £astside... "5 
We, the undersigned: ... .. 

want the City or Mercer Isla)~_ to continue to work as an active ¯ 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement, 

.Name Mai|inn Address Phone    " 



~0 
PETITION 

to the 
Mercer Island City Council 

on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ~ flight plans which will ~ffect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the ~ to continue to work as an active advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 
ame                     Mai~ Addres~                  pho~ 

~s~bat~ P.O, Box 681, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 

PETITION 
to the 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new FAA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Isla~l_~ to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraf’t 

noise abatement. 

Mailin~ Address phone 

Please net signatures and return this petition to: ANAC(Aircraft " 
Iqoise Abatement Committee}. P.O. Box 68 I, Mercer Island, Wash, 
98040 



P E T I ’l° 1 0 N 
to the 

Merccr Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ~iLI~,A. flight plans which will affect 
numbers of flights over the Eastside... 
We, the undersigned: 

want the City of Mercer Island to conthlue to work as an active 

advocate and p}oceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 

noise abatement. 

We, the undersigned: 

PET I T 1 ON 
to tile 

Mercer Island City Council 
on Aircraft Noise 

In light of proposed new ’[AA flight plans which will affect 
number of flights over the Eastsidc... 

want the .E.ily of Mercer IMand to continue to work as an active 
advocate and proceed with due diligence on the issue of aircraft 
noise abatement. 

Mailin~ Address phone 

and return this petition to: 

ANACI Aircraft Noise Abatement Committee), P.O. Box 68 I, ASAP or no later 
,t~n q~li,lrd~lv midnizht, lanuary 20, 1990. 

Please ~et at least 5 si~.tlal0re8 and return this petition to: 
ANAC~Aircraft Noise Abilterfl_g_Itt CommittegJ. P.O. Box 681, ASAP or 
no later titan Saturday midnight, January 20, 1990. 



Your City, Seattle 
Execulive Department -- Office for Long-range Planning 

Richard Yukubousky, Director 
Norman B. Rice. Mayor 

danuary 24, 1990 

Rtchard Eo Prang, Manager 
System Management Branch 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Htghwa? South, C-68966 
Seattle, Washlngton 98168 

Re: Revtew of Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to Atr 
Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma Internatlonal 
Airport, Decen~er, 1989 

Dear Mr. Prang: 

The City of Seattle’s objective is a net reduction of the noise impacts 
experienced by Its ctttzens and the citizens of the region as a result of 
aircraft operations to and frnm Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

The City of Seattle believes the mediation process offers the best course for 
achieving tangible net aircraft notse reduction. The mediation process is 
likely to be successful tn achieving meaningful results only If all parties 
remain at the table and medtate tn good fatth. The results of the mediation 
process must have certainty, be cemprehended by the public and be enforceable. 
The mediated parameters must achieve desirable results. 

The "Draft Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Changes In Air Traffic 
Arrlva] and Departure Routes" raises questions about the reliance that Seattle 
has placed on the mediation process. The lack of specificity tn the Draft 
Environmental Assessment makes tt difficult to assess the lmnediate Impacts 
and completely obscures the long-term Impacts of the proposed action -- the Four 
Post Plan, The City’s perception that the Federal Avtatton Administration ts 
acttng tn good faith tn the mediation process and openly with the cttlzens of 
the region depends, In part, on the clarity and comprehensiveness of the 
environmental review of your proposed action, alternative actions and mitigation 
measures, 

As of this date, the Ctty of Seattle seeks: 

1. completion of the mediation process In an expeditious fashton; 

2. mediated parameters which result tn a net noise reduction; 

3, restraint tn Implementation of any change In flight paths pending 
successful conclusion of the mediation process; and 



Richard E. Prang 
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Page 2 

4. a thorough and complete environmental revlewwhlch ts responsive 

to the contnents detailed tn this letter. 

Unless the mediation process produces substantial and satisfactory mitigation 
*which reduces long-term impacts, an Environmental Impact statement w111 be 
required to fully analyze the impacts. 

Our review of the Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes to Atr 
Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, 
December, ig89, identified numerous deficiencies or Inadequacies. 

Fatlure to Heet the Standard for an Envtronmantal Assessment 

The FAA’s Environmental Assessment Is essentially a comparison of the 
operational characteristics of 13 different laeans of rerouting aircraft 
approaches called "procedural changes." The procedural changes are evaluated 
primarily In terms of efficiency. Efficiency Is characterized as reduction 
and simplification in the workload of FAA control personnel, maximum use of 
navigable airspace, increased capacity, and safety. The environmental 
consequences are confined to generalized statements about alrcraft fuel . 
consumption and noise above the LDN 65 level. It states there are no data on 
air quality impacts. The Environmental Assessment falls to meet the minimum 
standards under 40 CFR S 1501 and 1508. 

Precedent for an EIS 

L~FAA prepared a DEIS (and supplement) to address two non-project actions as 
the operator of the Washington, D.C. Metropolltan Airports. The first was the 
existing operation; the second was the proposed pollcy for the future operation 
of the airports. (The EIS on the ongoing operations of the airports was 
required by a 197B court order by the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 
District of Virginia.) The thoroughness and completeness of the EIS make 
assessment of the envlroemental impacts pos$1ble in a way that the Envlronmental 
Assessment does not. The situations appear to be similar and a more thorough . 
analysis is warranted for Sea-Tac. 

Incremental Actions 

The proposed action in the Four Post Plan is one of a series of Interrelated 
actions or decisions which may have an adverse effect on the environment. Other 
related actions include results of the mediation process, noise reduction or 
management strategies, schedullng decisions by the alrllnes, airport management 
and operational decisions by’the Port of Seattle on the allocation and use of 
airport facilities, capltal improvements of Sea-Tac, including the proposed 
taxlway conversion, and procedures and resource decisions by the FAA for the 
Approach Control Facillty (TRACON) and Seattle Air Route Traffic Control Center 
(ARTCC). The envlroemental effects of these actions should be evaluated 
together. Envlroemental effects related to Sea-Tac should be llnked to 
capacity and operations of other airports in the region including King County 
Internatlonal, Paine Field, McChord, Renton, Auburn, Bremerton, and the Whldbey 
Island Naval Air Station. 

Richard E, Prang 
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Airport Capacity 

The Environmental Assessment is directed to capaclty increases at Sea-Tac. The 
Environmental Assessment does not provide a baseline for comparison of proposed 
capaclty increases with capacity used in previous environmental analysts and 
documentation. What (hourly, peak hour or period, datly, and 7:00 a.m. to 
10:00 p.m. period) capaclty estimates or forecasts have been used in the past. 
What net change in aircraft operations from past estimates and forecasts does 
the proposed action make possible? 

The Environmental Assessn~nt states that the preferred alternative provides for 
as many as 56-60 south flow aircraft arrivals per hour, an Increase from 42 per 
hour at the current time (pp. t and 1). The range of the increase Is from 
33 to 43 percent tncrease In south flow operations. There will be an equal 
increase in arrlvals and departures. South flow operations constitute 
60 percent of operations (p. 6). Therefore, on an annual basis, the preferred 
alternative would increase Sea-Tac operations from 20 to 26 percent during peak 
periods. In the future, peak periods can reasonably be expected to expand in 
duration. The 43 percent increase in peak capacity and the 26 percent increase 
in annual operations are of an order of significance similar to adding an 
additional runway, and should be treated equivalently under NEPA. 

The Environmental Assessment focuses discussion on the increase Jn south flow 
arrivals. North flow operations are discussed only superficially. There would 
have to be an equal increase in departures which ts not discussed. 

Secondary Impacts 

The Envlronmental Assessment does not quantify or assess any of the primary or 
secondary impacts of these increased operations. There Is no assessment of the 
Increased traffic for passengers or addltlonal alrport personnel trylng to reach 
the airport. The Impact could be substantla1. For exanKole, a peak alr travel 
hour estimate could be made by multlplylng the 18 new arrlvals per hour (plus an 
equal number of departures) by average plane capaclty plus crew changes, 
subtracting the In-alrport transfers, and accountlng for the average vehlcle 
occupancy for arrlvlng and departing passengers, and adding addltlonal trlps by 
servlce personnel. Unfortunately, the Envlronmental Assessment provldes none of 
the Informatlon besides new aircraft arrlvals. The Assessment does not Include 
a trafflc analysls nor does it provide information to do a trafflc analysls. 

Daily peak periods in airline travel are not described (beyond the midday peaks 
caused by arrival and departure "banks’). Morning and evening alr travel peaks 
may coincide with peak co~uter traffic, further con~)oundlng the secondary 
vehicular traffic impacts resultlng from the increase in airport capacity. The 
Environmental Assessment is silent and contains insufficient data for analysis. 

There is no assessment of the ground related tmpacts of the Increased 
operations. The assessment of air quality does not consider the effect of 
additional operations dtrectly or Indirectly on atr quality. It is confined 
to some general characteristics of fuel consumption based on types of operation 
(pp. 60-61). There is no Information .on which to base secondary air quality 
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lmpacts from sources like vehicular traffic. There are no measurements and no 
data points. There Is no assessment of the secondary tmpacts of any of the 
alternatives. There Is no evaluation of the cumulative effect of prtmary and 
secondary Impacts of the proposed actton. 

Air Qualit~ 

The Environmental Assessment is devoid of any analysis of the air quality 
impacts of the proposed action. Air quality is included under the section 
which considers energy consumption. It simply states "there is no quantatlve 
data available." The sectlon consists of some general characteristics of fuel 
consumption based on types of operation (pp. 60-61). There is no listing of 
the compounds and quantities which will be emitted to the atmosphere from the 
increased operations or net changes resulting from modlfled operations. By 
comparison, the DEIS prepared for the Ferry County, Washington Airport, prepared 
by the FAA in 1974wlth an average of three operations a day, includes estimates 
per operation and daily total pollutants for each of four compounds -- CO, 
hydrocarbons, NOx, and partlculates. The Washington, D.C. Netropolltan 
Airport’s 1980 DEIS and supplement contain extensive air quallty analysls, which 
approximate what is mlnlmally acceptable. The Envlronmental Assessment Includes 
no measurements and no basellne data from which to assess changes or impacts. 
There is no information on the emissions of aircraft, or the differences in 
emissions with type of aircraft or engines, payload, or operatlonal procedures. 
The Puget Sound Air Pollutlon Control Agency is not llsted among those contacted 
by the FAA in preparation of the Environmental Assessment. 

Impact on Surrounding Area 

The Envlronmental Assessment contalns only a generlc table (p. 61a-61b) of 
compatlbillty of average sound levels (LDN) wlth types of land uses. There 
is no application of any nolse standard to partlcular uses, and consideration 
of impacts of sound levels below tON 65 are conKoletely absent. 

Sensitive Receptors 

Sensitive nolse receptors, or noise sensltlve areas, are not Identlfled; 
consequently, the impacts of the proposed actlon on sensitive receptors are 
omitted from the Envlronmental Assessment. 

Historic Sites 

The Environmental Assessment does not consider the effect of the proposed 
action on properties protected under Section 4(f) of the Transportation Act, 
or Section 106(b) of the Historic Preservation Act. 

LDN 65 Noise Contour 

The Environmental Assessment discounts any noise or changes in noise outside 
of the LDN 65 noise contour. The measurement system averages noise which 
diminishes the effects of perlodlc noise such as atrcraft flights. The 
LIO 65 (noisiest 10 minutes) standard would more accurately show impact, 
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Noise does affect persons outside the LDN 65 zone. The use of LDN 65 standard 
Inappropriately narrows the scope of the Environmental Assessment. By focusing 
on the LDN 65, the Environmental Assessment does not address areas where the 
changes In noise levels (both Increases and decreases) wtl] occur. These areas 
are largely outside of the LDN 65 contour. The federal procedures, as applted 
by the FAA, do not recognize the Impact of noise on people’s lives. 

3~O00-Foot Cellin9 

The Environmental Assessment does not consider noise which occurs more than 
3,000 feet above the land surface. The nature of noise reaching receptors 
from atrcraft In f11ght, when landtng and taking off, does not abruptly or 
perceptibly change as an atrcraft passes through 3,000 feet. Aircraft gatnlng 
elevation under power generate noise levels tn excess of those In a landtng 
approach. The use of the 3,000-foot standard is arbitrary In that It does not 
account for the operation, payload, type of aircraft, or type of engine. 

Impact on King County Internatlonal Airport 

The Envlronmental Assessment does not consider the effect of the proposed actlon 
on aircraft operations or safety at King County Internatlonal Airport, even 
though operations of both alrports occupy the same alrspace. Consequently, the 
Envlronmental Assessment does not conslder the secondary nolse or other impacts 
whlch may be caused by diversions or aborted operations caused by alrspace 
confllcts. Slmllar evaluatlon concerns seaplanes operatlng out of Lake Unlon 
and other airports in the reglon. 

Exposure to Noise 

There Is no calculation of the exposure to noise as a function of population and 
en~)1oyee locations and densities or the duration of noise events over particular 
sites or areas. The "Time Above" (TA) notse values have been used by the FAA 
In other analyses, I.e., Washington, D.C. Airports, as have NEF values, which 
assign a larger night ttme weighting to aircraft notse. 

There Is no analysis or suntnary of existing sources of tnfonnatlon or research 
on the Impacts of noise on the public or on individuals. 

Co~unlty Degradation 

Noise adversely affects property values and, eventually, com~unlty character. 
The Influence can affect a wlde area. The Envlronmental Assessment does not 
acknowledge the impacts and thelr effects on the long-term vlablllty of Impacted 
areas. Publlc costs to sustaln affected comnunitles are not considered. 

Aircraft Noise Sources 

There is no information on particular atrcraft types in the proposed action or 
for current operations. Noise characteristics by type cannot be evaluated by 
the public. 
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Safety 

Safety issues discussed in the Environmental Assessment are stated as congestion 
in the south flow approach, crossing fltght paths tn central Oregon and in 
Eastern Washington/Idaho and switch-overs from one approach procedure to 
another. Safety issues are presented as Judgments without quantification or 
backup analysis. Risks are not addressed. The increased concentration of 
flights over densely populated areas as a result of the Four Post Plan is not 
addressed. 

Aircraft Schedullng. 

Airline scheduling was not explored as an alternative, although the peak demands 
were acknowledged to be driven by alrllne schedullng of midday arrival and 
departure "banks." Schedullng has not been used to minimize delays. Schedullng 
decisions have exacerbated capacity constraints. FAA has the power to regulate 
schedules or to request voluntary agreements from the airlines. FAA does not 
believe Sea-Tac is a "high density" airport or that changes in alrllne 
scheduling would relleve congestion (p. 15}. This concluslon needs, to be 
reevaluated or substantiated, partlcularly when combined air space rather than 
Just Sea-Tac and King County Internatlonal Airport operations is considered. 

Mitlgatlon Measures 

The Envlronmental Assessment does not consider any mitigation measures. 
Mitigation measures should be incorporated in one or more alternatives under 
consideration in the Environmental Assessment. Posslble mltlgatlon measures 
could include noise budgets for Sea-Tac andlor Indlvldual alrllnes, llmltatlons 
of types of alrcraft or Incentlves for use of quieter aircraft, noise sensitive 
landlng fees or other economlc Incentlves for noise reductlon, noise reductlon 
operational practices and reduction of "flying dirty," curfews for particular 
flight paths, ntght time restrictions, ln~oosttlon of the Four Post plan during 
llmlted time periods, or special flight paths for stage II aircraft. The 
mitigation measures proposed in the Mestre Grieve Preliminary Report should 

be evaluated, 

Noise Monltorln9 

Independent noise monitoring should be conducted throughout the region to 
provide a data base, measure noise levels Including those below LDN 65, and 
evaluate flight paths and notse mitigation measures. Monitoring and/or analysis . 
should use more refined standards than LDN.                                    ~ 

Comparison wlth Mestre Grieve Prellmlnary Report 

The FAA Envlronmental Assessment contains one map (p. Blc) which shows "Ig88 
Noise Contours" of LDN @5 or greater -- presumably an annual average. The 
Mestre Grieve Report shows current LDNBS contours comparable to those shown 
in the FAA’s Envlroemental Assessment. The Mestre Grieve Report shows annual 
average and north and south flow noise contours for both the current conditions 
and the Four Post proposal. There ts no discernible difference in the locatton 
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of the LDN 65 noise contour between the current condltlons and the proposed 
action. There are substantlal differences in the 1ocatlon of noise contours fm 
lower levels of noise. The difference in the 1ocatlon of the contours for nortt 
and south flow (extending further in the dlrectlon of the flow) in comparison 
with the annual average contour begins to show the levellng effect of averaged 
noise data. 

The Mestre Grieve Report enumerates 52 measurement 1ocatlons and provides 
detailed data on 13 sltes. LDN nolse levels are shown for a daily average 
and by flow direction. Time Above 55, 65 and 85 dBA is shown in minutes. 
Single-event data is recorded for current procedures in energy average SEL 
and average peak sound level. The number of aircraft passing over site under 
current and proposed conditions is reported. 

Deficiencies In the Envlronmental Assessment are apparent when compared wlth 
the Mestre Grleve Report. These data should be incorporated and analyzed in 
an Envlronmental Assessment, 

The Mestre Grieve Report proposes six modifications to the FAA Four Post plan 
that attempt to cumblne the needs of the FAA and the noise mitigation desires 
of the surrounding communities. 

We appreciate the opportunlty to revlew the Envlroomental Assessment. I, or a 
member of my staff, would be happy to meet with you and go over our comments. 

Slncerely, 

Richard Yukubousky, DI rector 
Office for Long-range Planntng 

RY:hss 
322-694 

Patrlcla Davls, Chalr, Port of Seattle Con~Isslon 
Andrea Beatty-Rlnlker, Port of Seattle 
King County Executlve, Tim H111 
Anita Frankel, Air Pollutlon Control Officer 
Temple Johnson, Federal Avlatton Administration 
Jim Street, Seattle City Councll 



Port of Seattle 
nusry 24, 1990 

Hr. Richard Pran8 

17900 Pacific Highway South 

H~il: C-68966 

Seattle, ~ashit’~ton 9B16B 

The Port recognizes that the Federal Aviation Administration has the full 

and sole authority for the control of navigable airspace in the environs 
of Seattle-Tacoma Inte~national Airport. We also understand the need to 

find reasonable ways to reduce congestion and delays, enhance safety and 

~ore efficiently use Sea-Tsc’s two runways. Effectively addressin~ these 

issues will help maintain See-Tac’s current role in the l~set Sound 
transportation system. For these reasons, some revisions to the approach 
routes~ay be necessary. 

Kt the aan~ tim~, the Port, as operator of Sea-Tar, ~ust be concerned w~th 

any potential noise impacts created by the operations conducted at the 

airport. We believe that it is very unfortunate that this issue ~s ~d 

~o be ~a~sed during the Noise Hediat~on P~oject. ~e would s~ro~ly prefer 

~t £~l~tat~on of v~ti~ chanaes ~t until ~dlatlon Is c~lete so 

t~t the total packaae of noise ~eductlon ~asuces can be established. If 

the F~ de~ it necessary to i~l~nt any c~es pr~o~ to ~d~ation’s 

c~letion, we ask L~ ~ou 8ire serious consideuaL~on Lo ~r su88ested 

~evistons to y~r o~i~i~l proposal. 

The Port, while realizin8 that your analysis of noise impacts coufo~ to 
accepted national standards, is also sensitive to residents ~ho feel that 

airport noise is a serious matter far beyond the 65 Ldn noise contour. As 

you are aware, the Noise Mediation Project noise consultants, l/estre Grave 
Associates, have conducted a very detailed evaluation of the noise i~pacts 

of your proposal. In addition to applylns the traditional noise 

standards, they also conducted additional extensive analysis of noise 

impacts in their evaluation of the proposed char~es. 

are pleased that mediation has provided s vehicle for discussion and 
co~nity input. Althouah all the co~n~nity interests have not agreed on 

speciflc position at this time, considerable information from the 
Comulttee’s technical consultants is available and will be given further 

I~0 Box 
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Hr. Richard Pran8 
January 24, 1990 

Pass Two 

�onsideration as the mediation process continues. In seneral, the Por~ 
Comeissiou believes ~ediationhas been helpful to date in allowin~ 

parties to focus on the features of the 4-Post proposal and lncreasin~ 
their understandin~ of the potential ~pecte through the work of 

�on~tttee’e cormultant. 

The Port =ussests that you include in your i~ple~entetion plan several of 
the~odificstions that have been discussed in noise mediation. One 

~odification calls for~ovir~ the eastside do~mrlnd lea further east. Yh~ 
Port favors minimizin8 noise over population centers to the maxi~nn extent 
possible. We request, therefore, that the down~nd leS be positioned in e 

manner that would .allow for the sreatest noise relief without holdir~ do~n 
departlr~ aircraft so as tO 88grevsto the noise conditions. 

Further, we ask that full use of the 4-Post Plan be restricted to the 
hours in which it is required to enhance airport efficiency and aviation 

safety. ~e favor an adjustment of the proposed procedure durin~ the 
nighttime period of lower activity, thus allowin8 maximum use of Elliott 

Bay for noise abatement routin&. 

Over the past several months, the FtJ~has made numerous presentations on 
Lhe 4-Post Plan to the Noise ~ediation Conm~ttee and to many other 
groups. Throughout these presentations, the F~s ~de specifi� . 
~e~e~ence to the noise abs~nt advan~aaes of the p~oposed plan. 

include ~tter util~za~on of the Elliott ~y arrival procedu~ and the 

"keep th~hish" p~of~le for noise abat~nt pu~oses. ~e anticipate and 

e~ect t~ the F~ w~ll provide assurances ~ ~hese el~s o£ 
plan will ~ included within air traffic control and pilo~ iust~ctio~ 
a ~er to suarautee t~t these ~or~nt el~ts will ac~ally ~ 
pevfo~d. 

The Port Con~iselou is very:uch aware of the public’s conceru with flight 

patterns and the expectations that weare all workin8 to ensure that 

procedures are beln~ followed as described. In light of this, the Por~. 
believes that it is imperative for the FAA in cooperation with the Port to 

develop ¯ progra~which utilizes state-of-the-art technology for 
monitorin8 the noise abatement elements of air traffic control procedures. 

In discussin8 arrival routin8 chan~es contained in the 4-Post Plan, the 
FAA has slso~entioued north flow departure procedures. These procedures 

do not appear to be part of the cu~ent 4-Post proposal, and, therefore, 

we have not addressed them in this letter. 



Hr. Richard Prang 
January 24, 1990 
PaBe Three 

Finally, the Port Commieaion understands that Mr. Temple Johnson, Hanaser, 
Air Traffic Division and the FAA’s representative in the Noise Mediation 

Project, has provided assurances to the Boi~e ~iat~on C~ttee that 

~dificakions can be developed ev~ after the date of the i~l~nka~lon 

o~ ~he 4-Pos~ Plan, ~h~ld t~t indeed occur. 

The Port Con~uission appreciates the opportunity to respond to the FAA*s 

draft euvironmentel asseemmmt and we look forward to your continuin~ 
support of the Noise Nediation process. Involvement by the FAA is crucial 

if we are to reach the Hediation Committee’s objectives of reducing noise 

through a variety of measures, includins, hopefully, improvements to the 

4-Post Plan. 

Sincerely, 

Particle Davis 

President, Port Conuuission 

cc: Port of Seattle Co~uission 
Zeger J.J. van Asch van Wijck, Andrea Beatty Riniker, Port of Seattle 

Hr. Temple Johnson, Federal Avfatlon Adm~nistration 
~ediation Committee 

7903L 

<~ "~ &anuary 24, 1990 

GOOD EVENING. I AM KING COUNTY COUNCILWOMAN CYNTHIA SULLIVAN, 

AND I FIRST WANT TO THANK THE FAA FOR PROVIDING THIS OPPORTUNITY 
FOR THE PUBLIC TO COMMENT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO AIR TRAFFIC ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE ROUTES AT 

SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. I HOPE THAT THIS WILL NOT 

BE THE LAST OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO COMMENT SINCE MANY 

PEOPLE ARE JUST NOW BECOMING AWARE OF THE RAMIFICATIONS OF THE 

PROPOSED CHANGES. 

IT IS NOT MY INTENTION FOR MY TESTIMONY TO BE CONSTRUED AS 

OPPOSED TO AIR TRAFFIC OR AIRPORT OPERATIONS~    INDEED DISTRICT 2 

RESIDENTS DO USE THE AIRPORT IN GREAT NUMBERS. NOR IS IT MY 

INTENTION TO SUGGEST THAT NO SEA-TAC TRAFFIC SHOULD FLY OVER 

NORTHEAST SEATTLE. IT WOULD NOT BE VERY CIVIC-MINDED TO PLAY ONE 

COMMUNITY OFF AGAINST ANOTHER. 

THE REASON I AM HERE IS THREEFOLD. AIRCRAFT NOISE    IS NOT A NEW 

PROBLEM TO THE RESIDENTS OF SEATTLE. IN MY 6 YEARS ON THE KING 

COUNTY COUNCIL I HAVE HAD A THOUSANDFOLD INCREASE    IN COMPLAINTS 

ABOUT AIRCRAFT NOISE,. WHICH USUALLY BECOME MORE FREQUENT DURING 

PERIODS OF POOR WEATHER WHEN THE I.L.S.    APPROACH OVER SEATTLE IS 

IN GREATER USE. I AM NOT AND MY COMMUNITY IS NOT IN FAVOR OF 

PROHIBITING SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS TO AIR TRAFFIC PROCEDURES THAT 

ARE NEEDED AND JUSTIFIED. WE ALL REALIZE THAT SEA-TAC IS AN 

IMPORTANT FACILITY BOTH FOR THE ECONOMY OF OUR REGION AND FOR OUR 

MOBILITY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

WHAT MOST OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS ROOM ARE CONCERNED ABOUT IS ~HE 

UNMITIGATED IMPACTS OF EXPANSION OF SERVICE. WE ARE INTERESTED 



IN SEEING A MITIGATION PLAN BEFORE SERVICE IS EXPANDED. 

AIRCRAFT OVERFLIGHTS CREATE SIGNIFICANT NOISE WHICH ARE SIMPLY 

REDUCED TO "GIVEN THAT THE D.N.L. 65 AND GREATER NOISE COUNTOURS 

DO NOT CHANGE AS A RESULT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED 

ACTION~    ALL LOCATIONS OUTSIDE OF THE D.N.L.    COUNTOUR REMAIN 

COMPATIBLE WITH THE AIRPORT."    (EA p.    Ill) 

MOST OF THE NOISE COMPLAINTS WHICH ARE RECEIVED IN MY OFFICE DO 

NOT ADDRESS NOISE LEVELS WHICH ARE AVERAGE OVER A 24 HOUR PERIOD. 

THEY ARE COMPLAINTS WHICH ARE DUE TO A SPECIFIC OVERFLIGHT~ 

THEREFORE AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF FLIGHTS OVER DENSELY 

POPULATED AREAS WILL GENERATE AND INCREASING NUMBER OF 

COMPLAINTS.       D.N.L.    NOISE MEASUREMENTS WILL NOT REPRESENT THE 

INTERFERENCE PEOPLE FEEL IN THEIR LIVES AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL 

REVIEW PROCESS NEEDS TO PROCEED TO A STEP WHERE THIS IMPACT IS 

ASSESSED AND MITIGATIONS DEFINED. 

THE ATTITUDE OF FAA THAT AN EIS    IS ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

STRETCHING OUT THE INEVITABLE IS INAPPROPRIATE. AN EIS THAT IS" 

PROPERLY PREPARED WITH GOOD RESEARCH DATA CAN BE AN INVALUABLE 

AIDE TO DETERMINING WHAT MITIGATIONS SHOULD BE. 

THIS CONCLUDES MY PREPARED COMMENTS. I WILL LEAVE YOU WITH A 

COPY OF THE SUMMARY OF THE COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC MEETING WHICH 

I HELD IN MY COMMUNITY AND WITH A SAMPLE OF THE OVER 300 LETTERS 

AND PHONE CALLS I HAVE RECEIVED ON THIS SUBJECT SINCE NOVEMBER. 

THANK YOU. 

THE RECENT "PRELIMINARY NOISE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED FAA 4 POST 

PLAN" BEGINS TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE BY USING TABLES WHICH LIST THE 

TIME ABOVE SPECIFIC NOISE LEVELS. THE WEAKNESS IN THESE TABLES 

IS THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE 4 POST.PLAN WILL MERELY SHIFT PLANES 

FROM ONE LOCATION TO ANOTHER. THE STUDY DOES NOT ACCOUNT FOR THE 

INCREASE IN TRAFFICE WHICH WILL~ MOST CERTAINLY BE GENERATED% BY 

THE INCREASE IN AIR SPACE CAPACITY GENERATED BY THE 4 POST PLAN. 

I URGE THE FAA TO CONTINUE DOWN THE PATH OF OPENNESS~ WHICH IS 

REPRESENTED BY THE PREPARATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

AND THIS HEARING~ AND TO PREPARE A COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

STATEMENT. 



COF~UNITY MEETING HELD January 2, 1990 from 7:00 to lO:O{J p.m. at the NOAA 
Auditorium at Sand Point on new F,a~A flight ~lans over north Seattle. 

Sponsored by: .Synthia Sullivan, King County Councilwoman 

Speakers: ~orgen Booer, :4emoer of Overflight Committee 
~ ~ ~    ~usgr~e, ~ediation Committee 
Temple Jonnson, FAA 
Sary LeTellier, SeaTac Airport 

.It. ~ader, as ~ member of iZ~v~’~rff~ :ammunity ~erved as an aiterna~e ~n 
zne Joint Committee on Aircraft Overfl~eht, and reported zhat his community 
association feels that King County Should join Seattle in calling for a full 
environmental impact statement. They feel it is the only way for ~be FAA to 
consider environmental and community values, :o get a full disclosure of all 
che facts, and to have a meaningful opportunity for public comment and ~o nave 
the full consideration of mitigation measures. He reviewed the background or 
various reports and studies on flight plans and noise problems of the airport, 
and reported the 0verflignt Committee recommended there be a mediation process 
in which the citizens would meet with the aviation officials and wor~ to 
resolve the proo]em. It was also recommended that the FAA ~nouid ~aKe i,to 
account the noise consequences of any proposed shift in flight routes. In 
19~9 the Por~ convened the mediation process -- t~e goals of which are - to 
focus on ~vays to eleviate the noise, while balancing safety and efficiency and 
economic benefits of the airport’s successful operation. A public information 
program is to begin-in February; the goal is to reduce noise, have no runway 
expansion and nave the FAA make no changes in flights paths while t~e 
~neaiation process is underway. The concern is a change in.the fllght track 
now would have the heaviest and noisiest planes going over the heaviest 
populated areas. A public hearing on the FAA Environmental Assessment Will be 
~ela on January Z4 at Cleveland High School, 7:00 p.m. 

2nd speaker: :,It. Musgrave - Mediation Committee 

:4eaiation process: was put together Dy the Port of Seattle as an outgrowth of 
~he Overflight Committee and it is composed of representatives from the Port 
of Seattle. 7AA, the airlines, the airlines pilots group, Airport Users group, 
and Kne c~izens caucus. The citizens caucus comprised of 5 supcaucuses 
representing ~ifferent areas and has Z representatives participating at the 
;~ediation :dole. A technical consultant experienced in airport noise problems 
has ~een hired. Flight track management, the meeting concern, is one of the 
options the mediation process is looking at. The mediation process program is 
one of developing a package of solutions to reduce the amount of noise that 
has to be endured. The citizens caucus has no authority behind it so has 
~egun to work the the Seattle City Council to solicit support of the citizens 
committee in mediation and to become involved in the mediation. 

3rd speaker - Temple Johnson, FAA 

Mr. Johnson, a representative from FM and a traffic controller for 32 years 
reviewed the FAA position. The aim of air traffic control is to provide for 
separation of airplanes in an orderly, expeditious manner and be a good 
neighbor as much as posslble while maintaining safety as a first priority. 

vUESTION & ANSWER SESSION: 

’~. Questions about instrument landings outing fog. 

All instrumen~ landings to the south - the system has oeen In place for 

years. Runways ~un north/south due to Prevaiiinq ~nds. ~lanes cannot 
fly a curve on instrument landings, cney mus~ fly straight in Dine with 
one runway. Instrument approach is 6 miles s~raight in. 

’Hsual arrivals usually come through ~lliot~ oay. (eQuiremen~ ~or ~ 
visual approach - hiqh ceiling 31DO ~t, .~ust ~ee the ~iroor: ~nn ~ee each 
other. 

::ouldn’t more planes fly, over Elliott Bay? 

~io, we nave overextended ourself coming thrOUgh Ellio~t Say ~n ~isuai 
weather conditions. °:ve are currently bringinq 3]U turbo jets over 
~ainbridge, .niXing those with that same strea~ ~o satisfy a procedure cna~ 
,~e have outgrown. 

!4hy can’t small planes use nearby airports? 

They are being used more extensively. SeaTac has a low percen=age of 
small planes. 

~hy not have communter airports to eleviate conqestion? 

Then there is the need to gec :o the larger airport /or fli~nc transfers, 
etc. 

V. Some of the planes particularly 747 seem to de coming in l~er. 

A. Proceeurally we have not changed anything, .~owever the size of the ;47 :~n 
¯ ake it appear to be lower. 

Qo 

~hat elevation and how many planes will comer over eas~side? 

Ti~ey will be at S,000 ft. elevation and Iu2 :uroo jets flying ;forth of 
St. Rt. 520 and Payne Field -- each plane’s elevation will ~ary by 1,000 
ft. 

Why can’t new aids to navigation be installed for the 2 runways in place? 

No technology at the present to enable planes to fly a curve in instrument 
landing. 



~. There are more and more airplanes. Why not limit number of flights? 

A. The FAA has no authority ~.o dO this. 

Information not available. How can the public get information on the 
proposal? 

Logistics not possible to give to everyone. Znvironmental assessment 
~vai]aDle a~ libraries. 

~hy didn’t the FAA with Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)?. 

Regulations do not require an £1S when changes not made under 3,000’. 
Standard procedure: Environmental Assessment befo.re an EIS. 

~ho controls the number of :aKeoff and landings? 

in 1978 tne airlines were degregulated. Free enterprise and puolic demand 
affects zne number of flights. 

.Jet fuel - what percentage is in the air? 

!~ave no exoertise in this area. 

how high are the planes turning over )1ontlake? 

On instrument - cross at 4100’ From sealeve1. Un visual days 5,000’. 

:V. tqny noc have more cross over Elliott Bay? 

A. .~e a~e ,)verextended now - with ~I0 turoo jets and 14~ commuter jets. 

:roperty nevaluatlon - due to noise problem? 

Airplanes going across area now. If they are not a noise detraction, they 
will not change. Plan calls for 60 landings an hour with both runways at 
SeaTac. Z2,000 landings and takeoffs have been added in 22 months. ! 
expect that to continue. 

Planes seem to be flylng lower - lives on Beacon Hi11. 

Commercial airline pilots do not play around with flying that instrument 
approach. Particularily, they do not fly beneath the fllght plan. It is 
not in their interest or anyone elses. Is it small alrplanes? No, big 
Jets. 

What can be done, if anything, to limit the number of flights 
the future? 

There are certain laws that constrain us, one is zne Znterstate Commerce 
Law which regulates interstate and international <o.,~erce. :le are also 
somewhat contrained by the deregulation laws oasseo by Congress, ~nn ~Iso 
some discrimination laws as well--cna~ you cannot unjustly treat one ~pe 
of carrier or one_type of aircraft operator differently than another. 
Zxpect the airport to reach capacity in ~ne next ~0 i~ears. 7o ~eai .~th 
that, zhere w~ll have to be additional caoacity a~oed in the ;uget ~ounn 
area ~f we are to deal aith ~he grOWth. There is curren~17 ,~ orogram 
unaerway with the Puget Sound Council of 6overnments dealing ~i~n 
post-2000 air traffic in the Puget Souna area WhiCh is a regional issue. 
There are many options to relleve traffic congestion -o ouild a new 
runway, build a new airport somewhere else, ano~ner to open up sa~eIiit~ 
airports. 

)des the Port.of Seattle encourage new customers? 

The Por~ of Seattle does have a ,narketing oepar~,~ent. ~eaTac. 
geographlcally is very important to the world conwnerce an~ SeaTac !s 
~xperiencing that ~ind of growth -- trend toward international routes. 

What agencies interact with the Port in the flow of traffic in and ou~ of 
3eaTac? 

The Port of Seattle is chartered by the State Legislature and has 3 
elected officials at large. There are two main division - Narine ~ivion 
and the Aviation Division operating Seattle/Tacoma Airport. Have ~any 
interfaces with various local and state jurisdictions. 

Is it true or not that there is/or is not going to be a change in ~oise 
levels, specifically, t~e noise decioels over a particular home? 
Also, can the FAA delay flights in the interest of safety so that the 
~elays are very lengthy and the airlines w111 realize they can’t nave so 
:~any flights? 

Have a11 those attending sign in and agendas will be sent to them so they 
~nay attend the ~4edlatlon meetings and the nearing on the Environmental 
Assessment at Cleveland High School. 

Re: decloles - noise nas to de considered within the Part 150 areas - 
that area is ellglble for Federal assistance and is incompatlble for 
residential use. 

One concern: If you bring two planes together over E11Iott Bay and there 
is an accident - it would de a tragedy, but if two are landing rlg~t over 
Boeing Field and have a crash, many more areas would be affected -- 
schools, homes, apartments below. 



Another concern: Noone has analyzed the noise impacts directly on ~E 
Seattle an~ yet there is a proposal 0eing ~aoe that on ~eoruary 1 ~nese 
changes be implemented? 

Noise consultant will have a report on January 4. 

is ~ere a ianoing fee for aircraft? 

Yes. there is lannino fee based on tonnaoe. ~}n an average flight - 
~Z~/IOUO’ - about ~4~0 for a 747 ~500,00~). 

Are there federal regulations that limit now much a landing fee can de? 

No. Must cnarge each the same. 

Older 727s create much more noise that newer aircraft. Are there Federal 
regulations that regulate what type of planes come in at certain times of 
day? 

A. There is some room to be able to negotiate that sort of scenario. 

Re property~values discussed previously. Typically in governmental taking 
type issues there is compensation to property owners that are affected by 
this governmental taking, how does the Interstate Commerce Co~nission and 
the FAA and these other governmental agencies get around compensating 
individuals for this impact on the properties and t~e impacts of the 
values of that and the impacts.to our lives and homes? 

The answer is they don’t. The Port of Seattle has a land 
acquisition/noise remedy program whereby if you are in a certain contour 
-- they will buy your home our outside that contour they will insulate 
your home. The Port is compensated-~-"85% by federal government. The 
transaction is between the property owner and the Port. 

~as anyone else in the United States challenged this issue. My 
understanding is that we own air and light rights above property and that 
oy planes going over our property - especially with these new tracks set 
up -- I can draw a llne across my skylight and the planes will fly right 
over it on schedule. So if they are using my property above me they are 
using my air and light - why ShOUldn’t I be compensated? 

In some cases there has been compensation - if you thing-you have such a 
problem you s~ould consult an attorney. 

is there a profile given Ko eifferent ~iroianes ~n !~noinn? 

!es. will ~aKe into accoun~ :he ~]fferen~ ~ianes - z~e~r ,~escen~ ~aze ~n~ 
now they operate most efficiently. 

:inat are you going to oo co change the alrporc :o rave zne ~liqn~s .:;me ’~ 
~rom Zlliott 3ay~ ~nat 3bout the tecnnology? .:’: ~,o zo :he :~r= z: :ix 
zne runways so they ;ine up ~ith Zlliott ~ay. 

"ile runway alignments are cone on :he compass r-lad 
~nos and ~t is no acciden~ ~nat the runways run ~or~n and sou:n. 
not practical to reorient ~ne runways not to ,nent~on one cost. -:~e 
:ecnnology today is that ~ne beam guidin9 the 91anes on instrumen~ 
~s an extension of ~ne centeriine of the runway :nat ~x~enos ~traignt 
3ut. There ~s a new ~echnology but it is not in ~;se ~nn 
~e until the turn of ~be century. 

]an ;he con~roIler tell :he 9ilot .vaitino :o :~eceiera~e? 

4hat is the FAA’s maximum no~se level? 

}5 LJN -.~ccepted value. -~*is is an average ui ~ne noise over _~ hrs. 

:s ~nere technology with respect to bore fuel )ff~ciencv ann ~wer ~oise? 

At SeaTac zne fleet mix is 51~ ouieter planes/ ag:~ ~=age 2 =r ~sier 
~lanes. We nave the ~hiro best mix in the country - LA and Fr~sco nave a 
letter one. .,lanufacturers are oe,ind, can’t proouce air~ianes fast 
enought - don,t expect =he fleet mix to i~prove nucn above ~]~ for ouite a 
few years. 

San something be done about the seaplanes lan~ing in Lake ~nion~ 

The planes operating off Lake Union are uncontroileo flights - ;.~A ,}as no 
control over the planes landing and taking off. 

What is being done to bring about the release of surplus money "n the 
Aviation Trust Fund? 

SeaTac a member of a worldwide lobby group advocating the release of the 
funds. 

Q. Average noise level of no interest. It’s the individual plane with the 
jarring noise that is of concern. 
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Standard noise measurement ~cceoted today is LOS. The consultant is 
supposed to develop a different way of measuring noise that will cie~.rly 
indicate the impact on the neighbornood. ~ork.i~,~. on a noise budge~ which 
is where you take all zne area noises ~i the airoor~ and divi~e that oy 
the number of airlines c~ere and then figure but how much each Should 
~ave. That ~e~omes their buoget. Zacn ailowe~ so much, there will be 
i~centives. ~enalties, etc. ~he problem is the inability to purchase 
.~uieter ~ianes. 

Roosevelt Neighbors’ Alliance 

January 16, 1990 

King County Council 
A]-I’N: Cynthia Sullivan, Distdct #2 
402 King County Courthouse 
3rd Avenue & James Street 
Seattle, WA 98104 

RE: Revisions Proposed by Regional FAA Office/Seattle Central-Corridor Flight Path 

Dear Ms. Sullivan: 

I have enclosed a copy of a letter we sent this past summer to the Port Commission. It 
outlines our concems for the proposed increased overflights under consideration by the 
FAA. I have also enclosed a copy of a recent letter to the Seattle City Council, supporting 
that body’s resolution to require an environmental impact statement of the FAA. 

The RNA membership has closely followed the process by which the FAA proposes to 
alter flight paths over the greater King County area. We feel the FAA has not been candid 
with the public in describing the full impact the changes will have on the University Distdct 
and Capitol Hill areas. 

Our Roosevelt neighborhood, for example, will be overflown by a//of the aircraft using the 
new approach. The FAA has grossly understated adverse effects by the erroneous 
supposition that since we already experience this noise on ILS approaches, we won1 
notice a few more alroraft dudng good weather. 

Given the FAA’s attitude, we feel the only way to find feasible alternatives or workable 
compromises is through completion of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). We 
urge you to support the full EIS process with all the influence your office cantles. 

Thank you for your continued work on behalf of all county residents who would be 
adversely affected by the proposed FAA plan. If you have any questions, or if I might 
provide you with additional information, please contact me at 632-5039. 

Sincerely, 

~ s~chenbach~/ 
President 
4540 8th Avenue NE 
Seattle, WA 98105 

E nclosures 



ROOSEVELT NEIGHBORS ALLIANCE 

July 13, 1989 

Pat Davis, President 
Seattle Port Commission 
Pier 66 
Seattle, WA 98101 

Dear Ms. Davis: 

Our alliance is a community-service organization composed of 150 people 
residing between Interstate 5, thence east to 1 lth Avenue NE, and NE 45th Street, 
thence north to NE Ravenna Boulevard. At our monthly meeting of June 6, the 
Roosevelt Neighbors’ Alliance reviewed the plan for changing flight patterns for 
Sea-Tac International Airport as proposed by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

During the course of our discussion, we examined a position statement prepared 
by Bob Klug, Acting Chair of the North East Distdct Council, dated May 2, 1989, a 
preliminary assessment memo from Hards Miller, et al, dated May 25, 1989, flight 
trackings published by the Port of Seattle, information regarding current Noise 
Abatement Procedures (SEA7110.71D), and a chart illustrating the proposed 
central-corridor flight pattern. In addition to hard data, we compared notes on what it’s 
truly like to live directly beneath an active ~ght corridor. We all have vivid memories of 
the 1987 scatter plan. 

The FAA’s proposal is unworkable. The corridor through which increased traffic 
would flow is a densely populated mixture of residences, education centers (the 
University of Washington, Seattle Pacific University, Seattle University, North Seattle 
Community College, Shoreline Community College and multiple Seattle School 
Distdct facilities), medical complexes and recreational facilities. These existing land 
usages are particularly sensitive to prolonged, intrusive peaks and valleys of noise 
pollution. At present, the central corridor is being overused by Lake Union float plane 
traffic, helicopter traffic, small aircraft utilizing Boeing field, and Sea-Tac traffic on ILS 
approach. 

Our neighborhood abuts Interstate 5. Residents are inured to a certain amount of 
traffic noise, yet eagedy await completion of the Department of Transportation’s 
sound-barrier project to provide some much needed relief. 

With rare exceptions, vehicle traffic produces a"white" noise; a monotonous 
drone that can (with practice) be ignored. This is not the same as the 
build-peak-decrease sequence of a jet aircraft ovedlight. In addition, jet-flight noise 
has a doubly disturbing byproduct: vibration. To combine aircraft ovedlights with 
already excessive levels of traffic noise would be disastrous. 

Roosevelt Neehbors’ Alliance 

December 6, 1989 

The Seattle City Council 
600 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
A3-1N: Jeannette Williams, et al 

RE: Revisions Proposed by Regional FAA Office/Seattle Central-Corridor Flight Path 

Dear Ms. Williams: 

I am writing to officially record our group’s support for the Council’s resolution #28-114. 
We concur with the Council’s position that an environmental impact statement be required 
of the FAA before the changes (currently slated for February 1990) be considered. 

I have enclosed a copy of a letter we sent this past summer to the Port Commission. It 
outlines our concems for the proposed increased overflights under consideration by the 
FAA. If you have any questions, or if I might provide you with additional information, 
please contact me at 358-6372, or 523-3794. 

Sincerely, 

Shanon M. Sara 
5320 8th Avenue NE 
Seattle, WA 98105-3615 

Enclosure 



Councilwoman Cynthia Sullivan 
King County Council District 2 
402 King County Courthouse 
Seattle, Wash. 98104 

January 2..2, 1990 

Dear Councilwoman Sullivan, 

Thank you for calling the January 2 general information meeting concerning 
the proposed FAA fllght patterns. 

Aircraft noise is becoming intolerable where I llve near Green Lake. 
Airplanes approaching from the north are even more objectlonable than those 
taking off to the north. Therefore, I adamantly oppose the proposed change 
s,Jdlng 102 more planes over north Seattle on the nice, quiet, peaceful days 
when they currently approach via Elllot Bay. A11 planes should also take off 
vls E11Iot Bay since that would disturb the fewest number of people. 

Temple Johnson Insisted that the FAA is merely following "market" forces. 
Yeah, sure. Almost all residents object to the obtrusive aircraft noise, but 
the FAA doesn’t seem to consider that as part of "market" demand. Nhat have 
they done to encourage alrllnes to reduce Sea-Tac flights? How about using 
~oses Lake as a hub for freight and-V~-~s~-through’’ passengers? How about 
slternatlve means of transportation for "commuter" traffic such as a Puget 
Sound high speed tall network? 

Did I understand Mr. Johnson to say that the FAA didn’t really even need 
to file an Envlronmental Assessment before implementlng the proposed changes? 
And that they may try to clalm the impact is "non-slgnlflcant", so that an 
Envlronmentsl Impact Statement won’t be required? 

Please send me a copy of the Envlrnmental Assessment if you have any left. 

Sincerely, 

Wilson Gee~h 

~301 Whitman Ave. N. 

Seattle, Wash. 98103 
work: 865-5309 

home: 633-3138 

P.S. I am also in favor of banning all helicopters ~verywhere. 

Fred Alkire 
6828 29th NE 
Seattle, WA 98115 
21 January 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Sirs: 

The working hours of my job will prevent me from being able to 
attend and testify at the Aircraft Noise Hearing scheduled for 22 
January and, therefore, I wish to submit the following comments 
into the meeting record. 

In summary, the perceived noise level data that I have seen appears 
to be sketchy and incomplete. Noise is a major nuisance in a 
community and decisions which can result in increased noise levels 
should be based on the most complete information possible. Thus, I 
request that the FAA have prepared an Environmental Impact Statement 
which addresses the summed contribution of noise in our neighborhoods 

For the record, our family has resided for 17 years in the Wedgwood 
Rock neighborhood of North-East Seattle, one which will be impacted 
by the proposed routing changes. 

Specifically, I am concerned that the preliminary noise studies 
have not fully considered these issues in their analysis: 

First, it appears that noise per flight will triple in my 
neighborhood from the level of 44 to 47. Is this correct? 
Was this estimated from a model or was it measured? The issue 
is that only measurements are valid data and these alone 
should be used. 

Second, it appears that the average number of flights per day 
will increase from 81 to 144. Is this correct? The total 
movements is expected to increase by another one-fourth in the 
near future as the airport reaches runway saturation. The 
issue is whether this growth has been included in the analysis. 

Third, it is difficult to ascertain if the distribution 
throughout the day has been included. What is the likely 
schedule patterns of the airlines serving SEA-TAC? The issue 
is whether the proposed routings are being designed for an 
operation of peaks and valleys or for one with the operations 
spread over the day~ 

Fourth, is it not true that noise rises and falls as the 
distance to the airplane changes. The duration of the noise 
increase is as important as the actual change in levels. The 
issue is that exposure time to increased noise should also be 
considered in a noise analysis. 



Fifth, as the traffic levels increase at SEA-TAC then less 
profitable operations for the Port should be off-loaded to 
smaller airports like Boeing Field. The issue is whether the 
noise impact of this shift has been considered. 

Sixth, what is the national policy regarding the impact of 
noise on neighbors? And how does this plan conform to the 
national standard? The issue clearly is that SEA-TAC should 
be in compliance with the standard. 

These are six issues which need to be addressed in more detail. 
One last point, have the above.considerations been integrated into 
holistic and comprehensive analysis. The issue is that these 
do not stand alone as islands of analysis but must be viewed in 
~otal. 

An Environmental Impact Statement is needed to answer the abov~ 
questions and issues. 

Thank you for entering these comments in the record. 

Regards, 

Fred Alkire 

CC: Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Hon. Jim McDermott 
Mayor Norm Rice 
Executive Tim Hill 

-Counc~IpersonCYnth~a Sulliva~: 

December 27, 1989 

SEATTLE POST INTELLIGENCER 

RE~ Response to your editorlal dated Dec 18t 1989 
"FAA Fliqht Plan Chanqe Is Needed" 

Please note the attached petition signed by residents 
of the University District in Seattle. It reads, 

We 1lye under the common fllght path of commercial 
jets landlng at Seattle Ta~qma Airport. 

We believe that 120 more flights a day over our 
residences is too heavy a price to pay for 
SeaTac expansion. 

We believe that the Seattle City Council’s resolution 

to require a full environmental impact statement 

for the FAA’s proposed plan is correct. 

Rerouting arriving jetliners over Northeast Seattle 

as proposed by the FAA is comparable to the State 

Department of Transportation proposing anew freeway 

through our community. 

Yours, 

Allan Davis 

cc~ Sam Smith, President 
Seattle City Council 

Seattle Community Council 
Federation 
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RAV~NA-ERYANT 00~NIT~ ASSOCIATION 

65~9 Ravenna Avenue North East 

Seattle, Washin~ton 98115 

Martin E. Nix 
4217 12th Ave NE 
Seattle, WA g8105 

547-2514 

Nov 28, 1989 
Ref: Airport Noise Ordance 

November i?,1989 

Hon. Cynthia Sullivan 

m Councilmember 2~d District 
King County Council 
402 Kir~ County Courthouse 
Third Avenue and James Street 
Seattle, WA 98104 

Re, Reroutin6 of Sea-Tac alrcrs£t 
traffic patterns 

Dear Councilme~ber Sullivanz 

At our monthly meeting on November 14, 1989, our neighborhood 
voted unanimously to oppose the F.A.A.’s proposed rerouting of Sea-Tac 

slrcraft traffic patterns. It was our best attended meeting in six months 
and everyone was strongly opposed to the proposed F.A.A. action. It 
will shift 40 % of the southbound arrival Jet traffic and one-third of 
the commuter sdrcraft traffic to Sea-Tac from routes over Puget Sound to 
a route directly over North East Seattle and it will open up North Seattle 
to Jets on the polar route and other traffic.    ~ instrtuaent landing 
course will not be affected, and in-coming traffic in cloudy weather will 
continue to concentrate over our neighborhood. 

T~o years ago, you persuaded King County to pass a resolution 
requiring the Port to do envlron~ental analysis When it proposed to implement 
a "scatter plan".    We request that you persuade the King County Council 
to pass a memorial to our Con6ressional delegation requiring the F.A.A. to 
prepare and circulate an en~ir~naental impact statement before it makes any 
fli6ht track changes.    The F.A.A. has not made any env’Irommental analysls 
and says that it has no intent on prepar’i~ any, 

The F.A.A.’s rerouting is designed to increase runway capacity by 
42 % and move more alreraft more quickly. It affects Southeast King County, 
the Eastside, and all the central corridor of Seattle. The change will 
bring two streamm of arrlvlug Jets parallel over Boeln~ Field, the busiest 
private aviation airport in the West, en route to landing "wing tip to 
wing tip" at Sea-Tan’s two runways.    The effect on Boei~ Field is reason 
enough for an environmental impact statement! Jet flights over King County’s 

Harborview Hospital will also Increase~    The rerouting will cause a 
massive increase in Jet noise levels over North East Seattle during the most 
sensitive period When people are out of doors to enjoy good weather. 

~~ldent 

Ravenna-Bryant Community Associatio 

City Council 
J. Williams 
City Hall 

Dear’City Council: 

Permit me to offer my recommendations, as an eXl~rt witness, and transportation 
consultant. 

The present flight plan of large jets to SEA-TAC airport is very dangerous 
and should De rerouted. As it stands now, aircraft fly low and level 
over the:uoiversity district, at about 1,500 to 3,000 feet altitude. 
This requires the engines to work, thus making noise. The fact of. the 
matter this flight path over the university district is an accident 
waiting to happen. Simply, if the Jets should have engine failure 
at this altitude, the engines would not, a,d~I repeat not, be able 
to get the Jet aircraft to sea-tac airport. The jets are not at 
high enough altitude to glide into the airport .... BUT INFACT WILL 
LIKELY CRASH INTO CAPITOL HILL OR DOWNTOWN. 

The second complication is the seaplane airport at lake union. This 
flight pattern crosses the Sea-Tat landing routes, and the potential 
of collltlon with a large aircraft by small aircraft is apparent. 
Also, it should be noted that small aircraft are often flown by 
ameteurs, and these are single engine alrcraft...sometlmes at nlght 
I hear the engines cut on and off By these single engine aircraft. 
I personally feel that single engine aircraft should be banned from 
lake union , or the lake union sea-plane airport relocated to lake 
Washington. 

A solution to the SEA-TAC airport glide slope is to increase the 
slope of decent from 31 on upwards to 6% or greater. The present 
glide slope is Based on literally prope~ller aircraft technology 
from 1940. Jet aircraft can handle a steeper glide slope, and land 
via "gravity" and not have to use Jet engines so much. Gravity is 
in fact more reliable and quleter means of landing a Jet aircraft, 
thus, If the glide slope was increased it would permit l) jets 
with failed engines to get to the airport, 2) reduce the amount 
of noi’se over the clty, 3} relieve conflict of aircraft with lake 
union., 

I trust my friendly advice will be of help. 

Sincerely. Marttn E. Nix ~ ~ 



¯ 6852 - 28th Ave. NE 
Seattle, WA 98115-7145 
November 16, 1989 

Councilwoman Cynthia Sullivan 
402 King County Courthouse 
Seattle, WA 98104 

Dear Councilwoman Sullivan: 

I am writing this letter to protest the new FAA plans to 
increase air traffic over the north end of Seattle and the 
eastside of Lake Washington. We are already very bothered 
by noise from above, because we are on the airport’s Instru- 
ment Landing System (ILS) approach. 

During bad weather and heavy traffic periods, we get 
incoming jet airplanes. During good weather, when the winds are 
from the north, we get some departing jet airplanes. We also 
have many small airplanes overhead, many of them float planes? 

The noise was so bad last December that we frequently 
couldn’t get to sleep, we were often awakened very early in the 
morning, and we had to endure days when our skies quite literally 
reverberated with noise. 

During last summer, there were many weekends when we 
~had to stop using the backyard because we couldn’t stand the 
noise. If we stayed outside, we repeatedly had to stop talking 
while the planes went overhead, particularly if they were 
departing. 

If the FAA goes through with its current plans, we fear that 
we will have noise pollution llke this all year. 

I don’t know what role you can play in bringing about a 
solution, but I do know that there is a solution that d~sn’t 
mean that the citizens of Seattle and nearby areas have to llve 
with terrible airplane-created noise pollution. I hope you can 
help find that solutlon. 

I look forward to hearing from you about this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Martha L. Means 

November 22, 1989 

Mr. Temple Johnson 
Manager, Air Traffic Division 
17900Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I have noticed a si~nificant increase of commercial jetllner traffic over the north end of 
Seattle, beginning m the early fail. Since fall of 1984, I~,e been working at the 
University of Washington campus, and have been living in the north-end of Seattle. 
Durin~ these years, there have of course been innumerable occasions of weather which 
might indicate use of the instrument-~uided landings--overcast conditions, rain, wind, or 
combination of these. Yet up until thts fall. I have not noticed an objectionable level of 
frequency or noise from overhead air traffic. Recently, when I have called in to Sea- 
Tac to report my complaints, I have usually been given the explanation that due to , 
weather conditions, the instrument-guided landin~ device is being used. This doesn t 
seem a satisfactory expiation since, as just state~ I~’e been in the same place over five 
years and have only recently noticed a ma~ked change in jet traffic. 

A couple of weeks ago, I called the Sea-Tac complaint number and spoke to a man who 
explained in more detail the requisites for using the instrument-guided landing; and he 
did concede that. when traffic is heavy, the planes are spread out not only over Elliott 
Bay, but over the residential areas of north Seattle. I stated that if the planes must fly 
over residential areas, they should fly much higher because of the noise. But apparently 
this is not possible because of the required I~radient of the descending plane. He 
informed me of the mediation regarding no~se abatement which has been in process. 

Although we don’t take any daily newspaper, our neighbors across the street 
immediately brought us the article (Seattle Times, November 10, 1989) about the 
increased flights planned by the FAA. If these 120 additional flights are to be super- 
added to the (unavowed) increase which is already taking place, the north end of 
Seattle will be bombarded with jet noise, perhaps most of the time. The FAA may have 
the power to enact such a change, but to do so without any consideration of impact on 
residents demonstrates a deplorable lack of consciousness of moral or ethical 
obligations towards them. The sole aim of the new plan is to acco~nmodate more 
traffic; there is no aim, stated or implicit, to limit or mitigate noise. I feel this is an 
unconscionable act on the part of the FAA. It is simpl), not right to subject a population 
to the levels and frequencies of the projected flight norse. I am in agreement with 
Andrea Riniker, who was quoted in the Tim~ article as saying, as a private individual, 
"...any changes in flight patterns in the region ought to be accompamed by a credible 
and thorough effort to minimize aircr~.t overflights and noise impacts. To me, that 
means community involvement as well. I agree wboleheartedly and urge that before 
implementing such a plan, appropriate study of the impact of the projected noise 
increase is undertaken and completed. 

It has been documented that noise can cause physiological stress to humans and other 
animals. In considering the stress impact of overhead jet traffic on residential areas, I 
think the level of pre-existent noise in each neighborhood should also be considered 



7727 58thAvenueNE 
Seattle, Washington 98115 
24 January 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, washington 98168 

RE: Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for Arrival/Departure 
Route Changes for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

Dear Sirs: 

Please include these comments i~ the official record for the 
referenced document. 

The DEA is wholly inadequate for its intended purpose of 
reaching a decision as to the extent of environmental effects 
associated with the proposed and o~her evaluated route changes. 
The DEA contains virtually no environmental i~formatlon and with 
regard to noise impacts, the DEA states that, "no conclusions can 
be drawn," and that "there are no empirical data." Despite these 
assertions, the DEA concludes, based on consideration of the 
largely irrelevant LDN 65 contour, that no adverse noise effects 
will occur. 

Quite the contrary is true. I can state from experience 
that aircraft flying over my neighborhood (Viewrldge) on even th~ 
current infrequent basis are a disturbing factor and do interrup~ 
sleep when those overflights occur at night. I would estimate 
that the current infrequent overflights occur under about the 
same conditions (altitude, power settings) as are proposed under 
the DEA. (I also note that the frequency of those overflights 
seems to have increased in recent weeks and I cannot help but 
wonder if we are experiencing a -test exposure" to the proposed 
noise level.) Obviously, going from ¯ condition of almost no 
overflights to one of regular and frequent overflights will 
result in increased noise. The average noise level, as 
determined by the LDN methodology, is quite inadequate to 
represent the disturbance associate~with sleep interruption due 
to occasional peak noise levels. 

FAA Draft EA Comments 
Page 2 
24 January 1990 

Some further specific shortcomings of the DEA: 

no consideration of unavoidable effects 

no provision for mitlgatlon 

no consideration of secondary impacts (hardly a 
surprise when even primary impacts are not addressed) 

inadequate consultation with neighborhoods (an apparent 
effort to pit neighborhood against neighborhood by 
focusing attention on those with at least some prospect 
of reduced noise, although that prospect is not 
documented wlth data) 

In short, the DEAmeets neither the letter nor the spirit of 
the National Environmental Policy Aot’s (HEPA) directive to fully 
assess the environmental consequences of a "major federal action 
with slgnifioant environmantal impa~ts." A full Environmental 
Impact Statement is required by law. And then we must hope that 
the spirit of NEPA will prevail and that we residents of Seattle, 
and users of the airport, will not be subjected to increased 
noise and other adverse effects of the proposed changes. 

I wish to point out that I am a licensed commercial pilot. 
I believe that acceptance of some delays or rescheduling flights 
is a preferable inconvenience to the constant imposition of 
unnecessary aircraft noise on the general public. Thank you for 
your consideration of my comments. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fletcher S. Shives 

Senator Brock Adams 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Honorable John Miller 
Honorable Jim McDermott 
Honorable Cynthia Sulliva~ 



RECEIVED 
OEC 5 1989 

K~NG COUNTY Cu~u~-MBER 
D~STRICT ONE 

December 3, 1989 

Dear Audrey Kruger, 

Hy wife and I are in our 30’s and lifelong residents of the 

Northend. We are very upset at the FAA’s plan to route planes 

over our Lake City neighborhood. 

The impact of the FAA decision will effect thousands that 

b~ have not had the opportunity to express their concerns about 

C~ increased noise 
levels, lower property values and possible mid- 

air collisions. 

We urge you to require the FAA to    have additional 

neighborhood forums so that ALL citizens have a voice. 

Sincerely, 

John and Karen Balph 

Seattle Wa. 98125 

Seattle, VA                   Dec. 23, 1989 
Dear Cynthia; The moment I received 
your notice of the impending 

community 
meeting on January 2, 1990 at the NOAA 
Auditorium in Building 19 at Sand 
Point, I chose to reply immediately. 

As a former multi engine pilot of 

large cargo and passenger aircraft, 

and having taken off and landed at 

most of the major airports in the 

United States and throughout the 

world, I am very familiar with the 
problems connected with the heavy 
traffic that the private, commercial, 
and military aircraft have to contend. 
All sectors are under increasing 

pressure to take added and, I believe 
unnecessary, risks to the safety of 
the traveling public. 

Changing rules with the stroke of 
pen does not enhance safety, but, like 

decriminalizing the use of drugs does 
not eliminate the consumption of 

drugs, changing rules does not 

eliminate the traffic crowding 
problems at our airports. 

Not having ANY ties with private, 

commercial, or military aviation, 
feel I am eminently qualified to put 

in my "two cents    worth- in    this 
discussion. 

I do not fly any more because I have 
lost my left leg to amputation because 
of diabetes, I receive nothing from 
commercial aviation from pension 

or 
ownership, and nothing from the 
military for the same reasons. 

Unfortunately, ! cannot attend this 

meeting because I’m confined to a 

wheelchair in rather great pain, but 

you have my permission to air my views 

which would, be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you sincerely, 

HENRY v. FLETCHER 
8807 INTERLAKE AVE. 
SEATTLE, 
98103-4029 

phone (206) 525-7156 



PROVIDENCE MEDICAL CENTEI~. 
500 17|h AVENUE 
PO. BOX C-34oo8 
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98124 
PHONE: (20b) 32o-5555 

~SISTEKS OF ¯ PKOVIDENCE 

January 24, 1990 

F.A.A. 
N.W. Mountain Region 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
P.O. Box C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Attn.: A.N.M. 530 

Re: Proposed Flight Pattern Changes - 
Sea-Tac International A~rport 

As a major provider of healthcare services located within the 
Squire Park Community of Seattle’s Central District, Providence 
Medical Center strives to provide and maintain a quiet, restful 
environment for our patients. It is our position that such an 
environment is a critically important factor in the promotion of 
the healing process. 

We are therefore opposed to any changes in the routing of flights 
into or out of Sea-Tac Internatlonal Airport which will result in 
increased noise levels within our facility or a higher volume of 
aircraft overfllghts. 

Sincerely, 

Pe 
istrator 

PB:smd 



GRFFN 
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Green Tree Acceptance, Inc. 

Suite 210, P.O. Box 3290 
33330 Eighth Avenue South 
Federal Way, WA 98063-3290 

Provided you and the prospective purchaser meet the conditions described below, we agree to acquire from you 
the applicao.t_~s retail installment contract in connection with the purchase by the applicant of the above described 
property. The terms and conditions of the approval are: 

Sale Price $ 4=980.00 

Down Payment $ .uu 

Trade In $ . pc 

Amount to be 
Financed $ 4,980.00 

Monthly Payment $ 81. 

Term 120 

Interest Rate I~.~o % 
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(These figures are estimates only and may change at closing.) 

The Conditions of the approval are: ~ __ ~’~t ’ ,.LI ~ ~ -L ~.~ __ sin ]  

Stated terms of credit approval are subject to standard Green Tree Acceptance, Inc. u~derwriting requirements. 
Terms of credit approval are subject to change by Green Tree without prior notice to Dealer or Customers. 

IIII E. Lynn St. 
Seattle, WA 98102 
January 22, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Reference= Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment, 
January 24, 1990 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Please accept this letter as my formal request for an 
Environment Impact Statement on the re-routing of air 
traffic over North Capital Hill. Air traffic nc~e is 
bothering me more and more and I am very concerned that the 
proposed change~ Will negatively impact the quality of my 
life and others. 

Please consider addressing the following in the EIS: 

I. It is my perception that air traffic noise has 
drastically increased in the last month, yet the FAA tells 
me it has not increased. Why is this the case? 

2. What will be the impact on air quallty in my 
neighborhood? I live within several blocks of 520, I-5 and 
10th Ave. E. and already am negatively impacted by exhaust 
fumes from automobiles. Research has shown an increase in 
cancer among those persons who live in close proximity to 
freeways. Will an increase alrplane exhaust over my home 
result in a significant increase in the llkellhood that I 
could develop cancer? 

3. What will be the impact on me and others psychologically 
due to the increase in sound intensity and duration?    Will 
there be an increase in irritability, change in sleep 
patterns, less ability to focus one’s thoughts, ability to 
relax? 

4. What w111 be the impact on my ability to get a good 
night’s sleep.    I have been awakened by air traffic noise 
and am concerned that if planes are going over my house I00~ 
of the time I will not be able to catch up on my sleep on 
the nights that planes do not fly over my house. 

5. Will air traffic noise and pollution have a greater 
impact on babies and children? Will there be a significant 
health risk to children as opposed to adults? Will certain 
age groups be more impacted than others= infants, children, 
adolescents, young adults, adults, middle age, and older 
adults. 



Jorgen Bader 
65~6 - 29th Ave. N.E. 
Seattle, WA.    98115 

6. Will some groups be more impacted than others, le. those 
with certain types of hearing problems and persons who are 
more sensitive to noise, vibration and air pollutlon. 

7. Jets appear to fly 2,000 feet from my roof, yet the 
newspaper says they are flylng 4,500 feet from my roof (I 
can see the name of the alrllne company on the plane). Why? 

PLEASE INCLUDE THIS LETTER IN THE FORMAL RECORDt which will 
be compiled at the Hearing at Cleveland High School on 
January 24, 1990. 

The proposed re-routlng of air traffic has made me aware 
that there is a problem in the manner in which the FAA 
makes changes that drastically Impact*s the quallty of life 
of hundreds of thousands of citizens. Airplanes flying over 
homes in the 1990s impact citizens in new ways and the 
political machinery needs to be changed to reflect those 
changes. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Buell, g.s. 
cc: Senator Brock Adams 

Honorable Slade Gorton 
Honorable John Miller 
Honorable Jim McDermott 

January 24, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Hi6hway South 

~l 0-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Re~ Reroutin6 of Sea-Tac aviation from 
Pu6et Sound to over Seattle & Tacoma 

Dear Sirs~ 

~ne Federal. Avlation Administration ("F.A.A.") needs to prepare 
an environmental impact statement on its proposed reroutln6 of aviation 
traffic %o and from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport ("Sea-Tac"). The 
plan moves flight patterns from over Pu6et Sound and Elliott Bay (%he 
route with the least noise impact on the fewest people) to over %he population 
center of Seattle on a route with the ~reatest noise impact over the lergest 
number of people at the time people most desire and need quiet~ in good 
weather when people enjoy the out-of-doors and on clear nights. The 
rerouti~6 has a similar effect on Tacoma. It abandons routln6, the only 
a~d most effective noise abatement technique used at Sea-Tac. The 
current routin~ pattern was the basis for extendln6 federal assistance for 
Sea-Tac’ s development. 

Federal statutes confer power upon agencies subject to restraints 
and the restraints (both procedural and substantive) are an inte6ral part 
of the delegation. The National Envlronmenta! Policy Act imposes the NEPA 
process on all federal agencies (includln6 the FAA) to restrain agency 
single-mindedness. The Con6ress had seen how the federal agencies’ pursuit 
of statutory functions and bureaucratic self-interest (e.g. reducing their 
own work or making it easier or empire buildln6) had caused or authorized 
pollution and that the pollution was casting extra burdens on other governments 
and agencies and on society as a whole. Protection of the enylronment 
usually involves some loss in efficiency or added work in the short run. 
In the ion6 run and ~rom an over-all perspective, compromising short-term 
efficiency to protect the environment more than Justifies the expense and 
bureaucratic inconvenience. 

The F.A.A.’s rerouting is the very type of action that N~A’s 
procedures Were designed for. The F.A.A. describes its problem as 
"~%rspace saturation" during high demand periods (p. 3, draft environmental 
assessmant) ~ 



" At sever~l times during the ope~atln~ day, demand for services 
alternate between a~rivsl ’banks’ and departure ’banks’. This occurs 
becat~e of the marketing strategy used increasingly by air carrier and 
air taxi companies over the last decade. Under the ’hub-and-spoke’ 
system, large numbez~ of aircraft, an ’ax~ival bank’, ax~ive at an 
airport in a brief period, exchange passengers and then leave as 
another com2act ’departure bank,’ creating peaks of demand and delays." 

(P. 5) 
The "saturation" arises from airline scheduling under the "hub-and-spoke" 
system; from airlines using planes with less seating capacity ( the Wee__~, 
December 13, 1989, p. 28 states that the passenger capacity per plane 
declined from 164 in 1982 to 100 in 1989)! from airlines scheduling "touchdown 
traffic" for quick stop-overs rather than through flights; from airlines 
scheduling flights in order to maintain time or "slot" positions rather tha~ 
consolidate flights; and from the growth of commuter planes as "feeders" to 
the parent carrier. The resolution to these practices is to set a q~ota 
fixing a peak hour ~rrivsl at 42 per hour rather than to abrogate noise 
abatement routing.    It would force the airlines to use the existing routing 
more efficiently and by making the planes cazTy more people per trip make 
the system more efficient without environmental degradation. 

~’ne F.A.A.’s draft environmental assessment rejects scheduling reform 
out-of-hand without anaiysls at page 

" While the FAA has the authozlty to regulate scheduleS, as well as 
to requeSt voluntary agreements from the airlineS, to aid in the reduction 
of delays,it does not believe that invocation of these powers would be 
appropriate in this instance. 
" ... The unacceptable element of delays at Sea-Tac stems not from 

airline scheduling practices, but from constraints on FAA’s utilization 
of the navigable airspace." 

Regional Airspace Manager, Temple Johnson, told the Seattle Times on January 21, 
1990, Pg E-3: 

" We can’t say (to airlines) change your flight schedules when all 
this concrete is going to waste." 

The draft environmental assessment takes no account of the impact, current or 
cumulative, of the rerouting in noise, air quality, community liveability, 
demographic impacts etc. In fact, it implicitly treats delays from airline 
scheduling as "acceptable." Only constraints from noise abatement and for 
environment~l protection seem objectionable. 

The F.A.A.’s own data caste doubt upon the presumed efficacy of 
rerouting as a solution. Under questlening, the F.A.A.’s A~rspace Manager 
acknowledged s 

(I) The current system handles 42 per hour efficiently. That .suffices 
for over 95 % of the time. A system that works well Over 95 % of 
the time and that minimizes environmental disruption ought not to 
be displaced to handle traffic overloads 5 %of the time when the 
proposed system maximizes environmental dlsruptionl 

The alleged increment~ efficiency in arrivals from the north 
has n__o impact on departures to the north. Yet, the F.A.A. rerouting 
opens up North Seattle to take-off traffic. 

(3) ~ue proposed system operates only under Visual Flight Rules. Yet, 
Seattle’s premier cloud is the stratocumulusl Seattle has an overcast 
225 days out of 365 days a yenr! and Sea-Tac has a fog another 41 
days per year. In 1989, Sea-Tac was using instrument flight rules 
for two-thlrds of the time that arrivals came from the north. 
Since instrument flight rules limit capacity to 42 per hour, any 
scheduling of more aircraft arrivals risks a bottleneck and bets 
"on the come" against the odds. 

(4) ~he delay statistics (e.g. the Seattle Times, January 21,1990, E-l) 
ref~qt several factor~, (a) airline scheduling| (b) IFR conditions; 
and~uipment malfunctloni~, ~,ong others. The F.A.A. touts 
reroutlng as a cure. Closer examination shows it will not be. 
* Delays reached an all-tlme hi6h in October, a month on the s.houlders 

of holiday and tourist travel during a mild autumn.    The 
predomlnent factor was explained to be (c) equipment malfunctioning 
at the F.A.A.’s November 16,1989 presentation of the plan. 

* November and December had delays equal to 83 % of those in July 
and Angust. The primary factor is (b): three-fourths of the time 
arrivals came from the north under IFR conditions. 

* North flow operations increased from June ( 38 %) to July (40 %) 
to August (42 %) and delays increased correspondingly from 18,768 
minutes to 28, 753, to 30,639. (The July and August data ~gregate 
delays due to the Boeing Airshow and the Blue Angles Se~Fair 
Acrobatics.) The F.A.A. attributes delays to arrival restraints 
from the north under south flow conditions and declares north 
flow to be the most efflclent. ( Its draft environmental assess- 
ment so assumes, at p. l) The summer 1989 statistics cast doubt 
on the assumption and its analysis. 

Any marginal improvement in delays scarcely Justifies the increase in noise 
pollution caused by the reroutlng --- a trebling over Capitol Hill and over 
Tacoma and a doubling over North East Seattle according to projections by the 
Port of Seattle’s noise consultant. 

The draft environmental assessment hints that the rerouting is a 

prelude to a third runways 

" While addition of another runway at the present location is 
feasible, it will probably not improve capacity or efficiency unless 
route modifications can be made to bring the aircraft to the runway more 

. efficiently." (p. 7) 

The Port already has plan for ma~ng a "taxiway"into a runway. The F.A.A.’s 
rerouting expands the airspace for flights in good weather in anticipation and 
to a~comodate that rtmway.    The third ru~ay magnifies the adverse 
environmental consequences of the reroutlng to the quality of llfe .    Since 
the rerouting is a significant step toward developing the third runway, the 
F.A.A. needs to prepare and circulate an environmental impact statement 
on the reroutlng and its indirect effect t~rough the third runway. 



Sea-Tac has outgrown its site.    Its runways point to the heart 
of the largest and third largest cities in Washington! its predominant flight 
path on rake-offs toward the north impairs the fourth largest, Bellevue. 
The reroutiug is ill conceived for in ~he lon~ run it delays the real solution~ 
construction of a new wayport away from~he metropolitan areas of Puget Sound. 

Yours truly 

Bader 

HAWTHORNE HILLS COHHUNITV CLUB, INC. 

6079 Wellesley Way NE 

Seattle, Washington 98115 

Testimony for Federal Aviation Administration, Jan. 24. 1990 

concerning Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposes Changes to Air Irafflc 

Arrival and Departure Routes at ~eattta-Tacoma Intarnational Airport, 

December 23, 1989 

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony. On behalf of the 

Hawthorne Hills C0mmunlty Club, I would like to enter Into the record thls 

review o1’ the Draft Environmental Assessment of December 23, 1989. 

Our club’s representative on these matters, Hr. Arden Forey, helped to pre- 

pare this documen~ and our technical comments are contalned herein. 

I would like to make several general comments to add to the technical 

document. The FAA’s unilateral decision to change the landlng and depart- 

ure patterns at Sea-Tac Is an unfair decision. 

I. First, It.Is unfair from an economic standpoint. The proposed 

change will benefit the airlines’ coffers, since they wlll route more planes 

through the alrport. It will benefit the Port of Seattle, which collects the 

fees from the alrllnes for the use they make of the afrport. It will also 

benefit the FAA. It will not berl~l’ll; any of the neighborhoods over which 

the Increased traffic will fly; will not benef!l;, down the road, any of the 

neighborhoods whlch would escape or come out from under current or 

proposed f I I gh t paths, s I nce the FAA’s tak I ng th I s s tep may we I I be prefat- 

ory to a more general expansion of the airport; and may Indeed undercut 

the neighborhoods economically by Iowerlng property values. 

2. Second, It Is unfair from a community standpoint. The media- 

tion process may have been moving at a snail’s pace, but at least all part- 

les that wlll be affected for good or III were sitting at the same table 

trying to come to agreement. The FAA’s action has caused the 
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sit.uatlon re alrline overflights to revert to a pitting of neighborhood 

o against neighborhood, region against region. 

3. Third, the unilateral decision is unfalr to what I will call 

moral and rational polltlcal procedure. Growth, planning, and the environ- 

ment are Increasingly becoming serlous, nay ImperatIve, concerns of all 

who live in the Puget Sound region. Backlng off from a bureaucratic action 

is very dlfflcult once it is taken, yet the FAA would go ahead without ade- 

quate consultation with other government agencies on the overall scope of 

future land use and transportation patterns In Puget Sound. 

Because of these three elements of unfairness, the Hawthorne Hills 

Community Club is a coslgner of the North East District Counclrs position 

statement~, We request strongly that the FAA proceed with a full environ- 

mental Impact statement for the proposed overflight changes. 

Bronwyn H, Echols 

President 



January 22, 1990 1302 Queen Anne Ave. North 
Seattle, WA 98109 

Mr. Temple Johnson 

Manager, Air Traffic Division 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
17900 Pacific Highway South, C-68966 

Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

I am writing to attempt to ensure fair and equitable treatment 

for the community I represent with respect to aircraft noise. 

As the oldest established residential areas in Seattle, it should 
be clear that Elliott Bay communities have grandfather rights to 
freedom from disturbances of the peace. And since many of our 
homes predate aviation, these really are the "areas...which have 
traditionally had very few overflights", to quote your new Plan. 

However, "noise abatement" procedures have disregarded these 
rights, providing a preferential curfew for the E~t Side, which 
has loaded us with a double nighttime noise burden during north- 
erly wind conditions. 

We find it particularly galling that preferential treatment has 
been given to precisely those newer residential areas whose 
population growth has contributed most strongly to increased 
flight frequency. This makes about as much sense as charging 

passenger cars load fees to pay for highway repairs for the 

,damage caused by heavy trucks, while charging the trucks nothing. 

We are also concerned about experiencing a disproportionate 
~share of aircraft noise’s effects health. We cer- negative on 

tainly did not volunteer to take on I00~ of nighttime sleep dis- 
turbances from northbound jet departures. And as you may know, 
many Elliott Bay residents already suffer incredibly loud noise 
events from Burlington Northern day and night. 

On behalf of Queen Anne residents, I therefore request that you 

provide us with intensely needed relief from undue nighttime jet 

noise by granting us a curfew as well, or at least re-allowing 

east- and southeast-turning flights on a 24-hour basis during 

north flow so that we no longer have to shoulder the entire burden. 

We view this request as a logical extension of the FAA’s Deter- 

mination regarding Aeronautical Study 83-ANM-181-NR, in which the 

Port of Seattle’s petition to dump all east-/southeast-turning 
flights on Elliott Bay communities was denied. 

Sincerely, 

Kir~W~o~esident QUEEN ANNE COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

FAA 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Dear Mr. Johnson 

The FAA environmental assessment for rerouting air traffic at 
Sea Tac    fails    to address    the    environmental impact    on 
neighborhoods in northeast Seattle. Our     comments on the 
assessment are as follows: 

I. Only DNL 65 and greater areas were looked at for increased 
noise pollution and were determined not to change if the 
preferred alternative .or no action alternatives were used; 
therefore, compatibility was assumed.     Studied areas do not 
include    northeast Seattle,     an    area    of high     population 
concentration. 

2.     Insufficient data were collected in areas below 65 DNL to 
allow an assessment of cumulative impacts of increased number of 
flights.    These areas includes the highest concentration of 
people where the proposed changes impact the heaviest. 

Over the last year our neighborhoods have become increasingly 
noisier from aircraft which has resulted in disruption of sleep 
at night and disruption of conversation during mealtimes in the 
morning, afternoon, and evening.     Increasing the numbers and 
frequency of flights will exacerbate this already intolerable 
problem outside of the DNL 65 zone.     The potential for an 
increased number of deaths from people on the ground in the event 
of an air disaster over Seattle is an additional concern of ours. 

3. The fact that there will be cumulative impacts by increasing 
the number of flights per day would in most cases warrent a full 
EIS. Why have cumulative impacts not been addressed? 

4. Excluding areas outside of the 65 DNL Zone by citing 1050.’ID 
does not appear to be a valid or legal procedure because this 
document has never been published in the Federal Register and 
therefore has not been through a public process. 

Wc urge a full EIS be conduct@d before @n_qZ changes in air traffic 
rerouting be allowed. Economic efficiency must take a back seat 
to the quality of life we lifelong ~£~2~g Seattle residents 
insist upon. 

:     oc~ Adams, Slade Gorton, John Miller, Jim McDermott 



A PETITION TO THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

WE, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Federal Aviation Administration 
plan to reroute In-coming aircraft in good weather from east of the Cascades 
and the Coast Range in California to a route over North East Seattle and 
then due south to Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. We favor keeping 
the current routing over Puget Sound and Elliott Bay. 

WE call upon the F.A.A. to prepare and circulate an ~VIRONM~TAL 
IMPACT STAT~ENT bafore making any change in the routing. The reroutlng 
will have a significant impact upon our community and neighborhoods in the 
corridor closer to the airport. 

Signature Printed Name Address (in Seattle 

~ 

unless otherwlse noted) 

A PETITION TO THE FED~L AVIATION A~INISTRATION 

WE, the undersigned, strongly oppose the Federal Aviation Administration 
plan to reroute in-coming aircraft in good weather from east of the Cascades 
and the Coa~St Range in California to a route over North East Seattle and 
then due south to Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. We favor keeping 
the current routing over Puget Sound and Elliott Bay. 

WE call upon the F.A.A. to prepare’and circulate an ~VIRONM~TAL 
IMPACT STATIST before ma~ng any ch~x~e in the routing. The rerouting 
will have a significant impact upon our community and neighborhoods in the 
corridor closer to the airport. 

Signature Printed Nue Address (in Seattle 
unless otherwise noted) 







3421 East Superior Street 
Seattle. Washington 98 ! 22 
January 22, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle. Washington 98168 

To the Regional Administrator: 

Subject: Draft Environmental Assessment for Proposed Changes 
to Air Traffic Arrival and Departure Routes at 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

I am writing to request an extension of the time permitted for 
tl~e submission of written responses and to request at least one 
more public hearing not earlier than March 15,1990. 

For the past year, I have been a member of the Public Involvement 
Sub-commlttee of the Alrcraft Noise Medlatlon Process. I am 
writing, not In a formal manner as spokesman for any commlttee, 
but rather as an Individual who has observed the process of public 
Involvement In the Issue of the air traffic of Sea-Tac. 

The Federal Aviation Administration has a Public Involvement 
Handbook (at least a half-Inch thick). However, the process set 
forth In this Handbook bears almost no resemblance to the 
announcements, forms of publicity, or provision for Intelligent 
public discussion that Is described by the Handbook. 

The dissemination of the Draft Environmental Assessment was 
made during the Chrlstmas season. The document made no mentlon 
of a publlc hearlng or even that wrltten comments were Invlted. 
The public notice of the hearlng was the mlnlmum posslble legal 
notice. 

The 30-day comment period Included three holidays -- Christmas, 
New Years, and Martin Luther King Jr. Day -- which left, too little 
time for members of the public to read, research the materials, 
or discuss the Information. 

The Seattle Community Council Federation, which represents many 
or the most negatively Impacted communities, held no 8oard 
Meetings during the 30-day comment period. Nor, did 
many community councils (Including Leschl’s) due to the holidays. 

Much of the Information needed for Intelligent public discussion 
Is lacking In the Draft. 

The documents are extremely vague as to the nature of the 
proposed changes and of the environmental effects. The maps 
show only rough sketches or the air traffic flow patterns, giving 
the average person virtually no opportunity to accurately 
understand the location of the new flight patterns, relative to 
local streets and landmarks. 

For Instance, Seattle’s north/south grid pattern of streets should 
easily lend Itself to a description of the location of the 
centerllnes of the parallel flow patterns of the South Flow 
landings; yet after attending several technical meetings of the 
Mediation Process, I have only a hazy Idea of where these lines 
would follow. 

Air pollution -- the dumping of fuel over urban neighborhoods and 
the Inversion or exhaust fumes -- has not been Investigated due 
to the overly short planning tlmeframe. 

Some neighborhoods, Including Leschl (my own), are slated to be 
at the confluence of major Increases In air traffic. There is 
little discussion In the Draft about the options for reducing 
adverse environmental effects on such long-suffering areas, as 
Leschl which Is eleven nautical miles from 5ea-Tac, and Indeed no 
Identification of this situation. 

We hear through third-hand sources that the night-time curfew 
for the East Turn will be retained, but have seen no official 
confirmation, At the same time, an action that could have 
mitigated some of the Impact by splitting some of the East Turn 
to two mile south has reportedly been reversed, but again with no 
official confirmation. 



1 tried to research the basis of need for the proposed changes, 
namely the FAA’s assertions that the area of South flow arrivals 
was becoming so congested that Sea-Tac was falling to one of the 
worst national records for delays In arrivals. Was this true; and 
If so, wl~y was It true? 

I was especially Interested In researching this matter 
because I had seen an article In the November 20, 1989, 
Christian Science Monitor which included a chart that 
showed that In September 1989, Sea-Tac was not one 
of the worst airports for delayed arrivals but actually 
the 6th best among the 30 busiest airports In the U.S. 
At that time, one of your spokesmen was saying that 
Sea-Tac was the 5th worst In the nation this summer. 
How did Itgo from being the Sth worst to the 6th best? 

I started my research by asking my Congressman to 
provide the monthly statistics for delayed arrivals and 
departures over the last year. The Congressman’s staff 
referred me to the Seattle Public Library, which as a 
depository of federal reports, should have copies of the 
monthly Air Travel Consumer Reoort. The Main Library 
received only one copy of this report, July 1988. The 
librarian told me that the Library has asked the U.S. 
Department of Transportation several times over the last 
two years to send the Library these reports but with no 
success. Now, I am back to asking my Congressman for the 
Information. 

As a citizen, I must observe that USDOT has systematically 
deprived Seattle residents access to this basic Information, 
through what should be our best source, our Public Library. 

To carry this further, I think it Is highly pertinent for 
citizens to understand the basis for public decisions. To 
be told that arrivals are becoming more and more delayed 
is not adequate. Why are they delayed? Were they delayed 

by bad weather? Were they delayed because of delayed 
departures from the originating airports? Did the delays 
occur In months In which the South Flow pattern 
predominated or In the months of most North Flow traffic? 

in its t~ecember 18, i989, editorial, the Seattle Post- 
Intelllgencer repeated your "Sth worst" assertion, 
exacerbating your assertion by saying, "that Sea-Tac 
now has the fifth most delayed arrival times of any 
airport In the nation’. Your spokesman must have been 
comparing not all the nation’s air ports, but rather the 
30 busiest, and was referencing a ranking that varies 
sharply from month to month. Did your Administration do 
anything to correct this misleading statement? 

Exaggerated statements about current conditions, such as 
the above, too often discourage Intelligent, Informed public 
Involvement. 

In February and March, the Mediation Process will sponsor a 
series of public forums. What I expect to find Is that the 
citizens will be more concerned about how the 4-Post Plan will 
affect them, than about the options we are pursuing through 
mediation, that Is, unless the FAA’s process Is modified. 

It appears unthinkable that major air traffic changes over 
urban communities can occur without a full environmental Impact 
statement. I believe that development of an EIS can occur In 
conjunction with the continuing noise mediation process. 

To sum up, you have, In effect, Interrupted a process of public 
Involvement wlth declslonmaklng wlth a unllateral declslon. You 
have not provided adequate Informatlon to descrlbe your proposed 
action. You have not provided the public with sufficient 
information to Justify your action. And, you have not provided the 
public with sufficient time and notice to respond. 

I ask that you postpone Implementation to assure proper public 
Involvement, that In the meantime you provlde the necessary 
Information, and that you provlde more tlme for wrltten 
responses and for a more Informed publlc hearlng. 

No action should be taken until a solid public Involvement process 
has been completed. Best, such a process, Including the 



development of a full environmental impact statement, should be 
integrated with the Mediation Process, so that environmental 
aspects ~e properly addressed and solutions that have broad 
public support are adopted. 

Sincerely yours, 

arbor 

Congressional delegation 
Governor Booth Gardner 
State legislators 
King County Executive Tim Hill 
King County Council 
Mayor Norm Rice 
Seattle City Council 
Seattle Community Council Federation 
Seattle Nelghl)o~ood Coalition 
Central Neighborhoods District Council 
Leschl Improvement Council 
Seattle Post-lntelllgencer 
Seattle Times 
Seattle Weekly 

North East District Counoll 
~326 NE 42~d Street 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

January 2~,, 1~0 

Mr. Frederick N. Isaac 
Regional ad=~-~ strator 
Federal Aviation A~lnistzation 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Se~te~le, WA 98168 

Subject, STAT~ AT THE JA~ARY 2~, 1990 PU~LIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 
E~NMENTAL ~3SESSME~T OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO A!~ TRAFFIC 
ARRIYAL AND DEPARTU~ ROUTES AT SEATTLE TA~0MA INTERNATIONAL 

Our ozl~uization, the North East District Council, has an its ~enbers thirteen (19) 
community clu~ and councils and ~usiness orEanizations.tn the rm:z’t, heamtl:~..tt.of %he 
City of Seattle, .Between Montlake, on the south, and Matthews Beach, on the 
a~ between I-5 and Lake Wa~hin~ton. We have car~-11y etud/ed the FAA’e p~oposed ’ 
"Four Poster’ Plan to =odify the air tzaffic routes over Seattle a~ the envi~ounental 
re~iew ~ch the FAA prepa~ in con~unctlon with 1~t Pla~. Sevez~l of o~v constltu- 
sn% com~ut~ty ~roups have also Been involved in FA~ hriefin~ on the Pl~n. None of 
have ~ interest in de~ti~ the mez~Its of the Pla~ here a~ feel m4¢h 8~1 exez~:lee 
would only create more conf~ion a~ unnecessa~ controversy %hen ha~ oc~rl~ 
While =any of our nesters have chosen to su~mit se1~Lr~te star.sen%s, we s~ a co=mort 
view re~a~In~ the Plan a~ 

While conscientious citizens argue about whose hoouse the rerouted planes will pass 
over az~ how such noise will result, the ~ issue here is Beln6 i~1oz~. The net 
result of lmplementtn~ the Plan .LU be to enable more atrcx~ft to be accommodated 
in the air over Seattle. Despite the FAA, s efforts to downplay the seriousness of 
the i=pacts of the Plan by clainln~ it has no au~horlty 1o lisit the number of flights 
over the City, the sidle fact re=sins that the p1~. will increase over~ead capacltyl 
a~ %~t capacity is inc~sed, the need for rt~1~ys on the ~und is Inched. 

We overwhelmingly Believe the only proper ~ay to accurately present all the facts 
an~ subtleties about the Plan a~ to adequately assess the full arr&y of its impacts 
is for the FAA to p~epare a~ Envlronsental Impact Statement. ~l~-thez~=)re, we Believe 
that the 6~ttdelines for the preparation of an EIS z~ulre an EIS in this situation 
Because the Plan is so controversial az~ is the first step leadin~ to additions! 
~ys at Se~-Tac, an action which will have profou~ environment~Ll effects on the 
1~et Sour~ re6ion forever. 

We Believe an EIS is also necessary so that the process leadtn~ to & decision on the 

Plan can Be made public. The public is entitled to an opportunity to thoroughly 
review the issue and provide input. Likewise, the FA must review alternatives and 
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January 24, 1990 

miti~tlngmeasuresa~dana~lyzethelr impacts. Sho~ of a f~ ~S, there is~Y 

to ins~e t~t the ~ic will ~ involv~ or t~t ~te~tives ~ ~ti~t~ m~su w~ll ~ a~!yz~. The m~tlon p~cess 

And flaY, we do ~t ~lieve t~t those few ~. wo~i~ citize~ w~ ~ ~Iv~ the m~latlon p~cess ~ 

of S~ttle’s nei~oodS. Nor do we ~lleve t~t ~elr ~volvement ~ the m~tl p~cess app~ches the level of pu~Ic in~iveme~ ~t is ~ui~ ~ the Natlo~ 
Envi~en~ Poli~ Act. ~er, we wo~d mpp~c~te 
ref~f~m refe~tO t~se nei~~p~ae~tives~ 
Integers of ~e citizens of ~e City of S~ttle or ~e City’s nei~~s" O~y 
o~City gove~ent~d the i~i~d~nei~o~s ~f~f~1%~t ~le. 

We look fo~ to the scop~ session I~ 
o~ pl~ge ~ act ~ ¯ res~nsi~e fashion In revlew~ the ~S ~ p~vid~ ~er 

Sincerely, 

Bob Klu6 
Acting Ch~ir 
North East Distx~ict Council 

Hon. Brock A 
U.S. 
2988 Jackson ~uildln6 
915 2nd Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98174 

Hon. S]~eGor%on 
U.S. Senator 
3206 Jackson Buildi~6 
915 2nd Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98174 

Hon. John Miller 
U.S. Representative 
145 South Third Avenue 
Edmonds, WA 98002 

Hon. James McDermott 
U.S. Representative 
1212 Tower Buildir~ 
1809 7th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 

Hon. Norm Rice 
Mayor 
City of Seattle 
1200 Munlci~al Bulldin6 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. George Benson 
Councilmember 
City of Seattle 
ll06Municipel Ruildi~ 
6004th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon.~Chel-yl Chow 
Councilmemhor 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Buildln6 
6004th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. Sus~n Donaldson 
Councllmember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Mun~clp~l Bulldln~ 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. Paul Kl-a~bel 
Councilaember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Bu!ldln6 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. Jane Nols.nd 
Councilmember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Building 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. Dolores Sibon~ 
Councilmember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Buildln6 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. Sam Smith 
Councilmember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Building 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Hon. Jim Street 
Councllmember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Building 
600 4th Avenue 
Seattle. WA 9810~ 

Hon. Tom Weeks 
Co~ncilmember 
City of Seattle 
1106 Municipal Buildlu~ 
600 ~th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9810~ 

Mr. James B. Busey 
Administrator 
Federal AviAtion Adm~nlstration 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 

Mr. George L. Thompson 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
Office of Re~ion~ Counsel 
Federal Aviation Admi~stration 
17900 Pacific Hlghw~y South 
.Seattle, WA 98168 

Mr. Zeger van Aech van WiJck 
Executive Director 
Port of Seattle 
Pier 66 
Seattle, WA 98111 

Representatives Of the C~mm~Ity Clube and 
Councils and Business Or~a~zations in the 
North East District Council as followsl 

Belvedere Terrace Community Council 
Creater University Chamber of Commerce 
H~wtho~ne Rills Community Club 
Laurelhurst Community Club 
Matthews Beach Com~tmity Council 
Montlake Communlty Club 
Ravenna Bryaz~t Community Association 
Roosevelt Neighbor~od Association 
Roosevelt Neighbors A3_liance 
University Distrlc% Community Council 
University Pa~ Comsnmity Club 
View Ridge Community Club 
WedgwoOd Community Council 

Mr. Peter J. Eg.llck 
Attorney 
1212 Bank of C~Ifornla Building 
900 4th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 9816~ 





J,~CK jKTT 

Tel. 206 - 354 3884 
10630 17th Ave. N.~. 
Seattle, WAshington 98125 

Mr. F~D 

~egional Administrator, Northwest Mountain ~egion 
Federal ~viation administration 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
17900 Pacific Highway South C-68966 
Seattle, WAshin~on 98168 

I ask that the attached letter to Mr. James Busey and 
this be made a ~art of your January 24, 1990 hearing as to 
aircraft flight changes in this area--and that 1 be allowed 
to submit additional testimony through January 31, 1990. 

Tel. 250 - 564 

Seattle, 
January 17, 1990 

20591 

here sa:z--n~; or so,.n .......... ~n~ your 
conslder~ion--if i~ uoes nos, ~i:’e,a7 

To .~u~ue =gain aicline and agency 

a ne~; F...,. pi=n zo :-o,:te 



i,~, I,L~. BUSaY, ti~e inevit- 
able alternative--bigger better air- 
ports farther from human populaZ£Dns 
--will mean a need for more skilled 
men and women for your agency--no% 
less. 

i apologize to you for sending 
this as a copied ~ocumen%. i am noway. 
li~%ed vision an~ c~n oniy Uo %his. 

Those who ask you for %his aerial 
assault either do not know--or c,re-- 
a~out the pressure focussed on our 
members of t~]e Congress ~o prevent or 
corr~c~ th.’~t they are ask~nS you ~o 
proviie. 

They will raise in new form inquir- 
ies into air freight, air handling US 
mail, stat~ t~xes on aircraft and air 
use over state properties. New demands 
for actual passenger searching for sec- 
u.’ity, insistence avla%ion pay p~r- 
head taxes, pay more of your o~;n ~ay 
for airoort building ~nc mainte_u=nce 
:.~i!i be-nade. 

Some s~_y re-regu_ation..~n~ not,. 

Uemonstr~bly essenti~!, ~.~. Buseyo 

This area,s public because of =it- 
frame ;asking emp!oymen% and other is 
sensitive to avis%ion. Thousands w~-nt 
aircraft and aviation to be a viable 
thinS. So:~e of your people rein=roger 
the lass when ~t w~s s :gges%ea Seat,~c 
a~rport be renamed. That was ~ nothing 
to wn~t you c~n expect now. You will 
face ~ re~i firelight h~r~ th~t will 
enco~tr~ge other areas %o Hu~stion n~e~- 
less dangerous flying. 

i photographed the aircraft picture~ 
her over my north Seattle home %he year 
past. "Formation flying".. 



SEATTLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL FEDERATIOI  
24 ,.January 1990 

STATEHENT 

I ~ Chaa. H.W. Talbot; I ~ ¯ mem~r of the Board of Directors of 
Seattle Community Council Federation, & of the Executive Committee of that 
o~gsnization. The Executive Csmmlttee has euthorlzed me to make this sta- 
tement this evening. 

The Federation ie mede up of 28 member & affiliate community clubs 
councils, in all pacts of Seattle. Our member groups are concerned about 
noise & other environmental probisms caused by aircraft overflight. Many 

of them will be making their own comments. We ere aware fro~ years of 

mutual communication with our member groups that the increasing noise from 

5ea-Tac operation8 is controversial, & that this p~opoeed re-routing 

increase in capacity for flight operations ia highly controvecaial. 

The Executive Committee believes that a full environmental impact sta- 

tement should be p~epared & circulated, & that the proposed re-routing 

should not take place until the EIS process is complete.    The draft 

environmental assessment is inadequate in numerous pa~ticula~e. Indeed, it 

can only be called an environmental assessment .by courtesty, for it 8imply 

does not address obvious environmental issues, as other co~ente£s have 

said & will say. 

We find this plan to be directly contrary to the goals of the 

noise mediation process -- which are to reduce noise, while this plan will 

increase it. We find re-routing frnm some neighborhoods to others not to 

be an acceptable way of dealing with overflight noise. 

We note a gross failure to consider alternatives, such as relocation of 

jet air traffic to places where the noise & othe~ envlro~ental impacts 
would be much leas. We note in the assessment & in the nur~rous public 

statements of apokespereon for the originating office a tone that envirun- 
mental considerations a~e much leas important than accomodation of supposed 

wishes of operators of scheduled ei~lineso This approach, subordinating 

environmental concerns to co~ercial conveience, is directly violative Of 

the stated policy of the federal Environmental Policy Act, especially 42 

The assessment fails to discuss cumulative impacts of aircraft noises 

f~om numerous sources all subject to FAA cont~ol; we hea~ monthly at our 

Board meetings from citizens & neighborhoods who expe~ience increasing 

aircraft overflight noise. This assessment seems to operate on the assump- 

tion that only flights from 5ea-Tac should be considered in te~ms of noise. 
Wrongl See ~0 CFR §150B.7. 

Applicable regulations c~ll for diligent solicitation of co~ent f~om 

the public & from community organizations. 40 CFR §ISOG.G. FAA O~der 

1050.1D calla consultation with local governments & public pa~ticipation. 

¶22. A listing of agencies & persona conaultated is to be included in the 

assessment. ¶37. If ~conaultetion’ means being invited to shape the deci- 

sion, clearly FAA failed to consult the local govecnments, & certainly did 

not consult our o~ganization. The assessment lists agencies & o~ganiza- 

tiona contacted, wherever that means, including Seattle Community Council 

Fede~atiun. However, we were NOT consulted no~ has FAA communicated with us 
other than through its gener~public ~nnouncementa. lhe statement in the 

assessment is wrong as to ua & we suspect that it is wrong as to moat of 

the long list of g~oupe & persona allegedly "contacted". 

It seems obvious that the greeter the traffic, the g~eater the noise, & 

also the greater the safety risks. We do not find these matters given mace 

than passing mention. 

A full EI$ is an absolute necessity. A fuller written statement will 

be filed, now that FAe hea g~nm~ouely decided to extend the deadline fo~ 

written co~enta to the legal mlnlmnm time. 

509 Tenth Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98102 Telephone : (206} 328-9481 or 32�-154 



4237 NE 107th 
Seattle, WA 98125 

January 22, 1990 

4237 HE 107th 
Seattle, WA 98125 

January 22, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Envlronmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24th, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute in-coming aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in California to a 
route over North East Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

Even last summer there were many planes flying directly overhead, 
while there was not a cloud to be seen. This was a nuisance to my 
family at the time. From those "fair weather conditions" you are 
planning to increase air traffic overhead enormously. You will be 
taking away one of the main enjoyments of our house and garden, and 
I strongly protest. 

You are probably not even aware of the number of seaplanes flylng 
overhead, especially in nice weather. We already have to deal with 
those, and stop our conversations any time we are outside or have 
our windows Or doors open. These seaplanes fly very low, because 
they have either just taken off, or are just about to land~ 

I think it intolerable that you will add any nq~er of commercial 
and commuter flights to our overhead traffic. 

I request that you do an Environmental Impact Statement before 
making any change in the routing. 

Si.ncerely, 

Kim Benjamins 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24th, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute In-coming aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in Callfornia to a 
route over North East Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

Even last summer there were many planes flying directly overhead, 
while there was not a cloud to be seen. This was a nuisance to my 
family at the time. From those "fair weather conditions, you are 
planning to increase air traffic overhead enormously. You will be 
taking away one of the main enjoyments of our house and garden, and 
I strongly protest. 

You are probably not even aware of the number of seaplanes flying 
overhead, especlally in nice weather. We already have to deal with 
those, and stop our conversations any time we are outside or have 
our windows or doors open. These seaplanes fly very low, because 
they have either just taken off, or are just about to land. 

I think it intolerable that you will add any number of commercial 
and commuter fllghts to our overhead traffic. 

I request that you do an Environmental Impact Statement before 
making any change in the routing. 

Sincerely, 

Jean and Hendrika Benjamlns 



2225 11th Avenue E. 
Seattle, WA 98102 

January 23, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24th, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute In-comlng aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in California to a 
route over North East Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

If we cannot maintain the current routing over Puget Sound and 
Elliott Bay, at the very least we can spread incoming traffic over 
a number of areas. No planes are coming in over Mercer Island 
under the proposed routing, I am sure this is no oversight. 

I request that you do an Environmental Impact Statement before 
making any change in the routing. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Bauch 

2217 llth Avenue East 
Seattle, WA 98102 

January 23, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24th, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute In-comlng aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in california to a 
route over North East Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

At the moment my daughter (almost three years old) wakes up from 
extremely low flying planes about once or twice a month. I am sure 
that if you double or triple the number of planes flying over, her 
waking up will also double or triple. And I am not just objecting 
to the noise on her behalf. She is already consuming an enormous 
amount of exhaust fumes from both I-5 and the 520 freeways. Now 
you are proposing to add goodness knows how much exhaust from jet 
fuels, which I am sure are much worse than car fumes. Health 
statistics show increased cancer levels close to major 
thoroughfares, I am sure they are raised by jet thoroughfares as 
well. 

Although you state that planes above our house (on the north slope 
of Capitol Hill) are at a 5000 feet level, I can frequently make 
out the name of the airline flying overhead from Union Bay, by 
Husky Stadium. I don’t think my sight is good enough to read plane 
emblems 5000 feet awayi! 

I also understand you are going to allow heavy aircraft (loaded 
with cargo) to come in on the regular route.    Something was 
mentioned about gliding in, but it is my understanding that these 
planes will not be able to glide in, they will have to maintain 
their place in line, and therefore will have to turn on their 
engines. 

I think it is high time the Port of Seattle adds e noiselld to 
their rules and regulations. I understand this is not unique, 
having already been done in Denver, San Francisco, Boston, 
Minneapolis/St Paul and John Wayne (Orange County) airports. I 
understand this to mean that the noiselevel existing today becomes 
the maximum acceptable level.    More frequent flights can be 



~chieved by quieter planes, and red-eye flights are penalized 
extra. 

I also feel that you are trying to increase the number of planes 
altogether without regard to the people living around the airport. 
At the moment you talk of air controllers who can only look at one 
side of the screen and have to monitor so many planes. With 
increased capacity we will have many more planes coming in, and 
then two aircontrollers will be Just as busy, each with their own 
side of the screen. It seems to me the solution lies in greater 
efficiency of the airline industry, quieter planes, fewer 
departures (I hear some commuter airlines boasting about departures 
to the same city every half hour. You cannot tell me all of those 
planes are full), and maybe an aircontroller looking at the third 
quarter of the screen and another one looking at the fourth quarter 
of the screen. 

Your noise consultant’s report shows the Ldn’s for our area to be 
from 50 to 55.~ However, I am sure this does not take into 
consideration all the small planes and waterplanes flying over head 
on a summer day, in addition to the noise we get from two freeways 
(I-5 and 520). I am afraid we will be very close to the 65 ldn 
(unacceptable for residential use). 

I demand that you do an Environment~l Impact Statement before 
making any change in the routing. 

~ c~,erel y, 

~Erna Smeets and Bill Simkins 

2225 llth Avenue East 
Seattle, WA 98102 

January 22, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24th, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute in-coming aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in California to a 
route over North East Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

If we cannot maintain the current routing over Puget Sound and 
Elliott Bay, at the very least we can spread incoming traffic over 
a number of areas. No planes are coming in over Mercer Island 
under the proposed routing, I am sure this is no oversight. 

I request that you do an Environmental Impact Statement before 
making any change in the routing. 

Sincerely, 

Vicky Bauch 



2224 11th Avenue East 
Seattle, WA 98102 

January 21, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

RE: Hearing on Draft Environmental Assessment 

Although I cannot be present at your hearing on January 24~h, I 
want you to know that I strongly oppose the Federal Aviation 
Administration Plan to reroute in-coming aircraft in good weather 
from East of the Cascades and the Coast Range in california to a 
route over NorthEast Seattle and then due South to Seattle-Tacoma 
International Airport. 

If we cannot maintain the current routing over Puget sound and 
Elliott Bay, at the very least we can spread incoming traffic over 
a number of areas. No planes are coming in over Mercer Island 
under the proposed routing, I am sure this is no oversight. 

I request that you do an Environmental Impact Statement before 

making any change in t~/outing. 

Scot Lewi~ 

JOHN W. SELMAR, M.A. Certificate of Clinical (~mpetenee 
Pa~erican Speech Language and Hearing Assoclatio~ 

5~l~ech .~tholosIJt 
12232 FRmont Ave. Nol~Ji 
Seattle, WA 98133 

(206) 3624936 

The proble~ of aircraft overflighte in Northwest Seattle has increased percep- 
tibly during the past decade. The problem threatens to escalate with the 
proposed advent of new F.A.A. decreed flight patterns. %~nls ruling would 
mean the posslbllty of even more overflights in the near future. 

The "P-.,~’~e of ut~etting the tranquility of the Northwest’Seattl~ neighborhood 
for the benefit of SeaTac airport is untenable. 

Why should many thousands of people ~e subjected to ~_.~reased noise lewels 
for the c~--~rcial benefit of a few? 

While I was the lung-time President of the Broadview _e~-m,-!ty Council in 
N~nth~st Seattle I attempted to alert the _-~-,~, ~ty to the extreme 
~alu~ of aircraft overflights.                 ¯ 

As an audiologist, I spent a year stldying the effects of noise on a 
while I was enrolled in the Ph.D. audiology program at the ~nlverslty of 
Waskington. A.t that t~m~, I gathered all of the a~ailable infolmatio~ 
ing this subje~t~ some of which is contained in the followi~g test~m~y. 

¯ A~laxander Cohen, Ph.D. has conducted re~_arch studies which found that noise, 
or unwanted sound has a~h~_rse pa~,ch~logical effects on individuals resulting 
in losses in wpr~ performance, ~sleep disru~ioa, annolran~e and .irritability. 

~oise i~reases listening difficulties eve~ when it dces n~ank cut speech 

or other wanted sti.~li. Noise has been i~Pltcated in industrial a~d residen- 

tial accidents. But more c~ly and ~ore importantly, the Speach-I~terfere~ce 
Le~l (SIL) is a ~re significant gauge of ~r~%~lalnt~ relating to noise 
intrusion in .i-~---dtles. Surveys Of aircraft/noise Wo~l~" in r~--idential 
areas in dicate that the annoyan~ reacticus of residents are keye~ to the 

amount of time the n oise is present. Obviously, the nol~e of a plane ca 

its approach to SeaTac wh!le traveling o~r ~t Seattle will he of 
a fairly l~ng duraticu. Longer, for instance, than a plane that is rapidly 

landing .or tak!~g off above a cc~mmtty nearer the airport. 

Cohen states that individuals c~plain of annoyance or disturbance when 

an SIL value of 60rib or more is reached. This is particularly the case 
when a n SIL of 60rib occurs during a period of 80 seconds per hour or more. 

An SIL of 60dB create~ difficulty using the teleph~ and requires an in- 
dividual to raise his/her voice level in order to have an intel~igible 

convereatiun with a talker-listener at distances of 3 feet. A loud voice 

is required for intelligible conversations at distances of 7 feet, when 

the SIL is 60dB or more.. 



JOHN W. SELMAR, M.A. 

Even relatively low intensity lev~l 60dB noise can create serious disturban- 
ces in school buildings, churches and offices because of speech interference. 

When there are 40-60 overflights per day over as few as three schools lying 
within the flight path, this creates a I0-20 minute loss of time frcm~ each 
clssro~m. ~-n~ng this time for the t~tal number of affected classes yields 
a cumulative loss of 700-1400 minutes per day of instruction time. 

Cohen states that laboratory studies of vigilance yield a definitive reason 
why intrusive noise such as aircraft overflights can adversely affect task 
performance. No{~e disruptien during perceptual tasks creates la~ses in 
attention to the relewant stimulus information. M~reo~er, noise causes 
conditions of cortical over-arousal with a resultant lOss in behavioral 
control. 

D~ring tasks requiring vigilance, performance ~ sigalficantly when 
the noise level Is reduced. Efficiency by as individual ~ as .inch 
as .i ~, ,when noise levels are reduced.         ~\ 

Nonaural sensory functi~ms are also affected by noise. Noise can affect 
balance and some aspects of visual acccm:~latlon. Noise impairs equilibrium 
an.d the speed with which the eye can move through cer%ain angles in order 
to focus clearly on near and distant objects. 

Noise has been found to physically affect the ~Jlhary I~as which control 
th4 i~ of the eye. It has been do~_~ted that noise in~_,ces_ changes in 
both .vestibular and visusl functions within the bod~.. 

Studies of performance in noise on mental tasks i{~%,31ving arlt1*,etic ccmputatlons 
mechanical and al~tract reasoning, clerlcal sorting and coding and on paychu~tor 
tasks of reaction time and tracking, show losses in function under noise 
conditions compared to performance under nonnolse .con~llti~ns. 

Further, aperiodic intermittent no.ise~ or random bursts of sound such as 
aircraft (m~erflights are more likely to disrupt perfo~ than steady- 
state, continuous noise. Performance losses for the transient episodes 
of no~se occur ~,*~diately following the change in noise lev~l or the occurence 
of a sound burst. 

Noise disturbs the quality of work and ~u~es more errors to occur. Research 
subjects work faster and more carelessly when subjected to noise. Eg~n 
simple arithmetical operations are affected. Effort is heightened, hut 
performance decreases. The more ~lex the task, the greater .the performance 
of the task is affected by noise. ~hls is particularly the c~se when a    . 
task requires c~mtlnual and unremitting attention and effort. Noise increases 
errors. But noise also causes gape in responding. 

(2) 

JOHN W. SELMAR, M.A. 

Certain k!nds of noise directly affect feelings and attitudes. The sound 
of chalk scraping on a chalkboard is abrasive in the same manner that aircraft 
~verflight~ are abrasive and intrusive. The dB level of the noise is not 
directly correlated to the annoyance which is created by the noise. 

The sound of an approaching aircraft elicits fear because of the posslbility 
of. its crashing. We are constantly b~-l~rded by the media with tales of 
aircraft disasters. The simple auditory perception of as aircraft o~rfllght 
is alerting and therefore disturbing because of this ele.~-_t of fear. Noise 
from an aircraft overflight ~ed ~ot he perceptibly loud to catme an individual 
to attend and react. The mere perception of the presence ’of the "aircraft 
produces a visceral reaction and is annoying. 

This creatio~ of a fear by aircraft is especially a factor with the elderly. 
Northwest Seattle has numberous nursing ~_- and retirement o~ul~.~es. 
Alth~ugh many of the elderly have a hearlr~ loss, these losses tend to he 
for high frequency sounds. Therefore, an elderly person with a high frequency 
hear~ing,,loss can hear the low frequency sounds of an aircraft overflight 
equ~!ly as w~ll as individuals who have no hearing loss. The elderly population 
is %~ry much annoyed by airplane noise and particularly fearful when overflights 

Anno ~n.ce based on fear is of a far greater magnitude than other noise induce4 
annoyances to which ~, neighborhood is subjected. The screaming siren of 
a .patrol car or fire engiD~ and the sound of aircraft engender annoyance 

,-built on fear. Also, sounds which are variable in nature, such as these, 
which occur randomly in time with a c]mnging decibel level as when aircraft 
approach and leave with a d4m~nshlng sound, are more- annoying than constant, 
unchanging sound.                                          . ¯ 

Sound lev~l "meters, located near airports do not have a direct bearing on 
the amount of annoyance aircraft create in distant neighborhoods. Loud- 
ness, measured in sones and phons must be used to account for perceived 
noise levels, -~asured in decibels. In other wo~ds, there ,rest he a weighting 
scheme which takes into account the’ established relationships between different 
acoustic dimensions of the noise stimulus and associated auditory reactions. 

Loudness determinations must be taken by A-Scale readings rather than 
sound level measurements. 

Noise is more than an annoyance. There are dooanented cases in the literature 
which indicate that ~.oise exposure from aircraft can create m~ntal disorders. 
Noise can increase social conflicts at hcme and at work. Moreover, noise 
can cause increasing signs of chronic fatigue and.neurotic rx~plaints. 

(3) 



JOH~ W. SELMAR, M.A. 
Noise causes especial stress within special groups such as patient~ in 
hospitals, convalescent centers and nursing homes. Noise exclusion in hospitals 
can hasten recovery time for the sick. Northwest Seattle includes hospitals 
as well as nursing homes. 

When a population expects noise to cause decrements in performance, as in 
a neighborhood, studies indicate that noise did create losses in performance 
among individuals. The greater an individual’s tendencies are toward anxiety 
and neurosis, the poorer their performance ~nder noise conditions. 

Noise can frustrate desires for pri~acy, rest, relaxation, and sleep. Surveys 
have loud that the Interruption of rest, relaxation and sleep ale underlylng 
causes of complaints about noise. These __~la. ints grow with an-increase 
in ~verflights. People are more disturbed by noise while at hcme than else- 
where, when their needs for privacy, and peace and quiet are unmet. Air- 
craft noise is an unwanted intrusion of privacy. 

Field"studies have shown that greater annoyance occurs from noise when sleep 
and rest are disturbed than by ~ny other factor.. 

Aircraft noise alters the electroencephalogram (E~G) pattern of a sleeping 
~ individual and can ultimately awaken the subJec%. During llght stages of 
sl~e~, there ~s a significant change in the EEG response, caused by sllght 
increases in ~%e decibel level of an overheard plane. 

"~uring sleep studies, a noise of 45 ph~n~;awakened 50~ of the subjects. 

LoW frequency aircraft noise which has a major acoustic component in the 
50-500 Hz rangeand which contains all of its energy below 5000 Hz is particular- 

~ ly disturbing to hear during sleep. 

Noise interference has an ~ffec~ on E~G readings but also affect~ rapid 
eye moveEent (P~M). Grea~er irri~abillty, %iredness and difficulty in 
concentration follow disruptlor~ of the R~M Stages. of sleep. 

Leo Beranek, Ph.D. Audiologls~,~states that perceived aircraft noise levels 
must not be compared directly with readings taken by a noise lev~l meter 
reading especlally these sounds produced by~a Steadily ~nning machine 
or other continuous noises. 

Beranek snggests that the most important factors relate to a noise exposure 
index whhlch factors in such ~q~cts of aircraft noise as the time of day 
the overflight occurs and the relation of aircraft noise to u%~rall hack- 
ground noise. For instance, an otherwise quiet neighborhood is affected 
more by aircraft noise than a nelghborl~x~ which is subjected to other noise 
sources such as background noise from a freeway, an industry or construc~ien 
noises. An existing continuous background noise tends to mask the noise 
of aircraft ov~rfllghts: Therefore, the relatlvely quiet Northwe~area 
of Seattle is more Im~a, cted by aircraft ow~rfllghts than other areas of 
the re~ion. 

(4) 

JOHN W. SELMAR, M.A. 

Various studies indicate that individuals rate the perceived noise level 
from aircraft overflights as being far more annoying than the noise from 
neighbor’s dwellings, the noise of neighborhood pots and other outside noises. 
85"/ of study subjects indicate that they are extremely susceptible to aircraft 
noise. For that matter, individuals in research studies are consistently 
more irritated by separated noise events, such as aircraft fly over noise 
than by general background noise. 

Significant addltional degrees of dissatisfaction are noted when the noise of 
oveirflights occur at night rather th~n during daytime hours. Undari~dably, 
lower decibel levels of noise, occurlng at night, create considerably more 
dissatisfaction than significantly higher porcelved noise levels during 
daytime h~mrs. 
Northwest Seattle is currently subjected to the noise of alrcra~t in their 
landlng pattern. When a plane is landing, engine whine is a more annoying 
sound than when a plane is taking off. Also the tilt of the aircraft dlrec~s 
more.noise to the ground during landlng than when a plane is on a stable 
~a~h or climbing. Furthermore, an aircraft on a landing course is at a 
lower altitude than when cruising at high altltudes. 

SeaTac is not federally owned and oporated. It is oporated by the ~ 
~t ~0~mdssion. The public has constitutionally mandated rights re- 
~d~’ng airspace..The Fift~ Amendment prohibits the taking of pri~ate proporty 
for public use without just compensation and we, the public, own the airspace 
’over our homes. The courts have ruled (Causby v. the United States) that 
the beneficial use of private proporty cannot be destroyed. Therfore, legally, 
according to the Fifth Amendment, the beneficial-use of my hc~e cannot 
be infringed upon by aircraft overflights without just compensation. 

Furthermore, the Fourteenth Amendment states that no state or state agency 
slmll deprive any porson of proporty without due process of law. ~ courts 
have ruled (Grlggs v. The United States) that an airport operator can be 
held liable to a property owner for taking an,. avlgation easement over his/her 
land. 

The Federal Aviation Administration has a legal responsibility to the public 
to: 

I. Reduce the noise power generated by aircraft. 
2. Institute preferential runway systems to direct aircraft away from 

communities. 
3. Limit the number of oporations during nighttime hours. 
4. Increase the rate of descent while aircraft are landing. 
5. Construct runways in directions away f~-- noise se~sltive areas. ¯ 

Noise level m~nitoring occurs at the beginning of noise sensitive areas 
near airports. These measuring procedures are based on the decibel level 
at a single point for each runway. For this reason there are often higher 
decibel levels o.f nois~d~wnstream because a pilot can cut back engine noise 
when the aircraft is near monitoring microphones near runways or at the 
edges of c~m~unities around the airport. If additional monitoring meters 
are placed farther out, within the neighborhood such as in Northwest Seattle 
and if l~wer noise limits were required at progressively greater distances, 
the result would be reduced noise levels for the residents. 

¯ (5) 



JOHN W. SELMAR, M.A. 

For a considerable length of time, while I was the President of the 
Broadview Cc~a~unity Council, whenever I heard a particularly noisy plane, 
I called the SeaTac noise phone number. ~t always, the response to 
my call was that I bad heard a 727 or a DC-9 ~ich are especially noisy 
planes. The ~ least we can expect in Northwest Seattle is that planes 
which exceed a tolerable noise lev~l can either be banned c~.pletely fr~, 
SeaTac or that they can only fly in corridors far re~d from populated 
areas. 

Many airports, including SeaTac are so situated ~hat greater populatioa 
densities exlst"in some areas and s~me directions fr~a the airport than 
in others. 

Prior to the recently proposed flight path changes, the F.A.A. bas 
consistently prescribed runway usage and prescribed flight patterns 
that dellberately avoid densely populated areas. Whenever posslble, landings 
were pr~iously required to he over water or ~ver less dess~ly populated 
area~. To minimize noise exposure, a particular traffic flow was selected 
~o’protect the populace, no matter which dlrectlo~ the wind was 
or how much of a tall wind was encountered by a plane. In other words, 
noise exposure has always prevlo~slybeen rated by the F.A.A. as the number 
one priority rather t~n ~eing the third priority as it is in the proposed 
h.eg~./overflight plan. 

¯ All of the previous discussion ~idlcates that if flight patterns are d%anged 
so tbat Northwest Seattle is subjected to an increase in overfllghts, this 
action can bave a conslderable adverse effect on the indlvlduals residing 
wi~hln the flight path. 

These eff.~ects fr~m the increased noise level include: 

i. Losses in work capacity. 
2. Disruption of rest and s!eep. 
3. Annoyance reactions. / 

Chronic noise exposure can create long-term behavioral d          I conse- 
quences. Therefore, Northwest Seattle Should not be subjected to increased 
noise levels resulting frc~ aircraft flyuvers. 

(6) 

JOHN W. SELMAR, M.A. 
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STATEMEh"f PERTAINlq~G TO T~E DRAFT ENVIROI~NT~’uL ASSESSI~h~T FOR PROPOSED 

CHANGES TO AIR TRAFFIC ARRIVAL AND DEPARTJRE ROUTES AT SEATTLE-TACO~A 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Submitted by Bartley Dobb, Representing the Roosevelt Neighbors Alliance. 
January Z4, 1WgO. 

Many unanswered questions arise regardin~ this Draft Environmental Assessment: 

Where is truly relevant, substantive air quality data? 

And noise data? 

Is the day/night (cumulative) sound level with its daytime peaks 
an acceptable measure for human tolerance? (p. ill) 

What about the intense noise impact which would be caused by 
parallel flights?(likened to a sonic boom by one FAA official) 

What of the safety of high-density population areas beneath the 
proposed flight paths? 

How about the question of achieving schedule regulation ~ich is 
more favorable to environmental concerns? The FAA does have the 
authority to regulate schedules. (p. 15) Its refutation of this 
alternative in the Assessmen~ is very short, and in our judgment, 
unconvincing. 

What of the new generation planes, and their most advantageous 
routing for noise reduction? 

There is also the development of the multi-directional microwave 
landing system. What is its application to our present problem? 

And finally for now, should the Port of Seattle continue its 
aggressive air-trsffic marketing Drogram in view of the very serious 
related unsolved problems~which plagUe, us today? Surely this price 
for so-called "progress" is far too much to pay. 

Such ques~lons as these clearly point to the need for a full envlronmental 
impa~ statement. It would provide an opportunity for far wider concerned 
partlcipa~lon than that Include~ under the Assessment (p. 62ff.) It would 
provide a scoplng, process for inclusion or all relevant factors, and it 

~would provide an avenue for fully examining the variety of possibilities 
for mitigation. 

In conclusion, we cannot let any plan become fixed without the broad,careful, 
detailed consideration that is provided by a full environmental impact 
statement. 

2839 Boyer Ave. E 
Seattle, Wa. 98102 
Januery 2i, 1990 

Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Hwy. South 
Seattle, Wa. 

Dear Sir, 

I request that this letter be placed on the record in 
response to the proposed FAA plan to institute the four post 
plan over Seattle. 

I feel very strongly that the FAA should conduct a full 
environmental impact statement to address such issues as 
noise levels over residential areas on Beacon Hill, Capitol 
Hill and north Seattle, increased air pollution levels and 
its associated health risks for the people of the Puget 
Sound region, increased stress levels due to the noise, 
impact of this plan on Boeing Field and private airplanes 
and community and land use issues. This is not a complete 
list but should only be used as a point of departure. 

Although I had high hopes for the mediation process which is 
currently being held, I am not so sure of a successful 
outcome now that the FAA has proposed to increase the noise 
levels in Seattle without the concurrence of the mediation 
group. 

I again, strongly urge your department to complete a full 
environmental impact statement prior to implementatic.n of 
the four post plan. 

Si?rely, 

Sandra R. Kraus 

Mayor Norm Pice 
Seattle City Council 
Congressman Jim McDermott 
Senator Brock Adams 



Elizabeth Ramsey Mitchell 
308 Summit Avenue East. #506 

Seattle, WA 98102 

January 24, 1990 

WRITTEN TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
AT J/uNUARY 24, 1990 PUBLIC HEARING ON THE NEED TO PREPARE AN 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO AIR TRAFFIC 
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE ROUTES AT SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT: 

I am the President of the Alpine Villa Condominium Homeowners 
Association, located at 308 Summit Avenue East, Seattle, WA 98102. 
The Alpine Villa contains 27 private residences and is located in 
the heart of Capltol Hill in Seattle, an area which is already 
saturated with noise from airplane overflights. The proposed route 
changes would dramatically and adversely affect our existing noise 
situation and the quality of our environment. 

I have studied the FAA’s Draft Environmental Assessment (December 
1989) for the proposed action in an attempt to determine the 
precise effects of the proposed route changes, what other 
~iternatives exist, and what mitigation measures might be 
~ndertaken. The document is wholly inadequate for these purposes. 

~he FAA clearly has an obligation to follow NEPA procedures which 
insure that environmental information is available to the public 
~efore decisions are made and before actions are taken, that the 
Lnformation is of high quality, and that public scrutiny is 
~ossible. Preparation of a full Environmental Impact Statement 
.s the only way for the FAA to fulfill its environmental 
,bligations in this case. Based on newspaper articles describing 
’with far more particularity than the EA) the effects of the 
,roposed route changes and my review of the’"Preliminary Noise 
~nalysis of the Proposed F~ 4 Post Plan," by the Noise Mediation 
~ptions Subcommittee (January 4, 1990), I believe that there is no 
egal basis for the FAA to make a valid determination that the 
cute changes will not have a significant effect on the human 
nvironment of the Seattle area, and are exempt from the 
equirement to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement. 

President 
Alpine Villa Condominium 
Homeowners Association 

January 20, 1990 

Kim Ramsey 

316 15th Ave. 

Seattle, WA 98122 

TESTIMONY FOR THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION HEARING 
JANUARY 24, 1990 CONCERNING THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO AIR TRAFFIC 
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE ROUTES AT SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT. 

I oppose.the proposal. I own and live in a residence at 316 15th Ave. 
I feel increased noise from airplanes flying overhead will 
ultimately decrease my property value and force me to move to 
another location. 

At present noise levels, airplanes disturb my work/sleep 
schedule, as I work swingshift. The noise scares my cats and 
dogs, interrupts normal conversation, and has a negative impact 
on my family life as a whole. It is also hard for my deaf 
neighbor to hear me when I say "Good Morning" to 

Besides adverse environmental impact, I’m also very upset that the 
Port of Seattle is involved in what I perceive to be as 
sneaking the whole proposal by its constituents without real 
concern for the people it was aanctioned to represent. It appears 
its members want to "rubber stamp" the FAA’s plans without truly 
allowin~ iwput from those who will be impacted by this disasturous 
plan. I feel frustrated by the process and am disappointed by the 
Port’s lack of concern. I am especially perturbed at not being 
able to make heads or tails out of the environmental impact 
information provided so far by the FAA and Port. I feel an 
environmental impact statement is entirely in order, as the 
information provided thus far is insufficient and incomprehensible. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Ramsey 



January 20, 1990 

Melanie Bartmess 
221 Belmont E. #306 
Seattle, WA 98102 

Federal Aviation Administration 

This is my testimony for the F.A.A. hearing January 24, 1990 
concerning the Proposed Changes to Air Traffic Arrival and 
Departure Routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

I feel that an Environmental Impact Statement is in order for 
your proposal. It could adversely affect tens of thousands of / 
Seattle residents. 

ve on Ca ztol Hill and I hate your proposal./ If I wanted to 
’I li P" . ..... ~ .... dav an~i~ht, interfering 

ar alr lanes roarlng over my rc~Au~i~    J    7- ~ he    " P                               th m eac~of mind and 
m, dail life, work schedule~ wl    Y P l " 

with..y - Y .... 
"--lea on my television screen, I wou~d have crea~Ing s~ran~e 

moved to a motel off of Old Highway 99, right by the landln8 
strip, not to Capitol Hill. I have lived less than two blocks 
away from railroad transfer stations and in shacks by busy freeways 
and experienced more calm and quiet. 

Approval of your proposal would necessitate me relocating to 
another town, or at least in renting additional studio/office 
space so that I can conduct my business in a reasonably peaceful 
environment. I am a writer so increased noise from airplanes 
directly affects my livelihood. 

As I understand it, your proposal would allow more airplanes to fly 
more frequently over my residence and I’ve had more than enough 
as it is. Moreover, I do not understand the environmental 

t~ documentation provided thus far by the F.A.A. and feel an E.I.S. 

is essential;and feel both the F.A.A. and the Port of Seattle 
should be more conscientious in serving the people they were 
hired and appointed to serve. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Bartmess 

The West Seattle Community Hospital Community Advisory Board 
requests=~l~a Full Environmental Impact Statement on the FAA’s 
proposed Four Post Plan. 

Our concern is that the resulting increase in air traffic over and 
around West Seattle will have adverse affect on the health of o.ur 
community. 

Kenneth M. Lowthian 
Chairman of the Board 
West Seattle Community Hospital 



Federal Aviation Ad,~inistration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
I~il ¢-68966 
Seattle, WA 98168 

Re: FAA Plans to Re-route Sea-Tac Flights 

8549 Latona Ave. N.~. 
Seattle, ~ 98115 
January 22, 1990 

For ~he i,mediate crisis of too many flights arriving at Sea-Tac, the logical 
solution is to increase the landing fees until the market (the airlines and 
their passengers) resnond by decreasing the number of flights. For example, 
the 60% increase ($5 to $8) in marking fees at Sea-Tac Airport effectively 
ellminabed the overcrowding there. 

Long-range, ~he Port of Seattle needs to coordinate with other coastal 
ir~orts/sea-ports from Portland to Bellingham to distribute the air load. 

.~irports east of the Cascades, e.g., Spokane and Tri-Oities, need to be 
brought into the coordination/planning. In =ddltlon, coordination between 
air and land public transportation is needed: for example, a semi-exnress 
Airoorter bus from an Everett airport to Everett to a couple of adjacent- 
to-freeway park-and-ride lots to Seattle to Sea-Tao Airwort. 

To generate and develop the many ontions in an orderly manner, an Environmental 
Impact S~atement is necessary. In the EIS. the effect of noise sho*,Id be 
described not in a yearly average but in terms of a parm~eter that reflects th~ 
number of incidents per year of a given number of seconds duration during 
which the noise level was within each of several given loudness ranges. 

Overall, the basic flight Dattern should remain as is: existing Seattle real 

estate values include existing adverse effects of aircraft ove~lights. 

In summary: ~Increase landing fees 
"Plan to distribute some aircraft flights to other airports 
¯ Perform an EIS. 

Sincerely, . 

ccA Senators B. Adams, S. Gorton 
Renresentatives J. Miller, J. ~cDermott 

Force Reserve commission in a non-flyino slot. I am also a very 

note peopte~-~oemanoing more access to air transportation~ and more 
sensitivity to community concerns in airport operations.    They e×pect 
safe and efficient travel, but do they retain their community awareness 

to Los Angeles, fly via Portland or San Francisco, stretching the 2-hour 
trip into 3-I/2 or 4 hours Just to ensure that ~hei~ departing flight 
will remain over water ~hen Sea-Tat is in north flo~? I submit that not 
even the most vocal deliberately make that sacrifice of their time. 

Convenience and economics dictate flight schedules: airlines position 
various-sized planes at different cities throughout the day to meet 
travelers~ demands, and Seattle is not the only city where traffic and 
noise sensitivity are struggling for balance. More demand is answered 
with more seats (either more ~lanes or bigger planes), which produce 
more revenue but also more noise.    Steep cost and weight penaltles of 
modifying e~istlng fleets to noise standards, $40-milllon new jets, 
and increased fuel and crew e~penses all appear as higher airfares. 

Fifteen years ago, writing a research paper for a~’S~cial Implications 
of Technologv"~.~a~-gat Cornell, I reviewe~ three air carrier accidents 
in which over 150 were killed or Injured, a 707 was destroyed, and two 

other ~ ets were significantly damaged. Safety ~o,~rd investigators cited 
adherence to communlty-imposed noise abatement~procedures~contributing 
to the severity of each accident, though not as the probable cause. The 
paper was titled "Silence vs. Safety in the Airport Environment." 

We have all heard the case for silence.    In the interests of safety, 
FAA has stressed easing controller workload on the west side approach; 
to many area residents concerned abou~ noise, their words are ~ust an 
excuse for implementlng~---new flight paths. Yet quiet skies in one 
neighborhood could have truly ugly consequences in another: ho~ will 
those same residents~ who have demanded fewer ~ets over their own homes, 
feel at il:O0 some morning when those busy controllers suddenly see two 
"targets" on their screens merge into one over Elliott Bay ... or worse, 
Queen Anne? Don’t think it couldn’t happen here ... it happened in San 
Diego in 1978, Los Angeles in 1986, and on an Atlanta runway last week. 

Jet noise a~fects us all, ve~ we continue to demand more of the air 
carrier se~vlces which are the sources of this noise. Even though we 
the traveling public try to e~ert societal pressure on the airlines, 
they continue to bow to the gods of economics. We will thus continue to 
pay both dollar and non--dollar prices, reflecting these economics, for 
our demands; ~e need to abando~ narrow-minded NIMBY attitudes and heavy- 
handed legal manuevering to seek realistic and responsible compromises. 
It need not be Silence vs. Safety ... we should be able to achieve both. 



SQUIB.E PA.qK CO~fUNI"fT COUNCIL*S SUt’aqARY STA’f~qT 
FAA’S ENVlBOI~ENTAL 

SPCC supports the reduction of both traffic noise and air traffic routes 

crossing over the Central Area. SPCC is outraged that the F~A has repeated~ 

attempted to increase air traffic routes over our neighborhood while 

refusing to complete an EIS in order to evaluate the negative lapact 

this increased air traffic noise would have on us. 

SPCC is relieved that public outcry and Seattle City Council efforts 

have resulted in this hearing tonight. However, F~ahould have been 

responsible to the public to conduct an EIS on lts o~n. SPCC wishes 

Further, SPCC demands: 1) an EIS be conducted under complete public 

scrutiny to ensure that the public interests in our neighborhoods are 

recognized and considered; 2) all negative impacts be mitigated to the 

satisfaction of the nei~hborhoods affected; end 3) the Port of Seattle 

and other liable parties complete all this mitigation prior to any changes 

in air traffic routes, etc. occur. Until then, SI~C oppose~ any increase 

of the number of air traffic routns, ~ny redirect~ng/rerouting Of current 

routes (excep~ decreases), and any increase ofthe n~er of air traffic 

landings and/or rake-offs. 

SPCC believes that regional sites north (Paine Field) and south (Olympia) 

of Sea Tac will better set~e the Puget ~ound region that expansion Of 

Sea Tac. The Port of Seattle must be responsible to plan for the future, 

Federal Aviation Administration 
I7900 Pacific Highway South 
Mail C-68966 
Seattle, Wa. 98168 

RE: FOUR POST PLAN, PUBLIC HEARING, JANUARY 24, 1990 

My name is Cathy Mooney., I live in the Admiral area of West Seattle. 
I, and my neighbors are in favor of the Four Post Plan and ~ant to 
see it go into effect as soon as possible. 

I wish that no one had to suffer noise pollutlon. I think we all 
agree that we need another airport, maybe two more, to handle current 
and future growth in this region. But for now there is no excuse for 
the people on the West Side being forced to llve with a disproportionate 
amount of the noise. The growth is in the East and North East parts of 
King County. There are costs to be paid for such growth. Those who 
use the alrplanes and benefit economically should pay the price. 

I repeat that I wish no one had noise, but as long as we do--everyone 
should share the noise. It’s not right to say one nelghborhood.s 
peace of mind or quallty of life is more important than another’s. 
In West Seattle we have property values too!    You can’t favor one 
neighborhood over another. 

It was with great disappointment that I read in a local newspaper 
this week that you are dropping your plans to route night flights 
the same as daytime flights. ~IThu~j~I hav~f~ten d~agree~th 
y~u, I have/a~ways res~d your ~ers~nal f~teg~ity./I ha~e a~ways, 
%dmlre~ yo~ s~ralght/forw~d manner, ~our ~ones~y, ~nd’you~ w~lllng- 
nesst¢ stack ~our nec~ outt You bould ha~e eas~l se~t a ~ Y ordinate 
÷~ ~ naro\~o~cept tha~t._~o~ would lower yourself to the level of 
et~t~litics.~-~ can find no-other excuse for backing off this plan 
other than succumbing to the pressure by people of wealth and political 
power. Please give us a reasonable explanation why you think people 
on Mercer Island or Tiger Mountain are more entitled to a good night’s 
sleep than we are.    From Ballard to Burien, we want to know why we 
have to be awakened 40-50 times every night. We demand that you 
either ellminate all night flights or else split them evenly. 

I wish that nobody had to have noise, but if our neighborhood has 
to have this noise .pollution then so should every other neighborhood. 
Only then wi11~understand what we have been forced to endure 
these last four yearaJ~ 0ni¥ then Will something be done about it. 

Cathy Mooney 
1604 Palm Ave S.W. 
Seattle, We. 98116 
206-935-3314 



CUCAC 
CITY OF SEATTLE/UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

January 2~, 1990 

Mr, Richard Prang 
Federal Aviation Administration 
17900 Pacific Highway South 
Seattle, Washington 98168 

Re: Draft Environmental Assessment for proposed changes to air traffic 
arrival and departure routes at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

CUCAC is a committee created by an &~reement between the city and 
university with members representing the residential neighborhoods 

of the University District, University Park, Laurelhurst, Ravenna- 

Bryant, Wallin~ford, Montlake, one member from Capitol Hill or Eastlkke 

or Portage Bay-Roanoke, undergraduate and ~raduate students, faculty 
and the University District business community. As CUCAC must consider 

the impacts of university or city actions upon one another, so also 
should we conside~ the impacts of increased aircraft overflights on 

the whole. The members of CUCAC request that a complete environmenta~ 

impact statement he prepared because the d~aft environmental analysis 

is totally inadequate and fails to discuss the impacts of the proposed 

changes in overflights. 

Noise--The assessment involves on3.7 two noise monitors in Seattle: 
one Beacon Hill location and the other on First Hill, thus providing 
insufficient data. k~nat will be the impact of additional flights over 
residential communities, hospitals and educational institutions in the 
expanded area? 

Safety--The assessment contains no information about the effects of 

bringing so many additional aircraft over the most densely popuIkted 
area of the state. What are the expectations for damage on the ground 
from a mid-air collision? How many people killed; how many homes, 
businesses and institutions destroyed? What will be the result of an 

aircraft part pummeling into a crowded area? We note the engine fallin~ 

from an aircraft in Florida and the passanger chute deposited in a 

Capitol Hill alley several years a~o. 

Air quality is given short shrift, with the comment on p. 60 that no 

quantitative data are available. We are already experiencing pollution 

alerts. Bow will the additional flights exacerbate the problem? 

The route revisions are supposed to provide for present needs as well 
as for i~creased demand, theoretically without an additional runway, 
Will this accommodation of additional flights force the building of a 
third runway? 

Page 2 

Draft Environmental Assessment 

January 2~ 1990 

Only a full E.I.S. process will disclose all the alternatives and will 
deal with the mitigations necessary to counteract any adverse impacts 
experienced by a much greater area. 

Sincerely, 

Doris Baxter Burns 



Mount Baker Community Club 
2811 Mr. Rainier Dr. $o. 

Seattle, Washington 98144 

January 23,1990 

The followin uestions and comments are submitted on behalf of ~e.Mount ¯ g q . ¯ ¯ ntaa Assessment 
Commumty, Seattle Wa.shmgt,o~n, reg.arding the Draft Enva’oneme~ ~,t S ttle-Tacorna 
Proposed Changes To Atr Traffic Arrival And Departure Routes -- _ca notice of 
International Ahport, dated December 1989. Due to the limited time after public 
the the January 24, 1990 hearing and limited access to the Draft Environmental 
Assessment members of the Mount Baker Community Club council have not had time to 

review this document nor are they total familiar with it’s contents. 

The Mount Baker Community would ILke to know who within the community was 
contacted prior to completion of the FAA’s Draft Environmental Assessment. Mount 
Baker’s representative to the Port of Seattle Mediation process was not approached by any 
member of the FAA and ask for direct comment. The Mount Baker community did not 

provide any information toward the preparation of the FAA’ Draft Environmental 

Assessment. 

In 1970 an extensive airplane noise ambient study was made of the area within 30 miles of 
Seattle-Tacoma Airport, which was conducted in the field utilizing actual measurements 
taken of the physical presence of airplanes in those areas. The information derived fro.m 
this in-field study was then correlated with statistical "given" information known to exist 
and it was deemed that the Elliott Bay Arrival was the most efficient arrival route which 
afforded the best noise consideration for the residents of Seattle, in conjunction with the 
highest degree of safety for the flying public. That procedure has remained basically 

unchanged for 20 years. 

Administration Northwest Mountain l, tegton, beattle--laco.ma_lOWer, . F. ,, ~" 
"Seattle Arrival and Departure Routes; S~mulataon, Analys~s Keconm~naattons not 
adequately addressed in the draft environmental assessment; 

Page 4 third paragraph: 

FAA documentation states that in the Sumner of 1989, 5,s,09 aircraft experienced a total of 

1,303 flight hours af arrival delays in the months of June, July and August.. ¯ 

1.    Since June July and August are traditionally north-flow (runway 34), how many 
hours of these delays specifically pertain to aircraft arriving from the east and landing on 
runway 16? 

2.    Was controller staffing during any of these months less than staffing during any 

other month? 

3. How many departures delays were experienced at that time? 

4. How many arrival delays were due to weather, i.e., fog, low visibility, etc.? 

5.    How many of those delays occurred in a continuing manner (delays continuing for 
more than one-hour period and not just a surge of traffic or runway closures or build up of 

slower traffic)? 

6. During the months of June, July and Aug?st for .the..year 198..9.the percen~ono~rt, h, -_ ~ 
flow was 34, 38 and 43 respectively. For 1988 me norm-now conamons were ,~, oo anu 
56; for 1987 56, 41 and 63. What are the average north-flow conditions for the peak 
summer months? Conf’wm the validity of your argument that Seattle-Tacoma Airport 

experiences unprecedented delays¯ 

Page 7 last paragraph: 

Did Seattle TRACON assume control of McChord because of insufficient staff’mg and 

coordination problems? 

Pages 9-10: 

1.    How many near misses east of Seattle beyond 30 miles have been documented in 

the last five years? 

2.    What is the flying time from the Seattle Center holding fix to Sea-Tac and why can’t 
"holding" aircraft be held over Seattle and Everett? 

Pages 10-11: 

1.    How many jet aircraft landing Seattle-Tacoma south-flow are on visual approaches, 
compare 1989 and 1979? 

2.    During south-flow, what is the maximum arrival rate via ILS? How does this 
compare to the proposed east approach? What is the amount of separation to be require~ 
between aircraft (turbojets and turboprops)? How will you maintain this separation? 

Page 12 (1 and 2): 

1. Have highly detailed visual approach charts been published and ENFORCED? 

Page 13: 

1. How many jet near misses or accidents have occurred over or entering Elliott Bay? 

2.    How many optimum weather continuous arrival hours (sustained traffic in excess 
of 42 in a south-flow and 56 in a north-flow) are recorded per 24 hour day - only record 

those hours which those number were reached or exceeded for the entire hour. 

Page 15: 

1.    Confirm that the Seattle TRACON Enhanced Target Generator that was used and 

provided the entire basis of conclusion for your.propo .s~l ~ b~. o.perat ,ed. aot any s.peed,, 
including stopping eve~hing in place for planmng and man~pmaUon ot m.t.o,rmauo~, ana 
thereby producing results that may be considered extremely optimistic ano mnerenuy 
unrealistic. 

2. Was the above testing accomplished mixing tubojets and turboprops and with the 

normal distractions of pop-up traffic and intra-facility coordination? 

-1 



Page 20: 

"...will involve only the quietest ai~n’aft in the fleet..." 

1. How will other than "the quiet~ ~ in the fleet" be handled? 

2.    Provide documentation on which aircraft am "the quietest aJ~raft in the fleet", bow 
often those aircraft arrive at Sea-Tac from the east, and ~ information on aircraft that 
are not "the quietest airmaft in the fleet". 

Page 57: 

I.    What will be the effects of the resulting increase in operations at Sea-Tac over time 
under the proposed changes on the noise contours north and south of Sea-Tac. 

General: 
1.    How many turbojet ai.,maft arrive Seattle-Tacoma Airport from the east south-flow 
1979 and 1985 and 19897 

2.    How many turboprop aircraft arrive Seattle-Tacoma Airport from the east south- 
flow 1979 and 1985 and 19897                  " 

3.    Define FAR #36 Sage IXl turbojets, including flight pattern restrictions compliance 
with noise abatement procedures and method of counting these aircraft as airport 
operations. 

4.    Define method of counting turbojets, turboprop and ass aircraft operating in and out 
of Sea-Tac, including those operations which are initiated by an instrument flight plan 
which is then cancelled and the aireraft is cleared through the TCA into non-TCA airspace 
and back into the TCA control zone. 

5.    Define the method of counting arriving and departing aL, maft within the two 
facilities (Sea-Tae Tower and Sea-Tat Approach Control) and if those aircraft a~ ever 
counted more than once during the complete arrival and landing sequence or during the 
complete deparm~ sequence. 

6.    Explain in detail why a basic airplane separation problem generally at altitudes 
above 30,000 feet in Idaho or beyond is considered a basis fo~ subjecting Seattle and King 
County residents to both the physical presence and the unnecessary noise of maneuvering 
ai~lanes? 

7.    Explain in detail the reason why the physical presence along with the noise was not 
a factor of consideration in your proposal as it was in 19707. 

8.    Explain in detail why Seattle Center cannot internally coordinate arrival from the 
south and east so as to have sequence established and an efficient flow of traffic in place 
prior to 100 miles inbound to Sea~Tac? 

9.    Provide documentation including time, flight number, aircraft type and departure 
point of all concenwations of traffic that occur during the 24 bour day in excess of optimum 
weather (42 in a south-flow and 56 in a north-flow). 

10. Reference number 9 above, explain why if these concentrations severely inhibit the 
turbojet traffic in Sea-Tae, the FAA is not sufficiently concerned to implement mandatory 
scheduling at Sea-TacT 

11. Has any planning been implemented toward the utilization of secondary aborts 
(Boeing Held for overflow of in-bound aircraft? 

12. Fuel consumption and air pollution has been mentioned several limes in your study 
- please provide full documentation on fuel consumption and resultant air pollution for the 
Elliott Bay arrival versus any alternative arrival patterns. In conjunction with this request, 
please provide information on the components of this projected air pollution as to whether 
or not those air pollution components are can.’inogenie and/or when the ain.t are 
operating at 2,000 feet, 3,000 feet, 5,000 feet and 10,000 feet. 

13. A study of your projected down-wind east landing south pattern indicated a 
projected crossover or conflict with Renton, Boeing and Seattle-Tacoma departures 
proceeding east and northeast bound, with the inherent unsafe nature of restricting airplanes 
in known icing areas below altitudes sufficient to clear. A second projected crossover or 
conflict occurs in the Mercer Island area from turbojets on downwind and turboprops 
flying under and over the downwind airci’,fft on a base enay from the east. A third area of 
conflict is in the area of Bothell, when the downwind traffic pattern is extended and 
additional traffic entering from Duvall of Paine Held becomes a factor. A fourth area of 
conflict is over downtown Seattle, when the aircraft that was on downwind is now on final 
approach and conflicting traffic comes through Elliott Bay on base leg. In several cases 
throngbout your report, you have referred to safety -- please provide a safer environment 
than the potential single confliction of the present Elliott Bay arrival traffic from the east, 
potentially conflicting with Elliott Bay arrival from the south, which occurs over Puget 
Sound well clear of populated area. 

14. One concept explored was to route aircraft over Sea-Tac and your expressed 
concern was loss of radar conaet in the blind cone - - please provide documentation as to 
how many aircraft would not be radar controlled or INS equipped and would be solely 
reliant on VOR navigation and thereby mandating overflying the VOR. 

15. Has the feasibility of a single Seattle Center sector been established to provide 
feeder control from possibly 30 to 100 miles from Seattle so as to alleviate the apparent 
concern for work load and confusion derived from flow changes at Sea-Tac? 

16. During the testing and procedure development of the original noise abatement 
routings in 1970, 5,000 feet was considered to be the level that an aircraft needed to be at 
before the noise generated from that aircraft was not clearly discernible from ambient noise 
- - please explain why your study is now using 3,000 feet as that neutral point, and what 
documentation do you have to justify that lower altitude. 

17.. What p.mvisions have been made for tufl~oprop aircraft that appear to anive in a 
contmuous sang from eastern Washington in separanng them and sequencing them from 
the proposed downwind turbojet traffic landing runway 16.? 

18. What impact will general aviation have off the turboprop base entry and turbojet 
downwind east landing Seattle runway 16, and general aviation aircraft operating out of 
Boeing Held, Renton and Kenmore and will general aviation be res~cted in any way? 

19. Your study indicated that icing would be a concern for turbojet ai~--raft operating on 
a wide downwind east landing runway 16 at Sea-Tat -- please provide any and all 



documentation of projected or actual incidences of currently used turbojet airplanes 
incurring ice or any manufacturers recommendations limiting the use of those ai~raft in a 
potential icy environmenL 

20. Your documentation indicates that 5,409 aircraft experienced a total of 1,303 flight 
hours of arrival delays in the months of June, July and August, which indicates that each 
aircraft expedence~, approximately 14 minutes of arrival delay, but doe.s not indicate that 
those aircraft were m fact turbojets inbound from the east or aimraft that incurred those 
delays due to a mandated Elliott Bay arrival - - please provide documentation as to the types 
of aircraft involved in those delays and if those delays were the result of "holding" east of 
Ephrata. 

21. The original noise abatement routing procedures implemented in 1970 conta~,ed the 
provision for optional straight-in approaches in lieu of Elliott Bay for weather and traffic 
build-up - - please explain why that straight-in provision cannot be utilized to alleviate your 
present traffic concerns. 

22. You refer to 3,000 feet as a mandated altitude prior to commencing departure turns - 
- does that mean you are planning to commence east and west bound turns when the aircraft 
is above 3,000 feet in a north flow without regard to DME or Elliott Bay. 

23. Reference number 22 above, please provide documentation of anticipated changes, 
if any, to all departures leaving Sea-Tat Airport. 

24. Your documentation indicate that approximately 163,076 aircraft arrived at Sea-Tac 
in 1989 ( one-half of airport operations) of that number 5,409 expca’iencexl a 14 minute 
delay, which indicates that one airplane out of thirty experienced a delay inbound to Sea- 
Tac airport - - please provide information as to trends generated from these statistics, such 

as times of day most likely to produce delays, typ?s of aircraft mos.t.likely_to i.ncu~,delays, 
departure points of these aircraft and why scheduhng changes woulo not auevlate mose 
problems. 

25. You have stated that the use of the Elliott Bay arrival "...increases exposure to the 
risk of error and cuts very close to the actions prohibited by FAA handbook 71110.65, 
para. 2-14, and 2-15." If the number one task assigned to the FAA is safety of flight, 
please explain why this increased exposure has not been a factor for 20 years, sufficiently 
to take action to protect the flying public and those persons living below those flight 
patterns. 

26. Your projected goal is to achieve the "theoretically possible" 56-60 operations per 
hour - - please provide documentation that substantiates a need for a continuous 56-60 
operations per hour and that theoretical locations for those airplanes to park once they arrive 
at Seattle-Tacoma Airpcm. 

27. Your study indicates that 13 air traffic control simulations were tested, were any of 
these tests observed by persons from the community that could have less than a positive 
attitude toward this project, thereby adding credibility with a disinterested observer. 

28. Has any testing of the proposed traffic patterns been accomplished utilizing actual 
aircraft in a theoretical 56-60 operations per hour traffic pattern with disinterested observers 
present? 

29. Reference 28 above, please indicate if residential noise sampling of the overflying 
aircraft was provided? 

30. Has any study been made of the Sea-Tac pattern utilizing a mandatory full radar 
vectoring control, including mandatory speed controls, which are commonly used at high- 
density airports to safely expedite the flow of traffic and maintain higher arrival rates. 

31. Reference 30 above, if not, please indicate why this study was not done for 
operations at Seattle-Tacoma Airport 

32. Please provide comparisons of optimum weather arrival patterns utilized by high- 

density airports as compared to Seattle-Tacoma no resa’iction visual approach methods. 

Submitted to FAA hearing January 24,1990 by: 

Brett Marck 
Mount Baker representative to the N/NW Community Caucus, 

Port of Seattle Mediation Process 

Please submit written reply to: 

Mount Baker representative to the N/NW Community Caucus, Port of Seattle Mediation 
Process 

Brett Marck 
Mount Baker Community Club 

2811 Mr. Rainier Dr. So. 
Seattle, Washington 98144 
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MR. HOROWITZ: Ladies and gentlemen, can 

we please have some silence and we will begin the 

public hearing. 

¯ Can you hear me? 

A VOICE: No, not very well. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Good evening. My name is 

Don Horowitz. I’m the moderator for this evening. 

I’m not employed by the FAA. I have 

been hired to conduct this hearing so that it will be 

conducted fairly. I’m a member of a mediation servlce 

not connected with the mediation proceedings that have 

been going on. Just so you understand my role,’I will 

not be making any substantive recommendations. I will 

do the best I can to run the hearing. 

A VOICE: It’s hard to hear you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Let’s try again. 

My name is Don Horowitz. I am a 

mediator hired by an independent mediation service not 

connected with the mediation that has been going on 

relative to this problem. 

I’m not employed by the FAA. I’m 

entirely independent, and I live in one of the 

communities affected. I’m here simply ~o conduct this 

hearing and try to assure that it is conducted fairly 

and equitably and that as many people as possible have 

SEATTLE    DEPOSITION REPORTERS    (206)     622-6661 
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a chance to express their opinions. 

Now, there are going to be certain 

ground rules for this evening which I will enforce. 

First, let me introduce.to you who is 

here. Seated at the table on stage are the 

representatives of the Federal Aviation Administration. 

Helen Parks is the manager of the 

Seattle air route traffic control center. 

Wes Hamilton is manager of the 

Seattle-Tacoma Airport traffic control tower. 

Also in the audience is Dick Meyer, who 

is public affairs officer for the Seattle FAA regional 

office. 

This session is also being reported both 

by audiotape and by a steno machine by the court 

reporter for preparation of a hearing transcript. So, 

everything that everybody says is going to be taken 

down entirely, I presume. 

The purpose of this public hearing is to 

receive public comments on the contents of the FAA’s 

draft environmental assessment for proposed changes to 

air traffic arrival and departure routes at 

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. 

On December 22, 1989, a draft 

environmental assessment was made available to the 
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public for review through direct mailing and in local 

public libraries around the metropolitan area. 

This hearing is part of the overall FAA 

process to involve the public in considering potential 

environmental impact of the proposed route changes. 

The comments given tonight are not meant to be votes 

for or against any issues addressed in the draft 

assessment, but rather to provide new or substantive 

information to the record. 

I repeat, your comments tonight are not 

for the purpose of voting, but it’s to provide new or 

substantive information that may be considered by.the 

FAA in what they are planning to do and what will 

ultimately happen. 

The proposed actions which are the 

subject of the draft assessment in this hearing are 

actions by the FAA in support of proposed alteration to 

arrival and departure routes at the Seattle-Tacoma 

International Airport in order to reduce congestion and 

improve efficiency in air space surrounding the 

facility. 

If yo~ wish to be heard tonight, you 

must have signed a card made available to you as you 

entered the auditorium. If you have not done so, .you 

should do so now, if you wish to be heard. 

SEATTLE DEPOSITION REPORTERS (206) 622-6661 
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Speakers will be heard strictly in the 

order in which they signed in. There will be no 

deviation from that no matter whether you are a 

congressman or chair of a committee or(whatever. It’s 

first come, first serve. 

Again, may I remind you, comments must 

be limited to environmental issues. This is a 

listening session. The FAA will not be responding to 

questions but rather will listen to your comments. 

If your issues have been expressed by a 

previous speaker, it is not necessary to make the 

comment the second time, and we would appreciate, for 

the benefit of so many of you who would like to speak 

tonight, because we have limited time, if you would 

then not speak, and indicate so if you are simply going 

to be repetitious of somebody else, or if you wish you 

can get up and identify yourself and say, I agree with 

the previous speaker, or something of that sort. 

My job is not to make a recommendation; 

I have nothing to do with the substance of this. I’m 

.simply conducting the h@aring. 

Due to the number of speakers signed in, 

and there are way more than we can hear, each speaker 

will be limited to three minutes for their oral 

presentation. 
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If three or more speakers wish to pool 

their allotted time -- and we know about that -- to one 

assigned individual, then notify us, myself, and the 

speaking time for that person will be increased to five 

minutes. 

In other words, if three or more who are 

signed up wish to so pool, we will increase the time, 

and that will reduce the total amount of time. 

Your comments will be considered in the 

preparation of the decision on the environmental 

assessment. 

Now, in addition, considering ~that" some 

people tonight may not have an opportunity to make an 

oral presentation, and because of the extensive 

interest shown pertaining to the issues here in the 

draft environmental assessment, the FAA is extending 

the written comment period beyond tonight. As you 

know, the previous comment period was tonight. 

All comments must be received by one 

week from tonight, and that is by January 31, 1990. 

The written comments, if you have brought them tonight, 

may be placed on the table to my right, below, or you 

may mail them. 

They must be received by January 31, to 

the following address: To Mr. Richard Prang, 

SEATTLE DEPOSITION REPORTERS (206) 622-6661 
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P-r-a-n-g. 

A VOICE: What? 

MR. HOROWITZ: Prang, P-r-a-n-g, first 

name, Richard, Federal Aviation Administration, 17900, 

that’s 17900, Pacific Highway South, mail, m-a-i-l, 

C-68966, Seattle, Washington 98168. 

Is there anybody who has not.gotten that 

that wants to ge~ it? 

Mr. Richard Prang, FAA, 17900 Pacific 

Highway South, mail, C-68966, Seattle, 98168. 

Now, can we have the cards in? 

(Cards Proffered to Mr. Horowitz) 

MR.HOROWITZ: As you can see, these are 

the sign-ins. The last number here is No. 88. Now, 

there is no way we are going to get each of 88 people 

speaking for three minutes; that’s simply impossible. 

So, we are just going to do the best we can, and as I 

say, for those of you who are going to be repetitious, 

please try to be considerate of those who come behind 

you. 

The first person signing in is 

Ms. Cynthia Sullivan. 

MS. SULLIVAN: Thank you, and good 

evening. 

Is this on? 
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these up. 

goes. 

A VOICE: No. I can’t hear you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: I don’t know who set 

MS. SULLIVAN: Is it on. now? 

Is it better now? 

A VOICE: Yes. 

MS. SULLIVAN: That’s as high as it 

Good evening, and thank you. I’m" King 

County Councilwoman Cynthia Sullivan. 

I first want to thank the FAA for 

providing this’opportunity for the public to comment on 

the draft environmental assessment of the proposed 

changes to air traffic arrival and departure routes to 

Seattle-Tacoma .International Airport. I hope that this 

will not be, in fact, the last opportunity for the 

public to comment, since many people .are just now 

beginning to understand fully the ramifications of 

these proposed changes. 

I understand now that you have extended 

the comment period until January 31st, and I thank you 

for that. I think it may still not be enough. 

It is not my intention for my testimony 

to be construed as opposed to air traffic or airport 

operations. Indeed, in District 23, residents do use 
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the airport in great number. 

Nor is it my intention to suggest that 

no Sea-Tac traffic should fly over northeast Seattle, 

the district that I represent. It would be very 

uncivic-minded, I think, to play one community off 

against another. 

The reasons I am here are three-fold. 

Aircraft noise is not a new problem to Seattle. In my 

six years on the King County Council I have had a 

thousand-fold increase in complaints about aircraft 

noise. This usually becomes more frequent during 

periods of poor weather when the instrument landing 

system approach over Seattle is in greater use. 

I am not, and my community is not, in 

favor of prohibiting safety improvements to air traffic 

procedures.that are needed and justified. 

We all realize that Sea-Tac is an 

important facility, both for our regional economy and 

for our own mobility throughout the world. 

What most people I believe in this room 

are concerned about is the unmitigated impact of 

expansion. We are interested in seeing mitigation, a 

mitigation plan before service@ expanded. 

Aircraft overflight creates significant 

noise, which in the environmental assessment are 
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reduced to a statement that says, and I quote, Given 

the DNL -- that’s the day and night levels -- of 65 and 

greater, noise contours do not change as a result of 

the implementation of the proposed action. All 

locations outside of the DNL contour remain compatible 

with the airport. 

Now, that may be acceptable from a 

statistical standpoint, but that is not acceptable when 

you are being awakened at 2:00 in the morning or ~:00 

in the morning by aircraft noise. 80-65 DNL doesn’t 

mean much. 

Most of the noise complaints which’are 

received in my office do not address noise levels which 

are average over a 24-hour period. They are, in fact, 

complaints which are specific to aircraft overflights, 

individually. 

In fact, I have one letter from a 

constituent, and he begins his letter, it says, There 

is an aircraft flying over my house now. He continues 

to write another paragraph. He says, There is another 

aircraft flying over my house now, and so on, for three 

pages of his letter. If he types as quickly as I’do, 

there were probably 6 to I0 aircraft going over his 

house in an hour’s time. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Your three minutes are 

SEATTLE    DEPOSITION REPORTERS    (206)     622-6661 
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up. 

MS. SULLIVAN: Thank you. I will leave 

the balance of my comments here for inclusion in the 

record and as well as letters from my 9onstituents on 

this issue. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you very much. 

(Audience applause) 

The next speaker is Mr. John Doty, and 

what I think I will do is tel! you who the next speaker 

is so they can be prepared, and when I stand up here, 

that will mean you;have 30 seconds left so that you 

understand where we are. 

The next speaker after this will be 

Bob Rudolph. 

Mr. Doty is from the North Lake 

Improvement Club and Northwest District Neighborhood 

Council. 

MR. DOTY: Thank you. We live midway 

between the best of all possible worlds, a rock, and 

the worst case scenario, a hard place. Like the donkey 

equal distance between two piles of hay unable to 

decide which is closer, we can starve to death. 

We are given options which are equally 

unsatisfactory, crowded skies, crowded ground. We know 

that Seattle can’t help but be a major transportation 
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link with the world. We know that link won’t function 

if its environmental arteries are clogged with the 

cholesterol of bureaucratic complacency. 

What are the aspects of the best of all 

possible worlds? 

One, a well-rounded, integrated 

transportation system and scheme that recognizes that 

everything is related on land, on sea, in the air, in 

the city, in the county, in the state, in the sky.. 

Two, in the best of all possible worldsi 

aircrafts that are up to date in maintenance. The GAO 

report, non-compliance with FAA airworthiness, 35 

commuter lines, 12 percent not in compliance with 

federal maintenance standards. 

Pilots and crews that are fully fit can 

and do communicate. They know why planes crash;, they 

don’t communicate. Who know their planes and what they 

can do at rest and in motion. 

GAO report on safety, 709 pilots. 

Special permits because of alcohol or heart disease, 

unable to fly planes which are off limits, pilots 60 

years of age and older. 

In the best of all possible worlds 

Canadian geese, chickadees, strawberry finches, even 

squirrels have a right to co-exist with children, 
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schools, parks, playgrounds, beaches, churches, 

hospitals, and that endangered species, pedestrians. 

Fifth, a nation which can dream up and 

design stealth bombers knows that we shouldn’t use 

the emperor’s old electronic clothes to control their 

departures, arrivals and flight traffic. 

Page 51 of the environmental assessment, 

quote, Flight tracks are not finite. Actual paths will 

vary, and.then there are ii reasons listed why they 

will vary, and Murphy would say, add at least one more. 

No. 6, public safety and passenger and 

operator survival in the best of all possible worlds 

are not in a dead heat with profit and takeover 

politics. 

No. 7, we utilize transportation 

resources statewide rather than the narrow, populous 

I-5/puget Sound/Lake Washington corridor. Page 55 of 

the environmental assessment, The environment affected 

encompasses the entire Puget Sound basin. 

William O. Douglas, the state supreme 

court judge wrote, Men to Match My Mountains. 

Imagination ought to match our mortgages. 14any of us, 

or our banks expect us to be~here for 20 or 30 years. 

In this best of all possible worlds, are 

we planning for a total transportation system that will 
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make sense longer than the day after tomorrow? 

We can think bigger; we can do better. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you. 

Mr. Rudolph of the East~ide Citizens 

Against Aircraft Noise, and the next speaker will be 

Sandra Kraus. 

MR. RUDOLPH: Thank you. I’m 

Bob Rudolph, president of ECAAN, Eastside citizens 

Against Aircraft Noise. The communities of Medina, 

Clyde Hill, ’and Bellevue have been very heavily 

impacted by jet noise over the past few years. That 

impact has come from departure noise, something Galled 

the east turn, which commonly routes 148 turbo jets 

over our communities every day on north flow. 

The problem is so severe that 2,500 

people have signed resolutions requesting relief from 

the FAA of this noise impact, and the city councils of 

Medina, Clyde Hill, and Bellevue have all passed 

resolutions requesting relief, also. 

The 4-post plan as it’s presently 

constituted would add to that burden by increasing 

flights over already heavily impacted areas. 

When this proposal was first brought 

out, there was a split in the departure corridors in 

the east turn designed to give some relief. That split 
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departure corridor is no longer included, and we 

strongly believe if there are to be changes in arrival 

corridors, that they should be simultaneous changes in 

departure corridors to balance the noise impact on 

every affected community. Unless that is done, ECAAN 

would oppose the 4-post plan. 

Now, should the 4-post plan be adopted 

in the future, there are two modifications that we 

believe are essential. First of all, the 4-post plan 

should be used only when it is truly needed. Capacity 

problems do not exist at Sea-Tac 24 hours a day. They 

exist at Sea-Tac during certain hours, like ii:00 a.m. 

t6 I:00 p.m., and perhaps one or two other times during 

the day. 

We believe that the 4-post plan, if 

further implemented, should the used only at those 

times. And, secondly, if the 4-post plan is ever 

implemented, we believe the first planes shQuld be 

brought down the I-5 corridor rather than over the 

residential communities of Seattle. 

If it’s implemented, the I-5 corridor 

would be superior than bringing the planes over the 

residential community. What I’m saying is, if the 

4-post plan should be implemented, it would seem 

preferable to bring the planes down the I-5 corridor 
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rather than over the communities of northeast Seattle, 

Ravenna, University, Montlake, Capitol Hill. 

The I-5 corridor is 8 to i0 lanes wide. 

There is commercial development on each side and a 

higher ambient noise level in that area. 

So, those two modifications if the 

4-post plan is ever implemented would be essential. 

Thank you. 

(Audience boos) 

A VOICE: We can’t hear.                    ~ 

MR. HOROWITZ: This one is worse. 

MS. KRAUS: 

A VOICE: Yes. 

MS. KRAUS: 

Can you hear me? 

Okay, here I go. 

My name is Sandra Kraus. I live at 2839 

Boyer Avenue East in the north Capitol Hill 

neighborhood of Portage Bay-Roanoke Park. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Ms. Kraus, excuse me just 

a minute. The next speaker will be Bret Marck, and I 

would very much appreciate it, and I’m sure the 

speakers would, you’re wasting time with the "boos", 

and I understand the feeling. You’re wasting time and 

their time with boos and applause of where they are 

from. 

I understand. Try very hard to restrain 
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yourself. 

Go ahead, Ms. Kraus. 

MS. KRAUS: I live under what seems to 

be the flight path for jets landing at~Sea-Tac airport 

arriving from the north. While I do not endorse the 

viewpoint that all planes should be banned from the 

skies over Seattle, I do feel very strongly, that there 

should be a radical improvement in the noise levels 

over Seattle. 

The major points of my position are as 

follows: ThQ 4-post plan should bQ not Impl~m~nt~d. 

No. 2, there should be an immediate and 

full environmental impact statement conducted on this 

new proposal. 

Existing noise levels should be. 

mitigated by the use of innovative techniques put in 

place by both the Port of Seattle and the FAA. They 

should stop pointing fingers at each other. 

This should include, but not limited to, 

a noise curfew; that is, no planes should take off or 

land after certain hours or the airline incurs a major 

penalty. Use of quieter stage three aircraft for use 

at Sea-Tac only, a noise cap at Sea-Tac. An airline 

would then be required to bid on portions of that noise 

cap. Therefore, they would then have the incentive to 
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use quieter airplanes. 

The use of airline routes over populated 

areas of Seattle should only be used during instrument 

landing conditions, and even this route should be 

skattered over a wide area so that no one area has to 

endure constant noise. 

Pilots should be required to.use noise 

reduction techniques. 

The Port of Seattle should not be 

working to expand the Sea-Tac Airport. 

Enough is enough. 

I do not feel that the environmental 

assessment as written by the FAA adequately covers 

the impact of the 4-post plan. Only in a full EIS will 

there be a thorough discussion of the impact to our 

neighborhood of noise, safety, air pollution, and other 

factors. 

In summary, the existing noise should be 

mitigated before any new plan is written and then a 

full environmental EIS written before this 4-post plan 

is implemented. 

Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Marck, and Mr. Agnew 

will be next. 

MR. MARCK: My name is Bret Marck~ and 
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I’m a member of the Mount Baker community. 

First of all, I’d like to go on record. 

We’re stated in the EIS as being consulted at some 

point during the discussions. I’m not~aware of anyone 

in the Mount Baker community that was asked to put any 

input into the EIS. 

I have a list of about 37 points here 

that we would li~e. to ask, which I think I’m going to 

summarize and just take a few of them here. 

One thing we would like to know is, the 

EIS basically states that changes at Sea-Tao are needed 

to be made because during the months of June, July, and 

August for 1989 there were X number of backups due to 

time delays. 

Normally during those months of the year 

Sea-Tac is in north flow. It just so happens that 

during 1989 the percent of north flow was 34 percent 

for June, 38 percent for July, and 43 percent for 

August. 

Those are the lowest numbers for north 

flow that they have been for the last two years. The 

FAA has made a very bad conclusion in saying that 

Sea-Tac need~ changes based on those numbers. 

Another thing is, we would like to know 

specific information, documentation including time, 
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flight number, aircraft type, a departure point for all 

concentration of aircraft that occur in a 24-hour 

period in excess of the optimum 42 for south flow and 

56 for north flow. There is very poor{documentation in 

your presentation. 

During the initial flight pattern that 

was established in 1970, it was noted that 5,000 feet 

was a point at w~ich people were annoyed by aircraft. 

I would like to know why all of a sudden now the’number 

is 3,000 feet. 

(Audience applause) 

In your EIS you state that Ellio[t Bay 

arrival increases exposure to risk in air and cuts very 

close to the action prohibited by the FAA handbook, 

7110.65, Paragraph 12.14, Paragraph 12.15. 

I would like to know why, if Elliott Bay 

is dangerous, you have been flying Elliott Bay for the 

last 20 years. 

Where is the documentation for the near 

misses? 

What kind of safety hazards have you 

had? You don’t document any of that in your EIS. 

Also, if you were to bring the 56 to 60 

planes an hour into Sea-Tac for a period of two or 

three hours, which you hope to do and the Port hopes to 
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do, can you tell me where you’re going to park those 

planes at Sea-Tac? 

You’re going to run out of room really 

quickly. I’ll leave the rest of it for you to read. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Agnew, and the next 

speaker is Graham. Ross. 

MR. AGNEW: Thank you. 

Bruce Agnew, and I’d like to read a 

brief statement. I want to thank the regional FAA 

office for responding to the concerns of Congressman 

Chandler, McDermott, and myself, which we shared in a 

letter we recently wrote Transportation Secretary 

Skinner. At that time we asked the FAA to strengthen 

the environmental review and delay making any pattern 

changes that could jeopardize the mediation process 

that is seeking to develop a comprehensive noise 

reduction program. 

We have not yet received your response 

to our request to place portable noise monitoring 

equipment in affected communities. It is important 

that we have independent verifiable noise data, not 

just computer models. 

While these noise levels may not reach 
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the federal impact levels, relative noise measurements 

will be useful in demonstrating the effects on 

communities. 

As you review the alternative flight 

patterns, safety must be the top priority, but as you 

consider capacity and efficiency of Sea-Tac Airport, 

you must give equal weight to the impact of~noise. 

Federal policy does not now require 

consideration be given to noise levels below the" 

acceptable noise threshold. 

I’m drafting and circulating among the 

seats of the congressional delegation an amendment to 

the Federal Aviation Act that would require competent 

environmental review of all major flight changes. 

support a similar bill that expands environmental 

review and provides for a phase-out of Phase 2 aircraft 

though a series of financial incentives to the 

airlines. 

I have requested a field hearing of 

Representative Overstar’s aviation subcommittee. For 

the long term, Sea-Tac capacity problems require a more 

aggressive look at other alternatives, other airport 

alternatives rather than pursuing unrestricted 

expansion of Sea-Tac. 

My congressional district stretches from 
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Bainbridge Island to Medina. All communities agree 

that we need more aggressive policies in regard to 

noise abatement and a deliberate FAA environmental 

process that looks at all alternatives. 

I have also submitted a separate letter 

to Mr. Johnson expressing support~ for the dispersal of 

eastern traffic over multiple flight patterns on the 

Eastside. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Ross, and then 

Mr. Jeff Loren will be next. 

MR. ROSS: My name is Graham Ross. I’m 

a citizen of Medina, a member of the Eastside citizens 

Against Aircraft Noise. Out of-respect for the long 

list of speakers,. I will keep my comments brief. 

I would like to make three points. 

No. l, as a citizen of Medina for the 

last nine years, up until three years ago we had a 

relatively quiet community, and then three years ago 

the noise levels increased dramatically. Through 

research, we believe that increase in noise is a direct 

result of an arbitrary movement Of the departure path 

north. I find it somewhat ironic that we now have to 

negotiate through a mediation process to get relief for 
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something that we were never consulted about in the 

first place. 

Point No. 2 is, any agreement on 

implementation of the 4-post plan we believe 

necessarily requires a linkage with departures. 

don’t know where these planes rightfully belong. I 

will leave that to the professionals at the ~FAA, but I 

can tell you this, that the only relief we get today is 

on south flow days, and if they are now going to’bring 

in numerous aircraft over our community during those 

quiet days, I can tell you, it’s only fair we have some 

relief on those departures. 

And Point No. 3, I think it’s important 

that all the communities generate or use their energy 

to seek a solution to this plan rather than trying to 

divide by using our energy to fight among all these 

community groups. 

(Audience applause) 

There is no enemy here. The FAA has a 

mandate. They have to move the traffic efficiently and 

safely, and I think most of us here appreciate that, 

but fairness and equity demand that all the communities 

share the burden, and I think where we have to focus 

our effort is on how we can equitably share that 

burden, and that’s what we support. 
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Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Loren, and next 

Representative Jim Horn. 

MR. LOREN: Good evening. I’m a 

Magnolia resident. I’m an aerospace engineer by degree 

and profession. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Get closer to.the mike. 

MR...LOREN: I’m a Magnolia resident. 

I’m an aerospace engineer by degree and profession. I 

hold an air force reserve commission although I’m not 

a flier. I’m also a very frequent airline traveler 

with lifelong interest in aviation and not an airline 

advocate or an FAA advocate. 

Increasing growth in this area 

inevitably leads to more people demanding more access 

to air transportation and more sensitivity to the 

community concerns in the airport operations. They 

expect safe and efficient travel, but I wonder, do they 

retain their community awareness on the plane? 

How many residents of these affected 

neighborhoods en route to Los Angeles fly via Portland, 

via San Francisco, to stretch that two-hour trip into 

three and a half or four hours to make sure their 

departure flight takes the over-water path to Sea-Tac 

in the north flow? 
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I submit that not even the most vocal 

deliberately would make that sacrifice of their time. 

Convenience and economics are what 

dictates flight schedules, the airline~s position, 

their various aircraft in different cities throughout 

the day to meet travelers’ demands. 

Seattle isn’t the only city where 

traffic and noise sensitivity are struggling for this 

balance. As more demanded is answered with mor6 seats, 

either more planes or big better planes, this produces 

more revenue for the airlines but it produces more 

noise as well. 

Seat cost and weight penalties modifying 

existing fleets to noise standards, $40 million a copy 

new jets, increased fuel, new expenses. We pay for 

them all in our tickets. 

I can tell you about three air carrier 

accidents with a total of over 150 killed or injured, 

at least one aircraft destroyed, two others seriously 

damaged. Safety board investigators cited community 

imposed noise abatement procedures as contributing to 

the severity of the accident, not the direct probable 

cause, but contributing. 

We have all heard the case for silence. 

In the interest of safety, the FAA has stressed using 

76 
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controller workload on the west side approach. Many 

area residents’ concerned about noise, their words are 

just an excuse for implementing these new flight paths, 

but quiet skies in one neighborhood has truly ugly 

consequences in others. 

I wonder how these residents who have 

demanded fewer jets over their own homes might feel 

at ii:00 in the morning or other peak hours when those 

busy controllers suddenly realize that two targets on 

their screen merged over Elliott Bay, or worse, over 

downtown? 

It could happen here. It happened in 

San Diego in ’78. It happened in Los Angeles in ’86. 

It happened on a runway in Atlanta last week. 

Jet noise affects all of us, yet we 

continue to demand more of the air carrier services 

which would abate the sources of this noise. 

Even though we, the traveling public, 

try to exert pressure on the airlines, they continue to 

bow to economics. We will continue to pay dollar and 

non-dollar prices reflecting these economics for our 

demands. 

Agreeing with what the last speaker 

said, it is time to come together to examine our 

narrow-minded attitudes, heavy legal maneuvering, seek 
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realistic and responsible compromises. It is not 

silence versus safety. We should be able to achieve 

both. 

Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Representative Horn, and 

next we will have Mayor Elliott Newman. 

MR. HORN: In the interest of tim~ I 

will be speaking for Speakers 12 and 13, Judy Clibbo@n 

and Nancy Newman. 

My name is Jim Horn, 9507 Southeast 65th 

Place, Mercer Island. 

I am speaking to you tonight both as a 

state representative from the 41st District and city 

councilman from the Island of Mercer. 

We have had many increasing complaints, 

both from Newport area, the Summerset area, as far out 

as Issaquah, and certainly the Mercer Island residents. 

our communities have become sensitized to this air 

noise from the scatter plan experience that we have. 

Scattering aircraft to the skies simply 

does not work. The scatter plan did not work. 

Communities that have enjoyed a quiet 

atmosphere notice the single-incident noise and 
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complain about it. People that have come from 

communities that have had a higher incidence of noise 

don’t notice enough lowering of the noise that they are 

happy.                                              ~ 

I would like to compliment the FAA and 

the Port for entering into the mediation process, and 

we feel that the continuation of the mediation process 

is what is important. However, the FAA has broken its 

commitment in the mediation process when they moved 

outside of that process and threatened to implement the 

4vpost plan prior to the completion of the mediation 

process. 

Anyone that is familiar with the 

mediation process knows that mediation cannot work if 

one of the members at the party Simply moves out and 

says, If you don’t.come to my solution we will 

implement what I want to do anyway. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HORN: In order for the mediation 

process to work, it needs to address the aggregate 

sound first, the capacity problems, and then lastly the 

flight tracks. As we address the aggregate noise level 

we have to ask o~rs~lves, who is going to control the 

scheduling of flights? 

The FAA has said they did not want to 
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exercise their authority and schedule the flights. The 

ports have indicated they do not want to have assigned 

seats, assigned slots coming into the area. 

The only thing that schgdules flights is 

the economic area and the airlines coming into the 

situation. 

Who is going to establish noise budgets? 

Who is going to encourage changeover to 

Phase 3 aircraft. 

And finally, who is going to implement 

curfews? 

Those questions have to be dealt .with, 

and you have to have meaningful solutions to those 

problems before you can enter into -- the next is a 

capacity problem. 

How full is full? 

How many flights are we going to have to 

take out of Sea-Tac Airport before we move to find 

other takeoff and landing spots? 

And finally, after making those 

conditions and understanding what burden that you’re 

going to place on adjacent communities, then finally 

can you enter into the flight track assignments, and in 

order to do that successfully those mediators need the 

information that would come from an environmental 
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impact statement. They need that data to make 

meaningful decisions. 

And finally, the 4-post plan that is 

proposed is merely a band-aid solution,. 

We have learned that the FAA and the 

Port does not want to schedule flights. We have 

learned that the amount of computer time that you have 

peaks out becau~ ~verybody wants to take off at the 

same time and land at the same time. And what we’re 

facing at the Sea-Tac Airport is a computer problem. 

Unless people address that area, taking 

the 4-post plan merely peaks the capacity up and allows 

us very shortly to get the same condition that we’re in 

now before we seek more meaningful solutions to 

alternate landing sites. 

The airlines have already demonstrated 

that the delays that they are currently experiencing 

are acceptable. 

I believe it’s an average of about 15 

minutes as flight for those flights that are delayed. 

Changing that peak capacity merely says that airlines 

will come in through that same slot and the peaking 

noise level will be higher, all the surrounding 

communities will have higher noise level and will be no 

better off in a very short time than we are today. 
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And in the meantime, we have the Port of 

Seattle out trying to sell additional capacity into 

this port. 

We need to continue the~mediation 

process, and I would hold to you that if the FAA 

pre-implements the 4-post plan, that is a signal of the 

completion of the mediation process; they have ceased 

being full-time mediators at that table. 

We need to furnish environmental impact 

data to that mediation team so they can make meaningful 

decisions, and finally we need to start planning for 

the future. We need to find alternate landing’and 

takeoff sites and get on with that process and quit 

trying to fill Sea-Tac above its capacity. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you. 

After Mayor Newman will be Allen Hubs. 

MR. NEWMAN: My name is Elliot Newman. 

I am mayor of Mercer Island. 

Mercer Island and other Eastside cities 

strongly request that a proper environmental review, 

whether an environmental assessment or an EIS, be made 

of the 4-post plan. We are only asking that a thorough 

review be completed before flight patterns are changed. 

This request is nothing more than what we believe is 
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required by law. 

We contend that the FAA has failed to 

complete an environmental review of the 4-post plan. 

The noise analysis was neither of the caliber or the 

comprehensiveness that is legally required of an 

environmental review. In fact, it can hardly be called 

an analysis.. 

Furthermore, the FAA has presented only 

a generalized consent.of where the 4-post flight tracks 

would exist. Until the FAA specifies the exact 

locations of those tracks, a proper environmental 

review may not be possible. 

The FAA’s drafted environmental 

assessment, an EA, that was issued in December of ’89 

with its old air space study intact, -with just new 

clothes surrounding it, basically a different cover 

page and a summary that said ~environmental assessment. 

The purpose of the air space study was 

to analyze various alternative flight tracks from the 

standpoint of capacity, efficiency, and other air space 

management considerations. It was never intended to 

focus on environmental matters. 

The FAA did not adhere to its own 

regulations that specify~what is to be studied and how 

results are to be analyzed in EA’s. 
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The FAA conducted no noise analysis 

whatsoever. The FAA simply made the assumption that 

because flight path changes will be made outside the 60 

LDN limit, the increased noise wouldn’t adversely 

affect anybody. 

These misassumptions failed because of 

the following reasons: No. i, there is nothing in the 

FAA reguiations.that excuses it from preparing a 

thorough EA, because changes of flight paths are made 

outside of the 65 LDN contour. 

2, the Environmental Protection Agency, 

recognizing that significant noise ~mpa’~ts can ’occur 

outside this magic 65 LDN contour recently stated that 

the FAA should analyze noise impact within the 65 LDN 

contour, as well as single event noise, neither of 

which was done in the draft EA. 

It is important to note that the 

perceived noise impact is related to the increase over 

background or current condition. Thus, both 

single-event impact as well as long-term increases in 

background or existing conditions must be evaluated. 

FAA regulations define a 1.5 LDN 

increase in noise within an existing 65 LDN contour as 

a significant environmental impact requiring an EIS. 

The mediation noise experts tell us that such an 
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increase will, in fact, occur, albeit outside the 

existing 65 LDN contour. 

Such large increases in noise cannot not 

be ignored as they have been in the draft EA simply 

because they occur outside of a line drawn on a map. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Excuse me, your three 

minutes is up. 

Mr. Lanspery. 

MR. NEWMAN: Okay, thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOR0WITZ: After Mr. Huhs, 

MR. HUHS: My name is A1 Huhs. I’m 

mayor pro-tem of Mercer Island and am joining my 

partners in addressing our concerns from Mercer island. 

The assumption made by the FAA that 

there is no significant environmental impact or effects 

because flight track changes occur outside the existing 

65 LDN contour is wholly inappropriate and wrong. A 

lot of the noise impacts are occurring below that range 

and are making it much more difficult for us to enjoy 

our peace and quiet. 

With respect to Mercer Island, we have 

existing noise impacts that a !ot of communities do not 

realize. We have a lot of commuter flights flying over 

Mercer Island. We have private jets utilizing the 
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Renton and Boeing field, and at Mercer Island we ban 

hear the takeoff of jets even in a south flow. All of 

these noise impacts are below that 65 LDN. 

This categorical except%on that the FAA 

has instituted, I think, should be removed and the 

total impact on all of the communities should be 

considered~ 

M~reover, from the information gathered 

during the 1987 scatter plan, the mediations that. 

committee noise consultants, and even from the 

information within the EA, I think five points can be 

made. 

First of all, numerous complaints from 

the residential neighborhood during the 1987 scatter 

plan already establishes that significant noise impacts 

occurred in neighborhoods outside of the 65 LDN 

contour. 

Two, the number of overflights which 

will occur over some of the Eastside cities will 

increase byl as much as 2,000 percent.     ~ 

Three, a nearly 50 percent increase in 

noise over some of these cities result from the 

implementation of the four point plan. 

Four, existing nighttime noise abatement 

that exists right now, we understand is being removed 
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by the FAA. 

If this occurs, it would simply increase 

the environmental impacts over the Eastside 

communities. 

Five, the EA wholly ignores 

environmental impact effects of increased aircraft 

operations through increased capacity, even.though 

increased capaci~y~ it’s the very purpose for which the 

FAA is proposing the change being made to the 4-post 

plan. 

In addition, in failing to conduct a 

noise analysis, .the EA is totally deficient insofar as 

it fails to address the environmental impact of the 

four point plan on air, parkland and other areas of 

environmental concern. 

Mercer Island has taken a very active 

role in this entire mediation process, and it plans to 

continue to do so until such time that the FAA conducts 

a full environmental impact statement. 

So long as the FAA refuses to live up to 

its commitment to address the noise and capacity issues 

of the mediation process, the Eastside cities will do 

whatever it can or whatever is necessary to ensure 

compliance with all the federal and state environmental 

laws. 
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Ms. Storey. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you very much. 

MR. HUHS: Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Lanspery, 

MR. LANSPERY: In the iinterest of 

brevity, and since the three previous speakers hire me, 

I am the city manager of Mercer Island, I will agree 

with them and make two points relative to the 

inadequacies of the environmental assessment. 

Point No. i is that since noise below 

the 65 LDN will have a particular impact over 

residential neighborhoods and other noise-sensitive 

areas, the assessment is inadequate in that it has not 

addressed that particular aspect. 

Point 2, FAA regulations specifically 

say that a significant environmental impact occurs when 

there is a 20 percent reduction in distance between the 

flight paths and noise-sensitive areas like schools and 

neighborhoods. 

Noise experts tell us that this, too, 

will likely occur under the 4-post plan and is not 

addressed in the environmental assessment. 

Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you. 
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After Ms. Storey -- I can’t read this 

writing very well. I think it’s Estelle Shery. 

MS. STOREY: My name is Joanne Storey. 

I live at 2828 - 13th Avenue West. Asia resident of 

Queen Anne Hill, I favor the 4-post plan. However, I 

do have some recommendations that I believe should be 

included in the environmental assessment. 

F~rst, make clear that the major reason 

for the.plan is arrival congestion created not by 

population growth in Seattle which is static, but by 

explosive growth on the Eastside. And, therefore, it 

is only fair that Eastsiders share equally in the noise 

impact of this increased traffic. 

I point out with the median income of 

$38,000, almost twice that of Seattle’s $23,000, folks 

from affluent Eastside communities are far more likely 

to fly than Seattleites and that those who frequently 

use and enjoy an international airport must share its 

impact. 

My next comment is addressed to the FAA 

particularly. Instead of hiding behind euphemistic 

phrases such as "to relieve congestion" and "to reduce 

risk", the FAA must sayout-right that a major reason 

for the 4-post plan is safety. 

On Page 13 in the EA you explain that 
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the east quadrant controller must announce arriving 

traffic through the west controller’s air space for a 

considerable distance down the Sound to position the 

aircraft to fly through Elliott Bay. 

By continuing this, you say, and I’m 

quoting, We are engaging in a practice which increases 

the risk of air and cuts very close to actions 

prohibited in the FAA handbook. 

This sentence should be underlined and 

capitalized. ~ctually what’s occurring is this: An 

ultra busy Westside controller is funneling aircraft 

from the north, the east and the west, down the. narrow 

channel of Puget Sound through a bottleneck, Elliott 

Bay. Aircraft from the south are merging with this 

stream. Aircraft from 14 other airports up and down 

the Sound are flying in opposite directions 

simultaneously in the same space, and this condition is 

actually hazardous to passengers’ health, a setup for 

who-knows-what. 

Acknowledge it, FAA. You don’t have to 

scare us, but it’s your duty to spell out that 

continuation of this congestion is a highly dangerous 

procedure. 

Also, in the EA the fact that Boeing 

Field contributes to overall noise with its 415 annual 
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operations, 27,000 or 80 a day of which are jets,’must 

be considered. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Excuse me, Ms. Storey, 

your three minutes are up. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Ms. Shery. 

MS. SHERY: I’m Estelle Shery. I’m 

yielding to Doris Kos if I can yield as of now. 

MR. HOROWITZ: I’m sorry; I did not 

understand. 

MS. KOS: Doris Kos. 

MR. HOROWITZ: You’re not next. 

MS. KOS: She is yielding to me. 

MR. HOROWITZ: I’msorry, but that’s not 

the correct order. 

MS. KOS: 

to get out of here. 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

in order. 

I have an appointment; I have 

I’m sorry. We are going 

MS. KOS: I am not here -- 

(Multiple voices) 

MR. HOROWITZ: No, you’re not next. 

MS. KOS: We had it okayed out front. 

A VOICE:~ Come on; we pay you guys’ 
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salaries. This lady is out of the hospital. She’has 

been on this commission since Day One. 

MR~ HOROWITZ: I am sorry. The rules 

will be followed. You’re interrupting.me, and I will 

take the order. 

I’m sorry, ma’am. 

(Multiple voices) 

(Pause i~ proceedings) 

MR. HOROWITZ: The next speaker is" 

Seattle City Councilman Jim Street. 

MS. KOS: I want to ask the audience. 

MR. HOROWITZ: It doesn’t matter what 

you ask the audience. The rules will be followed 

tonight. 

MS. KOS: We are the people, and you’re 

here to hear us. 

MR. HOROWITZ: I don’t know who you are, 

but I’m going to call the police. 

MS. KOS: The reason I’m asking, I came 

out of the hospital to be here -- 

MR. HOROWITZ: I am sorry, but for those 

of you who do not get a chance to speak tonight, you 

can blame her. 

You may speak. You’re signed up; she is 

not -- 
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now. 

MS. KOS: I am signed up. 

MR. HOROWITZ: You are a later number. 

You may speak. 

MS. KOS: You went -- 

MR~ HOROWITZ: You’re not going to speak 

over this? 

(Mulitple voices) 

M~..KOS: Do you want to go to court 

MR. HOROWITZ: We don’t, no. 

MS. KOS: Ask the audience. 

A VOICE: Throw her out. 

MR. HOROWITZ: You’re not speaking, 

ma’am. You’re wasting a lot of other people’s time. 

Now, you may sit down and allow Some other people to 

speak. 

(Mulitple voices) 

A VOICE: We came here to listen to 

these people. Now, give her a chance. 

MR. HOROWITZ: No. She will speak when 

her number is, and that’s when she will speak. You’re 

wasting these people’s time. 

MS. KOS: You’re wasting these people’s 

time. 

MR. HOROWITZ: You’re wasting our time; 
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please sit down. 

MS. SHERY: You want him to sit down? 

(Multiple voices) 

MR. HOROWITZ: No. She~did not. 

(Pause in proceedings) 

MR. HOROWITZ: City Councilm~n Street is 

next. 

Mr. Street, you can stand up there if 

she won’t leave the podium. 

MS. SHERY: Jim, will you yield t6 her? 

MR. HOROWITZ: It doesn’t matter. ¯ 

The next speaker is City Councilman 

Jim Street. 

Mr. Street~ you may speak. 

She was next, -and since a number of 

moments have been used up, you will have one minute. 

MS. SHERY: I’m Estelle Shery from 

Georgetown. I’m speaking for Beacon Hill and South 

Park. This man is out of order. They told me at the 

front that she could do that because she is a sick 

lady. 

This is outrageous for this man to do 

this to us. 

I’m here speaking for South Park, Beacon 
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Hill, and Georgetown, and we are not even on the maps. 

There is 36 maps in this book, and this area is not 

even on the map. 

So, we are not going to ~stand for the 

4-post plan. We shall fight it. We want everybody to 

get your shoulder to the wheel and do a job. We are 

sick and tired of waking up and being blown away in the 

middle of the night. 

Doris and I have fought these things for 

12 years, and a lot of others, and a lot of you people 

out there know what it is like to live in Georgetown, 

South Park, and Beacon Hill. 

So, don’t forget to turn in your papers 

and get this man out. 

MR. HOROWITZ: councilman Street. 

After Mr. Street Will be Mr. Jett. 

MR. STREET: I offered to reverse my 

position with the speaker that came before and the FAA 

has refused to permit that to happen, which would have 

been about 32nd or 33rd instead of 17. 

In light of that I will go ahead and 

offer my testimony. 

I’m Jim Street, a member of the Seattle 

city Council, and chair of the city council’s Landusers 

Growth Policy and Regional Affairs Committee, and I’m 
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offering to the FAA a written prepared statement by the 

city of Seattle related to the issues that are before 

us tonight. 

I don’t expect to be able to go into the 

details of that report or that analysis or critique, 

but I would like to mention a couple of the highlights 

of the analysis done by the city of Seattle.staff. 

First, they pointout that in a study of 

about i00 pages on this issue, at most three or ~our 

were devoted to the whole issue of noise, which is ~f 

tremendous concern to the people of this region. 

It points out that there was effectively 

no effective adequate evaluation of immediate impact 

and particularly no evaluation of any kind of the 

long-term impacts that can result through the 

additional capacity that’s being created by this change 

in procedure. 

In effect, procedure that is being 

proposed is potentially in the long run the equivalent 

of adding another runway to Sea-Tac, and yet no 

meaningful environmental analysis, much less an’ 

environmental impact statement, is being provided for. 

The analysis also points out that there 

is precedent for environmental impact statements, 

particularly in the case of the national airport in 
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Washington, D.C. where non-project changes in 

procedures were under consideration and impact 

statement as well as a supplemental impact statement 

was prepared, ordered by district court to require 

extensive evaluation of alternatives. 

There are a number of things in there, 

but I think the simplest and most eloquent statement in 

this staff repor~ is found on Page 5 where it states, 

and I quote, The federal procedures as applied by the 

FAA do not recognize the impact of noise on people’s 

lives. 

I want to repeat that: The federal 

procedures as applied by the FAA do not recognize the 

impact of noise on people’s lives. 

The FAA mandate to protect and foster 

interstate commerce does not include the right to 

ignore the cost of interstate commerce on people’s 

lives. 

Noise is just as real a cost as jet fuel 

and airplane parts ahd runway concrete, and it has a 

far greater impact on the lives of the people of this 

region than any of those costs by themselves has. 

Any definition of efficiency includes 

cost, and noise impacts are costs. 

The FAA is in a position, if it would 
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take it, to help cities rather than preventing cities 

from beggering their environments by pursuing without 

any consideration of the quality of life of the people, 

increased economic development or whatever from 

national and international air competition. 

What the city of Seattle seeks is 

~utlined in our submittal to the FAA, and those 

specific things we’re seeking are the following: 

Completion of the mediation process in an expeditious 

fashion. Meditate mediated parameters which result in 

a net noise reduction, not only over Seattle but over 

the rest of the region. Restrain an implementat~0n of 

any change in flight path, pending successful 

conclusion of the mediation process, and a thorough and 

complete environmental review which is responsive to 

the comments detailed in this letter. 

Unless the mediation process produces 

substantial and satisfactory mitigation which reduces 

the short-term and long-term impacts, then an 

environmenta! impact statement must be prepared to 

fully analyze those impacts. 

I would like to apologize for not being 

able to substitute with a citizen of Seattle ~ho also 

has, I think, lived in this neighborhood on Beacon Hill 

and experienced probably more noise impacts than most 
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of the people in this audience or this region have in 

the last 30 years, and on that basis, we think the FAA 

can do a lot more than they have and, in fact, can do 

the analysis and wait until the mediation is completed 

before taking any action. 

Thank you very much. 

(Audience applause) 

M~.. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Jett, 

Ms. Gloria Butts. 

MR. JETT: I’m Jack Jett of Victory 

Heights Volunteers. We are going to make two points in 

our trying to deal with the FAA. We are going to talk 

of the danger of planes crashing into our homes, not 

the horrible noise situation, and we are trying to set 

up a program where we cantell our congressmen, either 

help us now or it will be your posteriors. 

I have left with them here three 

photographs of near-miss aircraft over our homes during 

the last i0 years. I have talked to six of you on the 

telephone this past week. 

Write your congressmen and gather noise 

on these plane crashes. 

Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

(Audience applause) 

Ms. Butts is Speaker 
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No. 19. Next will be speaker No. 20, Velva Maye. 

Good evening, my name is Gloria Butts. 

I represent the Department of Citizens, Broadview 

Branch. In other words, I reside in the Broadview 

Bitter Lake neighborhood in the northwest corne@ of the 

city of Seattle between Carkeek Park on Puget Sound, 

Bitter Lake, and Northgate. 

I want to make it clear that my air 

space is being violated by overflights of jetliners and 

small aircraft. I do not live near any airports, y~t I 

am awakened by roaring Jets at early as 5:45 a.m. 6:20 

and 6:40, and sometimes 12:02, 12:35, and 12:45 a.m. 

often on the weekends. The loud jet noise has become 

an alarm clock. 

It has caused an unhealthy environment 

of noise and. stress, and it is a significant impact on 

the quality of my life. It means businesses, airlines, 

government, FAA and Port of Seattle are deciding when I 

must be awakened in my own home. I believe humans must 

have priority over machines and businesses. 

Should I choose to walk outdoors in my 

neighborhood for the exercise I require, I would hear 

the rumbling, whistling, and buzzing of low 

overflights. 

If I walk around Green Lake even with 
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earmuffs on a winter day, I would hear 8 to 28 planes 

during my 46-minute walk. 

Noise impacts the park environment. 

This is a significant impact which will get worse if 

this proposal is adopted and many more flights are 

allowed. 

No reduction of overflights is proposed 

for my air space. Noise studies beyond the DNL 65 must 

be done. 

I have records of overflights. From my 

1988 Scenario i, from my front porch observed and 

recorded 19 flights in 42 minutes. Scenario 2, 

August 27, 1989, Sunday morning, 25 flights in 42 

minutes, afternoon, 13 in 52 minutes. 

I see the color markings, hear the 

engines roar. Three times I saw/two planes in the same 

air space, and often I do not have to look up above. 

My notes read, Too low, too loud, too 

many. 

Scenario 3, September i, 1989, the worst 

to date, I recorded 63 overflights beginning at 8:06 

a.m. with jets flying north to south, east to west. I 

witnessed 39 sea planes and small planes and 24 big 

jets. 

My notes read that not all overflights 
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were recorded on this siting. 63 is too many. 

Remember, I do not live near an airport. I do report 

some noise abatement hotline along with thousands of 

others. The totals are reported but no action is taken 

regarding the report. 

My time is up; so I will go to my 

conclusion regarding this pie-in-the-sky ProPosal. On 

Page 51, Paragraph 2, reads, Exhibits shown in this 

proposal are an artist’s conception. This might’help 

explain the altitudes listed are totally incorrect. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you very much~ 

MS. BUTTS: Only theoretical. In 

reality, as we observed, the jets are flying at a much 

lower altitude, and though it doesn’t mean pie in 

minutes, if the goal is 60 per hour in a 24-hour flight 

plan, it equates to a plane a minute. That is not 

acceptable, a plane a minute, no way. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Ms.. Maye is Mary -- 

I’m sorry, I can’t read your last name, but it is 

No. 21. 

MS. MAYE: Velva Maye. 

The December -- it’s been discussed 
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before that the December 1989 environmental assessment 

report is a worthless report. It doesn’t measure the 

safety and health impacts to the citizens living below 

the flight paths. The report states that designated 

air paths are only artists’ conceptions and no rigid 

paths can be specified. 

They state that they also list 

exceptions for their proposed air routes. 

In other words, too many decisions are 

based on assumptions. 

This gives the FAA a license to do 

whatever they wish without any penalties. The 

neighborhood citizens become the victims because money 

seems to be the driving forge with the FAA. The FAA’s 

dictator attitude doesn’t consider the health~and 

safety of metropolitan citizens~ 

A short-term recommendation is to keep 

air traffic away from residential areas as much as 

possible and traffic from the north should stay north 

of the city limits and then fly over the Sound and 

south over ~he Duwamish waterway. A long-term 

recommendation is mandatory that you start now to 

establish another international airport east of the 

mountains. 

(Audience applause) 
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MS. MAYE: Or at least away from the 

cities. The FAA recommends that their Demonstration 

No. 3, which is titled, The Price Alternative, their 

definition of the price is invalid as it doesn’t 

consider the value of protecting the health and safety 

of citizens below the flight paths, and their top 

priority should be the reduction of noise and the 

reduction of risk of a pilot mechanical error impact 

over residential areas. 

Remember, people’s health and safety are 

more valuable than increasing airplane arrival rate. 

(Audience applause) 

MR.. HOROWITZ: After Ms. Baeti will be 

Ms. Jones, and after you Edward Trobec, No. 23. 

MS. BAETI: My name is Mary Baeti. I 

live in the Broadview/Bitter Lake portion of Seattle; 

that’s northwest Seattle. I .find this environmental 

assessment tremendously vague, short on actual data and 

based on assumptions. I have just a few observations. 

In this report the words "efficiency", 

"lost arrival opportunities" and "capacities" seem to 

be safety, and of course safety is not really safety; 

it’s risk of error. 

No. 2, Page 15 headed Alternatives 

Considered, should really be headed Alternatives Not 
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Considered. 

Why not? 

If as the record suggests it would be I0 

years to build another airport, and Se~-Tac will reach 

what you refer to as capacity in i0 years, it seems to 

make sense to begin in earnest to locate and build 

another airport away from such a heavily populated 

a rea. 

Air pollution, No. 3, why aren’t their 

any studies, comparisons, or data or something with 

regard to air pollution as a result of aircraft? 

No. 4, if Seattle is a low-density 

airport, when do we become a high-density airport? 

And finally, although I live i~ the 

Puget Sound basin, noise has been inadequately 

addressed. As a matter of fact,/it’s not even a 

problem of my neighborhood if you believe this report. 

Jets fly so low that my children are 

able to read the names of the airline carriers as they 

go by. I don’t even live near the airport. The last 

time I listened to those 10w-flying aircrafts they were 

noisy. 

Finally, an environmental impact is 

called for to truly assess total impact over the entire 

Puget Sound region. 
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(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Trobec, and after Mr. 

Trobec, Pat Dodge. 

MR. TROBEC: Good evening, my name is 

Edward Trobec and I live at 2121 - 17th Avenue South. 

I’m a resident of Beacon Hill and just about everything 

that I wanted to say seems to have already been said~ 

and said quite well. Thank you, everybody. 

So, let me add that since we have the 

education president, it should follow down through 

FAA that they be certain not to fly over any schools in 

a way that they are going to interfere with education. 

Well, here on Beacon Hill, these planes, 

which are quite low are going over this school, 

Cleveland High School, Kimball School, Beacon Hill 

School and St. George’s School right here. In fact, in 

this very school, a counselor told me a student 

approached her and requested to be transferred to 

another school because the noise was interfering with 

his education. 

And the other thing that we have on 

Beacon Hill is hospitals. We have the Veterans’ 

Hospital. God knows what they already suffered. Well, 

the airplanes are interfering with their health and 

well-being as well as their sleep, and we now have 
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Pacific Medical Center. 

And I was told by a nurse at Pacific 

Medical Center that while one doctor was examining a 

patient with a stethoscope an airplane~went ~Over. 

Well, that doctor had to back off, take the stethoscope 

away, wait for the plane to pass, and then continue his 

examination. 

SQ., .we’re not only affecting the health 

and well-being of healthy people, but we are also 

affecting that of the ill and the convalescing and the 

children, and there was one other point I was going to 

make but it slips my mind right now. 

So, well, thank you very much and thank 

you all for being here. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Dodge, 

Chandler Felt, No. 25. 

MR. DODGE: Thank you. I’m Pat Dodge, 

city manager of Medina, and I’m here on behalf of our 

city counci! and mayor. 

The city of Medina has a severe noise 

problem as most of you do; that’s why you’re here. 

Ours has increased dramatically in the last couple of 

years. 

One    of    our    main    concerns    we    have    is    the 
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process that we see taking place. A few years ago 

flights were added to the east turn takeoff, and as you 

know, if you are a Seattle resident when the engines 

turn your way and they turn east, you get some noise as 

we do when the flights turn west and the engines face 

our way. So, these turns affect just about everyb’ody. 

¯ But a few years ago some flights were 

added to the east turn and the Port wasn’t even ~ade 

aware of the change and neither were any of the 

citizens. The Port got involved in this and decidedi 

that they would put up a considerable amount of funding 

to support a mediation process to work out solutions to 

immediate noise problems that we now all face, plus the 

potential long-term problems of expanding flights at 

the airport, and at the time the mediation process was 

going on the council was studying the addition of 

another runway. 

In the meantime, another proposal for 

flight changes was proposed outside of the mediation 

process, and that is a 4-post approach procedure. 

The way my thinking is on this, is that 

the problems that led to the change for the 4-post 

approach procedure did not happen overnight. The 

problems that are associated with the air traffic 

system in the United States and how it affects us has 
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been developing for many years. We have a mediation 

process going on, and all of a sudden we have a 

proposal for a change that is going to be taken outside 

of the mediation process.                   ~ 

I don’t believe that that is a good 

policy. I don’t believe that approaches should be 

separated from a takeoff as far as a comprehensive 

flight planning. 

And, basically, my recommendations for 

the FAA are this: Is that all takeoff and approach 

procedures should be reviewed by the mediation process. 

I believe that enough time should be allotted for this 

process to take place. I would also recommend that if 

the FAA’s concern is that the mediation process will 

drag on too long, they could put~ some time limits on 

it, reasonable time limits, and let .the communities 

that are all represented here try to work together in a 

little bit more constructive environment than we see 

here tonight and work with the FAA within some limits 

that they could set for us and come up with some 

reasonable approaches and alternatives than what we 

see. 

Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

(Audience applause) 

After Mr. Felt, 
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Ms. Malmgren, and we are going to take a lO-minute 

break at 8:30. 

MR. FELT: 

live in the Ravenna area. 

My name is Chandler Felt. I 

I would lik~ to focus not on 

the noise issue but on safety. 

A VOICE: I can’t hear. 

MR. FELT: I’d like to focus not on the 

noise issue but on the safety issue, supplementing some 

of the comments made by Speaker No. 18, Mr. Jett°. 

I’m a demographer for King County 

government. I hasten to add, I’m not representing or 

speaking on behalf of King County government tonight. 

But what that means is that I analyze 

the location of the population within King County. My 

concern based-on that and the substantive information 

that I would like to bring to the FAA is that the FAA 

proposal adds to the number of people at risk in King 

County and in the Puget Sound region by shifting some 

air traffic away from the currently unpopulated Elliot 

Bay/Duwamish corridor where the flights are going now 

to come from straight north instead, or simply by 

adding the capacity directly over north Seattle. The 

4-post arrangement clearly will expose the largest 

possible number of people to danger in case of 

accident. 
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With this map here, I have overlaid the 

4-post proposal flight track southbound over a map of 

1988 housing units in each square mile of King County. 

That’s the number of housing units, houses and 

apartment units, in each square mile. The map which I 

will leave for the FAA clearly demonstrates that the 

proposed southbound track lies directly atop the most 

intensive popul~ed corridor in the Puget Sound region, 

in fact, the most intensely or densely populated 

corridor in the Pacific northwest. 

Several individual square miles directly 

under the flight track has over 4,000 house and 

apartments in each of those square miles as opposed to 

the handfull of housing units, i0, 20, 30 housing units 

in the square miles in the Duwamish corridor where the 

southbound flights now go. 

FAA’s proposal will significantly 

increase the risk to the human population which, after 

all, is an element of the environment. This proposal, 

therefore, certainly requires an environmental impact 

statement to examine and quantify that danger quite 

apart from the noise and air quality considerations 

that we have heard tonight. 

Now, every EIS needs alternatives, and 

it wouldn’t be fair to just say "no" without having an 
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alternative. So, I would like to briefly describe an 

alternative that I will call Spread the Peak Times. 

Consider the scenario now, that we have 

these plans on one-minute headways that the FAA is 

rightly concerned about, but that doesn’t last all day. 

That doesn’t take place over the whole 12 or 14 hours 

of the day. There are slack periods with fewer ¯ 

operations. 

I understands, the FAA has the authority 

to adjust schedules for safety considerations. Tha~ 

includes the authority to spread out the peak hour 

flights, not a.cross geography but across time, 

extending the peak period. So, flights now clustered 

in a short period could be spread out. 

This would make better use of the 

relatively safe Elliott/Duwamish corridor. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Ms. Malmgren, 

Sue Stewart, No. 27. 

MS. MALMGREN: Good evening, I’m 

Nancy Malmgren and I reside in the northwest part of 

Seattle. I’m herr with the testimony from John Selmar. 

He has his MA, a certificate of clinical competence in 

American Speech, Language, and Hearing Association. 
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We’re addressing -- John has addressed the concerns of 

the potential health hazard of noise and the impact on 

schools and the work place, the economic cost to the 

community, the impact on noise on peoPle’s lives. 

Unfortunately, the environmental 

statement of the FAA totally ignored that, and it was 

really a distress to us. 

I’ll briefly go through what John has to 

say in a documented form. 

As an audiologist, I spent a year 

studying the effects of noise on a community while I 

was enrolled in the Ph.D. audiology program at the 

University of Washington. At that time I gathered all 

the available information regarding this subject, some 

of which is contained in the foll~wing testimony. 

Alexander Cohen, Ph.D. has conducted 

research studies that found that noise or unwanted 

noise had adverse psychological effects on individuals 

resulting in losses in work performance, sleep 

disruption, annoyance, and irritability. This all has 

a cost in the economic system. 

Noise increases listening to 

difficulties even when it does not mask out speech or 

other unwanted stimuli. Noise has been implicated in 

industrial and residential accidents, but more commonly 
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and more importantly, the speech interference level is 

a more significant gauge of complaints related to noise 

intrusion in communities. 

Cohen states that individuals complain 

of annoyance or disturbance when the speech 

interference level has a value of 60 DB or more is 

reached. A loud voice is required in intelligible 

conversations at distances of seven feet when the 

is 60 DB or more. 

All of you who are in that noise pattern 

have a problem in speech and communicating with people, 

and that has an economic cost. Even relatively 

intensity levels reaching 60 DB noise can create 

serious disturbances in school buildings, churches, 

offices, because of speech interference. 

When there are 40 to 60 overflights per 

hay over as few as three schools lying within the 

flight path, this creates a 20 to .10-minute loss of 

time from each classroom. Studying this time from the 

total number of affected classes yields a cumulative 

loss of 700 to 1,400 minutes per day of instruction 

time. 

What’s the cost of that? 

Cohen states that laboratory studies of 

individuals yield a definite reason why intrusive noise 
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such as aircraft Overflights could adversely affect 

task performance. Noise disruption during perceptual 

tasks creates lapses in attention of the relevant 

stimulus information. 

Moreover, noise causes conditions, a 

cortical overarousal with a resultant loss in 

behavioral control. 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

you have used up your time. 

MS. MALMGREN: 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

MS. MAI~MGREN: 

Excuse me, Ms. Malmgren, 

Oh, I’m sorry, 

That’s okay. 

We will include all of 

this, and the bottom line, if I may sum it up, is that 

the FAA has really not done their homework in the 

economic costs to the community on noise. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ:’Are you going to leave a 

copy of that? 

Ms. Stewart, you will be the last person 

before we take our break. 

Thank you. 

MS. STEWART: 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

Okay. 

After that, when we start 

again, it will be Janice Miller, No. 28. 

MS. STEWART: My name is Sue Stewart. 
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I’ve been a Mercer Island resident for 15 years, and 

I’m a member of the Aircraft Noise Abatement Committee. 

Within the last week we have circulated 

a petition and gotten 1,766 signatures~ in support of 

our elected representatives that spoke here this 

evening. We have requested -- we would like to request 

that we leave these signatures for you today and that 

we can go on during this next week to give you any 

other signatures that we get. 

Aircraft noise is not new to Mercer 

Island. The scatter test that has been talke~ about 

tonight was a temporary test to check on noise. There 

were 3,000 phone calls during that scatter test to the 

FAA complaining of noise, and yet they were not 

monitoring with noise devices or devices that could 

monitor that noise during that time. 

So, we noticed that this last week as we 

were out with the public that their concerns are still 

there and they are very lively. 

we feel that the mediation process is an 

important process. People have dedicated a lot of time, 

and we think that should be a creative place -- if 

those efforts -- if people feel they are not 

appropriate, an environmental impact statement should 

be needed. 
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Creative technologies for noise 

abatements are important. Curfews are important, and 

airport alternative locations are important for us to 

work on now.                                                       ~ 

The FAA must become more aware of noise 

abatement as a part of their plans. We don’t need more 

noise in highly populated residential areas.. 

Thank you. 

MR. HOROWITZ: - We will start again in 

exactly I0 minutes; so 20 of. 

(Recess) 

MR. HOROWITZ: We are going to get 

started, please, with Janice Miller. 

MS. MILLER: I’m Janice Miller, and I 

live in northwest Seattle. 

(Audience discussions) 

MR. HOROWITZ: . Will you please be quiet? 

Ms. Miller would like to speak. 

MS. MILLER: I’m Janice Miller, and I 

live in northwest Seattle. Lately quite often there 

has been a ban on burning in my fireplace. It’s not 

quite the same sitting and looking at a radiator. 

I loo~ed ~hrough the environmental 

impact paragraph and could find nothing on the effect 

of emissions from the airplanes. These planes, about a 

67 
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hundred of them every hour, must affect the quality of 

air with these emissions. If this problem has been 

studied and if there has been anything done as far as 

the harmful components of these admissions, it would 

seem to me it should have been included in the report. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you, Ms. Miller. 

NQ~ .29, Bartley Dobb, followed by 

Lois Baxter-Burns, No. 30. 

MR. DOBB: Hi, I’m Bartley Dobb 

representing the Roosevelt Neighbors Alliance. 

Many unanswered questions arise 

regarding this draft environmental assessment. 

Where is truly relevant substantive air 

quality data and noise data? 

Is the day/night accumulative sound 

level with its daytime peaks an acceptable measure for 

human tolerances? 

What about the intense noise impact 

which would be caused by parallel flights, likened to a 

sonic boom by one FAA official. 

What of the safety of high density 

population areas beneath the proposed flight paths? 

How about the question of achieving 

scheduled regulation which is more favorable to 
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environmental concerns? 

The FAA does have this authority. Its 

reputation of this alternative in the assessment is 

very short and in our judgment unconvincing. 

What of the new-generation planes and 

their most advantageous routing for noise reduction? 

There is also the development of the 

multi-directional¯ microwave landing system. What is 

its application to our present problem? 

And, finally, for now that is, should 

the Port of Seattle continue its aggressive air traffic 

marketing program in view of the very serious related 

unsolved problems which plague us today? 

Surely this price for so-called progress 

is far too much to pay. such questions as these 

clearly point to the need for a full environmental 

impact statement. It would provide an opportunity for 

far wider concerned participation than that included 

under the assessment. It would provide a scoping 

process for inclusion of all relevant factors, and it 

would provide an avenue for fully examining the variety 

of possibilities for mitigation. 

In conclusion, we cannot let any plan 

become fixed, and that’s what would happen; it would 

become fixed. We cannot let any plan become fixed 
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without the broad, careful detailed consideration that 

is provided by a full environmental impact statement. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Ms. Burns, 

Betty Tobin, No. 31. 

MS. BURNS: I’m Lois Baxter-Burns 

representing the City of Seattle~ University of 

Washington Community Advisory Committee. For the sake 

of brevity, CUCAC. 

The members of CUCAC request that a 

complete environmental impact statement be prepared 

because the draft environmental analysis is totally 

inadequate and failed to discuss the impacts of the 

proposed changes in overflights noise. The assessment 

involves only two noise monitors in Seattle, one Beacon 

Hill location and the other on First Hill, thus 

supplying insufficient data. 

What will be the impact of additional 

flights over residential communities, hospitals and 

educational institutions in the expanded area? 

Safety. The assessment contains no 

information about the effects of bringing so many 

additional aircraft over the most densely populated 

area of the state. 

7n 
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What are the expectations for damage on 

the ground from a mid-air collision? 

How many people killed? 

How many homes, businesses, and 

institutions destroyed? 

What will be the result of an aircraft 

pummeling i~to a crowded area? 

we noted the engine falling from an 

aircraft in Florida and the passengers’ chute deposited 

in a Capitol Hill alley Several years ago. 

Air quality is given short shrift with a 

comment on Page 60 that no quantitative data are 

We are already experiencing pollution available. 

alerts. 

How will the additional f.lights 

exacerbate the problem? 

The route revisions are supposed to 

provide for present needs as well as for increased 

demand, theoretically, without an additional runway. 

That’s Page 14 of the assessment. Will this 

accommodation of additional flights force the building 

of a third runway? 

Only a full EIS process wiil disclose 

all the alternatives and will deal with the mitigations 

necessary to counteract any adverse impacts experienced 
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by a much greater area. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank y~u, Ms. Burns. 

Excuse me, officer. We’re conducting a 

hearing here. If you want to take a statement, could 

you do it out there? 

It’s interfering with the statements. 

.THE OFFICER: I will be done in just a 

minute. 

MR. HOROWITZ: I’m sorry, Officer, but 

this is a public FAA hearing, and the noise is 

interfering; so take them outside. 

THE OFFICER: 

outside with me? 

MR. HOROW!TZ: 

THE OFFICER: 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

outside. 

Would you like to come 

I’m afraid not. 

I’m going to discuss this. 

Well, you can conduct it 

Betty Tobin, please, and after 

Ms. Tobin, Lee Trousdale. 

MS. TOBIN. My name is Betty Tobin. 

I live in the Magnoliacommunity. 

I live in the Magnolia community, and 

one point I would like to make here is there really is 
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no such thing as planes going out over Elliott Bay. 

They go over Queen Anne, Magnolia, and west Seattle. 

Because of this, I’m not very fond of 

any idea to handle the increased traffic in Sea-Tac by 

extending the period over which planes will be 

continuously going out over Elliott Bay. That is not 

an acceptable solution. The noise problem is a 

community problem..and the noise should be distributed 

equitably. 

To me, that means if there is a 

nighttime curfew for the Eastside, there should be a 

nighttime curfew for the Westside as well. 

The impact of the 4-post plan, 

implementing the 4-post plan, I believe should also be 

coupled with noise reductions tha~ will benefit the 

entire community. 

One other point that has not yet been 

addressed is the impact On some of the communities such 

as Magnolia of noise from Boeing Field. 

From Boeing Field alone we have 80 jets 

a day flying at approximately 2,000 feet above sea 

level over our community, and I would like to have that 

also addressed in our environmental analysis. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 
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MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Trousdale 

Ardelle Preston, No. 34. 

MR. TROUSDALE: Good evening. 

Of all of the things we~do here, I hope 

that we all remember that we cohabit one region, the 

Puget Sound region. I say that from the perspective of 

having heard a lot of neighborhood-against-neighborhood 

kind of commentary, during this process of the mediation 

committee and the previous joint committee on a~rcraft 

overflights. 

Now, I say that with some qualifications 

because even though longer than 30 years ago I ~oved 

over here from Walla Walla, I have lived in the 

U-District not too far from Jorgan, and I have lived 

over in Bellevue, and I have lived on Beacon, right 

here on Beacon Hill, and I have lived at Alki, and I 

lived on Magnolia, and now live on West Queen Anne, 

which as far as I can tell is the noisiest place that I 

have ever lived, and I will probably move from there 

one of these days soon because I’m not through moving. 

I want to talk a little bit about 

history. The noise abatement procedures that we now 

have which got their start in 1972 or so in my 

understanding had come about through somewhat 

suspicious beginnings. I understand that the King 

7~ 
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county council without a forum went to the FAA and 

asked them to do what they thought was best for the 

whole of Seattle and I don’t think considered all the 

impacts. 

I consider they didn’t know what they 

were doing and it didn’t make a lot of difference 

before deregulation and all of these flights started 

happening as to.~h~, problem of one primarily in the 

’80’s and it certainly isn’t stopping in the 90’s 

I think there is some myths that should 

be focused on. 

One gentleman here at the podium said 

earlier, he mentioned the unpopulated Elliott Bay area. 

I reckon there are 80 or 85,000 people living in west 

Seattle, and between Queen Anne and Magnolia another 

50,000, and you have a few thousand on Vashon and 

Bainbridge and part of Ballard and probably a little 

bit of Fremont that all gets the Elliott Bay traffic. 

So, I consider that that’s probably something around a 

fourth of the population of the city of Seattle. And 

so it’s not an unpopulated area. 

Another myth is that a NIMBY approach,~ a 

not in my backyard approach, is valid. It’s not valid, 

folks. 

Another myth is that Elliott Bay 
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qualifies far better as over the water and therefore 

not in my backyard than, say, Lake Washington. I’m 

open to proof, but I don’t see it. 

Another myth is that the Eastside is 

noisy; as I said, I used to live in Bellevue. It was 

really wonderful when I lived there. 

A VOICE: Not anymore. 

MR. TROUSDALE: Not anymore, but, folks, 

until you have been awakened all through the night bY 

these east-turning flights that don’t turn east at 

night under the noise abatement rule but come up 

through Elliott Bay and wakes us up, believe me, you 

haven’t had noise that really bothers you, barbecues 

aside. 

MR. HOROWITZ: You have 15 seconds. 

MR. TROUSDALE: We all voted to put some 

people into congress. The congress gave the FAA the 

charter to take care of our air space and our traffic. 

I would just ask that everybody remember that these 

folks have a lot of experience in keeping the skies 

pretty safe; that is their main charter, and they seem 

to know what they are doing, and I have flown all over 

the world, and believe me, I’m always happy to fly in 

U. S. air space. 

Thank you. 

76 
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(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Ardelle Preston. 

MS. PRESTON: I’m Ardelle Preston. This 

man up here thinks we on Beacon Hill and we residents 

who listen to the noise are nobody. He will find out 

that he, too, has to abide by the law. We do have to 

share all the responsibility of noise. 

As my husband was dying the 9th of 

September, when the plane, would come !ow he would plead 

for just an hour or two of silence; there never was 

silence for him. But we need the silence, in my 

opinion. 

People who are bullies like this ~one, 

they came to hear us; baloney. They are doing the 

mediation to stall. Don’t let them kid you by the 

4-post plan or whatever they are calling it. Once they 

start it, they will never quit. 

Like they told me, that temporary path 

over Beacon Hill, they are full of BS, and we will 

shoot out at the OK Corral even though Mr. Temple 

Johnson didn’t have guts enough to come. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: The next speaker is 

Bill Wright, and after that is Doris Kos. 

A VOICE: Doris Kos. 

77 
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MR. WRIGHT: I’m Bill Wright. I’m 

currently working for an aerospace organization. I’m a 

member of the Experimental Aircraft Association 

building an experimental airplane myself, spent 22 

years in the air force, and I planned international, 

IKO flight plans, from the FAA ground rules and 

guidelines ~or almost 25 years. 

Upon reading this document that they 

produced, I fail to see what they are attempting.to do. 

The purpose and need identified was to assess the 

environment of landing aircraft. If that’s the stated 

need, then they should not have any recourse to change 

any other of their air traffic operations such as 

departures, altitude restrictions or anything else. 

As such, their proposed methodology that 

they stated in there for evaluating:anY type of 

assessment either on the workload or the community at 

large professed a model which they stated in their 

documentation had very serious limitations. 

So, therefore, as a person reviewing the 

document, and I suspect that the FAA administration 

already knows this, that the document does not provide 

any substance. It’s completely full of unsubstantiated 

statements, and as such it can be accepted for nothing 

more than a staff paper to the administration. 
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And even then if I was the 

administrator, I would not accept¯ it as it’s totally 

unacceptable staff work. 

None of the models that:they ran, the 

experiments that they ran, used the same criteria in 

judging it. Only one of them appeared to use any 

assessment to safety procedures to be used during 

missed approache~ on any of the patterns that they 

propose. 

Furthermore, the audience should 

recognize that the study only addressed landings under 

visual conditions. The FAA safety criteria is such 

that for aircraft operating IFR, they still will .have 

in a heavy, what they call their heavy aircraft mix, 

will have five miles nose to tail. It takes an 

aircraft in a normal approach pattern a minute and a 

half to transgress the five miles. So, therefore, the 

maximum that they could ever bring into a single IFR 

controlled runway would be 40 airplanes an hour. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Excuse me, your time is 

up. 

Mike Frederick. 

MR. WRIGHT: Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Ms. Kos is 
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MS. KOS: My name is Doris Kos, and I 

serve as president of Beacon Hill Community Council. 

We are probably the oldest organization along with 

Federal Way that has fought the problem with the FAA 

and noise. We have been at it for i0 years. 

I’m not here -" I’m not running for 

public office. I’m not even looking for a job. In 

fact, I’m rather embarrassed to be here. I served 

three years on the overflight committee. After four 

airport managers, three port directors and a complete 

change of commissioners and numerous FAA bullies, we 

finally realized that our situation of intolerable 

noise conditions was not getting better but worse. . 

What happened to all of those good old 

campaign promises? Where did old fashioned integrity 

and honesty go? 

The Port likes to tell you of all the 

jobs they provide. Did you realize as a taxpayer you 

subsidized the Port $30 million last year, and it 

escalates each year. 

In the white collar racket, that’s 

called welfare. That trite, patronizing piece of crap 

called an environmental assessment full of 

inaccuracies, it should be embarrassing to the FAA to 

put their name to a bunch of garbage. 
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(Audience applause) 

MS. KOS: Nowhere did I read that Beacon 

Hill, Georgetown, and South Park lives with three 

layers of aircraft. The jets, 270 of them a day, the 

commuters we can’t even keep track of, and the Boeing 

Field traffic of which there were 320,000 operations 

the past years, 22 tons of freight that was inplaned 

and deplaned at ~oeing Field. 

Now, you talk about noise; we’ve got it. 

Johnson, the latest FAA strong-arm 

dictator, publicly states he is not even concerned 

about safety or the concerns of the citizens. All he 

is interested in is a fast track for the airlines to 

totally destroy our city and our neighborhoods. 

And the bottomline is greed. In fact, 

the only purpose of that 4-post pian is to increase the 

capacity, and please don’t be stupid enough to believe 

anything else. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Excuse me, Ms. Kos. 

MS. KOS: And to further destroy our 

lives and our neighborhood. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Your time is up. 

MS. KOS: I once had the opportunity to 

work for a pretty good fighter. His name was Harry 

Truman, and one of the many things I remember learning 
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from Mr. Truman -- 

MR. HOROWITZ: Ms. Kos, why is it you’re 

the only one here that cannot abide by the rules? 

A VOICE: 

Go ahead. 

MS. KOS: 

I did not use~my full time. 

And one of the many things I 

remember learning from Mr. Truman was, you only get 

walked on if you..lay down. 

And I tell you, Mr. Johnson and t~e FAA, 

we’re too damned old and there are too many of us to 

lay down. 

We have no way of proving it, but a 

great number of people fully believe that the airlines 

were already promised the third runway if they would 

sit down and participate in that charade of mediation 

that’s going on. 

Business as usual; let’s get that 

almighty buck, and I say to you, Mr. Horowitz, justice 

will prevai!. 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

Cathy Mooney, No. 39. 

MR. FREDERICK: 

Mike Frederick. 

here in Seattle. 

(Audience applause) 

After Mr. Frederick, 

My name is 

I represent Providence Medical Center 
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A VOICE: We can’t hear you. 

MR. FREDERICK: My name is 

Mike Frederick. I represent Providence Medical Center 

here in Seattle. My comments will be blessedly brief. 

They were based upon a letter from the hospital to the 

FAA. 

As a major provider of health care 

services located, within the Squire Park community of 

Seattle’s central district, Providence Medical Center 

strives to provide and maintain a quiet and restful 

environment for our patients. It is our position that 

such an environment is a critical and important factor 

in the promotion of the healing process. 

We are, therefore, opposed to any 

changes in the routing of flights..into or out of 

Sea-Tac International Airport which will result in 

increased noise levels within our facility or a higher 

volume of aircraft overflights. 

Thank you. 

(Airport applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Cathy Mooney, next is 

Charles Barb, No. 41. 

MS. MOONEY: My name is Cathy Mooney. I 

live in the Admiral area of west Seattle. I am and my 

neighbors are in favor of the 4-post plan and want to 
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see it go into effect as soon as possible. 

I wish that no one had to suffer noise 

pollution. I think we all agree that we need another 

airport, maybe two more to handle the ~urrent and 

future growth in this region, but for now, with the 

situation the way it is, there is no excuse for the 

people on the Westside being forced to live.witH a 

disproportionate.amount of the noise. 

The growth is in the east and northeast 

parts of King County. There are costs to be paid for 

such growth. Those who use the airplanes.and benefit 

economically should pay part of the price. 

I repeat that I wish no one had noise, 

but as long as we do, everyone should share the noise. 

It’s not right to say that one neighborhood’s peace of 

mind or quality of life is more important than 

another’s. 

In west Seattle, we have property 

values, also. It was with great disappointment that I 

read in the local newspaper this week that you are 

dropping your plan to route night flights the same as 

daytime flights. 

From Ballard to Burien, we want to know 

why we have to be awakened 40 to 50 times every night. 

We demand ~hat you either eliminate all night flights 
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or else split them evenly. 

I wish that nobody had to have noise, 

but if our neighborhood has to have this noise 

pollution, then so should every other neighborhood. 

Only then will everyone understand what we have been 

forced to endure for these last four years, and only 

then will something be done about it. 

Thank you. ~ 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Barb, 

Mr. Michael Runyon, No. 42. 

MR. BARB: I’m Charlie Barb. I would 

like to speak this evening as a participant in the 

Sea-Tac aircraft noise abatement mediation that’s been 

going on for some time. I won’t.speak to the technical 

quality and relevance of the FAA 4-post plan; I will 

merely report that responsible technical experts 

describe it as being based on inaccuracies, faulty 

assumptions, inbomplete and erroneous analysis and 

unexamined options. 

My perusal suggests that they are 

probably right on. 

What I would like to talk to is what the 

4-post plan has accomplished. I feel it has seduced 

some community activists to begin bickering with their 
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neighboring communities. Some observers of the FAA 

noted that this is a common strategy of theirs, divide 

and conquer. I don’t know whether it’s intended, but 

it’s been the effect. 

What I hope is that communities can 

again come ~ogether behind the original goals in 

mediation, which was absolute reduction in aircraft 

noise. Just think of that. 

Wouldn’t that be great? 

I feel it’s a realistic and appropriate 

community policy initiative. 

The question is, can such community 

aspirations be reconciled with the environmental 

degradation represented by the 4-post plan? 

I don’t believe it can. 

Underlying is a problem of the mentality 

of the air industry and the FAA. A mentality in view 

that they are going to support unbridled air traffic 

growth and they are dedicated to its accommodation, 

while the northwest public is uniquely environmentally 

sensitive, and they recognize that there are absolute 

limits to environmental degradation. 

We must assume the initiative, establish 

a regional public policy delineating aircraft noise 

abatement and impose it upon the air industry, FAA, and 
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Port of Seattle. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. BARB: These bodies and groups must 

be put in a position of serving the regional interest. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you, Mr~ Barb. 

After Mr. Runyon,. Mr. Roger Reger, No. 43. 

MR. RUNYON: My name is Michael Runyon, 

and I’m a five-year resident of Medina. Before that, I 

lived in south Bellevue for eight years, and thus I 

think that I have some experience and am well aware of 

the noise in both the north and as far south as 

Bellevue. 

There has been an increase in jet noise 

over the last 13 years, and it is not spread equally 

cver all areas of Bellevue. It’s particularly bad in 

Medina where I live currently, and it’s gotten worse in 

the last three years. 

I’m speaking against the 4-post plan. 

As I understand that plan, it would add 60 arrivals 

over the Eastside and will not do anything with regard 

to departures. If we are required to take an 

additional 60 flights that are arriving, we should get 

some relief from the departing flights which have put 
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an increased amount of noise over our area. 

I take issue with the comments that were 

made earlier that somehow the noise should be increased 

over Medina because we already have a lot of it and we 

won’t~notice the increase.    ~ 

I think that the noise over the Ea~tside 

should be shared equitably and it should be shared with 

all of the communities on the Eastside, and that’s not 

currently being done. 

Thank you. 

Don Logan. 

(.Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Roger Reger? 

Jan Leonard? 

Are you Ms. Leonard? 

MS. LEONARD: Yes. 

MR. HOROWITZ: And after Ms. Leonard, 

Is Mr. Logan here? 

Don Logan? 

Okay, you’re here. 

MS. LEONARD: I’m a 29-year resident of 

Mercer Island, and I have kind of felt as though maybe 

there has been a little Mercer Island bashing in the 

press lately, that we’re not getting noise from 

airdraft. This blatantly is untrue. 
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I live on the south end of Mercer 

Island. We have noise. Planes being tested by Boeing, 

for one thing, they tie them down and roar the engines. 

Planes landing at Sea-Tac, departing from Sea-Tac, and 

when there is overcast, as you know from living in this 

area, there is lots of overcast, the noise telescopes 

underneath the clouds. It’s almost as though we’re 

right at the ai~P0rt. This noise goes on all night 

long. 

Not too many people here probably 

realize the route problem that we’re facing. This is 

the direct result of deregulation of the airline 

industry. 

We have increased flights. We have, 

mayb~ you save $50 on your airline ticket, but if you 

never get there, what good does it do you? 

we fought this, my husband and I. We’re 

in transportation. We fought it for 15 years, to fight 

the deregulation bill. 

Okay, now, we’re all reaping the 

benefits of deregulation. There is more planes. We 

just sent our son back east on a plane that was one 

third full. He is six foot four; he loved it. He 

could stretch out for a change instead of being folded 

up in a little seat. 
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This is the result of it, the results of 

airline deregulation, and we’re all bearing the brunt 

of it in noise and loss of peace in our environment, 

and I say reregulate the airlines. 

For me, I understand Alaska Airlines is 

buying quieter planes and they aren’t Boeing, and I’m 

planning on flying Alaska Airlines from now on. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. LOGAN: I’m Don Logan, No. 45. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Excuse me, after 

Mr. Logan, Harold Jackson, No. 47. 

MR. LOGAN: Lot of what I had in mind 

has been said by different people and I just have a 

couple of side comments maybe coming at this from a 

little bit of a different angle in some way. 

I have been involved in a number of 

things having to do with this whole thing, as a number 

of you folks have, also, involved with city council, 

working with city council hoping to get them to pass an 

ordinance, which they did, and that ordinance said that 

we want -- this was an ordinance addressed to the 

FAA -- that we want you to put together an EIS on this 

4-post plan, and if you don’t do this, then we are 

going to be going after you with a lawsuit. 
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It took a lot of hard work to get that 

thing going, but we finally got there, but out of that 

kind of experience just these general kind of comments. 

One of the things that really impressed 

me and really has to be dealt with on the part of the 

FAA, I believe, is their arrogance. The kind of 

comments that I think have come out from Temple Johnson 

are really going..to be very hurtful to all of us trying 

to work out some kind of reasonable accommodation. 

But when he says he can do whatever he 

wants to ~egardless of what anybody else says or feels, 

I don’t think that helps anybody and it’s a -- 

(Audience applause) 

MR. LOGAN: Being a member of the 

mediation which has been going on for roughly about a 

year and a half, and a member dropping in once in 

awhile myself, I was really surprised, and I think a 

number of you folks were not only surprised but 

shocked, but the FAA would all of a sudden come a!ong 

and drop right in the middle of the mediation process a 

totally new plan, whether we liked it or not. 

It was really hard for me to understand 

that kind approach to things. So, for my.part, anyway, 

I would like to voice a feeling to the FAA that I 

really hope that that kind of approach just has to 
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stop, and, in fact, if it wasn’t for the city council, 

if it wasn’t for the public response, if it wasn’t for 

our congressmen, we wouldn’t be meeting here tonight. 

They would have just went ahead and dropped this on us 

regardless of what we want. 

The last general comment has to do with 

hopefully getting as many of our political people 

working with us as we can. We have been pretty 

successful in that, as I’ve already mentioned to you 

folks,.but one area there is no response from, and the 

one area I thought that there would be, and that is 

from our Port commissioners. I thought with the 4-post 

plan they have would come out and said, Hey, we’re 

concerned, such as would happen this way, right in the 

middle of mediation. 

There was no response at all, and we 

need those people to get on board with us to realize 

how serious we feel about all this stuff. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Jackson, 

Mr. George Peterson, No. 48, and then Mr. Peter Huzyk, 

No. 49. 

MR. JACKSON: My name is Harold Jackson. 

The acoustics are no better now than they were when I 
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graduated in the same auditorium 55 years ago. The 

only thing is our he~ring is a little worse, also. 

My wife and I have lived in this 

neighborhood for over 65 years, and our address has 

been 4149 - 15th Avenue South for 48 years. 

Aircraft nbise and discomfort are a fact 

of life. some day engineering will overcome these 

problems and wetll have a cleaner, quieter life, but as 

we cannot sell our home and they will not close the 

airport, all we ask is that the authorities spread this 

noise and the discomfort over the entire community so 

we all share it equally. 

Thank you. 

Peterson. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. PETERSON: My name is George 

I came here tonight and didn’t really intend 

to speak; so if I sound a little disorganized, it is 

probably because I am. 

I’m a resident of the Eastside and 

Medina area. I’m representing myself. I have a couple 

of comments regarding an article I read in the Times 

recently on this subject. One of the things, if I read 

the writer’s -- interpreted the writer’s point 

correctly, was that the FAA was trying to state that 

they were neutra!; they weren’t for airport growth and 
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they weren’t against it. 

But it seems to me the fact by pushing 

this plan they are for airplane growth, or at least 

they are aiding and abetting the people that are. 

Another point I noticed in there was the 

fact that it was stated that the majority of flights 

coming into the area and also the area where the most 

growth was expected were people passing through, not 

people coming to Seattle or leaving, but it was planes 

coming in and leaving since this is a hub area. 

My thoughts on that are -- let me get 

another question, or another point. 

Somebody rose a question tonight about, 

when is the aircraft, when is the airport full? At 

what point can we say there are too many planes? 

I think the problem is going only to get 

worse and eventually something is going to have to be 

done, something more drastic than this, because 

somebody else said, Well, it’s a band-aid approach. 

Well, maybe it is. 

I think what I would suggest to the FAA 

is that they do not put this plan in effect, they cease 

trying to promote it or get it through and theyjust 

say, Hey, this is it, because of safety reasons, you 

can’t have any more flights going in and out of the 
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airport. That will force the powers to get moving 

on -- what they should do is plan to build another 

airport somewhere else like in eastern Washington. 

If the FAA.did this, there would be more 

heat on them probably in the short term, but in the 

long run it would probably be a lot easier because the 

problem could probably be abated, because a lot of the 

flights wouldn’t..be through here. If they took this 

position, I think they would be more a part of the 

solution rather than being part of the problem. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Huzyk, and then after 

Mr. Huzyk, Mr. Conway, No. 51. 

MR. HUZYK: Hi, I’m Peter Huzyk. I live 

in Leschi. For the benefit of the members of the FAA, 

that’s a neighborhood in Seattle. I have come to know 

who you are by the decislons that you have made and the 

decisions that you have made affecting my life daily. 

Leschi was a quiet neighborhood far from 

the airport minding its own business. A few years back 

the FAA dicided to change flight tracks for many jets 

departing ~o the north into the infamous east turn 

corridor. 

Thls is an unnecessarily narrow 
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corridor which concentrates jet noise pollution on to a 

very few, densely populated neighborhoods. 

Lifestyles were disrupted. Most people 

affected cannot sleep after 6:00 a.m..for weeks at a 

time because of the whine and roar of jet engines. 

There was a public outcry. What did the 

FAA do? Continue to increase the flights with the 

public powerless.to stop it. 

So, from my perspective, who are ~ou and 

what is the FAA made of? 

You are uncaring bureaucrats interested 

only in short-term solutions for increasing jet 

traffic. Your actions show your disregard of the 

impact of your decisions on our neighborhoods. While 

we continue to suffer from the increasing noise 

pollution and plead, plead with you on noise hotlines 

that you decrease the noise, we now hear that you want 

to increase flights at night disrupting the few hours 

of sleep we ge~, and you want to increase flights 

arriving from the north affecting our community even 

more. 

Who are you? 

From all indications you are arrogant, 

you are incompetent; you’ve lost public trust in your 

decisions. It is you who have turned public opinion 
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against Sea-Tac Airport, which is a vital element in 

our regional economy. 

Your decisions are worthy of Ceausescu 

of Romania, not a public agency working in a civic 

minded community. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HUZYK: My recommendation, forget 

about any plans that would increase jet noise in any 

way over Seattle. You clearly have no conception-of 

the impact and seriousness of jet noise on the 

community. Get an unbiased third party to draw up 

environmental impact statements on all your future 

decisions and also on your past decisions made in 

recent years. 

For all of the suffering you have caused 

me, I really do despise your agency. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Conway, and then 

Mr. Matsui, and then Mr. Nam Kung. 

MR. CONWAY: My name is Charles Conway 

and I’m a private citizen living here in Seattle. I’m 

not representing any group, and I’m not associated with 

the aviation industry. 

I live in one of the affected areas, the 
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capitol Hill district, which as I understand it is 

slated to receive about a 77 percent increase in the 

number of arriving flights, when operations are to the 

south and in clear conditions. 

But, nevertheless, I have to say I 

support the principle behind what the FAA is trying to 

do here, not necessarily all the details of the plans. 

My reasons are these: Air transport is one of the life 

bloods of our community here in the Seattle area, and 

it can only increase in importance in the years ahead 

as we begin to move in the area of Pacific rim trade. 

I believe that there are clear e~onomic ~ 

benefits to making the best use of the facilities that 

we have at Sea-Tac, and the FAA in addressing the issue 

of distributing the incoming flights to the south has 

provided us with an opportunity to increase our 

capacity at Sea-Tac. It’s been called the equivalent 

to building a new runway without pouring any concrete, 

perhaps as much as a 43 percent increase in the. 

capacity under certain conditions. 

We should also note that increased noise 

in certain neighborhoods, and there will be an 

increase, is balanced by decreases in other 

neighborhoods. On the Westside there are communities 

that will see a reduction in flights. 
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What we are looking at primarily is a 

redistribution of the noise around the region, and it 

appears to be more of an equitable redistribution than 

we have now. 

The other element of this plan which the 

FAA has chosen not emphasize, and I am a pilot and 

recognize there, is a safety benefit for distributing 

traffic over a wider area. 

I have personally lived under the 

approach paths to airports all of my life. I grew up 

on the east coast, and I lived much closer to the 

PhiladelPhia International Airport than I live to 

Sea-Tat now, and I realize there is a big difference 

between the noise produced by an airplane taking off, 

climbing out, and especially the older airplanes, and 

the newer airplanes, the new generation coming off the 

line now, making a very quiet approach to the airport. 

I see them go over my house now, and I 

have to say that the increased noise that these 

airplanes will make for me is a small price to pay for 

the benefits for all of us of economic growth and 

convenience in our air travel. 

To me, an unthinking -- I have no reason 

to believe that the FAA has come up with the best plan 

here, and I ever heard criticisms that they have been 
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very high handed in this proceeding, and I think that 

that is probably a valid criticism. I would like to 

see community groups to work with the FAA to come up 

with an equitable plan here, but I have to say very 

strongly that an unthinking opposition to any changes 

in air traffic or any increase in flight is not civic 

minded. It is just irresponsible and selfish. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Matsui, and then 

Mr. Nam Kung. 

MR. MATSUI: My name is Jerry Matsui. 

I’m here to represent Squire Park Community Council. 

We were situated in the central area of the city of 

Seattle. I have prepared a statement here for the FAA. 

Squire Park Community Council supports 

the reduction of both aircraft noise and aircraft 

routes crossing over the center area. SPCC is outraged 

that the FAA has repeatedly attempted to increase 

aircraft routes over our neighborhoods while refusing 

to complete an EIS in order to evaluate the negative 

impact this increased aircraft noise would have on it. 

Squire Park Community Council is 

relieved that public outcry in the Seattle City Council 

efforts has resulted in this hearing tonight. 

SEATTLE DEPOSITION REPORTERS (206) 622-6661 
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However, the FAA should have been 

responsible to the public to conduct an EIS on its own. 

SPCC wishes to be on record that the FAA 

did not provide a copy of the environmental assessment 

in a timely manner to allow the community council a 

complete review of the draft. Therefore, the community 

council requests to state for the record that in 

principle, the council supports the Northeast District 

Council’s review of the draft but requests more time to 

analyze the draft ourselves. 

Further, the Squire Park Community 

Council demands, one, that an EIS be conducted under 

complete public scrutiny to insure that the public ¯ 

interests in our neighborhoods are recognized and 

considered. 

Two, all negative impacts be mitigated 

to the satisfaction of the neighborhoods affected. 

And, three, the Port of Seattle and 

other liable parties complete all of this mitigation 

prior to any changes in aircraft routes, noise 

mitigation, et cetera. 

Until then, Squire Park Community 

Council opposes any increases of the number of 

air traffic routes, any redirecting, rerouting of 

current routes, except decreases, and any increase in 

101 
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the number of aircraft landings and/or takeoffs. 

Squire Park Community Council believes 

that regional sites north such as Paine Field and 

south, in Olympia, of Sea-Tac will better serve the 

Puget Sound region than expansions of Sea-Tac. 

The Port of Seattle must be responsible 

to plan for the future and not inflict uncontrolled and 

unplanned growth for current and for future generations 

to solve. 

I would like to also add that I really¯ 

appreciate the participation of one of our major 

institutions that are in our area, the Providence 

Medical Center, and their concerns that your proposed 

increases in noise and in air traffic are going to have 

on an institution in-this area. 

I have another personal statement to add 

since I’m also on the board of the community council. 

I think some of the statements that are made by the 

Port of Seattle, their marketing director and 

Gary Grant, who is also a Port commissioner, to have 

unmitigated increases in marketing and increasing air 

traffic for the city of Seattle is irresponsible for 

any type of public official. 

I think to leave the problem for future 

generations to solve is absurd, and if this is the type 
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of, quote, "planning" that we have, possibly rather 

than to work with the Port Commission, probably they 

should be removed in the next election. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. NAM KUNG: Good evening. My name is 

Johsel Nam Kung. I am residing at 3119 South King. 

Directly under this chart under the 

darkest portion, and everyone of us think that my area 

is the noisiest and I’m suffering the most. Well, I’m 

not going to compete with or reiterate how much we 

suffer. 

Last Sunday, January 21, 1990, the 

Seattle Times on Section A, Page 1, it reported that 

Mr. Temple Johnson representing FAA said he is willing 

to give the public a say, but he made it very clear the 

FAA has authority to do what~it wants. 

I think this is the fundamental problem. 

We are wasting our time tonight if they maintain this 

attitude, that they will do whatever they please and 

they are not going to heed our plea. 

Under these circumstances, I don’t doubt 

the sincerity and goodwill of Mr. Johnson. Probably ~e 

is bound by the regulations and guidelines of the FAA. 

If that is the case, we have to change the FAA. We 
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have to organize citizens, solidarity to change the 

philosophy and guidelines of FAA. 

Let’s stand up and form our solidarity 

to defeat the present attitude of FAA.. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: The next speaker is 

Mary Riley, No. 54., after which is Ms. Echols, 

No. 55. 

MS. RILEY: I’m speaking on behalf of 

some animals that cannot speak here, and those are our 

feathered friends. As you probably well know, birds 

have been studied because they are impacted first by 

any environmental concerns. 

¯ Recently in the Seattle Times it has 

been reported that. the peregrine falcon has been 

sighted in downtown Seattle in our canyons. I’m 

concerned under the endangered species act that the 

airline noise and increased airline be studied because 

it may cause our falcons and our precious bald eagles 

some harm. 

So, I can’t replicate what other people 

have said here ibout the noise level and the inaccurate 

fallacies that the FAA has reported, but I certainly 

want to speak for our endangered species, and I think 
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that’s an issue that that FAA needs to speak to. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Ms. Echols and then Peter 

Breysse. 

I representthe Hawthorne Hills Community Club. 

a neighborhood in northeast Seattle. 

On behalf of the Hawthorne Hills 

MS. ECHOLS: My name is Bronwyn Echols. 

We are 

Community Club, I’d like to enter into the record this 

review of the draft environmental assessment of 

December 23, 1989. 

Our club’s representative on these 

matters, Mr. Arden Ford, helped us prepare this 

document for the Northeast District Council, and our 

technical comments are contained herein. 

Because the Hawthorne Hills Community 

Club is a member of the northeast district council, we 

are also a co-signer of that council’s position 

statement to the FAA which will be submitted in later 

testimony. 

As a club we request strongly that the 

FAA proceed with a full environmental impact statement 

for the proposed overflight changes. 

My other comments are more general. I 
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will submit them to the record. 

Is that here? 

MR. HOROWITZ: That table is fine, thank 

yOU ¯ 

MR. BREYSSE: 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

MR.~ BRE¥SSE: 

MR. HOROWITZ: 

and then Carolyn ~oatsman. 

MR. BREYSSE: 

After Mr. Breysse -- 

Breysse, B-r-e-y-s-s-e. 

Sorry. 

That’s all right. 

After that, Mr. Carpenter 

I’m Peter Breysse. I live 

in the north end. I’m an associate professor with the 

Department of Environmental Health at the School~ " 

of Public Health and Community Medicine. 

The first thing that surprised the hell 

out of me is there is no people from the Health 

Department, both the State Health Department and the 

Seattle/King County Health Department, presenting 

testimony at hearings like this, because noise is 

obviously a severe health hazard. 

For those of you that live in the area, 

contact the health department and the State Health 

Department and make sure that they have something to 

say about the noise. 

I have monitored probably in more areas 
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in the city and the area around here over the years. 

This story has gone on before. 

Zone 3, any of you remember Zone 3? No, 

you don’t remember Zone 3? 

Well, that’s like LDN 65. That was a 

line that was drawn around the airport that said 

anybody who lives here, FHA would not give an insured 

loan and other problems like that. 

I measured levels in a bedroom, and my 

noise measurements are inside the house rather than on. 

the outside. Around Sea-Tac Airport inside the house 

from i0:00 at night until 8:00 in morning 40 flyovers 

in the bedroom, the !owest levei was 72 decibels and 

the highest was 92. 

Now, if you don’t.~think-- if you took 

the total energy LDN or something, you would not be 

exceeding that standard. What you need to do, 

obviously, is measure the total number of flyovers and 

the maximum noise levels from those flyovers. 

They had to close down, shut down a 

couple of schools, Sunset Junior High. Levels on the 

ground at the playground, 108 decibels. In the 

classroom, 90 decibels at flyovers. 

So, it’s a severe impact. 

Now, no matter what arbitration you make 
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about bringing flights in around the city, keep in 

mind, if you add more flights, you’re going to 

seriously impact the people living around the airport. 

You’re going to seriously impact that,~much more 

seriously than you will be impacted in the various 

areas in bringing the aircraft in. 

So, you double the flights, double the 

landings and takeoffs, and you’re more than doubling 

the impact of people living in close proximity to the 

airport. 

So, when you talk about ~rbitration, 

those people ought to be included in those arbitration 

arrangements; otherwise, as I say, you’re going tohave 

a very severe impact on those people living in close 

proximity to the airport, and it would be unfair to 

them. 

The noise levels in the city, the 

highest noise levels, Beacon Hill, South Park, 

Georgetown. 

Why? 

Not only because of aircraft. They are 

also impacted by severe traffic noise. So, you’re 

adding another noise in many cases to people living in 

close proximity to the airport because, obviously, 

there is more traffic in those areas as well. 
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It’s time to get the damned airport out 

of the area, and it’s long been overdue. 

We should be looking for other places to 

put the airport, and not Paine Field, }ncidentally, or 

any area located close to Seattle. We need to find 

another place for the airport, and the time to start 

planning for it is now.~ It is going to cost a 10t of 

money. So, you.had better be prepared to pay for it 

if you are going to do it. Don’t worry about an EIS. 

I can tell you what The impact is going to be on 

noise. It’s going to increase. Noise levels are going 

to increase if you increase the flyovers. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you, Mr. Breysse. 

Maurice Carpenter? 

Carolyn Boatsman? 

Rick Kirkby, No. 59, and afterward, 

Jorgan Bauer, No. 60. 

MR. KIRKBY: Good evening. My name is 

Rick Kirkby. I’m an assistant city attorney with the 

.city of Bellevue, and I am here to speak on behalf of 

the Bellevue City Council. 

I will be submitting a fairly extensive 

legal memorandum on behalf of the city with regard to 

this issue. 
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Suffice to say that the document that 

has been provided by the FAA on this issue, which has 

been represented as an environmental assessment 

document, is not. Basically our staff, has considered 

it to be an efficiency document and nothing more. 

It is basically totally inadequate to do 

what it is supposed to do. Environmental assessment 

documents, the very purpose of the document is to allow 

you to study the proposal, to study the alternatives, 

to look at the alternatives in terms of the various 

impacts that each of those alternatives have. This 

document doesn’t allow you to do any of that. 

We believe that the environmental 

assessment which has been prepared is contrary to the 

purpose and intent of NIVA (sic), and we are requesting 

a full EIS be prepared. 

While as an attorney, I think the legal 

issues are very important, and they may even turn out 

to be decisive in this particular issue. 

The city of Bellevue, the city council 

is more concerned about the process being followed 

here. The implementation of this 4-post plan will 

literally affect thousands of people in the Puget Sound 

region. 

The responsibility for making that 

llfl 
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decision has really been placed on the shoulders of one 

person, Temple Johnson, the regional manager of the 

FAA. While we have a lot of respect for Mr.. Johnson, 

such an important decision should not be left up to any 

one person. 

So, we believe the public is and should 

be a very important component of any decision-making 

process which is going to necessarily impact those 

people. 

We have a lot of experience in the city 

of Bellevue as well as with other cities of public 

involvement. In all areas of government the public 

involvement has increased. 

We think this is a good thing. We think 

the public simply won’t allow one ~overnment, one 

agency to ignore the expressions Of the public in 

reaching that decision. 

We know as a city of Bellevue that we 

can’t do things without first consulting the citizens 

of that city. That’s why the city of Bellevue is 

surprised and disappointed that the FAA has chosen to 

basically disenfranchise the public in this process and 

arrogate this decision to itself. 

This issue should be returned where it 

properly belongs, and that is the mediation process. 
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The city of Bellevue through the city council has 

passed a resolution supporting that process, and I’m 

here tonight to say that the city of Bellevue will do 

anything it can to help facilitate that process, and we 

believe the FAA should forego its unilateral adoption 

of this plan and return to the mediation process. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr. Bauer, 

Bob Klug, No. 61. 

MR. BAUER: My name is Jorgan Bauer. I’m 

speaking for myself and some of my neighbors. A’lot of 

my neighbors are retired and elderly. They do not like 

to drive at night. A lot of them do not like to. go out 

at night anymore, and they told me I’m speaking for 

them and will I call for a full and thorough 

environmental impact statement. 

The Port of Seattle has never done an 

environmenta! impact statement on increasing air 

traffic, nor has the FAA. 

In connection with this 4-post plan, 

there is also the prospect of a third runway. The two 

should be considered together and should be subject to 

an environmental impact statement. 

our neighborhood opposes the 4-post 

117 
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plan. We are subject to continuous noise all winter 

because we live under the instrument landing systems. 

That’s the central corridor of Seattle. Two thirds of 

the time all of the aircraft from the north and also 

those from the west are funneled right over us. 

We have them not only by day, but we 

have them by night. The aircraft that comes down that 

centra! corridor..is closer to more homes at lower 

altitudes than any other route the FAA can find. 

The FAA gives an argument for shifting 

some of the aircraft from Elliott Bay. Their arguments 

are totally inadequate. Elliott Bay has the capacity. 

It is wider than Seattle at Yessler Way. It is wider 

than the Potomac corridor~ yet the Potomac corridor 

carries more aircraft on arrival:than Sea-Tac. 

The FAA says, Well, there is a curvature 

in Elliott Bay and it slows things down. 

There is also a curvature at Newark 

Airport on the arrival, and that carries more aircraft 

than Seattle, and there’s a curvature at Baltimore 

Airport, and that carries more aircraft. 

The FAA argues that this 4-post plan is 

required for increased traffic; however, there is 

legislation sponsored by 23 representatives of the 

house that calls for a moratorium on Sea-Tac expansion 
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on runways. 

We also know with the cold war declining 

that military traffic in Puget Sound is decreasing. 

I would like to say a few words on the 

process here. We are making a decision that will 

endure for decades. It is very momentous. It affects 

hundreds of thousands of people] not only here but in 

Tacoma as well. .My friends in Tacoma are unhappy that 

there is no hearing down in Tacoma. We here are given 

just three minutes to express something that affects 

our lives and from which there should be much more. 

I would point out that the opportunity 

for comments for people who are in their homes was 

stated in the advertisement to come to this hearing, 

which is unrealistic, that we now are told we have an 

added time, but if you are going to make that a 

realistic option, you should publish notice in the 

paper so people will know who are not here that they do 

have this added time. But the time is much too short 

because the newspapers will not have the notice until a 

few days from now, and the mail time is such that they 

have to respond instantaneously. 

There isn’t that much of a hurry that we 

have to steamroller this process. I think we s~ould 

take our time, deliberate about it, and do a full and 
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complete environmental impact statement. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: After Mr~ Klug, 

Mr. John Whitlock, No. 62. 

MR. KLUG: For the record, my name is 

Bob Klug. I’m here tonight as the chair of the 

Northeast District Council and as the president 

of the Laurelhurst Community Club. 

The Northeast District Council has 13 

members, community clubs and councils and business 

organizations in the northeast part of the city of 

Seattle between Montlake on the south and Mathews Beach 

on the north between I-5 and Lake Washington.    The 

Laurelhurst Community Club is one of the member 

organizations of the Northeast District Counci!. 

A committee of the Northeast District 

Council has prepared a 56-page critique of the draft 

environmental impact statement. We think that you will 

find it thought provoking and we encourage you to look 

at it. 

The critique references a number of 

newspaper articles, and we will make those available to 

the FAA should they wish to review them. 

We also have a resolution from the 
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Northeast District Council on the need for an EIS. 

We concur with Resolution 28114 of the 

Seattle City Council dated 18 December, 1989, that an 

EIS is necessary and required in this case under the 

guidelines and rules and procedures of the National 

Environmental Policy Act. We request that the FAA 

prepare an EIS on this issue. 

We have carefully studied the FAA’s 

proposed 4-post plan to modify the air traffic ~outes 

over Seattle and the environmental review that the FAA 

prepared in conjunction with that plan.. 

Several of our constituent community 

groups have also been involved in the FAA briefings in 

the plan. None of us have an interest in debating the 

merits of the plan here and feel that such an exercise 

would only create confusion and unnecessary controversy 

that has already occurred. 

While many of our members have chosen to 

submit separate statements, we share a common view 

regarding the plan as follows: While conscientious 

citizens argue about whose house the rerouted planes 

will pass over and how much noise will result, the real 

issue here is being ignored. 

The net result of implementing the plan 

will be to enable more aircraft to be accommodated in 
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the air over Seattle. Despite the FAA’s effort to 

downplay the seriousness of the impact of the plan by 

claiming it has no authority to limit the number 

of flights over the city, the simple fact is that the 

plan will increase overhead capacity, and as that added 

capacity is increased, the need for runways on the 

ground is increased. 

We 0verwhelmingly believe that the only 

proper way to accurately present all of the facts and 

the subtleties about the plan and to adequately assess 

the full array of the impact is’ for the FAA to prepare 

an environmental impact statement. 

Furthermore, we believe that the 

guidelines for the preparation of an EIS require an EIS 

in this situation because the plan is so controversial 

and has ¯been the first step leading to additional 

regulations at Sea-Tac, an action which will have 

profound environmenta! effects on the Puget Sound 

region forever. 

We believe an EIS is also necessary so 

that the process leading to it -- 

MR. HOROWITZ: Excuse me, Mr. Klug. I’m 

sorry, but you’re well over the three minutes, and that 

document can be submitted. 

MR. KLUG: Okay. I would conclude 
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there. I would also add one other point. 

MR. HOROWITZ: I’m sorry. I kept 

everybody -- 

MR. KLUG: We will submit that in 

writing. 

MR. HOROWITZ: Thank you. If you want 

to drop that off, that’s fine. 

Mr. Whitlock, and then Ms. Elsaesser. 

MR. WHITLOCK: My name is John Whitlock. 

I live on Vashon Island. 

An environmental assessment should start 

from an equitable base case. Since early 1970 the 

Eastside has enjoyed preferential treatment which has 

resulted in congestion on the Westside, causing an 

overall increase in noise and reduction in safety as 

more and more planes line up to come in the Duwamish 

corridor. 

The 4-post plan attempts to address this 

capacity issue. It is time that all airport users 

carry their equitable share of noise associated with 

Sea-Tac operations. 

That does not mean that we have to like 

it, nor stop working as hard as we can to reduce noise 

pollution. The mediation effort is generating 

additional information which can be useful in 
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addressing the environmental concerns raised here this 

evening which are not covered in the FAA report, but 

mediation to reduce present noise levels and limit 

future growth in noise from Sea-Tac cannot succeed 

unless everyone is willing to accept some level of 

overflights. 

M~.. HOROWITZ: 

Mr. Robert Shindler. 

(Audience applause) 

After Ms. Elsaesser, then 

MS. ELSAESSER: I, too, live on Vashon, 

and when I -- it’s almost impossible for me to go out 

my door now without having an overflight. This is to 

indicate that we all have a tremendous problem in Puget 

Sound. 

I support any plan that would enable an 

equal distribution of overflight noise and pollution. 

To the extent the 4-post plan does this, I support it; 

however, we are told that the 4-post plan is t° 

alleviate dangerous congestion. I’m adding 

"dangerous", but it’s been implied. 

If a plan can be implemented that will 

control and perhaps look to reducing air traffic noise 

-and problems, good, but if this plan is only going to 

encourage and increase growth, then the 4-post plan is 

going to be self-destructive and counterproductive. 
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What we need is a plan that is equal but 

that somehow incorporates some control so that we don’t 

get back in this position where the Port pushes growth, 

encourages growth, makes growth, and then tells the -- 

the FAA says that we are stuck with a dangerous 

situation and we have to, again, jump and react to it. 

If the FAA can do that kind of a plan 

and make it stick and prevent future problems, it has 

done a good job. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Mr. Shindler? 

Are you Mr. Shindler? 

MR. SHINDLER: Yes. 

MR. HOROWITZ: And is B. Dahl here? 

Are you Dahl? 

After that isRose Loper, and then we 

will conclude. 

MR. SHINDLER: My name is 

Robert Shindler. I live in Bellevue, zip Code 98005. 

It’s apparent that the FAA is taking 

quite a bashing here this evening and that their 

credibility has been dropping in recent years. 

Now, I think that there are a couple of 

defects in this EIS effort that ought to be looked at 
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very carefully by the FAA in their programs for flight 

patterns. 

First of all, it’s evident that noise is 

a cost item, a serious cost item. It is not something 

that can be simply made a side issue, as if the people 

impacted by the noise were of little consequence 

compared to the airlines and their cost and all Of the 

people who live off the air transportation industry. 

I think that two things have to be done 

to make a decent EIS. One is that noise, there has to 

be a way of measuring noise so that it can be related 

at least to some degree with other cost items, and 

there has to be a way of measuring it so that its true 

impact can be compared from one area to another and 

with these alternative flight patterns. 

Secondly, a serious option has to be to 

limit and put a cap on air traffic growth at Sea-Tac or 

at any airport. 

Now, I know that there are a lot of 

people that are terrorized by the thought of such a 

drastic Draconian measure, but if it isn’t included, 

then all of the true options are not there. 

Maybe it’s unthinkable, but at least it 

has to be included. 

Now, as I was noting, this hearing 
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reminds me of the hearings in the late 1960’s opposed 

to freeways, and we all know that the public finally 

won that argument, and I think the FAA should consider 

that they are going to lose this if they don’t change.. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: Ms. Loper, thank you. 

MS. LOPER: My name is Rose Loper. I’m 

a member of the Leschi community, a former member of 

the Puget Sound Council of Government Aviation Advisory 

Committee and a Boeing test pilot. I routinely fly the 

skies of Seattle, and I’m well aware of the problems 

faced by the FAA in managing the increased flights in 

the Seattle area. 

But I’m not convinced that you’re aware 

of the impact that you have on my quality of life. 

would like you to further consider the following 

procedures that may reduce the amount of noise produced 

over the Seattle area. 

First, initiate a noise abatement 

procedure which requires a reduction of climbing power 

at 1,000 feet in altitude. This is also referred to as 

a cutback and has been used successfully at other 

airports to reduce noise impact. This reduced ~ower 

would be maintained by the airline unti! they reached 

122 
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i0,000 feet, at which time they could resume normal 

climb power and return on their route. 

The second proposal would be to allocate 

a specific volume of noise to each airline. At Orange 

County Airport in Los Angeles this is referred to as 

your bucket of noise. When your noise bucket is full, 

you are done for the day and you are not authorized to 

have any more of.your airline’s aircraft take off. 

This will force the operators to become smarter and to 

fly much more quiet and efficient air paths. 

No. 3, establish procedures that would 

require non-statestree (phonetic) aircraft to remain 

over water until reaching an altitude of I0,000 feet 

prior to turning on course and proceeding wherever else 

they want to go in the world. 

These measures may seem drastic, but 

drastic measures are needed. Compromise will be 

necessary, but the operators of the aircraft must face 

up to the responsibility of reducing the impact of 

their operations on our quality of life. 

Thank you. 

(Audience applause) 

MR. HOROWITZ: It’s i0:00 and the 

hearing is concluded. For those of you who have not 

had a chance to speak, we’re sorry. We hope you will 
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submit written comments, either at the table here 

tonight or, as I told you, by the 31st to the address 

that was previously given. 

Do any of you want that address again 

that I previously gave? 

A VOICE: Mr. Chairman, before you 

conclude the recording, would you instruct the recorder 

to put in the record how many speakers were not allowed 

the opportunity to speak? 

I have No. 106, and I just picked one 

up. 

MR. HOROWITZ: What I will do is, I will 

tell you that No. 67 through -- I have 105. You have 

106. Then I don’t have your card. 

A VOICE: That’s right. ’ 

MR. HOROWITZ: There were a few of those 

who later declined. 

MAN MAN: There were many who were 

discouraged from even signing up because they were told 

they wouldn’t get a chance. 

MR. HOROWITZ: As I said, 67 through 105 

is what I’ve got. 

(HEARING    CONCLUDED) 
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